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JOUMAL OF SCIENCE AND ARTS.

[SECOND SERIES

Art. I.— On the Origination and Distribution of Species:—

Introductory Essay to the Flora of Tasmania; by Dr. Joseph

D. Hooker *

§ 1. Preliminary Bemarhs.

The Island of Tasmania does not contain a vegetation pecu-

liar to itself, nor constitute an independent botanical region. Its

plants are, with comparatively few exceptions, natives of extra-

tropical Australia ; and I have consequently found it necessary

to study the vegetation of a great part of that vast continent, in

order to determine satisfictorily the nature, distribution, and

* To the Editors of the American Journal of Science, ^'c—The sheets of this

Introductory Essay, having been obligingly communicated to me >°
^JJ^J^fJ^J

publication of the concluding part of the ^^'''"^ <^"*^"."*j^'^*°^^g
rin^ them ^^

have thir in an improved and trulv scientific form, in the theories ..hich. recently

propounded by Mr Darwin, followed by Mr. Wallace, are here fo ably and alto-

gether independently maintained. When these views are fuly kid before them.

Tu. „„..._:,tI1 5" ,:•! '_....„ „;„ u. ahiA to take part in the interesting discussion

t fail to call f<

e omitted Tphich do not directly b
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affinities of the Tasmanian Flora. From the study of certain

extratropical genera and species in their relation to those of

Tasmania, I have been led to the far more comprehensive under-

taking of arranging and classifying all the Australian plants

accessible to me. This I commenced in the hope of being able

thereby to extend our knowledge of the affinities of its Flora,

and, if possible, to throw light on a very abstruse subject, viz.

the origin of its vegetation, and the sources or causes of its pecu-

liarity. This again has induced me to proceed with the inquiry

into the oxigin and distribution of existing species ; and, as I

have already treated of these subjects in the Introduction to the

New Zealand Flora, I now embrace the opportunity afforded

me by a similar Introduction to the Tasmanian Flora, of revis-

ing the opinions I then entertained, and of again investigating

the whole subject of the creation of species by variation, with the

aid of the experience derived from my subsequent studies of the

Floras of India and Australia in relation to one another and to

those of neighboring countries, and of the recently published
hypotheses of Mr. Darwin and Mr. Wallace. * * *

In the Introductory Essay to the New Zealand Flora, I ad-

vanced certain general propositions as to the origin of species,

which I refrained from endorsing as articles of my own creed

:

amongst others w^as the still prevalent doctrine that these are,

in the ordinary acceptation of the term, created as such, and are
utable. In the present Essay I shall advance the opposite
-^^--" that species, are derivative and mutable; and thishypothi

chieflyhiefly because, whatever opinions a naturalist may have adopted
vith regard to the origin and variation of species, every candid
mind must admit that the facts and arguments upon which he
has grounded his convictions require revision since the recent
publication by the Linnean Society of the ingenious and orig-

inal reasonings and theories of Mr."Darwin and Mr. Wallace,
Further, there must be many who, like myself, having hith-

erto refrained from expressing any positive opinion, now, after

a careful consideration of these naturalists' theories, find the as-

pect of the question materially changed, and themselves freer

to adopt such a theory as may best harmonize with the flicts ad-

duced by their own experience.
The Natural History of Australia seemed to me to be espe-

cially suited to test such a theorj^, on account of the comparative
uniformity of its physical features being accompanied with a
great variety in its Flora ; of the differences in the vegetation
of its several parts ; and of the peculiarity both of its Fauna
and Flora, as compared with those of other countries. I accord-
ingly prepared a classified catalogue of all the Australian species
in the Herbarium, with their ranges in longitude, latitude, and
elevation, as far as I could ascertain them, and added what fur-
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ther information I could obtain from books. At the same time

I made a careful study of the af&nities and distribution of all

the Tasmanian species, and of all those Australian ones which

I believed to be found in other countries. I also determined as

accurately as I could the genera of the remainder, and especially

of those belonging to genera which are found in other countries,

and I distinguished the species from one another in those genera

which had not been previously arranged. In this manner I

have brought together evidence of nearly 8000 flowenng plants

havino- been collected or observed in Australia, of which I have

seen and catalogued upwards of 7000. About two-thirds of

these are ascertained specifically with tolerable accuracy, and

the remainder are distinguished from one another, and referred

to genera with less certainty, being either undescribed, or de-

scribed under several names, whilst some are members of such

variable groups that I was left in doubt how to dispose of them.

To many who occupy themselves with smaller and better

worked botanical districts, such results as may be deduced from

the skeleton Flora I have compiled for Australia may seem too

crude and imperfect to form data from which to determine its

relations. But it is not from a consideration of specific details

that such problems as those of the relations of Floras and the

origin and distribution of organic forms will ever be solved

though we must eventually look to these details for prools ot

the solutions we propose. The limits of the majority of species

are so undefinable that few naturalists are agreed upon them

;

to a great extent they are matters of opinion, even amongst

those persons who believe that species are original and immuta-

ble creations; and as our knowledge of the forms and allies of

each increases, so do these differences of opinions ;
the progress

of systematic science being, in short, obviously unfavorable tO'

the view that most species are limitable by descriptions or char-

acters, unless large allowances are made for variation. On the

other hand, when dealing with genera, or other ^^^ "IL.^
species, all that is required is that these be classified m natural

groups; and that such groups are true exponents ot attinities

Settled by Nature is abundantly capable of demonstration It

is to an investigation of the extent, relations, and Fopor^ons

of these natural combinations of species, ^hen that ^^e must

look for the means of obtaining and expressing the features of a

Flora; and if in this instance the exotic species are well ascer-

tained, it matters little whether or not the endeniic are in alf

cases accurately distinguished from one another, i urther, in a

Flora so large as that of Australia, if the species are limited and
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estimated by one mind and eye, the errors made under each
genus will so far counteract one another, that the mean results

for the genera and orders will scarcely be affected. As it is, the
method adopted has absorbed many weeks of labor during the
last five years, and a much greater degree of accuracy could
only have been obtained by a disproportionately greater outlay
of time, whilst it would not have materially affected the general

_
With regard to my own views on the subjects of the varia-

bility of existing species and the fallacy of supposing we can
ascertain anything through these alone of their ancestry or of
originally created types, they are, in so far as they are liable to
influence my estimate of the value of the facts collected for the
analysis of the Australian Flora, unaltered from those which I
maintained in the 'Flora of ^q\y Zealand.' On such theoretical
questions, however, as the origin and ultimate permanence of
species, they have been greatly influenced by the views and ar-

guments of Mr. Darwin and Mr. Wallace above alluded to,

which incline me to regard more favorably the hypothesis that
it is to variation that we must look as the means which Nature
has adopted for peopling the globe with those diverse existing
forms which, when they tend to transmit their characters un-
changed through many generations, are called species. Never-
theless I must repeat, what I have fully stated elsewhere, that
these hypotheses should not influence our treatment of species,
either as subjects of descriptive science, or as the means of in-
vestigating the phenomena of the succession of organic forms in
time or their dispersion and replacement in area, though they
should lead us to more philosophical conceptions on these sub-
jects, and stimulate us to seek for such combinations of their
characters as may enable us to classify them better, and to trace
their origin back to an epoch anterior to that of their present
appearance and condition. In doing this, however, the believer
in species being lineally related forms must employ the same
methods of investigation and follow the same principles that
guide the believer in their being actual creations, for the latter
assumes that Nature has created species with mutual relations
analogous to those which exist between the lineally-descended
members of a family, and this is indeed the leading idea in all
natural systems. On the other hand, there are so many checks
to indiscriminate variation, so many inviolable laws that regu-
late the production of varieties, the time required to produce
wide variations from any given specific type is so great, and the
number of species and varieties known to propagate for indefi-
nite periods a succession of absolutely identical members is so
large, that all naturalists are agreed that for descriptive purposes
species must be treated as if they were at their origin distinct,
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and are destined so to remain. Hence the descriptive naturalist

who believes all species to be derivative and mutable, only differs

in practice from him who asserts the contrary, in expecting that

the posterity of the organism he describes as species may, at

some indefinitely distant period of time, require redescription.

I need hardly remark that the classificatory branch of Botany

is the only one from which this subject can be approached; for

a good system must be founded on a ,due appreciation of all the

attributes of individual plants,—upon a balance of their morph-

ological, physiological, and anatomical relations at all periods of

their growth. Species are conventionally assumed to represent,

with a great amount of uniformity, the lowest degree of such

relationship; and the facts that individuals are more easily

grouped into species limited by characters, than mto varieties,

or than species are into limitable genera or groups of higher

value, and that the relationships of species are transmitted he-

reditarily in a very eminent degree, are the strongest appear-

ances in favor of species being original creations, and genera,

etc., arbitrarily limited groups of these.

The difference between varieties and species and genera in re-

spect to definable limitation is however one of degree only, and

if increased materials and observation confirm the doctrine which

I have for many years labored to establish, that far more species

are variable, and far fewer limitable, than has been supposed,

that hypothesis will be proportionally strengthened which as-

sumes species to be arbitrarily limited groups of varieties. With
• - • • ' " classifi-Qg how far my own experience in classi

ich a conclusion, I shall now endeavorcation will bear ( ...
review, without reference to m}'- previous conclusions, the im-

pressions which I have derived from the retrospect of twenty

years' study of plants. During that time I have classified many
large and small Floras, arctic, temperate and tropical, insular

and continental : embracing areas so extensive and varied as to

justifv, to my apprehension, the assumption that the results de-

rived from these would also be applicable to the whole vegetable

kingdom. I shall arrange these results successively under three

heads; viz., facts derived from a study of classification ;
secondly,

from distribution : thirdly, from fossils; after which I shall ex-

amine the theories with which these facts should harmonize.

§ 2. On the General Phenomena of Variation in the Vegetable

Kingdom.

1. All vegetable forms are more or less prone to vary as to

their sensible properties, or (as it has been happily expressed m
regard to all organisms), "they are m a state of unstable equili-

brium."* No organ is exactly symmetrical, no two are exact

* Essays: Scientific, Political, aud Speculative; by Herbert Spencer: p. 280.
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counterparts, no .two individuals are exactly alike, no two
]

of the same individual exactly correspond, no two species '.

equal differences, and no two countries present all

of a species common to both, nor are the species of any two
countries alike in number and kind.

2. The rate at which plants vary is always slow, and the ex-

tent or degree of variation is graduated. Sports even in color

are comparatively rare phenomena, and, as a general rule, the

best-marked varieties occur on the confines of the geographical
area whicli a species inhabits. Thus the scarlet Khododendron
{R arhoreum) of India inhabits all the Himalaya, the Khasia
Mountains, the Peninsular Mountains, and Ceylon; and it is in

the centre of its range (Sikkim and the Khasia) that these mean
forms occur which by a graduated series unite into one variable

species, the rough, rusty-leaved form of Ceylon, and the smooth,
silvery-leaved form of the northwestern Himalaya. A white
and a rose-colored sport of each variety is found growing with
the scarlet in all these localities, but everywhere these sports are

few in individuals. Also certain individuals flower earlier than
others, and some occasionally twice a year, I believe in all lo-

calities.

3. I find that in every Flora all groups of species may be
roughly classified into three large divisions : one in which most
species are apparently unvarying; another in which most are
conspicuously varying ; and a third which consists of a mixture
of both in more equal proportions. Of these the unvarying spe-
cies appear so distinct from one another that most botanists
agree as to their limits, and their offspring are at once referable
by inspection to their parents; each presents several special
characters, and it would require many intermediate forms to

efifect a graduated change from any one to another. The most
varying species, on the contrary, so run into one another, that
botanists are not agreed as to their limits, and often fail to refer

the offspring with certainty to their parents, each being distin-

guished from one or more others by one or a few such trifling

characters, that each group may be regarded as a continuous
series of varieties, between the terms of which no hiatus exists

suggesting the intercalation of any intermediate variety. The
genera Eubus, Rosa, SaUz\ and Saxifraga, afford conspicuous ex-
amples of these unstable species; Veronica, Campanula, and
Lobelia, of comparatively stable ones.

4. Of these natural groups of varying and unvarying species,
some are large and some small ; they are also variously distrib-
uted through the classes, orders, and genera of the Vegetable
Kingdom; but, as a general rule, the varying species are rela-

tively most numerous in those classes, orders, and genera wbich
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are the simplest in structure.* Complexity of structure is gen-

erally accompanied with a greater tendency to permanence in

form : thus Acotyledons, Monocotyledons, and Dicotyledons are

an ascending series in complexity and in constancy of form. In
Dicotyledons, Salices, Urticem, Chenopodiacece, and other orders

with incomplete or absent floral envelops, vary on the whole
more than Leguminosce, Lythracem, Myriacece^ or Eosacece, yet

members of these present, in all countries, groups of notoriously

varying species, as Eucalyptus in Australia, Bosa in Europe, and
Lotus, Epilobium, and Eubus in both Europe and Australia.

Again, even genera are divided : of the last named, most or all

of the species are variable ; of others, as Epacris^ Acacia, and
the majority of such as contain upwards of six or eight species,

a larger or smaller proportion only are variable. But the prom-
inent fact is, that this element of mutability pervades the whole
vegetable kingdom ; no class nor order nor genus of more than
a few species claims absolute exemption, whilst the grand total

of unstable forms generally assumed to be species probably ex-

ceeds that of the stable.

5. The above remarks are equally applicable to all the higher
divisions of plants. Some genera and orders are as natural, and
as limitable by characters, as are some species ; others again,

though they contain many very well-marked subordinate plans
of construction, yet are so connected by intermediate forms with
otherwise very different genera or orders, that it is impossible to

limit them naturally. And as some of the best marked and
limited species consist of a series of badly marked and illimita-

ble varieties, so some of the most naturalf and limitable orders

* Mr. Darwin, after a very laborious analysis of many Floras, finds that the spe-

cies of large genera are relatively more variable than those of small; a result which
I was long disposed to doubt, because of the number of variable small genera and
the fact that monotypic genera seldom have their variations recorded in systematic

statement. It has also been remarked (Bory de Saint Vincent, Voy. aux Quatre
lies de I'Afrique) that the species of islands are more variable than those of con-

tments, ati opinion I can scarcely subscribe to, and which is opposed to Mr. Dar-

win's facts, inasmuch as insular Floras are characterized by peculiar genera, and
by having few species in proportion to genera. Bisexual trees and shrubs are gen-

would be curiouTto'asc^eK^iu the relative variableness of social and scattered plants.

The individuals of a social plant, in each area it is social upon, are generally very

tr-ls, Mughun, and uncinata are cases in point, if considered as varieties of one ; as

are the Cedars of Atlas, Algeria, and the Himalaya.
°

' ' '-— ' -s applied to orders or other

;ing more closely related to one or more of its own group than

t the term is often used to designat
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and genera may respectively consist "of only undefinable groups
of genera or of species. For instance, both GraminecB and Com-
positce are, in the present state of our knowledge, absolutely

limited orders, and extremely natural ones also ; but their gen-

era are to a xerj eminent degree arbitrarily limited, and their

species extremely variable. Orchidece and Leguminosoe are also

well-limited orders (though not so absolutely as the former), but
they, on the contrary, consist of comparatively exceedingly
well-marked genera and species. Melanthacece and Scrophulari-
new, on the other band, are not limitable as orders, and contain
very many differently constructed groups ; but their genera, and
to a great extent their species also, are well-marked and limita-

ble. The circumstance of a group being either isolated or hav-
ing complex relations, is hence no indication of its members
having the same characters.

Again, as with species, so with genera and orders, we find

that upon the whole those are the best limited which consist of

plants of complex floral structure : the orders of Dicotyledons
are better limited than those of Monocotyledons, and the genera
of Dichlamydege than those of Achlamydese.*

objective orders ; Orchidecs and Graminea

characters in common, and presenting many subordinate distinct plans of structure,
may be regarded as subjective. Such are RanunculacecB and Legnminosce of which a
botanist must have a special and extensive knowledge before he can readily recog-

uniiistructed person to recognize the close Affinity of cTemltS'^nlRani^Tuh^, or
of Acacia and Cytuu^, though these are really as closely related as the Orchids and

ntioned above. We do not know why some orders are subjective and

the remainder. The application of this assumption to

groups being most pi-eyalent among the higher class

iicuL against progression, were it not for the consideration th'at the higher

lis, and also in bulk and stature. And lastly, as all the highest orders of plants
:in numerous species and often genera of as simple organization as any of the
r orders are, it follows that that physical superiority which is manifested in
er extent of variation, in better securing a succession of race, in more rapid
plication of individuals, and even in increase of bulk, is in some senses of a
•X order than that represented by mere complexity or specialization of organ.
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Now my object in dwelling on this parallelism between the
characteristics of individuals in relation to species, of species in
relation to genera, and of genera in relation to orders, is because
I consider (Introd. Essay to PI. N. Z.) that it is to the extinction
of species and genera that we are indebted for our means of re-

solving plants into limitable genera and orders. This view is

now, I believe, generally admitted, even by those who still re-

gard species as the immutable units of the vegetable creation

;

and it therefore now remains to be seen how far we are warranted
in extending it to the limitation of species by the elimination of
their varieties through natural causes.*

6. The evidence of variability thus deduced from a rapid
general survey of the prominent facts elicited from a study of
the principles of classification, are to a certain extent tested by
the behavior of plants under cultivation, which operates either

by hastening the processes of nature (in rapidly inducing va-
riation), or by effecting a prolepsis or anticipation of those pro-

; would never . have been exposed in the ordinary course of

natural events, and which eventually either kill it or give origin

to a series of varieties which might otherwise have never

of species) on the one banc1, and the Umitability of their speciesi on the other. Thus,

SiJEffonth, t^\
ceeXg'aTa great

uals and

f
proportional rate. than in an equally larg.e genus of which the

species are limitalile.

t My friend M. e treats of nnder domestic
they were in very'differin', physical conditions

1 faculty i

of those occurring among domestic animals. The two are so much oppos-t

what applies to the one is almost sure not to apply to the other." But, in tJ

place, of the same species of wild animals some families must be placed wh«

tain faculties and senses are far more exercised than others, and the differ
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7. Now the prominent phenomena presented by species under

cultivation are analogous in kind and extent to those which we

have derived from a survey of the affinities of plants in a state

of nature : a large number remain apparently permanent and

unalterable, and a large number vary indefinitely. Of the per-

manent there is little to remark, except that they belong to very

many orders of plants, nor are they always those which are

permanent in a state of nature. Many plants, acknowledged by

all to be varieties, may be propagated by seed or otherwise,

when their offspring retains for many successive generations the

characters of the variety. On the other hand, species which

have remained immutable for many generations under cultiva-

tion, do at length commence to vary, and having once begun,

are thereafter peculiarly prone to vary further.

8. The variable cultivated species present us with the most

important phenomena for investigating the laws of mutabihty

and permanence ; but these phenomena are so infinitely varied,

complex, and apparently contradictory, as to defeat all attempts

to elucidate the history of any individual case of variation by a

study of its phases alone. It would often appear doubtful

whether the natural operations of a plant tend most to induce

or to oppose variation; and we hence find the advocates of

original permanent creations, and those of mutable variable spe-

cies, taking exactly opposite views in this respect, the tr

believe, being that both are right. Nature has provided f

,
taking exactly opposite views in this respect, the truth,

Deiieve, being that both are right. Nature has provided for the

possibility of indefinite variation, but she regulates as to extent

and duration ; she will neither allow her offspring to be weak-
ened or exhausted by promiscuous hybridization and incessant

variation, nor will she suffer a new combination of external con-

ditions to destroy one of these varieties without providing a

substitute when necessary ; hence some species remain so long

hereditarily immutable as to give rise to the doctrine that all

are so normally, while others are so mutable as to induce a be-

lief in the very opposite doctrine, which demands incessant law-

less change.

9. It would take far too long a time were I to attempt any
analysis of the phenomena of cultivation, as illustrative of those

of variability in a state of nature. There are however some broad
facts which should be borne in mind in treating of variation by
cross impregnation and hybridity.

10. V ariation is effected by graduated changes ; and the ten-

dency of varieties, both in nature and under cultivation, when
further varying, is rather to depart more and more widely from
the original type, than to revert to it: the best marked varieties

of a wild species occurring on the confines of the area the spe-

cies inhabits, and the best marked varieties of the cultivated

species being those last produced by the gardener. I am aware
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1

allvarieti

which they departed ; and I have myself quoted this" opinion,

without questioning its accuracy,* as tending to support the views
of those who regard species as permanent, A further acquaint-

ance with the results of gardening operations leads me now to

doubt the existence of this centripetal force in varieties, or at

least to believe that in the phrase ''reversion to the wil"d type,"

many very different phenomena are included. In the first place,

the majority of cultivated vegetables and cerealia, such as the

Cabbage and its numerous progeny, and the varieties of wall-

fruit, show when neglected no disposition to assume the charac-

ters of the wild states of these plants ;t they certainly degene-
rate, and even die if Nature does not supply the conditions which
man (by anticipation of her operations, or otherwise) has pro-

vided; they become stunted, hard, and woody, and resemble
their wild progenitors in so far as all stunted plants resemble
wild plants of similar habit ; but this is not a reversion to the

original type, for most of these cultivated races are not merely

luxuriant" forms of the wild parent. In neglected fields and
gardens we see plants of Scotch Kale, Brussels Sprouts, or Kohl-
rabi, to be all as unlike their common parent, the wild Brassica

ohracea^ as they are unlike one another ; so, too, most of our
finer kinds of apples, if grown from seed, degenerate and be-

come crabs, but in so doing they become crab states of the va-

rieties to which they belong, and do not revert to the original

wild Crab-apple. And the same is true to a great extent of cul-

tivated Eoses, of many varieties of trees, of the Raspberry,

Strawberry, and indeed of most garden plants. It has also been
held, that by imitating the conditions under which the wild

state of a cultivated variety grows, we may induce that variety

to revert to its original state ; but, except in the false sense of

reversion above explained, I doubt if this is supported by evi-

dence. Cabbages grown by the seaside are not more like wild

Cabbages than those grown elsewhere, and if cultivated states

disseminate themselves along the coast, they there retain their

cultivated form. This is however a subject which would fill a

volume with most instructive matter for reflection, and which
receives a hundredfold more illustration from the Aninial than

from the Vegetable Kingdom. I can here only indicate its bear-

ing on the doctrine of variation, as evidence that Nature operates

upon mutable forms by allowing great variation, and displaying
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With this law tlie sugarei

stitution of a plant is so broken that variation is induced, it is

easy to multiply the varieties in succeeding generations.
It may be objected to this line of argnment that our cultivated

plants are, as regards their constitution, in an artificial condition,
and are, if unaided, incapable of self-perpetuation ; but an arti-

ficially induced condition of constitution is not necessarily a dis-

eased or unnatural one, and, so far as our cultivated plants are

concerned, all we do is to place them under conditions which
Nature does not provide at the same particular place and time.

That Nature might supply the conditions at other places and
times may be inferred from the fact that the plant is found to
be provided with the means of availing itself of them when
provided, while at the same time it retains all its functions, not
only unimpaired, but in many cases in a more highly developed
state. We have no reason to suppose that we have violated Na-
ture's laws in producing a new variety of wheat,—we may have
only anticipated them ; nor is its constitution impaired because it

cannot, unaided, perpetuate its race ; it is in as souud and un-
broken health and vigor during its life as any wild variety is,

but Its offspring has so many enemies that they do not perpetu-
ate its race._ In the case of annual plants, those only can secure
the succession of their species which produce more"^ seeds annu-
ally than can be eaten by animals or destroyed by the elements.
Cultivated wheat will grow and ripen its seed in almost all soils
and climates, and as its seeds are produced in sreat abundance,
and can be preserved alive in anv quantity, in the same climate,
and for many years, it follows that it is not to the artificial or

Pl-^'^ ^^^i„^°°
^^^^"^ ^^^^^^ P^^^* ^*^^^f' ^°^ stil^ ^ess to any change

eliected by man upon it, that its annual extinction is due but to
causes that have no efiect whatever upon its own constitution,
and over which its constitutional peculiarities can exercise no
control.

11. Again, the phenomena of cross impregnation amongst in-
dividuals of all species appear, accordin^^ to Mr Darwin's accu-
rate observations, to have been hitherto much underrated, both
as to extent and importance. The prominent fact that the sta-
mens and pistil are so often placed in the same flower, and come
to maturity at the same epoch, has led to the doctrine that flow-
ers are usually self-impregnated, and that the effect is a conserv-
ative one as regards the permanence of specific forms. The ob-
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servations of Carl Sprengel and others have, however, proved
that this is not always the case, and that while Nature has appar-
ently provided for self-fertilization, she has often insiduously

counteracted its operation, not only by placing in flowers lures

for insects which cross-fertilize them, but often by interposing

insuperable obstacles to self-fertilization, in the shape of structu-

ral impediments to the access of the pollen to. the stigma of its

own flower.^ In all these instances the double object of Nature
may be traced ; for self-impregnation (or "breeding in"), while
securing identity of form in the offspring, and hence hereditary

permanence, at the same time tends to weakness of constitution,

and hence to degeneracy and extinction: on the other hand,
cross-impregnation, while tending to produce diversity of form
in the offspring, and hence variation and apparent mutability,

yet by strengthening the offspring favors longevity and apparent
permanence of specific type. The ultimate effect of all these

operations is of course favorable to the hypothesis that varia-

bility is the rule, and permanence the exception, or at any rate

only a transitory phenomenon.
12. Hybridization, or cross-impregnation between species or

very well marked varieties, again, is a phenomenon of a very
different kind, however similar it*may appear in operation and
analogous in design. Hybridizable genera are rarer that is gen-

erally supposed, even in gardens, where they are so often operated

upon, under circumstances the most favorable to the production
of a hybrid, and unfavorable to selfimpregnation. Hybrids
are almost invariably barren, and their characters are not those

of new varieties. The obvious tendency of hybridization be-

tween varieties or other very closely allied forms (in which case

the offspring may be fertile) is not to enlarge the bounds of va-

riation, but to contract them ; and if between very different

forms, it will only tend to confound these. That some supposed
species may have their origin in hybridization cannot be denied,

but we are now dealing with phenomena on a large scale, and
balancing the tendencies of causes uniformly acting, whose effects

are unmistakable, and which can be traced throughout the Veg-

etable Kingdom. In gardening operations the number of hy-

bridized genera is small, their offspring doomed, and since they

are more readily impregnated by the pollen of either parent

than by their own, or by that of any other plant.f they eventu-

*Thus, in Lobelia fulgens, the pollen is entirely prevented by natural causes

place imperfectly except the carina is worked up and down artificially, T^hich i,-.

with that brought from another plant. I am indebted to Mr. Darwin for both these

t A very able and careful experimenter, M. Xaudin, performed a series of ex-

periments at the Jardin des Plantes at Paris, in order to discover the duration of the
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ally revert to one of their parents : on the other hand, the num-
ber of varieties is incalculable, the power to vary further is un-

impaired in their progeny, and these tend to depart further and

further in sensible properties from the original parent.

In conformity with my plan of starting from the variable and
not the fixed aspect of Nature, I have now set down the promi-

nent features of the Vegetable Kingdom, as surveyed from this

point of view. From the preceding paragraphs the evidence
appears to be certainly in favor of proneness to change in in-

dividuals, and of the power to change ceasing only with the hfe

of the individual ; and we have still to account for the fact that

there are limits to these mutations, and laws that control the

changes both as to degree and kind ; that species are neither

visionary nor even arbitrary creations of the naturalist ; that

tiply forms of existing plants by graduated changes, and next
by destroying some to isolate the rest in area and in character^

we are now in a condition to seek some theory of the modus
operandi of Nature that will give temporary permanence of char-

acter to these changelings. And here we must appeal to theory
or speculation ; for our knowledge of the history of species in

relation to one another, and to the incessant mutations of their

environing physical conditions, is far too limited and incomplete
to afford data for demonstrating the effects of these in the pro-

duction of any one species in a native state.

Of these speculations by far the most important and philo-

spphical is that of the delimitation of species by natural selec-

tion, for which we are indebted to two wholly independent and
original thinkers, Mr. Darwin and Mr. Wallace.* These authors
assume that all animal and vegetable forms are variable, that the
average amount of space and annual supply of food for each
species (or other group of individuals) is limited and constant,
but that the increase of all organisms tends to proceed annually
in a geometrical ratio ; and that, as the sum of organic life on
the surface of the globe does not increase, the individuals an-
nually destroyed must be incalculably great ; also that each spe-

cies is ever warring against many enemies, and only holding its

own by a slender tenure. In the ordinary course of nature this

progeny of fertile hybrids. He concludes that the fertile posterity of hybrids dis-

appears, to give place.to the pure typical form of one or other parent. " II se pent
sans doute qa'il y ait des exceptions a cette loi de retour, et que certains hydrides,
a la fois tres-fertiles et tr^s-etablis, tendent d faire souche d'espece ; mais le fait est
lorn d'etre prouve. Plus nous obseryons les phenom^nes d'hybridite, plus nous in-

semble des choses, et que c'est le role tneme assigne a chacune d'elles qui en deter-
mine la forme, la dimension et la duree." (Anaales des Sc. Ifat., s6r. 4. r. 9.)
* Journal of the Linnean Society of London, Zoology, vol. iii, p. 46.
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annual destruction falls upon the eggs or seeds and young of the

organisms, and as it is effected by a multitude of antagonistic,

ever-changing natural causes, each more destructive of one or-

ganism than of any other, it operates with different effect on
each group of individuals, in every locality, and at every re-

turning season. Here then we have an infinite number of vary-

ing conditions, and a superabundant supply of variable organ-

isms, to accommodate themselves to these conditioris. Now the

organisms can have no power of surviving any change in these

conditions, except they are endowed with the means of accom-
modating themselves to it. The exercise of this power may be
accompanied by a visible (morphological) change in the form or

structure of the individual, or it may not, in which case there is

still a change, but a physiological one, not outwardly mani-
fested

; but there is always a morphological change if the change
of conditions be sudden, or when, through lapse of time, it be-

comes extreme. The new form is necessarily that best suited to

the changed condition, and as its progeny are henceforth addi-

tional enemies to the old, they will eventually tend to replace

their parent form in the same locality. Further, a greater pro-

portion of the seeds and young of the old will annually be de-

stroyed than of the new, and the survivors of the old, being
less well adapted to the locality, will yield less seed, and hence
have fewer descendants.

In the above operations Nature acts slowly on all organisms,
but man does so rapidly on the few he cultivates or domesticates

;

he selects an organism suited to his own locality, and by so modi-
fying its surrounding conditions that the food and space that

were the share of others falls to it, he ensures a perpetuation of

his variety, and a multiplication of its individuals, by means of

the destruction of the previous inhabitants of the same locality
;

and in every instance, where he has worked long enough, he
finds that changes of form have resulted far greater than would
suffice to constitute conventional species amongst organisms in a

state of nature, and he keeps them distinct by maintaining these

conditions.

Mr. Darwin adduces another principle in action amongst liv-

ing organisms as playing an important part in the origin of spe-

cies, viz., that the same spot will support most life when peopled

with very diverse forms, as is exemplified by the fact that in all

isolated areas the number of classes, orders, and genera is very
large in proportion to that of species.

§ 3. On the General Phenomena of Distribution in Area.

Turning now to another class of facts, those that refer to the

distribution of plants on the surface of the globe, the following

are the most obvious :

—
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14. The most prominent feature in distribution is that circum-

scription of the area of species, which so forcibly suggests the

hypothesis that all the individuals of each species have sprung

from a common parent, and have spread in various directions

from it. It is true that the area of some (especially cryptogamic

and aquatic plants) is so great that we cannot indicate any appa-

rent centre of diffusion, and that others are so sporadic that they

appear to have had many such centres ; but these species, though

more numerous than is usually supposed, are few in comparison

with those that have a definite or circumscribed area.

With respect to this limitation in area,* species do not essen-

tially differ from varieties on the one hand, or from genera and

higher groups on the other; and indeed, in respect of distribu-

tion, they hold an exactly intermediate position between them,

varieties being more restricted in locality than species, and these

again more than genera.

The universality of this feature (of groups having defined

areas) affords to my mind all but conclusive evidence in favor

of the hypothesis of similar forms having had but one parent,

or pair of parents. And farther, this circumscription of species

and other groups in area, harmonizes well with that principle of

divergence of form, which is opposed to the view that the same
variety or species may have originated at different spots. It also

follows that, as a general rule, the same species will not give rise

to a series of similar varieties (and hence species) at different

epochs; whence the geological evidence of contemporaneity de-

rived from identity of fossil forms may be relied upon.
The most obvious cause of this limitation in area no doubt

exists in the well-known fact that plants do not necessarily in-

habit those areas in which they are constitutionally best fitted

to thrive and to propagate ; that they do not grow where they
would most like to, but where they can find space and fewest
enemies. We have seen (18) that most plants are at warfare
with one or more competitors for the area they occupy, and that

both the number of individuals of any one species and the area
it covers are contingent on the conditions which determine these

remaining so nicely balanced that each shall be able at least to
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hold its own, and not succumb to the enervating or etiolating

or smothering influences of its neighbors. The effects of this

warfare are to extinguish some species, to spare only the hardier

races of others, and especially to limit the remainder both as to

area and characters. Exceptions occur in plants suited to very
limited or abnormal conditions, such as desert plants, the chief

obstacles to whose multiplication are such inorganic and princi-

pally atmosjiheric causes as other plants cannot overcome at all

;

such plants have no competitors, are generally widely distrib-

uted, and not very variable.*

15. The three great classes of plants, Acotyledons, Monoco-
tyledons, and Dicotyledons (Grymnospermous and Angiosperm-
ous), are distributed with tolerable equality over the surface of

the globe, inasmuch as we cannot indicate any of the six con-

tinents (Europe, Asia, Africa, Forth and South America, and
Australia) as being peculiarly rich in one to the exclusion of an-

other. Further, the distribution of some of the larger orders is

remarkably equable, as ComjwsitcB, Leguminosce, Graminece^ and
others; facts which (supposing existing species to have orig-

inated in variation) would seem to indicate that the means of dis-

tribution have overcome, or been independent of the existing

apparent impediments, and that the power of variation is equally
distributed amongst these classes, and continuously exerted un-
der very different conditions. I do not mean that all the classes

are equally variable, but that each displays as much variety in

one continent as in another.
16. Those classes and orders which are the least complex in

organization are the most widely distributed, that is to say, they
contain a larger proportion of widely diffused species. Thus the

species of Acotyledons are more widely dispersed than those of

Monocotyledons, and these again more so than those of Dicoty-

ledons; so also the species of Thallophytes are among the most
widely dispersed of Acotyledons, the Qraminece of Monocotyle-
dons, and the Chenopodiacece of Dicotyledons. This tendency
of the least complex species to be most widely diffused is most
marked in Acotyledons, and least so in Dicotyledons, f a fact

which is analogous to that already stated (4), that the least com-
plex are also the most variable.

* Though i

""'""

TZ
always struggling for existence amongst other grasses,

t "^ery much, no doubt, because of the difficulty in clfis=ifying Dicotyledons by
mplexity of organization; in other words, of our inability to estimate in a classi-

' low morphological importance

England to Northw<
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17. Though we rarely find the same species running into the

same varieties at widely sundered localities (unless starved or

luxuriant forms he called varieties), yet we do often find a group

of species represented in many distant places by other groups of

allied forms ; and if we suppose that individuals of the parent

type have found their way to them all, the theory that existing

species have originated in variation, and that varieties depart

further from the parent form, will account for sugh groups of

allied species being found at distant spots ; as also lor these

groups being composed of representative species and genera.

18. No general relations have yet been established between
the physical conditions of a country and the number of species

or varieties which it contains, further than that the tropical and
. temperate regions are more fertile than the polar, and that per-

ennial drouglit is eminently unfavorable to vegetation. It is

not even ascertained whether the tropical climates produce more
species than the temperate.

19. Though we cannot explain the general relations between
the vegetation and physical condition of any two countries that

contrast in these respects, we may conclude as a general rule

that those tracts of land present the greatest variety in their
' 'on that have the most varied combinations of conditions

light, moisture, and mineral characters. It is, in the

present state of our knowledge, impossible to measure the

amount of the fluctuations of these conflicting conditions in a
given country, nor if we could can we express them symboli-
cally or otherwise so as to make them intelligible exponents of
the amount of variety in the vegetation they affect; but the fol-

lowing facts in general distribution appear to me to be favorable
to the idea that there is such a connection.

There are certain portions of the surface of the globe charac-
terized by a remarkable uniformity in their phsenogamic vege-
tation. These may be luxuriantly clothed, and abound in indi-

viduals, but are always poor in species. Such are the cooler
temperate and subarctic lake regions of North America, Fuegia
and the Falkland Islands, the Pampas of Buenos Ayres, Siberia
and North Hussia, Ireland and Western Scotland, the great Gan-
getic plain, and many other tracts of land. Now all these regions
are characterized by a great uniformity in most of their physical
characters, and an absence of those varying conditions which we
assume to be stimulants to variation in a locality. On the other
hand, it is in those tracts that have the most broken surface, va-
ried composition of rocks, excessive climate (within the limits
of vegetable endurance), and abundance of light, that the r

ofTei
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20. The Polar regions are cliieflj peopled from the colder
temperate zones, and the species from the latter which have
spread into them are very variable, but only within compara-
tively small limits, particularly in stature, color, and vesture.
Many of these polar and colder temperate plants are also found,
together with other species closely allied to them, on the moun-
tains of the warm temperate, and even tropical zones ; to which
it is difficult to tionceive that they can have been transported by
agencies now in operation.

21. The floras of islands present many points of interest.

The total number of species they contain seems to be invariably
less than an equal continental area possesses, and the relative
numbers of species to genera (or other higher groups) is also
much less than in similar continental areas.

.The further an island is from a continent, the smaller is its

flora numerically, the more peculiar is its vegetation, and the
smaller its proportion of species to genera. In the case of very
isolated islands, moreover, the generic types are often those of
very distant countries, and not of the nearest land. Thus the
St. Helena and Ascension forms are not so characteristic of trop-
ical Africa as of the Cape of Good Hope. Those of Ker^ue-
len's Land are Antarctic American, not African nor Indian.
The Sandwich Islands contain many Northwest American and
some New Zealand forms. Japan presents us with many genera
and species unknown except to the eastward of the Kocky Moun-
tams, in North America.* So too American, Abyssinian, and
even South African genera and species are found in Madeira
and the Canary Islands ; and Fuegian ones in Tristan d'Acunha.

22. There is a strict analogy in this respect between the floras
of islands and those of lofty mountain-ranges, no doubt in both
cases owing to the same causes. Thus, as Japan contains vari-

ous peculiar N. E. American species which are not found in
-N. W

. America nor elsewhere on the globe, and the Canaries
and Azores possess American genera not found in Europe nor
Africa, so the lofty mountains of Borneo contain Tasmanian
and Himalayan representatives; the Himalayas contain Andean,
Bocky Mountain, and Japanese genera and species; and the alps
of Victoria and Tasmania contain assemblages of New Zealand,
Fuegian, Andean, and European genera and species. We can-
not account for any of these cases of distribution between islands
and mountains except by assuming that the species and genera
common to these distant localities have found their way across
the intervening spaces under conditions which no longer exist,

* Whilst these sheets are pnssmg through the press, I have been informed hj
t^rofessor Asa Gr.av tlmf tli*. flora nf .Tanan and I^. E. Asia is mtich more closelr
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23. There is mucli to be observed in the condition and distri-
bution of the introduced or naturalized plants of a country,
which may be applied to the study of the origin of its indigen-
ous vegetation. The greater proportion of these are the annual
and other weeds of cultivated land, and plants which attach
themselves to nitrogenous soils ; naturalized perennials, shrubs,
and trees occur consecutively in rapidly diminishing proportions,
i can Imd no decided relation between complexity of structure
and proneness to migrate, nor much between facilities for trans-
port or power of endurance or vitality in the seed, and extent
of distribution by artificial means. I shall return to this subject
(which i have elsewhere discussed at length with reference to

pknts ofKL^k ^^^^''°''*'^ ^^^"^ ^^^''^^''^ ^^ t^e naturalized

21 I venture to anticipate that a study of the vegetation of
glands with reference to the peculiarities of their generic typeson the one hand and of their geological condition (whether as
rising or smking) on the other, may, in the present state of our

fnnTi i'^i' m^'"''-
*^'^ '^^J^^*' °^' distribution and variation

considerably The incompleteness of the collections at my com-

nLw V P^^^^^f^^^i^l^^nds, has frustrated my attempts
to illustrate this branch of inquiry by extending my researches

eve^indiotr'"^"" ^'"'f
""^^ ^^^* ^^ '^' ^^^- ^ -^J ^^^w-

tW ri ft
^'-^ general result, that I find the sinking islands,

zed i .tnl
''"'''''^

^^ ^^'V""' ^^1^ investigations) character-ized as atolls, or as having barrier reefs to cor

Ta I find ?n ?f T r^'' A^^^^^^^^i^g
^om the east coast of Afri-

Darwin^ rhnrH. J'"''
?^.'^^. ^^^ ^Howing islands marked in

it . / J ^ •''• ^^^^^^^^ with fringing reefs or active volca-

Bourlon cZr"'T~^\' Seychelles, Madagascar, Mauritius,

velt^^ron J if' i^.\^.^^^t°^^n«. Nicobar, and Sumatra.; the

much nPr.nl?f.-f T '^ '' ^^^r^<^terized by great diversitj^ and

rbarSer ef^ ^.^ V^^^^^^« '^^'^ "^^'^'^ ^'^^tolls

contain f^
' ^^^ Ma dives, Laccadives, and Keehng Island,contain few species, and those the =^— -- - -^^ *-u° ^

continents. In the Pacific Ocean
remarkable for their ascertained Sumber of

I types - - ' -

-
very peculiar ge-

Loochoo .JV ^^''"1^'''.'^ ^™"P' Galapagos, Juan Fernandlz,

tive voTca^^^ .T'"'
all of which are rising, and most have ac-

SooiPtv
^^.°'^ '""'^^ ^^^ le^t ^^o^^t of peculiarity are thebociety gro,ip and Fijis, both of which are sinking. In the pres-

these ar,ml''?%^''''''^'^^^^ '^ ^ ^°* ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ °^"ch stress on

Caledonia, which he very close together, and both, I believe,
*W Trans., XX, 235.
t oee hia works oa volcanic islands and on coral r«of=
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contain mucli peculiarity, are in opposite geological conditions,

the Hebrides rising and Caledonia sinking ; and the Friendly*
and Fiji groups, equally near one another, and with, I suspect,

very similar vegetation, are also represented as being in opposite

conditions. On the other hand, in the whole of the group includ-

ing the Low Archipelago and the Society Islands, extending over
more than 2C" - - - ^ '

beth Island, i
^

habitat of one of the most remarkable genera of CompositcB.X

25. Many of the above facts in the general distribution of
species cannot be wholly accounted for by the supposition that

natural causes have dispersed them over such existing obstacles
as seas, deserts, and mountain-chains ; moreover, some of these
facts are opposed to the theory that the creation of existing spe-
cies has taken place subsequent to the present distribution of
cliniates, and of land and water, and to that of their dispersion
having been effected by the now prevailing aquatic, atmospheric,
and animal means of transport.

Similar climates and countries, even when altogether favorably
placed for receiving colonists from each other, and with condi-
tions suitable to their reciprocal exchange, do not, as a rule, in-

terchange species. Causes now in operation will not account
for the fact that only 200 of the New Zealand flowering plants
are common to Australia, and still less for the contrasting one
that the very commonest, most numerous, and universally dis-

tributed Australian genera and species, as Casuarina^ Eucalyp-
tus^ Acacia, Boronia, Helichrysum, Melaleuca, etc., and all the
Australian Leguminosce (including a European genus and spe-
cies), are absent from New Zealand. Causes now in operation
cannot be made to account for a large assemblage of flowering
plants characteristic of the Indian peninsula being also inhabit-
ants of tropical Australia, while not one characteristic Austra-
lian genus has ever been found in the peninsula of India. Still

less will these causes account for the presence of Antarctic and
European species in the Alps of Tasmania and Victoria, or for

the reappearance of Tasmanian genera on the isolated lofty

mountain of Kina-Balou. " ^
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These and a multitude of analogous facts have led to the study
of two classes of agents, both of which may be reasonably sup-
posed to have had a powerful effect in determining the distribu-
tion of plants ; these are changes of climates, and changes in

the relative positions and elevations of land.
26. Of these, that most easy of direct application is the effect

of humidity in extending the range of species into regions char-
acterized by what would otherwise be to them destructive tem-
peratures.

I have, in the 'Antarctic Flora,' shown that the distribution
of tropical forms is extended into cold regions that are humid
and equable farther than into such as are dry and excessive;
and, conversely, that temperate forms advance much further
into humid and equable tropical regions than into dry and ex-
cessive ones

; and I have attributed the extension of Tree-ferns,
Epiphytal Orchids, Myrtacese, etc., into high southern latitudes,
to the moist and equable climate of the south temperate zone.
I have also shown how conspicuously this kind of climate in-
fluences the distribution of mountain plants in India, where
tropical forms of Laurel, Fig, Bamboo, and many other genera,
ascend the humid extratropical mountains of Eastern Bengal
and Sikkim to fully 9000 feet elevation ; and temperate genera,
and in some cases species, of Quercus, Salix, Rosa, Pinus, Pru-
nus, Camellia, Eubus, Kadsura, Fragaria, ^sculus, etc., descend
the mountains even to the level of the sea, in lat. 25°. In a
tropical climate the combined effects of an equable climate and
humidity m thus extending the distribution of species, often
amount to 5000 feet in elevation or depression (equivalent to
15 Fahr. of isothermals in latitude), a most important elementm our speculations on the comparative range of species under
existing or past conditions; and when to this is added that the
average range m altitude of each Himalayan tropical and tem-
perate and alpine species of flowering plant is 4000 feet, which
is equivalent to 12° of isothermals of latitude, we can under-
stand how an elevation of a very few thousand feet might, under
certain climatic conditions, suffice to extend the ran^re of an
otherwise local species over at least 28° parallels of latitude,
and how a proportionally small increase of elevation in a me-
ridional chain where it crosses the Equator, may enable temper-
ate plants to effect an easy passage from one temperate zone to
the other.

27. To explain more fully the present distribution of species
and genera in area, I have recourse to those arguments which
are developed m the Introductory Essay to the New Zealand
Ilora and which rest on geological evidence, originally estab-
lished by Sir Charles Lyell, that certain species of animals have
survived great relative changes of sea and land. This doctrine,
which I in that Essay endeavored to expand by a study of the
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distribution of existing southern species, has, I venture to think,

acquired additional weight since then, from the facts I shall

bring forward under the next head of Geological Distribution,

and which seem to indicate that many existing orders and gen-

era of plants of the highest development may have flourished

during the Eocene and Cretaceous periods, and have hence sur-

vived complete revolutions in the temperature and geography

of the middle and temperate latitudes of the globe.

28. Mr. Darwin, has greatly extended in another direction

these views of the antiquity of many European species, and

their power of retaining their fades unchanged during most ex-

tensive migrations, b}^ his theory of the simultaneous extension

of the glacial temperature in both hemispheres, and its conse-

quent effect in cooling the tropical zone. He argues that, under

such a cold condition of the surface of the globe, the temperate

plants of both hemispheres may have been almost confined to

the tropical zone, whence afterwards, owing to an increment of

temperature, they would be driven up to the mountains of the

tropics, and back again to those higher temperate latitudes where

we now find most of them. I have already (New Zealand Essay)

availed myself of the hypothesis of an austral glacial period, to

account for Antarctic species being found on the alps of Austra-

lia, Tasmania, and New Zealand ; and if as complete evidence

of such a proportionally cooled state of the intertropical regions

were forthcoming as there is of a glacial condition of the tem-

perate zones, it would amply suffice to account for the presence

of European and Arctic species in the Antarctic and south tem-

perate regiens, and of the temperate species of both hemispheres
on the mountains of intermediate tropical latitudes.

On the other hand, we have sufficient evidence of many of

what are now the most tropical orders of plants having inhab-

ited the north temperate zone before the glacial epoch
;
and it is

difficult to conceive how these orders could have survived so

great a reduction of the temperature of the globe as should have

allowed the preglacial temperate flora to cross the Equator in

any longitude. It is evident that, under such cold, the most

tropical orders must have perished, and their re-creation after

tHe glacial epoch is an inadmissible hypothesis.*

* The question of the state of the mean temperature of the globe during com-

paratively recent geological periods is yearly deriving greater importance m rela-

tion to the problem of distribution. Upon this point geologists are not altogether

<=ear. nor at one with the masters of physical science. Lyell (Principles, ed. ,x.

chap. v,i) attributes the glacial epoch to such a disposition of land and sea as would
sufficiently cool the temperate zones; and he implies that this "evolves or necessi-

tates a lowering of the mean temperature of the wliole globe Am.tlier hypothesia
's. that there was a lowering of the mean temperature of the globe wholly mde-
pendent of any material change in the present relations of sea and land, yhich cold

"Educed the glacial epoch. A third tlieory is that such a redisposition of land and

K T^^ '"^"'^^ ^ ^^"^"^ ^P°^^ ^° °"^ hemisphere need not be great, nor neces-

"«ie a decrement of the mean temperature of the whole earth.
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29. It remains tben to examine whether, supposing the glacial

epoch of the northern and southern hemispheres to have been

contemporaneous, the relations of land and sea may not have
[

been such as that a certain meridian may have retained a tropi-

cal temperature near the Equator, and thus have preserved the

tropical forms. Such conditions might perhaps be attained by
supposing two large masses of land at either pole, which should
contract and join towards the Equator, forming one meridional
continent, while one equatorial mass of land should be placed
at the opposite meridian. If the former continent were trav-

ersed by a meridional chain of mountains, and so disposed that

the polar oceanic currents should sweep towards the Equator for

many degrees along both its shores, its equatorial climate would
be throughout far more temperate than that of the opposite

equatorial mass of land, whose climate Avould be tropical, insu-

lar, and humid.
oO. The hypothesis of former mountain chains having afforded

to plants the means of migration, by connecting countries now
isolated by seas or desert plains, is derived from the evidence
afforded by geology of the extraordinary mutation in elevation
that the earth's surface has experienced since the appearance of

existing forms of animals and plants. In the Antarctic Flora I

suggested as an hypothesis that^the presence of so many Arctic-
American plants in Antarctic America might be accounted for

by supposing that the now depressed portions of the Andean
chain had, at a former period, been so elevated that the species
m question had passed along it from the north to the south tem-
perate zone ;* and there are some facts in the distribution of spe-
cies common to the mountain floras of the Himalaya and Malay
islands, and of Australia and Japan, that would well accommo-
date themselves to a similar hypothesis. Of such submerged
meridional lands we have some slender evidence in the fact that,

in the meridian of Australia and Japan, we have, first, the north-
west coast of Australia sinking, together with the Louisiade arch-
ipelago to Its north ; then, approaching the line, the New Ireland
group IS sinking, as are also the Caroline Islands, in lat 7° K-
Beyond this, however, in lat. 15° N., are the Marianne Islands
(rising) of whose vegetation nothing is known ; in 27° N., the

J i -TH"
'^^"*''°"ou9 extension of so many species along the Cordillera (of which

detailed evidence is given in the Antarctic Flora) from the Rocky Mountains to
^uegia, IS a most remarkable fact, considering bow great the break is between the
Andes of New Granada and those of Mexico, and that the intermediate countries
present but few resting-places for alpine plants. That this depression of the chain
has had a powerful fiffprt, in f-iH^^r limitino- tT,P Pvt.Pn^inn nf cr,^.;„o „u;„u !,„„„ «r..

[
the Gulf of Mexico,

ard as alpines to the
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Bonin Islands (also rising) ; and in ^0° is Japan, with whicli

this botanical relationship exists.

It is objected by Mr. Darwin to this line of argument (as to
that on p. 15, concerning the Pacific Islands), that all these sink-

ing areas are volcanic islands, having no traces of older rocks
on them. But I do not see that this altogether invalidates the
hypothesis ; for many of the loftiest mountains throughout the
Malayan Archipelago, New Zealand, and the Pacific Islands,

are volcanic ; some are active, and many attain to 14,000 feet in

elevation, whilst the lower portions of some of the largest of
these islands are formed of rocks of various ages.

Art. II.

—

Some General Views on Archceology; by A. Moelot.*

A CENTUEY scarcely has elapsed since the time when it would
have been thought impossible to reconstruct the history of our
globe, prior to the appearance of mankind. But, though contem-
porary historians were wanting during this immense pre-human
era, the latter has not failed in leaving us a well-arranged series
of most significant vestiges: the animal and vegetable tribes, which
have successively appeared and disappeared, have left their fossil

remains in the successively deposited strata. Thus has been
composed, gradually and slowly, a history of creation, wTitten,
as It were, by the Creator himself. It is a great book, the leaves
of which are the stratified rocks, following each other in the

g been closed to man. But
science, constantly extending its realm and improving its method
of induction, has taught the geologist to study those marvellous
archives of creation, and we behold him now unfolding the past
ages of our world, with a variety of details and a certainty of
conclusions well calculated to inspire us with grateful admiration.
The development of archaeology has been Yerj similar to that

of geology, ^^ot long ago we should have smiled at the idea of
reconstructing the by-gone days of our race, previous to the first

beginning of history properly so called. The void was filled up,
partly by representing that ante-historical antiquity as having
been only of short duration, and partly by exaggerating the
'^'alue and the age of those vague and confused notions which
constitute tradition.

to a paper entitled, Geologico-Archteological Stud-

bwitzerlanci, appeani
es, for 1859, and of

e published.
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It seems to be witla mankind at large as with single individu-
als. The recollections of our earliest childhood have entirely

faded away, up to some particular event which had struck us
more forcibly, and which alone has left a lasting image amidst
the surrounding darkness. Thus, excepting the idea of a deluge,
which exists among so many nations, and therefore appears to

have originated before the migration of those same nations, the
infancy of mankind, at least in Europe, has passed without leav-
ing any recollection, and history fails here entirely : for what is

history but the memory of mankind ?

_
But, before the beginning of history, there have been life and

industry, of which various monuments still exist, while others lie

buried in the soil, much as we find the organic remains of former
creations entombed in the strata composing the crust of the globe.
The memorials of antiquity enact here a part similar to that of the
fossils

;
and if Cuvier calls the geologist an antiquarian of a new

order, we can reverse that remarkable saying, and consider the
antiquarian as a geologist, applying his method to reconstruct
the first ages of mankind, previous to all recollection, and to work
out what may be called pre-historical history. This is archaeology
pure and proper. But archaeology cannot be considered as com-
ing to a full stop with the first beginning of history. For the fur-
ther we recede m our historical researches, the more incomplete
they become, leaving gaps which the study of the material re-
mains helps to fill up. Archaeology therefore pursues its coursema parallel line with that of history, and henceforth the two
sciences mutually enlighten each other. But, with the progress
of history, the part taken by archeology goes on decreasing,
until the invention of printing almost brings to a close the re-
searches 01 the antiquarian.
To pursue geological investigations we must first examine the

present state of our planet and observe its changes; that is, we
must begin by physical geography. This supplies us with a
thread of induction, to guide us safely in our rambles through
the passed ages of our earth, as Lyell has so admirably set forth,
i^or the laws which govern the organic creation and the inor-
ganic world are as invariable as the results of their combinations
and permutations are infinitely varied; science revealing to us
every where the perfect stability of the causes with the diversity
of the forms.

So, to understand the past ages of our species, we must first
begin by examining its present state, following man wherever
be has crossed the waters and set his foot upon dry land • the
diflerent nations, which inhabit our earth at present, must be
studied with respect to their industry, their habits and their gen-
eral mode of life. We thus make ourselves acquainted with the
ditterent degrees of civilization, ranging from the highest summit
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of modern development to the most abject state, hardly surpassing

that of the brute. By that means ethnography supplies us with

what may be called a contemporaneous scale of development, the

stages of -which are more or less fixed and invariable, whilst

chseology traces a scale of successive development with one

moveable stage, passing gradually along the whole line *

Ethnography is consequently to archsBology what physical

geography is to geology, namely a thread of induction in the

labyrinth of the past, and a starting point in those comparative
'

; knowledge of mankind and

of its development through successive generations.

In following out the principles above laid down, the Scandir

vian savans have succeeded in unravelling the leading features

in the progress of pre-historical European civilization, and in

distinguishing three principal eras, which they have called the

stone-age, the bronze-age, and the iro7i-age.f

This great conquest in the realm of science is due chiefly to

the labors of Mr. Thomsen, director of the ethnographical and

archaeological museums at Copenhagen:}: and to those of Mr.

Nilsson, professor at the flourishing University of Lund in Swe-

den.!

These illustrious veterans among northern antiquaries have

ascertained that our Europe, at present so civilized, was at first

inhabited by tribes to whom the use of metals was totally un-

known, and whose industry and domestic habits must have borne

a considerable analogy to what we now see practised among
certain savages. Bone, horn and especially flint were then used

instead of metal for manufacturing cutting-instruments and arms.

This was the stone-age, which might also be called the first great

phase of civilization.

The earliest settlers in Eurc^e apparently brought with them
the art of producing fire. By striking iron-pyrites (sulphuret of

iron) against quartz, fire can be easily obtained. But this method
can only have been occasionally used, and seems to have been

confined to some native tribes in Tierra del Fuego.|| The usual

mode has evidently been that of rubbing two sticks together.

But on further reflection it is easy to perceive that this was a

t The history of DaMsh archaeology has

^<'ri»kmaanecUskrift^, 1859.
^ ^ ,„,^ „ , ,. .

t Ledetraad til nordisk Oldkynd^ghed, Kjoebenhmn ISU PuH.sh
lish by Lord EUesmere, under the title, " A Guide to Northern Antiquities

§ Nilsson : Scandinavuka Kordens Urinvonare. Lund, 1838-1843.

I Weddeli : A Voyaee towards the South Pole id 1822-1824. London, 1
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most difficult discovery, and must at all events have been pre-
ceded by a knowledge of the use of fire, as derived from the
effects of lightning or from volcanic action.
The stone-age was therefore probably preceded by a period,

perjaaps of some length, during which man was unacquainted
with the art of producing fire. This, according to Mr, Flourens,
mdicates that the cradle of mankind was situated in a warm cli-

The art of producing fire has been perhaps the greatest achieve-
ment of human mtelligence. The use of fire lies at the root of
almost every species of industry. It enables the savage to fell

trees,_as it allows civilized nations to work metals. Its import-
ance IS so great, that deprived of it man would perhaps scarcely
have risen above the condition of the brute. Even the ancients
were sensible of this, as is witnessed by the fable of Prometheus.
As to their sacred perpetual fire, its origin seems to lie in the
difficulty of procuring fire, thereby rendering its preservation

In Europe the stone-age came to an end by the introduction of
bronze. This metal is an alloy of about nine parts of copper and
one part of tm.f It melts and moulds well ; the molten mass in
coolmg slowly acquires a tolerable degree of hardness, inferior to
that of steel, it is true, but superior to that of very pure iron.
VVe therefore understand how bronze would lono- be used for
manufacturing cuttmg-instruments, weapons and mimerous per-
sonal ornaments The northern antiquaries have very properly
called this second great phase in the development of European
civilization the bronze-age.

The bronze articles of this period, with a few trifling excep-
tions, have not been produced by hammering, but have been reg-
ularly cast, often with a considerable degree of skill Even the
sword-blades were cast, and the hammer (of stone) was only used
to impart a greater degree of hardness to the edge of the weapon.

Ihe bronze-age has therefore witnessed a mining industry,
which was_ completely wanting during the stone-age. Now the
art of mining is so essential to civilization, that without it the
world would perhaps yet be exclusively inhabited by savages.
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It is then worth our while to enquire more closely into the origin

of bronze.

Copper was not difficult to obtain. In the first place, virgin

copper is not particularly scarce. Then, the different kinds of ore

which contain copper combined with other elements, are either

highly colored, or present a marked metallic appearance, and are

consequently easily known ; they are besides not hard to smelt,

so as to separate the metal. Finally, copper-ore is not at all

scarce; it is met with in the older geological series of most

Virgin tin is unknown, but tin ore is heavy, of dark color and
very easy to smelt. However frequent copper may be, tin is of

rare occurence. Thus the only mines in Europe which produce
tin at the present day are those of Cornwall in England, and of

the Erzgebirge and Fichtelgebirge in Germany.
But the qaestion arises, whether, previous to the discovery of

bronze, man, owing to the great rarity of tin, may not have
begun by using copper in a pure state. If so, there would have
been a copper-age between the stone-age and the bronze-age.

In America this has been really the case. When discovered

by the Spaniards, both the two centres of civilization, Mexico
and Peru, had bronze, composed of copper and tin, and used it

for manufacturing arms and cutting-instruments in the absence
of iron and steel, which were unknown in the New World.
But the admirable researches of Messrs. Squier and Davis in

the antiquities of the Mississippi valley* have brought to light

an ancient civilization of a remarkable nature, and distinguished
hy the use of raw virgin copper, worked in a cold state, by
hammering, without the aid of fire. The reason of its being so

worked lies in the nature of pure copper, which when melted
flows sluggishly and is not very fit for casting. A peculiar

characteristic of the metal, that of occasionally containing crystals

of virgin silver, betrays its origin, and shows that it was brought
from the neighborhood of Lake Superior. This region is still

rich in metallic copper, of which single blocks, attaining a weight
of fifty tons, have lately been discovered. There was even
found at the bottom of an old mine a great mass of copper, which
the ancients had evidently been unable to raise, and which they
tad abandoned, after having cut off the projecting parts with
stone hatchets.f
The date of that American copper-age is unknown. All we

tnow is, that it must reach at least as far back as ten centuries,,

that space of time being deemed necessary for the growth of the

* Squier and Davis: Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley. Smithsonian

Contributions to Knowledge • Washington, 1848. It is one of the most splendid

arohfeological works ever published.
t Lapham: The Antiquities of Wisco

edge, 1855, p. 76.
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It is finally worthy of remark, that the mound-huilders, as the

Americans call the race of the copper-age, seem to have immedi-
ately preceded and prepared the way for the Mexican civiliza-

tion, destroyed by the Spaniards; for, in progressing south-

wards, a gradual transition is noticed from the ancient earth-

works of the Mississippi valley to the more modem construc-

tions of Mexico, as found by Cortez.

In Europe the remains of a copper-age are wanting. Here and
there a solitary hatchet of pure copper is found. But this can be
easily accounted for by the greater frequency of copper, while
tin had usually to be brought from a greater distance, so that its

supply was more precarious.

As Europe did not witness a regular development of a copper-

age, it seems, according to Mr. Troyon's very just remark, that

the art of manufacturing bronze was brought from another quar-

ter of the world, where it had been previously invented. It was
most probably some region in Asia, producing both copper and
tin, where those two metals were first brought into artificial

combination, and where also traces of a still earlier copper-age are

likely to be found.

An apparently serious objection might be started here by
raising the question, how mines could be worked without the

aid of steel. This however is sufficiently explained by the fact,

that the hardest rocks can be easily managed through the agency
of fire. By lighting a large fire against a rock, the latter is rent

and fissured, so as considerably to facilitate its quarrying. This
method was frequently employed when wood was cheaper, and is

even practised at the present day in the mines of the Kammels-
berg in Germany, where it facilitates the working of a rock of

extreme hardness.

That metal of dingy and sorry appearance, but more truly pre-

cious than gold or the diamond—iron—at length appears, giving
a wonderful impulse to the progressive march of mankind, and
characterising the third great phase in the development of Euro-
pean civilization, very properly called the iron-age.

Our planet never produces iron in its metallic or virgin state, for

the simple reason, that it is too liable to oxydation. But among
the aerolites there are some composed of pure iron with a little

nickel, which alters neither the appearance nor sensibly the quali-
ties of the naetal. Thus the celebrated meteoric iron discovered by
Pallas in Siberia was found by the neighboring blacksmiths to
be malleable in a cold state.* Meteoric iron has even been

* Pallas: Voyages en Russie, Paris, 1793, iy, 695. There was but one mass of
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worked by tribes to whom the use of common iron was unknown.

Thus Amerigo Yespucci speaks of savages near the mouth of the

La Plata, who had manufactured arrow-heads with iron derived

from an aerolite * Such cases are certainly of rare occurrence, but

they are not without their importance, for they explain how man

may probably have first become acquainted with iron, and they

also account for the occasional traces of iron in tombs of the

stone-age, if indeed this fact be well established.

It is notwithstanding evident, that the regular working of

terrestrial iron-ore must have been a necessary condition of the

commencement and progress of the iron-age.

Now, iron-ore is widely diflfused in most countries, but it has

usually the look of common stones, being distinguished more by

its weight than its color. Moreover its smelting requires a much
greater degree of heat than copper or tin, and this renders its

production considerably more difficult than that of bronze.

But, even when iron had been obtained, what groping in the

dark and how much accumulated experience did it not require,

to bring forth at will bar-iron or steel ! Chance, if chance there

be, may have played a part in it. But as chance only favors

those privileged mortals who combine a keen spirit of observa-

tion with serious meditation and with practical sense, the discov-

ery was not less difficult or less meritorious. We need not then

be surprised, if man arrived but tardily at the manufacture of

iron and steel, which is still daily improving.
In Carinthia traces of a most primitive method of producing

iron have been noticed. The process seems to have been as fol-

lows : on the declivity of a hill was dug an excavation, m which

was hghted a large fire ; when this began to subside, fragments

of very pure ore (hydrous-oxyd) were thrown into it and cov-

ered by a new heap of wood. When all the fuel had been con-

sumed, small lumps of iron would then be found among the

ashes.t AH blowing apparatus was in this manner dispensed

with ; an important fact when we come to consider how much
the use of a blast complicates metallurgical operations, because

It implies the application of mechanics. Thus certain tribes in

Southern Africa, although manufacturing iron and working it

tolerably well have not achieved the construction of our com-

mon kitchen bellows, apparently so simple; thej blow labori-

ously through a tube, or by means of a bladder affixed to it.

The Romans produced iron by the so-called Catalonian pro-

cess, and the remains of Roman works of that description have

been discovered and investigated in Upper Carniola in Austria.:}:

* Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, toI. ii, art. 8, V-J^f-

\ Communicated t

\ Jahrbuch der k. h. geologischen

«J»a
Upper Camiola formed part o

.hmnstalt. Wit

I Roman provin
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The Catalonian forge is still used in the Pyrenees, where it yields

tolerable results, but it consumes a large quantity of charcoal,

requires much wind, and is only to be applied to pure ore, con-

taining but a very small proportion of earthy matter producing

scoriae ; for the process consists in a mere reduction with a sol-

dering and welding together of the reduced particles, without

the metal properly melting. According to the manner in which

the operation is conducted, bar-iron or steel are obtained at will.

This direct method dispenses with the intermediate production

of cast iron, which was unknown to the ancients, and which is

! of producing iron on a great scale,

npanies the introduction of iron into Europe, ai

least in the northern parts, while gold was already known during

the bronze-age. This is natural, for gold is generally found £

a pure metal, while silver has usually to be extracted from dif-

ferent
_
kinds of ore by more or less complicated metallurgical

operations—for example, by cupellation.

With iron appear also for the jSrst time in Europe, glass, coined

money, that powerful agent of commerce, and finally the alpha-

bet, which, as the money of intelhgence, vastly increases the

activity and circulation of thought,* and is sufficient of itself to

characterize a new and wonderful era of progress. From thence

can we date the dawn of history and of science, in particular of

astronomy.
The fine arts also reveal, with the introduction of iron in Eu-

rope, a new and important element, indicating a striking ad-

vance. Already in the stone-age, but more in the bronze-age,
the natural taste for art reveals itself in the ornaments bestowed
upon pottery and metallic objects. These ornaments consist in

dots, circles, and zigzag, spiral, and S-shaped lines, the style

bearing a geometrical character, but showing pure taste and real

beauty of its kind, although devoid of all delineations of ani-

mated objects, either in the shape of plants or animals. It is

only with the iron-age that art, taking a higher range, rose to

the representation of plants, animals, and even of the human
frame. No wonder, then, if idols of the bronze-age, as well as

of the stone-age, are wanting in Europe. It is to be presumed
that the worship of fire, of the sun and of the moon, was preva-
lent in remote antiquity, at least during the bronze-age, perhaps
also daring the stone-age.

The preceding pages constitute a sketch, certainly very rough
and imperfect, of the development of civilization. They estab-
lish however in a striking manner the fact of a progress, slow,

* " The circulation of ideas is for the mind -what the circulation of specie is for

commerce, a true source of wealth." C. V. de Bonstetten : L'homme du Midi et

rkomme du Nord. Geneve, 1826, p. 115.
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but interrupted and immense, when the starting point is consid-

ered. The physical constitution of man has naturally benefitted

by it. The details contained in the treatise, of which the pres-

ent paper forms the introduction, prove that the human race has

been gradually gaining in vigor and strength since the remotest

antiquity.* The domestic races also, the dog first, then the

horse, the ox, the sheep, have shared in this physical develop-

ment. Even the vegetable soil has been gradually improving

since the stone-age, at least in Denmark.
And yet there are persons who deny all general progress, see-

ing everywhere nothing but decay and ruin, like that worthy

specimen of a northern pessimist, who exclaimed, " see how man
is degenerated, he has even lost his Hkeness to the monkey 1

Aet. III.—On a new genus of PatelUform sheik from the Cretace-

ous rocks of Nebraska ;\ byF. B. Meek and F. Y. Hayden.

(With a plate.)

Genus Anisomyon, M. & H,

allusion to the unsym-

Qeneric characters.—^holl very thin, patelliform, or obliquely

conical, with an ovate, oval, or circular base ; margins entire

;

surface nearly smooth, or only marked by obscure lines ofgrowth,

crossed on some species by fine radiating striae ;
summit more or

less elevated, located between the middle and the anterior end,

sometimes nearlv central,—immediate apex very small, and ab-

ruptly curved backwards, but not spiral ; interior without a pro-

jectiug lamina or other appendage. Muscular scar irregularly

horse-shoe shaped, enlarged at the extremities, with the open

part directed towards the shorter end of the shell ;
becoming

abruptly attenuate, or broken into a row of minute oval or cir-

cular spots on the right posterior side;—anterior extremities

connected by a slender line, which usually passes across just in

front of the summit.

* This agrees perfectly with the testimony of statistics See Q-telet^^«r

the author of the present paper regrets not h

^.t The specimens belong chiefly to the coiiecuons u.uu^... ..u.^_ x,....^

Lieut. G. K. Warren, U.S. Top. Eng. FuU illustrations and descriptions <
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On tlie left side of the shell, the anterior extremity of the mus-

cular impression (a, fig. 2 and 3, of Plate I.) is generally not so

much enlarged as on the right, but sometimes extends slightly

farther forward
;
posterior^ it passes around in the form of a

a band to the middle of ^the slope behind {b, fig. 2 and 3),

where it is abruptly enlarged and curves upwards. From this

point to the larger anterior termination on the right side, there

is usually only a slender line (c, fig. 2), which is not always

quite connected with the enlarged'^extremity of the band-like

part coming around from the left side. Generally this slender

line is neaHy or quite entire, while in other specimens, even of

the same species, it is broken into a series of minute scars as

seen at c, fig. 3, and in some instances it seems to be entirely ob-

solete, so as to leave the enlarged anterior extremity on the

right, quite isolated.

In most instances, the specimens are found with the small

apex (a?, of fig. 1) broken or worn away, in which condition its

former existence would scarcely be suspected. In at least one

species {A. horealis) this small apex seems to be perforated in the

end, the minute aperture being circular, and about large enough
to fairly receive the point of a pin. This may be due to acci-

dent, but the thickened and smooth margin of this little open-

ing, as seen under a magnifier, has very much the appear-

ance of a natural orifice. We are not sure that this exists

in the other species, but suspect it does. In two of the spe-

cies A. horealis, and an undescribed form, there are six equidis-

tant impressed hair lines radiating from the summit down the

sides, nearly or quite to the margins, but as there are no traces

of such lines on some of the others, presenting the same inter-

nal characters, we infer they can scarcely be regarded as a ge-

neric character.

From the foregoing description it will be seen that the group of

shells we propose to include in this genus, although having the

form of Patella, present striking differences in the unsj'mmetrical
character of the muscular scar, indicating fundamental peculiar-

ities in the structure of the animal, while they are all much
thinner and smoother shells than we usually see in that genus.

In some specimens, where there appears to be a complete break
in the muscular scar on the right posterior side, there would
seem to be some analogy to the genus tSiphonaria, but as we ob-

serve no traces of a siphonal groove passing through this gap,
nor any fold in the margin opposite it, and the slender portion
of the muscular impression usually passes nearly or quite across,

it is scarcely possible any organ such as exists in Siphonaria^
could have been extruded there.
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ing of other differences, the fact that the open extremity of the

horse-shoe shaped musciUar scar in our shells is always turned

towards the shorter end, or in other words, that the apex is

placed in front of the middle instead of behind it, shows they

nave no affinities to that or any allied genus.

They would then seem to be perhaps more nearly related to

Acmcea and Gadirda than to any other of our existing mollusca,

since in both these genera the animal is more or less unsymmet-
rical, the former having the branchial plume exserted from the

right side of the neck, and the latter a siphon occupying a groove

on the right just in front of the anterior extremity of the mus-

cular scar, which is shorter on that side than on the other. Our
shells, however, differ from these genera in the peculiar attenu-

ate or interrupted character of the muscular impression on the

right posterior side, and the folding back of the apex.* In the

thinness of the shell and the nature of the surface, they are

most like Acmcea, with which we at first thought them probably

identical, but adopting the opinion of M. d'Orbigny that this

genus is synonymous with Helcium of Montfort, we referred them
provisioaallv to the latter as the older name. Not long after-

wards we observed the peculiar character of the muscular impres-

sion on an internal cast of one of the species, but at first suppo-
sed it merely due to some accident: subsequently however, we
ascertained that it exists in five clearly distinct species, and can-

not be regarded as an accidental or specific character.

It is probable many of the Cretaceous and Jurassic species that

have been referred by different authors to the genera Patella,

Acmcea, Helcium, &c., will be found to possess the internal char-

acters of this genus. Judging from the figures of the Cretace-

ous and Jurassic species of patelliform shells we have seen in

published works, specimens showing the muscular scar, have
rarely been found. We have observed the characters of this

genus in the following Nebraska species:

—

AxisoMYOX BOREALis, (= Hippoyiyx horealis, Morton, 1842=
Helcium carinatum, Meek & Hayden, 1856).

A. SEXSULCATUS, {^Helcium sexsukatum, M. & H.).

A. ALVEOLUS, {= Helcium alveolum, M. & 11.).

A. PATELLIFORMIS, (~ Helcium patdlforme, M. & H.).

A. SUBOVATUS, {—Helcium subovaium-, M. & H.).
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Art, IY.— Oenei-al account of the results oj the discussion of the

Declinometer observations made at Qirard College, Philadelphia,
between the years 1840 to 1845, with special reference to the eleven

year period; by A. D. Bache, Superintendent of the U. S.

Coast Survey.

[Communicated to the American Association for the Advancement of Science, by
authority from the Treasury Department.]

It is proposed to give here in outline the results of an inves-
tigation of the magnetic observations made with the declinome-

between the years 1840 to 1845, at the Girard College ob-
latory, with special reference to the eleven year period in the

aphtude of the solar-diurnal variation and the disturbances of

: declination. Prof Henrv, Secretary of the Smith-
ution, has kindly offered to publish the memoir in

luii in tne Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. It is my
intention to pursue the discussion by taking up the investigation
of the lunar influence on the same magnetic element.

In cooperation with the scheme adopted at the British Colonial
Observatories, a series of magnetic and meteorological observa-
tions were made at the Girard College observatory with instru-
ments purchased under the direction of the trustees of the Col-
lege, the observations being made under the patronage of the
American Philosophical Society, and finally completed for the
use of the Topographical Bureau of the War Department.
lUese observations were made under my direction and superin-
tendence._ The series commenced in May, 1840, and with short
mterruptions terminated in June, 1845, thus furnishing a five
years series of magnetic observations taken bi-hourly up to Oct.
184d, and after that date hourly. The readings of each mag-
netic element were united into means, and were also presented
graphically (in the fourth volume of the record). This was
done under my direction by J. Euth, Esq., but owing to other
laborious duties the record could not be submitted to a more
complete reduction. I have now resumed the subject by the as-
sistance of Charles A. Schott, Esq., Assistant in the Coast Sur-
vey, by whom, under my immediate direction, and as my assist-

''^^Vi\ ^P^°^^^ matter, the present paper has been prepared.*
_
Although other magnetic observatories furnish by their judi-

cious geographical location, a basis for the generalization of their
results It IS nevertheless desirable to obtain results from inter-
mediate observatories as confirmations or as corrections In the
investigation of the disturbance-law at Point Barrow when
compared mth the same at Toronto, a very remarkable' mutual
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relation of tlie law at these stations resulted from sucli a com-

parison, and farther examination may bring to light other de-

pendencies of a mutual character.

According to the latest determination the position of the Gi-

rard College observatory is in latitude 39° 58' 23" (north), and
in longitude 75° 10' Ob"=b^ 00™ 40«-3 west of Greenwich. From
it Toronto bears 38° 45' west of north (true) and is distant about

334 statute miles.

It is proposed specially to investigate the law of the eleven

year period, or, as it is more frequently called, the decennial pe-

riod, there being yet an uncertainty as to its precise length. It

is supposed to have some direct or indirect connection with the

solar spot period, which correspondence, according to late inves-

tigations by Prof. E. Wolf, is so close as even to exhibit analo-

gous disturbances. The following discussion will afford a con-

tribution towards the determination of the epoch of the occur-

rence of a minimum in certain phases of the magnetic vairiation

and disturbances, corresponding to a minimum of the solar spots.

The method of reduction is substantially the same as that adopted
by General Sabine. Earlier investigations of Dr. Lamont and
those by Mr. Kreil differ from his in not including the discussion
of the disturbances in connection with the period in question.

As long as the magnitude of the deflection remains the only
criterion by which a disturbance may be recognized as such, the
adoption of any limit of deviation from the normal value of the
same hour, month and year, must necessarily remain in some
measure arbitrary, or, in other words, there must always remain
after the separation of the disturbances a certain small amount
of their effect in the remaining regular diurnal progression. To
effect the separation, Peirce's criterion has been used with entire

success. After a preliminary investigation as to the number of
disturbances separated, the limit, as pointed out by the criterion,

?r a deviation of 8 scale divisions (or 3'-6 of arc) has been adopted
in the present discussion, as constituting.a disturbed observation.

Accordingly all observations differing by that amount or more
from the mean monthly value of their respective hour were
marked by a pencil line. Next a new hourly mean was taken,

omitting values so marked, and each observation was again ex-
amined in reference to deviation from this new mean. This pro-
cess was repeated when necessary, so that in all cases, values
differing eight scale divisions or more from the mean were ex-
cluded. The last mean thus obtained for each observing hour
and each month has been called "the normal." These values-
nave been tabulated and are given for each month and year
separately, together with such corrections as the omissions or in-

terruptions demanded. The bi-hourly, and afterwards the hourlv
J-eadings (and their means) were made 19^ni after the hour so as
to correspond to an even Guttingen hour (diagram A).
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For the purpose of comparing the ann-ual means of the nor-

mals, or the mean march of the regular solar diurnal variation

for each year, the results have been expressed analytically by

means of Bessel's formula, and by the application of the method

. consequen
3 in the sus-

tiae precise

amount of scale correction, the mean readings of each year,

when compared with one another, exhibit differences not actu-

ally due to irregularities occasioned by declination changes.

Though this question does not directly bear upon the present in-

vestigation, which mainly depends on differences of readings, it

will be proper to remark that the observed increase, giving the

weight \ to the mean of 1840 and 1845 (on account of incom-

plete record) is under the supposition of a uniform annual

change between these years, equal to 4'-50. According to Mr,

Schott's latest investigation of the secular change of the decli-

nation in Philadelphia supported by observations between the

years 1701 and 1855-7, the annual increase between the years

1840 to 1845 is 4'-98, a result which accords tolerably well with

actual observations. According to this formula the declination

on the 1st of January, 1843, the mean epoch of the present

series, is 3° 32' West with a probable error of ±10'. This de-

clination corresponds to the scale reading 560-31, which has

been deduced by taking into account the weights of the annual

The expressions have been thrown into curves (diagram B),

and the agreement between computed and observed values is

shown by the introduction of dots giving the observed reading.
The probable error of any single representation is ±0'-l. By
means of the formulas the following values were computed.

'^(fif^

il
1 49 ' " i 560-21

1 37 1 .55S-96

8-06

'7-46"'

853
:M.»j „e...

±4,:-''-

1

The inequality constituting the ten or eleven year period is

>iamly exhibited in the last column, the progression of the
lumbers bemg quite regular; the year 1843 is directlv indicated
s the year of the minimum range of the diurnal fluctuation.
iy means of a special formula, deduced by least squares, and
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representing a single value within dbO'll, the month of May,
1843, is indicated as the epoch of minimum amplitude.
The discussion of the disturbances, as far as they bear on the

decennial inequality, next follows, taking in also some collateral

The total number of observations for changes of declination
recorded and discussed amount to 24,566 ; of these, according
to the preceding investigation, 2,857 were separated as distarb-
ances. There is one disturbed observation in every 10-4 obser-
vations. The discussion of the disturbances is divided into two
parts, that of the number, and that of the amount of the deflec-
tions. Omissions in the record have been supplied by the use of
proper ratios showing the law as given by the full periods, and
interpolated values are enclosed within brackets. The number
of disturbances in each month of the year or the annual ine-
quality in the distribution of the disturbances has been made
out for each year, and the means and ratios are also given. The
pnncipal maximum occurs in October (at Toronto in September),
the secondary in April ; the two minima, nearly equal in amount,
occur in February and June (the first one in January at Toronto).
The ratios of the number of monthly disturbances to the aver-
age number are given in the following table, showing the same
also divided into westerly and easterly values.

RATI(3S. RATIOS.

w,

T27-

o-so

it
vv.

1-12

JEf^±

—___ Mean. 1-00 100 100

The ratios show a general correspondence in the numbers of
westerly and easterly deflections j the westerly seem to occur
niost frequently in August, while the easterly predominate in
October

; the secondary maximum of both series is in April
|tor the total number the minima occur in February and June.
The following table contains the number of disturbances in each,

year.

1840

ml 275

weight i

weight! 4 em 91 2; at Toronto the east

^^.^^^*|
western in the proportioa of 1

tidislurban

rnpredo.---

_
These numbers do not indicate the law of the eleven year pe-

lod as plainly and systematically as found by the iavestigation
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of the diurnal amplitude, yet giving proper weiglit, (on account

of deficiencies,) the minimum number of disturbances falls m
the year 1843.

If we distribute the disturbances, 1,942 in number for the

even hours, according to their respective hours of occurrence,

we find the following ratios

:

The numbers in each column show a regular progression ;
the

disturbances, irrespective of their direction, have a minimum at

2 P. M., and a maximum at 2 A. M., (at Toronto the respective

hours are 2 p. m. and 22 P. M.). The principal contrast is be-

tween the hours of the day and the hours of the night. In the

table given above the most striking result is that the westerly

disturbances have their minimum precisely at the hour (8 P. M.)

when the easterly have their maximum, and the exact coinci-

dence of this result with that deduced by General Sabine for

Toronto is not less remarkable. In connection with this subject,

it may be remarked that the same distinguished magnetist found

a singular mutual relation to subsist between the phenomena at

Toronto and Point Barrow, on the shores of the Arctic sea,—
the laws of the easterly deflection at one station being found to

correspond at the same local hours with those of the westerly

deflections at the other station, and vice versa. This contrast

therefore holds good for Philadelphia as well as Toronto.
If we classify the disturbances according to their amount, we

obtain the total aggregate and mean values of a single disturb-

ance in the different years as follows

:

i.=s%xr.' ..<„„„»..
Mean value.

E.-

mo ,1555

ml Tottt ti

6-02

593
-/••zo

•7-07
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The eleven year period is well marked in tlie aggregate as

well as in the mean values, and the precise epoch of the mini-

mum was found by a special formula. It took place in August,

1843, and as a resulting epoch from this and the previous deter-

mination, June, 1843 may be adopted. This is graphically rep-

resented on diagram C.

The following table gives the ratios of the aggregate amount

of disturbances in each month of the year

:

Total.

January, 0-72 V91

K-- 0-56

August,
1-56 2-il

0-94Mo
1-06

;u-e, 0-42mi 037 0-47 December: 1-38

In reference to the first column, the maximum amount of dis-

turbances occurs in October (at Toronto in September) ; the min-

imum in June (as at Toronto) ; the secondary maximum occurs

in April (the same at Toronto) ; the secondary minimum occurs

in February (and at Toronto in January). If separated into

east and west deflections, maxima occur in September (mean of

August and October) and April ; and minima in June and Jan-

uary (same as at Toronto).

The arrangement according to the hours of the day gives the

following, ratios, to which is added, in the last column, the diur-

nal disturbance variation obtained by dividing the excess of ag-

gregate westerly over easterly values by the total number of

days of observation.

I'^'tvJ^t

EATIOS. Disturbance,

w. E. ^biner"

[IH)
"Al 1^0

1-04^ -6ie

+005

10
"

1-.39

0-77 099 ttll
Noon "

0-98

111 Sir JSi?

20 "

22 (IH) 1-88 i^— ^
.

If we compare these ratios with the corresponding numbers
in a preceding table showing the bi-hourly distribution m regard

to number, wc find, irrespective of the direction of the deflec-

tions, the 2 p. M. minimum preserved. The maximum is earlier

and occurs at 10 P M (At Toronto these hours are respectively

1 P. M. and 9 P. M.)
'

At Philadelphia as well as at Toronto the

SECOND SERIES, Vol. XXIX, No. 85.-JAN., I860.
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ratios are nearly invariable from 10 A. M. to 6 p. 3I., and again

from 8 P. M. to 8 a. m. The easterly maximum and westerly

minimum at 8 P. M. form again a marked feature.

The law governing the disturbances daring a solar day is

clearly shown, and is of a systematic character. The diurnal

variation caused by the disturbances, if superposed on the rega-

lar diurnal variation, would produce what is known by the name
"mean diurnal variation." If we plot the disturbance curve on
the same scale, or actually superpose it on the curves of the reg-

ular diurnal variation, it would hardly show to the eye, and the

compound curve of the mean variation would keep within the

maxmium distance of a dot from the regular curve in the

diagram (D). The disturbance variation has but one maximum
and one minimum. Its most prominent feature is the easterly
deflection at 8 o'clock (+19^"') p. m. (at Toronto it is at 9 P. M.);

the maximum deflection amounts at that hour to 32" of arc, and
to 45" at Toronto. The greatest westerly deflection occurs at

b" (19i'n) A. iL and amounts to but 14" (at Toronto the hour is

Qui ^K^'^i^i
^ "-' ^^^^ ^^^^"^^ ^ ^^® y^^^^ ^^^'^^ of observation, with

61 of deflection). The range of the disturbance variation
equals 46". From 3 in the morning till 5 in the afternoon, the
mean eftect of the disturbances is to deflect the north end of the
magnet to the west, and during the remaining hours (principally
mgnt hours) to the east. The westerly and easterly disturbance
defections, during a day, balance within 0'-02
The annual inequality in the amplitude of the diurnal dis-

turbance variation cannot satisfactorily be shown on account of
the short and partly interrupted series of observations.

It IS my intention to continue the discussion of the observa-
tions made at the Girard College Observatory.

After the above, was written No. 1185 of the Astronomische
Nachrichten came to hand, containing Prof. E. Wolf's interest-
ing results on the close connection of the variation in the fre-

quency of the solar spots, and the corresponding inequality in
the amplitude of the diurnal variation of the declination. He
deduces for Munich the simple formula, ^=6'-273+ 0'-051«,
where « represents a relative number expressive of the fre-
quency of the solar spots, directly derived from observation,
and li the amplitude of the diurnal" variation. He found a close
correspondence between these phenomena, showing the observed
ami computed amplitude for the Munich observations between
183o and 1850. The average length of the solar spot period is

oSl^nT\''n^'o^^"^^
.years±0-04^-ears. For Phikdefphia we

obtain ;?=7 •080+0'-039«, which formula represents the observ-
ations as lollows

:
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The correspondence between the observed diarnal amplitude
and the same computed from observations of the solar spots is

further exhibited in the annexed diagram (E). The dotted
curve is the approximate Toronto curve from observation spe-

cially introduced to show the agreement at the epoch of the

maximum in 1848. By computation from the solar spot observ-
ations, the amplitude at that time would amount to ll'-OO, the

whole range of the inequality of the diurnal variation would
therefore be ll'-OO -7'-46= 3'-o4.

It is much to be desired that this interesting branch of phys-
ical enquiry be further studied, as it forms onQ of the links con-

necting terrestrial with cosmical phe

Art. y.—^ Visual Metlwd of effecting a Precise Auiomaik Com-
parison of Time between distant stations; by Jonathan Homer
Lane. (With a plate.)

_
The visual apparatus of which I here give a general descrip-

tion was invented several years ago, and is intended to supply
the place, under certain circumstances, of the electric telegraph,

in the determination of differences of longitude. Although the

wires of the electric telegraph, when suspended in the air, ap-

pear to leave nothing to be desired, at least for distances of a few

hundred miles, in situations where they are available, yet it has

appeared to me that the visual method 'l propose may prove use-

ful in many cases where the stations to be compared, j)articularly

the astronomical stations in a trigonometrical survey, are removed
to considerable distances from lines of electric telcgrnph. In
those situations, also, where submarine or subterranean lines take

the place of air lines, the visual method, on account of the com-

paratively slow velocity of the electric signal along the wires of

such lines, and the open and irresolvable question whether the

signal time might not be greater in one direction than the other,

would be capable of furnishing a useful cheek upon the indica-

tions of the electric telegraph.
The general features of the method are the following:

^irst, an intense light shown at one station, A, and viewed at

the other station B ^ a star.
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Secondly, a uniform automatic movement at A, made to inter-

rupt the light at regular minute periods of say one sixteenth of a

second from the middle of one interruption to the middle of the

Thirdly, a uniform automatic movement at B, by which the

star of light is made optically to travel around a circle at the

rate of one revolution in the same period of one sixteenth of a

second, the consequence of which is that the periodical inter-

ruption becomes visible to the eye as a break in the luminous
circle produced by the motion of the star, and according as such

.

break is seen upon one part or another of the circumference of

the luminous circle, the relation of the movement at A to that

at B becomes, inside of the recurring period of one sixteenth of

a second, known in like manner as if they had been connected
by a coupling shaft extended from one to the other.

Fourthly, a supplementary flash of the light at A, occurring at

'

each whole second and during the interval of one of the inter-

ruptions before mentioned, which supplementary flash finds itself

subject, in the movement at B, to an action by which it would be
carried optically around a circle once only in one whole second,
and by the position at which it occurs on the circumference of

that circle indicates the sixteenths of the whole second. Also, a

stdl further signal, by which account may be taken of the whole
seconds, in ways too obvious to require special notice, and which
will complete the knowledge of the relation of the movements at

A and B to each other, or of the quantity by which one may be
m advance of the other in its motion.

Fifthly, any of the known methods of effecting automatic com-
parison of the movement at either station with the clock at that
station, by which means the comparison of the clocks at the two
stations will be made to the minutest fraction of a second. Or,
a single clock may be used, say at A, and any observation at B
can by known methods be automatically referred to the move-
ment at that station, and thus compared at once with the clock
at A.

Further, if the automatic movement at B, besides giving opti-
cal motion to the star of light shown from A, is simultaneously
miade to produce periodical interruption of another intense light
shown at B and seen at a third station, C, provided with a move-
ment like that at B, the comparison from A to B may be ex-
tended directly onward from B to C, and from C onward to a
fourth station, and so on, and such is the degree of precision
which seenis, so far as we can judge without direct experiment,
attainable in the comparison between contiguous stations, that
the probable error of a single comparison between the extremes
of a line of twenty stations may, I believe, be made smaller
than the hundredth part of a second.
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An arrangement suitable for carrying the above plan into

eflfect is illustrated by a sketch in the accompanying plate. At
the station A, the rays of the signal light, diverging from their

source L (Plate II, fig. 1, a), are converged by a lens C so as to

meet and cross each other in the focus F of a telescope. Diverg-

ing from this point they traverse the object glass O, and issue

from it in a nearly parallel beam directed to the station B. The

light thus transmitted is periodically intercepted at the focus F
by the projecting teeth of a rotating disc, or signal wheel, S,

which is made to rotate uniformly at the rate of one revolution

in about one second.

The telescope used at the station B for viewing the light

shown at A, is furnished with a terrestrial eye-piece, and at that

point where occurs the first image of the object glass, or crossing

of all pencils of light that can pass through the telescope, is in-

troduced a refracting glass prism P, shown in section in Fig. 1, h.

The pencil formed by the light from A, on traversing the re-

fracting prism, is turned aside so that the star image, which

otherwise would be formed at s, is farmed at s', and the dis-

placement is observed by the eye at E. Since this displacement

is always in a plane at right angles to the edge of the refracting

angle of the prism, if the latter be made to rotate on an axis 2z,

parallel to the axis of the telescope, the displaced star image s'

will travel in a circle around s as a center. If the period of

revolution be shorter than the duration of the luminous impres-

sion on the eve, and the light be unintermitting, the circle de-

scribed by 5'
"will appear to the eye as a continuous circle of

light. The period of one sixteenth of a second may perhaps be
taken as sufficiently small for continuity of luminous impression.

Accordingly, if the prism be made to revolve about sixteen

times per second, and precisely sixteen times during each revo-

lution of the signal wheel S, and if the primary division of the

latter be made by sixteen equidistant slotted openings in its bor-

der, then the luminous circle, which but for the interposition of

the signal wheel would appear continuous and entire, will be

seen in part obliterated, as shown in Fig. 8, the luminous part

S'D S' having the same ratio to the obliterated part S'G S', that

the width of one of the slotted openings of the signal wheel hag

to the width of a tooth. And as the luminous arc S'D S' appears

on one part or another of the circumference, its angle of position,

which may be observed by bringing the wire of a position mi-

crometer into coincidence with the extremities of the arc, will

determine the angle of position at which the prism arrives simul-

taneously with the arrival of the signal wheel at a given point of

reference.

But for counting the whole sixteenths of a second it will be
required to know also the simultaneous angle of position of a
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wheel geared with the prism P so as to revolve only once ii

time of one revolution of the signal wheel. The circular pria-

matic piece is of a diameter many times greater than that of the

pencil of light, and the latter traverses the former at its border.

Around the prismatic piece is fastened a toothed ring, into which

gears the driving wheel II from which the prism takes its mo-

tion. Between this wheel H and the regulator from which it

derives its uniform motion, is interposed a satellite wheel ar-

rangement, by means of which the observer, without disturbing

the invariable velocity of the regulator, can set the wheel H, and

the parts to which it gives motion, forward or back in their

course, and then allow them to proceed at once with the same

correct velocity as before. In this way the observer will have

absolute control of the angle of position of the luminous arc

S' D S', and it may be agreed that as tliis angle of position slowly

changes in consequence of the want oi perfect unison between the

movements at the two stations, he shall, from time to time, bring

the luminous arc back to near coincidence with a standard posi-

tion, that for instance which is shown in Fig. 3, the exact angle

of position to be measured, however, in tlie manner above men-

tioned. Provided, then, the arc be not allowed to stray for from

its standard position, it will be obvious that one part of the bor-

der of the prismatic piece P will never be traversed by the liglij

which passes the sixteen primary openings of the signal wheel

and forms that arc. The part thus unused is made with parallel

faces, as shown in the figure, and then any supplementary flash

of light occurring midway between the |)rimnry ones, will pass

through the parallel part of P unrefracted, and may be refracted

by a second prism P', that moment interposed. This second

prism is made to revolve once in the period of the sixteen revo-

lutions of P, and in the best mode of construction that occurs to

me is one of sixteen prismatic pieces P', P', P', &c., so cut out,

and attached to the border of a wheel or disc K, made to revolve

in that period, that the edges of the refracting angles of all ot

them shall be parallel to each other, the whole forming the

equivalent of a single prism cut into a large toothed wheel.

This wheel K, like P, takes its motion from H, and is so geared

that during all the intervals of time in which a passing pencil

would encounter the refracting part of P, it will have free pas-

sage through one of the spaces between the pieces P', P', P', ^'^•'

which, during the alternate intervals of time, will in their turn

be interposed in the path of the pencil. Any flash of ligH
therefore, that escapes through any supplementary opening, as ^,

in the middle of one of the sixteen primary teeth of the signal

wheel, will, in traversing the telescope at B, be refracted by one

of the prisms P' alone, and not by P. And if it be recollected

that the several prisms P' are in effect parts of one prism, as diS-
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tinctly indicated in fig. 1, h, and that the action of this differs

in no respect from thai of P except in its longer period of revo-

lution, and that this period of revolution is the same with that

of the signal wheel, it will be obvious that if several supplement-

ary openings be made in the signal wheel, as for instance two,

t and u, in two teeih diametrically opposite to each other, and

two others, v and ?r, in teeth adjacent to one of these on each

side of it, the flashes of light through these openings will be

seen by the eye at E to occur at points t', u\ v\ w\ fig. 3, distri-

buted around the circumference of a circle concentric with

S'DS'G, and at angular intervals from each other identical with

those between the corresponding openings in the signal wheel.

It will be further obvious that the observed angle of position of

the diameter u' i' will depend on the angle of position of the

wheel K relatively to that of the signal wheel. The diameter

n't' becomes, then, by aid of the more exact indication of S'D S',

an index by which we know the required angle of position at

which the wheel K arrives simultaneously with the arrival of

the signal wheel S at a given point of reference. As the most

convenient mode of procedure in practice, the observer at B may
operate the satellite wheel until the index diameter u' t' is brought

to a position, for instance the vertical one in the figure, made to

denote zero, and the position micrometer for taking the angle of

position of S'D S' maybe graduated to thousandths and ten

thousandths of a second.
Instead of the above described arrangement there is a modifi-

cation of it which I am disposed to prefer, the type of which is

a pair of telescopes at station B, placed side by side so that one
may contain the rapidly revolving prism and the other the more
slowly revolving one, each prism" being in this case uninterrnit-

ting in its action, and the supplementary openings of the signal

wheel being replaced by the filling up of r
"-"' *' ^^^-

required indication, while it would not probably i
„

material degree the distinctness of the arc of light seen through
the fast prism. Instead of a pair of complete telescopes, the

equivalent of a pair of eye-pieces with a sliding object-glass to

alternate between them at pleasure, would answer the same pur-

pose. In this arrangement no rectification of the prisms by the

observer would be necessary, it being always possible to observe
the total deviation. This would be a great advantage on a line

of very numerous stations, in which case it would, on the first

described plan, be a somewhat critical matter to bring all the in-

struments on the line into the required correspondence for simul-

taneous observation.
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As before intimated, it would be possible to employ but a sin-

gle clock on the whole line of stations, but as this would require

signal observations for every time observation at an}^ other than

the clock station, it would be more convenient to employ a clock

at every astronomical station.

The question of the feasibility of the process described in this

paper will depend primarily on the practicability of securing,

with telescopes of moderate aperture, a sufficiency of light for

such distances as from fifty to eighty miles, and next on the at-

tainment of sufficient precision of rate in the uniform motion

employed. I do not anticipate serious difficulty in either of

these things. ' For the uniform motion, considering especially

the light work it will have to do, the Fraunhofer regulator

would I presume be everything that is required, or an electro-

magnetic regulator, similar to that described by me in a paper

presented to the American Association at their meeting at Mon-

treal, may be used if found reliable. From what a scientific

friend has told me of his experience with distant lights, I think

we are justified in anticipating the easy attainment of sufficiency

of light.

A similar optical means can also be used for comparing a

mean time clock at one station with a sidereal clock at another,

by the method of coincidences, without other mechanism than

the clocks themselves, though with diminished power of precis-

ion on a long line of stations. The pendulum of the one clock

is made to carry in the focus of the telescope at its station, an

opaque disc with a narrow slit, through which, at each oscilla-

tion, a flash of light is allowed to escape to the other station,

and through the focus of the telescope at that station oscillates

a wire carried by the pendulum of the other clock, which eclipses

the flash of light at each coincidence of the two pendulums.
Or the pendulum at the observing station may carry a mirror,

in which either a flash or an interruption of light from the other

station may be observed by reflection, and the coincidence noted

when the flash or the break is seen at the same point of the fie^a

of view where it is observed with the pendulum at rest.

I have already observed that the visual method proposed m
this paper might prove useful as a check, at least, upon the in-

dications of submarine or subterranean lines of electric tele-

^aph. But it seems less liable to uncertainty in its indications
than even the air lines, the signals of which occupy a very ap-

preciable and more or less ambiguous time in passing, and there-
tore on very extensive surveys it would be very instructive at

least, and might be found to give increased accuracy, to add to

the comparisons made by the telegraph wires, farther compari-
sons by means of a sufficient number of the visual instruments
to reach across the whole extent of the survey. In case it should
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ever be undertaken, as has been proposed, to measure an exten-

sive arc of the equator, the idea of such a visual method for the

accurate determination of the differences of longitude, would be

well worth considering.

I will close by suggesting one more obvious application of the

method, and that is," the determination of the velocity of light,

which, with a sufficiently high velocity of revolution of the

prism and signal wheel, might be done with considerable accu-

racy by transmitting, in the same manner as before described

from a second station to a third, a return signal from the second

station to the first.

Art. YI.— On Osmious Acid, and the position of Osmium in the

list of Elements; by J. W.' Mallet, Prof, of Chemistry, &c.,

Univ. of Alabama.

In most chemical text-books it is stated, on the authority of

Berzehus, that there are five oxyds of osmium—OsO, Os^Oj,

OsO„ OsO 3, and OsO5—of which however the second and

fourth have not been isolated, although compounds containing

them are known. To these may be added a blue substance,

first obtained by Vauquelin and supposed by Berzelius to con-

sist of OsO united to either Os^O 3 or OsO^, and the highest

oxyd, probably OsO^. the existence of which was announced
by Fremy in 1854.
' While preparing osmium from some black platinum residues

I have accidentally obtained, a substance which there is some
reason to believe may be osmious acid—the hitherto unisolated

teroxyd—mixed indeed with osmic acid, but still permitting cer-

tain of its properties to be observed.
Three or four ounces of the platinum residue were treated by

a uiodification of the original process of Wollaston, now seldoni

adopted. The powder was mixed with three times its weiglit of

nitre, the mixture was fused for some time in an iron crucible,

and then poured out upon an iron plate. While still warm the

fused cake was broken into fragments and put into a flask fitted

with a cork, through which passed a tube two feet long, bent at

right angles, and a funnel-tube, the latter drawn out to a very

small bore at the lower end, and reaching to the bottom of the

flask. The bent tube was well cooled, and undiluted oil of vit-

riol was very cautiously poured, by a few drops at a time, into

the funnel.

The acid produced intense heat on coming in contact with the

cake of potash salt, and oily drops of a bright ydloiv color began
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By the time the sulphuric acid had been added in slight excess

a considerable quantity of this yellow substance bad collected

in the tube and in a receiver attached. By gentle heating the

Avhole was obtained in the receiver, and united under a little

water to a single mass. Towards the end of the distillation

colorless needles and fused drops of the well known osmic acid

came over, and doubtless a considerable portion of the yellow

mass in the receiver consisted of the same.
At first it seemed probable that the yellow color of the latter

was due merely to some impurity, and it was therefore cautiously

resublimed, but it again collected of the same tint as before. It

ap])eared to be even more fusible and volatile than osmic acid;

it took a long time to congeal under a stream of cold water flow-

ing over the outside of a tube in which it had been melted.

The water in which it was fused acquired a bright yellow

color, and gave off fames, the odor of which seemed to me
somewhat different from that of osmic acid, and which irritated

the eyes so insufferably that it was scarcely possible to finish

work with the acid and put it up for preservation. It was re-

moved as a single cake from the water, and sealed up hermeti-

cally in a glass tube which had been previously cleansed with

care from all traces of dust or other organic matter. The water
in which it had been fused was mixed with caustic potash, and

gave a solution of very dark brown-red color, such a tint as

would probably result from a mixture of the red* osmite of pot-

ash discovered by Fremy with the orange-brown osmiate of pot-

ash.

The sealed tube containing the fused cake or stick of yellow
acul was allowed to remain upon a table exposed to the direct

rays of the sun. The acid immediately began to sublime upon
the sides of the tube, not in long needles and prismatic crystals

like osmic acid (which seems to be raonoclinic), but in feathery
crusts like sal-ammoniac, which under a lens had somewhat the

appearance of minute octahedrons grouped together. The color

was still bright yellow, but in a short time the sublimed acid

began to turn black, and in twentv-four hours the whole inner

surface of the tube was perfectly black and opaque. A tube

contnmmg pure colorless osmic acid has been exposed in a simi-

lar way to the sun for three weeks without any such blackening
taking place. A tube closed by a cork, or one from which dust

has not been carefully removed will often cause osmic acid to

turn dark, but never exhibits anything like the absolute black-
ness and opacity of the whole tube noticed in the present in-

' the salt supposed by Berzeliu
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It is easy however to imagine the cause of this change under-
gone by the yellow acid if it be in fact the teroxyd of osmium
(mixed with osmic acid). The teroxyd probably 'broke up into

oarnic acid and one of the lower oxyds of osmium or perhaps
the metal itsel£ We might have

20s03=OsO,+Os02
50s03=30s04+03,0,
80sO,=20sO,+OsO,

or, 40sO3=30sO,+Os.
In order to ascertain, if possible, which of the above changes

had taken place, the tube was opened two or three months after

it bad been sealed, and the contents were examined. The fused
stick of acid was found to be black and partially friable ; on
heating in another glass vessel most of it sublimed, leaving a
httle black powder behind, and condensed in needles, still

slightly yellowish, but differing little in appearance from com-
mon osmic acid. The inner surface of the original tube was
found coated with a thin filmy, adherent crust, of a black color
and considerable lustre. This was scraped ott", and a portion of
n gently heated in a stream of dry carbonic acid gas until all

'

traces of adherent osmic acid were driven oft". After cooling,
the carbonic acid was replaced bv dry hydrogen, and heat was
again applied. Water condensed on the tube beyond the heated
part, thus proving that an oxyd of osmium, not the metal, was
under examination. Eeplacing again the hydrogen by oxygen,
osmic acid was produced and carrfed off with the stream of gas.
The black powder scraped off from the original tube was heated
With hydrochloric acid, and seemed to be but slowly acted on

;

the acid however assumed a green color, and hence it is proba-
ble that the osmium existed as protoxyd.
/t IS not easy to see, without furtlier investigation, how os-

niious acid could have replaced in pari, osmic acid in the attempt
to prepare the latter as above described. Is there a particular
stage of the decomposition of nitre by heat at which osmium
niay replace nitrogen in nitrite of potash (KO, NO 3) ? From
tbe relations of the two elements, to be noticed presently, this
Would seem probable, and in fact Fr^mv has noticed the crystal-
lization of osmite of potash from a solution in hot water of the
fused cake of nitre and iridosmiura. A rea.son for osmic acid
I'-'sO,) being usually obtained from the latter, instead of osmi-
o«s (OsOj), might perhaps be found in the fact that the chemists
^ho of late years have Avorked upon osmium recommend the
^se of nitric or nitro-muriatic acid to neutralize the potash-sul-
Pnuric acid, to which Wollaston had recourse in Ins early ex-
penments, is now seldom employed. Thomson, in his "Cliem-
istry of Inorganic Bodies," published many years ago, observes
^oat osmic acid has sometimes a tint of yellow.
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It does not seem likely that tlie cork closing the neck of the

flask used for distillation had anything to do with the production

of osmious acid, if such took place; the cork itself did not shovr

any appearance of being acted on, and there was no blackening

of 'its surface until some time after the experiment was ended.

The reduction of osmic acid generally results in the formation

of the basic oxyds; Berzelius, however, observed that on add-

ing sulphurous acid to a solution of osmic acid the latter passed

through various shades of color

—

yelloiu, orange-yellow, brown,

green, and at last blue ; he attributed these tints to the succes-

sive formation of sulphates of the bin-oxyd, sesqui-oxyd, and

blue oxyd ; but may not the first step in the reduction have

been osmious acid, giving the yellow color?
Another and altogether different view of the nature of the

volatile yellow substance above described was suggested as pos-

sible by some remarks of Claus in a recent paper on the ten-

dency to reduction of salts of iridium (Ann. d. Chem. u. Pharm.,
Aug., 1858, S. 129). This author has shown that the platinum
metals fall naturally into these groups, in each of which are con-

tained two metals resembling in general habit and relations each

other more closely than members of the remaining groups.

Platinum and palladium constitute the first of these pairs, irid-

ium and rhodium the second, osmium and ruthenium the third.

The atomic weight of the first-mentioned member of each pair

is higher than (nearly doable) that of the second.
In the paper quoted Claus remarks that the metal of lower

atomic weight in each of these groups is much more easily re-

duced than the other from superior to inferior grades of combi-
nation with chlorine; thus thebichlorid of palladium is reduced
with much greater ease to proto-chlorid than is the correspond-
ing compound of platinum; and, for the same season, probably,
the bi-chlorid of rhodium is not known, but only the sesqui-

chlorid, while both salts of iridium can be easily obtained. On
this same principle Claus explains the fact that no oxyd of ru-

thenium homologous with osmic acid has been obtained, while

he gives the following reasons for suspecting the existence of

such an oxyd: "This opinion is based upon the fact, that in

my preparation of compounds of ruthenium, which can be ob-

tained only by energetic processes of oxydation, the material

worked upon, notwithstanding all my care and economv, gradu-
ally diminished, and yet I have never succeeded in collecting a

volatile product. Once onlv, when I had fused ruthenium, per-

fectly free from osmium, with caustic potash and nitre, dissolved
the mass in water, and decomposed it with nitric acid, I ob-

served a peculiar odor, quite distinct from that of osmic or ni-

trous acid
; and aaerwards, having covered the beaker, which

was sm^eared on the edge with tallow, with a plate of glass, I
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remarked an unmistakable blacking of the tallow, caused by the
reduction of a volatile metallic compound."

It seemed possible that the volatile yellow substance to which
the present paper refers might have been an acid oxyd of ruthe-

nium*—EuOg, KuO„ or KuO,—and reducible with extreme
facility, Claus and others having already noticed the reducing
effect of light upon salts of the platinum metals, A portion of
the crust from the sides of the tube of yellow acid was carefully
examined for ruthenium, the various tests given by Claus as
well as that recently proposed by Pr. Gibbs being made use of,

but no proof of the presence of this metal could be obtained.

The properties of osmium and its compounds are very re-

markable, and render it a matter of no little interest to trace the
analogies of this rare substance and fix its place among the other
elenients. It -is described in most chemical works along with
platinum and its associated metals, mainly on the ground of com-
munity of origin, for in many respects it is unlike the platinum,
pnlladium, rhodium, &c., with which it always occurs in nature.
AH these metals are commonly thought of as very infusible, of
great density, veTj slightly affected by reagents, and very easily
reduced from their compounds to the metallic state ; when more
closely examined they are found to differ from each other in
many of their other properties. The arrangement by Claus of
the platinum metals in these groups, each containing one metal
ot high and one of low atomic weight, viz.

Platinum, Iridium, Osmium,
Palladium, Rhodium, Ruthenium,

aas been alluded to above ; the two members of each group are
^ore closely related to each other than to any of the i

^

"-^"i and ruthenium are clearly the most electro-negative of the
series. Graham has inferred the isomorphism of platinum, pal-
^aaium, iridium and osmium, from the fact that their potassio-
c'llonds an crystallize in the form of the regular octahedron

;

the regular system, of
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course does rot of itself suffice to establish tlie relation of iso-

morphism between them ; iridio-chlorid of potassium seems how-

ever to be capable of crystallizing ia all proportions with the

platino- and osmio-chlorids.

The interesting fact has been discovered by Glaus that osmio-

cyanid and ruthenio-cyanid of potassium are strictly isomer-

phous with the well-known ferro-cyanid, crystallizing with it ia

all proportions, and even giving very similar precipitates with

various metallic solutions; so that, in these double cyanids, os-

mium and ruthenium are capable of taking the place of iron.

In the greater number of its relations, however, osmium pre-

sents itself as a member of the arsenic group of elements. This

has been noticed by some recent authors, as by Prof. Dana in

the arrangement of the elements adopted in his System of Min-

eralogy, and by Prof Miller, who says in his lately published

Elements of Chemistry that " it presents more analogy with ar-

senic and antimony than with the noble metals," Fremy too

compares osmium in platinum ore to arsenic in the native arsen-

Nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, and bismuth are

generally recognized as forming a distinct and natural group of

elements, and into this group it seems from many considerations

that osmium, and probably ruthenium, ought to be introduced.

They have some analogies with other natural families, just as

arsenic is allied to sulphur in native sulph-arseniurets, and nitro-

gen and chlorine exhibit some resemblance in the nitrates and

chlorates, but here appear to lie their closest relations. It may
be interesting to notice some of the principal points of resem-

blance to or difference from this group.
Ii-idosmine occurs in crystals closely related in form to those

of arsenic, antimony, and bismuth in the metallic state. The

analyses of iridosmine are not yet sufficiently numerous or ac-

curate to enable us to decide upon its normal composition, but

it seems probable that the two metals occur in variarble propor-

tions, and are in this mineral isomorphous, thus establishing, ns

noticed by Dana, a connection between the arsenic group and

that of the distinctly basic metals, as the arsenic and sulphur

groups are united through homceomorphous bismuth, tetrady
mite, and tellurium. Dana places iridium in the same section

with iron, among the metals whose most stable grades of oxyd-
ation are the prot-oxvd and vsesqui-o.xyd, but the statement of

Glaus that the hin-oxyd of iridium is the most stable and easily

prepared compound with oxygen would remove this metal, as

also perhaps platinum and palladium, from the iron section to

that containing tin and titanium, and the propriety of this

transfer may be supported by the relationship of Frdrhy's crys-

tallized oxyd of ruthenium (doubtless the bin-oxyd) eiamined
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by Senarmont: This was found to be homoeomorphous with
stannic and (the rutile form of) titanic acid. The bi-chlorid of
tin and potassium too is reported as crystaUizing in regular octa-

hedrons, like the corresponding salts of iridium, platinum, and
palladium.

The arsenic section, as given by Dana, includes nitrogen,

phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, bismuth, osmium, and tellurium.
The last-named is marked as doubtful, and should decidedly be
placed with sulphur and selenium, to which it is analogous in
by far the greater number of its compounds.

In one of the interesting memoirs lately published by Dumas
on the numerical relations subsisting among the atomic weights
of the elements, the arsenic series is thus given

:

Kitrogeu, ... 14
Phosphorus,.... 14+17=31
Arsenic, - - - - 14+17+44=75
Antimony, - . . . 14+17+88=119
Bismuth, - - - . 14+17+176=207

and the parallelism of this series with that of chlorine, iodine,
«c., is supposed to be shown in the following lines:

F (19) CI (30-5) Br (80) I (127)

^(14) P (31) As (75) Sb(i22)
in which a common difference of 5 is assumed between the two
members in each of the vertical columns (a difference not strictly
brought out in the case of phosphorus and chlorine), and in
^vhich antmiony is given a higher atomic weight than in the
preceduig table. Osmium is not included, but in a supplemental
note since published we find it placed, with an equivalent some-
wiiat iiigher than that usually adopted, in the sulphur group,
serving to complete the following two lines of equivalents:

% (12-25) Ca(20) Sr (43 75) Ba (68-5) Pb (103-5)
^(8) S(16) Se (39-75) Te (64-5) Os (99-5)

.
^*^veen the paired members of which a common difference of 4

IS supposed to exist.
jet osmium and ruthenium be brought into the arsenic group,

ana the series of atomic weights will then stand thus:

Nitrogen, - - - 14
Phosphorus, - - - - 14+17=31
Ruthenium, - - - 14+17+22=53
Arsenic, .... 14+17+44=75
Osmium, .... 14+17+66=97
Antimony, .... 14+17+88=119
Bismuth, .... 14+17+176=207
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The atomic weights of ruthenium and osmium are here assumed

as 53 and 97, numbers not differing more widely from those

commonly received—52*2 (Claus) and 99-6 (Berzelius)—than do

several of those assumed bj Dumas. Our knowledge of these

two equivalents is based upon very limited data, and can but be

looked on as approximative merely. As regards osmium, Fremy

says that in several experiments he has obtained an equivalent

number lower than that given by Berzelius, and the vapor-

density of osmic acid, which we shall notice presently, points to

an equivalent close to 97. A re-determination of this equiva-

lent is very much to be desired.

Taking the series as given above, we find ruthenium and

osmium to fall in between phorphorus and arsenic—arsenic and

antimony ; the numbers from phosphorus to antimony increas-

ing by 22—44—66—88, just as in the following group given

by Dumas

:

Chromium, - - - 26
Molybdenum, - - - 26+22=48
Vanadium, - - - 26+44=70
Tungsten, - - - 26+66=92

and we may arrange the two series in parallel lines,

P (31) Ru(53) As (75) Os(97)
Cr(26) Mo (48) V (70) W (92)

These numerical relations are of very little importance in

themselves, when we employ the small numbers of the hydrogen

scale of equivalents, and especially when we permit ourselves to

alter the numbers themselves to any extent, however small, hut

they acquire more interest when they present us with groupings

of elements which we acknowledge on other grounds to be natu-

rally related. In such cases, when the homology is distinctly

marked, we niay even be justified in taking some liberties for

the moment with the numbers standing, often with but slender

evidence to support them, for the equivalents of the less-knovvn ;

elemenis; and we may, perhaps, thus be directed to errors ot

determmation which future experiments will clear away.
The bodies named in each of the two lines just given are

homologous in many respects besides that of atomic weight, and

a connection between the two series, through vanadium, t"^

lately been shown by Schafarik. There is a clear resemblance
Tunnmg through the formulae and properties of their oxyds. 1"

the chromium series—a very natural one—the most important

oxyds are the metallic acids of the composition MO 3
; we have

also m each case a bin-oxyd, MO, ; but the sesqui-oxyd is promi-

nent only in the case of chromium itself, and indicates the rela-

tion of this metal with iron.
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In the arsenic series the known ox^^ds are the following:

^0 PO RuO AsO(?) OsO SbO(?) BiO(?)

Ru,03(?) Os.O^C?)
NO, RuO, OsO,
NO 3 PO3 EUO3 ASO3 OsO 3 SbO, BiO,
NO, P0,(?) OsO, SbO, BiO,
NO 3 PO, AsO, OsO, SbO, BiO,(?)

The prominent compounds in the table are the acids, MO g and
MO

5
; with respect to the separate columns the following facts

are noticeable.

The oxyds of nitrogen are well known ; the regularity ob-

servable in this column causes it to be frequently used as an
illustration of the " law of multiples." NO and NO, are usually
said to be neutral, but the latter plays the part of a base in con-

tact with sulphuric acid, as in the crystals of the oil of vitriol

chambers, and possibly the former may do so too in the nitro-

sulphates (KO, NO, SO 3 and NH,0, NO, SO 3?) obtained by
Davyby bringing nitric oxyd in contact with an alkaline sul-

phite. NO 3 and NO, are well-known acids. It is doubtful
whether hypo-nitric acid (NO^) is capable of combining with
bases and forming salts ; in contact with the alkalies it yields a
mixture of nitrites and nitrates, yet, when out of contact of bases,

it seems to he a body of more stability than either NO 3 or NO, (an-

hydrous).

In the column of the oxyds of phosphorus, we have first the
very anomalous sub-oxyd (PgO), which is probably the only
Marked exception to the homology running through the whole
^ble. Before the discovery of red (amorphous) phosphorus by
^chrotter this substance was, no doubt, to some extent con-
lounded with phosphorid oxyd, and may even now throw some
Qoubt upon the cases in which the latter seems to have been ob-
^ined pure and to have yielded a formula supported by trust-

worthy analyses. PO, unlike the other protoxyds of the series,
IS usually considered an acid, but as it has not been obtained in
the separate state, and all the hypophosphites contain water, it

aay be reasonably assumed that the formula of the acid should
include hydrogen. PO, is doubtful; this may, perhaps, be the
composition of Pelletier's phosphorous acid, produced by the
slow combustion of phosphorus, a body which undergoes no
lurther oxydation by prolonged exposure to the air, and which,
m contact with bases, yields'^mixed phosphites and phosphates.

miJ^^*
term in the column—phosphoric acid—is well known.

jhe existence of a distinct protoxyd of arsenic, as of antimony
ana bismuth, is doubtful. Arsenious acid is a feeble, volatile^ me^
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talUc acid—feebler in its relations as an acid than arsenic acid,

and volatilizing at a lower temperature than the latter. Arseni-

ous acid, moreover, volatilizes at a temperature below that re-

quired by metallic arsenic.

In the antimony column, the oxyd Sb03 is usually viewed as

a weak base, but seems also to be capable of uniting as a feeble

acid to the alkalies, and even of expelling carbonic acid from

their carbonates (Liebig). The iso-dimorphism of SbOs and

AsOj is well established. SbOg is volatile at quite a moderate

temperature, while metallic antimony requires at least a white

heat to vaporize it. SbO^ is a body of distinctly acid properties.

Both Sb03 and SbO^ are converted by heating in the air into SbO^
—the so-called antimonious acid—which seems therefore to be

the most stable oxyd when strong .bases and acids are not pre-

sent. It is most probable that, as Fremy maintains, SbO^ is not

itself an acid, but that a so-called alkaline antimonite is in fact

a mere mixture of an antimoniate with the compound of anti-

monic oxyd and alkali (2SbO, = Sb03-f SbO,).
In the bismuth column, the teroxyd is homologous as a base

"with teroxyd of antimony, but shows little tendency to play the

part of an acid with even the strongest bases. This oxyd and
the metal itself are volatile at high temperatures. Bi04 also

seems to be devoid of acid properties, but the compound BiO,
probably exists, and is homologous with SbO^, forming alkaline
salts of little stability.

^
Comparing now ruthenium and osmium with the above recog-

nized members of the arsenic group, we find first that both me-
tals form protoxyds, which are feeble bases, as are probably the

corresponding compounds of the other members of the group.
We next meet with the sesquioxyds, whose formula is excep-
tional in the series, but for neither metal has this grade of oxy-
dation been obtained in the free state and pure, and in the case

of osmium its existence may be gravely doubted. Anhydrous
itu.U is supposed by Claus to be formed during the roasting of

nietallic ruthenium in the air at a high temperature, but only on
the ground that the absorption of oxygen slackens when about

enough has been taken up to form this compound, and that the

proportion necessary for the binoxyd is never fully attained.
tlaus, however, describes a sesquichlorid with which double
salts are formed by the chlorids of potassium and ammonium,
and we must therefore assume a sesquioxyd also. Sesquioxyd
ot osmium is quite unknown in the separate state, and the belief
in its existence is founded solely upon the preparation by Ber-
zelius of a dark brown substance, supposed to consist of the
sesquioxyd united to ammonia, which, dissolved in hvdrochloric
acid, yields a brown compound, supposed to be the sesqui-
chiond of osmium and ammonium. Neither of these, however,
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can be crystallized, nor has the constitution assigned to either

been supported by an analysis. The so-called ainmonio-sesqui-

oxyd detonates when heated, (sometimes with much violence, as

I have noticed in removing by heat the deposit of this substance

which forms on the end of a retort-neck during the distillation

of osmic acid into a receiver containing ammonia,) and hence is

the characteristic color of whose salts in solution is yellow as is

the case with the corresponding compounds of iridium. Similar

remarks apply to the binoxyd of ruthenium—probably the body
obtained, as we have shown, by Fremy in crystals. The teroxyd
of osmium is the body supposed to have been isolated in the ex-

periment described at the beginning of this paper. Its position

as a feeble acid, capable, however, under some circumstances, of

playing the part of a base, its fusibility and volatility (greater,

apparently, than those of osmic acid, as nitrous acid is more
fusible and volatile than hypo-nitric), its probable crystallization

in octahedrons of the regular system, in which arsenious acid

and teroxyd of antimony are also found, all tend to indicate

homology with the other teroxyds of the arsenic group. The
general relations of ruthenic acid, so far as these are known,
place it in a similar position. Just as we find hyponitric acid

(NOJ andantimonious acid (SbOJ to be the most stable of the
higher oxyds of nitrogen and antimony, so the well known osmic
acid (OsOJ seems to be the grade of" oxydation which osmium
niost readily assumes and retains when not in contact with bases.
" ^3 and OsO^ (the latter as described by Fremy) seem scarcely

ble of existing in the separate state ; when set free from their

ts they soon pass into OsO^ ;
while it may as well be doubted

that the latter ever exists as a distinct acid in combination with
bases as that NO, or SbO does so. No so-called osmiate has
ever been analyzed ; the saturating capacity of the acid, if it be
such, is unknown ; when free and in solution in water it has no
acid reaction, it does not displace carbonic acid from the carbon-
ates, and it is itself expelled by heat from most of its supposed
compounds, and is separated in part by water even from potash
?nd soda. No compound of OsO, with a base has been obtained

JQ
crystals, while Fremy states that he has crystallized the alka-

line salts of both OsO and OsO,. EuO, and KuOj are as yet
Unknown.

"^

The tendency throughout the whole arsenic group is manifestly
to the production of the acid compounds MO 3 and MO,, the for-

mer the more fusible and volatile body, the latter the stronger

f^^ In addition we have some cases of the protoxyd (MO), a
jeeble base, and the binoxyd (MOJ, a body of still more feebly
Dasic properties, .verging upon the acids. All other grades of

X
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oxydation, so far as they exist at all, may perhaps be correctly

viewed as compounds of the preceding inter se. The stability of

the oxyd (MO 4) in the separate state is remarkable—^its formula

is one of rare occurrence.

The affinity of all the elements of the group for oxygen is

considerable ; it is so even in the case of osmium and ruthenium,

usually placed among the noble metals, Dumas {Traite de Chim.

app.) states that osmium does not oxydize at common tempera-

tures, nor even at 100° C, but I have obtained conclusive evi-

dence that oxydation may go on slowly even at the ordinary

atmospheric temperature. The paper label and the cork of a

tube containing pure metallic osmium have in the course of sev-

eral years become blackened, precisely as organic matter is by

the fumes of osmic acid, the black tint on the paper decreasing

from the mouth of the tube along the outside. A piece of white

vhich some black platinum residue had been wrapped,

.._3tron: ^ ' ^ • - - • ^^ ^ ^ n.. _ _^

deri
servable even upon the paper label placed inside a tube of native

iridosmine (Siberian) in the usual coarse grains—2^. specimen which

has lain among other minerals, and has never been placed near

any artificial preparations of osmium. Osmium, like arsenic and

antimony, is clearly capable of slowly taking up oxygen at com-

mon temperatures. At a red heat, roasting in a current of air

affords, as is known, a good method of obtaining osmic acid from

the iridosmine of platinum residues—just as by similar roasting

arsenious acid is prepared from the native arseniurets.
It would be a matter of much interest to compare osmium with

its supposed homologues under circumstances in which we should

expect it to play an electro-negative part. Fremy has announced
his belief m the existence of an osmiuretted hydrogen, but such a

body has not yet been isolated and described. Compounds oi

the metal with ethyl, methyl, &c., would be well worth exami-

nation, and it is not unlikely that such might be prepared from

a body which in some states of combination exhibits such a high

degree of volatility.

The earlier experiments of Deville and Debray upon the pla-

tinum metals seemed to have shown that both osmium and ru-

thenium could be volatilized, at exceedingly high temperatures,
without previous fusion ; if this were confirmed, a strong pom*
of resemblance with arsenic would be made out, but it appeai«
trom a more recent paper that osmium at least may be fused and
obtained as a perfectly compact mass, the apparent volatility of

the metal being due doubtless to previous oxydation, the cruci-

bles used being permeable to air. We have seen, as regards
arsenic and antimony, that their oxyds are more volatile than the
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It is lately stated that osmium may be obtained in crystals by
the same means as those used for boron and silicon, but I have

as yet seen no account of the form which it assumes.

Deville has furnished another interesting fact with respect to

osmium, by determining the density of the vapor of osmic acid,

which he has found = 8-88. This, if we take the generally

received atomic weight for osmium, gives the atomic volume

^^^=14-82, indicating a condensation to 2 vols. If we now

calculate back to the theoretical atomic weight we get (14'57x
8-88)-32=97'38, a number closely approaching 97, which, as

we have seen, brings the equivalent of osmium into simple and
harmonious relation with those of the other elements of the ar-

senic group.

Tlie specific gravity of fused metallic osmium having been
lately determined by Deville =214, there can be little doubt
that all the metals of the platinum family possess the same atomic

volume when in the free state, about 4-6 or 4*7; the specific

gravity of ruthenium is not yet known with accuracy, but such

experiments as have been made render it improbable that it will

prove an exception. This number is about one-fourth the mean
of the at. vols, of the long recognized members of the arsenic

group, but these latter differ so widely among themselves* that

the comparison is of little or no value. It would be desirable to

get a good determination of the density of osmic acid in the
solid state, so that its at. vol. might be calculated and compared
with that of antimonious acid.

The specific heat of osmium, so far as its value as a physical

character goes, opposes the introduction of this element into the

arsenic group. It has been determined by Eegnault =-03063;
multiplying now by the equivalent 97, we have the product,

2'9711, thus placing osmium in the list of the elements (includ-

ing the majority) for which the product of sp. ht. by at. wt. is

nearly 3, while for phosphorus, arsenic, antimony and bismuth
the product thus obtained is twice as great, or about '6. In this

respect, however, osmium probably resembles nitrogen—the lat-

ter examined, as it necessarily is, in the gaseous form.

It is to be hoped that the conducting power for heat and elec-

tncity of compact osmium will soon be examined; nothing is as
yet known of these characters.

* Phosphorus. - - - - i-:^(5,/„.o«^)=l^^*
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Lastly, as regards the magnetic relations of the element—it is

placed, with some doubt, by Faraday in the paramagnetic class;

the metal and its protoxyd were found to act feebly in this

sense, while pure osmic acid is said to have shown itself clearly

diamagnetic. The strongly diamagnetic character of phospho-
rus, antimony and bismuth would render a re-examination of

this point interesting. Arsenic, however, is said to be very
feebly diamagnetic, and is placed by Faraday close to osmium
in the list of metals examined, though on the opposite side of the

line of magnetic neutrality or inditterence.

Eeviewing, now, the united physical and chemical characters
of osmium, and comparing them with those of the generally re-

cognized members of the "arsenic group," we are, I think, jus-

tified in concluding that here this curious metal should be placed
in a natural arrangement of the elements- while important dis-

tmctions seem to separate it from some, at least, of the platinum
metals, with which it is usually associated and described.

Art. Yll.—The Comas and Tails of Comets; by Prof. W. H. C.

Baetlett, U. S. Military Academy at West Point.

Comets have, at all times, been objects of curiosity and \

der; and the question in regard to the nature of their \^^s
appendages, has exercised the speculative ingenuity of philoso-
phers from the earliest records of astronomy. Everything writ-
ten about them is read with interest, and the most extravagant
theories in respect to their constitution and the laws of their
bemg find a ready favor with the public. They are still among
the enigmas of the heavens. Among the recent and remarkable
efforts at solution is one by the ablest mathematician of the
country perhaps of the age: and granting the premises, there is

no avoiding the conclusions of the comprehensive and searching
analysis for which this eminent man is so remarkable. But the
assumption, that the attractive energy which summons a comet
trom the depths of space to the presence of the sun, retains its

nature unchanged and strengthens with the diminution of dis-
tance for a part of the approaching mass, and yet reverses its

character and becomes repulsive for another part, in order to ob-
tain material to build up the tail, appears so unsupported by the

^bfl ?r% i''^^'''^ f ^^ ^^^ '^^ ^'^ ^^^^lt« t^e taint of improb-
ability. Indeed, a theory which demands such an exercise of
laitH in matters of science, and from such friends, can only in-
spire doubt, and should yield the place it has too ion^ occupied
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to some other, founded in better ascertained laws of matter. The

question is not one of pure mathematics, but of physics.

The material elements of all bodies of which we have any

knowledge, are united by some conditions of aggregation, deter-

mined by the reciprocal action of molecular forces ; and the cir-

3 of their relative motion will come from the equation

in which m is the mass of an element, xyz its coordmates of

place, XYZ the sums of the components of impressed accelera- <

tions in the direction of the axes xyz, respectively.

The conditions of aggregation may be expressed in some func-

tions of the coordinates of molecular places. As three coordi-

nates determine the place of a single molecule, there will be three

times as many coordinates as molecules; and if j« be the number

of molecules "and I the number of equations that give the condi-

tions of aggregation, then will 3,«-i=ri be the number of coor-

dinates which, if given, would reduce the number of unknown
coordinates to the number of equations. These unknown coor-

dinates could then be found, and the places of the molecules at

the corresponding instant determined.

Denote the i coordinates by xyz, x'y'z', &c., and the n coor-

dinates by a|?y, a'l^'y', &c. The former of these coordinates, as

also the forces, may be expressed in functions of the latter, and

both eliminated from the general equation of motion. And if

^^
V ^ f i V, &c., be the increments of « ^ r,

«' §' y\ &c., at
_

any in-

stant and due to any transmitted initial disturbance, it is easily

shown that

?=:^R.?^^.sin(f.V^-r),

$'= &c. &c. &c.

In which there are n terms comprehended by the sign 2, and in

which q will, in general, have different values from one term to

another. When these values of q are real and positive, the dif-

ferent terms in the values of I >? C, &c., will disappear periodically,

tiie precise times of disappearance being given by

t . a/^ — r=za n ; t'^/^'— r'z=:a'n ;
&c., <fec.

Of i—^+T. t'=.—4^; &c., &c.

in which a is any whole number. The intervals of disappear-
ance will be

!!+r. !!+r.'; &c. &c.;
V 4" V ?'

^d if these intervals be commensurable, all the terms will dis-
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The vast atmosphere of ether which pervades all space is ever

busy transmitting luminiferous waves from the sun and other

heavenly bodies. Its molecules are ever on the move with ve-

locities and in orbits determined by the relative places and in-

tensities of existing wave sources. Any cause which will per-

turbate the etherial molecules of any limited volume of ether

from these orbits, regarded as initial, and by the quantities I )/ f,

I' n' V, &c., will make such volume self-luminous ; and if the per-

turbation be great enough, it will be visible from all directions.

Comets are known to exist in a state of great tenuity, their

densities being almost insignificant in comparison with that of

the fleecy clouds that float in the upper atmosphere. The lumi-

niferous waves from the sun, entering such bodies with great ease,

their intromitted greatly preponderate over their reflected com-

ponents. The former of these components modify and determine
the internal motions of comets, and make them self-luminous.

The internal cometary elements become so many centres of dis-

turbance. They throw their waves in all directions, and are

simultaneously sources of molecular perturbations to the sur-

rounding ether, each giving rise to a term E-N-Sm (tV? -r),
m the general value of the perturbating functions $ »/ C, &c., and
thus making the ether also self-luminous. The degree of illumi-

nation will vary with the maximum values of the perturbating
functions. These will result, in any case, from the extent of

the initial disturbance and the distance, at right angles thereto,

over which the disturbance may have been propagated; de-

creasing, according to the principle of wave divergence, as the

square of this distance increases. The components of the initial

disturbance perpendicular to the line drawn from the comet to

the sun, is, from the principle of wave propagation, much greater

than in any other direction ; and hence the much greater extent
of the illumination on the side of the comet opposite the san.

The comet's head can have no phases, from its self-luminosity;
neither can the coma and tail have sharply defined outlines,

from the gradual degradation of molecular perturbations towards
their borders.

This view denies the presence of cometary material in the

coma and tail altogether, and regards these appendages but as

phenomena due to the reciprocal action of the etherial and com-
etary molecular forces. According to it, the coma and tail be-

come, as It were, a luminous shadow, a part of which is literally
cast before," and the dark cap which envelopes the head and
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No wonder, then, that comets turn their tails from the sun, and,

at periheHon, whisk them, though of enormous lengths, through-

celestial arcs well nigh equal to a semi-circumference, iu a few
hours. This is no more surprising than that opaque bodies

throw their shadows from the luminous sources whose light they
intercept. The curvature, which is so remarkable a feature in

the tail, is but the simple effect of the comet's orbital velocity,

and the progressive motion of light.

If the principles here cited be well founded, then will the

zodiacal light find an easy solution ; and the great oblateness of
its spheroidal figure must be taken as evidence that the component
molecular motions in the sun are greater in the direction of the
solar axis than in any other.

Vest Poiot, Oct. 25th, 1859.

Art. Ylll.—On Sodalite and Elceolitefrom Salem, Massachusetts;

by J. P. Kimball, Ph.D.

For a knowledge of this locality of the occurrence of the two
rare silicates, sodalite and elaeolite, we are greatly indebted to
Gilbert L. Streeter, Esq., of Salem, as well as to several other
gentlemen of the same city. Fortunately, Mr. Streeter very
carefully observed their mode of occurrence, and, together with
G. F. C'heever, Esq., and Kev. S. Johnson, Jr., collected choice
specimens of them. The best of these are in the possession of
the Essex Institute, Salem, to the curator of which, Dr. Henry
Vy heatland, I owe in a great measure the privilege of examining

The locality in which the minerals were found is "a pit or
quarry, a short distance below the Almshouse upon the road
passing along the northern side of the Neck, towards Hospital
Pomt."* They were first noticed in a "block of compact syen-
ite resting upon the bank, the end of which presented a beanti-

m coloring of blue and greenish white, with specks of black.

.Upon examination these conspicuous minerals were seen to be
^^ a vein, a portion of which was connected with the block of
syenite."!

Mr. Streeter subsequently discovered what undoubtedly was
[he continuation of the same vein. This traversed an erratic

block of the same rock, imbedded in the drift, of which the
small block, just mentioned, was a fragment. The vein is de-
scribed to have been about six feet in width, and to have dimin-

* G. L. Streeter: Essex Institute Proceedings, ii, 16S. f lb.
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tunately enough, tbe discovery of the minerals was not made in

time to rescue this precious Vein-stone from the hands of the

quarrymen. Large masses of it inchiding, it is believed, the

best specimens, had been carted away and buried deep beneath

a littoral road along Collins' Coye. The quarry was opened in

the autumn of 1855. I visited it last spring when it was not

being worked, and found amongst the debris of the quarry very
good specimens of both minerals. At that time a portion of the

boulder which contained the vein was still left. This I identi-

fied as a syenitic porphyry (Quarzfreier Porphyr of Senfl). It

is characterized by remarkably entire crystals of oligoclase of a

greenish color, which make up the base of the rock. Thickly
disseminated through the base are minute grains of hornblende
and scales of mica.

Besides the sodalite and elseolite, the vein-stone is composed
of orthoclase for the greater part ; biotite in black tabular prisms;
small crystals of zircon in octahedral prisms ; fine stellate brown-
ish-yellow flakes of xanthosiderite ; and (probably) albite in

small, irregular, reddish, granular masses.
At Litchfield, Me.—the only other known locality in America

where sodalite and ela^olite occur together—these minerals are

further associated with cancrinite and, as at Salem, with zircon;
but instead of occupying a vein as in -the Salem instance, exist

as accidental constituents of a granitic rock composed of quartz,
feldspar and black mica,* thus constitutincr a miascite analogous
to that of the Ilmen mountains.f The Litchfield rock, to be sure,
IS found only as erratic blocks ; but the absence of cancrinite in

tlie balem boulder, and the dissimilarity between this and the
Litchfield rock as to petrographic character, tend to preclude
the possibility of the two having a common source.
^dahte.—The sodalite from Salem has quite the same charac-

ter as that from Litchfield and the Ilmen Mts., with specimens of

which I have been able to compare it, excepting that the former
in common with the el^olite, is contaminated with minute parti-
cles of what appears to be mica, thus rendering it very difficult
to^lean perfectly pure mineral for analysis. It is in crystalline,
sub-translucent masses hnvino- .r. indistinct cleavage. Its lustre
IS greasy, and its color beautiful lavender blue.

ihree separate determinations of its specific gravity were
made with different portions of the mineral, giving the results
as follows: 2-294, 2-303, 2-314.

r ^' ^n ^^'''^I^
Poggrendorff's Annalen, Ixx, 434.

T benfl: Clasaficatioo wd Beschreibung der Felsarten, 218.
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Two portions of the mineral were used for tlie analysis. The

one portion was treated with nitric acid, and the chlorine deter-

mined as chlorid of silver. The other portion was treated with

diluted hydrochloric acid, whereby the silica, alumina, lime and

soda were determined according to the customary methods.

Prof. J. D. Whitney,* in his analyses of the sodalite and its

associated minerals from Litchfield, lias so fully observed their

chemical properties as to render superfluous here any remarks

on the same subject.

Calculating all the sodium as soda, the following results are

obtained

:

But on the other hand, assigning to the percentage of chlorme

enough of sodium to form chlorid of sodium in accordance with

^on Kobell's formula of this mineral (S-a'Si+3*iSi+KaCl), we have
8-17 for the percentage of soda in combination with silica.

Hence the analysis will stand thus

:

These results are sufficiently in agreement with the established

formula.

Ekmlite.—'VhQ elseolite from Salem possesses all the constant

physical properties of this variety of nepheline. Its color is

^uil green, its lustre greasy, and its fracture sub-conchoidal.
_

it

IS sub-translucent, and in structure massive. Its specific gravity

^s 2-629. Its chemical composition I find to be as follows

:

Schenectady, N. Y., September, 1859.

* Poggendorff's Annalen, 1;
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Art. IX.—Description of Nine neiv species of Crinoidea from the

Subcarboniferous Hocks of Indiana and Kentuchj ; by SlDNET
S. Lyon and S. A. Casseday.

Pteeotocrinus. Lyon and Casseday.

Asterocrinus, Lyon, Geo]. Rep. Ky., vol. iii, p. 4'72.

Since our description of Asterocrinus was published in the

Sd vol. of the Kentucky Eeport, we find the name to have been

appropriated previously. We therefore propose Pterotocrinus
as the name of our genus, which has now four well authen-
ticated species.

Generic formtda.

Mouth central, 1

^0)
Kadial pieces, 1st series,

" " 2nd series, 1

Anal piece,

Pterotocrinus depressus, n. s.

Body, depressed, subconical, twice as wide as high ; below the free

arms it presents the form of a very shallow, flattened cup, the pieces
composing it smooth and of equal thickness, in some cases nearly a
plane, the raargin^curving suddenly upward at the junction of the arms;

lis at a very low angle, rapidly increasing to-

s nearly perpendicular. Column—very small,

nrcular pieces of unequal size and thickness,

in size and shape; not prominent. When

, -, " , ,

'" irregular pentagon, raised a little above the
general surface of the cup; slightly indented^ at their junction with the

l^cTil.^^'"'
'" ^"^ " "^'-^ P^^^^^ ^--<i - the pit in which itis

Badial pieces of the first series, five; subquadrangular, similar in

form and size, nearly twice as long as high. Radial pieces of the second

resUn'r
'"[•^"'^^•'^"gul^i'-' differing slightly both in form and size,

mnrp^ti,?''''') \^
^^^^^^

,

'^"^®''
"^^''S'" <'' ^^e fi'"st J-adials, a little

nio.e than halt covering them. The radials of the third series are

twirelswid"- h'-'l

'"? slightly in size, subquadrangular. nearly

wards the centre, where it

formed near the body of
Basal pieces, two, simila

joined, they together form

ting upon the radials of the second

1 partly on the first radials.

r to five brachials of quad-

Piece, one
; obtusely angular below, fitting into a depression <

I pieces, rounding to a point above, rising above the first radiali
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The vault is divided into five triangular spaces by the wings, five in

number ; each space is covered with seven pieces of a compressed hex-

agonal form, three rising from the arras from the first row ; upon these

rest two; in the angular space at the summit of these rests the sixth,

similar in size to those below it ; it is squarely truncated above, thus be-

coming pentangular; its upper margin supports a small quadrangular

piece; there are some quite small pieces above this last, in our specimen,

probably one row which may form the mouth ; between each of the five

fields of the vault is a long lanceolate piece as wide as the other pieces of

the vault, and about three times as long as those in the fields; the wings

are attached to these long pieces by an articulating joint, and extend be-

yond the arms which embrace the vault, diminishing in thickness from

their attachment outward, and terminating in a thin knife-like edge,

equal in width to twice the height of the vault, the upper and lower

largins nearly parallel ; obtusely rounded at their outer extremity.

The arms are single, twenty in number, lying in sets of four between
le wings, which, being placed immediately above the centre of the first

idials, divide
' '

• - ,-...,.
. ,• , ^ ,,

: single, twenty in number, lying i

'
" ' placed immediately abov(

) pairs, two from each of the adjacent i

he spaces between each pair of wings. The arms are provided

wua a row of cilia for each side, formed of short joints, placed immedi-
ately in contact one above the other, filling the length of the arms which
rise above the wings, about one sixth of their length. The dermal^coat-
ing has been lost from all the specimens we have seen. The sides of the

wings are strongly marked by a muscular attachment, by which they were

Dimensions of Specimen of Medium Size.

Height of base, _ . . -

Diameter of arms, - - - -

Length of " -

Greatest width across the wings,
Height from base to top of wings,

_
Geological Position and Locality.—Several specimens have been found

"» the third intercalated limestone, of the Millstone grit, Grayson Springs,

Grayson County. Same horizon, near Dr. Baker's furnace, Edmonson
County, Ky.

Pterotocrinus pyramidalis, sp. nobis.

Body without the arms and winged appendages:—the vault is a pyram-
'«al pentagon, nearly twice as high as the greatest diameter at its junc-
tion with the calyx. The calyx is vasiform, the rim of the vase slightly

reflected downwards: four times as wide as high. Columnar pit deep,
irregularly oval, the longest diameter transversely disposed with refer-

ence to the anal side. Columnar facet round, perforation not visible (in
^ny specimen that has come under our observation).

.
Basal pieces, two; prominent, outer Fraargins thick and rounded,

joined by a straight line to each other, the posterior margin having a
deep angular notch, while the anterior side is but slightly indented at the
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junction of tlie pieces ; both pieces are irregularly pentagonal, nearly of the

same form ; that on the right of the anal piece being a little the largest

First radial pieces, five; broad, sides diverging from below upwards,

three times as wide as high, the ends of the upper margins parallel to

the lower ; about one-half of the length of the upper margin circularly

depressed for the reception of two of the second radials to each.

Second radial pieces, ten ; small, obscurely quadrangular, resting in

the circular depression at the summit of the first radials, each pair being

separated one from the other by a very minute anomalous piece, which

rests on the center of the first radials between them ; it is nearly round,

and rises under the suture which marks the separation of the second ra-

dials, and is about one fourth the height of those pieces.

Third radials, twenty ; small, differing both in size and form ;
nearly

as high as wide, divided into five groups, disposed on a curved line, the

exterior pair of each group resting partly on the first radial and partly

against the oblique outer margins of the second radials. The central

pair of all the groups rest upon the second radials, against those on

either side and against each other. The articulating surfaces to which

the arms were attached are slightly concave ; the upper side deeply in-

dented by a perforation into the body, partly in the arms and partly ia

the pieces immediately above thein.

An^l piece, one ; large, as compared with other species of this genus,

long, hexagonal, obtusely pointed below, resting in the deep angular

notch in the basal pieces ; diminishing gradularly upward, supported on

either side by the first radials ; acutely pointed above, reflected toward

the body, and supporting on either side one of the third radials.

Our specimens are weathered to such an extent that all surface mark-

ings (if they ever existed) have been removed.
Suminit.—The summit above the arms is divided into five fields, nearly

of the same form and si^e, that above the anal side being a litde the

largest; they are covered by hexagonal or pentagonal pieces higher than

wide. The largest field has four pieces in the first row, the other fields

having only three each ; the outside of each of the first series is articulated

with a piece at the base of the wings, the second range and the superior

margins of the third radials. Dividing the first range of pieces arem
projecting angular pieces inserted between the groups of the first range,

touching the third radials at one of its angular points, rising from theffl.

by a line slightly curved outward ; they articulate with the first and

second range of the five fields and with the wings, in the same manner as

P. depressus (nobis). The second range consists of three long pentaDguiar

pieces, in the field above the anal piece, and two to each of the others.

The third range consists of one lanceolate piece to each of the reguia

and two (?) to the irregular side. Between the fields of the summit is a

broad articulating surface, about as wide as the pieces covering the neld^

formed by the reflected margins of those pieces, and the supporting pi^c

at the base of the wings. Wings—none have been found attachea^

great numbei-s are found loose, which we refer to this species. They a^

of various forms. The articulating surface applied to our specimen pre-

cisely fills and fits the articulating surface upon it; they are thick n^^

the junction with the body, curved both above and below, gradually J'l"

ning to a point, five times as long as thick, broad on the upper surtac ,
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gradually thinning downward ; the outer end round and pointed ; they
are frequently found bifurcate near the end and double pointed : affixed

to the specimen they radiate regularly and horizontally, the points being
about as high as the summit of the specimen.

Mouth, central.

Arms, twenty ; form unknown.
Column, unknown.

Dimensions.

Greatest diameter of calyx, - - - -80 inch.
" " " basal pieces,
" " " columnar facet, -

Height of calyx.

Height of specimen, small part lost, -

Length of wing articulations, with body,
Width « " " "

Height of first radial pieces, -

Width « » ^ . ' .

Geological Position and Localities.—'Fowndi only in beds near the top
of the third limestone of the Millstone grit series of Edmondson, Grayson
and Breckinridge counties, Kentucky.

Fragments very abundant, good specimens rare. Beds from one to
two feet thick are found composed of a mass of the remains of this crinoid
cemented together, forming a distinctive and characteristic bed of the 3rd
limestone.

Pterotocrinus rugosus, nobis.

The condition of our specimen is such that a particular description
cannot be made : the arrangement of the parts, however, is evidently
quite similar to that of P. depressus. The basals, first, second and third
radials, are present, together with parts of the wings and a portion of one
of the arms. This species difiers remarkably from P. depressus, in the
greater thickness of the pieces, prominence of the base, the knobby pro-
tuberances upon it and upon the first radials, the depth of the columnar
pit, as well as by its roughness and more robust appearance.
Magical Position and Locality.—A. single crushed and imperfect

specimen was found in the lowest siliceous mud bed,* at the Falls of
^}gn Creek, Breckinridge county, Ky. Fragments of this species are
quite abundant.
The beds at Rough Creek, Grayson Springs, Grayson county, and
asers Furnace, Edmondson county, are doubtless the equivalents of

^ch other. In the western edge of Breckinridge county, they are sepa-
rated by a thick sandstone, where the upper division of the limestone ap-
pears to be the equivalent of the beds above enumerated. The size and
proportions of this species is about the same as P. depressus.

Zeacrinus oralis, sp. nobis.

i closed the body is ovoid, the length being^o<^y-When the arms ai
^q"al to about twice the dial

^aial pieces, five ; minute, forming a pentagon, slightly indented at
"'e sutures marking the division of the pieces. When the column is

P^^-sent, the basals and about half of the subradials are concealed. Sub-

j at the bas

lentago
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radial pieces, five ; four of wLich are of the same form and size ; land-

elate, obtusely pointed at the superior extremity ; the fifth is large, irr^

ularly pentagonal ; one of its sides supports two of the anal pieces. Finl

radials, five; diflx^ring considerably in size ; the anterior one being sym-

metrical and the largest, the other four are unsymmetrical, the iuferior

side toward the anal field being longer than the inferior anterior side;

they diminish regularly from the anterior to the posterior side. The

second radials in all but the anterior ray are pentagonal, twice as wide as

long, on the upper beveled sides of each supporting two arms. The s^

cond radial of the anterior ray is twice as wide as high, supporting on its

upper side a third radial siraihir in size and form to the second radial of

the other four rays, and like them it also supports a pair of arras. The

arms are ten in number. The antero- and postero-lateral rays are com-

posed of three quadrangular and one pentagonal piece each ; one of the

antero-lateral rays has the same form and number of pieces as the

other and the anterior rays are composed of two quadrangular and one

pentagonal piece each, somewhat larger than the pieces of the other

rays. The inner upper margin of the last piece in all the rays support

each one division of the ray, which is composed of about forty-five quad-

rangular pifces each, gradually diminishing in size to the end of this

gins each support a branch which is bifurcated on the fourth, fifth or

seventh piece, similar in form and arrangement to the first branch of the

rays, the pieces being nearly as high and about half as wide as those

below. The inner beveled upper margin of each last piece supports a

branch which is of the same form as the inner branch below, composed
of quadrangular pieces, terminating at the same height as the other

branches. The outer margin of the second bifurcatio^n of the anterior

ray has m like manner an undivided branch of the same form and length",

all the other rays are asrain bifurcated on tbA fifth op sivt.li niece, each

six fingers, all the others having eight fingers each, 46 fingers in all.

The fingers are ciliated their entire length with a row on their inner

Anal pieces, eight; the two inferior pieces rest partly on the subradials |

and partly against the first radials on either side, one rising nearly as I

high as the upper margin of the first radial against which it rests; upon
|

these two rest two of the second range, and on the left side one quiW
|

minute, making the upper margin of the field nearly horizontal ; the last .

two support one subquadrangular piece (the largest in the anal field)

above which are three of the same form rapidly diminishing in size, thus

running the anal field to a point.
|Columns delicate pentagonal (near the body), composed of alternately
[

larger and smaller thin pieces.
JJ^ f

i

Total length,

Greatest diameter,
Height of calyx, -

Greatest diameter of calyx,
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Length of finger, first bifurcation, - - '94 inch.

« " third " - - -45
'I

Depth of columnar pit, - - - -05 "

Geographical Position and Locality.—Yonndi in the third limestone of

the Millstone grit beds of Grayson, Breckinridge, Edmondson and Todd

counties, Kentucky.
" "

'
^-gical horizon i

i may t

guishing fossils of this particular bed of limestone.

Remarhs.—Om species, in the arrangement of the calyx, ap-

proaches Z. Worthenii (Hall), from which it differs in having three

instead of four primary radials ; also in the number of pieces in

the first branches of the rays. It differs from Z. magnoliceformis

(Troost) in the arrangement of the calyx, the first radials and

subradials being much shorter in our species.

Cyathocrinus dekadactylus, nobis.

Calyx, vasiform, spreading rapidly from the base, comprising all the

pieces up to the second radials. The pieces forming it are thick, tumid,

with long strong arms. Vault unknown. Column obtusely pentangular,

covering nearly one half of basals ; articulating surfaces crenulated on

their borders.

Basal pieces, five; pentangular, forming together a marked stellate

figure ; upper facets prolonged into nearly acute angles ; under surface

slightly excavated.

Sub radials, five; hexagonal or heptagonal, somewhat irregular in

size; they alternate with the basals; very tumid and thick.

Radials, five; the first are large, various in their shapes, generally

septangular, sometimes broader than high, in other instances as h\gh »"

broad; they support each two other radials, the " ' ' ' -^ -- '^"

parallelogramic pieces much rounded on their

J-adial pieces are pentagonal, rather acuminate, e

as high, and support on their bevelled edges i

Arms.—The arms are apparently without any
jheir whole length. They ""

' ^•-^-'-

vlosed the arms becoming free and separate

They are composed of thick pieces, rounded

d in size, and regularly superimposed upon

They are about one half as large as the last radials,

" -'ove,) (?)lus (arabulacral groove

trapezoidal in shape, the upper margin reflected,

} any pieces superposed upon the anal

At the juncture of any three pieces composing the calyx, there is a de-

gression, which attains its greatest depth along the suture lines of the

pieces. These depressions are an easilv distinguishable character of this

SECOND SERIES. Vol. XXIX, No. BS.-JAN.', 1860.
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specie?. The surface markings and proboscis (if one existed) are not pre-

served in any examples before us.

The spaces between the radials supporting the arras are quite extended

and present the form of a Doric arch.

Geological Position and Locality.—Sub-Carboniferous beds of Mont-

gomery county, Indiana. Bather rare.

Cf/athocrinus hexadactijlus, sp. nob.

Body, compressed, crateriform, robust, with long arms ; surface cov-

ered with minute granuL-e, arranged apparently in rows parallel to the

margins of the pieces. The column is comparatively small, composed of

alternating thick and thin pieces ; the articulating surfaces are crenatd,

the larger and thicker pieces project over the thinner ones, the projecting

edges being distinctly rounded.
Basis—Composed of five sublanceolate pieces forming together an

irregular pentagonal figure. The columnar pit is small, occupying about

one-third of the basis, slightly depressed, with a large central opening.

Subradials—lhY^Q of them are nearly equal in size, hexagonal, gen^

rally higher than wide ; the remaining two are larger than the others, not

constant in their shape, being quadrangular, pentangular and hexangular

in different individuals. They alternate with the basals, are very convex,

ft'om their centres project two obscure folds which proceed to the radial

pieces, where_ they join similar folds, thus enclosing a triangular depres-

sion, which is considerably deepened at their junction with any two

radial pieces. These plicatures are faintly marked, and can be seen only

on specimens when in a good state of conservation.
Radials—Tha first are large, wider than high, fitting into the retreat-

ing angles of the subradial pieces, equal in size ; near the middle of tbe

upper surfaces of each, and at the juncture of the two adjoining folds

from any two adjoining subradial pieces, come off the remaining radials,

which are two in number, small, the last axillary. The second radials fit

mto a facet which is scooped out of the upper part of the face of the first

radials, and are bordered by a small emarmnate plicature. sliffhtly raised

and reflected outwards.
^ i"

> « ^

Anal pieces, two; the first is obscurely pentangular, the fifth facet

being hardly perceptible; it is hemmed in entirely by the surrounding
pieces, much smaller than they are; the second is irregularly shaped,

about th" -•- -f *i i-__j-_i/ ,', .. ^ 1 /. _„ nrm.

We 1

preserved, and
existence of a proboscis. Theligure* is drawn the size of nature.

_

.1ms.—Following the large first radials are three small, rounded

pieces, two quadrangular, the third axillary, giving off two branches,

Which are long, tapering, composed of a single row of stout pieces,

three branches give off at intervals on either side, long filamentous pii;

nulae, which extend the full length of the arms. These are composed
ot small pieces resembling those forming the arms, and are similarly ar-

1 angeU. 1 here are five pairs, rising from the regular rays. From the anal

neid rises a single, long, tapering arm, not bifurcated as the others are.

* To be given hereafter.

procure a specin
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Xone of the fairiily of Cyathocrinidc^ have yet been described in which

the anal field always bore an arm. We supposed at first that this sixth

arm was only an anomalous condition of the individual, but having _m

our possession six or seven specimens, all showing this arrangement, its

actuality is placed beyond cavil.

Hall has described (Iowa, vol. ii, p. 625, pi. 18, fig. Y, 8,) C. spurius,

to which our species is most closely related ; it differs in the sixth arm,
•" •

listinct species, See nho P. Meekianus,Sh\i-

Indianaensis, nobis.

Calyx, subglobular, ornamented with hieroglyphic sculpture. Pro-

boscis long and thin, arms very long, articulations similar in size.

Basal pieces, three; large, extending beyond the supra columnar

oint. The margin of the basis projected into a flange.

Radial pieces, 5X3 ; the first is large, heptagonal, its central portion

marked by a double sigmoid carina; its upper facet is angularly notched,

into which depression the second radial pieces fit ; they are longer than

wide, pentagonal, supporting the third radials, which are axillary. Theso

last give off on either facet two radials of the second series, the last of

them axillary, and support two rows of three brachials each, the last ones

of which are large, tumid, and quite protuberant; here the free arms

come off. This is the case except in the antero-lateral ray, where the

radials of the second series support only one row of brachials on each

beveled edge, thus giving 4X4+2=18 pairs of arms,

A prominent carina commencing on the first radial piece extends over

the middle of all the pieces, distinctly marking the ramifications of each

ray,

Interradials.—Three are interposed between each two rays, except of

course, on the anal side, (a large hexagonal one followed by two smaller

ones) their middle portions rise into mammiform protuberances.

Anal pieces, seven; hexagonal, of nearly the same size. First one,

followed by a row of three, then two ; above them a smgle one, which

completes the pyramid. The ornature of these pieces is the same as that

of the interradials. Wa havp one specimen showing elaborate hiero-

' ' r of the 0"-""^

/^«"/i-abou7equal in size to the calyx, composed of many small

polygonal pieces, which are intumescent, sometimes prolonged into small

sliarp thorns. The whole is surmounted by a thin, long proboscis, com-

posed of very minute pieces, and closed at its extremity, where it widens

out into a fusiform shape. . . . ,

Arms.--\Yhen in a normal condition there are eighteen pairs of arnas,

[ong, dividing into two branches almost immediately after leaving the

wachials, each branch runnincr out to the end without further bifurcations,

^ey are formed of a double°row of pieces, which at their juncture pre-

sent a serrated appearance; towards their outer extension they become
gradually smaller, until at their end they are quite attenuate and gene-

'•ally curved inward. They are deeply sulcate on their inner suifaces,
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and bear on their lower outer edges long filamentous frimbriae, which

are set closely together, one to each piece forming the arm ; these are

composed of five or six joints, each having a direction outwards or down-

-wards. De Koninck and LeHon figure (Recherch. Crinoid. foss., PI. it,

fig. 3,) a bundle of arms which so nearly resemble the arms (with head

attached) of one of our specimens, that we cannot but rpgard them aa

perfectly identical. They refer them to Aclinocrinus stellaris, to which

species they certainly do not belong. A stellaris has 20 arms, (our spe-

cies 18) arranged in 5 rays of 4 each, with comparatively large inter-

stitial spaces, while the arms figured are thickly crowded together, comiDg

oflf as they did in almost a closed circle, without any interstices of moment
to divide them into separate bundles of arms.

Geological Position and Locality/.—Sub-carboniferous beds of Mont-

'ndiana. It is quite an abundant fossil, and generallygomery cou

Actinocrinus Coreyi.

vault about one third higher than the calyx-

3d by a large knob.
Basal pieces, three ; forming together an irregular hexagon, scooped

out, producing a depression occupying about one-half of the superfices,

iJaofJaZs.—The first are large, irregularly hexagonal, wider than high;

their upper surfaces are hollowed, receiving the second raclials, which
have a correspondmg convexity; they are thin but wide, flabelliform, and
bearmg the third radials, which are flattened pentagons, axillary, and
support on each beveled edge three unsymmetrical brachial pieces, five

or six times wider than high ; thence the free arms.
Interradials, three; the first is very large, generally an elongated

octagon
;
above this are two irregular, thin, high pieces, each having a

. small depression near the center of their lower surfaces, and interposed
between the arms.

^

Anal pieces, seven ; the first is large, having a depression correspond-
ing to that described in the radials; in a row with the first radials, but a

little larger than them, hexagonal, its vertical diameter is greatest on its

thrfee upper facets, bearing three pieces; they are smaller than the first

anal piece; the one on the superior facet is irregularly hexagonal, the

lateral ones are long, rather unsymmetrical, and adjoining the neighbor-
ing radials and brachials, which nearly enclose them ; upon these are

three considerably smaller polygonal pieces, which complete the calyx.

All of the pieces described above are tumid, without any visible external
markings. ^

This intumesence renders the sutures of the pieces very marked. The
arms are ten in number, very strong and thick, coming off in five pairs;
we cannot describe them farther, as they are not preserved, and this is

the only example we have of this species.
VauU.—ThQ vault is surmounted by a very prominent knob, from

wnicn are projected in the directions of the arms, five plicatures, formed

!.™'".i''
*" (g«"e'-ally four) massive tumerous pieces; they are much

i£ 1 r J°y
^^^^« «ther pieces of the vault, with the exception of the

con^li^rf ^'r'"" '^^ ^^•^ ^^ *^« P^'^^t'^^^^ i« a^ intefradial field,

contaimng from eight to ten polymorphoi pieces; they are generally ar-
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ranged in a pyramidal form ; often the vertex being a piece considerably

larger than any of the others ; the basal pieces of the pyramid are in

most cases thinner and longer than any of the others; these, as well as

the remainder of the pieces of this species, are turgid and massive, and

like those of the calyx, are destitute of ornament.

On the side of the vault, above the anal field, is a considerable ovoid

intumescence, composed of nearly thirty small pieces, whose surfaces are

quite plain and level in contrast to the other pieces of the vault; they are

arranged in nearly parallel rows, as follows, commencing with the lowest:

1-3-4-5
; on the fifth row (which nearly completes this field—there are

but two more rows) supervenes an ovoid opening, about one line in length,

without a proboscis. This is the only opening upon the vault.

We have named this elegant species after^Mr. 0. W. Corey, to whom
we are much indebted for many favors.

Diameter of base,

Greatest diameter,
•35

Total height of body,
Diameter of axillary articulation, - - '30 "

Geological Position and Locality.—Rare in sub-carboniferous limestone
lear the top of the knob stone bed, Hardin and Allen counties, Ky., and
amo geological horizon, Washington county, Indiana.

Genus Onychocrinus, nov. gen. I/yon & Casseday.

Generic Formula.

Basal pieces, - - - - - 3
Suhradial, 5
Eadial, - - . - - - 5X5
Brachial, - - - - - 4 or 6X5
Interradial, .... -20 or 25X4

Interaxillary,

5 pair

_
Generic descrijytionj—This genus, in the shape of some of the

pieces and in its general form, resembles more closely Forbesiocri-

^^ than any other
;

yet they are so widely different in other
respects that it will require no great perception to distinguish
between them. The column near the calyx is cylindrical, large,

composed of very thin articulations similar in size to each other;
perforation small.
^e radials are large, and form, together with the brachials, a

continuous hne : the arms are quite robust, furnished with strong
Pmnulse.

^

interradial fields, triangular in general shape ; an anomalous

J>^e
oa the anal side. Anal field—long and narrow: one to

i^ree small interaxillary pieces on each ray.
.^asal pieces small, subradials large, pentangular, alternating

^ith the radinls •
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Onychocrimus exculpius, n. s.

Calyx vasiform, spreading rapidly to the base of the free arms, to-

gether with the arms resembles much the talons of a bird, whence its

generic name ; surface ornamented with minute granules.

Basal pieces, three ; their under surfaces concave, forming a saucer-

shaped depression, which was wholly filled by the column ; they are low,

rather thick, upper surfaces prolonged into an obtuse angle ; the column

facet marked by small short striae on the outer margin.
Suhradials, five; large, four are pentagonal, tw^o of which are larger

iharp angles ; the fifth is hexagonal, its superior surface parallel to tbeifth is hexagoi

pper articulating

lal, its

inferior, smaller than the remaining pieces.

Eadials, generally five in each ray; the first row are very large,

heptagonal, except in the postero-lateral rays, where they are hexagonal,

having but one facet on the side next the fij-st anal piece instead of two;

their lower surfaces rest on the retreating angles formed by the subradials,

with which they alternate; their superior margins are horizontal, on

which are imposed the second row of radial pieces ; these are smaller

than the first, hexagonal, nearly twice as wide as high. The third and

fourth rows are similar in form, but become gradually smaller; the fifth

rows are heptagonal, axillary, and support on each beveled edge a row of

brachials, which are smaller than the radials, obscurely

3ar the c(
' '

'

, .
. . „ uvulae, or little tongue-iiKe

projections, similar to those found in some species of Forbesiocrinus, (and

described by Hall as patelloid pieces,) which fit into corresponding de-

pressions in the adjoining pieces.

Upon the last brachial pieces rest two arms ; they are as long as the

body, robust, composed of exceedingly stout pieces, grooved by a deep

sinus, decreasing gradually in size to their outer extension ; they are sim-

ilar in form to the brachials described above; from either side of these

arms, alternately disposed, are stout, short pinnule, composed of thick

pieces stretching in a direction outwards and upwards, without ten-

taculae. Commencing with the first two pieces of the arms, they come

oflf in two pairs, then on the next two Dieces come off acain two pairs,

but on the alternate side from
throughout their whole length, the pinnulje becoming
closely crowded together toward the termination of the arms.

Jnterradials.—These vary from twenty to twenty-five, according to the

age of the individual. The first is large, septagona'l, situated between the

first two radials of each row, followed by three pieces about half the size

of the first ; the middle piece of the three is an elongated pentagon,

smaller than the other two, which are hexagonal, upon the outer upper

facet of each of which, and lying asrainst the radials, are one or two

smaller pentagonal pieces ; then follow (in the specimen we have before

us) fifteen yet smaller pentagonal pieces; they are arranged in the form

of a hemispherical arch, depressed towards the disc of the stomach, the

sides of the arch being extended up along the radials and brachials as far

as the commencement of the free arms.*

* See also under description of Vault.
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InteraxiUaries.—In a line with tlie radial, and between the two

site arm pieces, is one to three quite small pentagonal interaxillary p
sometimes two yet smaller pieces occur.

Anal pieces, one ; small, quadrangular ; one is superimposed <

subradial, followed by three pieces of like form and size, and sin

-The vault of this remai-kable crinoid resembles so much some

of the asteriada that we may consider it as one of the connecting links

between the crinoidea and the star-fishes. The specimens in our posses-

sion do not show distinctly the whole of the vault, so that a description

must necessarily be imperfect until better examples are found. The
plates which we have described above as interradials, form the greatest

portion of the perimeter of this upper surface ; the remainder of the pe-

rimeter is formed of a row of pieces lying on the anal side; their relative

position is as follows : viewing it from the anal side, in the position in

which the animal grew, we see a row of small pieces (interradials?) which
extend up along the radials and brachials of the left ray, fitting into the

serrated depressions existing at the junctures of any tvvo pieces. This is

found only on the left ray, the pieces forming the right being squarely

truncated and without other pieces attached in any way to them.
The general surface of the vault is depressed, the edges being raised

and curved inwards. From the centre, and in the direction of the arms,

extend five rays, composed of two rows of large granular pieces, one row
alternating with the other. We cannot discover pores in any of these

pieces, which are most probably analagous to the ambulacra of the

The intei-stitial pieces lying in \

larger ones are very small, granulos

e star-fish, as the central

^^„.„, ^ ^ ake them out clearly.

Geological Position and Locality.—Foiwd at Clear Creek, Hardin
county, Ky., in sub-carboniferous rocks near the upper part of the sandy
mud-beds of the knobstone. In beds of similar age in Montgomery
county, Ind. Good specimens are rare.

I'OuisvUle, Ky., Nov. 1, 1859.

Art. X.—Theoretical Determination of the Dimensions ofDonates

Comet; by Prof. W. A. Nobtojt.

I HAVE recently undertaken to bring the theory developed in
» previous number of this Journal,* in an article entitled "Dy-
namical Condition of the Head of a Comet," to the test of numer-
'^ai computations, by determining, by calculation, the theoretical
dimensions of the great Comet of 1858. The more important
^e.^ults may be briefly stated ; the complete discussion is reserved
°^ ^ subsequent number of the Journal.
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It appears from the investigation that, confining our attention

to the outer bright envelope, the process of ejection of nebulous
matter from the nucleus was mostly confined to a certain portion

of its illuminated side lying nearest to the sun, and that the

limiting angle of inclination of the jets to the line connecting the

centre of the nucleus with the sun, was 25°. From this circum-

stance it resulted that the envelope had nearly a circular form.

The lateral dispersion of these luminous jets, as they were flow-

ing away into space, under the influence of the suii's repulsion,

or, in other words, the breadth of the tail, was partially due to

the directions, more or less inclined to the radius vector, in which
they originally issued from the nucleus ; but another and highly

efficient cause cooperated to produce that result. If, as we con-

ceive, certain portions of the cornetic matter, at the surface of the

nucleus, were brought by some action of the sun into the condi-

tion to be repelled by both the nucleus and sun, we may make
two suppositions with regard to the forces of repulsion thus de-

veloped
;
that the force exerted by either body was of the same

intensity for all the particles acted upon, or that it varied from

one particle to another. It is not easy to decide, upon a priori

grounds, which of the two suppositions is the most probable.

The latter is certainly no less so than the former. If we adopt
this as a fundamental hypothesis, we have an efficient cause in

operation adequate, in connection with that already mentioned,
to the development of the tail of the comet, in all its vast pro-

portions; and which may incidentally have produced the special

phenomena observed,—as the supernumerary tails, and the alter-

nate bright and dark bands seen to traverse a certain portion of

the principal tail. The ejected particles that are unequally re-

pelled, by both the nucleus and sun, do not part company in

consequence, while they are in the vicinity of the nucleus,'nor
materially while within the limits of the envelope, for the reason

that the ratio of the repulsive forces of the two bodies remains

constantly the same ; but as soon as they pass out of the sphere

of influence of the nucleus they are analyzed by the solar repul-

sion, and driven off by it into space, in separate and diverging
paths. The various susceptibilities to repulsion possessed by the

particles have accordingly no sensible effect upon the dimensions
or form of the envelope, but may give rise to a wide lateral dis-

persion of the flowing streams that make up the tail of the comet.
The particles that are most energetically repelled go to make op
the preceding or convex side of the tail.

I have made the calculations, regarding the solar repulsion as

varying between certain prescribed limits. The determi:^ '

"^

of the breadth of the tail, at various points of its length.
with the results of observation; at the same time that th

mu ^^ ^^^® ^^^ ^°"^ ^^^ positions actually observed.
The supernumerary tails observed were but lines of r-
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particles subject to much greater forces of repulsion than the
other particles ejected from the nucleus. All such collections
of matter would, of necessity, be in advance of the principal tail,

and lie in a curve that would approach more nearly to a straight
line. Their position makes known the intensities of the repul-
sive forces to which they owe their separate existence.
An interesting result of the investigation is that the alternate

bright and dark bands so distinctly seen to traverse a certain
portion of the tail of Donati's comet, in ntarly parallel directions,
on the evening of Oct. 10th, had each the position of a line con-
necting particles which started from the region of the nucleus at
a certam previous date, and at the same instant of time. They
accordingly find their natural explanation in corresponding al-
ternations in the quantity of nebulous matter given off simulta-
neously from the nucleus. The most probable cause for such
alternations of discharge that can be conjectured is that the nu-
cleus turns about an axis, and so presented periodically diiferent
sides to the sun, which were unequally influenced bv liis inciting
action. If this be the true explanation of the phenomenon, we
have m the observed distance between contiguous bright bands,
tbe means of determining the period of rotation ; or, at least, the
Shortest mterval of time in which the rotation can be completed.
It we take this distance at 1°, the period of rotation comes out
about 24 hours.

'

There was a special cause of lateral dispersion at work in the
case of the cometary particles that, on their return, came very

JJf,^
^henucleus. Such streams of particles must have been re-

Peued olf obliquely, and may very well have presented the ap-
pearance of luminous jets issuing from the sides of the nucleus,
ana have formed curved terminations to the inner envelope,
^rom the dispersion thus produced resulted an absence of mat-

r. or a dark space, behind the nucleus, whose varving boundary
was determined by the intersections of hnes of particles unequally
i-epelled by the sun. -

^^Ahe indications are, that the formation and gradual expansion
one envelope after another, may have arisen from the process
ejection beginning in all instances high up in the photosphere

surrounding the nucleus, and gradually extending downward to

thV?*?^-^^
of the solid surface. It appears, upon investigation,

nat if this descending action were to proceed according to a cer-
ain uniform law, the outline of the envelope would recede from

T^ nucleus at a uniform rate. This process of evolution of com-
ry matter, in whatever it may consist, is probably auroral in

^^J^^gif^^and character, and has its counterpart on both the earth

idered the case of t
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Art. XI.

—

Oeographical Notices. No. X.

The Mountains of Western North America.—Having
previously spoken of the publication of Warren's memoir to ac-

company the map of the western territory of the United States,

and also of the map to which it refers, we now copy the follow-

ing paragraphs from the conclusion of the Memoir, in order to

meet the erroneous opinions which are prevalent in respect to tlie

"Rocky Mountains," and the erroneous presentation of their

direction which is given in most of the popular maps.
" The mountains in our territory wxst of the Mississippi river,

from where they rise above the horizontal strata of recent geo-

logical formations on the east to their disappearance under the

waters of the Pacific Ocean, form a nearly continuous mass of

upheaved ridges, with occasional intervening level plateaus.

The direction of the central line of this mass between the 32d

and 49th parallels of north latitude, is about north 20^ west.

The greatest width perpendicular to'this direction is along the

hne passing from the vicinity of San Francisco through that of

the Great Salt Lake to Fort Laramie. This distance is about

1,000 miles, or, if we include the Black Hills of Nebraska,

1,125 miles.

"The great mountain mass, of which that in our territory

forms but a part, extends with varying breadth nearly on the

line of a great circle of the globe from Cape Horn north to Bet-

ring Straits, and thence south along the western part of Asia to

the island of Sumatra. Its length is about 240 degrees, or

18,560 miles, being two-thirds of the circumference of the earth.

"The area occupied by and included in this mountain mj^

in our territory, is about 980,000 square miles. Large as this

IS, It IS probably only a small portion of the upheaved formations

between the 32d and 49th parallels. A few ridges and peai'«

projecting above the surface of the Pacific as islands, or above

the level tertiary and cretaceous strata of the eastern pla'"';

give evidence of the existence of vast areas whose extent r^
forever remain unknown. Throughout the portions now vu^'''

ble, proofs are abundant o*f great abrasions ; in some cases whoi

ndges even, having been swept away or broken into separat

portions.

_
"Already enough has been learned to establish the existence

in these mountains of the equivalents of many of the geologiC''

tormations
; and it is probable, when investigations have be -

carried to the same extent as in the civilized portions of in-

earth that the geologist will find here new and still more coi^-

plex fields for research.
"The classification of the separate parts of this mountaj"^

BQflss, so as to present its physical characteristics clearly to ^^
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mind, is a great desideratum. It has in part been attempted at
various times, but as yet unsuccessfully from the want of suffi-

cient information ; the theorist's idea being often proved to be
wrong by new discoveries almost as soon as uttered." * * *

" The publication of the Pacific Railroad maps will probably
change some of the former ideas of these mountains, and give
rise to new speculations as to their directions, equivalents, and
connexions of different parts. Every one knows how easy it ia

to generalize ideas where facts are few, and in accordance with
this, those who have travelled most in the region have theorized
the least, having seen the immensity of the subject and the dif-

ficulties which must be overcome to comprehend it. Those
who have investigated merely the travels of others, have had
only the imperfect representations of the latter on which to the-

"In the earlier periods of North American discovery it was
known that there were mountains in the interior at its northern
and southern parts, and rivers flowing from them to the two
great oceans east and west. It was natural to connect these
niountains by hypothesis, and to consider them as one great
chain, separating the sources of these streams. Such an"idea
prevailed at the time of Humboldt's New Spain. Even now
many well informed persons consider that a road has but one
niountain summit to cross from the Mississippi river to the Pa-
cific Ocean.

^"^

" When, after the publication of the charts of Vancouver,
J^^Pjnakers became aware of the extent of the mountains near
the Pacific coast, nothing seemed more natural than to suppose
wo great mountain chains—one near the Pacific and one in the
interior. If this theory were true, we should find a great longi-
tudinal valley between the ranges similar to that separating the
interior mountains from the Alleghanies, and we should have
out two mountain summits to pass between the Mississippi and
the Pacific. This idea is practically as erroneous as that of one
summit, although it still prevails. Such a prominent place did
this longitudinal valley hold, in the opinions of geographers of
carher times, that we find in Humboldt's New Spain :

' M. Malte
JJrun has started important doubts concerning the identitv of
the Tacouche Tesse and the river Columbia. He even presumes
that the former discharges itself into the Gulf of California: a
^old supposition, which would give the Tacouche Tesse a course

^1
an enormous length. It must be allowed that all that part of

it m^^^
of North America is still but very imperfectly known.'

The explorations of Lewis and Clarke proved that the Ta-
couche Teche did not empty into the Galf of California, and
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that it was probably the source of the Columbia. Without
considering the character of the pass of the Columbia river

through the Cascade range, the belief now became general that

the overland route in this latitude crossed but one summit, and
was therefore more favorable than any other. This erroneous
idea with some still prevails.

" The idea of rivers traversing great mountain chains, now
known to be so common in the mountains west of the Missis-

sippi, was so repugnant to the opinions of even philosophers in

earlier times, that we find Humboldt saying, ' every geographer
who carefully compares Mackenzie's map with Vancouver's will

be astonished that the Columbia, in descending from the Stony
mountains, which we cannot help considering as a prolongation
of the Andes of Mexico, should traverse the chains of moun-
tains which approach the shore of the great ocean whose prin-

cipal summits are Mount St. Helen and Mount Eainier.' " * *

"The distinguished explorers, Lewis and Clarke, having de-

termined that the Columbia river broke through the Cascade
range, considered from the size of the Willamette at \\r montb.

: It also broke through this chain, having :

Rocky mountams, near the position of the Great Salt lake. We
then see the American maps representing mountains surround-
ing the valleys of the Columbia and Colorado, and separating
tliera from that of the San Joaquin and Sacramento. On the
i^ngiish maps of that date, the Sierra Nevada is not represented,
and two or three great rivers are made to flow from large lakes
in the interior to the Pacific; neariy all of their compilers mak-

dolflyStwr "^'^" P'^^'^P^'' ^^ bydrography laid

''The first map which represented these rivers and lakes cor-

rectly was that of Captain Bonneville, of which I have given a

fn^"??. IT.- ?^^'^ ''^^ ^'^ ^^^ G^reat Salt lake and Bear river

anct Utahlake forming one basin ; to the west lies the Mary or

^gden s river, with its lakes forming another enclosed basin; the

fif
^
wn^^"^ ^"*^^ Sacramento rivers in their right position ;

and
tbe Willamette reduced to its proper length. The positions
given on this map are not geographically cSrrect, nor are their

many mountains indicated ; but it gives the first correct idea of

the bydrographic character of the country; and by giving too

had fdl
^^"^ '^'''^^' ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^''^''^ ^''^^ ^^'°^ "^^^^^

aJ"^^^i!^'^^^°^^^^^"^
^f Captain Frdmont fixed these great riv-

T.T?: "^^ ^"^ ^^^^^ proper geographical positions; but hi3

maps have given rise to many e?roSeois impressions in regard
to the mountam ranges. Still, making a 'false application of

f .i?rro,?^i''^''^V^'^°"^P^y''
tie represented all the basins as

11 surrounded with mountains or 'rims/ and thus introduced
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" Since Fremont's expedition began, a large portion of the
area of these mountains in the territory of the United States
has been examined, and many new attempts have been made to
systematize the knowledge acquired. The most important the-
ory advanced is that of parallelism in the ranges, the foundation
of which I shall briefly indicate.

"On the map of Lewis and Clarke the Eocky mountain
ranges are represented parallel to each other with a northwest
trend. That this was their theory is evident, from the fact that
they indicated the Black Hills about the source of the Shyenne
as having this same trend, though they never saw them, and
only knew of their existence from hearsay.
"The maps of Captain Fremont showed a parallelism and

general north and south direction of the mountain ranges from
the Wasatch, east of the Salt Lake, to the Sierra Nevada, in-
cludmg all the numerous intermediate ranges.

^
"The maps made by Major Emory, near the 32d parallel, and

in New Mexico, showed again a remarkable parallelism of the
mountain ridges, those in this latitude having a northwest trend
nearly parallel to the Eocky mountains, as shown by Lewis and
Clarke.

"The maps of Lieutenants Abert and Peck, of Lieutenant
Jimpson, of Lieutenant Beckwith, Lieutenant Williamson, and
-Lieutenant Parke, have all shown a local parallelism to exist in
ditterent parts of the mountains. The systems of ridges have
courses varying from a few degrees north of east to north 45"

.
" The idea has lately begun to prevail that this local parallel-

ism IS the characteristic of tl
' "

"'
'
—

"

_' the great mountain mass throughout
-J whole extent. Whether this idea has been true or not it haa
^een attended with some practical advantages-. Instead of one
or tvvo main summits for an overland road to pass, it shows us
I'liat we must expect many. On every route explored across the
comment, at least four well-defined summits have been discov-
ered, and on some of them many more. Some of these ridges
enclose interior hydrographic basins. Others are traversed by
rivers, but the passes thus made are generally impracticable,

.^ for the purposes of travel, might almost as, well never have

,1
."'^'^ inany places, however, the mountain ridges have not

^h's local parallelism, of which a few instances will be cited.
^Qc Umtah mountains, east of the Great Salt Lake, trend nearly
east and west ; the Wind River mountains about north 45° west

;

?°? the Humboldt range about north 20° east ; these three ranges
^eing comparatively near to each other.

Humboldt, in speaking of the Sierra Nevada, says, * it soon
separates into three branches.'
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"Lieutenant Abbot, in the sixth volume of the Pacific Bail-

road Reports, says: 'Shasta Butte, although generally consid-
ered a peak of the western chain of the Sierra Nevada, is, in

truth, the great centre from wliich radiate, beside several smaller
ridges, the Cascade range, the Coast range, and the western chain
of the Sierra Nevada.'

"There are many other portions of this mountain region from
which the ridges seem to radiate. Such as Long's Peak, the

.ji^inctionof the Sierra Nevada, and Coast ranges in Southern
Cahforma, &c., as is evident on an inspection of the map. The
parallel system of ridges has been considered a matter of im-

portance, as being in accordance with some supposed laws of
Tnnnntn,,^ formation, but that of centres of upheaval are not less

^*- with those laws. At any rate it does not appear that

berty to assume a parallelism of ridges till examina-
tion has shown this to be the case.
The Sources of the Nile.—At a recent meeting of the

lloyal Geographical Society of London (May 9), Captain Speke
gave the following narrative of his journey with Capt. Burton
into the interior of Africa. His remarks were called out bra
paper ot Mr. Macqueen's, the object of which had been to prove
tha the mountam Kilimandjaro is actually snow covered but
that it has no connection with the River Nile.

l^apt. bpeke s remarks are thus reported in the Proceedings of

the Society, vol. iii, No. 4:
"After arriving at Zanzibar, we had to wait a considerable

time, some months, until the masika, or rainy season, would be
over, before we could penetrate into the interior. It was gene-
rally advised that we should do so. During the interim Captain
Burton and myself made a short coast tour, first to Mombas, and
then proceeded down the coast to Pangani. Leaving that place,

we ascended the Pangani river, and arrived at Cbongwe, a small
military station belonging to Prince Majid. Here we were sup;
piiea with a small escort of Belooch soldiers, who accompanied
us across some hills, by an upper route, to Fugn, the capitdd
Lsambara, where we were hospitably entertained by King Kim-
were, a great despot reigning there. After visiting him for one
day, the shortness of our supplies compelled us to retrace our

sieps by a lorced and rapid march, following down close along
the banks of the same nver until 'we again Arrived at Pangam-
1 nus ended our initiatory tour in Eastern Africa. The rainy
.eason or masika was spent by us at Zanzibar, in constructing

Iroesirtr'^'
"^-^ ^^^^''^^'^"- There is a singular tribe of ne-

f,3"-*^%^"«"or of Africa, called Wanyamuezi-the literal

L an.iaiion ot which signifies people of the moon. These strange

Imvn it?
P^oi^^ionally voluntary porters : they annually bring

do\vn ivory to the coast in barter for themselves, or othervrse
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for the Arabs. At the close of the rainy season Captain Burton
and myself left Zanzibar, with a caravan mustering about eighty
men, having previously sent on some supplies in anticipation of
our arrival. Unable to collect a sufficient caravan for the con-
voyauce of our kit, we purchased a number of donkeys (about
tlurty). Thus completed, and with an escort of twelve Belooch
soldiers, given us by Prince Majid, we commenced our journey
westward, and arrived (by slow degrees travelling over a low
alluvial plain, up the course of the Kingani river) at Zungome-
ro, a village situated under the coast range, which struck us as
bearing a good comparison with the western ghauts of India.
\Ve might call this range the Eastern Ghauts of Africa. There
we were detained by severe illness a considerable time. After-
wards we crossed these eastern ghauts, the maximum altitude of
which I ascertained to be about 6000 feet. On the western side
of this longitudinal chain of hills we alighted on an elevated
plateau, an almost dead fiat, ranging in level from 8000 to 4000
ieet above the sea. Here we had cold easterly winds, continu-
ing through the entire year. Proceeding onwards, we arrived
at the Tanganyika Lake, called by the Arabs Sea Ujiji, a local
name taken from the country on the eastern margin of the lake,
whither they go to traffic for ivory and slaves. This lake is in

^
^'"g'llar synclinal depression ; I found its elevation to be only

ioOO feet; whereas the surrounding country (the plateau), as 1
said before, averaged from 3000 to 4000 feet. Th '

•
'

extremity by a halfmoon shaped rangecircled £ ._ ^ ^...,^.„.. ^ „ „.„. ...w.... ^
of hills, the height of which I estimated (for I could not reach
jM summit) to be at least 6000 feet. They may extend to a
'^J'gnt much greater than that; however, we could not take any
ODservations for determining it. After exploring this lake we
returned by the former route to Unvanyembe, an Arab depot,
situated in latitude 5° south, and about 33° east longitude. My
^mpanion, Captain Burton, unable to proceed farther, remained
^ere; whilst I, taking just sufficient provisions for a period of

SIX weeks, made a rapid march due north, to latitude 2° 30'
^uth; and there discovered the southern extremity of the Ny-
tjza, a lake, called by the Arabs Ukerewe, a local name for an

•s and on it, to which the merchants go in quest of ivorv. The
^ititude of this lake is equal to the general plateau (4000 feet),
^ven more than the average height of all the plateau land we
raversed. In reverting to the question asked, why I consider

g^
™e Nyanza to be the great reservoir to the ^'ile, my an-

.
'er IS this: I find, by observation, that its southern extremity

'^8 m east longitude 33°, and south latitude 2° 30'. By Arab
[^'^•"raation, in which I place implicit confidence, I have heard

^ the waters extend thence, in a northerly direction, certainly
'^ five to six degrees. Notwithstanding they can account for
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a continuous line of water to this extent, no one ever heard ot

any limit or boundary to the northern end of the lake. A re-

spectable Sowahili merchant assured me that, when engaged in

traffic some years previously to the northward of the line and
the westward of this lake, he had heard it commonly reported
that large vessels frequented the northern extremity of these

waters, in which the officers engaged in navigating them used

sextants and kept a log, precisely similar to w^hat is found in

vessels on the ocean. Query, Could this be in allusion to the

expedition sent by Mahamad Ali up the Nile in former years?
Concernmg the rains which flood the Nile, the argument is sim-

ple, as I have said before : a group of mountains overhang the

northern bed of the Tanganyika Lake. The Arabs assure us

that from the north and northeastern slopes of these hills during
the rainy season immense volumes of water pour down in a

northeasterly direction, traversing a flat marshy land, intersected
by some very large, and many (they say 180) smaller streams.
Again on the western side, we hear from Dr. Krapf, that the

snow-clad mountain, Koenia, is drained by rivers on its western
slopes in a direction tending to my lake.

" During the rainy season, which I know, by inspection, com-
mences in that region on the 15th of November, and ends on

the 15th of May, the down-pour is pretty continuous. Super-
saturation, I should imagine, takes place 'later on the northern
than on the southern side of the aforesaid moon-shaped moun-
+«^" systematically in accordance to the ]

' " ^ ""

!!!!!'°"i..^'*
*^'' ^^ ^«- °^ean a distance, could not be very

I saw the Malagarazi river, which

5 of these hills, to be in a highly

great. Suffice it to say, that I saw the Malagarazi
emanates from near the axis of these hills, to be lu . x.,,.-,

Hooded state on the 5th of June. The Nile at Cairo regularly
swells on the 18th of June.
^.''^''^rther, it would be highly erroneous to suppose that the

JNiie could have any great fluctuations from any other source

than periodical rains. Were the Nile supplied by snow, as some
theorists suppose, its perennial volume would ever be the same.

ihere would be no material fluctuations observable in it, in con-

th^sun^^
^^ ^^ constant and near approximation to the path ot

' these discoveries, the old and erroneous hypothesis of

high latitudinal range of mountains extending across the conti-

nent ot Africa from east to west, in the vicinity of the line, and

f^^J"" S ^^^ Mountains of the Moon, is therefore now annihi-

:^IU^:Z:J: ^i,-.
worthy of remark, that ^the

mountain, which we visited to the northward of t

'"'"
"

'
~ " tinentofj

limanjaro

Country (

JS"?^^/'' ^^^^ ^^-^'l^e centre of the continent of Africa,

f^df/v'^''? Z^^^ ""l
^^^ ^"o^y Pe^ks Kilimanjaro' and Koeni*,

and IS west beyond the Unyamuezi, or Country of the Moon.
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The Wanyanmezi tribe has from time immemorial been addicted

to journeying, and at all periods has constantly visited the east-

ern coast of Africa. It would not be beyond legitimate and
logical supposition, to imagine that these hills, lying beyond
their Moon Country, should have given rise to the term Moun-
tains of the Moon, and from misunderstanding their relative po-
sition with the snowy Kcenia and Kilimanjaro, should have been
the means of misguiding all ancient inquirers about that myste-

" My positions were fixed by astronomical observations, cer-

tainly under painful and considerable difficulties, owing to my
constantly impaired general state of health: weakness and
blindness not being the least of these difiiculties which I had to

contend with. My latitudes were taken by the altitude of stars,

at nearly every stage, on an average from ten to fifteen miles
apart. I also fixed some crucial stations, the principal points
for delineating the country by lunars, on which I \)hce great
reliance, as the means of the masses of them which I took show
so little deviation. The intermediate distances I compassed very
closely

; the altitudes of the country I traversed I determined
by boiling thermometer, on which 1 also place very great reli-

ance. We had a thermometer and pedometer, and several chro-
nometers. The performance of these instruments was anything
but satisfactory ; indeed, finally, I had to rig up a string and
bullet pendulum to beat time whilst taking my lunars in the
latter stage of the journey. There now can be no doubt that
this great lake, the Nyanza (Captain Speke now pointing to the
map) is the great reservoir of the Nile, and that its waters indu-
bitably extend northwards from the position visited by me on
Its southern extremity to 8^° north latitude, lying across the
equator, and washes out that supposed line of mountains, called
the Mountains of the Moon, which stands so conspicuously in
ah our atlases."

Baikie's Nigee Expedition.—The latest intelligence we
"is contained in the

. Murchison's late anniversary

baye received from this important
following extract from Sir R. I.

address before the Roy. Geog. Soc.the Roy. Geog. Soc. of London

:

The unfortunate shipwreck of the Pleiad on the rocks near
Jabba, and the check given to the expedition under Dr. W. B.

f
aikie, which left England early in 1857, were alluded to in my

last year's address. I now learn from Mr. D. T. May,' R.N.,
^'»o has returned to England, that less than twenty miles above
habba the River Nio-er or Quorra, divides into several rocky,
Intricate channels. Consul Beecroft in the Eihiope, in 1845,
saiely navigated the most available of these passages ; but the
^'oyagers of 1857 were not so fortunate, and the steamer was
totally lost on the rocks. Most of the property was, however,
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saved, and the neighboring bank became the head-qnarters of

the expedition for a whole year. The rocks forming the hanks
of the river where the shipwreck took place are composed of

highly-inclined strata of hard sandstone. All the specimens of

this rock which I have examined, whether brought home by
Mr. May or sent by the Admiralty, belong to the same hght
colored, hard, sub-crystalline, pinkish sandstone, with very fine

flakes of white mica ; the successive layers (which are much fo-

hated) being strikingly covered by thin elongated crystals of

black tourmaline. The rock has altogether the appearance of

having undergone considerable metamorphosis, and much eleva-

tion and disturbance. G codes of pure white quartz, with large

coatings, also occur. As soon as the party had be-

by Yoruba Avith Lagos, and Mr. May offer-

ing himself for this service, accomplished it satisfactorily, as ex-

plained m a notice laid before the Society. In the mean time

Lieut. Grlover made journeys up the river, visiting Wawa and

Busa, and definitely ascertained the impracticability of naviga*
tmg the river for a f

•'
'

ment, a waterfall at Waru hi
canoes in any season.

"Mr. May having waited
steamer from England, at last" returned to Th'^e^^encampment

sea-coast,

^^^ ^
^ , - -— .^turned to ... r-

1 oruba, and then set out on a more extended journey,
wim a view to exploring the country, and of establishing postal

communication in a line from Lagos to the confluence. Having
lirst travelled to Hadan (the road between Lagos and Hadan be-

ing well known and used), he passed eastward, and journeyed
tor. many weeks through the previously unvisited districts of

ite, Ijesha, Igbouma, Yagha, &c., being warmly received, and

observing everywhere that the people were quiet, orderly, and

industrious
; though these good qualities are here and there bro-

i«Jnin upon by marauding or slave-catching armies, sent into

the Yoruban country by powerful neighbors. The details oi

this journey were communicated to the Foreign Of&ce in Janu-

ary last, and will, I presume, soon reach the Society.
Approaching to within fifty or sixty miles of the confluences

ot the Quorra and Chadda Eivers, Mr. May was compelled to

alter his route, and proceed northwards, visiting the ruined fa-

mous town Ladi, crossing the Quorra at Shaw, and journeying
thence on the north side of the river through Niipe to Eabba.

coa t by Mr. May's first route, and was now there waiting ^

?pw''^p J^
^'^^"^ ^^^ '^^^"^e^ ^l"^h was at last coming to tb.

Ivn ^v \ T^^^- ^^' ^aikie and the other members of t\e

expedition had been chiefly employed during the year in culti-
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vating a good understanding with their neighbors, reducing
their language, &c., whilst the energies of Mr. Barton were am-
ply occupied on the botany of this part of Africa. In October,
I808, just a twelvemonth after the settlement of the expedition
at the spot in question, the Sunbeam steamer arrived, the whole
party were then embarked, and proceeded down the river to
Fernando Po, there to recruit the health of the officers and men,
and make arrangements for farther exploration. During the
twelvemonth's residence in Niipe the most friendly relations
were mamtamed with the king, his brother, and chiefs, and the
natives generally ; supplies being often received overland from
Lagos.

"At Fernando Po (November, 1858), a re-organization having
taken place, and the preparations beins: completed, the party
again set out, now in the steamer Rainbow, built and sent for
the purpose, and endeavored to re-ascend the river. But it was
then found th^t this vessel, which draws four feet of water,
could not ascend the Niger even in the month of January ; the
waters subsiding until June, when they increase. In conse-
quence, the party was obliged again to return to the sea, and
since have set out upon the land-journey from Lagos to Eabba
Jupon the route opened up by Mr. May), whence it is purposed
to proceed with an expedition, the friendly objects of which
must by this time have made a due impression on the native
cbiels and from which we may anticipate the gain of much
Knowledge when all the acquisitions of Dr, Baikie and his asso-
ciates are unfolded."
Khankoff's Expedition in Central Asia.—At a recent

meeting of the American Oriental Society in New York, the
^corresponding Secretary, Prof. Wm. D. Whitney of Yale Col-
^ge, presented a letter from the Chev. N. Khanikoff, dated Ker-
m;an Persia, April 7-19th, 1859, in which he speaks as follows
ot^the journey which he has just made.

i have just completed, or nearlv so, a Yevj interesting jour-
ney through Khorassan, Western 'Afghanistan, and Northern
^eistan The whole region traversed by the scientific expedi-
"on which I have had the honor to conduct has been carefully
surveyed, the situation of its principal points has been fixed as- .

jronomically, for more than thirty points ascertainment has been
macle of the magnetic coordinates, and of the intensity of mag-
Jetisni correspomiing therewith, and the profile of the territory
as been determined by barometrical observations and trigono-

metrical measurements. The botanical researches liave been
made by Prof. Bunge, and the geological investigations by M.
^obel; the oriental literature, archaeology, and numismatics
ave fallen to my share, and I hope soon to have the pleasure

J
communicating to the Society a succinct view of the results

at which I have arrived," D. c. g.



Art. Xll.—The Great Auroral Exhihition ofAugust 28th to

September 4.th, 1859.—(2d Article.)

In out last Number* we gave some observations of this grand

auroral exhibition, from a number of stations widely distant

from each other. We now put on record some facts observed

respecting the influence of the Aurora upon the wires of the

electric telegraph. We hope in our next Number to be able

to communicate additional intelligence respecting this Aurora.

1. Observations made at Boston, Mass., and its vicinity by GeOEGE
B. Prescott, Telegraph Superintendent.

My attention was first called to 'the possibility of the Aurora
Borealis affecting the telegraph wires in 1847, while operating
the Morse (electro-magnetic) telegraph at New Haven ; but I

was not fortunate enough to observe it until the winter of 1850.

At this time I became connected with Bain's (electro-chemical)
telegraph in this city, and observed some effects of the aurora;

but, owmg to the feeble displays, only to a limited extent.
In September, 1851, there was a remarkable display of the

Aurora Borealis, which completely took possession of all the tel-

egraph lines running out of the city, and effectuallv prevented

vmg winter there was another remarkablee display,

I furnish

from data recorded in my journal at that time'the following par-

ticulars m regard to this t'

The system of telegraphing used upon the wires during the

observations of February, 1852, was Bain's electro-chemical
The circuit was what is known as the open circuit,—that is, the

key, which throws the current from the battery upon the line,

was always open when a message was beincr received from a

distant station, and the current passed through the chemically
prepared paper to the earth without uniting with the home bat-

tery. Each st^ation was furnished with its own battery, the neg-

tive poleof which was invariably connected with the earth, and

the positive, by the depression of the key, with the line.
i tie line extended in a direction nearly northeast and south-

west. The paper was prepared with a solution of cyanid ofF
tassium made after the following recipe. Six parts prussiate

potassa dissolved in water; two parts nitric acid; two of an);

monia. ihis solution mil scarcely color the paper, while it ^vi'^

render
, qmte sensitive to the Action of the electric cur

ihe stylus was made of No. 30 iron wire. A battery '
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cups Grove, with the line well insulated, will decompose the
salts, and uniting with the iron stylus, leave a bright blue mark
upon the paper, at a distance of 230 miles.
The positive pole only produces a colored mark ; the negative

bleaches the paper.

When there is no electric current upon the wires, the pen
leaves no nnpression upon the paper ; but the slightest current
will produce decomposition.; and the color of the mark depends
upon the strength of the current.

Free or common electricity produces no color upon the paper.
It emits a bright spark in passing from the stylus to the moist-
ened paper

;
produces a quick, sharp noise, like the snapping of

a pistol and disappears. This effect is totally unlike that of the
Aurora Borealis, as will be seen from the following.

Thursday, February 19, 1852. Towards evening a blue line
appeared upon the paper, which gradually grew darker and
larger, until aflame offire followed the pen, and burned through
a dozen thicknesses of the prepared paper. The paper was set
on fire by the -flame, and produced considerable smoke. The
current then subsided as gradually as it came on, until it entirely
disappeared, and was then succeeded by a negative current,
which bleached instead of colored, the paper; this also gradu-
ally increased, until, as with the positive current, it burned the
paper, and then subsided, to be followed by the positive current

^^J°'^
This state of things continued during the entire evening,

and effectually prevented any business being done over the
wires. The current came in waves of varying intensity—light
at hrst, then stronger, until having attained to the volume and
mtensity of at least two hundred Grove cups, it subsided, and
was followed by a current of the reverse polarity. This inva-

\r''y occumc^, and may be set down as an established fact, that
jne currents from the Aurora Borealis always change their po-
larity during every wave. •

1
^«t'e seen the auroral current produce magnetism, decompose

<^heraicah, and produce heat and fire.

^
^he effects of the magnetic storm of August 28th, 1859, were

Pparent upon the wires during a considerable portion of Satur-
ay evening, and during the entire day, Sunday. At 6 p. m. the
ne to New Bedford (60 miles in length, running a little west of

°?uth) could be worked only at intervals, although, of course, no
^gns of the Aurora Borealis were visible to the eye at that hour,
n^^a^e was true of the wires running east through the state

?i Maine as well as those running north to Montreal. The wire

•f_®^Q Boston and Fall Eiver had no battery connected with
d yet there was a current upon it during the
1 caused the keepers of the electro-magnets to

;' 7 ^"i^nday, and yet t

^^ire day, which cause
open and close as the w
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Upon the lines which had batteries connected Sunday eve-

ning, it was observed that the poles changed during every wave
of the aurora—each wave occupying from fifteen seconds to half

a minute. When the poles of the Aurora were in unison with
the poles of the battery upon the line, the effect was to increase
the current; but when they were opposed, to neutralize it. I

will give my proofs of this farther on. It is to be observed that

tlie effects I have illustrated in relation to the Aurora of August
28th, 18o9, were observed upon the Morse (electro-magnetic) sys-

tem. The same were, however, observed upon the House and
Hughes lines running out of the same office.

It IS not true that there is any difference in the effect produced
upon the wires by the Aurora Borealis, whether they run east

and west, or north and south. Lines running to every point of

the compass diverge from the office here and were equally af-

fected. Even the short wire running from the office in State

street to the observatory in Cambridge (five miles long) was
sensibly affected.

In an article which I published in the Boston Journal, August
cJlst, i stated that the current from the Aurora Borealis could
have been used for telegraphic purposes, but I did not imagine
It would be so soon verified by the actuil fact.
On inda)^, September 2d, 1859, upon commencing business

at 8 o clock A. M. It was found that all the wires running out of

tue omce were so strongly affected by the auroral current as to

prevent any business being done, except with great difficulty.
At this juncture it was suggested that the batteries should be

cut off, and the wires simply connected with the earth. The
Bos on operator accordingly asked the Portland operator to cut

1 he Port and operator replied, " I have done so. Will you do

tue same / Boston operator answered, " I have cut my battery
off and connected the line with the ^arth. We are working
with the current from the Aurora Borealis alone. How do you
receive my writing?" "Very well indeed," rejoined the Port-

llTr'''' '
-^^'^ ^'^''' ^^^° ^^ith the batteries on. There

l?rr! ? ^'^^^^t^on in the current, and the magnets work

7A%^f' .^"PP^se we continue to work so until the Aurora sub-

fl/K • .^"^,41' ^^^^ *^^ Boston operator. " Are you rea^ i;'

for business?' "Yes; go ahead," was the reponse. The 1

ton operator then commenced sending private dispatches, v,

and^nn? *? ^"^ "^^"^ ^^^^^^ *^^^^ ^^^^ the batteries wer
and continued to use the wire in this manner for about

sumed."^ '

^^^ ^''''''^ ^^^^°° subsided, the batteries weio

.

x^i^^hl
^^'' singular phenomenon was taking place upon im

wires between Boston and Portland, the operato? at South Brain-
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tree—Miss Sarah B. Allen—informed me that she was working
the wire between that station and Fall Kiver—a distance of about
forty miles south—with the auroral current alone. Since then
I have visited Fall Eiver and have the statement verified by the

intelligent operator upon the railroad line at the depot in that

The office at the depot is about half a mile from the regular
office in the village. The battery is kept at the latter placed but
the operator at the depot is provided with a button or switch,

hv which he can throw the battery off the line, and put the
wire in connection with the ground at pleasure. The battery at

the other terminus of the line is at Boston, but the operator at

South Braintree is furnished with a similar switch, which enables
Her to dispense with its use at pleasure. There are no interme-
diate batteries; consequently if Fall Eiver operator puts his
wire to the earth, and the South Braintree operator puts her wire
to the earth, the line is without battery, and of course, without
an electrical current.

Such was the state of the line upon the 2d of September last,

when for nearly two hours, they held communication over the
wire with the aid of the celestial batteries alone

!

I have restricted myself in this article to facts observed by
njyself. I have stated nothing which I am not absolutely c '

2. Observations made at White Eiver Junction, Vt., communicated
by J. H. Norris, Telegraph Superintendent.

.

Inuring the forenoon of Sept. 2d, an unusual current of vary-

ing
intensity was present most of the time on the wires of the

Vermont and Boston telegraph. The polarity of this current
appeared to change frequently, sometimes being opposite to and
nearly or quite neutrahzing the battery current when an attempt
J^as made to use the line ; at other times much increasing the
^orce of the battery current. The auroral current produced the
same marks upon our chemical paper (we use the Bain or chem-
jcal system of telegraph) as those produced by the use of the

fl??/'
S^g^ials and messages were transmitted between Boston

aM Manchester by the sole use of the auroral current.

S- Observations made at Springfield, Mass., by J. E. Selden.

On the evening of Aug. 28tb, upon the Boston and New
1 ork circuit, at one moment there was a very heavy current on

l^^e
wire, and the next none at all. On the Albany and Spring-

aeld circuit, a flash passed across from the break key of the tele-
graph apparatus to the iron frame, the flame of which was about
"^ the size of an ordinary jet of gas. It was accompanied by
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a humming sound similar to a heavy current passing between
two metal points almost in contact. The heat was sufficient to

cause the smell of scorched wood and paint to be plainly per-

ceptible.

[The observations at Springfield, as well as those at New York
and Washington were communicated by Messrs. Lewis and

Lovett of the New York telegraph office.]

4. Observations made at New York hy J. C. Crossox, Telegrqh

operator.

On the evening of Aug. 28th, at 7^ o'clock, I experienced
considerable difficulty in working, on account of the variation of

current
^ I could work south by constantly altering the adjust-

ment of my magnets, but the magnetism on the eastern circuit

was so nearly destroyed that I could do nothing. About ten

o clock I could see nothing of the Aurora in the southern hemi-

tthes lifest upon
the line for an hour afterward. There was during this time a

very strong turning current from the east, which resembled a

reversed current so much that I disconnected my battery and

put on a ' ground,' but I could not then get magnetism suffi-

cient to work a simple armature. At 12»i SO-" the current from

the east assumed a new feature, producing enough magnetism to I

worJv quite well, yet wavering and varying in intensity.
j

5. Observations raade at Philadelphia, communicated by H. Elf- !

MONS Thayee, Telegraph Superintendent
j

On the evening of Aug. 28th, about 8 o'clock, we lost current

on all our four wires running from Philadelphia to New York,

and we had strong circuit as if from a near ground connection:
but there was no interruption on wires running south to Balti-

more and Washington. At 9^ 10™ the wires were relieved to a

great extent from the influence of the Aurora, giving us oui

usual working current.
On testing wires at 8 o'clock on the morning of Sept. 2d, I

tound two of our wires, those running via Camden and AmboJ
to New York, strongly under the influence of an Aurora. The

eltect was different from that of Aug. 28th. There was an in-

tensity of current which gave a severe shock when testing, giving

a reversed current, neutralizing our batteries, and destroying

magnetism. On removing the batteries, we had a very strong

mcuit, giving powerful magnetism, but could not rai.^'e ^f
1 ork. On the line running from this city to Pittsburgh, tb«

operator Mr. Steacy, succeeded in transmitting a business mes-

sage to 1 ittsburgh tvholly on the auroral current. The current

wa.s changeable, suddenly disappearing and returning at inte^

vals of from five to ten linutes. The signals were distinct
and
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the conversation lasted four or five minutes, the operators ex-
changing remarks as to the singularity of the phenomenon. At
9 A. M. all the wires were relieved from the effects of the Aurora,
and worked well as usual.

6. Observations made at Washington, D. C, hy Fredekick W.
Royce, Telegraph operator.

On the evening of Aug. 28th I had great difficulty in working
the line to Richmond, Va. It seemed as if there was a storm at

Richmond. I therefore abandoned that wire, and tried to work
the northern wire, but met with the same difficulty. For five or
ten minutes I would have no trouble, then the current would
change, and become so weak that it could hardly be felt. It

would then gradually change to a ' ground ' so strong that I
could not lift the magnet. The Aurora disappeared at a little

after 10 o'clock, after which we had no difficulty. During the
auroral display, I was calling Richmond, and had one hand on
the h-on plate. Happening to lean towards the sounder, which
is against the wall, my forehead grazed a ground wire. Imme-
diately I received a very severe electric shock, which stunned me
for an instant. An old man who was sitting facing me, and but
a few feet distant, said that he saw a spark of fire jump from my
forehead to the sounder.

7. Observations made at Pittsburgh, Pa., comraunicated hy E. W.
Culgan, Telegraph manager.

During the Aurora of Aug. 28th the intensity of the current
evolved from it varied very much, being at times no stronger
than an ordinary battery, and then suddenlj- changing the poles
w the magnets it would sweep through them, charging them to
yheir utmost capacity, and compelling a cessation of work while
It continued.

v
^

On the morning of Sept. 2d, at my request the Philadelphia
operator detached his battery, mine being already off. We then
worked with each other at intervals as long as the auroral cur-
^"^nt continued, which varied from thirty to ninety seconds.
^Junng these working intervals we exchanged messages with
^nuch satisfaction, and^ we ivorhed more steadily ivhen the batteries
tt'ere

off than when they were attached.
On the night of Aug. 28th the batteries were attached, and on

creaking the circuit there were seen not only sparks (that do not
appear in the normal condition of a working line) but at inter-
^'als regular streams of fire, which, had they been permitted to
^'ist more than an instant, would certainly have fused the plati-

"'^m points of the key, and the helices became so hot that the hand
^'^m not be kept on them. These effects could not have Leon
r^^luced by the batteries.
SfCOND SERIES. Vo.. XXIX. No. 85.-JAN.. 1860.
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Aet. XIII.—On Nwnerical Relations existing between the Equim

hnt Numbers of Elementary Bodies; by M. Carey Lea, Phila-

delpMa. Part I,

The determination of the ctemical equivalents of the simple

substances seems with each new approach to accuracy, to destroy

more and more the numerical relations once supposed to exij

between the equivalent numbers of certain series of elements

nearly related to each other by their properties. If we except the

series formed by oxygen, sulphur, selenium and tellurium, there

probably remains none of those usually recognized in when the

numerical relation is rigorously exact. Chlorine, bromine ana

iodine are represented by the numbers 85-5, 80 and 127, where

the difference between the first and second term is 44 '5,
betwe^

the second and third, 47. Lithium, sodium and potassium have

the numbers 6-95, 23, 39-2 ; difference of first and second terffl^

16-05, of second and third, 16-20. Calcium, strontmm and Da-

|

rium have 20, 43-77 and 68-6; difference of first and secoaa,

23-77, of second and third, 24-83. It can be demonstrated vm \

other relations exist, approaching quite as near to exactness
j

these, and some where the accuracy is perfect. , , I

Few of the so-called elements present more directly maiKW
|

analogies than nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic and antimony, a"
|

the very interesting discoveries of Cahours and Hofmann i^ I

specting the phosphorus bases have shown that phosphorus stan
|

in every respect intermediate between nitrogen and arsenic, lorDi^

ing compounds of the type 3(C,Hj)PHCl, &c., like the nitrogp

compounds as well as those of the type Z{GJls)^0^, &c, UK«

those of the arsenic and antimony groups. These authors iw

ther observe that the equivalents of phosphorus, arsenic and an

tiniony differ by nearly the same number (44 to 45), but tna*

nitrogen does not exhibit this relation.* jjt

Beyond the fact of the approximate equality of these two
^

ferences, the analogy has never been extended. The fol^^J^^

considerations will show that this relation not only extends

nitrogen but may be carried with exactness to other flenienw^^

If we form a descending arithmetical series beginning ,

antimony =120-3, and diminishing by a common differen^
j,

45 (45-3 in one instance, 44 in several") we shall find that su

a series does not cease with the third term, P=81, but gives

»

a fourth -14, the exact equivalent of nitrogen with ^"^^^^^
sign. The fifth term will be -59, the exact equivalent ot ^

with a negative sign. The sixth will be ^104, or very neai'-

the equivalent of lead (also with a negative sign). The sev-
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arsenic, a

I exhibited

Pbz=: 103-5

2As= 150

It will be seen presently that the number 164, the eleventh
term in the above table, occurs also in the ascending positive
series, and may represent the equivalent of a metal existing but
as yet unknown.

If we examine the position occupied by antimony, arsenic,

phosphorus and nitrogen in the electro-chemical scale of Berze-

lJ_U3 we shall find that in proportion as their equivalent numbers
J^immish, their properties become more and more electro-nega-
"ve; a corresponding change is also visible in the organic radi-
cals which these elements are capable of forming by their union
^ith carbon and hydrogen. The passage from the positive to- the
pegative sign in the interval between phosphorus and nitrogen
^ accompanied by a marked change in the nature of the organic
radicals into which these elements enter—3(C,H3)N does not
possess the power of combining directly with oxygen, chlorine
and sulphur which 3(C,H,)P,^3(C,H3)As, 3(C,II,)Sb exhibit

\y^^ ^'gh a degree. The 'methyl compounds show^ the same
^Utereuces as the ethvl. Standing between nitrogen and arsenic.

Paospborus is ever/ way more closely allied to the latter of
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^ygO, nd ch]

chloill

lending

! with a conimon difference'of 44 (except in one mstance),

we shall find both the number 164, the double of which consti-

tuted the eleventh term of the preceding table, and also the

equivalent of bismuth, the double of which formed the thirteenth

term of the same table.

*^
\ 208

K, taking mercury as a starting point, we subtract the number

44 from each term to find the following one, we shall obtain tte

j
12 - - Mg= 12

^^
( -32 - . Zn = 32-6

The salts of the protoxyds of the three last of these meta^

are isomorphous. It may seem forced to place mercury m ^°.

same group, but its analogies witli zinc are perhaps as strong

those which it exhibits with silver, next to which it has usu

been classed, principally because the oxyds of both metal?

reduced by heat. Mercury, like zinc, cadmium and certam o

metals, is capable of replacing an atom of hydrogen in hydn
ethyl, CjHjH, and of producing in this manner the conju-

* See the very interesting paper of Cahours and Hofmann above referred :
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This cor

hen chlond or etln

ncMuiu, like ihe others, is readily distilled.

It is not a little curious that the numerically negative mem-
bers of this series lead into the positive members of the fore-

going
; if we continue the subtraction of 44, we find for the

fifth number 76, or nearly the equivalent for arsenic, for the
sixth 120, very nearly that of antimony, for the seventh 164,

corresponding, as before remarked, with a possible undiscovered
metal, and for the eighth 208, or exactly the equivalent of bis-

muth. The two series thus naturally lead to each other. The
equivalent for arsenic given by L. G-melin, viz. 75-4, accords
more nearly with some of these series and renders them more
exact than that adopted by the Jahresbericht which has been
here employed.
The members of these two analogous series are further united

by the fact that all of them, eleven in number, are capable of
imiting with the hydro-carbons of the methyl, ethyl, &;c. type
to form powerful organic metals, and that this capacity appears
to be limited to these elements alone.:};

(2.)

The magnesia group includes a ^vell marked natural family of
metals, whose oxyds having the constitution RO are related with
each other by isomorphism. The equivalents of these metals,
•iccording to the most recent determinations, are as follows:

Uranium, 60

[Some of the elements here enumerated are found also in the
foregoing or following series. It need scarcely be remarked
that no absolute classification into groups is possible ; lead for

instance is in some of its combinations isomorphous with the
Darmm group, in others with the magnesia, copper in grey cop-

* See this Journal, [2], xxvjii, 146. f This Journal, [2], xxviii, 147.

J There appears some reason to believe that an ethyl-aluminum may exist,
»h.ch would form an exception to this law. If so, the same property niay possibly

extended to others of the metals of the earths.
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per ore is isomorplious with silver, while its carbonate, sulphate
and seleniate are isomorphous with those of the magnesia group.]
The equivalents of the above metals are related in the following
manner by the number 44

:

89-5, ^=44-),

Pb 103-5

89-6, -^-

Cd56

i=44-3 87-7, ^=43-9 131-5, i=
and so likewise by adding to the equivalent of lead, the equiv-
alents ot manganese, cobalt, nickel, and chromium, we obtain
m each case a number almost P^nntKr pp

^

number 44.

in each case a number almo'st exactly equal to three t

io sum up: with Cu andMg, Zn and Mg the sum of each

pair is 44 nearly.
°

With Cd and Mg, Pb and Ur, the difference of each pair i^'

44 or nearly.
^

With I; and Mg, U and Fe, U and Co, U and Ni, U and Cr,

\?-\l ^"i!
^^^ Tr'^°

*^""^ ^^ 4^ ^^ nearly.
\V ith Pb and Mn, Pb and Fe, Pb and Ni, Pb and Co, Pb ai t

Or the sum of each pair is three times 44 nearly.
It Has been before pointed out that the strong analogy e

mg between Mg, Cd and Zn extends to their equivalents.
ot Mg being added to that of Zn gives the number 44 nen
subtracted from that of Cd, 44 exaStlv

tending t<i

Yanadium, 68-8

Molybdenum, 48

Niobiu 48-82*
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If from Ta 68-6 we subtract Ti 25, the remainder is 43-6, 44

If from V 68-8 we subtract Ti 25 the remainder is 43-8, 44

If from W 92 we subtract Mo 48 the remainder is 44 exactly.

If from W 92 we subtract Nb 48-82 the remainder is 43-18/
If to Te 64 we add Ti 25 the sum 89 is twice 44 nearly.

If to Te 64 we add Ta 68 the sum 132-6 is three times 44
very nearly.

If to Te 64 we add V 68-8 the sum 132-8 is three times 44
very nearly.

li the equivalent of Sn=59 be multiplied by f the result is

44-25, in other words 3Sn=4x44-25.
If we add Sn 59, Ta 68-6, W 92, V 68-8 and Te 64, the result

i^yo2-4, 8x44=352.
If we add Ta 68-6, Nb 48-82, Sn 59, we have 176-42, 4x44=

176.

If we add Ta 68-6, Mo 48, Sn 59, we have 175-6, 44x4=176.
If we add W 92, 2Te 128, we have 220, 5x44=220.
If we add Ta 68-6, Mo 48, 2Sn 118, V 68-8, Nb 48-82, we

bave 352-22, 8x44=352.
These analogies, though many are very complex, approach

exceedingly near to absolute exactness ; in the last for instance
the difference amounts to only y^Vr of the whole amount.

If commencing with gold, Au=197, we form a diminishing
series with a common difference of 44-5, we shall find for its

152-5 - - —
"^^'^jlOS - - Ag=108

^^^1
03-5 - - -eu^ 63-4

The equivalent of Cu has been here taken at double that usu-% employed, or that which results from taking the first oxyd

^ copper as CuO, a view formerly entertained by Berzelius, L.

JJmehn and other distinguished chemists.-* It is doubtful if this

°p not the true equivalent : in grey copper ore, if we consider

J- u as 32-7 we must admit that one equivalent of silver is replaced
^.v two of copper, w-hich is improbable. Moreover the two sul-
IfiiUes. Ac/Snfwl <?,,s (€u= 63-4) are isomorphous.f
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his light the above series approaches very near to

I may probably be wholly so, for the equivalent of

no moans positively known. Dumas' recent re-

too nn concordant to permit him to offer a positive

iillK' shown further on that these metals, as well

IS licit' L;i-ouped together by relations depending
! iipiii'Dximating to 44-5, are also united by analo-

I'iniil) ! in the above series, 152-5, does not cor-

Ih' o(juivalcnt of any known element, and it, like

'I. which (jccurs twice in the nitrogen series, may

'''(iii\;i]eiit of some elementary body as yet ud-

<• seei md i)art of this paper, an additional argumenl
ted 111 favor of the possible (

' - .

-i-

:hcse cti nival cut numbers.

ion may be extended with more or less appros-

atmnni group, which naturally subdivides itself

: the members of each family have very nearif

iMits, and the difference between the equivalents

cs approaches to 45.

•''^2-2

I

Platinum, 08-V

"^ 52-2 Iridium, 99
^y 53-3 Osmium, 99-6

The elements, carbon, boron and silicium, are uu
umoer 44 in the following manner: if we take
4uivan;nt lor carbon €=12, the sum of the equivale:

' '•>'*'iuni have been considered elsewhei

,

- KTbium, and the cerite metals have not y.

•nt.> examined, the equivalents of the three first i:

•t yet been determined, thorium exhibits a relatio-.;

niereafterpomtedout; there remain therefore gli.

num and zirconium. The equivalents of these :

' " "•d 22-4 are evidently too small to foUo'
;
'w which governs the various series prev

^hat it extemls also to them becomes e

v^'-immed by Deville by analysea of bromid of boroa
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.hiplying their equivalents by 5, when tliey form

If we take the equivalent of ni(ro-vn. add to it llir.^c times 45
and divide by 8, we shall have nearly the ('.[Miviileut of fluorine,

and by continuing nearly in the sanie mauirjr, wc obluiu those
of chlorine, bromine and iodine.

14+3X45 _
^g_^2 pj_ ^^

l±t}l><^ =3 80-5, Br=80
8

2X14+22X 45_
.

Several elements, taken in pairs
from each other by a num'number approximating tc

Na 23 + 45-6 = Ba C8-6
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nearly to 45.

2. The equivalent of s

those of calcium and barium : Sr=43*76, naif the sum of Bi

68-6 and Ca 20 is 44-3 ; in either case 44 nearly.

3. The equivalent of chlorine, 35-5, subtracted from that of

bromine, 80, gives 44-5. The equivalent of bromine subtracted

from that of iodine gives 47.

(8.)

J

With respect to three of the groups already considered, a ^
|

ther relation exists. For greater clearness the groups in qu»

tion have been arranged in the following table

:

D..e.
^""P^-

...e.
''''^^-

1

""'
100 Hg=100

'""'
, 208 Bi=.0, !

^^i 56 Cd==i 56 ^M 164 - -

^M 12 Mg=12 ^*| 120 Sb =r20'3

*M-32 Zn=: 32-6 ^A 15 As= 75

**| 31 P =31

Group C.

i 48 Mo=48

^^1 -14

4^j -.59

N =14

Sn=59

44-5- _ 103-5__Pb=103l

If to the equivalent of the substances forming series A,

add successively to each term the equivalent of fluorioe,
^^

shall obtain four corresponding terms of series B,

Mercury 100 Cadmium 56 Magnesium 12 Zinc
-32-6

Fluorine 19 Fluorine 19 Fluorine 19 Fluorine^

^ .

TT^ ^ Tl 'If
Antimony 120-3 Arsenic 75 Phosphorus 31 Nitrogen H
Further: If to two corresponding terms of series A we ad^

the equivalent of chlorine, we shaU obtain the two terms ol se-

ries C.
'

Molybdenu
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92 47-4

Tungsten 92 Molybdenum 48

If we add respectively the four terms of series A with the
four corresponding terms of series C, we shall in each case obtain
a number which is very nearly twice forty-four ; that is, the mean.
of each pair of series is 44 nearly.

-Zinc -32-6 Mag:
Antimony 120-3 Arse

88-7 "87 ii 8«

It will be remarked that where a series leads to the equivalent
of an element, but with a negative sign, that negative sign has
been in all cases preserved in the further examination of its

numerical relations.

(9-)

.

It is evident that the number 44—45 plays an important part
in the science of stoichiometry, and the relations which depend
upon It are supported, in some cases at least, in a remarkable
manner, by analogies of atomic volume. That such analogies
area support becomes evident from the following considerations.
oohds and liquids are very far from being governed by the

laws which determine the combinations of gases, in volumes
either equal or having some very simple relation to one another,
iherefore, if we find that in some few instances such a relation

7^ hold good with solid substances, we may naturally expect
10 lind a close relationship existing between those substances
inua united. We may even be permitted, by wav of hypothesis,
K) advance a step further, and finding that a given volume of
«iyer unites with a given volume of oxygen, and that the same
volume of gold unites with precisely the same volume of oxygen,
«> conjecture that gold may differ from silver only hj a third
sQbstance, which unites with the silver without increasing its
jolume, or affecting the amount of oxvgen which it is capable of
saturating, but which, on the other" hand, alters its chemical
•l^ivalent, its specific gravity, and other physical characters.
-Moreover, if we find that by subtracting from the chemical

quiyalent of silver, half the difference between the equivalents

^
Sliver and gold, we obtain the equivalent of a third metal,

J*.Pper (€0=63.4^^ which also, under equal volumes, combines
"" a quantity of oxygen expressed by a very simple relation
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with that capable of saturating gold and silver, we may at least

speculate that the three may form a series consisting of two sub-

stances combined in different proportions. It is true that we

must be extremely cautious about venturing, upon hypotheses

involving a compound constitution of bodies which all our efforts

have hitherto proved ineffectual to decompose, but on the other

hand it must be admitted that when we find so-called elements

arranging themselves into a series of terms having a common

difference, and when we find the terras of these series united by

equality or simple relation of atomic volume, we cannot grant

that their elementary nature has been absolutely estabhshed.

The following substances combine relations of chemical equiv-

alents already pointed out, with analogies of atomic volume

:

\ Phosphorus (vapor),

^ Arsenic (vapor), -

, Lead,

^ Bismuth, -

(Where phosphorus, arsenic, &c., compared in the solid

It has 1' relation is of course different). _
already remarked that in point of chemical relations generally,

lead and tin are less closely united with the series than the other

members composing it, but the relation between the atomic

umes of lead and antimony, the latter almost the last term al

other end of the series, is almost absolutely exact. Nitrog^
of course omitted iu the second table, as we do not know \

would be its atomic volume in the solid state.

a and lead, the equivalents are taken wit:

s adopted in Gmelin's Handbook, a:
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89 or (
^^^'^'

vvice 44-5
| g.j^^^^

44-6-^

10-3

^ Copper (€u=63-4), - T'27 - - f
It will be observed that the difference between the equivalents

of copper and silver approaches very near to absolute exactness
with half the difference between the equivalents of silver and
gold, and as the equivalent of copper is by no means positively
settled, the relation may be rigorously exact. If we take the
mean between the number adopted by L. Gmelin and that adopted
by the Jahresbericht (always considering cuprous oxyd as €uO),
we shall have for the difference between the equivalents of cop-
per and silver the number 44-5, half the difference between the
equivalents of silver and gold, with mathematical exactness.

I

Tungsten,

i Molybden^

but the atomic volume of zi
in each of these different

aient by the number 45 or a number approaching very near to

^0, and yet the addition of this large amount of matter is in

1
cases accompanied by no change in volume, or when a

J^ange takes place, it is expressed by some fimple relation to

r: ^"ginal volume. Some of these relations of atomic volume
e well known and are only here presented in view of the con-

ermation which they afford of the series here established, but it

' '" leved that the connection of the atomic volume of copper
Jth those of gold and silver, and of those of tin and lead with
nose of the elements of the antimony group are pointed out for

••ue nrst time.

A^mermiiller has noticed a fact not wholly dissimilar from

/V! J^n the case of protoxyds of copper, mercury, tin and lead,
Qica combine with a second equivalent of oxygen without

aop
§^ ^f atomic volume, the density alone increasing. But

^™ing to L. Gmelin, the specific gravities on which he based
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ulations are too unreliable to render the fact well (

cnlatio ^ j •
i,

terminations ; they are taken from the table contained m the

Jahresbericht der Chemie of Kopp & Will for 1857, pubMedm
August, 1858, and the last which the author has been able to

obtain at the time of concluding this paper, and have been m

no case altered or modified in the slightest degree with a tot
j

to preserve or increase numerical relations, which by sligw

changes of this kind can be often rendered much more syramefr

rical. Dumas, in one of his highly interesting papers on this

subject* (Comptes Rendus, XLV, 709, extracted in Kopp and

Will's Jahr. 1857) in his series a+xd+ycV, adopts the equin-

lents N=14, P=81, As=75, Sb-119, Bi 207 (see Jahresbenctt,
j

p. 35, where the equivalent of Bi is erroneously printed 108, by

substitution of the values given for a,x,y,d, and d', 207 is ob-

tained): whereas the equivalent of Sb as lately ^^^^^ /^L5;
Schneider, confirmed by H, Rose, and adopted by Kopp i^^J^

is 120-3. In another place (Comptes Rendus, XLVii, 1027) m-

mas has taken the equivalent of the same metal at 122, thus

adopting alternately the numbers 119 and 122, neither the true

one, according to the exigencies of the two series. The equiv-

alent number of bismuth in the series just mentioned is taken

at 207, whereas it should be 208. In the' series a+xd we tiiid

Mg=12, Ca=20, Sr==44, Ba 68, Pb 104—the last three should

be Sr 43-77, Ba 68-6, Pb 103-5. So with Li, Na, K, V, Zr, &c.

In the foregoing tables the calculated and received equivaieBts

are placed by side of each other for comparison. The difiei-

ences rarely exceed the possible errors in the determmation o

chemical equivalents, respecting some of which there is suu

much doubt. Dumas, in the paper above referred to, gives tue

results of many new determinations by himself, and arrives a

the number 26 for both chrome and manganese, instead ot tne

ordinarily received Cr=26-7, Mn=27-5. For copper his results

disagreed too much to lead him to any positive conclusion.

The analogies here presented, all depending upon the same or

approximately the same number, extend therefore

—

To the series Pb, Sn, N, P, As, Sb, Bi.
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To the metals belon

belongs also to th

To the platinum group, Rh, Ru, Pd, Pt, Ir, Os.

To e, B, Si.

To G, Al, Zr.

The differences between CI and Br, Br and I, approximate to the same

number, as likewise do the relations between Li, Na and K, and be-

tween Ca, Sr and Ba.

This relation, therefore, extends to no less than forty-eight ol

the elementary bodies : to all except those as yet imperfectly

understood, most of which may yet range themselves under the

same law, and except the oxygen group, oxygen, sulphur, sele-

nium and tellurium, substances which stand alone and unmis-
takably apart from the other elements.

Philadelphia, Nov. 10,1859.

The interesting paper of Col. Totten, U. S. A., in the November
number of this Journal for 1859, upon the rapid disappearance
of ice in the northern lakes, recalls some observations that I had
an opportunity to make on Lake Superior a few years since.

On the 8th of March, 1855, the inhabitants of Eagle River, a
village in Haughton County, situated upon the most northerly
part of Point Kewenaw, were engaged in procuring ice for their
summer use. The severity of winter in that latitude (47° 22'
north) had so far relaxed, that the surface of the field was
slightly porous from the direct action of the sun. There had
Deen no rain ; the atmosphere was clear and cool, but on the
sunny side of houses and other objects the snow melted rapidly
in the day time. ^ - ----r~^i.vT7-wTrAM^ATl'»

^ wthe soft and moist surface, /::'l^:Vl:),\/-';;;-#(3:teA
^ inches in depth, the ice was [^ii '

;JC. | if'i //> .'i -'^l
id pure to the bottom, its thick-

.\f | 7,^ \tf' rtll/V
i

1/
iing thirty inches. The blocks iil|>,^, ]j} \\ Si\ iV 1/'^/

^bich the people were cutting out, I) W H LW I I,
^ere taken about 1000 feet from the

)'J \>1 1 A' ? ATM
«/«re. One of them nearly in the i\^V'\\X )

I /)*'(

e/.W^^ ^ ''^^^' ^f t^i^ty inches- on jO ^ 'j^' A) \i M , m)
«ach face, was suffered to P '^^- ^'- LUJJJ
^^brokeniee, iS^ n^;;i^^;:£^: ;;; ---/^?-^^^f^^-
Permost, as represented in the figure here inserted,

dep T^ ^^^^ enabled to take a direct view of the progress of its

j

^^y? as no doubt others have done many times, upon these
^^^3. As the force of the sun increased, the porous part on the
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surface increased rapidly in depth, lines or planes of sepaia-

tion extending downward from, it into the hitherto transparent

and homogeneous mass. There were not at any time horizontal

planes visible, indicating layers or lamination, in the original

structure. A thin film of matter followed each newly formed

crevice downwards, and bubbles of air rose continually througi

the same to the surface. These planes of division converged

below, giving the block the appearance above represented, of in-

verted spikes or rudely formed pyramids, with their bases upward.

By ten o'clock A. M. the upper half of the block was divided

in this manner. The figures were somewhat regular and were

principally triangular and rectangular, reminding me of the im-

perfectly columnar red trap of the north shore of Lake Superior.

By noon the block was so far disintegrated that it fell to pie<»

under a single blow, and remained a pile of roughly formed

spikes, pyramids and prisms of various lengths. After this ai

so much new surface was exposed to the sun it melted very fast

The newly cut ice was still solid and clear except a few inches

at the surface.

There seemed to be in the block that had so suddenly Iost.it3

form and solidity, a process of contraction, arising from an ic/

crease of temperature. I presume that this appearance can tj

thus accounted for. No doubt the planes of division esistedin

the solid ice, as results of the crystallization in freezing. ^^^

general law of structure in all masses slowly crystallizing v^^^

a state of fusion is the production of a prismatic structure p0j

pendicular to the cooling surfaces. Basalt assumes its polygo"*

figures in obedience to the same law, and the structure of ice

quite in accordance with it. Its effects are not wanting eveni^

some pastes, like starch and domestic cake. . , j

This structure exists often where it is concealed. An ingoi

block tin shows no crystalline structure, but by slow fusion "I

amorphous parts melt and run out leaving a skeleton ^i.c^^

line prisms. Ice is in the same predicament, and since m tr»^

ing water expands one-seventh of its volume, the first resu

the fusion of a part of it is to dissect out the prismatic ro^^

leaving them standing isolated by reason of their ^emg %
larger scale than the fluid volume from which they were iom^^

In this process the air bubbles no doubt materially assi^^ .

opening channels of escape for the ice-water. . jje

What I have stated may assist in explaining why id^^^j^

fields of fresh water ice disappear in a single gale of a ie^'^'

duration. When the temperature rises above 32° the ice

loses Its cohesion, and the first agitation breaks it up. la P^^jj,

phrase it sinks, and is thus lost sight of suddenly ;

butio
j^

It is dissolved by the warmer water acting upon the fr^^^^sj,
the shape of little columns and pyramids such as Col. Totten*

strewed along the shore of Lake Champlain.
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alliirgica] than from a purely chemical point of view. For the details

of the processes employed we must refer to the original memoir, which
rarely admits of abridgment, and which is in the highest degree instruc-

tive. The authors employ exclusively the dry method of investigation

and operate at temperatures much higher than any which have hitherto

been obtained upon a working scale. "By a new arrangement of the oxy-
hydrogen blowpipe most of the members of the platinum group may be
fused—platinum even in larger quantities than was accomplished by Dr.
Hare. By the same apparatus properly employed, the authors purify
the metals and their alloys from more volatile elements with which they
may be mixed. Osmium has a density of 21-3 to 21-4, and when dis-

solved in tin exhibits traces of a crystalline structure. It is b]ui,^h white,
has no odor, and gives off vapors of osmic acid only above the tempera-
ture of melting zinc. At the temperature of melting ruthenium, osmium
Js sensibly volatilized but it does not fuse, and hence resembles arsenic in
having its boiling point lower than its point of fusion. Two determina-
tions of the density of the vapor of osmic acid gave 8-88 and 8-89, cor-

fesponding to 2 vols. Next to osmium ruthenium is most difBcult of fu-
sion, but may yet be obtained in small fused masses when its density is

from 11 to 11-4. The authors give analyses of the protosyd of ruthe-
^um and of the crystallized deutoxyd isomorphous with stannic acid,
ibey also describe a beautiful alloy of ruthenium and tin having the for-

''^ula RuSna and crystallizing in cubes. Palladium fuses even more
|"eadily than platinum, and volatilizes at the temperature at which irid-

ium melts. It also absorbs oxygen when fused like silver without becom-
'Dg oxydized. Its density at 22-5° is 11-4. With tin it forms an alloy
crystallizing in small brilliant plates having the formula SnsPds. Rho-
amm fuses less easily than platinum ; it has about the color of aluminum

.
and when pure is malleable and ductile; its density is 12-1. It forms
t^rvstalline alloys with zinc and tin.

i latinum may (as first shown by Dr. Hare) be fused in large quantities
"^loie the oxy-hydro£ " ' '

"^-^ - - -'-^-•-
'oxy-hydrogen blowpipe. Deville and Debray give a detai

description of the apparatus by which this metal may be fused in quai
'ties of not less than 12 to 15 kilograms at an expense of from 0-24 1

^0 0-40 fr. per kilogram. (The late Dr. Hare fused 28 ounces at on
J^Peration.) The fusion of platinum is best accomplished in crucibles <

'"le which serve to refine the metal by absorbing the impurities. Whe
'«sed and refined, platinum is as soft as copper; it is whiter than ord
"j'O: platinum and free from porosity; its density is 21-15. With ti

P atma^ forms a beautiful crystallized alloy having the formula PtaSn
ri'lium

requires an extremely high temperature for its fusion, but whe
\'^!^ has a pure white color, and is brittle under the hammer like a cryi
•*'iine metal; its density is the same as that of platinum, namely 21-lJ
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(Dr. Hare, wlio long ago i

21-83.) Iridium forms wi

having tlie formula IrSns.

The authors remark that tlie alloys of platinum with iridium and rho-

them resisting the action of aqua-regia, and possessing a considerable

degree of hardness and rigidity. The memoir contains in addition nu-

merous elaborate analyses of ditt'crent specimens of platinum ore and of

osmiridium, as well as new processes for the treatment of platinum ora

upon the larger scale, the preparation of pure platinum for industrial

purposes, and of alloys of platinum with its associate metals possessing

useful properties. For these we must refer to the original.—inn. (i«

Chimie et de Physique, Ivi, 385, Aug. ISoY.

[Note.—A memoir read before the Am. Association for the Advance-

ment of Science at its meeting in August 1859, and shortly to appear in

the 12th volume of the Transactions of the Smithsonian Institution, con-

tains entirely new processes for the separation of all the platinum metals

in a state of absolute purity. These processes are in the wet way; thej

are very simple and easy of execution, and they not only apply to the

separation but to the qualitative analysis of mixtures of the different

metals of this group in almost any proportions. The methods in que-

tion involve the preparation and properties of a new and remarkaWe

series of salts, and will 1 hope be found to remove completely tlie dift-

culties which have hitherto surrounded the subject.—w. o.]

2. Blowpipe experiments.—Bx:^^^^ has contributed some very mteres.

ing additions to our knowledge of the use of the blowpipe in quantitative

as well as qualitative analysis. The author employs the peculiar form

of gas burner, first introduced by him, and now used in all laboratories,

instead of the blowpipe. The lower part of the flame is surrounded by

a conical sheet iron chimney, 30mm, \^ diameter above, and 55"""- ^elo^'

so that the burner tube is in the axis of the chimney and 45™'". below the

upper base of the cone. The cock is to be regulated so that the apex

«

the inner non-luminous cone of gas within the flame exactly reaches ttie

level of the upper base of the chimney. In this manner we obtain

»

flame of perfectly constant dimensions which is immovable, sharply de-

fined in all its parts, and which may always be obtained of uniforrn cha^

acter. The outer cone of flame has a very faint sky-blue color, whicbB

invisible even by feeble daylight. The inner cone of flame is less i

tensely blue than the outer. The object to be submitted to the actif"^

the flame must never be larger than the half or the third of a grajn"

millet seed. It is to be introduced into the flame by means of aW"

loop on the end of a platinum wire which is attached to a holder o^

which it may be moved gently and steadily, so that the object njaT

introduced into any part of the flame. The loop is to be moistened
J>

water, when a grain or a little of the powdered substance will ri&m

The author remarks that the temperature which the flame is
'

-""

of producing depends principally upon the constitution of the e;
-

sumed. The temperatures corresponding to gas analyzed in th^

berg laboratory on four difi-erent occasions were 2369 C, 2352 ^-
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however, that the temperature will vary in different parts of the flame.

The author gives a simple and elegant method of determining the point

of maximum temperature by introducing a platinum wire into the flame,

and determining at what point the light emitted by this is most intense.

In this manner it is found that the zone of maximum temperature lies in

the external cone of flame, a few millimetres above and below the apex
of the internal non-luminous cone, which is on a level with the upper
base of the chimney. The author employs this zone to investigate the

action of a temperature of 2300 C. upon different substances, and terms
it the melting space. The outer border of this melting space acts as an
oxydizing flame, the inner as a reducing flame, the reduction being most
powerful immediately above the apex of the innermost cone. The great

constancy which the flame exhibits in all its parts allows us to observe
and estimate the volatility of substances at the very high temperature of
2300 C. For this purpose a mass of matter having a measured diameter
of 1 millimeter is introduced into the flame, and the time required for

complete evaporation determined by means of a seconds pendulum or a

easily regulated by adding new substance or by evaporation in the flame,
and may be measured undei>the microscope. The author takes the vola-

tility of carbonate of soda as unity, and gives a table of the comparative
volatility of different substances in terms of this unit: thus the volatility

of chlorid of potassium is 15-S3; of chlorid of sodium 6-57 ; of phos-
phoric acid 23 -00. Other substances are more or less completely decora-
posed ai the temperature of 2300 C.

ployed for a series of other very valuable blowpipe reaction?,, among
which the author cites the quantitative determination of soda in the
presence of potash and lithia.

For the simple recognition of soda in its volatile salts, it is sufficient

introduce a small bead of the substance into the melting space and
inen to illuminate a crystal of bicromate of potash with the light pro-

"ced. The salt appears perfectly colorless, transparent, and with a dia-

mond lustre so long as the rays of the soda flame fall upon it, and this
even by ordinary lamphght or daylight. A still more deli<:ate reaction

!' '^^^i"ed by using paper, covered with iodid of mercury, a square cen-
"meter of which may be attached to the chimney in front of the flame

y a movable arm. If we introduce the smallest quantity of a soda
'"^'"ound into the melting space, the red paper appears white, with a

'
-^ nug introduced into the liquid will take up a dmp whicli

y
-• X^yhisTj of a milligram of common salt may be easily deteet-xL

^.'atito potash compounds, a? is well known, communicate a bluish

In'tv
''"*' ^^'^'*-'^ is completely concealed by small quantities of so<la.

^ tills case the potash may easily be detected by means of Cartmell's
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reaction, that is, by looking at the flame through a deep blue cobalt

glass, when a violet or ponceau-red color appeare. -This potash testis

even more delicate than that for soda, TiT,§Tny parts of chlorid of potas-

sium may be detected -with perfect distinctness.

The detection of lithia in the presence of potash and soda is best

effected by looking at the flame through a hollow prism filled \vith as(h

lution of sulphate of indigo. The carmine-red color of the lit.hiaflann

disappears when a certain thickness of solution is reached, and if a mark

be put upon the prism, all the layers of liquid above the mark will allow

only the red potash-rays to pass through. Lime and soda have no influ-

ence on this reaction. When potash and lithia are both present tie

flame from the salt to be tested should be compared with that of pure

pQtash. The flame containing lithia and potash appears through thiD

layers of liquid redder than the potash flame alone ; through thicker

layers the potash flame appears scarcely weakened. In this manner some

thousandths of lithia may the discovered in potash salts.

To render these processes available for silicates Bunsen mixes the min-

eral with pure g}^psum and heats in the melting space, when silicate ot

lime and volatile sulphate of potash are formed. By comparing tbein-

tensity of the color produced by a mineral to be tested with that ot a

series of silicates whose percentages of alkali are known, it is e^asy eveii

with very small fragments to determine the relative quantities of potash)

soda and lithia with tolerable approximation.

The author in the first place determines whether the mineral to be es-

amined contains lithia or not by the method already explained. IM

minerals of the first group are those containing no lithia, and the &m
^^

arranges a scale of minerals for comparison according to the conten

soda in each. These are

—

NaO ^^

1. Lazulite, - - 9-09 -
"^

2. JSTepheliue, - - 15-44 - -
^'^^

3. Albite, - - 10-06 -
""

4. Orthoclase, - - 7-08 - - '"^^

5. Sanidin, - . 4-0 - 8-0

6. Labradorite, - - 2-55 - "
^'^J

7. Anorthite, - - 1-13 - ^"^^

8. Leucite, - - . _ - ' '^'^ ^
These are to be ignited, pulverized and preserved with their num^^

as blowpipe reagents. One of these and the mineral to be ^^^^' L
or without gypsum, are to be introduced into the flame together s

^^
small equal ends of wire are ignited ; the iodid of mercury pape

appears more or less bleached. Remove the test from the
^^"^f^^-^

the paper shows a reddish tint, the test contains more soda than ^^^ ^^
ral used for comparison. If the paper however becomes paler tfl

^^^
easy to determin( between'

t lies, so that the percentage of s(

It. The substances to be compa
quantities, the ignited lengths

)f the same size and form. Thi .
^tomed to distinguish the different degrees of brightness of the s: -

witnm a tew per cent. The substances to be compared must

as possible in equal quantities, the ignited lengths of wire

and the soda-flame of the same size and form. The eye i""
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from actual differences of tint. When the iodid paper is intensely

bleached it may also be illuminated by a candle flame so that the soda-

flame produces with this foreign light a white tint nearer to red.

The potash color-test is not as accurate quantitatively as that for soda.

It is sufficient for all purposes to distinguish a slight, a stronff, and a very

strong potash reaction, using for comparison in succession the flame of

oligoclase, orthoclase and leucite heated with gypsum in the same flame

with the test. . The indigo prism is to be used and the dimensions, color

and duration of the red flames observed.

Lazulite gives a stronger soda reaction than nepheline becau:

tains sulphuric acid, and it is always necessary to' deter

whether the test contains sulphuric acid, chlorine or fluorine. This is

best accomplished by the common blowpipe.

For further details we must refer to the original memoir, which must
create an entirely new department in blowpipe analysis.

—

Ann. der Chemie
und Pharm., cxi, 257.

[JVote.—It is .easy to see that Bunsen's memoir contains the solution

of many chemical and physical problems of great interest. Thus it is

easy to produce at will a flame which shall have any required tempera-
ture, at least between certain limits. Since according to Bunsen's calcu-

lations (Gasometrische Analyse, p. 254) the flame of hydrogen burning
freely in the air has a temperature of 3259° C, and that of defiant gas
has a temperature of 5413° C, we may as readily experiment at these

temperatures as at 2300° C. Very much higher temperatures are of
course produced when these gases burn with pure oxygen—in the case of
hydrogen 8061° C; in that of olefiant gas 9187° C. Hence by burn-
ing mixtures of these gases with oxygen and varying the proportion of
nitrogen arbitrarily, we can make a 'scale of flames the temperatures of
which shall range from less than 2000° C. up to at least 9000° C. and
the melting point as well as degree of volatility of almost all metals and
*"'""""]

substances may be thus assigned within quite narrow limits. It

to calculate the percentage ot nitrogen <

IS easy to

added in

quired temperature. It appears probable that at high tompei
radiating power of a body for heat is proportional to its radiating pi

w light. By directly comparing the intensity of the light radi

"om platinum heated in a furnace with the intensity of the light

produce the

re. It appears probable that at high I

^.. .^ .. xxv^avv.^ .^ c ^^ ^^t-
-1 gas-flame,

the temperature of the furnace might be approximately determined. In-
teresting results could also be obtained as to the exact temperature at
which bodies become luminous and as to the relative quantities of light
which different substances emit when heated to the same temperature, or
tne same substance at difi'erent temperatures. With respect to Bunsen's
^'e or series of minerals containing difi'erent but known proportions of
«wa I *ill suggest that perhaps a series of glasses could be made con-

fining perfectly definite quantities of either soda or potash from 2 up t

,
P^[ cent, so that each number would contain 2 per cent more alka

tnat the next lowest number. These would then serve as universal stanc
ards of comparison
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II. GEOLOGY.

1. Eevieto.—On some points in the Geologij of the Alps.'^—For -am

century the great problem of the structure of the Alps has engaged t'

tention of geologists, and although much still remains to be done, v

gradually attaimng to a clearer notion of the age and the mode of tV

tion of this great mountain region. Among the most remarkable ci

sions deducible from modern investigations is that of its very receii

heaval, and the age, geologically modern, of a large portion of its i

The great mass of nummulitic strata, with the overlying series of -

,nd fucoidal sandstones (once regarded as of trails

age), which constitute the fiysch, and belong to the eocene division

«

tertiary rocks, has been upheaved vertically more than two miles

ated b;

ing, in'

the northern side of the chain pen

tertiary rocks, has been upheaved vertically
" '

'e granites. Then took pi

ind lateral and vertical displacement, the

penetrated by intrusive granites. Then took place the great r

conglomerate of the molasse or the nagelfltie (a formation partly fresa-

water and partly marine), which belongs to the miocene, and in part per-

haps to the phocene, and attains in some parts a thickness of from 6000

to 8000 feet. After the subsidence which allowed this vast accumula-

tion, we find it raised by a vertical displacement of many thousand feet,

and dipping towards the older rocks, so that the upper beds of the w§A-

flue seem to pass beneath the nummulitic limestones. (Murchison, §W-

Jour. Geol Soc, v, 241.) These great foldings and dislocations haw

often given rise to lateral movements by which the older strata have ac-

tually been forced over and made to rest unconformably upon youngef

The Messrs. Rogers have shown that these great movements of

J
Alps present a close resemblance with those observed by them in the Ai-

leghanies, and we are persuaded that a farther study of our older moun-

tain chains, rendered more easy of investigation from the smaller numoe^

of formations involved, and from the regions being less elevated and raor

accessible, will throw still farther light upon the structure of the Aip>

and of mountain chains in general. ,

The vast thickness of the sediraentaiy deposits of secondary and t^

tiary age over the area now occupied by the Alps, when compared wi

their volume in other parts of Europe, serves to exemplify the relaton

which Prof. James Hall has so well pointed out, of the apparent conn

^

tion of mountain elevations with original deposition {Geology "/
-'""^'jj^l

41 ). At the same time the weight of evidence now tends to
^°*'J' jj

the crystalline nucleus of the Alps, so far from being an e'^*''"

.J ^e

of so-called primitive rock, is really an altered sedimentary ^^'^P^^'
, fjjj

recent than many of the fossiliferous strata upon their flanks, so tha

Alps as a whole have a general synclinal structure.
. .^^^.

In the memoir before us the learned professor of geology m
^^l^,,,emy of Geneva, already well known by his researches in Alpine g'' /"

has devoted himself to the study of a number of sections which t^

Favre. (Extrait drtomT^v dTjillmoi^es dlTJsolietl de physique et J -

naturelle de Geneve, 1859. Quarto, pp. 92, with three plates.)
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the anthracitic and Jurassic formations of Savoy. In these sections which

he has given with lists of their organic remains, he includes (1) under

the general name of the Jurassic system both the oolitic or Jurassic proper

and the lias. Beneath these he distinguishes (2) a succession of lime-

Btones, chiefly dolomitic (cargneules), with interstratified beds of gypsum,

underlaid by red and green marls and a silicious sandstone or arkose, the

whole series, which attains a thickness of 2500 feet, being destitute of

fossils, and reposing upon (3) shales and sandstones which enclose beds of

anthracite and plants of the carboniferous epoch. Succeeding these comes

the conglomerate of Valorsine (4), which, with the preceding group, he

refers to the carboniferous system, while beneath all these are (5) reddish

crystalline schists and gneiss, passing into a rose-colored protogine or tal-

thi'th"

hich, although kn

)een recognized in Savoy, Its identification is regarded

by our author as highly important, inasmuch as it establishes a well de-

fined geological horizon throughout this region. To the triassic system

he refers the gypsums which are found encircling Mt. Blanc, and the salt

deposits of Bex, of the Tarentaise, and elsewhere, Favre however recog-

nizes the existence of more recent gypsums, with cargneules, in a fucoidal

sandstone overlying the numraulitic limestone. The cargneule, which is

here a constant associate of the gypsum, is according to the recent analy-

ses of Marignac (p, 11) a cellulaV limestone or tufa containing about nine
per cent of carbonate of magnesia, while the cells are filled with a nearly
pure pulverulent dolomite. Massive, compact and crystalline dolomites
are however frequently associated with these cargneules, which Haidinger
conceives to have been formed by the alteration of dolomites under the
influence of a solution of gypsum. We are however inclined to regard
the cargneules as analogous to the tufas which we have elsewhere de-
scribed as often associated with true dolomites. (This Journal, xxviii,

3^2.) To this subject we propose soon to return, but we take occasion

^correct an error into which Mr, Favre has fallen in attributing to Sir

' Logan the view that magnesian limestoues owe their origin to
"le action of solutions of carbonate of soda upon sea-water (p. 42).
ihis has arisen from an oversight in quoting from the Literary Gazette,

where some observations made by us at the meeting of the American
Association at Montreal in August, 185Y, are reported in immediate con-
nection with a paper of Sir W. E. Logan. We have endeavored to show
that carbonate of magnesia has been formed in nature from the decom-
P^ition of soluble magnesian salts either by solutions of bicarbonate of
soaa or bicarbonate of lime, in f

"

concerned and sulphate of lime

*V ^'^*' ^^^'"'' -^^^^i ^^^ *^'^ Journal, :. , ,

. '• f'avre has not endeavored to identify the Permia
^g»on although according to Pidancet it occurs with its chara.

^ff'
^^"eath the variegated sandstones of the trias, in the adjat

Partment of the Jura. (Bui. Soc. Geol. de Fr., [2], xii, 149.) The trias,

'h'^k
'"^ to our author, rests directly upon the shales and sandstones

* ich are regarded by him as belonging to the carboniferous system, and
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at other times upon crystalline schists, wLich however he suggests mj

be no other than the carboniferous rocks so highly altered as cot to I*

distinguished from tlie older crystalline schists.

In the view which he takes of the relations of the Jurassic and antLrj-

citic rocks of the Alps, Mr. Favre is so completely at variance with most

of those who have preceded him that it will be necessary to enter into

some details with regard to this so-called anthracitic forinatioD, whicli

regarded as intercalated with and forming

e Jurassic system of the Alps. The conglomerate of

1 Favre classes with the palaeozoic series, is according
no other than tht yerrucano of Savi, and the lowes
series, beneath w Tuscany is an anti

dated with a strictly palaeozoi c fauna. (Ibid, p.

lent, uponii
I period. Tl

stones and shales with impressions of ferns and layers of anthracite, ap-

pear to be intercalated in the Jurassic system. This fact, announced bj

Elie de Beaumont in 1828, has been confirmed by a great mimberof

subsequent observers, anjong which may be mentioned Sismonda, Mur-

chison, Gras and Rozet. The fossil plants of this formation were Ij

Brongniart and subsequently by Heer identified with those of the car-

boniferous system ; according to Mr. Buubury, who has since examiow

the fossils of Petit-Coeur, which are very much distorted and replaced bj

a film of talcose matter, their identification is difficult, and although some

are undoubtedly carboniferous species, others are doubtful. {Geol. Mri^

V, xxix, 130.) Elie de Beaumont, with Murchison and Rozet, conceives tM

the evidence of the age of a formation furnished by fossil plants, to he

far less reliable than that afforded by its fauna, and the latter imagu«^

that dm'mcr thfi inra<:=;^ ..or^od the climate may have permitted the de^el-

- midst of the sea, of a flora like that of the

The observations of Elie de Beaumont in 1828 led him

refer the ferns and anthracites of Petit-Coeur as well as those ot ta

neighborhood of Brian^on to the summit of the lias. Both Gras

^Sismonda distinctly recognize two horizons of anthracitic beds witili^

ferns, the one at the summit and the other at the base of the great^

thracitic system ; but while Sismonda (grounding himself upon theiD*

nority of the true coal formation to the conglomerate of [f'^'^
agrees with Elie de Beaumont and Murchison in regarding "''l*-^
as really of Jurassic age, although including a flora like that of 'hec^

Gras 13 inclined to look upon it rather as'a formation of cfr^'^'^
age, with a hassic fauna, which has not however afibrded a single pa*'

ZOIC species, . ^
Notwithstanding tlie concurrent evidence of so many observers to

fact of the intercalation of the anthracitic beds over a large area,
^,^

hassic fossils, there have not been wanting those who have endeavoj»*^

explain this association by supposed foldings, which may have m
the hassic beds with others belonging to an underlying carbom

formation. This explanation, Jong since suggested by Voltz. was

wards brought forward by Favre in 1841, since which time it ha»%

discussed by various geologists, although generally with little
favor.



jor examines the section of Petit-Coeur, and

I between the beds with bclemnites and those

nro-noule whioh he considers the reprosenta-

's acntus (Miller). A\liich ns well as an as^oei^Ued an]

speeiin^'n of a bolomnite and a fossil fern. (Jh/ll. Sor. Gfol. dc France,

The testimony of Sir Roderick Murchi-^on, after a minntc examination

} impossibility
ot <i<imutin<r anv fohli

opinion of Klie
'

Beaumont and Sismonda a*^ to the ]ia«>

w>-ii flora in question. As re£,''ard'^ the vertical ransje of
plants ho refers to a species of Cahn.vtcs which extend, frori

iterous series thronirli the perniian and trin^.^ and an Eqaise

.

Ill tL(» Alps of Lombardy, Ouiboni li;i- do'^ciibed a snreei.

r«Wiud iTiocn marU v/ith limestones containing the fossils of
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Connected with the view which s

zoic flora up to the epoch of the Has is a question raised by our ;iu

(p. 29) regarding the association (established by comparison of con^

able lists of species from various localities), of the fossils of the differ..:

stages of the lias in a single bed. Analogous cases are frequently m •.

with at different geological horizons, showing that the causes which ki'';

limited the vertical range of certain animals are so far local, that un 1

somewhat modified conditions the duration of a species may be prolon

!

after its disappearance from the adjacent seas. As our author hn^

said, it is in the continuation of similar chemical and physical coiuii:

generally dependant upon local accidents of the surface, that wt

look for the cause of these apparent anomalies in the distribution of

sils. The investigations of Prof. Safford in Tennessee and Sir Wilm"-

Logan in Canada have made known a remarkable example of this in ih

Lower Silurian series of North America. In the State of New York the

fauna of the Black River and Trenton limestones are almost totally dis-

tinct, so that the division between the two formations constitutes a well-

marked palseontological horizon, while in Canada and in Tennessee the

fossils of the two formations are so completely intermingled that it la

impossible to distinguish between the Black River and Trenton limestones.

(Billings, Heport Geol. Survey of Canada, 185Y, p. 152.) The genuj

^ '

' North America also presents a remarkable instance of

tribution ; this coral throughout New York and W^tem

Canada is Upper Silurian and is unknown below the Clinton Group,

while at Lake St. John on the Saguenay it is abundant in the Black

River limestone, a position which corresponds with its geological horwoa

in Europe.

The anthracitic system of the Alps has been described by Gras witt

great minuteness in the memoir cited above. He estimates the total

thickness of the system at between 25,000 and 28,000 feet, anddivida

it into an upper and lower series, which are unconformable. The forffi«r

with a thickness of about one-tenth of the whole, is referred to four sud-

divisions, and consists chiefly of argillo-calcareous shales terminated bj

a considerable mass of limestone, immediately beneath which occurs

bed of spilke, associated with gypsum and a yellow altered doloiu'w-

The inferior division also consists in great part of similar shales, inK''

stratified with gneissoid and talcose rocks to be noticed farther on
;
gyP"

sum and a yellow altered limestone (dolomite ?) also occur in this portioj-

In both the upper and lower divisions sandstones and shales are fo^'^v'

coal plants and layers of anthracite, the latter sometimes c^»"Sj
JJi;.

ties, and at difierent horizons, belemnites and ammonites of liassic age.

Sismonda confirms the accuracy of the observations of ^''^'
, ^g,,

mitsan upper anthracitic series, resting unconformably upon the lO'

and of oolitic age, the lower only being referred by him to the has pr F •

while Studer concludes the discussion of the subject »» f'^'^^^'^'-i
(,j,d

intercalation of the lower anthracitic slates sometimes with gneissoia
»

^

talcose schists, and sometimes with the beleranitic shales, the^la^.^^

Jurassic Umestone which
the extraordinary thickni
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zone which covers it, the presence of the verrticano (or talco-qiiartzose

conglomerate) between these two formations and the quantity of talc

disseminated in all these rocks, present us problems which science is not

able to solve completely."—(Studer, cited by Laugel, Bull. Soc. Geol. de

France, [2], xii, 576.)

In the metam Orphic rocks of the anthracitic system Gras distinguishes

what he calls a protogine or talcose formation, consisting of granite,

gneiss and mica slates, generally more or less talcose, containing also

schistose diorites, eurites and leptynites. This protogine formation is

thracitic series, which are found inlerstratified with and even passing into

gneiss and other feklspathic schists. Gras concludes that this somewhat

irregular interpenetvation of the two classes of rocks is due to an irregu-

lar metaraorphism, portions of the argillo-calcareous sediments having,

as he supposes, been profoundly altered by emanations from below, and

be hence regards the protogine formation as a portion of the inferior

andiracitic series. Similar crystalline schists also occur in some parts of

the upper anthracitic series, and in both the upper and lower there are

found serpentines, euphotides, porphyries and spilites, all of which the

author regards as of sedimentary origin, and as having undergone in situ

a profound metaraorphism which has often etfaced the marks of stratifi-

cation; this view he declares is the only one which appearsto agree with

the observed facts. This protest against the theory of the igneous origin

by the Geologi-

cal Survey of Canada-, in his report for 1848 Sir William Logan .u».»ucu

open the sedimentary origin of the serpentines which occur in the altered

palaeozoic strata of the Green Mountains.
Rozet, in his investigations of the Alps, has referred to the liassic and

Jurassic periods the great system of gneiss, with micaceous and talcose

schists, which makes up Mts. Cenis '
^' '

mountains of the frontier of Piedn , ,

Jurassic rocks of the Valais have been altered in like manner. (Coquand,

ae«i?ocAes, pp. 300-301.)
Our author however supposes that all these altered strata are of car-

lioniferous age, and remarks that the fossils in the limestone of the lovver

lias show but slight marks of metaraorphism, from whence he concludes

that "in this region of the Alps there are no highly metamorphosed ju-

•assic rocks," and that the metamorphic action "which took place be-

neath the sea before the elevation of these mountains" ceased to be pow-

erful after the deposition of the Valorsine conglomerate, (which lie re-

gards as of carboniferous age,) the paste of which is often converted into

a "vstalline talcose schist. At the same, although the Imssic and so-called

tf'Hisic rocks are comparatively unaltered, the Jurassic shales are described

as more or less talcose and greasy to the touch, but the alterations ot

t^'tse argillaceous rocks our author regards "as rather mechanical than

Tlie question' before us is then, whether in that series of rocks which

embraces liassic and Jurassic beds with gypsum, dolomite, anthracite, and
a carboniferous flora, and^-hivli geologists have generally referred to one

great system not older than the lias, we have really m tl



: age of the protogine

formation described by Gras and Rozet, 'we cannot agree nithbimin

limiting to the rocks of that period the action of the metaraorphic pro-

cess. The development of a talcose character in the Jurassic shales we

cannot regard as the result of a mechanical process, and we have besides

evidences in the Alps of the metamorphism of still higher rocks.

As early as the year 1834 Keferstein had asserted that the granites of

Mont Blanc are nothing more than altered strata of flysch, {Naiurf-

schickte des Urdkorpers, i, 286-292 ; Bui. Geol. Soc. de France, [l], rii,

198,) and in 1850 Sir Charles Lyell in his address before the Geological

Society of London suggested that the protogines of the Alps miglit be

of tertiary age. This is so far true that both Studei; and Murchison liaw

shown that portions of the eocene flysch have been converted into cm-

talline gneiss, mica slate and even granitic beds ; Murchison, like Gras,

whom we have already cited, remarks that the metamorphism seems

irregular, some bands of the rock being apparently much more altered

than others. {Geol. Journal, v, 164, 210.) The intercalation of wedge-

shaped masses of fossiliferous limestone of liassic age among the gneiss'C

strata of the Alps has been well described by Studer (Bui. Soc. GeolJe

France, [2], iv, 208), and similar phenomena observed in various other

metamorphic regions present a problem the right understanding of which

is most important in its relations to the theory of metamorphism, and

one which we propose to consider at an early day. .

In conclusion we hasten to say, that although dissenting from someot

the views of Mr. Favre, we are not less grateful for his very suggestive

memoir, which with its carefully prepared lists of fossils and its beautitui

sections is a valuable contribution to alpine ffeoloffv. '

%
^ s S.7

T. Sterky Hn-T.

2. The Geological Structure of the " Jornada del Muerto,'" JVew^f'""'"

being an abstractfrom the Geological Beport of the Expedition und-r'

John Pope, U. S. Top. Eng., for boring Artesian Wells along tk

the Z2d parallel; by G. G. Shumard. M.D., Geologist of the Exp

(Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, vol. i, No, 3, p. 341. 1859).—Th'.'
;

gives a description of the geological structure of a district of co!in|J

lying immediately east of the Rio Grande, and between the 32d and^^fw

parallels. The "Jornada del Muerto" is described as a gently s!<'P"'8

plane, of an elliptic form, from twelve to forty miles in breadth, and e^

tending from near the southern extremity of the Dofia Ana Motint^'"^

eighty or ninety miles in a N.N.W. direction. It is bounded on t(iee»

and west by ranges of mountains, varying in their elevation from t^^^

three hundred to one thousand feet ^above the plane, and seem w

mainly composed of dark colored limestones of Upjier CarboniferouYy

dipping towards the interior of the intermediate plane; these rock?
"'

L the^ 1 range, were observed f

es and sandstones referred to the Cretaceous epoch. Igneou-

1 a belt of low hills along the eastern side of the eastern raiia

occur between the other and the Eio Grande. From the striw^



, great syn-

^ , ^ robably be obtained

'

ngs, through heavy detrital deposits.

The fossils found in the Carboniferous rocks here, and in the Oi'gan

Mountains, are all Upper Carboniferous types, many of them being identical

with species almost everywhere common in the westurn Coal Measures.

Those mentioned in the Cretaceous beds are Inoceramiis and Cardium.

The paper also contains interesting local details in regard to the igneous

and metamorphic rocks of the several mountain ranges explored. m.

3. JVoHce of Fossila from the Permian strata of Texas and New Mex-
ico, obtained hy the United States Expedition under Capt.John Pope, for
horing Artesian Wells along the 32c^ parallel, xoith descriptions of new
Specksfrom these strata and the Coal Measures of that region; by B. F.

Shumabd, M.D., (Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, vol. i, Part 3d. 1859).—
This is an important paper, containing descriptions of many new species,

with an enumeration of others identified with forms known in the Kansas

rocks, and of a iavf which are, by the author, supposed to be identical

with foreign species ; it is also illustrated by an excellent plate of twenty-

seven figures by Leopold Gast & Brother of St. Louis.

Most of these fossils are from an extensive deposit of white limestone,

and inferior beds of sandstone and darker colored limestone, in the Gua-
dalupe Mountains, referred by Dr. S. to the Permian System. The new
species described from these rocks ai-e—

Campophyllum.^ Texanum Chonetes Permiana, Spirifr Guadalupensi!^, Tere-

hratula pmnftata, Ithynchonella indentata, R. Texcma, Camerophoria Swalloriana,
Crania Permiana, Axinus securh, Turbo Guadalupensis, Pleurotmnaria Halliana,
and Ohemnittia Swalloviana. Those from the beds rej^arded as Carboniferous, are

iwho Texanus, Slraparollus comudanus, Pleurotomaria Proutiana, P. obtusipira,
P- perornata and Machrochdlus Texanus.

All of which appear to be described with the author's well known care

I>r. S. had previously described from the beds he places in the Permian,

PUlUpnaperannulata, Fumlina elongata, Productus Mexicans, P.pileolus, P.
^opei, Strophalosia (Aulosteqes) Guadalupensis, Spirifer Mexicanus, S. sulciferut,

Spinfcrina Billingsli Terebratula perinflata, Rhynrhonella Guadalupae, Camera-
Phoria bisulcata, Retzia papilata, R. Meekiana, and Myalina recta,—

several of which are well illustrated in the plate accompanying the paper
now under consideration. He also gives the following list of forms frona

tbese rocks, regarded by him, with more or less confidence, as identical

with species occurring in the Permian and Upper Carboniferous beds of

Kansas, viz :

piquatm, P.Leplayi?, Terebratula eJo>n,aia. <

'«"« iqmmom, Mono'tis Speluncaria, and Turbo h(

As Dr. S. ands a Phillipsia and a Fusuli

Tnd
/'""''' ^'^ ^"'''^''

•''
'^""^^ "!' '"^'^ ^

Pennsylvania to the Rocky Mountains ;
whi
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is regarded by most authors as peculiar to the Carboniferous sy

and a large proportion of the other species mentioned as commoc
New Mexican and Kansas rocks, are known to occur in the latter terri-

tory in beds containing even a majority of well marked Coal-mea

species, we may infer that in New Mexico, as in Kansas, there is a

siderable blending of Carboniferous and Permian types ; so that it

comes a matter of doubt and diflBiculty to determine at what partic

horizon the line of demarkation should be drawn between these

Systems, if indeed there is any such natural break in our upper Palaeozoic

series of this country. It is to be hoped Dr. S. will continue his investi-

gations of the fossils occurring in these formations, which he will doubt-

less have an opportunity to do, in connection with the geological survej

of Texas, under his charge,
"

u.

4. Observations on the Geology of the County of Ste. Genevieve, hm^

an extract from the Report made to the Missouri Geological Survey, in

1859 ; by B. F. Shomard, M.D., (Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., vol.i, part

3, page 404, 1859.)—In addition to information respecting the iron and

lead mines, building materials, &c., of the county, this extract contai!)'

some facts having an important bearing on mooted points in the clmtr

cation of the Lower Carboniferous Series of the West. Dr. S. fouud tli;^

series to be composed of the following members, in the descending order:

1st. The Upper Archimedes Limestone, characterized by Pentreniites pyrifonms.

P.sulcatus, Agassizocnnus dacti/liformia, Spirife'rina spinosa, Spirijertr-

gonalis, and species of Archimedipnra.

RetzkiUavcyi, Spirifekna npinosa, Spirifera Leidyi, Frodudus ekfni,

- • - '- '"entremitesfiorealis, and one or morP. bisnkatm, Murchhonia vermicula, Pt
species of Archimedipora.

4th. The Saint Loois Limestone -containing Lithostrotion mamm
cidaris and Pentremites conoides,—thickness 100 feet or mor

roHoides, Archimedipora, Dichocrinus simplex, Spirigera hir.

Iyidia?iemis, Rhynchonella mhcuneata, and Holopea Proidir

6th. The ExcRiN'iTAL Limestone {= Boelington Limkstone), with it

being the lowest member of the great Carboniferous series.

Of the Devonian rocks he recognizes the Chemung Group, Haj

Group, and the Oriskany Sandstoxe. Of the Silurian—1st. 1

Helderberg Series, 2d. The Niagara Group, 3d. The Hrnso i

Group, 4th. The Receptacuute Limestone, 5th. The Trknton

STOXE, 6th. The Blackriver and Birdseve Limestoxes. Tlien'^^^

the five members of the Great Magxesian Limestone Series- '"J'^'j

represents the Calciferous, and possibly portions of the Potsdam »"

Chazy Limestones of New York; and last of all, eruptive rocks.

Of the Coal measures, only thin outliers cap the hills half a iii>l«J'^^j

St. Mary's on the Mississippi. The beds are alternations of sbal

sandstone, surmounted by a thin bed of hard siliceous limestone.

5. Third Series of Descriptions of Bryozoa, from the Pal'^f'"'' "l.^i

of the Western States and Territories: by H. A. Prout, (Ir^o^fL

part 3, p. 443, 1859.)—Every geologist who i»'
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worked amongst western rocks, mHst have regretted that Palseontolo-

gists have generally given so little attention to the remains of Polyzoa

characteriziug these formations. These delicate forms of life existed in

great profusion during portions of the Palseozoic era, especially during

the deposition of some of the lower members of the great Carboniferous

series, and are often met with in a good state of preservation, whei'e no

classified, and the species and genera are fully described and illustrated,

—

due care being taken to determine the exact geological position of each,

—

they will at once become an important guide in the identification of strata.

The task of classifying, describing, and illustrating these remains oc-

curring in the western rocks, has been undertaken by Dr. Prout of St.

Louis, who has produced several valuable papers on this subject, previous

to the publication of that now under review. His last paper, mentioned
at the head of this notice, contains full descriptions of nine new species,

and two new genera, with four beautiful plates illustrating these and
some of the species described in his former papers. These plates are en-

graved on stone by Leopold Gast and Brother, of St. Louis, from draw-
ings by Dr. Pront and Mr. Gast, and bear evidences of skill and accuracy.
The new genera described in this paper are Semkoscinium and Septopora,
and the new species, Semicoscinium rhomboideum, Fenesiella hemitrypa,
F.hanyana, Limaria falcata, Flustra spatula, F. tuberculata, Septopora
Cestriemis, and Polypora tuberculata.

Dr. S. also thinks he has identified a Permian species, Polypora biam-
ica of Keyserling, in the Upper Archimedes Limestone, a member of the
i^wer Carboniferous Series,—at any rate no essential ditierences wero
observed in the specimens compared. It is probable however, that when
better specimens are obtained, showing all the characters of this Lower
^carboniferous form, it will prove distinct from the Permian species, m.

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. Collections of Cuban Plants.—Mr. Charles Wright revisited the
eastern part of Cuba in the autumn of the year 1858, where he still re-
gains, engaged in botanical explorations in that little-known region,
ois collections of dried plants, up to last autumn, have already been re-

ceived; and the Ferns, which form a large and very attractive part of
"lein, have been distributed into sets. A number of these sets, not yet
appropriated, are offered for sale. The fullest of these sets contain about

.
"' ^be smallest 120 species, which may be increased by further collec-

tions to a moderate extent. Sets can be obtained from Professor Gray,
^mbridge, at $10 per hundred specimens. Of phsenogamous plants,
^n to be distributed, a very few sets are still open to subscribers, at the

y!^^ price. It is expected that the species will be named very soon,
jne names of the ferns are about to be published by Mr. Eaton of New
a\en, our principal Pteridologist. The rich collections in the lower

^':'^ptoffamia, made by Mr. Wright in his former visit to Cuba, along
' those of the present exploration, are now in course of study, the

^"*« and ^e^„<,c« by Mr. Sullivant, the Lkhenes by Prof. Tuckerman,
-^^^ffi by the Rev. Dr. Curtis, preparatory to their distribution in



2. Systematic Arrangement of the Species of the Genus Cuscuta, «(i

critical remarks on old species, and descriptions of new ones; by Geoegs

Engelmann, M.D. (Extr. from Trans. Acad. Science of St. Louis, vol.i,

pp. 453-523; separate issue pp. V3,) 8vo, 1859.—It is well known to

botanists that Dr. Eugelmann has for many years been making a special

tions, those of the principal European herbaria Lave been rendered to

him for examination. His recent visit to Europe enabled him to extend

and to revise his study of this genus. The study of the Codmatii

North America, which so long interrupted the former investigation, tar-

ing been brought to a conclusion, Dr. Eugelmann has at length been

able to publish his revision of the whole genus Cuscuta. The thirtr-

eight species more or less known to Choi'sy when he elaborated this

genus for the Prodromus are doubled in the present enuineratioD,

although an equal number, including several of Choisy's, and of hisow

formerly proposed, are reduced to synonyms, or arranged as varieties.

Many species prove to be remarkably polymorphous, and require an array

of varieties and subvarieties to express their manifold diversities in sp-f;

tematic form. The work has involved immense labor, and bears tw

marks throughout of the most patient and
Sound views prevail in the generalities as well as in the details; thetm-

;

nseau genus is preserved intact, but disposed in three primary groups of

subgenera,— Cuscuta proper, Grammica, and Monogym, and these u
^

nine sections. The species of the first group are all indigenous to Ui«
,

Old World ; those of the second are mostly American and Eastern x\si ,

of the third principally Asian, but two species extend into Europe, o

is Texan, and one South African. /•\
3. On the Distribution of the Forests and Trees of North J'«"J

xcith Notes on its Physical Geography ; by J. G. Cooper, M.D. PP-
'

8vo. Extr. from the Report of the Smithsonian Institution for ISsS^

The tables illustrating the geographical distribution of our trees and ai^

shrubs bring together and systematize a great amount of valnaw

formation. As a first essay, it appears to be all that could be expej

^j
and the author himself, having taken up the subject with great 2ea

^^

iities, will doubtless perfect it in the future repori

^
llecting materials. Since the catalogue purports to o

•

the United Stat
' " .

,-. .,.l,-H«lsbr«»

good opportunities, will doubtless perf

avgest class, and a few which beloug to
f"f ^

. - ous, such as Quercns, Acer, etc. Such depr

irubs as Prunus muritima and Cerasus pumila are surely oirt oiy^ !

[i« ii.conoTuitv i. all the more serious in the catalogue ot the tr^^^^
,

le regioiL^ of 'the llocky Mountains and westward, which regw"'^^

comi^irativftly po-r in trees," the standard is there still fertji^^yjjjter,"
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seem to make good their claim to be called forest trees, or trees at all.

And in this connection we venture to suggest that the minimum as well

as the maximum height which the trees attain should be given. The

average height is the more important to be known ; the maximum is

rather a matter of curiosity. "The reason for giving the maximum
heights [only] is, that it is thought the cultivation of trees will become

some day a matter of national interest, and I wish to show what they

are under the best natural circumstances, supposing that, with cultiva-

tion, they will at least equal this standard." We do not suppose so.

Under the same circumstances, the Lambert-pines of future ages might

indeed aspire to 300 feet in height, and the giant Sequoia to 450 feet;

but planted trees, with room to spread as they should, are never drawn

up as in primaeval forests.

The delineation of natural 2Jrovinces and regions in North America,

according to the distribution of our arborescent vegetation, opens wide

questions upon which we must not here enter. We should incline to

broader views and fewer subdivisions, as preferable for exhibiting the

general facts of the case, and more likely to be stable.

The Floridian region is said t '

and tliirteen peculiar trees," and :

strongly marked than any other
which this may give would be removed by an expansion of the state-

ment that " Florida appears rather to belong to the West Indian prov-

ince." Nearly all these peculiar or characteristic trees belong to the

Keys, and are Bahaman or West Indian species. Probably no other

part of North America is really so destitute of peculiar species of plants

as southern and eastern Florida.
In conclusion, while we heartily thank Dr. Cooper for this interesting

and useful essay, and expect stilfbetter results from his continued inves-

tigations, we simply enter a protest against the anachronism of append-
jng an early author's name to a species under a genus which he never

iieard of, and against the bad taste of writing the names of persons

>vithout a capital initial,—both innovations from which botanical writings

nave thus far been nearly free. ^- ^•

1. Prof. J. Victor Carus of Leipsic, writes to the Smithsonian Insti-

tmion, July 21, 1859, as follows : " During the last two years, I liave been
collecting materials towards a general catalogue of zoological literature,

the present day, including not only all the separately

. , _ , _j contained in periodicals, the number
^hich is increasini; every year. All the titles and references will be a
ranged systematically, not according to the alphabet of the authors, bi

^^'tlnnthe classes and groups according to the alphabet of the genen
»<> that at a glance one will find the whole literature of any particular g
nus.' Prof. Oa,.^s ^^^]^ ^^ aid in obtaining access to American scientil

papers, many of which are found in periodical
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ing to him synopses of the contents of the more obscure publications,

copies of minor papers, etc.

2. DieKlassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Reichs, wissenschaftUch hi-

ffestellt in Wort imd Bild. Von Dr. H. G. Bronn, Prof, an derUniv,

Heidelberg. Leipsic and Heidelberg; C. F. Winter, 1859. Syo.imli

plates.—Of this excellent work now in the course of publication, five

parts have appeared, containing the Amorphozoa and part of the Actiro-

zoa. The subject is treated in a masterly manner, and the work will iir-

doubtedly be far more complete in its character than any general treatl^e

on Zoology yet published. It commences with an introduction, giving a

short general account of the nature of the Animal Kingdom, a history ft

its investigation by zoologists, and a tabular view of the characteristics of

the five subkingdoms, (which are named Amorphozoa, Actinozoa, Make-

zoa, and Entoraozoa and Spondylozoa,) in regard to their radical form,

radical number, embryonic development with reference to the " Primilive-

Theil" and position of the yolk, organic system, the head, nervous system,

structure of skeleton, teeth, circulatory system, and blood.

In the body of the work each class is treated of under the following

heads : I. Introduction, an account of the name and literary history ot

the class; II. Organic structure; III. Chemical composition; IV.^'-

tality, and Embryology or Development ; V. Classification ;
VI. geo-

graphical and Topographical Distribution; VII. Geological evolutioa.

and VIII. Signification in the Economy of Nature. In the Introduction

a full bibliography is given for each class. Under the head of Cto¥'

cation, a systematic review or synopsis is given of the sub-classes,
orders,

suborders, families, sub-families, relationships, (sippschaft) and genew,

(sippen) ; more than the usual number of subdivisions being introducea.

In this synopsis, such characters only are given as are necessary to ^

criminate between known genera, but the work is carefully brought up

the present state of the science in a more thorough manner than b»»

been attempted before in any general work. Some useful abbreviations a

introduced which will tend to a convenient shortening of descriP"'^''^

although it would have been perhaps better to have formed ^\^^^

Latin rather than German words. (See p. 44, Vol. II.) The plates

^

well done, and illustrate not only the structure and development, D

considerable number of the generic forms of each class. The wood-

are less remarkable for artistic excellence. "^'L.
3. Description of Oceania (Turritopsis) nutricula,n. s. and '/^^^^,^

ologtcal history of a singular Medusan Larva found in the c«fffj^,

bell; by Prof. John McCrady, (Proc. Elliott Soc. Nat. Hist, of OW'

ton, S. C, vol. i, p. 55-90) ; and The Gymnophthalmata of Chari^

Harbor; by the same author. (Ibid., i, p. 103-221. Plates ^-l^.)-^
j^^

articles, particularly the latter, form the most valuable contribution w

history of our American Hydroidea that has appeared si»f ;^»
^f,

papei-s in the Memoirs of the American Academy. Like the latter •

are written in that easy, interesting style which is so much more K
^^

ble to the reader than the drv description of details which constitut
^^

bulk of biological writings. The author has put forth some new
^^

And enlarged upon the suggestions of his predecessors, in a naan^

worthy of the attention of acie;
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Prof. McCrady states that there is no essential difference between the

so-called alternation of generations and a regnlar metamorphosis, which

he calls a homogony, after Gegenbaur. The hydroid larvje therefore of

the Gymnophthalmata should no longer be separately named and describ-

ed, but their history should be included in that of the species to which

they belong, as is done in the case of Insects. For the group the name

Hydroidea is retained, following the rule of priority, Cryptocarpcs of

Eschscholtz being rejected on account of its erroneous significance. In sub-

dividing the group tbe author seizes upon an excellent character, founded

upon the mode of growth in the medusa-buds, which has been overlooked

by previous investigators. In Tubularia, Coryne, etc., the outer covering

of the bud becomes the disc of the medusa, and the digestive tube is

enclosed from the first. In Campanularia and its allies, on the contrary,

the digestive tube projects at first freely from the bud, and becomes after-

ward enclosed by the over-arching disc, which grows outward from its b^e.

Upon this ground the Hydroidea are separated into two sub-orders

—

iJn-

dostomata and Exostomata. This subdivision is confirmed by characters

derived from the full-grown Medusae :—in the first group these are deeply

bell-shaped, sometimes even sub-cylindrical, with no sinuses in the radiat-

ing tubes, and a long digestive cylinder pendant from the disc ;
in the

second they are generally broad and shallow, or saucer-shaped, with many

sinuses in the radiating tubes, and a short digestive cavity imbedded in

the disc. In the forrader group are included the Corynidse, Velellidse, Tu-

bularidae and Siphonophorae. Recent investigations have shown that the

Velellid.-e and Siphonophorse are true Hydroidea and the free medusa

(Chrysomitra) of Velella has been observed and described by Huxley,

Vozt, Kolliker and others. The development of the medusa-buds in these

two families is after the manner of the Endostomata. In the latter group

Exostomata, the author includes the Campanularidse, Sertularidae and

^ginidae, with several genera the family connections of which are un-

In the description of the Hydroidea of Charleston Harbor, Prof. Mc-

Crady has more than doubled the number of species known to exist on

our shores. He describes 32 species belonging to 30 genera, 8 of winch

are new, as follows ;—among the Endostomata, Turritapsis, Corymtis,

and Dipurena ; among Exostomata, Encheilota, Entima, Epmthesi^,

Phortis, and Persa. In the genus Hemopis the author has failed to dis-

cover the ocelli described by Agassiz as existing in the tips of the up-

turned tentacles, and says that the darker hue of these tips is occasioned

t>y their greater thickness. The GloUceps tiarella of Ayres {Eucoryne

*hans, Leidy) is found in Charleston Harbor, and is placed in tbe genus

Pennaria by Prof. McCradv, who describes its medasa The parasi ic

niedusa found in the bell oV Turritopsis nntricula, and described in the

•if^t paper as the young of that species, is afterward considered to be the

young of a Cunina. The paper closes with a discussion of the geograpli-

i^al distribution of the American Hydroidea. ^- s-

4. On the zooloqkal affinities of Qraptolites ; by Prof. John McCrady.
(Proc. Elliott Soc". Nat. Hist, i, p. 229.)—These paradoxical fossils are

^'^-rded by Prof. McCradv as similar to the toothed rods of the larva; of

noderms, described by Job. Muller. The great discrepancy in size

regai

Ecbi,
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5. Letters from Alabama, chiefly relating to Natural History ;\s^

Philip Henet Gosse, F.R.S. London, 1859, pp.306: small "svo.-

Another popular scientific work of this prolific writer. It consists of a

series of letters written many years ago, when the author was teaching

school in the interior of Alabama. In his usual interesting style, Mr.

Gosse describes the habits and points out the beauties of many of our

Southern plants, insects, reptiles and birds, with numerous illustrations oi

:cid(e; byWH-Stm-
_^- g,w...o ^...,w„.c- ,»c,3 uivjucu Jijiu three q:roups by Mime-

Edwards, (Hist. Nat. des Crust., i. 318), 3fHhrax triavgMm, MAnn-
versaux, and M. deprimes. These groups are now considered of gentr:^

value. For the first group De Haan has proposed the name D'me. wliici;

cannot however be adopted, as it was previously applied to a genus of Lfi'

doptera, by Hiibner. It is also used for a bivalve shell. To the third

group White gave the name Mithraculus, which was adopted by Dari.

In the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London, 184V, p. '^i:,

Mr. Adam White gives a wood-cut of a maioid crustacean, io which m

applies the name Schizopkrys, with the following description: "Ciirapas

oval, depressed, somewhat attenuated behind ; beak deeply cloven ; npF
orbit deeply cloven, with a strong tooth in the middle of the cleft; undff

orbit an elongated appendage on the inside, with two teeth at the end,

Tale of male with 7 joints, the sides nearly parallel. Fore-legs^^
l<ingers without teeth." This genus, in the catalogue of the l>r!;

-'
"•

seum, IS placed between Othonia and Pericera. But if we cons'

'

by the "elongated appendage on the inside" of the orbit, ^ir.^V:

the basal joint of the external antennae, and ob-^-;

cioselythe figure corresponds to young crabs belonging to De il'^

Dus liione, the conclusion is unavoidable that Schizophrysiaren'^l}-
ymous with the Mithrax triangulaires of Milne-Edwards, and a? ^

here adopt it. In the following synopsis new characters are intrL>

some new genera are described, and a list o-iven of the species kno\\

the present date.

A. Maxillipedis externi morus margine antico integer,
MiTHRAcuLus, White. {Mithrax, pro parte, De Haan, Fauna

82 ) Carapax depressus, rostro brevissimo vel nullo.—.V. scuh.^

E<iw.,) M. nodosus, (Bell,) M. denticulatus, (Bell,) M. coronatus, i
^

RAX, Leach. Carapax plus
me dentibus vel tuberculis a

"^r t""* extemae articulus basalis spinis tribus armatus.—-'^

osiiS,M..Mw., M. aculeatus, (Herbst.)
i. Antennae externa articulus basalis spinis duabus armatus.-
omnrms, (Lamk.), M. hispidus, (Herbst,) M. ursus, Bell, M. >-
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, Bell, if. cornutus, De S., M. armatus, De S., M, tuber-

V. gen. Carapax antice triangularis, postice et lateral-

Ico cervicali sat profundo. Orbita margine supero ex-

[ue integra, nee dentata.

—

T. cristuUpes, Stm.

Oculi majores. Orbitse grandes, non profundae, late

nssae, ocuios nou operientes.

ScHizoPHRYs, White. {Dione, DeHaan.) Carapax ovato-triangularis.

Rostrum longum, bifidum, cornibus bidentatis.

—

S. dichotoma, (Latr.) S.

afnis, (De Haan,) S. aspera, (M.-Edw.), S. serrata, White, S. spinigera,

White, S. dama, (Herbst.)

CrcLOMAiA, nov. gen. Carapax orbiculatus, antrorsum quam retror-

sum vix angustior. Rostrum brevissimum, bifidum, cornibus acutis, non
dentatis. Oculi grandes, sat breves. Antennje e

TT

conspicuis. Maxillipidis

Pedes r ^-mterno profunde sinuatus. Pedes mediocres.— C. mhorhicularis, Stm.

Cyclax, Dana. Cyclomaice carapacem affinis. Oculi longi; pedes

iongi, tenues.— (7. Perryi, Dana.
Miihraculus, Mithrax, and Teleophrys are American; Schizopkrys,

Cijdomaia and Cyclax, old-world types.

1. Archiv fur NaturgeschicUe, vol. xxiv, for 1858 ; Berlin, 1859 :—con-
tains the following articles of special interest :—Anatomy and develop-

ment of Copepoda, with 2 plates ; CfoMS.—Descriptions of new Chilian

"Vertebrates by Dr. PAi7i/»pi.—Revision of the Gadidae, Soleinse, and Pla-

gusinte ; Kaup.—(Mr. Kaup considers our Morrhua pruinosa and M.
americana as one species and identical with M. vulgaris /)—Geographical
and historical remarks on certain mammals ; Martens.—On the species

of Velutina
; Martens.—On Annehdes of the Brazilian Coast, 2 plates

;

F. i/'««er.—Enthelminthlca, 2 plates ; TFrt^ener.—Anatomy and Histol-

ogy of some Trematodes ; Walter.—"Sew Batrachians, Guntker.—On the

hard-cheeked Acanthopterygians ; Kaup. (The number of genera very

much reduced.)—Critical remarks on Castelnau's Siluroids ;
Kner.

8. The Natural History Review and Quarterly Journal of Science, a

P<^riodical published at London and Dublin, containing reviews of works
relating to Natural History, and also the proceedings of the Dcblix
Scientific Associations, as follows :—the Geological Society, the Natural

History Society, the University Zoological and Botanical
'"

H.„„, T...
,^ Academy, and the Royal Society. In giving a sy-"•'•'

' before these five Ass(more important zoological papers read
^oall, for the sake of convenience, cite t

^^ own regular publications :- . • . r. ,;ol. V. 1858, contains—p, 134, On new genera and species of Polyzoa,

J
plates; W. Thompson.—-p. 148, Cambrian fossils, Histioderm a, n. g.

(annelide); Aljiakan.—p. 168, Steropis, a new genus of Carboniferous

'-nistacea, allied to Limulus ; Baily.—p. 194, On some Oniscoidea, with

^P'ate, Kinahan.—p. 202, New forms of Diastylidse (wood-cuts) ;
Bate.

~-V- 20:, On Oldhamia, a Cambrian fossil; Kinahan.-p. 276, Ancient
^^^ modern races of Oxen in Ireland, (wood-cuts) •, Wilde.-Wo[. vi., 1859,

P- 108, On the urticating organs of Actinia; M'Bonndl—p, 113, Irish
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—p. 191, Crimean Fossils; Bailey.—1>. 199, New Irish Orth

Actiniadse; Wright.—-p. 125, Platyarthrus, Brandt, and allied .

Kinahan.—p. 152, Anatomy of the brain in some small Quadin

Haughton.—p. 23Y, Morphology of the Ilydrozoa, with reference

constitution of the sub-kingdom Coelenterata ; Greene. (Mr. Gi-

eludes the Lucernaridcie with Hydrozoa, and considers the Medib

" Animal consisting of a polype sus]>ended from the under surface
<

'

natatorial organ"—an order distinct from the Hydrldse and Tubular! i;t

9. An essay on Classification, by Louis Agassiz.—This work, formic

the introduction to Prof. Agassiz' Contributions to the ]S"atural History:

the United States, has been published in a separate form, a conveiii<s

octavo, by the Longmans and Triibner & Co., London.
10. On the genus Synapta; by Woodwakd and Barrett, (Proc.Zoe

Soc. of London, xxvi, 360. Plate xiv).—A short historical and anatoniioi

account of the interesting family of Holothurians in whose skin arefo'i".

the miniature anchors and wheels, which form such elegant objects tif
*

microscope. They give detailed descriptions of Synapta digitate

inhcerens, and add one new species, S. bidentata, from China. '1

give what purports to be a list of the known species of the fi

which, however, the following should be added :

—

Synapta oceana •

S. doreyana Quoy and Gainiard, S. punctulata Q. & G., S. bachel 1.

S. tennis Avres, S. pellucida Ayres, S. dolabrifera Stm., Chirodo(af&-

Q. & G., a rubeola Q. & G., C. tenuis. Q. & G., C. "
^'""^^ '

rotifera Pourt., C. pallida Ayres. C australiana Stn
brevisILn^hj.

'

PEOCEKDINGS.OF THE ElLIOIT SoCIETY OF NaTPEAI. HiSTOEY OF ChAELESTOS,

Vol. I. 1856.—p. 50. On Cicadse
; J. Zee.—New and rare Phfcnogamou'' Plant

in the State of South Carolina ; H. W. Ravenel —p. 55, Description of Oceani

ritopsis) nutricula, nov. sp., and the embryoWy of a Medusau Larva found

bell
; with four plates ; J. McC'radi/.—1851

, p 91, On the past and present

Galena; Fra?npion.--p.'l02, On the'ft-uit of Yucca gbriosa" L.Ji.Gibb°^-

. 225, Description of l^a"
I"* „.- r.,.

Botany of Eding'a Bay ; L. R. G
W. Sharswood.—Y>. 254, Developmi
ton Harbor, with a piate ; ./ iMfiCr

PUOCEEDINGS BoSTOX

es.—p. 229, On the zooloijicai aui""---

131); J. McCrad}/.—\>. 231, OiiranUc '
r

-p. 238, On a Cactus from Edings b.--

Port Royal Harbor, S. C;, J. McCran^
-

ent of two species of Ctenophora found i|

^L-R-Gibbes.-^-'

ST.. 1859.—p. 49, On the priority
^.^^^^

; '""w, ..I u.e v^oimecticut Valley; T. T. Boin'e.--p-j> ^^
oundland; (7. 7! /ac/fcwn.— p. 58, Japanese plant-wax ; ^^;AiZoi^'
^on^~p. 60, On the Infusorial deposit in the Tertiary «f

J^Sfn Cbai-'

. -y. Rogers.—p. 64, Mineral resources of the Rocky Mounw
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W. P. Blake.-^. 14, On the frozen well of Brandon, Vt. ; C. SfocWo-.-p 15 Tar-

adoxides Harlani, C. T. /ac^-,TOn.—Habits of marine animals observed at We^t Yar-

Report on the frozeA well at Brandon, Vt.; '^"'•^««"
^"^_f

^''^''•^P;
5f^'^°"

g-',^^^^^^^^^

at the Bahamas, from Jan, 20th to May 14th, 1859, with descriptions of new or lit-

tle known species ; H. Bryant. , ., . x,. i

PaocEEDiNGS Philadelphia Acad. Nat. Sci., 1859.—p. 162, On fossil teeth and

bones collected by Prof. Emmons: Ontocetiis Emmonsi, nov. sp., founded on the

tooth of a Cetacean ; J. Leidy.—Notice of Humboldt ; 1. Lea.—p. 164, On a speci-

men of Hydaticus zonatus ; 6'. A. JJclmnth.—ip- 1^5, Description of new generic

types of Cottoids from the Collection of the North Pacific Expedition ; T. GUI.—p.

167, Description of a new species of Callianidea ; T. GiU.—p.^ 168, Entomacrodus,

p. no, Twelve new Uni'ou'es from Georgia;'/, iea.—Catalogue of Birds collected

on the Rivers Camma and Ogobai, W. Airica, by Mr. P. B. Duchaillu, with notes and

descriptions of new species; J. Cassin.—]). 177, On fresh-water shells, 7. Lea.—

Fossils from the Post-Pliocene of S. C, with Dr. Leidy's paper on the fossil Horse, and

Prof. Agassiz' letter ; Holmes.— p. 187, Four new exotic Unionidae; /. ira.—p. 188,

Notes on American land-shells. No'. 5 ; W. O. Binney.—p. 189, Catalogue ot birds

collected in the vicinity of Fort Tejon, Cal., with description of a new Syrnium
;

/.

Za7i/«s.-p. 194, Freyia Americana, a new animalcule from Newport Harbor;/.

Leiiy.-p. 195, Evorthodus, a new genus of Gobioids ; T. Gill.-p. 196, Pimeletro-

pis, a new genus of Siluroids from South America ; T. GUI.—p. 197, New genera

and species of N. American Tipulidse with short palpi, with an attempt at a new

dopterology; B. Clemens.—p. 262, On a deformed fragmentary Human Skull from

Jerusalem
; J. A. Meigs. Supplement—Catalogue of the Invertebrate Fossils of the

Cretaceous Formation of the United States ; W. M. Gabb.
Journal Philadelphia Acad. Nat. Sci., Vol. VI, Pt. II.—Contains the following

papers:—Synopsis of the North American Sphingidse, by B. Clemens, M.D. ;
and

«ew UnionidsB of the United States, by 1. Lea, LL.D.

netes
; J>aa!son.—Glacial Phenomena of Canada and the North-eastern United States

during the Drift Period ; Mamsey.—On Ozone; 6'>na//w;ood—Fossils of the Calcifer-

ousSandrock,etc.; BUlings.—lHew Trilobites; BUlings.-On the Aurora of 28th of

August; Smallwood.
Ansals asd Magazine of Natural Histokt, London, Oct. 1859.—Cellulose in

sterchgrains; if. von 3Iohl.—New spiders from Madeira ; J. Blackwall.-Nudihran-
ciuate moUusksof Cevlon; Kelaart.-Nevr genera and species of phytophagous in-

^^^^'^^^^^a^J/.-Digesti've power in the Actiniae; Holdsworth.-^ej
^n]°J^^^^^*J^ff

Anew antelope^KobfsXfrom Central AfrT^TGra^J^-Nov. 1859 -Reproduction
of Bark-lice, with a plate; R. Leuckart.-New Anthnhldm-Fascoe.-Nom.nda-
tiffe of the Foraminifera • Parker and Jones.—Coleoptera of 01

;„"^---0° certain genera of ^plan^s ;^^f^"^«~OnJ3vdjoW
&^^^^

•: Zoological Society of London.—The vokr^ocEEDiNGS OF THB ZOOLOGICAL SociETV OF LoNDON.-ine vomme lOr lO^O co..-

Sra^
^'*"°'^'"^

P^Pf""^ «f n^o^*^ "• ^^^^ ''?'^''^'* ^°
"^"Tnu" oTm"!iltK~nd on

»me Distorted Bivalves, wfthTpiate; Li!. Gray.—p. 92, Nerita and its "percu;

?'Ao^^,on."-ia'Spo^nges!by Di-' SIS" pages 113. 114 229 and 531. with plates.--

P- I3t>, Separation of the S'llimindr dc into two families, by the form ol the sk-uil,

Tail-less Batrachians • ^wTeT—iTseo On the genus Svna pta ; Woodward & Bar-

^f,rP-373, Geographical Distribution of Reptiles; Gunther.-p. US, Monograph

0,„°t^**='^*=
P. F. Carpenta-.-Also many papers relating to Central American

Ornithology, by P. i.s,J,,.
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IV, ASTRONOMY AXD METEOROLOGY.

between Mars and Jupiter, was discovered by M. Hobert Luther,&t;f..

1859, at the Observatory of Bilk. It is the 57th of the group, and L
been named Mnemosyne.—{Comptes Rendus, Oct. 5, 1859.)

_
2. Total Solar Eclipse of July 1 8, 1 860.—M. Faye has called tk atte

tion of astronomers and of all lovers of astronomy to the rare opportun-

ty for important observations presented by this eclipse, which will travel

the earth from California to the Red Sea. The total darkness willmv.

across North America about the 60th degree of North latitude, leavins i:

at Hudson's Straits, and leaping the Atlantic, pass across Spain, strike ta

Balearic Isles, pass through Algeria, and crossing the Nile north of Do>

gola, take leave in Ethiopia, He names seven stations as specially faf'

able for observation, viz., 1. In Oregon between the Pacific ocean and tl.^

Rocky Mountains. 2. In Labrador^ in lat. 59" N. 3 and L In Spain ::

the Atlantic and on the Mediterranean coasts. 5. At Ivica in tlieBale^r

ic isles, 6. At Kabylia in Algeria. 7. At Dongola on the Nile.

At the time of the eclipse, Venus, Mercury, Jupiter and Saturn, t^Jh;

m the vicinity of the Sun, and form a sort of rhomboid about it. ^-

spectacle will not be visible again for many ages.
rri,„ ^T^jg^^g

^^ ^g secured by these observation
heads. 1. The more exact determinatic

The objects to be secured by these observations may be arrangec

er four heads. 1. The more exact determination of the errors of tl

tables. ^2. The determination of the longitudes of places tooje

'
"""^^ ''^"" ^' be connected by the electric telegraph.

fication of the present d7trforlh7sJlar anriunarparllkx and tlie^-

tening of the earth. 4. The solution of certain questions respecting u^

physical constitution of the sun, and of the space in its vicinity.

M. Faye proposes that at the two principal stations photographic m^^'^,

ods should be substituted in place of direct observation. A telescope
...

large object glass and long focus should be used, and a large numb^^r t

proofs should be taken between the first and last contact, taking care

keep horizontal the collodionized plate. During the total obscuration.-^

-i^-'e object glass should be uncovered, and the most sensitive plate^^:

1 in order to obtain proofs on a large scale of the aureola aiw

-

, while observers provided with hand telescopes, with i"?-- "•

-^^u:u. deliberately study all particulars which photognn ;
-

As to the meteorological phenomena, M. Faye prop—
sympiezometer as more quick to show the rapid fluctuation- ui ''=

'

phere
;
and instead of the common thermometer to use a ^^''^J,,

Breguet;s metallic thermometer carried into the air by a <^^?^2^'^^
ibe variations ot the magnet should also be observed, for if tbe e*

magnetism is affected by the spots which periodically obscure parto

sun s disk, may it not be affected by the more rapid obscuration «^
^arne by the moon \ Possibly the wires of the electric telegrapMr =

€u now with and now against the direction of the eclipse may sn

turbations too fugitive to be detected by bar magnets.
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The station at Ivica seems to combine all the advantages offered by the

peak of Tenerifie. Here especial attention should be given to the form

and prolongations of the aureola, the nature and intensity of its light,

and also to the zodiacal light, "which is now made to play so important a

part in the solar system. Careful search should also be made for the

small planets near the sun, suspected by M. LeVerrier. Perhaps, more-

over, it may be possible to notice clearly the motion of the cone of the

lunar shadow, the lower base of which should traverse the surface of the

sea at the rate of 900 metres per second, while the upper terminus, if vis-

ible, will show by its distance from the zenith the height of the upper

strata of our atmosphere.

3. Notice of the Meteor of Nov. 15, 1859; by Prof. E. Loomis.—On
the morning of Nov. 15th, about 9|- o'clock, a remarkable meteor was

witnessed by a large number of persons in New York and its vicinity.

The meteor was so brilliant that although the sun was unclouded and

had an elevation of about twenty degrees above the horizon, the flash

attracted the attention of well nigh every person who happened at that

time to be looking nearly toward that part of the heavens. The appar-

ent diameter of its head was somewhat less than that of the sun, and it

had an appendage like the tail of a comet several degrees in length. Its

apparent path was nearly vertical, with a slight inclination towards the

west; and the length of its visible path was variously estimated from

15° to 25°. The entire period of its visibility did not exceed one or two

seconds. No sound was heard at New York which could reasonably be

ascribed to the meteor. By taking the mean of the estipiates of several

observers, I have determined that the point of the horizon where the

meteor vanished was about 21° west of south. .,

From the newspaper reports we learn that the same meteor was seen

at Salem, Boston, and New Bedford, Mass., at Providence, R. I., at New
Haven, Middletown, and Waterbury, Conn., at Albany and many other

places in New York, at numerous places in New Jersey, at Baltimore,

Md., at Washington and Georgetown, D. C, as also at Alexandria and
fredeiicsburg, Va. At all of those places the meteor appears to have

been seen at the same instant of absolute time ; and at all the stations

north of New York the appearance was almost identical, and the direc-

tion of the meteor was somewhat west of south.

. From a newspaper notice coming from Prof. Henry of the Smithsonian
- ^.^ .^ . , TTT 1 ?...-_ ii „,^r,f r>of}i nf thfi meteorinstitution, we learn that at Washington the apparent path ot tti.

»as nearly perpendicular to the horizon, and its point of disap]

was estimated to be four decrees north of east. Those lines of .

8 estimated to be four degi
direction

* obser\-ed at New York and Washington intersect at a point a little

north of Cape May; and inasmuch as at each of those stations the ap-

parent path was nearly vertical, the actual path must also have been

nearly vertical, and the meteor undoubtedly struck the earth at some
point not very remote from Cape May.

,
, .^

^'»^ conclusion is confirmed by the reports of the meteor from New
The meteor was generally observed throughout the southern

'lat State, and was everywhere succeeded by a very remarkable

• At Beeseley's Point, situated on the Atlantic Ocean near lat.

-^he course of the meteor is said to have been from northeast to

'

18 '
"
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islied. About a

rific explosions, which -were compared to the discharge of s

cannon. These explosions continued for one or two minutes ; they lere

very sharp and distinct, and shook the windows and doors of the houses,

Similar noises have been reported from numerous stations in the south-

eastern part of New Jersey. These noises occasioned considerable alara

and by some were thought to have been produced by an earthquake.

From the preceding tacts it seems almost certain that the meteormnst

have struck the earth at some point a little north of Cape May; and as

it was unquestionably a body of considerable size and of great density,

if it struck on dry ground the meteor ought to have been discovered.

As we have received no account of such a discovery there is reason tf

apprehend that the meteor may have descended into water, and probably

into Delaware Bay. Analogy would lead us to conclude that this be-

longed to the class of iron meteors of which we have numerous spw-

The velocity of this meteor was very extraordinary. It probably

struck the earth at a distance of 110 miles from Washington, and issffld

to have been first seen at an elevation of 45°. This would make the

length of its visible path 110 miles, and it is said to have described ttj

path in two seconds, giving a velocity of 65 miles per second. Asmj"

portion of this velocity (7 miles per second) may be ascribed to

J«earth's attraction, and another portion was due to the motion of t^^^**

in its orbit, for the earth was moving obliquely towards the meteor; »«

there still remains an independent velocity nearly double the velocity

the earth in its orbit. The path of the meteor in space could not theft-

fore have been a circle with the sun for its center, as the above ve-

locity is too great for any ellipse or even parabola ; but such concteioM

must be received with caution on account of the imperfection of the oo-

servations, for if we suppose the time of describing this path wastw«

seconds, the independent velocity of the meteor would not have beeo

much greater than that of the earth in its orbit. r,^i

4. Meteoric Explosion, in West Tennessee, Sept. \st,^
^^^^^iJl^nti

made memorable by t

had another creta nota—a meteoric explosion. This explosion w»* -

at Bethel College about 10 o'clock, a. m and was at first thought

»

the firing of cannon in honor of a political election
The first report was double, like the almost simultaneous exp^l

two great rockets, The reverberations were protracted, deep, <i«'^fj^
the lapse of perhaps a half minute another explosion was heard, W«»J

deeper than the former, and the reverberations more protracted,

bearing of the sound was N. E. .. ^
I find that the report was heard forty miles north of us, ^^f^J^^t,

supposed to bear South East ; it was heard twelve miles south ana

bearing same as here; but farther south and west it was not heara»
j

As yet, I have heard of no fragments of the meteor being fj;.
feel satisfied myself, however, of the meteoric origin of-the

exploao"



5. Catalogue of the Meteorites i

at ViennaJ by Prof. W. Haidixge
the Austrian Academy of Sciences a

tained in the Imperial Collection at Vienna,

complete catalogue made by the late Prof. Partsch and continued by Dr.

Hoernes, the present director of the Imperial Cabinet.

In the list—which here follows—only the names of the localities and
the time of falling (I) are given, or (II) in case of meteorites the time of

falling of which is unknown they are classified according to the date

when first described.

The letter / following the year indicates the specimens to be meteoric

I. Meteorites, with time of fall.

1Y51, /.

April 11, Garz (Schellin), near Stargard,

May 26, Agram (Hraschina village), Crc

July 3, Tabar (Plan, Strkow), BohemiaTabar (Plan, Strkow), ]

5. 1753, Sep't. 7, Liponas, near Pont de Verle and Bourg en

Bresse, Dep. del'Ain, France.

6. 1768, Sept. 13, Luce en Maine, Dep. de la Sarthe, France.

7. 1768, Nov. 20, Mauerkirchen, Inn, Lower Austria.

8. 1773, Nov. 17, Sigena (Sena village), Aragon, Spain.

9. 1785, Feb. 19, Mchstaedt (Wittens), Franconia, Bavaria.

10. 1787, Oct. 13, CharJcow (Bobrik), Government Charkow,

11. 1790, July 24, Barbotan (Roquefort, Creon, Juillac, Mezin,

Agen, &c.), Dep. des Landes, Dep. du

Gers, Dep. du Lot et Garonne, formerly

Gascony, France.

12.1794, June 16, Sienna, Tuscany.
13. 1795, Dec. 13, Wold Cottage, Yorkshire, England.
14. 1798, March 8-12, Sales, near Villefranche, Dep. du Rh6ne,

France.
15. 1798, Dec. 13, Benares (Krakhut village), Bengal, E. Indies.

16. 1803, April 26, L'Aigle, Normandy, Dep. de I'Orne, France.

1 '. 1803, Oct. 8, Apt (Saurette), D§p. de Vaucluse, France.

18. 1803. Dec. 13, Maessing (Dorf St. Nikolas), Eggenfeld, Ba-

19. 1804, April 5, Glasgow (High Possil), Scotland.

20. 1805, March 25, Borminsk, Government Irkutsk, Siberia.

21.1805, June, Constantinople, Imkej.
22. 1805, Nov., Asco, Corsica.

23. 1806, March 15, Alais, St. Etienne de Solm and Valence. Dep.

du Gard, France.

24. 1807, March 13, rimoc^tm, (Timschino, according to Eichwald),

luchnow, Gov. Smolensk, Russia.

25. 1807, Dec. 14, Weston, Connecticut.
26. 1808, April 19, Parma (Casignano, Borgo S. Donino).



310, Aug.

310, Nov. 22,

811, March 12,

811, July 8,

812, April 10,

812, April 15,

812, Aug. 5,

313, Sept. 10,

813, Dec. 13,

814, Feb. 15,

814, Sept. 5,

815, Oct. 3,

818, April 10,

818, June,

818, Aug. 10,

819, June 13,

819, Oct. 13,

820, July 12,

Stannern, Iglau, Moravia.

Lissa, Bunzlau, Bohemia.

Kikina, Wiasemsk, Gov. Smolensk, Russia.

Tipperary (Mooresfort), Ireland.

Charsonville, near Orleans, Dep. du Loiret,

France.

Kulesckowka, Gov. Poltavra, Russia,

June 4,

Mays,
Sept. 9,

July 18,

Sept. 9,

Nov. 25,

Dec. 27,

±5urgos, spam.

Toulouse, Dep. de la Haute-Garonne, F:

Urxleben, between Magdeburg and Helmstaedt,

Chantonnay, between Nantes and La Kochelle,

Dep. de la Vendee, France.

Limerick (Adair, Scagh, Brasky, Faha), Lim-

erick County, Ireland.

Lmtalax (Lontalaks), Gov. Wiborg, Finland,

Bachmut, Gov. lekaterinoslaw, Russia.

Agen, Dep. du Lot et Garonne, France.

Ckassigny, near Langres, Dep. de Haute-Mame,

France. ,,

Zaborzika (Saboryzy, Saboritz on the Slntsch),

Volhynia, Russia.

Seres, Macedonia, Turkey.

Slobodka, luchnow, Gov. Smolensk, Russia.

Jonzac (Barbezieux), Dep. de la Charente,

Politz, near Gera, Duchy of Reuss.

lAxna (Liksen), Lasdany, Gov. Witebst

Juvenas, near Libonnez, Dep. de I'ArdecH

Spinal (la Baffe), Dep. des Vosges, France.

Nohlehorough, Maine.
Renazzo, in Ferrara, Papal States.

Zebrak (Praskoles), near Horzowitz, iierau

,

Bohemia.
Government lekaterinoslaw, Russia.

Navjemoy, Maryland.

Honolulu, Sandwich Islands.

Nashville (Drake Creek), Tennessee.

Bialystok (Kuasta or Kuasti village),
Kus

Poland.

Richmond, Virginia.

Forsyth, Monroe County, Georgia.

Krasnoi-Ugol, Gov. Riesan, Russia.

Vouille, near Poitiers, Dep. de la vie

Wessely (Dorf Znorow), Moravia.

Blansko, Bruenn, Moravia. r.^,

Okainy (Okaninah), Kremenetz District,

Volhynien, Russia.
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65. 1835, Nov. 13, Simonod (Samonot), Belmont, Dep. de I'Ain,

66. 1836, Nov. 11, Macao, Prov. Rio Grande de Norte, Brazil.

67. 1831, July 24, Gross-Divina, near Budetin, Hungary.

68. 1837, Aug. Usnaude, Dep. de la Charente, France.

69. 1838, June 6, Chandakapoor, Berar, E. Indies.

70. 1838, Oct. 13, Capeland (Bokkeveld, 15 miles from Tulpagh),

South Africa.

71. 1839, Feb. 13, Little Pineij, west of Potosi, Missouri, lat. 37°

55' N., long. 92° 5' W. from Greenwich.

72. 1840, July 17, Cereseto, near Offiglia, Casale, Piedmont.

73. 1841, March 22, Grueneherg (Heinrichsau), Prussian Silesia.

74. 1841, June 12, Chateau-Renard, S. E. of Montargis, Dep. du

Loiret, France.

75. 1842, April 26, Milena (Milyan), Pusinsko Selo, 4| miles S.

of Milena, Croatia.

76. 1842, June 4, Aumieres, Canton St. George, D§p. de la Lo-

77. 1843, March, Bishopville, South Carolina.

78,1843, June 2, ?7<recA<, Blaauw Kapel, Loewenhutye, Neth-

79.1843, Sept. 16, ^e^n- TF"ewc?m, near Nordhausen, Prussia.

80. 1846, May 8, Macerata, Monte Milan village, Ancona, Papal

States.

81.1847, Feb. 25, /o?pa, Linn County, Iowa.

82. 1847, /. July 14, Braunau (Hauptmannsdorf ), Koeniggraetz,

Bohemia.
83. 1849, Oct. 31, Cabarras County, North Carolina.

84. 1851, April 17, Guetersloh, Westphalia.

85. 1852, Sept. 4, Mezo-Madaras (and Fekete), Transylvania.

86. 1852, Oct. 13, Borkut, Marmaros, Hungary.
87. 1853, Feb. 10, Girgenti, Sicily.

1858, May 19,

Bremervoerde, Landdrostei St«de, Hanover.

Ohaba, E. of Karlsburg, Transylvania.

Xaba, S. W. of Debreczin, Nordbihar, Hun-

Kakova, N. W. of Oravitza, Temesvar Banat.

n. Meteorites, with time of discovery.

92. 1751, /. Steinbach, between Eibenstock and Johann-Georgen-

stadt. Saxony (sometimes given as coming from Nor-

way, Tabor, Senegal, &c.).

93. 1763, /. Senegal, Siratik in Bambuk, Afnca.

94. 1776, /. F-rasnqjarsk, Gov. leniseisk, Siberia.

95. 1784, /. Toluca, Mexico. .,. o a •

96. 1788, 1. Tucuman (Otumpa), Argentine Republic, S. America.

9'. 1792, /. Zacatecas, Mexico.
98. 1801, Z Cape of Good Rope, Africa.

99. 1811, /. Mbogen, Bohemia.
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100.1811,/. Durango, Mexico.
101. 1814, /. Bithurg, Lower Rhine, Prussia.
102. 1814, /. Texas (Red River).

103. 1815, /, Lenarto, Scharosch, Hungary.
104. 1816, /. Balda (Bemdego), Brazil.

105. 1819, /. Baffins Bay, Greenland.
106. 1822, /. Brahin, Gor. Minsk, Russia.
107. 1823, /. Rasgata, New Granada, S. America,
108. 1827, /. Atacama, Bolivia.
109. 1828, /. Caille (Grasse), Dep. du Var, France.
110. 1829,/. ^o^?mz7Jte, Prachin, Bohemia.
111. 1 830, / Guilford, North Carolina.
112.1838,/ Claiborne, MAhams,.
113. 1839, / Asherville, Buncombe Co., North Carolina.
114. 1840, / Smith County, Coney Fork, Tennessee.
115. 1840, / Cocke County, Cosby-Creek, (also called Sevier iron),

Tennessee.
116. 1841, / Petropaulowsk, Gov. Tomsk, Siberia.
117. 1843,/ Oaxaca, Mexico.
118. 1844, / Burlington, Otsego Co., New York.
119. 1844, / Arva (Szlanicza), Hungary.
120. 1845, / Lockport, New York.
121. 1845, / Green County (Babbs-Mills), Greenville, Tennessee.

122. 1845, /. Government Simbirsk, Russia.

In?' ,^?f^' i-
^^''^^^ent J^nrsk, Russia.

124. 1845,/ Government Poltawa (according to Eichwald in the ds-

*""t of Kamensk), ^

127. 1850, / Schwetz, Province of Prussia.
128. 1850, / Rurs Mountain, Newberry, South Carolina.
129.1850,/ Salt River, Kminckj
130. 1851, / . Seneca Falls, Cayuga Co., New York.
131. 1852, Mayence, Duchy of Hesse.
132. 1853, / Union County, Geomm.
133. 1853, / Lion River, Namaqua Land, South Africa.
134. 1854,/ /^a.mc;/, Claiborne Co., Tennessee.
135. 1854, / Putnam County, Georgia.

\\l- !f^' ^- ^«"^^«' ^^^^««' Canada West.
, ,.

137. 1856, Hainholz, S. W. of Paderborn, Minden, Westphalia-

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Inquiries into the Phenomena of Respiration ; by Edwaed^
M.D., (L. E. and D. Phil. Mag., xvii, 439).—The author gives in

_

communication the result of numerous inquiries into the qu;

bonic acid expired, and of air inspired, with the rate of puis?

on,—1st, in the whole of the twenty-four hours, with ana

on and food
; 2nd, the variations from day to day, and ^^^'

ison; and 3rd, the influence of some kinds of exertion.
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e describes his "own

ter to measure the air inspired, capable of registering any number of

cubic inches ; and an analytical apparatus to abstract the carbonic acid

and vapor from the expired air. The former is a small dry gas-meter, of

improved manufacture, and the latter consists of—1st, a desiccator of sul-

phuric acid to absorb the vapor ; 2nd, a gutta-percha box, with chambers

and cells, containing caustic potash, and offering a superfices of 700
inches, over which the expired air is passed, and by which the carbonic

acid is abstracted; and 3rd, a second desiccator to retain the vapor
which the expired air had carried off from the potasli box. A small

mask is worn, so as to prevent any air entering the lungs without first

passing through the spirometer, and the increase in the weight oi this

with the connecting tube and the first desiccator gives the amount of va-

por exhaled, whilst the addition to the weight of the potash box and the

second dessiccator gives the weight of the carbonic acid expired. The
balances employed weigh to the y^^ of a grain, with 7 lbs. in the pan.
By this apparatus the whole of the carbonic acid was abstracted during
the act of expiration, and the experiment could be repeated every few
minutes, or continued for any number of hours, and be made whilst
sleeping and with certain kinds of exertion.

The amount of carbonic acid expired in the twenty-four hours was de-

termined by several sets of experiments. Four of these, consisting of
eight experiments, were made upon four gentlemen, on the author. Pro-
fessor Frankland, F.R.S., Dr. Murie, and Mr. Moul, during the eighteen
hours of the working day. In two of them, the whole of the carbonic
acid was collected, and in two others the experiment was made during
ten minutes at the commencement of each hour, and of each hour after
the meals. The quantity of carbonic acid varied from an average of
24'274 oz. in the author to 16-43 oz. in Professor Frankland. The quan-
tity evolved in light sleep was 4-88 and 4-99 grains per minute, and
^arcely awake 5-7, 5*94, and 6-1 grains at different times of the night,
liie author estimates the amount in profound sleep at 4-5 grains per min-
'Jte; and the whole evolved in the six hours of the night at 1950 grains,
^enee the total quantity of carbon evolved in the twenty-four hours, at

}^% was, in the author, 7-144 oz. The effect of walking at various speeds
IS then given, with an estimate of the amount of exertion made by differ-
ent classes of the community, and of the carbon which would be evolved
'^ith that exertion.
The author then states the quantity of air inspired in the working day,

Which varied from 583 cub. in. per minute in himself to 365 cub. in. per
minute in Professor Frankland; the rate of respiration, which varied in
Qinerent seasons as well as in different persons ; the depth of inspiration,
"om 30 cub. in. to 39-5 cub. in.; and the rate " ' '

pulsations

were to the pulsations as 1 to 4-63 in the youngest, i

the oldest. One-half of the product of the respiratic

r of cubic inches of air inspired in some
ns, and the proportion of the carbonic acid to the air inspired

as 1 gr. to 54-7 cub. in. to as 1 gr. to 58 cub. in. The vari-

e carbonic acid evolved in the working day gave an average
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maximum of 10-43, and minimum of 6-74 grains per minute. The quan-

tity increased after a meal and decreased from each meal, so tkt the

minima were nearly the same, and the maxima were the greatest after

breakfast and tea.

The effect of a fast of forty hours, with only a breakfast meal, was to

reduce the amount of carbonic acid to "75 per cent, of that ffhich was

found with food ; to render the quantity nearly uniform throughout tie

day, with a little increase at the hours when food had usually been taken,

and to cause the secretions to become alkaline.*

The variations from day to day were shown to be connected withtlie

relation of waste and supply on the previous day and night, so that with

good health, good night's rest, and sufBcient food, the amount of respira-

tion was considerable on the following morning, whilst the reverse occur-

red with the contrary conditions. Hence the quantities were usually

large on the Monday. Temperature was an ever-acting cause of variation

and caused a dimunition in the carbonic acid as the temperature rose.

' The effect of season was to cause a diminution of all the respiratory

phenomena as the hot season advanced. The maximum state was m .

spring, and the minimum at the end of summer, with periods of decrease

in June and of increase in October. The diminution in the author was

30 per cent, in the quantity of air, 32 per cent, in the rate of respiration,

and 17 per cent, in the carbonic acid. The influence of temperature was

considered in relation to season, and it was shown that whilst sudden

changes of temperature cause immediate variation in the quantity of car-

bonic acid, a medium degree of temperature, as of 60°, is accompanied by

3 in the quantity of carbonic acid, and that there is no

1 temperature and quantity of carbonic acidai

v^er was the degree of temperature, the quf"'

ty of carbonic acid, and all other phenomena of respiration, fell Ir™

the beginning of June to the beginning of September. The author

then described the influence of atmospheric pressure, and stated tM

neither temperature nor atmospheric pressure accounts for the seasonai

The kinds of exertion which had been investigated were walking a'',

the treadwheel. Walking at two miles per hour induced an exhalation o

18-1 grs. of carbonic acid per minute, and at three miles per hour

25-83 grs. ; wliikt the effect of the treadwheel at Coldbath Fields Fn »"

was to increase the quantitv to 48 grs. per minute. AH these quantm

vary with the season, and hence the author recommends the adoption

^^

relative quantities, the comparison being with the state of the system

rest, and apart from the influence of food. |.,r.

2. Dr. Newberry's Uxplorations in Hew Mexico, Utah and Texas^
^^mg the past season, are rewarded by many new and important

J;^^J^
enes, especially in structual geology and pateontology. His coue^.

^,

of fossils is very large, offering conclusive evidence ^^
}^\^^^J'i:-

structure of a very large area. Of the cretaceous deposits 1'^
'"" '

evious notions, these beds turn out to be much more larg^-

-that is, existing in much greater force, stratigraphically,

e quantity of air was reduced 30 per cent, that of vapor in the expir

t, the rate of respiration was reduced 7 per cent, and of pulsation ^
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the Rocky Mountains, than East of them. In Southern Utah, (just where

Marcou claims there are no cretaceous rocks) he found V—-^"'-^
"-"

of 4000 feet thickness of strata of that age, with abundant fossils,

both animal and vegetable. The bones of a huge Saurian are among

Dr. Newberry's novelties.

We hope in our next Number to be able to give a more exact state-

ment of Dr. Newberry's important discoveries.

Rumors reach us of other and ev6n more startling geological dis-

coveries in the extreme West and North, which we are not at liberty to

name at present, but which ere long will be announced, from the propei

authority.

3. Discovery ofDevonian rocks andfossils in Wisconsin. (Private com

munication to the editors.)—At a late meeting of the Milwaukee Geo

logical Club or Association, Mr. I. A. Lapham announced the discover]

of rocks- near Milwaukee, equivalent to the Devonian (Old Red Sand

stone,) containing remains, which he exhibited, of characteristic fishes

These remains consist of fragments of bone, teeth, a paddle with por

tions of the tuberculated skin or osseous covering. The bed containing

these remains overlies the Niagara group, and is the uppermost of the

geological series yet obsen-ed in Wisconsin.

4. Cretaceous Strata at Gay Read, Mass.—Wm. Stimpson, Esq., ac-

companied by Messrs. Slack and Ordway, during an excursion in August

to Martha's Vineyard, obtained at Gay Head many new fossils m addition

to those mentioned by Hitchcock, an examination of which appears to

authorize the conclusion that these well known beds are Cretaceous rather

than Eocene. Among the fossils obtained are cretaceous bones, vertebrae

and teeth of shark, (fragments of some teeth indicating a length of seven

inches
!) some brachyurous Crustacea in a good state of preservation,

twelve species of bivalve moUusca, and one univalve ; also leaves, frag-

ments and seeds of dicotyledonous plants, &c.
5. The New Museum of Comparative Zoology, at Cambridge, is

making rapid progress. One wing is nearly ready to receive collections.

During his summer trip in Europe, Agassiz made large and important ac-

quisitions for the Museum, in addition to the vast stores already await-

of fossil Crustacea,

the original specimens of the first and most important

^v liters on Palaeontology.
Another important addition to the new museum has been made by a

sea Captain, who has just brought from Penang and Singapore some
tnree thousand specimens of fish, Crustacea, and a most beautiful and

choice collection of zoophytes.
^.6. William P. Blake, Esq., the geologist, has assumed the editor-

fip of the Mining Magazine, a monthly heretofore published in ^ew
^ork. Under his direction this Journal will undoubtedly become a

reliable exponent of the important interests it represents.

^- Prof. Wm. S. Chativenet, lately of the U. S. Naval Academy, at

Annapolis, has accepted the Chair of Mathematics in the University of

^^'^^ouri, at St. Louis.
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His health \

1. Archma ; or Studies of the Gosmogony and Natural History oj ^l

Hehreio Scriptures ; by J. \\. Dawson, LL.D., F.G.S., author of".'b

dian Geolof/i/^'' Prinripal o( McGill Colk^g'e. Montreal : 13. Daws

Son. London : Sanip^on, Low. Son <t Co. 1860. 12mo, pp.400,-

The author of tl.is intere^tii 10- volume brinsrs to his task the union of a

biblical acnuirenu'Tit with a hearty Cliristiaii

tUith. Like airak-out'amrearnest TncT, of science he has an umvavorin.

contidence in the diviiio \n\\i\ - of trutli, and does not for a moment douk

that the ,Lr.„esis of the rocks will confirm the avne>is of Mcses. lleseizM

holdlv and with candor the r3al ditiiculties widch every writer has fourd

standino- hi his way when 1ireatiniT this iutrrc'^tinir problem. After an

discussion of the ubj-et. character and au-

thoJitv^f'thrilebanvCosinoo-onv, of the -.-neral views of nature con-

tained in the H.-brew Scriptu res, .Vc, he thus .Mnns up his chapter on tk

Days of Creation—(he event s.,f th. lir>t day. «'At the hc-mmng»t

the period, the earth, cover.

c centre of the system at len;;th produced,' in connection with theean.i =

tation, the alternation of day and night. These changes were li^^

>rk of a long period—an reon' or day of the Creator."

Undoubtedly the most difficult points in the whole Mosaic Cosmor'r.v.

the creation of pla.nts before the appearand
woo!iranickin£rdoms by

e of tlle ' bimina
'f,"t"separation of the t the ir "' * tl

die term. These clifficid> points ^ire treated wit) I much ai:olenes
apd

pu,fcr>»
a thll recognition of the varioiIS opinions

,xis authors, [f we cannc )t fullN.-aorce with our AUi-

in his conclusions wo can truly say tliat n hi"s highei
. elaiinsw

respectful hearing. and if the conclusions iU which he arri^,-es
leave ?'«'

sired, tlie want rests inc the impertecuuii ^

knowledge than in Prof. Dawson's enunciati on of it.

Prof. Dawson d, K's not >lnink from a fear less re^.-iewoftho
nmcli V'^

question of the un ity of the hninan ra.-o in a Ion g and inteiesting^^'-

ter on the " Unit^rami Antiquity of M;in." It is hardly

add that he adopts. the Mosaic; view. We • 3 Ihi. ^olu

tlee, in these few 1

earnestly commend
inesto ^^hich our la--t ]

. its si.irit. and ho^e for

jages

Tl^^
foliowthecour..eoflhpdeeT>ouestionsitin

,• -or. i^^

2. 0,^ theOri;nIn of Species In, means of Nat\,ral Seleci
I'.rcH-iRi^,'

Pre.eruation of Favored Races in the Str, for Lin' ;

Dahavix. (Murra^•.)-[Waiting the arrival of on V copy ct' 'jT
"ji^'

'

•

ume from Mr. Da."win's pen, which at this
not reae.hed the L.'uited -States, we copy some 1

Kissag'-
--' •ill a
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timiil liiid superficial notice of the work in the London Athenseum of

Xo\. lOth. It i-< no doubt destined to produce a grefit discussion on wli;jt

mav proi»erly be called the most fundameiital truth of natural history.

—

Eds.]

'* Naturalislh of tlie hiijlK^^t cniinonce are thoroughly satisfied that each

specie'- of animal—all that tii*^-, and w.alks, and creeps, and wades—has

been independently cioated ; and the majority of naturalists have agreed

with Linnieus in suj){)o-<ing that all tlie indi\idual«! propagated fiom one

stock have certain di'-tingui-.biiia' cliaractens in <'<jn!inon, A^hich \\ill iie\er

cies. Mr. Darwin, on the contraiy, belie\e^that * the innumei able spe-

cies, genera, and tamilics of ornrMuic bein2:'< with which this world is peo-

pled, have all descended, each 'within its own cla-s or group, from com-
mon jmrents, and have all been viodifial In the coiirsc of descent.^ To
hi, mind, 'it accords better with what w.^ know of the "laws impressed

, past

world should have l)een due to secondary

-. lik.^ tho^e determining the bn-tli and death of the individual.'

II he \icw>, 'all beings not as special creations, but as the lineal de-

ni*'; of ^omo f(>\s bcinQs wliioh li\ed louii before the first bed of the

an M>tem was dcpobited, they seem to liim to become ennobled.'

;<jin\;s„ home donbt and some uneasiness hcie. 'Judging from the

^\e ma} -^.uA) infer that not one living species will transmit its un-

d hk. lU'ss to a distant futurity. And of the species now living

t<'\\ will tiar-Niuit progeny of any kind to a far distant futurity; for

launer in wIulIi all orQ'anic beings are grouped shows that the

L'l nuniboi ut' '.p.'oies of each genus, and all the '•pecic of many
a, have k'ft IK) desctMnlaiit^, biit Inm' become utterly extinct, W<^

! Creator that the production and extinction
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gous to this in the course of Nature? The author contends that the:?

is, and he names it Natural Selection. This principle, whatever other;

may think of it, and whether they admit its operations or not, in Mr,

Darwin's book plays the prominent part. It may be plainly defined, aoi

appears to be briefly this. Under domestication it may be truly said tha;

the whole animal organization becomes in some degree plastic. As va-

riations useftil to man have undoubtedly occurred, is it not to be expected

that other variations, useful in some way to each being in the great and

complex battle of life, should sometimes occur in the course of thousandi

of generations ? If such do occur, then, remembering the struggle for

existence, individuals possessing any advantage over others would bw
the best chance of surviving and of procreating their kind, while injuri-

ous variations would be rigidly destroyed. Such a continual presemtion

of favorable, and rejection of injurious variations, is the principle of Nat-

ural Selection. It is illustrated, amplified and confirmed by abundaEt

examples through many pages."
" Certainly there is something poetical in the conception of a succes-

sion of created beings, daily and hourly making the wisest election amidst

all variations and divergencies; carefully rejecting what is bad, and pre-

ating all th *

sibly, whenever and wherever opportunity c , -^

ment of every organized existence in relation to its organic and moi^c

condition of life. There is, too, a certain simplicity in the theory of de-

scent with rnodification through natural selection from a few vastly re-

mote progenitors. ' I believe,' says Mr. Darwin, ' that animals have de-

scended from at most only four or five progenitors, and plants from an

equal or lesser number. Analogy would lead us one step further-

namely, to the belief that all animals and plants have descended ^some one prototype.' A cabbage may have been the parent plant, aDSft

the parent animal.
-^

j

"A man of imaginative power might most attractively depict th*

grand yet simple and direct issues of such a theory. Here are avasi

variety of forms of life, most wonderfully co-adapted, most closely wj-

nected, most richly adorned, yet they are all Hhe lineal descendanB"'

those which lived before the Silurian epoch; and one ^^l^''^''f'
that the ordmary succession by generation has never once been broKen,

and that no cataclysm has desolated the whole world. Hence, wemj

ook with some confidence to a secure future of equally ioapP'"*'''; j
length. And as Natural Selection works solely by and for the gooa

each being all corporeal and mental endowments will tend toprog^

toward pe7fection.'' y7s, arurbVokeni'sure',Though''slow, living P^?
towards animal perfectibility is a delightful vision ; natural andgrad"

^„i„ p.. •' ^r^ ^ , - ,. .- ... prflationi
"•

monkey has become
welcome fancy. What

past history of organic life speak. From the thirteen ^
thickness of British strata (Exclusive of igneous rocks) conies Je^^^^

-."^j ..« i>«come a man—what may n<
Let the past history of organic life si

•n thickness of British strata (exclusive of
testimony? Palaeontology is'summoned
rogated by Mr. Darwin. This proves but a hesitating auu ,.---

, ,,

u-W ?fV^°»°««l fo'- the new theory detects and exposes its imPf^fl^dJ
^vhere its testimony is not favorable. We mi^ht fairly expect to p

'rt, and is closely

J"^^

hesitating and reluctan^^,^^

vorable. We might fairly «



the fossiliferous rocks not a few proofs of the former existence of the nu-

merous intermediate links between distinct specific forms if the pro-

posed theory be true. We do not find them, many will allege because

they never existed. Not so, says our theorist,—but because they were

never preserved. PalfEontology, however, has not yet revealed any

such finely graduated organic scale, and it is not logical to assume that

it ever will. When a record is flatly against you, it is quite allowable

for you to display its imperfection, but, that being proved, you have

only established a negative, and have acquired no confirmation. Grant

imperfection, enormous lapse of time, poverty of palaeontological collec-

tions, and comparative restriction of research, and other such postu-

lates, and then the theory stands just as it stood before, uncorroborated

"Ther

certain formations,°and' seem at once to contradict any theory
"

ecies. Either that fact or the theory must be ovBitunicu.

. Darwin accepts the former alternative, and strives to

show how liable we are to error in supposing that whole groups of spe-

cies have been suddenly produced. But another and an allied objec-

tion may be started, derived from the manner in which numbers of spe-

cies of the same group suddenly appear in the lowest known fossilifer-

ous rocks. To meet this and uphold the new theory, it r

is positively hostile testimony from the rocks to be coi

Whole groups of species suddenly and abruptly appear i

;. and seem at once to contradict any theory of tran

.npec

T another, viz.,—that before the lowest Silurian

, immensely protracted periods elapsed, at least as long as

subsequent periods, and that during these vast extensions of time

world swarmed with livine: creatures. Several of the most eminent

sitS:

i swarmed with living creatures,

ologists, including Murchison, will refuse to admit this presumption.

Mr. Darwin's geology is more singular than we had thought. * For in-

stance,' says he, ' I cannot doubt that all Silurian trilobites have de-

scended from some one crustacean which must have lived long before

I age, and which probably differed greatly from any known
animal.' Extend and multiply such assumptions, and the theories may
take any form you please."

. .

"After aU, this book is but an abstract. The larger work is nearly

finished, but it will demand two or three more years for completion.

Health, labor, and observations are wanting for awhile, but in due sea-

son we hope to see the work ' with references and authorities for the

Tients.' We should off"er remarks on some important topics

author says, ' A fair result can be obtained only by fully

stating and balancing the facts and arguments on both sides of the

question
; and this cannot possibly be here done.'

"Meanwhile Mr. Darwin anticipates small favor from many of the

older and more eminent naturalists; his hopes chiefly rest on the young,

aid, as he would say, the unshackled. 'A few naturalists,' he observes,

'endowed with much flexibility of mind, who have already begun to

aoabt on the immutability of species, may be influenced by this vol-

ittie; but I look with confidence to the fiiture, to young and rising

naturalists who will be able to view both sides of the question with im-

partiality.' It is enough for us to add that neither book, author, nor
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subject is of merely ordinary character. Tlie work deserves attention,

and will, we have no doubt, meet with it. Scientific naturalists will

take up the author upon his o^vn peculiar ground ; and there will we

3. Elements of Somatology: A Treatise on the general propertk^i^

Matter; by Geo. M. Maclean, M.D., Prof. Chemistry and Xat. Philos-

ophy, in Alleghany City, Pa. Xew York : J. Wilev, 56 Walker St,

1859. 12mo, pp. 124.—This modest little volume, the author tells as

in his preface, is the fruit of many hours of study during a period of

ill-health—a sort of "Consolations of a Philosopher."
It is a simple exposition of accepted doctrines on the familiar sabjeets

of extension, impenetrability, firmre, divisibility, indestructibility, poros-

ity, compressibility, dilatibilitv,"' mobility, in
'

• " "-

polarity, elasticity, and the constitution" of i

traction he considers under tbirtv-one sulHli\

the phenomena of adhesion, capillarity and
satisfactory than it is usual to find" in olo

(p. 57)—and when be adduces the phei
bubble, in illustration of the cause of the meniscus of capillarity (p-

4

It would have added materially to the value of the Treatise, and iP

interest to the student and general reader, if the author had appende^

to passages marked as quotations a reference to the authority fromwbel

they are copied. Except a quotation accredited to Cavallo, we do not

recall a smgle reference to any authority in the yolume.

.
"^ bnef statement of the accepted doctrines of physics on tk ^t-

ject of '^ Molecular Forces'' would have relieved his chapters on .u"

tion and repulsion of several obscure points
The work bears marks of haste, or want of careful revision of the

;

Among many examples of this we may name' the sentence under ^

lary attraction, commencin<)- "The tube li'uino- the form of a svpu

(foot of p. 69) which conveys s., contused ';( no~tloii of what tlie'A*^

seeks to express, that after several n-tdii'i<.< we liave been unable to

comprehend it. Bodies are said to wei.-li less near the poles than attje

equator, (p. 55). and numerous tvpoo-riphicd bleniidies evidence
tie

*. ^ae xuegrapmc Manual, a complete history and description^
f.Semaphonc, Electric and Magnetic Telenraphs of Europe, Ana,
4/«J;and Am.r,.n „„„;..., _„^; ^^^^^^ ^.-^^ illustrations; ^J
{'A

and Eve, in Eden! Mr/Schatine
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of his Inbons is satisfactory. His work, in fullness of

:o <]ef-iro, and he appears always solicitous to avoi<l

zanship in awarding to rival parties what he jucIq;''^ to

aviii'liiio' certain faults of s^tyle of too frequent occurrence. Hut thc-^e

are luiiior faults and can be easily pardoned Aihere there is f-o niu-'h to

0. BaiVs Draioing System : Ttje Himax IIkad, In- Lons I'.ail,

(graduate of the Koyal Academy of Fine Arts, in Munich). New Ua-

von: Author, 1859. 8vo, 64 plates in outline.—Prof. IJail ha^ here

'lone a £freat service t<i both teachers and pupils in the Arts in the Uni-

ted Stat'cs. The succe-s which has followed the Author's use of his own
es, as well as in pu}>li(; classes, is

if its parts to the great ends of

, Memoir of John Griscom, LL.D., late Professor of Chemistry and

. Philosophy, dec. ; hv his son, JoiiJir H. Griscom, M.I). \ew York :

;er, 1859. 8vo, pp." 427.—Some among the older readers of this

i-nal ^vill recall with pleasure the selections from foreign s.>ientifie lit-

erature, which ifor rnanvve'ir^, Prof. Grbicom prei>ared fi'>r tl lese I)ages.

Hi. active life. welltillecrwith variei1 dut' .r and phi-

la.>thropist. Hev\tIS either largelv or ei direh"
'

in'strunicntal ii 1 the e

li^hmeut of theXe'w York TI io-h School ; the Societv for the tirevcjition

of Pauperism

;

the House of Kefuire

;

and 1 institutionsofpublic

charitvjuhich amid all the (•omplaints of prollir.acyinher publi,J ad-

ministration, have .died a pec uliar honor on active hen.?\ oleu ce of

the Citv of XewYork.

Asearlvasl81^, he instil uted and Ined inde-

pendent courxs Ol • scientitic lectures, in Xc>>,v York citv, "au d in .3ther

piaces-ilhHtrating his cour?es by nun ^experiments, and a c

eta
1 at his own expense,, Til IS long bef,.re th

\lSpopular lect. and Dr. with 'tlJ'senior^ Edi for of

J^|;rnal, may cklm the honorS'iratin, li has

«'rs>.l ill tl

r)r. Gri>cmn published t\so Nolumeso-fTrS-els in Europe, ii 1 ISUJ-I9,
remarkable for spirit of candor an.l kindrlessvshichi. se,n un ( :\ ery

page, and inter

he.l^mesofthe div'SH
UiN, forth.

iem-e' he n

i>tic perso, ,al ,sk.- tches

.I)r.(;riscom "iv\^)od' man 'enibrr'oV thr Sorirty
^* I'rinul.; a. in believer. and ''vitli' lib mild

f}^^
gentle natiire ( Udiii'b'trVi

.I'i)'-'

.li<- 1 ibrnifity/ai MS uf

'"^^^armost fri,jn.b
'!!!^ ;^;;';\ ;;;;,';; A ^!

i

'•
^^''^•'nilv been
''X'nds-a„u„llabomtor'-Cl ralih'ii'b i"I'll'''. it.'.!! i.'i.laiidOi , now
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but the pioneers will be remembered as the pilgrims of science, altbugli

its votaries are now a Legion. This Memoir is a fine example of iu

class, and does credit both to the filial piety and literary ability of its

distinguished Author. b. s.

Fleurt: Des races qui se partagent FEitrope. 8to, 1.32 pages. HachetteiCo-

This author has brought to his studj of the races great learning and a deep \m\

edge of the facts. He considers modem European civilization as spriDging froi

Jamin : Cour de Physique de TEcole polyteehnique. T. IL with 3 plates and 131

figures in the text.-This volume contains Heat and Acoustics. The plates are ea

graved and the mathematical formulse are printed with the neatness and accuiai"

which distinguish at present the productions of the press of Bacbelier above a.;

others in France.
. . :.

8vo. 1859. Mallet-Bachelier, Paris.—Under this title the distinguished Profess'i

of the Polytechnic School introduces to us a new branch of methematical acienct

It is geometry considered from a physico-mathematical point of view.

OBmiAET.—
Professor William W. Turner, one of our most distinguisbed pin-

lologists, died at Washington, Nov. 29, 1859, in the 50th year ot h
-- "'' ' ->

.
.. ...

devoted himself less to the stE.:;.

of languages, their ongm a^^

connections, upon which subject his views were eminently philosopft

He wa.s born in London, but was brought in his fifth year to this eountr

,

where he has ever since resided. He early developed a taste tor u^

study of oriental languages and was in 1842 appointed instructor
j

the Hebrew and cogrnate tongues in the Union Theological Seminary^'

New York. The last seven years of his life were spent in Vif^
where his attainments and upright, amiable deportment secured to 'm

host of friends. He did a vast amount of work in the way of translation

and grammatic compilation, little of which has, however, appeared m
_

name :—he is chiefly known for his contributions to the "Bibliotheoa^^

era" and to the journals of the American Oriental and Etbnologica
^^

cieties. But his published works give no adequate idea ot the exte

his labors ; his stores of knowledge were always open to his trienfls

most freely imparted, thus contributing to the advancement ot ^

other than his own. He had, during the past ten years, given^
tention to the study of the Aborigines of North America and t>eir

guages, not only elaborating general principles from the vocabui^

lected by travellers, but confirming these and adding new ^'^^'^%^
communication with the delegates from various tribes that visitea^
ington upon business with the central government. In this

^^"fXi^
he accumulated a large amount of materials which will, it m^y "

^ ^
be some time given to the worid. . .JUd:-

Dr. George Wilson, First Regius Professor of Technology m^^^.,,,,

versity of Edinburgh, and Director of the Industrial Museum ^\r^,^i,
died near the end of November last, at the early age of 41. -^

^^^.},er.

biographer of Reid and Cavendish, and author of numerous r*;^

^^^
among which are the discovery of fluorine in blood and sea-water. ^^^
of his published works are his " Researches on Color-blindness, ,

mentarv TrAn+i... ..„ ni •x—,? _-.j arrT,_ t?:„„ riatA-waVS or ^
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JOUKML OF SOtEICE AND AETS.

[SECOND SERIES.]

Fully to understand the foregoing Essay of Dr. Hooker,! it

should be read in the light of Mr. Darwin's book. The Essay
js a trial of the Theory,—an attempt by one inclined in its favor

JO
see how the theory will work, when apphed to the flora of a

mf
-^^^ most peculiar province of the world.

I Ins book is already exciting much attention. Two American
editions are announced, through which it will become familiar
to many of our readers, before these pages are issued. An
abstract of the argument,—for " the whole volume is one long
argument," as the author states,—is unnecessary in such a case

;

and It would be difacult to give by detached extracts. For the
volume itself is an abstract, a prodromus of a detailed work
^P°\which the author has been laboring for twenty years, and
Which " will take two or three more years to complete." It is

exceedingly compact; and although useful summaries are ap-
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pended to tlie several chapters, and a general recapitulation con-

tains the essence of the whole, yet much of the aroma escapes

in the treble distillation, or is so concentrated that the flavons

lost to the general, or even to the scientific reader. The volume

itself,—the proof spirit—is just condensed enough for its pur-

pose. It will be far more widely read, and perhaps will niaie

deeper impression than the elaborate work might have done,

with its full details of the facts upon which the author s sweep-

ing conclusions have been grounded. At least it is a morereaa-

able book: but all the facts that can be mustered m favor ottM

theory are still likely to be needed. ,

Who, upon a single perusal, shall pass judgment upon a wors

like this, to which twentv of the best years of the life ot a mcs

able naturalist have been devoted? And who among tD(^

vho hold a position that entitles them to pronounce

rily upon the subject, can be expected
'

, divest himself

for the nonce of the influence or received and favorite systeras.

In fact, the controversy now opened is not likely to be seuieu

in an off-hand way, nor it is desirable that it should be. ^

spirited conflict among opinions of every grade nif; ^"
,!

which,—to borrow an illustration from the doctrine of the w^

before us—may be likened to the conflict in mature among «

in the struggle for life, which Mr. Darwin describes; tnrou

which the views most favored by facts will be developea a.

tested by ' Natural Selection,' the weaker ones be destroyeu

the process, and the strongest in the long run aloi^esurviv •

The duty of reviewing this volume in the American «Jou

of Science would naturally devolve upon the pn^c^P^^f;, ' a?
whose wide observation and profound knowledge of vanou|

partments of natural history, as well as of geology, V^'^''^^'^^

qualify him for the task. But he has been obliged to lay ^^_

his pen, and to seek in distant lands the entire
^^P^ff, _„ coo-

entitle labor so essential to the restoration of his healtn,
^^

summation devoutly to be wished, and confidently to d«
^^

pected. Interested as Mr. Dana would be in this
^'°l^',j|stjc

could not be expected to accept its doctrine. Views so lO

^^^^
as those upon which his " Thoughts upon Species * are

g^

readily with a doctrii
thorougblj

naturalistic as that of Mr. Darwin. Though it is J^^^P^jjaJ
that one who regards the kinds of elementary ^^^}^\c jhese

oxygen and hydrogen, and the definite compounds o^^^^

elementary matters, and their compounds again, in tne

kingdom, as constituting species, in the same sense, Iud
^

tally, as that of animal and vegetable species, might adff>

evolution of one species from another in the latter as ^
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Between the doctrines of ibis volume and those of the other

CTcat Naturalist whose name adorns the title-page of this Jour-

nal, the widest divergence appears. It is interesting to contrast

the two, and, indeed, is necessary to our purpose; for this con-

trast brings out most prominentlv, and sets in strongest light

and shade the main features of the theory of the origination of

species by means of Natural Selection.
.

The ordinary and generally received view assumes the inde-

pendent, specific creation of each kind of plant and animal in a

primitive stock, which reproduces its like from generation to

generation, and so continues the species.* Takmg the idea ot

species from this perennial succession of essentially similar indi-

viduals, the chain is logically traceable back to a local ongm in

a single stock, a single pair, or a single individual, from which

all the individuals composing the species have proceeded by

natural generation. Although the similarity of progeny to pa-

rent is fundamental in the conception of species, yet the likeness

is by no means absolute : all species vary more or less, and some

vary remarkably—partly from the influence of altered circum-

stances, and partly (and more really) from unknown constitu-

tional causes which altered conditions favor rather than onginate.

But these variations are supposed to be mere oscillations from a

normal state, and in Nature to be limited if not transitory
;
so

that the primordial differences between species and species at

their beginning have not been effaced, nor largely obscured, by

blending through variation. Consequently, whenever two re-

puted species are found to blend in nature through ase"f ot

intermediate forms, community of origin is inferred, and all the

forms, however diverse, are held to belong to one species.

Moreover, since bisexualitv is the rule in nature (which is prac-

tically carried out, in the long run, far more generally than Ms
been suspected), and the heritable qualities of two distinct in-

dividuals are mingled in the offspring, it is supposed that the

general sterility of hybrid progeny, interposes an eitectual bar-

rier against the blending of the original species by crossing.

^
From this generally accepted view the well-kno.vn ^^eory of

Agassiz and the recent one of Darwin diverge in exactly oppo-

site directions.
, ,.

That of Agassiz differs fundamentally from the ordinary view

only in this, that it discards the idea of a common descent as

to real boiid of umon among the individuals of
'-^^PJI^^^;. ^"j^

a'so the idea of a local origin,-supposing, instead, that each

species originated simultaneously, generally speaking over me
^hole geographical area it now occupies or has occupied, and

* "Species tot .unt, quot diversaa formas ab initio F^^^^'^ ^hrlXe^'^IhaiW'f-'fTOc, •«:un(l«m ffenerationis ioditas leges, produxere pliaes, at sibi semper smiU«fs.

-i*-**. Phd. Bot., 99, 157.
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in perhaps as many individuals as it numbered at any suk-
quent period.

Mr. Darwin, on the other hand, holds the orthodox vievof
the descent of all the individuals of a species not only from a

local birth-place, but from a single ancestor or pair ; and that

each species has extended and established itself, through natural

agencies,^ wherever it could; so that the actual geographical

distribution of any species is by no means a primordial arrange-

ment, but a natural result. He goes farther, and this volume is

a protracted argument intended to prove that the species we

recognize have not been independently created, as such, bnt

have descended, like varieties, from other species. Varieties,

on this view, are incipient or possible species : species are varie-

ties of a larger growth and a wider and earlier divergence from

the parent stock : the difference is one of degree, not of kind.

The ordinary view—rendering unto Ca?sar the things that are

Ciesar's—looks to natural agencies for the actual distribution and

perpetuation of species, to a supernatural for their origin.

The theory of Agassiz regards the origin of species and their

present general distribution over the world as equally prunor-

dial, equally supernatural ; that of Darwin, as equally deriva-

tive, equally natural.

The theory of Agassiz, referring as it does the phenomena
both of origm and distribution directly to the Divine will,-thus

removmg the latter with the former out of the domain of induc-

tive science (in which eflacient cause is not the first, but the

last word),—may be said to be theistic to excess. The con-

trasted theory is not open to this objection. Studying the facti

and phenomena in reference to proximate causes, and endeavor-

ing to trace back the series of cause and effect as far as possible,

Darwin's aim and processes are strictly scientific, and his en-

deavor, whether successful or futile must be regarded as a legit-

imate attempt to extend the domain of natural or ph^^'al

science.
_
For though it well may be that "organic forms h^"^^

no physical or secondary cause," yet this can be proven
indirectly, by the failure of every attempt to refer the p'^

ena m question to causal laws. "But, however originate-
whatever be thought of Mr. Darwin's arduous undertaki:^
this respect, it is certain that plants and animals are subjec

irom their birth to physical influences, to which they have w

accommodate themselves as they can. How literally they a^

born to trouble," and how mo^^^^r^t nnd ^P.vere the struggle

for life genera" "

Few will deny

for life generally is, the"prese"nTvoTumTVaphiially desj^^^

hat such influences must have gravely aflecjea

p^tv^^^ ^^^ *^® association of individuals auu o^j^^^-- -
.

.

renrr.?^-'^^^'- •
^^'- ^^^^^ thinks that, acting upon an inhe;

rent predisposition to vary, they have sufficed even to modif)
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the species themselves and produce the present diversity. Mr.
Agassiz believes that they have not even affected the geograph-
ical range and the actual association of species, still less their

forms ; but that every adaptation of species to climate and of
species to species is as aboriginal, and therefore as inexplicable,

as are the organic forms themselves.
Who shall decide between such extreme views so ably main-

tained on either hand, and say how much of truth there may be
in each ? The present reviewer has not the presumption to un-
dertake such a task. Having no prepossession in favor of natu-
ralistic theories, but struck with the eminent ability of Mr. Dar-
win's work, and charmed with its fairness, our humbler duty
will be performed if, laying aside prejudice as much as we can,
we shall succeed in giving a fair account of its method and argu-
ment, offering by the way a few suggestions, such as might oc-
cur to any naturalist of an inquiring mind. An editorial char-
acter for this article must in justice be disclaimed. The plural
pronoun is employed not to give editorial weight, but to avoid
even the appearance of egotism, and also the circumlocutioo.
which attends a rigorous adherence to the impersonal style.

.
We have contrasted' these two extremely divergent theories,

in their broad statements. It must not be inferred that theym no points nor ultimate results in common.
first place they practically agree in upsetting, each in
ray, the generally received definition of species, and in

j-^puig away the ground of their objective existence in Na-
'ire. The orthodox conception of species is that of lineal de-
scent: all the descendants of a common parent, and no other,
Jpnstitute a species; they have a certain identity because of
leir descent, by which they are supposed to be recognizable.

;-° naturalists had a distinct idea of what they meant by the
^nn species, and a practical rule, which was hardly the less use-

"f!

because difficult to apply in many cases, and because its ap-
PJication was indirect,—that is, the community of origin had to

Jr
inferred from the likeness ; that degree of similarity, and

'Dat only, being held to be conspecific which could be shown or

ff?"f
ly inferred to be compatible with a common origin,

n .
^^e usual concurrence of the whole body of naturalists

attT^u^®
same data before them) as to what forms are species

'

ests the value of the rule, and also indicates some real found-

inH-°- r ^^ ^^ nature. But if species were created in numberless
aividuals over broad spaces of territory, these individuals are

OMh'^f
only in idea, and species differ from varieties on the

^^ree 1
^^^ ^^^^ genera, tribes, &c. on the other only in de-

t'his n ^nT
°^ obvious natural reason remains for fixing upon

^•hich t^^
<iegree as specific, at least no natural standard, by

^ the opinions of different naturalists may be correlated.

own way, the genei
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Species upon this view are enduring, but subjective and ideal.

Any three or more of the human races, for example, are species

or not species, according to the bent of the naturalist's mini
Darwin s theory brings us the other way to the same result. In

his view, not only all the individuals of a species are descendants
of a common parent but of all the related species also. Affinity,

relationship, all the terms which naturalists use figuratively to

express an underived, unexplained resemblance among species,

have a literal meaning upon Darwin's system, which they little

suspected, namely, that of inheritance.
'

Varieties are the latest

offshoots of the genealogical tree in "an unlineal" order; spe-

cies, those of an earlier date, but of no definite distinction;

genera, more ancient species, and so on. The human races,

upon tms view likewise may or may not be species according to

the notions of each naturalist as to what differences are specific:

but, if not species already, those races that last long enough are

sure to become so. It is only a question of time.
How well the simile of a genealogical tree illustrates the main

ideas of Darwin's theory the following extract from the sum-

mary of the fourth chapter shows.
"It is a truly wonderful fact,—the wonder of which we are apt to

overlook from familiarity—that all animals and all plants thronghont all

tirae and space should be related to each other in group subordinate to

group, m the manner which we everywhere behold—namely, varieties of

the same species most closely related together, species of the same gem
less closely and unequally related to<Tether forminf^ sections and sul*-

genera, species of distinct genera much less closely'related, and genf
related m ditierent degrees, forming sub-families, families, orders, sub-

classes, and classes. The several subordinate groups in any class cannot

be ranked m a single file, but seem rather to^be clustered round pomtej

and these round other points, and so on in almost endless cycles. W
the view that each species has been independently created, I can see no

explanation of this great fact in the classification of all organic beings-

out, to the best of mv judgment, it is explained through inheritance ana

thftPnmr.io^ „„*; ^ - itural selection entailino- extinction and direrg-

ruth. The

ence of char;
^ .^..„.^v. ,......> ....

"The affinities of all the being7o7The samVclas7ha')
represented by a great tree. I believe this simile 1

green and^ budding twigs may represent

^
roGuced during each former year may reprc

cession ot extinct species. At each peViod of growth all th(

""^ '"""
\

' ranch out on all sides, and
»vigs and 1

life. The limbs
esser branches, were themsel'vef i
^'gs

;
and this connexion of the

species m groups subordinate tc
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flourished when the tree was a mere bush, only two or three, now grown
into great branches, yet survive and bear all the other branches; so with

the species which lived during long-past geological periods, very few now
have living and modified descendants. From the first growth of the

tree, many a limb and branch has decayed and dropped off; and these

lost branches of various sizes may repre

and genera which have now no livinc

known to us only from having been found in a fossil state. As we here

and there sec a thin straggling branch springing from a fork low down
in a tree, and which by some chance has been favored and is still alive

on its summit, so we occasionally see an animal like the Ornithorhynchus
or Lepidosiren, which in some small degree connects by its affinities two
large branches of life, and Avliich has apparently been saved from fatal

competition by having inhabited a protected station. As buds give rise

by growth to fresh buds, and these, if vigorous, branch out and overtop
on all sides many a feebler branch, so by generation I believe it has been
with the great Tree of Life, which fills with its dead and broken branches
the crust of the earth, and covers the surface with its ever branching and
beautiful ramifications."

It may also be noted that there is a significant correspondence
between the rival theories as to the main facts employed. Ap-
parently every capital fact in the one view is a capital fact in
the other. The difference is in the interpretation. To run the
parallel ready made to our hands :*

"The simultaneous existence of the most diversified types under iden-
tical circumstances, the repetition of similar types under the most
oiveRified circumstances, the unity of plan in otherwise highly di-
v«rsined types of animals, the correspondence, now generally known
^ specud homologies, in the details of structure otherwise entirely dis-
connected, down to the most minute peculiarities, .... the various de-

entn*^^
<i>ff«rent kinds of relationship among animals which [appar-

tiyj can have no genealogical connection, the simultaneous exist-
"ce in the earliest geological periods of representatives of all the

g eat types of the animal kingdom, .... the gradation based upon com-
P 'Cations of structure which may be traced among animals built upon

e same plan ; the distribution of some types over the most extensive

"=f 5,«"'"^ace of the globe, while others are limited to particular geo-

Jfv ^''^^s. • • • the identity of structures of these types, notwith-
^taud.ng their wide geographical distribution, .... the community of

J.

cture m certain respects of animals otherwise entirely different, but

ofsn -^l
*^*^ ^^^"^ geographical area the connection by series

of th .
^^"""^tures observed in animals widely scattered over the surface

surr.' ^r' . • . . the definite relations in which animals stand to the

8W "^ world, .... the relations in which individuals of the same

Sr *''^°^ ^^ °"® another, the limitation of the range of changes

Cor
^'^'"^'^ undergo durin^r their growth, .... the return to a definite

cession f^i'^al^ '"^'''^ multTply in various ways, .... the order of suc-
<^t the different types of animals and plants characteristic of the

S*ssiz, Essay on Classification; Contrib. to Nat. Hist., i, p. 132, et seq.
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diftereut geological epochs, .... the localization of some types of ani-

mals upon the same points of the surface of the globe during several

successive geological periods; the parallelism between the order of

succession of animals and plants in geological times, and the gradation

among their living representatives, the parallelism between the order

of succession of animals in geological times and the changes their living

representatives undergo during their embryological growth,* the com-

bination in many extinct types of characters which in later ageso.,

disconnected in different types, .... the parallelism between the .

tion among animals and the changes they undergo during their -:

the relations existing between these different series and tii'. -

graphical distribution of animals, the connection of all the k
features of nature into one system,—"

In a T7ord, the whole relations of animals, &c. to surrounding

nature and to each other, are regarded under the one view as

ultimate facts, or in their ultimate aspect, and interpreted theo-

logically ;—under the other as complex facts, to be analyzed and

mterpreted scientifically. The one naturalist, perhaps too largely

assummg the scientifically unexplained to be inexphcable, views

the phenomena only in their supposed relation to the Divme

mmd. The other, naturally expecting many of these plienoni-

ena to be resolvable under investigation, views them in their

relations to one another, and endeavors to explain them as &r

as he can (and perhaps farther) through natural causes.

_
But does the one really exclude the other? Does the inves-

tigation of physical causes stand opposed to the theological vieff

and the study of the harmonies between mind and Nature.

More than this, is it not most presumable that an intellectual

conception realized in nature would be realized through natural

agencies? Mr. Agassiz answers these questions affirmatively

when he declares that "the task of science is to investigate \vhai

has been done, to enquire if possible hoiv it has been done, rather

than to ask what is possible for the Deity, since toe canfow
that only hj what actually exists f' and also when he extends the

argument for the intervention in nature of a creative
mmato

Its legitimate application in the inorganic world; which, he re-

marks, "considered in the same light, would not fail also toe^X"

mbit unexpected evidence of thought, in the character ot tc*^

laws regulating the chemical combinations, the action of pbp

Sat tir ''PJl!^",* °/ '^^^"* f«™^- I must follow Pictet and Huxley id ''

^

it hereaft^i^ fi
^^'% ^°'*""^ ^^ ^^^ ^^' fr«m proved. Yet I fullj expec^

BIZ accords well with the theor/oriSur^lleirction!"^"
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cal forces, etc., etc."^ Mr. Agassiz, however, pronounces that

"the connection between the facts is only intellectual
f^—an

opinion which the analogy of the inorganic world, just referred

to, docs not confirm, for there a material connection between
the facts is justly held to be consistent with an intellectual,

—

and \vhich the most analogous cases we can think of in the or-

ganic world do not favor; for there is a material connection be-

tween the grub, the pupa, and the butterfly, between the tadpole
and the frog, or, still better, between those distinct animals
which succeed each other in alternate and very dissimilar gene-
rations. So that mere analogy might rather suggest a natural
connection than the contrary ; and the contrary cannot be de-

monstrated until the possibilities of nature under the Deity are
fathomed.

But the intellectual connection being undoubted, Mr. Agassiz
properly refers the whole to "the agency of Intellect as its first

cause." In doing so, however, he is not supposed to be offering
a scientific explanation of the phenomena. Evidently he is

considering on]y the ultimate wh?j, not the proximate why or

Now the latter is just what Mr. Darwin is considering. He
conceives of a physical connection between allied species: but
^ve suppose he does not deny their intellectual connection, as
related to a Supreme Intelligence. Certainly we see no reason
^vliy he should, and many reasons why he should not. Indeed,

^ we contemplate the actual direction of investigation and spec-
ulation ni the physical and natural sciences, we dimly apprehend
a probable synthesis of these divergent theories, and in it the
|i"ound for a strong stand against mere naturalism. Even if the
^octrine of the origin of species through natural selection should
prevail in our day, we shall not despair; being confident that

Jje genius of an Agassiz will be found equal to the work of
constructing, upon the mental and material foundations com-
"»iea, a theory of nature as theistic and as scientific, as that

^^'fh he has so eloquently expounded.
^0 conceive the possibility of "the descent of species from

tim
'^^ ^y insensibly fine gradations" during a long course of

vi7' ^r ^° ^demonstrate its compatibility with a strictly theistic

'ewotthe universe, is one thing: to substantiate the theory

^r- ' "^^ show its likelihood is quite another thing. This brings

siJDpo
^^'^^^^^^ "^'^^^ Darwin's theory actually is, and how he

- ^'-^tthe existing kinds of animals and plants, or many of
-^^^y be derived from other and earlier kinds, in the lapso

•
• p. 131.—One or two Bridge-wafer Treatises, ami most modem works

f'*! Theology should have rendered the evidences of thought in inorganic
' unexpected."

' SERIES. Vol. XXIX, No. 86._MARCH, 1860.
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of time, is by no means a novel proposition. Not to speak of

ancient speculations of the sort, it is the well-known Lamarckian

theory. The first difl&culty which such theories meet withk

that, in the present age, with all its own and its inherited pre-

judgments, the whole burden of proof is naturally, and indeed

properly, laid upon the shoulders of the propounders; and thus

far the burden has been more than they could bear. From the

very nature of the case, substantive proof of specific creation is

not attainable ; but that of derivation or transmutation of sp

cies may be. He who affirms the latter view is bound to do

one or both of two things. Either, 1, to assign real and ad^

quate causes, the natural or necessary result of which must w

to produce the present diversity of species and their actual re-

lations ; or, 2, to show the general conformity of the whole

body of facts to such assumption, and also to adduce instances

explicable by it and inexplicable by the received view,—so pe^

haps winning our assent to the doctrine, through its co^P^*^°;,

to harmonize all the facts, even though the cause of the assumeii

variation remain as occult as that of the transformation oi wu

poles into frogs, or that of Coryne into Sarzia. ,

' The first line of proof, successfully carried out, would es^^

lish derivation as a true physical theory ; the second, as a

eient hypothesis.
_ -^^^

Lamarck mainly undertook the first line, in a theory

has been so assailed by ridicule that it rarely receives the c^

for ability to which in its day it was entitled. But he assig

^^

partly unreal, partly insufficient causes ; and the ^^^'^P
.

j^.

count for a progressive change in species through the ciiret

^^

fluence of physical agencies, and through the appetencie
^^^

habits of animals reacting upon their structure, thus ca«^^^

production and the successive modification of organs, is

'

ceded and total failure. The shadowy author of the v^r

of the Natural History of Creation can hardly be saia lo^
;;^

undertaken either line, in a scientific way. He would exp-

whole progressive evolution of nature by virtue ot an i^'

tendency to development,—thus giving us an idea or a v

place of a natural cause, a restatement of the proposition ,-

of an explanation. Mr. Darwin attempts both hues o.^

and in a strictly scientific spirit ; but the stress talis -

upon the first ; for, as he does assign real causes, he is d^'
'

prove their adequacy.
It should be kept in mind that, while all direct proc^

. -»- ^ origination is unattainable from the naturt

established the opposite proposition. The futility of t

Pothesis thus far proposed to account for derivation
inaae apparent, or unanswerable objections mav be urge^i
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it ; and each victory of the kind may render derivation more
improbable, and therefore specific creation more probable, with-

out settHng tbe question either way. New facts, or new argu-

ments and a new mode of viewing the question may some day
change the whole aspect of the case. It is with the latter that

Mr. Darwin now reopens the discussion.

Having conceived the idea that varieties are incipient species,

he is led to study variation in the field where it shows itself

most strikingly and affords the greatest facilities to investigation.

Thoughtful naturalists have had increasing grounds to suspect

that a re-examination of the question of species in zoology
and botany, commencing with those races which man knows
most about, viz. the domesticated and cultivated races, would be
likely somewhat to modify the received idea of the entire fixity

of speciesi This field, rich with various but unsystematized
stores of knowledge accumulated by cultivators and breeders,

has been generally neglected by naturalists, because these races

are not in a state of nature ; whereas they deserve particular

attention on this very account, as experiments^ or the materials

for experiments, ready to our hand. In domestication we vary
sonie of the natural conditions of a species, and thus learn ex-

perimentally what changes are within the reach of varying con-

ditions in nature. We separate and protect a favorite race
against its foes or its competitors, and thus learn what it might
become if nature ever afforded it equal opportunities. Even
^vhen, to subserve human uses, we modify a domesticated race
to the detriment of its native vigor, or to the extent of practical

monstrosity, although we secure forms which would not be
originated and could not be perpetuated in free nature, yetyve
attain wider and juster views of the possible degree of variation.

^ e perceive that some species are more variable than others,
out that no species subjected to the experiment persistently re-

luses to vary; and that when it has once begun to vary, its va-
rieties are not the less but the more subject to variation. " No
case IS on record of a variable being ceasing to be variable un-
aer cultivation.'' It is fair" to- conclude, from the observation of
plants and animals in a wild as well as domesticated state, that
the tendency to vary is general, and even universal. Mr. Dar-
^m does "not believe that variability is an inherent and neces-

sary contingency, under all circumstances, with all organic be>

J!^g8,

as some authors have thought." No one supposes varia-
'on could occur under.all circumstances; but the facts on the

"'• -i^'ie imply an universal tendency, ready to be manifested under
^^>Ie circumstances. In reply to the assumption that man

'=en for domestication animals and plants having an ex-

'^ry inherent tendency to vary, and likewise to withstand

-^climates, it is asked:
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" How could a savage possibly know, when he first tamed an animal,

-whether it would vary in succeeding generations, and Avhether it would

endure other climates? Has the little variability of the ass orgninea-

fowl, or the small power of endurance of warmth by the rein-deer, or of

cold by the common camel, prevented their domestication? I cannot

doubt that if other animals and plants, equal in number to our domesti-

cated productions, and belonging to equally diverse classes and countries,

were taken from a state of nature, and could be made to breed for an

equal number of generations under domestication, they would vary on

an average as largely as the parent species of our existing domesticaled

productions have varied."

As to amount of variation, there is the common remark of

naturalists that the varieties of domesticated plants or animals

often differ more widely than do the individuals of distinct spe-

cies in a wild state : and even in nature the individuals of some

species are known to vary to a degree sensibly wide? t'

-.vhich separates related species. In hi 'which separates related species. In his instructiv
the breeds of the domestic pigeon, our author remark
least a score of pigeons might be chosen, which if

ornithologist, and he were told that they were wild birds, wuM
certamly be ranked by him as well defined species. Moreover,

I do not believe that any ornithologist would place the English

earner, the short-faced tumbler, the runt, the barb, pouter, and

fimtad in the same genus ; more especially as in each of these

breeds several truly inherited sub-breeds, or species as he raigW

jaave called them, could be shown him." That this is not a case

hke that of dogs, in which probably the blood of more than one

species is mingled, Mr. Darwin proceeds to show, adducing co-

gent reasons for the common opinion that all have descended

from the wild rock-pigeon. Then follow some suggestive re-

marks :

—

"I have discussed the probable origin of domestic pigeons at some,

yet quite insufficient, length; because when I first kept P'J^ff/JJ
watched the several kinds, knowing well how true thev bred, I fe'J

J"

-

as much difficulty in believing that they could ever haVe descended trom

a cotnmon parent, as any naturalist could in coming to a similar co^ci

6ion in regard to many species of finches, or other large groups ot W"^
«n nature. One circumstance has strock me much; namely, that a i"

iTy 11
^'^

*!?1
''^""'^"^ domestic animals and the cultivators o(j\f^^"

'

'
"

'

' conversed,
firmly convinced that the several breeds to which each has attended,

»«

^jcended from so many aboriginally distinct species. Ask, as 1 )|8

^ted, a celebrated raiser of Hereford cattle, whether his cattle ni.gh{

oi nave descended from long horns, and he will laugh you to scorn.

not fn^r''
'^'•' ^ P'^^°"' ««• poultry, or duck, or rabbit fancier, ^JoJ^

6D«c ^c^
^onvinced that each main breed was descended from a disnn

SL 7f1^"*""' '"^ ^'« ^r^atise on pears and apples, ^l^o^^^ ^^tterlyhe disbelieves that the several sorfs, for instai ce a Kibston-pipP"'
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or Codlin-apple, could ever have proceeded from the seeds of the same
tree. Innumerable other examples could be given. The explanation, I

think, is simple : from long-continued study they are strongly impressed

with the diifereuces between the several races; and though they well

know that each race varie^slightly, for they win their prizes by selecting

such slight difffcrences, yet they ignore all general arguments, and refuse

to sum up in their minds slight diflferences accumulated during many
successive generations. May uot those naturalists who, knowing'tar less

of tiie laws of inheritance than does the breeder, and knowing no more
t!v,\n he does of the intermediate links in the long lines of descent, yet
admit that many of our domestic races have descended from the same
parents—may they not learn a lesson of caution, when they deride the

i<lea of species in a state of nature being lineal descendants of other

The actual causes of variation are nnknown. Mr. Darwin
favors the opinion of the late Mr. Knight, the great philosopher
of horticulture, that variability under domestication is somehow
connected with excess of food. He also regards the unknown
cause as acting chiefly upon the reproductive system of the pa-
rents, which system, judging from the effect of confinement or
cultivation upon its functions, he concludes to be more suscepti-
ble than any other to the action of changed conditions of life.

Tue tendency to vary certainly appears to be much stronger un-
aer domestication than in free nature. But we are not sure that
the greater variableness of cultivated races is not mainly owing
w the far greater opportunities for manifestation and accumula-
lon-a view seemingly all the more favorable to Mr. Darwin's
^tieory. The actual amount of certain changes, such as size
or abundance of fruit, size of udder, stands of course in obvious
relation to supply of food,

"eally, we no more know the reason why the progeny occa-
Jona ly deviates from the parent than we do why it usually re-

^nibles It. Though the laws and conditions governing varia-
^n are known to a certain extent, while those governing inher-

.[^IJce
are apparently inscrutable. " Perhaps," Darwin remarks,

ne correct way of viewing the whole subject would be, to look
^ the inheritance of every°character whatever as the rule, and
"on-inhentance as the anomaly." This, from general and obvi-

f ^^°siderations, we have long been accustomed to do. Now,
,- ^""^^^Ptional instances are expected to be capable of explana-

j;

^' ^'lile ultimate laws are not, it is quite possible that varia-
.|0n may be accounted for, while the great primary law of inher-

"ce remams a mysterious fact,

this
•

^^'^^^^ proposition is, that species reproduce thetr hJce

;

than^ti^
^°^ °^ general inference, only a degree closer to fact

j^aa the statement that genera reproduce their like. The true
» '^position, the fact incapable of farther analysis is, that individ-
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h

mth reproduce their Z/^e,—that characteristics are inheritabi-

.

varieties, or deviations once originated, are perpetuable, like...

cies. Not so likely to be perpetuated, at the outset ; for the m
form tends to resemble a grand-parent and a long line of similar

ancestors, as well as to resemble its iftimmediate progenitor

Two forces which coincide in the ordinary case, where the off

spring resembles its parent, act in different directions when i:

does not, and it is uncertain which will prevail. If the remoter,

but very potent ancestral influence predominates, the variation

disappears with the life of the individual. If that of the imme-

diate parent—feebler no doubt, but closer—the variety survives

in the offspring ; whose progeny now has a redoubled tendency

to produce its own like ; whose progeny again is almost sure

to produce its like, since it is much the same whether it takes

after its mother or its grandmother.
In this way races arise, which under favorable conditions may

be as hereditary as species. In following these indications, watch-

ing opportunities, and breeding only from those individuals

which vary most in a desirable direction, man leads the course

of variation as he leads a streamlet,—apparently at will, o"'^

never against the force of gravitation,—to a long distance from

^s source, and makes it more subservient to his use or fancy.

He unconsciously strengthens those variations which he pnz»

when he plants the seed of a favorite fruit, preserves a favonW

domestic animal, drowns the uglier kittens of a litter, and ailo^

only the handsomest or the best mousers to propagate, ^^ti"

more, by methodical selection, in recent times almost marvellmb

results have been produced in new breeds of cattle, sheep, an-

poultry, and new varieties of fruit of greater and greater size or

excellence. .

It is said that all domestic varieties if lefl to run wikl, ^^
revert to their aboriginal stocks. Probably they would wben

ever various races of one species were left to commingle.
.^

least the abnormal or exaggerated characteristics induced bj Hi.

teeding, or high cultivation, and prolonged close breeding wj^^

promptly disappear, and the surviving stock would soon Die^^^

into a homogeneous result (in a way presently explained), >^,
would naturally be taken for the original form; but we coni

seldom know if it were so. It is by no means certain that »"

result would be the same if the races ran wild each in a^P^u
region. Dr. Hooker doubts if there is a trae reversion m

^^case of plants. Mr. Darwin's observations rather favor it in

animal k.ngdom. With mingled races reversion seems
well nij^

«,;v ^\ ^
^^^ ^^ pigeons. The common opinion upon

^subject therefore probablv has some foundation. But ere

^e regard varieties as oscillations around a primitive cenn*
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type, still it appears from the readiness with which such varie-
ties originate, that a certain amount of disturbance would carry
them beyond the influence of the primordial {

but the high antiquity of several, and the actual fixity <.

of them, negative this assumption. "To assert that we could
not breed our cart and race horses, long and short-horned cattle,
and poultry of various breeds, for almost an infinite number of
generations would be opposed to all experience."
Why varieties develope so readily and deviate so widely un-

der domestication, while they are apparently so rare or so tran-
sient m free nature, may easily be shown. In nature, even with
iiermaphrodite plants, there is a vast amount of cross fertilization
among various individuals of the same species. The inevitable
result of this (as was long ago explained in this Journal*) is to
repress variation, to keep the mass of a species comparatively
^oraogeneous over any area in which it abounds in individuals,
'i^wrting from a suggestion of the late Mr. Knight, now so famil-
iar, that close interbreeding diminishes vigor and fertilityf ; and
^rceivingthat bisexuality is ever aimed at in nature,—being at-

nl

physiologically in numerous cases where it is not structur-
^''J,-Mr. Darwin has worked out the subject in detail, and shown
ow general is the concurrence, either habitual or occasional, of

J3 r^^'^^P^rodite individuals in the reproduction of their kind

;

Zl f !^^^^° t^ie philosophical inference that probably no or-
ganic being selffertilizes indefinitely ; but that a cross with an-
aer individual is occasionally—perhaps at very long inter-
als~-,nd,spensable. We refer the reader to the section on the
"tercrossing of individuals (p. 96-101), and also to an article

t^ilg

^^ardeners' Chronicle a year and a half ago, for the de-

theoi^
* ^^^y interesting contribution to science, irrespective of

In domestication, this intercrossing maybe prevented; and

art t
f/^'^e^tion lies the art of producing varieties. But " the

most •
^^ ^^^^<' since the whole art consists in allowing the

itanceW^^^^^^^
of all natural tendencies in organic things (inher-

tal T J *^P^^^t^ uncontrolled by other and obviously inciden-
.^J^tendencies. No new power, no artificial force is brought

aa tQp^y
^i^^er by separating the stock of a desirable variety so

prevent mixture, or by selecting for breeders those indi-
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viduals which most largely partake of the peculiarities for ^hicli

the breed is valued.-^

^ We see everywhere around us the remarkable results which

Nature may be said to have brought about under artificial se-

lection and separation. Could she accomplish similar results

wlieii left to herself? Variations might begin, we kudw they

do begin, in a wild state. But would any of them be presemii

and carried to an equal degree of deviation ? Is there anything

in nature which in the long run may answer to artificial selec-

tion ? Mr. Darwin thinks that there 'is ; and Natural Selection's

the key-note of his discourse.
As a preliminary, he has a short chapter to show that there is

variation in nature, and therefore something for natural selection

to act upon. He readily shows that such mere variations as

may be directly referred" to physical conditions (like the depau-

northward, &c.), and also those individual differ

everywhere recognize but do not pretend to account for, are not

separable by any assignable line from more strongly marked

varieties; likewise that there is no clear demarcation between

the latter and subspecies, or varieties of the highest grade (dis-

tinguished from species not by any known inconstancy, but by

the supposed lower importance of their characteristics); noroe-

tween these and recognized species. "These differences blend

into each other in an insensible series, and the series impreses

the raind with an idea of an actual passage." «,

This gradation from species downward is well made out io

carry it one step farther upwards, our author presents in a strong

light the differences which prevail among naturalists astowb^

forms should be admitted to the rank of species. Some gene'J

(and these in some countries) give rise to far more discrepancy

than others; and it is concluded that the large or dommj
genera are usually the most variable. In a flora so small asin«

British, 182 plants generally reckoned as varieties, bave 0^"

ranked by some botanists as species. Selecting the British
g«n

era which include the most polymorphous forms, it m^f^L
Babmgtoivs Flora gives them 251 species, Bentham's onlv 1^-;

a difierence of 189 doubtful forms. These are nearly tbe^
treme views; but they are the views of two most capable

^\most experienced judges, in respect to one of the besano«
floras of the world. The fact is su-gestive, that the best kno«^

countries farnish the greatest number of such doubtful ca.^'

r.*J.\^, ':"^t^
'^ncl processes of breeders of animals, and their results,

are^^^^;

;ss is popul^'J-ly
known ..

^p.

lers back to this Journa^-.^
^^^^^
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Illustrations of this kind may be multiplied to a great extent.

They make it plain that, whether species in nature are aborigi-

nal and (letinite or not, our practical conclusions about them, as

embodied in systematic works, are not facts hxjX judgments, and
larjrely fallible judgments.
How much of the actual coincidence of authorities is owing

to imperfect or restricted observation, and to one naturalist's

adopting the conclusions of another without independent obser-
vation, this is not the place to consider. It is our impression
that species of animals are more definitely marked than those of
plants; this may arise from our somewhat extended acquaint-
ance with the latter, and our ignorance of the former. But we
are constrained by our experience to admit the strong likelihood,
in botany, that varieties on the one hand and what are called
closely related species on the other do not differ except in de-
gree. Whenever the wider difference separating the latter can
be spanned by intermediate forms, as it sometimes is, no botan-
ist long resists the inevitable conclusion. AVhenever, therefore,
this wider difference can be shown to be compatible with com-
munity of origin, and explained through natural selection or in
anv other way, we are ready to adopt the probable conclusion

;

and we see beforehand ho\v strikingly the actual geographical
association of related species favors the broader view. Whether
^e should continue to regard the forms in question as distinct
species, depends upon what meaning we shall finally attach to
tiiat term

; and that depends upon how far the doctrine of de-
nvatioti can be carried back and how well it can be supported.

tn applying his principle of natural selection to the work in
*^jnd, Mr. Darwin assumes, as we have seen : 1, some variability

^!
animals and plants in nature; 2, the absence of anv definite

J'stinction between slight variations, and varieties of the highest
6'"^^e; 3, the fact that naturalists do not practically agree, and

not increasingly tend to agree, as to what forms are species
j'nuwhat are strong varieties, thus rendering it probable that

biiir
%^^ ^® ^^ essential and original difference, or no possi-

mn«; fl

'"ascertaining it, at least in many cases; also, 4, that the
'ost nourishing and dominant species of the larger genera on

onl^^v!"^^^
vary most (a proposition which can be substantiated

eivp r ^-"^tensive comparisons, the details of which are not

olrJii 'T^"^' ^' t^i'^t in large genera the species are apt to be

tT^I
^''' ""equally allied togetl-er, forming little clusters

^«"od certain .r.L.. ^
; .,.,,.u°.listers as would be formed if

ive been satellites or varie-

t to have attaine<] at length

laracter. The fact of such

ie which Mr. Darwin makes
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The gist of Mr. Darwin's work is

are gradually diverged into species .1

selection; that natural selection is the inevitable result of the

druQ'jlcfor existence which all living things are engaged in; and

that this struggle is an unavoidable consequence of several nat-

ural causes, but mainly of the high rate at which all organic

beings tend to increase.

Curiously enough, Mr. Darwin's theory is grounded upon the

doctrine of Malthus and the doctrine of Eobbes. Tbe elder

DeCandolle had conceived the idea of the struggle for existence,

and in a passage which would have delighted the cynical philos-

opher of Malmesburv, had declared that! all nature "is at war, one

organism with another or with external nature; andLjelUnd
Herbert hud made considerable use of it. But Hobbes in lus

theory of society and Darwin in his theory of natural historr,

alone have built their systems upon it. However moralists am

political economists may regard these doctrines in their original

application to human society and the relation of population to

subsistence, their thorough 'applicability to the great societv 0.'

the organic world in 'i-eneral is now undeniable. And to -Vf.

Darwin belongs the cr?dit of making this extended application,

and of working out the immenselv diversified results with rare

sagacity and untiring patience. He has brought to view m/

cames which have been largely operative in the cstablishrnent

of the actual association and geographical distribution of plan^

and animals. In this he must be allowed to have made a very

important contribution to an interesting department of science,

even if his theory fails in the endeavor to explain the ongmo

diversity of species.

''A^>thing is easier; savs our author, « than to a
tnitl, of the universal struggle for life, or more difnci
found it so—tlian constantiVto hear this conclusion in

it W thoroughly eno-rn inod in the mind, I -mu convin
coouoinv of nnturo. w til every f-.et on di.-tribution,
cxtiuctiou, ;;ik1 vaviat on, will l,e dimly ^e.n or qi
\\^i In-iiuia liiG f:ice nature hi-igtit wiUi gladness,

rigle pair. Evei
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and there is no plant so unproductive as this—and their seedlings next

year produced two, and so on, then in twenty years there Avonlil be a

million plants. The elephant is reckoned to be the slowest breeder of all

known animals, and I have taken some pains to estimate its" probable

niiniiiium rate of natural increase : it will be under the mark to assume
that it breeds when thirty years old, and goes on breedin": till ninety

BO, at the end of the fifth century there would be alive fifteen million

elephants, descended from the first pair.

merits of the rate of increase of slow-breeding cattle and horses in Soiilli

America, and latteily in Australia, had not been well authenticated, they
would have been quite incredible. So it is with jilants: cases could bo
given of introduced phints which have become common throughout whole
islands in a period of less than ten years. Several of the plants now
most numerous over the wide plains of La Plata, clothing square leagues
of suifiice almost to the exclusion of all other plants, liave been iiitro-

'luced from Europe; and there are plants which now range in India, as
i hear from i>r. Falconer, from Cape Comorin to the Himalaya, which
^'ebeen imported from America since its discovery. In such cases,

and endless instances could be given, no one supposes that the fertility

01 these animals or plants has been suddenly and temporarily increased
'"any sensible degree. The obvious explanation is that the conditions
'f lite have been very favorable, and that there lias consequently been
J«a destruclio uly all t

"larily rapid increase and wide diffusion of naturalized produ

^ he diflference between the most and the least prolilic species
ot no account.

'' fondor lays a couple of eo-^rs, and the ostricli a score; and yet
"1"-"—' ' • " -' -, more numerons of the two.

\ believed to be the wost nu-

an important part in determining the are
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this IS .1 tremendous destruction, when we remember
is an extraordinarily severe mortality from epidemics with man, Tlie

action of climate seems at fii-st sight to be quite independent of the

struorgle for existence; but in so far as climate chiefly acts in reducing

food, it bi-ings on the most severe struggle between the individuals,

whether of the same or of distinct species, which subsist on the same

kind of food. Even when climate, for instance extreme cold, acts di-

rectly, it will be the least vigorous, or those which have got least food

through the advancing winter, which will suffer most. When wc travel

from south to north, or from a damp region to a dry, we invariably se«

some species gradually getting rarer and rarer, and finally disappearing;

and the change of climate being conspicuous, we are tempted to attribute

the whole efiect to its direct action. But this is a very false view: we

f >rget that each species, even where it most abounds, is constantly siiifer-

ing enormous destruction at some period of its life, from enemies or from

competitors for the same place and food ; and if these enemie? or com-

petitors be in the least degree favored by any slight change of climate,

they will increase in numbers, and, as each area is already stocked with

and see a species decreasing in numbers, we may feel sure that l''®^"^

gree, for the number of species of all kinds, and therefore of competitors,

decreases northwards; hence in going northward, or in ascending*

mountain, we far oftener meet with stunted forms, due to the direcilp^-

jurious action of climate, than we do in proceeding southwards orm

descending a mountain. When we reach the Arctic regions, orsnov^-

capped summits, or absolute deserts, the struggle for life is almost exeiu

sively with the elements.
"That climate acts in main part indirectly by favoring other specrft

v^e may clearly see in the prodigious number of plants in our gardc^

^vhIch can perfectly well endure our climate, but which never become

naturalized, for they cannot compete with our native plants, nor resi«

destruction by our native animals."—pp. 68, 69.

After an instructive instance in wliicli " cattle absolutely d^

termine the existence of the Scotch Fir," we are referreai"

eases hi which insects determine the existence of cattle.

"Perhaps Paraguay ofiers the most curious instance of this; for
^^^

neither cattle nor horses nor dogs have ever run wild, though they- '

southward and northward in a feral state; and Azara and Ken-- =

snown that this is cause<l by the greater number in Faragimy '-

tarn fly which lays its eggs in the navels of these animals ^v^

Dorn. The increase of these flies, numerous as thev nre, ra"st I"

ual y checked by some means, probably bv birds. 'Hence, if ceria'-;

sectivorous birds (whose numbei-s are probably regulated ^J/^"^

fcl.P^'^VT^ *^ ''^'^'^^'^ i" l'-4'av, the flies would jl^^S
"^en cattle and horses would become feral and this would certtf^^
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greatly alter (as indeed I have observed in parts of South Aniericn) the
vegetation: this again would largely aflFect the insects; and this, as wo
just have seen in Stafibrdshire, the insectivorous birds, and so onwards in

ever-increasing circles of complexity. We began this series by insectiv-

oroj» birds, and we had ended with tliem. Not that in nature the rela-

tions can ever be as simple as this. Battle within battle mupt ever be
recurring with varying success; and yet in the long run the forces are
so nicely balanced, that the face of nature remains uniform for long pe-
riods of time, though assuredly the merest trifle would often give the
victory to one organic being over another. Nevertheless so profound is

our Ignorance, and so high our presumption, that we marvel when we
liear of the extinction of an organic being; and as we do not see the
cause, we invoke cataclysms to desolate the world, or invent laws on the
duration of the forms of life!"—pp. 72, 73.
"When wa look at the plants and bushes clothing an entangled bank,

wc are tempted to attribute their proportional numbers and kinds to what
we call chance. But how false a view is this ! Every one has heard
that wlien an American forest is cut down, a very diflerent vegetation
f'prings up;^ but it has been observed that the trees now growing on the
ancient Indian mounds, in the Southern United States, display the same
Mautifui diversity and proportion of kinds as in the surrounding virgin
forests. What a struggle between the several kinds of trees must here
Mve gone on during long centuries, each annually scattering its seeds by

nails, and other animals with birds and beasts of prey—all striving to
increase, and all feeding on each other or on the trees or their seeds and
seed hngs, or on the other plants which first clothed the ground and thus
^Jjecked the growth of the trees! Throw up a handful of feathers, and

must fall to the ground according to definite laws; but how simple is

JJis
problem compared to the action and reaction of the innumerable

dtr''^^"'''*'"^'
numbers and kinds of trees'now growing on the old In-

^or reasons obvious upon reflection the competition is often,
t not generally, most severe between nearly related species when

[fy
are in contact, so that one drives the other before it, as the

jianovenan the old English rat, the small Asiatic cockroach in

S'^' ^^f
.greater congener, &c. : and this, when duly consid-

.^ '. pP'ains many curious results:—such, for instance, as the
considerable number of different genera of plants and animals
vaich nr.

generally found to inhabit any limited area.

"The truth of the principle, that the great
ported by great dil

to im'^^"'"^*""'^^"
^" *" extremely small area, especially if freely open

^ ?^S'"''tion, and where the contest between individual and individual

in*u. T'^^^^ "^ve always find great diversity in its inhabitants. For
Q^''^^, I found that a piece of turf, three feet by four in size, which had

^^^
^''P^^^l for many years to exactly the same conditions, supported
'7 specie of plants, and these belonged to eighteen genera and to
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eight orders, which showed how much tliese plants differed from eacl

other. So it is with the plants and insects on small and uniform islets;

and so in small ponds of fresh water. Farmers find that they can raise most

food by a rotation of plants belonging to the most diiFerent orders; n.v

tiire follows what may be called a simultaneous rotation. Most of th«

animals and plants which live close round any small piece of ground,

could live on it (supposing it not to be in any way pfcuiiar in its natiirf),

and may be said to be striving to the utmost to live there ; but, it is seen,

that where they come into the closest competition with each other, tlia

advantages of diversification of structure, with the accompanying differ-

ences of habit and constitution, determine that the inliabitants, which

thus jostle each other most closely, shall as a general rule, belong lo

what we call different genera and orders,"—p. 114.

The abundance of some forms, the rarity and final extinction

of many others, and the consequent divergence of character or

increase of difference among the surviving representatives are

other consequences. As favored forms increase, the less favored

must diminish in number, for there is not room for all; and the

slightest advantage, at first probably inappreciable to human

observation, must decide which shall prevail and which must

perish, or be driven to another and for it more favorable locality.

We cannot do justice to the interesting chapter upon natural

selection by separated extracts. The following must serve w

show how the principle is supposed to work.

"If during the lon^ course of ages and under varying conditions of

life, organic beings vary at all in the several parts of their orgainzat.w,

and I think this cannot be disputed ; if there be, owing to the L.gb
g^

metrical powers of increase of each species, at some age, ^^''^®*'"' '""

:l
'.'

a severe struggle for life, and this certainly cannot be disputed;
"J'

considering the infinite complexity of the relations of ail o.gan'c b^|

to each other and to their conditions of existence, causing an mfin e^d.

versity in structure, constitution, and habits, to be advantageous to

^^^^^
I think it would be a most extraordinary fact if no variation

^^^^^^^^

occurred useful to each being's own welfare, in the same way "®^°
|,V

variations have occurred useful to man. But if variations useful

^^
^^^^.^

organic being do occur, assuredly individuals thus characterized ^

^^^^

the best chance of being preserved in the struggle for lite; ^"".
j,„i.

strong principle of inheritance they will tend to produce o^fIVtije
larly characterized. This principle of preservation, I have calleu,

sake of brevity. Natural Selection."—pp. 126, 127. ^ I

" In order to make it clear how, as I believe, natural selection
-jcts,^^

must beg permission to give one or two imaginary
'""f''^'^"^'jn^ som«

take the case of a wolf, which preys .on various animals, sec »

by craft, some by strength, and some byfleetness; and le

^^J^^
that the fleetest prey, a deer for instance, had from any "^"^"V^ „^ni-

country increased in numbers, or that other prey had deerea^^ _^ f^r

hers, during that season of the year when the wolf is li'*'*'7
,

. .i,at tb«

food. I can under such circumstances see no reason to <^of'
"

i.^ag,

swiftest and slimmest wolves would have the best chance ot s
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strength to master their prey at this or at s

wlieii tliey niiglit be compelled to prey on other animals. I can see no

more reason to doubt this, tlian that man can improve the flcetness of his

greyliounds by careful and methodical selection, or by that unconscious

stlcclioii wiiicfi results from each man trying to keep the best dogs with-

out any thou<jIit of modifying the breed.

"Even without any change in the proportional numbers of the ani-

mals on which our wolf preyed, a cub might be born with an innate ten-

dency to pursue certain kinds of prey. Nor can this be thought very

improbable; for we often observe great differences in the natural" tenden-

cies of our domestic animals; one cat, for instance, taking to catch rats,

anolJK'r mice; one cat, according to Mr. StJohn, bringing home winged
game, another hares or rabbits, and another hunting on marsl)y ground
and almost nightly catching woodcocks or snipes. The tendency to

catch rats rather than mice is known to be inherited. Now, if'any

shjrht innate change of l\abit or of structure benefited an individual

^'^oit; it would havethe best chance of surviving and of leaving offspring.

Some of its young would probably inherit the same habits or structure,

and by the repetition of this process, a new variety might be formed
^^liich would either supplant or coexist with the parent-form of wolf.

quentiiigthe lowlands, would naturally bo forced to hunt different prey;
«"d from the continued preservation of tlie individuals best fitted for the
'«o sites, two varieties might slowly be formed. These varieties would

«[>allBoon have to return. I m'av add, that, according to Mr. Pierce,
tiere are two varieties of the wolf inhabiting the Catskill Mountains in

^I'eloited States, one with a light greyhound-like form, which pui-sues

"'-'«f> and the other more bulky, witii shorter legs, which more frequently

«Ueb the shepherd's flocks."—pp. 90, 91.

.

^*^'e eke out the illustration here with a counterpart instance,

" '' .' remark of Dr. Bachman that "The deer that reside

tly in the swamps of Carolina are taller and longer-

lii those in the higher grounds."*
-Its allotted to this article are nearly reached, yet only

'e fourteen chapters of the volume have been touched.

'"'f-
liowever, contain the fundamental principles of the theory

^ja most of those applications of it which are capable of somc-
^i^'nglike verification, relating as they do to phenomena now oc-

^;^""g- Some of our extracts also show bow these principles

i^eihougi^t to have operated through the long lapse ot the ages
^»^e chapters from the sixth to the ninth inclusive are designed

2 "hviate difficulties and obiections, "some of them so grave
J^^atto this dav," the author frankly savs, he "can never reflect

':„^=iem without being staggered." We do not wonder at it

-ruYing what comfort he can from " the imperfection of

* Quadrupeds of America, i!, p. 239.
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the geological record" (chap. 9), Tvhich we suspect is scarceir

exaggerated, the author considers the geological succession of

organic beings (chap. 10), to sec whether they better accord with

the common view of the immutability of species, or with that

^^ their slow and gradual modification. -
^ •

that question. Then follow two most interesting and able chap-

ters on the geographical distribution of plants and animals, the

summary of which we should be glad to cite; then a fitting

chapter upon classification, morphology, embryology, &c, as

viewed in the light of this theory, closes the argument; tbe

fourteenth chapter being a recapitulation.
The interest for the general reader heightens as the author ad-

vances on his perilous way and grapples manfully with the most

formidable difficulties.

To account, upon these principles, for the gradual elimination

and segregation of nearly allied forms,—such as varieties, sub-

species, and closely related or representative species,—also in a

general way for their geographical association and present rar.

is comparatively easy, is apparently within the bounds of
]

bihty, and even of probability. Could we stop here we f^-

be fairly contented. But, to"'complete the system, to carry

the principles to their ultimate conclusion, and to explain ..

them many facts in geographical distribution which would s;i.

remain anomalous, Mr. Darwin is equally bound to account for

the formation of genera, families, orders, and even classes, by

natural selection. He does " not doubt that the theory of ae-

scent^^with modification embraces all the members of the sara^

class, and he concedes that analogy would press the conclusion

stdl farther; while he admits that " the more distinct the forms

are, the more the arguments fall away in force." To commana

assent we naturally require decreasing probability to be over-

balanced by an increased weight of evidence. An opponent

might plausibly, and perhaps quite fliirly, urge that the Imk'sifl

the chain of argument are weakest just where the greatest stres>

falls upon them.
To which Mr. Darwin's answer is, that the best parts ot:

testimony have been lost. ITe is conirdent that interim-

forms must have existed ; that in the olden times when tiic -

era, the f-imilies and the orders diverged from their parent bi.

gradations existed as fine as those which now connected-

related species with varieties. But they have passed ana •

no sign. The geological record, even if all displayed to v

IS a book from which not only many pases, but even ^n--'

ternate chapters have been lost out, or rather which were i-

printed from the autographs of nature. The record was acu

made in fossil lithography only at certain times and unoe^

tain conditions (i. e., at periods of slow subsidence and pi-^
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abundant sediment) ; and of these records all but the last volume
is out of print ; and of its pages only local glimpses have been
obtained. Geologists, except Lyell, will object to this,—some
of them moderately, others with vehemence. Mr. Darwin him-
self admits, with a candor rarely displayed on such occasions,

that he should have expected more geological evidence of tran-

sition than he finds, and that all the most eminent palaeonto-
logists maintain the immutability of species.

The general fact, however, that the fossil fauna of each period
as a whole is nearly intermediate in character between the pre-
ceding and the succeeding faunas, is much relied on. We are
brought one step nearer to the desired inference by the similar
"fact, insisted on by all palaeontologists, that fossils from two
consecutive formations are far more closely related to each other,
than are the fossils of two remote formations. Pictet gives a
well-known instance,—the general resemblance of the organic
remains from the several stages of the chalk formation, though
the species are distinct at each stage. This fact alone, from its

generality seems to have shaken Professor Pictet in his firm be-
lief in the immutability of species." (p. 335.) What Mr. Dar-
win now particularly wants to complete his inferential evidence
13 a proof that the sam.e gradation maybe traced in later pe-
riods, say in the tertiary, and between that period and the pres-
ent; also that the later gradations are finer, so as to leave it

doubtful whether the succession is one of species,—believed on
^ne one theory to be independent, on the other, derivative,—or

f vaneties, which are confessedly derivative. The proof of the
^°cr gradation appears to be forthcoming. Des Hayes and Lyell
«ave concluded that many of the middle tertiary, and a large

K^v '°^ of the later tertiary mollusca are specifically identical
^"h hving species; and this is still the almost universally

fvl

^
V

* view. But Mr. Agassiz states that, " in every instance

IfT^ ^^^ sufficient materials, he had found that the species

J'

the two epochs supposed to be identical by Des Hayes and
^jeii were m reality distinct, although closely allied species."*
-moreover he is now satisfied, as we understand, that the same
P-Mation is traceable not merely in each great division of the
^niary, but in particular deposits or successive beds, each an-
/^enng to a great number of years ; where what have passed

ti'^'^^f
o^ed as members of one species, upon closer examina-

"^.01 numerous specimens exhibit differences which m his
"P'mon entitle them to be distinguished into two, three, or more

fairllf^i
^^ ^' P^ai°' therefore, that whatever conclusions can be

\^Y
urawn from the present animal and vegetable kingdoms

lavor of a gradation of varieties into species, or into what

EE*
^'°**««li°gs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, iv, p. 178.
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may be regarded as such, the same may be extended to the ter-

tiary period. In both cases, what some call species others call

varieties
;
and in the later tertiary shells this difference in judg-

ment affects almost half of the species !

We pass to a second difficulty in the way of Mr. Darwin's

theory
; to a case where we are perhaps entitled to demand of

him evidence of gradation like that wliieh connects the present

with the tertiary mollusca. Wide, very wide is the gap, ana-

tomically and physiologically (we do not speak of the iutellec-

tAial) between the highest quadrumana and man ; and compara-

tively recent, if ever, must the line have bifurcated. But where

is there the slightest evidence of a common progenitor? Per-

haps Mr. Darwin would reply by another question : where are

the fossil remains of the men who made the flint knives and

arrow-heads of the Somme valley ?

We have a third objection, one, fortunately, which has noth-

mg to do with geology. We can only state it here, in brief

terms. The chapter on hybridism is most ingenious, able, and

instructive. If sterility of crosses is a special, original arrange-

ment to prevent the confusion of species by mingling, as is gen-

erally assumed, then, since varieties cross readily nnd their off-

spring is fertile inter se, there is a fundamental distinction be-

tween varieties and species. Mr. Darwin therefore labors to

show that it is not a special endowment, but an incidental ac-

quirement. He does show that the sterility of crosses is of all

degrees ;—upon which we have only to say, Naiura nonfacit sal-

turn, here any more than elsewhere. But, upon his theory be is

bound to show how sterility might be acquired, through natural

selection or through somethintr else. And the difficulty is, that,

whereas individuals of the very same blood tend to he ster'le,

and somewhat remoter unions diminish this tendency, and when

they have diverged into two varieties the cross-breeds between

the two are more fertile than either pure stock,—yet when the)

have diverged only one degree more the whole tendency is
'^^

versed, and the mongrel is sterile, either absolutely or relative J-

He who explains the genesis of species through purely nawra^

agencies should assign a natural cause for this remarkable re-

sult; and this Mr. Darwin has not done. Whether oi'igina «

derived however, this arrangement to keep apart those fonns

which have, or have acquired (as the case mly be) a cerum

moderate amount of difference, looks to us as much design
Jfor the purpose, as does a ratchet to prevent reverse motion m

J.

wheel. If species have originated by divergence, this keep

them apart.
a J ^

Here let us suggest a possibly attainable test of the theory
f>

derivation, a kind of instance which Mr. Darwin may he^
asked to produce,-viz., an instance of two varieties, or what m^J
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be assumed as such, which have diverged enough to reverse the

movement, to bring out some sterihty in the crosses. The best

marked human races might offer the most likely case. If mu-
lattoes are sterile or tend to sterility, as some naturalists confi-

dently assert, they afford Mr. Darwin a case in point. If, as

others think, no such tendency is made out, the required evi-

A fourth and the most formidable difficulty is that of the pro-
duction and specialization of organs.

It is well said that all organic beings have been formed on
two great laws ; Unity of type, and Adaptation io the condi-
tions of e.xistence.* The special teleologists, such as Paley, oc-

cupy themselves with the latter only ; they refer particular ficts

to special design, but leave an overwhelming array of the widest
facts inexphcable. The morphologists build on unity of type,
or that fundamental agreement in the structure of each great
class of beings, which is quite independent of their habits or con-
ditions of life ; which requires each individual "to go through
a certain formality," and to accept, at least for a time, certain or-

gans, whether they are of any use to him or not. Philosophical
minds form various conceptions for harmonizing the two views
theoretically. Mr. Darwin harmonizes and explains them natu-
™ly. Adaptation to the conditions of existence is the result of
^>atural Selection ; Unitv of type, of unity of descent. Accord-
ingly, as he puts his theory, he is bound to account for the orig-
itiation of new organs, and for their diversity in each great type,
wr their specialization, and every adaptation of organ to func-
tion and of structure to condition, through natural agencies,
"lienever he attempts this he reminds us of Lamarck, and shows
}is how little light tiie science of a centu?-y devoted to structural

\estigation has thrown upon the mystery of organization.
^ere purely natural explanations fail, the organs being given,

Y^ral selection may account for some improvement; if given
ot a variety of sorts or grades, natural selection might determine
^^'I'ch should survive and where it should prevail.

S^n all this ground the only line for the theory to talre is to

"i^^e the most of gradation and adherence to type as suggestive
i^erivation, and unaccountable upon any other scientific view,
^aeterrinrr all attempts to explain how such a metamorphosis
"^a« effected, until naturalists have explained how the tadpole is

"eiamorphosed into a frog, or one sort of polyp into another.

thl^\!l''^
^* ^^ S'^' ^^e pliilosophy of eflicient cause, and even

.inn r
^ argument from design, would stand, upon the admis-

S '^'^ "" t'leory of derivlition, precisely where the^^ stand
^'^iioiit It. At least there is, or need be, no ground of difter-

^^dZZ ''^'^ '"" *^''"*^' ^iz:-Vej^ «"> 18 Bimpl, Unity of Type.
-Vegetative I
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ence here between Darwin and Agassiz. The latter will admit,

with Owen and every morphologist, that hopeless is the attempt

to explain the similarity of pattern in members of the sarae

class by utility or the doctrine of final causes. "On the ordi-

nary view of the independent creation of each being, we can

only say that so it is, that it has so pleased the Creator to con-

struct each animal and plant." Mr. Darwin, in proposing a the-

ory which suggests a how that harmonizes these facts into a sys-

tem, we trust implies that all was done wisely, in the largest

sense designedly, and by an Intelligent First Cause. The con-

templation of the subject on the intellectual side, the amplest

exposition of the Unity of Plan in Creation, considered irrespec-

tive of natural agencies, leads to no other conclusion.

We are thus, at last, brought to the question; whatwonld

happen if the derivation of species were to be substantiated,

either as a true physical theory, or as a sufficient hypothesis?

"What would come of it? The enquiry is a pertinent one, just

now. For, of those who agree with us in thinking that Darvvm

has not established his theory of derivation, many will admit

with us that he has rendered a theory of derivation much less

improbable than before ; that such a theory chimes in with the

established doctrines of physical science, and is not unlikely to

be largely accepted long before it can be proved. Moreoyer,

the varioiis notions that prevail,—equally among the most and

the least religious,—as to the relations between natural agencies

or phenomena and Efficient Cause, are seemingly more crude,

obscure, and discordant than they need be.
. u\^

It is not surprising that the doctrine of the book should oe

denounced as atheistical. What does surprise and concern
j^

is, that it should be so denounced by a scientific man, on t

broad assumption that a material connection between ^\^T^
bers of a series of organized beings is inconsistent with the w

of their being intellectually connected with one another throug

the Deity, i. e., as products of one mind, as indicating and real-

izing a preconceived plan. An assumption the rebound ot wu

IS somewhat fearful to contemplate, but fortunately one wm
every natural birth protests against. . .

,f jj
It would be more correct to say, that the theory m "sei

perfectly compatible with an atheistic view of the univeRc.

That is true; but it is equallv true of physical theori^^/°a
rally. Indeed, it is more true of the theory of gravitation,

ana

of the nebular hypothesis, than of the hypothesis ^ qu^»"^j

ihe latter merely takes up a particular, proxirnate cause,
^

of such causes, from which; it is argued, the present di^-ersjU

species has or may have contingenthj resulted. The author ^^
not say necessarily resulted

; that the actual results m m^;^^^
measure, and none other must have taken place. On the otu
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hand the theory of gravitation, and its extension in the nebular

hypothesis, assume a universal and uUimaie physical cause, from
which the effects in nature must necessarily have resulted. Now

pantheism. Yet the great achievement of Newton consisted in

jToving that certain forces, (blind forces, so far as the theory is

• ""'"''V'd,) acting upon matter in certain directions, must wece^sa-

' luce planetary orbits of the exact measure and form in

liservation shows them to exist;—a view which is just

-tent with eternal necessity,, either in the atheistic or

itheistic form, as it is with theism.
-Nor is the theory of derivation particularly exposed to the

charge of the atheism of fortuity; since it undertakes to assign
real causes for harmonious and systematic results. But of this,

a '.vord at the close.
''"^ value of such objections to the theory of derivation may

1 by one or two analogous cases. The common scientific

s popular belief is that of the original, independent crea-

xygen and hydrogen, iron, gold, and the like. Is the
'Hve opinion, now increasingly held, that some or all of the

i ''['posed elementary bodies are derivative or compound, devel-
oped from some preceding forms of matter, irreligious? AVei-e
we old alchemists atheists as well as dreamers in their attempts
to transmute earth into gold? Or, to take an instance from
force (power),—which stands one step nearer to efficient cause
loan form—was the attempt to prove that heat, light, electricitv,

njagnetism, and even mechanical power are variations or trans-
inutations of one force, atheistical in its tendency ? The sup-
Posed establishment of this view is reckoned as one of the great-
est scientific triumphs of this century.

i erbaps, however, the objection" is brought, not so much
sgainst the speculation itself, as against the attempt to show how

W ^^'°" might have been brought about. Then the same ob-

fn ir ^PP^^^s ^o a recent ingenious hypothesis made to account
or the genesis of the chemical elements out of the etherial me-

J

ji«i, and to explain their several atomic weights and some
'»er characteristics by their successive complexity,—hydrogen

^^nsistmg of so manv atoms of etherial substance united in a
i^«irucular order, and "so on. The speculation interested the phi-
o^phersof the British Association, and was thought innocent,

T ""5'ipported by facts. Surely Mr. Darwin's theory is none
•^^ worse, morally,' for having some foundation in fact.

cli!!l^"^
opinion, then, it is far easier to vindicate a theistic

.;'ia^ter for the derivative theory, than to establish the theory

PhiU ^?^ adequate scientific evidence. Perhaps scarcely any
f "osophical objection can be urged against the former to which
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the nebular hypothesis is not equally exposed. Yet the neklar

hypothesis finds general scientific acceptance, and is adopted as

the basis of an extended and recondite illustration in Mr. Agas-

siz's great work.*
How the author of this book harmonizes his scientific tlieorv

with his philosophy and theology, he has not informed us,

Paley, in his celebrated analogy with the watch, insists that if

the time-piece were so constructed as to produce other similar

watches, after the manner of generation in animals, thearcu-

ment from design would be all the stronger. What is to hinder

Mr. Darwin from giving Paley's argament a further a-fortim

extension to the supposed case of a watch which sometimes pro-

duces better watches, and contrivances adapted to successive

conditions, and so at length turns out a chronometer, a town-

clock, or a series of organisms of the same type ? From certain

incidental expressions at the close of the volume, taken in con-

nection with the motto adopted from AYhewell, we judge it prob-

able that our author regards the whole system of nature as one

which had received at its first formation "the impress of the will

of its Author, foreseeing the varied yet necessary laws ont3

action throughout the whole of its existence, ordainmgm
and how each particular of the stupendous plan should be real-

ized in effect, and—with Him to whom to will is to do-in or-

daining doing it. Whether profoundly philosophical or not. a

view maintained by eminent philosophical physicists and tuec^

logians, such as Babbage on the one hand and Jowett on tne

other, will hardly be denounced as atheism. Perhaps Mr.Parwin

would prefer to express his idea in a more general way, D

adopting the thouglitfiil words of one of the most enunent n.

uralists of this or any age, substituting the wwd
f^'^"^^

'thought,' since it is the former (from which alone the I'Werc.

be inferred) that he has been considering. " Taking nature
_

exhibiting thought for my guide, it appears to me that y"^
man thought is consecutive. Divine thought is simultan^"-

embracing at the same time and forever, in the pa-^\»l^^
Efof

and the future, the most diversified relations among 'i""^fl_,.

thousands of organized beings, each of which may prese^^J

plications again, which, to studv and understand even im,

fectly,~as for instance man himself-mankind has ahead) . •

thousands of years."t In thus conceiving of the Divint i

in act as coetaneous with Divine Thought, and of boll. n>_

may be apart from the human element of time, our auuk^^

regard the intervention of the Creator either as, Immaniv .

.

mjr, donefrom all time, or else as doing ihrourjh ad me. ^

,

ultimate analysis we suppose that every philosophical

must adopt one or the other conception.

* Contrib. Nat. Hist. Amer.. i. p. 127-131. t OP' "'' ^
'^''
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A perversion of the first view leads towards atheism, the no-
tion of an eternal sequence of cause and effect, for which there
is no first cause,—a view which few sane persons can long rest

in. The danuer which may threaten the second view is panthe-
ism. We feel safe from either error, in our profound conviction
that there is order in the universe ; that order ' ""

design, will ; and mind or will, personality,
mucli prefer the second of the two conceptions ot causation, as
the more philosophical as well as Christian view,—a view wliich
leiives us with the same difficulties and the same mysteries in
Nature as in Providence, and no other. Natural ]aw,"^upon this
view, is the human conception of continued and orderly Divine

vt e do not suppose that less power, or other power, is required
to sustain the universe and carry on its operations, than to bring
It into being. So, while conceiving no improbability of " inter-
ventions of Creative mind in nature," if by such is meant the
bringing to pass of new and fitting events at fitting times, we
ieave it for profounder minds to establish, if they can, a rational
oatnictiou in kind between His working in nature carrying on'
operations, and in initiating those operations.
.\\e wished under the light of such views, to examine more

cnticallj the doctrine of this book, especiallv of some questiou-
aoie parts;—for instance, its explanation of the natural develop-
mentof organs, and its implication of a "necessary acquirement
"' mental power" in the ascending scale of gradation. But
nereis room only for the general declaration that we cannot

Ta ^^^ ^°^''"^-^ a series which began with chaos and ends with
^;"^, or of which mind is a result: that if by the successive
^ination of species and organs through natural agencies, the

-ic^ans a series of events which succeed each otlier irro-

•i a continued directing intelligence,—events which
^ not order and shape to destined ends,—then he has
•i^hed that doctrine, nor advanced towards its est ab-

i I-.
1

'

f
'' ^^^ accumulated improbabilities beyond all belief.

of'f ,
wrrnation and the oricrination of the successive degrees

tu^^^^'y ''^ ^y^' ^^' ^ specimen. The treatment of this sub-

SyP- 1S8, 189), upon one interpretation is open to all the ob-

Sn"' 'f''"^ *^' ^''^ i^' ^^ the other hand, we may rightly

cffortfV , ^P "^o ^ telescope, perfected by the long continued

S. A
^''°^'^'^ ^'^"^''^" iutellects,",we could carry out the

;^ ^3, and draw satisfactory illustrations and inferences from

of th
-^^^^"^^^1' t^e directly intellectual thing is the making

W'l^J ""Provements in the telescope or the steam-engine,

and
p^^*". ^ successive improvements, being small at each step,

*Pplied"f^^^"^
with the general type of the instrument, are

^° some of the individual machines, or entire new ma-
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chines are constructed for each, is a minor matter. Though it

machines could engender, the adaptive method would be most

economical ; and economy is said to be a paramount law in nature.

The origination of the improvements, and the successive adapta-

tions to meet new conditions or subserve other ends, are what an-

swer to the supernatural, and therefore remain inexplicable, ii

to bringing them into use, though wisdom foresees the result, the

circumstances and the natural competition will take care of that,

in the long run. The old ones will go out of use fast enough,

except where an old and simple' machine remains still best

adapted to a particular purpose or condition,—as, for instance,

the old Newcomen engine for pumping out coal-pits. If there's

a Divinity that shapes these ends, the whole is intelligible and

reasonable; otherwise, not.

We regret that the necessity of discussing philosophical ques-

tions has prevented a fuller examination of the theory itself, and

of the interesting scientific points which are brought to bear m

its favor. One of its neatest points, certainly a very strong one

for the local origination of species, and their gradual difi'usion

tinder natural agencies, we must reserve for some other conven-

restricted to its direct ob-

, , or fall. Its aim is, p^'
"

^ - . J deny creative intervention in nature,—for the a

sion of the independent origination of certain types does awaj

with all antecedent improbability of as much intervention as

may be required,—but to maintain that Natural Selection in ex-

plaining the facts, explains also many classes of facts wiiie

thousand-fold repeated independent acts of creation do not e

plain, but leave more mysterious than ever. How far the auUi

has succeeded, the scientific world will in due time be aDie

As these sheets are passing through the press a copy of ^.^

second edition has reached us. We notice with pleasure tne
^^

sertion of an additional motto on the reverse of the tit^e-poj

directly claiming the theistic view which we have vmaiu
^^

for the doctrine. Indeed these pertinent words of the emin
^^^

wise Bishop Butler, comprise, in their simplest expressiou,

whole substance of our latter pages :— , . ^^
" The only distinct meaning of the word ' natural is

_

fixed, or setikd; since what is natural as much requires anu ^ .^

supposes an intelligent mind to render it so, i. e., to e
_

^^_

continually or at stated times, as what is supernatural
or mif^

lous does to effect it for once."
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Art. XVI.—-Forces ; by Theodore Lyman.

The first article in this Journal for November last* brings to

mind the singular part which " force" now plays in science. The
theory set. forth in that article may be stated as follows : the
world, and everything on it, may be considered as matter ; this

matter is not the same throughout, but consists of a certain num-
ber of ultimate species called elements; these elements are not
always isolated, but are found joined to form, 1st, simple com-
pounds, known sometimes as minerals; 2d, compounds of a na-
ture higher, more complicated, and differently characterized,
1

3 vegetables ; 3d, compounds still higher and more (

""^
' '

" 3d, known as arju

,
\ also their compounds

continually change their mutual relations; and the result of
these changes is that continual falling down and building up
which may be seen in the material world. To move these ele-
ments and their compounds there is a fund of /or

,
--_ , .. ...v.. .. ^^^...^ ^....^.^..u .^ quality, .„ .^

out changed in appearance, from being connected with some pe-
cuhar compound. Here is Cosmos at a glance !—there is the
lorce, the mover, a; and these are the elements, the things
J^jved, 6, c, d, e, &c.—a may be a' (mechanical force), or a"
^Chemical force), or a'" (vegetable force), &c., but still it remains
^' ''^ niay act on 5, c, c?, e, and there may result such compounds
^^, ceh, dec, &c. When a joins & to c, a part of a becomes
^fe«Und the result may be called k+a; but, when this com-
pound IS decomposed by a differentform of a (e. g. a"" or light)

f^
a atent is%e^/ree, and immediately takes & and joins it to

j/' °^^^iDg the higher compound hde, while c is set free as an
^'ement. To give an instance, if h is carbon, c hydrogen, and

thp'
^^•^°' ^^"^ ^"' ^^ vegetable force, then &, c, and d, joined by

"e action of «'", ^ould be the compound bed, and might be
lurnip. This theory looks simple, but its very roundness ia

iuspici

human mind, craving something more than mere fact,

E *° ^®* ^^ t^® rea507i. The fact is the law, the reason is

^avrnf"
^^ ^^ ^^ *^® search for the latter that scientific men

thit 1

°^ *^^* unfortunate word, that shadow of a shadow,
' ^^* resort of ignorance—i^orce.'' It is safe to say that no

•"^i'iious
'"^^"*^'^'^e and ingenious essay, by Prof. Joseph LeConte, is quoted in no

Prof Lec^^!"''
^^^ simply as a fair sample of a philosophy now very common.

P"*ition n°" \^^^ contend that he uses the word " force " only as a convenient sup-

that a for t^^
*° "^^'^^ ^ theory ; if tliis be the case, it should be remembered

'^tlred Ih
°

, f*P'"^®sion -which is sure to mislead ninety-nine readers in every
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word in the English language has created so much ambiguity,

so much meaningless discussion, and so much wrong-headed

philosophy, as this ill begotten monosyllable. It is a gag for

inquisitive people. What keeps the world from flying off in

space ? The force of attraction. What keeps it from rushine

towards the sun? The centrifugal force. What makes oxyd

of lead join acetic acid? The chemical force. What makes

oxyd of lead leave acetic acid and go to sulphuric acid? The

chemical force again. What makes a fish with a ventral fin?

The vital force. What makes a fish without a ventral fin? The

vital force again. Mark this I These forces are blind and they

are the same always, yet they make different things, on the one

hand, while on the other, they repeat the same thing over and

over again. How is this ? Can a round auger bore a square

hole ? Or, can it bore any hole at all without intelled to guide

it ? If several forces are not enough to account for the phenom-

ena of the world, what can we expect of one force? Yet to

this Prof. LeConte would reduce us. His " correlation of forces

^

is one force; and his "conservation of forces" is the amount oi

this force. The amount offorce, acting on the sum of the nak-

rial elements, produces all motion and all being. The force \3

spoken of as "latent," "set free," "liberated," and "developed,

and as being "furnished" and "supplied," by decompositioD.

Force is either something or nothing, if it be nothing, n is

not worthy a place in science; if it be something it may be con-

sidered like any other fact of philosophy. What, then, is ore

and whence comes our idea of it? To answer these questions

it is necessary to define, 1st, true causation ; 2d, variable se

quences; 8d, invariable sequences. The operations of my o\\

will are the only instances of true causation of which I am co

scious. The will, itself immaterial, works either on the materw

body, or on the immaterial mind. VYhen the body is free an^

healthy the will has direct control over the voluntary muse es,

but none over the involuntary. On the other hand, wHen

mind is free and healthy, the will has direct control overju

whole of it. Whenever I will to do an act, mental or pbysif^|

I am conscious of using power. Causation, then, ts the o.c J

using power to produce v. . „„,i;.

We may, in the outer world, see one thing happen umf^-

ately after another; yet, in a little while, we may see tee-

thing again, but this time not followed by the second, in -^

a case we say that the fact, that one thing followed anotnei^

an accident For instance, twelve mines of powder ma^

Plode, one after another, but probably this will not happ -

again. A variable sequence, then, is the fact that y has Jouou-

hutwill not, of necessity, do so again. . . -,:.We may, m the outer world, see a particular thing, ^
i^^^

^

far as our experience goes, is always followed by anotner .
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ticular thing ; for example, tlie twelve mines above n^pntioned
are fired by electricity, and, as far as we know, a certain amount
of electric heat in contact with gunpowder is followed by an ex-
plosion. An mvariable sequence, then^ is the fact, that y always

.
by (

,

discharged the battery {efficient causation) ; the electric spark was
followed by an explosion of gunpowder {invariable sequence)

;

certain other mines happened to explode, afler this one, in quick
succession {variable sequence).

The admission of universal, invariable sequence (i. e., every
X is invariably followed by its peculiar y) is the ground-princi-
ple of the theory of necessity, which leads directly to pantheistic
atheism, with its idealistic and materialistic branches. The sole
object of science thus becomes, to find out all the xs in the uni-
verse and all the ys, and to give to each x its proper y. All
these, when tabulated so as to show their fixed relations to each
other, make up the course of nature, and human knowledge has
then done its utmost and has nothing left to work on. This
course of nature, if admitted as entirely true, may still be looked
at m two ways : 1st, it may be said that this course is such as
" IS by reason of an esseyice which exists in matter; or, 2d, it
may be stated, that the course is such as it is, and that no rea-
son therefor can be given, or ought to be given. Such views as
tfciese might be allowable if all our knowledge were got from
Observations on the outer world, and without reference to our
owa consciousness of the structure of our minds ; f:>r we could
^ot prove the existence of power, in the phenomena of the outer

?^f
d; and, if we suspected it, we might still set it down as an

..7r f Pi-operty of matter. But the moment consciousness of

nim]
.'^^'^^ i^to .tbe question, a new element is introduced,

^% intelligence. Consciousness is fandamental, and cannot

ho f^^?^'^ consciousness of thought, that is intelligence, cannot
^eaemed; consciousness of 5

i-- i-- '

^hat truth? I am fully cor(.u

fro^ ^^^'^o^*' and I sharply ( ^m any sequence
; here then is the immaterial will exercising

ZT °^f ^^^ immaterial mind. If there is no such thing as

It? A -
®°^^ ^mes the word, and whence the general idea of

ay J
.^^ompare this power with that used in mental action,

i and them the same. There is this difference between the

r^- in the first instance I move what is strictly myself, t\\e

a fiin
'°^material ; in the second instance I move what is only

inaS °^^^ ^^^^^ I have limited control; the compound, the

mefei
•

•

J.

•
"^ observe this ; there is a difference between

^ish Ii.^^^^^9 and the act of exerting power consciously. I may
^Qat my legs would, all at once, walk off with my body

;
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but, if t]jis should take place, I should be c

not exerting the power. Again, if, at my mere wisn, a greai

rock should come to me, I should be conscious that something

else moved it, and not myself. And, if my power of will was

so extended, that I could thereby move rocks, I should be just

5US of that power as I now am of the power to move

body, A wish, followed by the thing wished for, is a

followed by the thing

quences, if observed many times, would giv

exercised the power. When ignorant people attribute true cau-

sation to material bodies, (e. g., in the case of electricity,) they

do so because they have the consciousness of power ia them-

selves, and they attribute the same property to a body, which

has in itself no power, but which shows signs of being acted

upon by a power. If now it be said that matter has a certam

essence, property, or what not, which makes it to do certam

things at certain times, what is this essence or property but

power? From our very idea of the word, anything that pro-

duces motion in another thing, either has or uses power, btill,

though there may be power, is it intelligent f or do there exist a

number of zmintelligent powers, which so limit the scope ot

each other's action as to make a balance in the course of nature r

(e. g., the power of centrifugal force balanced by the po^^^^^

gravitation ; the power of oxygen, produced by plants, balancea

by the carbon, produced by animals ; the power of insects, bal-

anced by the birds that feed on them ; the power of fruits, bal^

anced by the parasitic fungi that grow on them.) To suca

query, science is able to make this answer: "ThephenomeM

observed in the outer world {non-ego) correspond to the P

nomena of self {ego), which are produced by intellect
-i"

is a sound induction ; if it be not good, then no
i^^^J^f°V

good ; and, if induction cannot stand, science must tali.

\^^

sum up, if it be admitted that there is an essence, mheren

matter, which necessitates its actions, then, 1st, this essence

power; and 2d, this power is intelligent ; for, ^ deny tnai

essence was power would be to stultify our understanding,

to deny this power to be intelligent, would be to ^Sff/^Jice
tion and to destroy science. It may be well also to taKe

^^
of the fact, that most theories, savoring of materialism, spe.

some ultimate essence (force) which is at the bottom oi ai

tion and action, as if such essence were fundamental and saj^^

factory; but this, after all, does not help the theory, i<jr, i

essence is true matter, it moves, first itself, and then otner

ter, and, if it is a property, then this property moves tirsi

,. . , ^.. . «.Ea»arooCU*fi-
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There still remains the second way of looking at tlie course

of nature : it is such as it is, and no reason therefor can be given.

What is the exact meaning of this statement ? Simply that the

upholder of the doctrine resolves, so far as concerns the gaining

of truth, to put trust in the testimony of his eyes, ears, touch,

and other physical senses, and in nothing else. He is a strict

positivist; he says: "Iseecc, feel?/, and hear 2; to me, then,

X, y, and 2 exist as things seen, felt and heard, respectively. To
me there is no causation, for I do not directly perceive it. I

believe in memory, it tells me what I have formerly seen ; I be-

lieve in the axiom, cogito ergo sum, because the very denial of

thought implies the action of thought. My duty is to clearly

understand and to tabulate all the observations* I have made

;

but there it stops; I may make many inductions and may use

them for convenience, but am not sure of them. One induc-

tion tells me the sun will rise to-morrow : for my convenience I
say it will ; but of this I am not sure

;
perhaps it will not:—\t

is a thing of the future and the future I cannot see. I attempt
to explain nothing :—you attempt to explain, and you come to

no certain results:—I am more modest. By my individual ob-

servation I know certain things, and all other things are to me
ODly as what may be. The earth may, or may not, turn again
on Its axis ; causation may, or may not, exist ; there may, or

^y not, be a God."
.

The holder of this theory, when compared with the believers
|n kindred opinions, is, in a certain sense, consistent ; because

Je
only makes statements, which are true as far as they go ; and

does not attempt explanations, which must in the end prove un-
satisfactory. But his theory is incomplete and therefore one-
^"ided and untrue. On the one hand, he acknowledges con-
Kiousness, and through consciousness believes in all the phe-
iiomena of the outer world {non-ego) as isolated facts ; while,
°n the other, he ignores the properties of self {ego) which are
jso given by consciousness, and are as reliable as any of its

°ata. Thus, he acknowledges the motions of his voluntary mus-
<^^es, of which he is conscious, but refuses to acknowledge his
own power to move them, or to leave them at rest, of which he
js^also conscious. We need go no further than the idea of in-

.*•:

rii^^^^^'"'
*^ fi^^ ^^e whole trouble in this, and in many

•nterest does a true conception of the ever-working

Intellect give to science! This correspondence of the

th the Divine mind ! The astronomer works out, with

2r, the possible answers to a certain problem of
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motion; he looks at the heavens, and there sees these answers,

illustrated in the orbits of celestial bodies. The zoologist, mark-

ing the changes of the embryo, thinks of these changes as so

many different animals; deep in the rocks he finds all stages of

this embryo, each represented by a species, perfect in its kind!

On the other hand, how dead the science, that puts "force"

as its first cause ! What is this force that makes the star-fisk

and the oyster, the medusa and the cuttle-fish, the crab and tbe

whale, the tufted sea worm and the shark, each in its kind, and

each telling its own story of manifold relations with animal cre-

ation, that is, that has been, and that is to come ? Nature is no

such simple thing that she should be dictated to by light, or

heat, or electricity. These are her servants, not her masters!

Boston, Nov., 1859.

Art. XYII—0^ the causes of deviation in Elongated Projedilei;

by Maj. J. G. Barnard, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.

The various and somewhat conflicting explanations giren of

the deviation of projectiles, both spherical and elongated arising

from their own rotary motions, leave room for a few additional

words on this subject.

1
If the plane surface ab moves, in an el^tic

B medium in the direction of its normal, with a

f
^° velocitv AB, that medium will oppose a lorce

/ ! to which we apply the term "resistance an

y \ which is measured by a function of the reio-

a_± Jc city A B. . ..^

^ ^
If, at the same time, the surface has a velocity

AC, in its own plane, the result will be an actual velocity ot«i'^^

point of the surface, represented by the diagonal AD; b«JJJ^

velocity of impact of the surface with the air, is the same in do

cases, being due only to the normal velocity A B. The motiou

AC in its own plane, would displace, in no degree, the atrn^

spheric particles, (except through the agency of that ac

known as friction—not now considered,) and would therelon»

generate no component of "resistance."
, ^,t

2. If the sphere, whos^g^t

circle is ADEF,movetWj
the air in the direction 1 1^,

^

a velocity V, a resistance
^^

be opposed to its motion whK^.

will, in magnitude, he a Ji
"^

tion of the diameter, and ot^

velocity V. If we leave out of consideration the force of/«f«
^^J

the character and intensity of the impact of the sphere wi
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air will be identically the same, whether it possesses or not

rotary motion : for in either case, the surface, considered as a
whok, advances in identically the same manner—the displace-

ment of atmospheric particles is the same, and the resulting re-

sistance, the same. •

Let the rotation be supposed about a horizontal axis, per-

pendicular to the line of flight, and in the direction A D. The
velocity of the individual points, w, n—or if you choose

—

ele-

Ttientary surface, m n, will be the resultant of the rotary and
translative velocities, and the little surface m n, instead of moving
(at the instant) in the direction no, will move in an oblique direc-

tion np. But the rotary component of velocity lies in the plane
of this elementary surface, and has, (as in the case of the lateral

velocity AC of the plane. Fig. 1) no agency whatever in dis-

placing the air, or in affecting the intensity or character of its

imnact.

These considerations will, perhaps, be rendered more clear by
reflecting that the resistance of a fluid, is due and due only to the
duplamnent of its particles—that when the centre of the sphen
jas advanced from C to B, the anterior surface has advanced
from FAD to F' A' D', and displaced the air in identically the
same manner, whether the sphere revolves or not.

fnese considerations are so obvious that it seems superfluous
w insist on them; yet few of the writers on this subject have
exhibited a clear understanding of them ; or rather it may be
said that they exhibit the reverse.

iliiroux, rejecting friction entirely, or rather considering its

^^^ J^^^PPi'eciable, bases his reasoning on the higher velocity
itn which the points of the surface on the side AF impinye on

'« air, over that belonging to points on the side A D ; an idea,

till "^l •
^^^°' ^^^^i^'ely fallacious. Capt. Neumann (Prussian ar-

Cfy), in a theory as pretentious as it is unmeaning (Delobel'a

the"^
^^ '^^^^"^ohgie Militaire, vol. i.), carries this absurdity to

raz^/^^^^^?^
of considering each elementary surface m n, sepa-

^%mth. its combined motion of translation and rotation, and,

Iln^ to each the ordinary expression for resistance of a

l! ,

surface impinging obliquely upon an elastic medmm, m-
^7* through each half of the anterior surface, to obtain the
"^«i action on each side,

isol,?
1?^^.^^^ ^^6 conventional expressions for the iixpi

-p .uuque plane surfaces found most inaccurate m practice,

hm^ ^^ ^^^ applicability when they cease to be isolated, and

leinJ^5?(^"^tber larger surface (not plane); and this prob-

prooSl^
the knot is so expertly cut by Capt. Neumann, who

»QdS? ^ ^PP^^ ^^^ results to the criticism or test of Magnus'

aefigj.?^'"
theories, is the very "pi^ce de resistance" which has

^ the analysis of d'Alembert, Poisson and Poncelet—per-
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haps I might add of ISTewton and Laplace ; one of those problems

of mechanics to which the term difficult would be misapplied,

for analysis has never yet been able to grasp it at all.

_
I have said that without the consideration oi friction, the ac-

tion upon the air of ^a rotating and non-rotating ball are iden-

tically the same. But friction materially alters the character of

this action. Whatever may be the immediate cause of this force

—^whether simply a collision of the inequalities of the surface

with the particles of the fluid—or whether it is due to adkm,
the effect is that the .moving surface puts in motion with it, the

adjacent fluid particles, and in so doing, developes forces tan-

gential and opposed to its own motion.

3_
Thus the anterior surface of the sphere C,

G_^j,

revolving from F to D, and advancing from

^p^ A to B, creates, at each point, forces, p,p',p"

\^r &c., tangential and opposed to its rotary mo-

J
U «a^--^B tion, the resultant of which is a force acting

^J , from D towards F and tending to deflect the

C flight of the ball in that direction. This is

the point of view, aiid the sole one, in which

Poisson has considered the effects of friction.

But there is another effect which proves to be very powerful.

Force cannot be applied to an elastic fluid, neither can motion

be imparted or destroyed, without effecting, at the same time, its

density and pressure. To retard a flowing current is to increase

its pressure ; to accelerate it is to diminish the same.

Applying this to the ball, the air, displaced and compressea

m front, escapes along the surfaces A F and A D. Near its sur-

face, the action of friction is to retard the escaping current on

the side AF, and to accelerate them on the side AD, ana in

luence, an increase of pressure ensues on the side A/,

. diminution on the side AD; and therefore, a resultin

pressure tending to deflect the bai

from F towards D. If we divide the

great circle ADF into four quadmB^

by the lines mo and np, drawn at an

—>-B gles of 45° with the direction ot tran^-

lation A B, we may better analyze tn«

effects of friction, in the two forms

which I have presented them.

The posterior quadrant op is in air so highly rarified tnai i

action is insensible or nearly so " ^ '

'' '^'""^ ™ "

resultant of the forces of frictic

usienor quaarant op is m air so nigniy mii"--
j^^

insensible or nearly so.* On the side quadrant wf
' of the forces of friction (the forces p,p', &c., of

/'fila-
'- parallel (or nearly so) and opposed to the motion of tran^

n. They have no effect (or but trifling) to defect b baU

from Its course, but actino- upon the air, in direct
opposition

• The high vdodtic, of ti
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the escaping currents, their whole force is expended in destroy-

ing velocity and generating pressure. On the anterior quadrant
TO n the resultant of the forces ^j, p', &c., is from n towards m, and
tends, almost entirely, to deflect the ball in that direction.

Oil the quadrant n o the resultant of the forces p, p\ is parallel

to the motion of translation, and co-incident in direction with the
escaping current whose motion it accelerates and whose 2^^'essure

it diminishes. Thus, taking the four quadrants, in one, op, the
forces of friction are absent; in two, mp and no, they are ex-
pended in producing an inequality ofpressure on the two sides of
the ball, tending to deflect the ball towards the side D (right)

;

while in the anterior quadrant m n, they act to deflect the ball in
the opposite direction F (left).

It would have been difficult to decide a priori, wbicb of these
forces would prevail, though, while the force of friction is nuga-
tory in o/?fl quadrant, in two {mp and on) it expends itself in
developing forces tending to deflect to the right, and in only
one.mn, does its direct action tend to deflect to the left: yet it

must be remarked that in this quadrant the air is most dense,
inction the greatest, and that it acts directly upon the projectile.
In the two lateral quadrants the air is less dense, and it is

only through pressures developed in the air that it produces its
eSect; a loss of effect ensuing in the medium through, which, it

Experience has shown, however, that the forces developed in
jne two lateral quadrants prevail, and the projectile is deflected

r!«nu
^'?^^' .^""^ ^^® experiments of Dr. Magnus give the same

'^" * ""''
instead of a projectile moving thn

fwut their axis of figure7though many authors, Thiroux, Panot,
^amissier, &c., have attempted to refer it to the same causes
«nich produce the deviation in spherical balls, is evidently gov-
erned by other causes.

\\'V V? T^^ ^^ ^^"^^^^ writers have to make, as to the direction
^'iich the axis maintains, assumptions which conflict with each

|U<r/a« acts upon a fluid flowing along it, wl)etl)er by mil

, for, and the experiments of Mag-
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other,* but the causes they assign are inadequate, and, moreoTer,

as the deviation of an elongated ball depends more on the direc-

tion in which its axis happens to be deflected than upon the

direction of the disturbing forces, no such uniformity in the de-

viations as is observed, would be produced, were friction on the

inequalities of pressure the governing causes.f

There is another cause which necessarily operates in this case;

a cause which long before I knew of the experiments of Dr.

gnus, I conceived to be the predominating one.

The gyroscope shows, to the apprehension of every one, that

a rotating solid of revolution supported by a point in its axis,

about which it is free to move, solicited by a force tending to

turn it in any direction, turns, not in the direction of the force

which solicits it, but, with uniform and slow motion, normally

to it ; that the axis of figure will describe a cone about a hue

passing through the point of support, parallel to. the directions

the soHciting force.
.

, .

The elongated projectile is discharged from the piece witb its

axis coinciding with its trajectory, but, through the action oi

gravity, the trajectory deflects from its original direction ana

from that of the axisj In consequence of this, the resistance

of the air acts obliquely to the axis, and, with the ordinary tonffi

of elongated projectiles, without grooves, its resultant V^^^.

front and above the centre of inertia, tending to raise m pomi,

* Thiroux's theory requires that in the descending branch of the trajecto!T>

point of the ball shall be depessed below the trajectory ;
Panot s, that i'

^^
tinue parallel to its original direction, and hence elevated f

^^'^/hj^g o^. and

Magnus supposes the axis to keep pretty nearly coincident with *« *mJ^
J' j^.

says that experiments made with balls fired at lo^y velocities confirm thi.a«,ump
^^

t To iUustrate my meaning, take the friction theory of Panot ^t>i<=''
37.3^ the' ^

axis elevated above the trajectory and th«

—
carries it to the W£f/-^- yet were in

-- ^ s?=iy;irS.^- ^if
of friction (equal all along tlbe cylindrical surfaci) would affect the ta>

point and thus deflect thi a:ds to the left, and produce a deviation in

t Which preserves its original direJion through the staUl^_^t^
^^^

S/Sd'in IhircoreTtTI ^tofe^jTerTZl'luch thing as

axis ' Take away the possitlility of this conical motion (i" F*^'^^^;/"'?,

established in the Analysis of the Gyroscope (t^'^'^^"™*^^
i)5y «*"

chlinge of plane, 's'^f^'J^"*^^^^^;^ onVpCto'lnother,
«J^

projectiles, t' T^^St^
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and from this results the conical motion of the axis to tlie right^

if the rotation is to the right—to the left in the contrary case*
Before attempting to apply the foregoing to the real case, it

will help us to consider a more simple one.
Suppose the rotating projectile with its axis inclined to its

trajectory to be propelled through the air, and that the centre of
inertia is confined to a rectilinear path (as if it slid along an ex-
tended wire, AB, for example), and that the force of gravity
does not act.

The resistance of the air, E, acting immediately to increase the
angle of inclination, produces instead the resulting conical mo-
tion to the right, which, combined with the motion of translation,
would cause the point to describe a helix sss about the recti-
linear path of the centre of inertia.

Let now all the circumstances be as above except the confine-

give the projectile a component of motion in the direction of its
axis, and the centre of inertia cannot remain on its rectilineal
trajectory AB. But, owing to the conical motion of that axis
aoout a hne parallel to the resistance E, (a direction, itself,
aiwavs changing) the result will be that the projectile itself will
describe a helix, sss, about the line of original direction AB.f

dilluT
'^^"^^^ ^^^^ ^een exhibited experimentally by Prof. Magnus; they flow

'''^f^lv from my analysis made without experiment of any kind.

*e kne ^h'"''"^
^^ **^^*^ conical, or ratlier lielical revolutions, could be computed
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In the foregoing case there is no permanent departure, or ^^

viaiion from the original direction of projection ; nor -would

there be much apparent departure in the range of the modern

rifled arms since tiie periods of these helical revolutions would

probably be but a fraction of a second, while the time of flight

is from 6 to 8 seconds.

The matter is much more complicated when, instead of tie

imaginary case above presented, the force of gravity is introduced

and the actual flight of a projectile is considered. The ball is

projected, having its axis coincident with the trajectory, but from

the very outset of the flight a severance commences in the direc-

tions of the axis and trajectory, owing to the action of gravity.

The resistance of the air becomes gradually more and more

oblique to the axis, pressing (as in Fig. 7) the point upwards,

and producing ^ precession (or conical motion) to the right.

The entire character of the motion becomes altered by the

constantly shifting direction in which this resistance is acting,

owing to the constant/a/Z produced by gravity.

It is very difficult, a priori^ to describe the exact character ot

the motion. It depends upon unknown facts, and doubtless va-

ries much with the form of the projectile—its velocity of trans-

lation and rotation.

It would be going into reasoning probably too difficult to ex-

press intelligibly, to attempt to explain why, in all cases, tne

period of these helical revolutions would be very greatly pro-

longed, and why I think that in most cases (if not all) nocomf^^^

revolution takes place at all, but that the whole motion is con-

fined to the first quadrant. In the latter case the flight ol t^e

projectile would exhibit one continuous and constantly increasin

deviation to the right. In the case of a considerable number oi

helical revolutions actually performed, there would still be, «'

each revolution, an increased deviation to the right, owing to

descending branch of the vibration being so much larger

the ascending'^ one. „(•

It would, perhaps, be unprofitable—in the absence of any s

ficient data—in the absence even of experiments made witn 'i .

knowledge of the real causes of deviation, and therefore near^'.

useless as reference for data, to pursue this subject a^J \""
, j

That the joreces^orv motion is an inseparable attendant w^

(so called) stahility of axis which is the very object of ^^^mg roi

^
tion, I have shown ; that it is an ad'.-quate cause of ^le^'^^"

think will be admitted. Hence, while other causes
f«\';' ^f

bute to the effect, or may oppose it (according to the snap

the ball), this peculiar effect must be looked upon as thecontiji^

mg cause of deviation of elongated balls discharged from

arms.
°

tJtI^^^'%"^^
*^^ ^*"'^''^ P^*^ ^o"^d probably be so prononre as to be ea^T

tected by firing through screens.
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I will but add a few very general conclusions I have arrived

at from the foregoing.

First, the elongated ball possesses, from its very shape, a ten-

deucj to pursue the direction of its axis. This tendency should
be made available, so far as practicable, to sustaining the flight,

and flattening the trajectory.

Second. In the modern improvements in the art of throwing
projectile^ from rifled fire-arms, a decided step has been made
backwards, in losing that most essential element to range and ac-

curacy, initial velocity. It is desirable, and, I should think, not
impracticable to restore it.

The initial velocity of the old rifle ball (weighing but about
180 grains) was 1750 feet per second. To the modern projectile,

weighing about 500 grains, is given but from 900 to 1000 feet
mitial velocity.

It would doubtless be difficult to give the high velocity to so
lieavj a ball, and if given, the recoil would be inadmissible.
But why throw so heavy a ball?—and why adhere to such cali-
orcs? The long range of such balls is not due to their weight,
m to their model and to the low ratio of their cross section to that

Both these advantages can be attained with a hght ball as well
a-' with a heavy one.
An increase of weight over that of the old musket ball is, in

^''t, objectionable, by increasing the soldier's load.
i can see no reason why, to a ball of the weight of the old

jnusket ball (340 grains), may not be given all the properties of
M heavier ones, with the additional great advantage of a high
^omal velocity approximating to that of the old rifle balls.

,/oaccompiisi;i this, of course, the calibre must be greatly ]

•-'ver, i:

'•^^'Mj elongated ball, balanced (if I may use the term)

:
';> around the after end, so arranged that the resultant

--^s resistance shall pass as nearly as practicable through
••^^ centre of inertia,* will fulfill likewise the first condition I

arrovIT'^i"^ *" "J tl'eory of the matter, these grooves, instead of acting like an

hai ^i!
.^^"^''' ^" keep the axis coincident with tlie tangent to tlie trajectnry, hane

^^^ tK
:) keep it (if properly aJjui

-TH^nence seems to show t

;d) parallel'to tliat origin'al di-

3 cause theii

, behind thai tends

be f.Tces of

'la^ncaster's.. I have se.?nno
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have laid down. For the highly elongated ball possesses in a

proportional degree the tendency to pursue the direction in which

its axis points : and the causes of deflection of the axis' directioa

being ehminated by a proper balancing about the centre of inertia

of the forces of resistance, the tendency is to pursue the original

line of direction, in opposition to the downward curvature due

to gravity, and thus to flatten the trajectory and increase the

range.

These conclusions are those of theory alone, but, if I mistake

not, all the most recent advances in rifled arms have been in the

direction which they indicate. The Swiss (Federal) rifle, one of

" ~
Dpe (see Lieut. Wilcox's "Eifles and Kifle

. ^ ,
, calibre of but 041 (inch), and its ball,

2i calibres in length, weighs but 257 grains, thus combining

with the small calibre, the highly elongated form, and even then

weighing less than our old spherical musket ball. Though its

initial velocity is not given, yet as the greatest proportion^

charge of powder is used with it, doubtless it also receives the

highest initial velocity,'^ of any of its class of projectiles now

known in any service.

The hexagonal projectile of Whitworth is another instance m

confirmation of the principles I advance.
Of small calibre and highly elongated,! he throws this pro-

jectile with such accuracy as to hit with certainty, at 500 y^oSj

a disk not more than two inches in diameter; and "asserts that He

will not rest satisfied till he has fired a ball from one of his guns

into the barrel of another, at a distance of 500 yards. (Edin-

burgh Eeview, Ap. 1859.) . . . ,^^,,

The "Armstrong" projectile is another charactenstic instance.

So decidedly is the elongation of the ball characteristic of the m ^.

recent and successful efforts in obtaining range and accnr.

that the English writer just quoted applies the term bou-

the Whitworth and Armstrong projectiles.

In fact, the two springs from which have risen the moder.
.^^ ^

provements in projectile weapons are 1st, the application oi_

rifled principle to all arms; 2d, the ehngatior^ of the m^^ll
Either one alone may produce, io a certmn extent, the resalte de.

sired ; it is only by the best possible combination of ttie tw

the best results can be educed. The increase of range

* Initial velocity is the very first element in procuring range and accuracy. ^
greater it is, other things being equal, the flatter will be thu tr^iectory (""^^

j,jerJ

principal elements of accuracy), and the flatter the trajectory the {ess -^

deviation Literally. The extreme curvature of trajectory (though '' maj ^^

A necessary evil with the heavy balls used ; the pretence t

^vantage, is too absurd for controversy.
t According to Wilcox the mean calibre is about 046, and it
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almost entirely to the latter principle, and it is only by applying

it to the utmost practicable extent (as in ttie case of the Whit-
worth and Armstrong projectiles), that the greatest range and
most perfect accuracy can be obtained.

The calibres in use have been a positive bar to the successful

use of this principle in small arms. Borrowed from the old

smooth-bored weapons, the adherence to them has caused an
unnecessary increase of weight,* and made a loss of mitial veloc-

ity inevitable, with all the attendant evils of a highly curved tra-

jectory, and large deviation,

"Notwithstanding" (says Wilcox) "the long time that has
elapsed since the discovery of the rifle, its principle is not yet so
well understood as to have led to the general adoption of any
particular form of this arm as the best."
The above conclusion of the author of " Rifles and Eifle Prac-

tice," will justifv me, I hope, in venturing to make the foregoing
suggestions on the subject.

^T. XVni.— GulfStream Explorations—Third Memoir. Distri-
bution of Temperature in the Water of the Florida Channel and
^rausj by A. D. Bache, Sup't. U. S. Coast Survey.—With

by authority of the Treasury Department to the American Associ-

The results of the explorations of the Gulf Stream in the sur-
ey of the Coast, have been communicated to the Association

S/^'^H
*^ ^^°^^' ^^ Phenomena of peculiar interest have been

The original plan of these explorations having been carefully
^aaiecl and having proved successful, has steadily been adhered

' -^"6 more recent observations have been directed to that

fkf ? *°® stream between Havana and Cape Florida, known as
^"^e channel and strait of Florida.

J-
flave now to present four sections showing the depth and

^niperature in this most important region of the Gulf Stream.

%,? ^^"^^ ^^^ from the observations of Commander B. JF.

^^g an^ Lieut. Commanding T. A. Craven, U. S. Navy, As-

in-„J^*°,
the Coast Survey, whose names have already been

"•enuoned before the Association in connection with explora-

"riflImn!l*^.tP?^^"<=^^ musket ball of -69 calibre weighed 340 grains. The new
(ae in EniH^

°^^^ °f '^8 calibre weighs 500 grains, while still heavier balls are in

••Tito t^^- ?^^^ "^^ see in use balls surpassing in weight the musket ball, and„j^w««, and even three times the weight of the Swiss ball described in the text,
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tions of the Gulf Stream, and furnish a sufficient guaranty tiiat

the results have all the reliability which care, experience and

zealous labor could give them.
Section No. 1, from Cape Florida to Bernini was run by Lieut.

Commanding Craven, in May, 1855 ; Section No. 4, by Com-

mander Sands, in May, 1858 ; and Sections 2 and 3 by Lieut.

Commanding Craven, in April and May of the present year,

(1859). Sections 2, 3 and 4 are perpendicular to the direction of

the Stream at distances of about fiftv, one hundred, and two hun-

dred miles from Cape Florida. The Florida strait is funnel-

shaped, being about ninety miles wide at Havana and about forty-

five miles wide at Cape Florida, the narrowest part.

Form of hotlom.—The area of the water way and the form of

the bottom are represented on diagrams 7, 8, 9 and 10. Tbe

Arabic numerals at the top represent distances from the Florida

coast (the Kevs) in miles, and theEoman numerals, the positions

at which observations are made. The numbers at the left hand

represent the depth in fathoms.
Commencing at the Cape Florida section, it will be seen that

there is a rapid descent of the bottom to the Havana section,

from three hundred and fiftv fathoms to eight hundred fatlioms,

or twenty-seven hundred feet in a distance of two hundred miles.

The most shallow as well as the narrowest part of the Stream is

therefore at Cape Florida. The deepest water follows the co^t

of Cuba and the Grand Banks, the depth being eight hundrea

fathoms at a distance of only five miles from Havana, nearly

four hundred fathoms within five miles of Salt Key Bank, ana

three hundred fathoms close to the island of Bemini. ftie ae-

scent from the Florida side is for the most part gradual, but trom

the opposite side abrupt. This effect seems to have been pro-

duced by the action of the sub-current in wearing a deeper cnan

Del upon the concave side of the Stream. At l^avana there

an abrupt descent of nearly a mile within five miles of the snor^

while on the side of the Tortugas and Key West the water

comparatively shallow, and the descent gradual. Ihis tact
^

"

to confirm the conclusion that the stronger current oi the "
_

Stream makes the circuit of the Gulf of Mexico, since, ir '

pinged directly upon the island of Key west and the^ioyi
^^^

we should find its eftects in the wearing of a deeper channel

that side.

Change of temperature with depth.—In a former comniuDication

the law of change of temperature with depth was d'scussed,

types of the curves representing the law were given fo^.<J'"'^j,pg

parts of the Stream. The curves were all merely ^"""^'^^n^
of a more general form. Thus, the cold water between toe

btream and the Coast gave one form ;
the axis of tue o»
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another ; and the water beyond the axis a third form, while in

the strait of Florida a fourth was developed. It would be nat-

ural to expect in the course of many years' explorations by dif-

fereut individuals with different instruments not even of the

same class, that general phenomena of this character should pre-

sent some contradictions and some inexplicable results. Expe-
rience however has confirmed the first conclusions and the con-

stancy of the phenomena. It is not difficult, having the curve
representing the temperatures at any position from the surface to

the depth of several hundred flxthoms to determine from the tem-
peratarcs alone, in what part of the Stream they were taken.

Temperalure in a direction perpendicular to the Stream.—Dia-

grams 2, 3, 4 and 5, show the changes of temperature for the
same depth in each of the sections, and diagrams 7, 8, 9, and 10,
the depth for the same temperature.
Bands of warm and cool water.—In the section from Cape Flor-

ida to Bernini, the division of the Stream into bands is plainly

exhibited, though more faintly than in the northern sections,

and the form of the bottom in this section shows the elevations
and depressions corresponding to the divisions. In the sections
south of Cape Florida, all traces of the bands seem to disappear
as well as the ridges of the bottom. The bands therefore seem
to have their origin near Cape Florida, and the conclusion stated
«>me years ago, as the probable one, is strengthened, that they
are caused by the ridges and valleys of the bottom parallel to the
general course of the Stream, and along which the Stream and
counter stream have their course.
{Ae Cold TFa^/.—The cold wall, as an exception to the remark

made above in reference to the bands, is traced as far as the Tor-
^ugas, and is plainly shown in all the sections with more or less

distinctness. In the Sombrero Key section (No. 3) it is strongly

™f!"ked at depths ranging from seventy to a hundred fathoms,
^tiiie m all the sections the warm water at the surface overflows
^iic cold wall and reaches quite to the shore.
ijiagram No. 6 represents the comparative curves of the cold

Jfall in different sections of the Gulf Stream, including those in

J btraits of Florida. The figures at the top show the distances
^i tlje cold wall from the shore in the different sections, and the
°«tnbers on the left the degrees of temperature. The curves are
^'awn for different depths in the several sections, as shown m the

r.t?V^^ b°^t«"^ ^^ the diagram. The curves .7, /^ i, k, rep-
re^nt the cold wall in the four sections under consideration.

^'onrfitudinal Sections. It has been found very difficult to de-

ta^ T^ satisfactory law for the decrease of surface tempera-
re along the axis of the Stream owing to the variability of the

^!|«iperature of the water of the regions from whence the Gulf
^•jeam is supplied. Two modes of investigating the subject
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have been pursued, one by following the stream from the Gulf

of Mexico, and making hourly observations of the temperature

of the water, and the other by comparing the mean temperatures

of the various sections with each other, and with the tempera-

ture of the Gulf of Mexico, In the first method, the vessel

must be allowed to drift with the current of the stream, a diffi-

cult condition except in the best weather, even for a day, and to

float along thus, for hundreds of miles would rarely be practica-

ble. Any motion communicated by sails or by steam must carry

the vessel beyond the water in which she commenced her voyage,

and the lateral overflow carries the water constantly from the

axis toward the edges of the Stream.
In the comparison of mean temperatures of the different sec-

tions, the fact has been established, that the temperature of the

water of the Stream at any point may be higher than at a point

nearer the source, and hence vessels in running along the Stream

may, and generally do, pass through water not of a constantly

diminishing temperature, but from cool to warm, and the reverse.

This is to be explained mainly though not entirely, by the van-

abilitv of temperature at the source. .

By" taking the mean temperature of any one section, and going

back to the date of the departure of the waters from the Guli ot

Mexico, as determined by the velocity of the stream, and com-

paring the temperatures observed with the temperature ot tne

Gulf waters, it was supposed that a solution of the question

might be obtained. The temperatures were taken from the m^s

authentic meteorological records of the Gulf for a series ol years,

and those periods sought which corresponded to the dates desirea.

The uncertainty of the temperatures of the waters of thetrult w

Mexico, as obtained from air temperatures taken here and tiere

along its shores rendered the results imsatisfactory. -t-nou^

seems to have been determined, however, to show that the s

face temperature of the Gulf Stream along its course is varia

^^^
that a vessel sailing along the axis at a more rapid rate ^^^

motion of the stream, will pass through water of higher ana low^^

temperature, depending generally upon two conditions, viz.

distance from the Gulf of Mexico, and the temperature oi

Gulf at the time the water entered the straits of Florida
;JJ^

further, that the latter cause is the predominating one m
^^f^J'

of the Gulf Stream adjacent to the Atlantic coast where tne

rent is rapid. , .j^

The influence of the form of the bottom in forcing tne t

counter current of the bottom upward, has been adverted to,

the fact appears to be well established in the cross sectionsj^

the ridges and valleys parallel to the direction of the stream ^_

«rnt. \t -.r.^r, bands of warmer and cooler water, and this cou
,

,
as has just been stated, is strengthened by the fact that the
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bands and ridges simultaneously disappear south of Cape Flor-

ida. The phenomenon is moreover strikingly exhibited in the
longitudinal section of the bottom, in connection with the lower
temperatures.

The shallowness of the Stream in the strait of Florida, con-
nected with the fact that the bottom falls off rapidly to the north
and south afforded an excellent opportunity for testing the ques-
tion. If the cold water of the under polar current follows the
bottom, it should appear in the shallow part of the strait, and
here the warm water of the surface, and the cold water of the
bottom, would approach each other. Diagram No. 1 shows the
curves of 40°, 45°, and 50° (bottom temperatures) along the
deepest part of the stream, commencing at Sandy Hook, and run-
nmg as far as the Tortugas, All these curves rise with the bot-
tom and pass over the ridge which divides the bed of the Atlan-
tic from that of the Gulf of Mexico, and again fall with the slope
of the bottom towards the Gulf In the narrowest part of the
Btrait where the depth is three hundred and fifty fathoms, the
temperature from the surface to the bottom, ranges between 80°
and 40°.

On the effects ofpressure on Saxton's deep sea thermometer.—In the
exploration of the Gulf Stream, the temperatures below one hun-
dred fathoms have mostly been determined by Saxton's metallic
tnermometer, and although the results have been consistent
^ongst themselves, and have agreed well with the indications
01 other thermometers, yet it was thought advisable to determine
tbeeffect of pressure by direct experiment.
baxton's thermometer consists essentially of a compound rib-

Doii of silver and platinum fused and pressed together by rollers,
^flis nbbon is wound in a spiral form, one end of the spiral
D«ing firmly fastened to an interior solid axis and the other left
tree. Upon the free end is placed an index arm which moves
°ver a circular graduated scale carrying with it a friction hand
or indicator which is lefl at the extreme point of the arc reached
°y the true index. The instrument is enclosed in a case to
*hich the watPT. io -fi

"

The experiments to determine the effect of pressure were made
« my request by Mr. J. M. Batchelder with means devised by
F- Ihomas Davison at the Novelty Iron Works. The follow-
"'g aeacription of the apparatus employed, is given by the last

'^^d gentleman.
^^

, -^Qe gauge consists of a brass cylinder H, about eight inches

DlnL'^^°
'"'liich a steel plunger is fitted, the upper -o^ nf tT.«

B «l
^t A being -70 of an inch in diameter, and

aoout -786, so that the difference in area of the (

fitted, the upper part of the

1 the lower at

ends is equal
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to one tentli of a square inch. The cylinder is bored out a little

larger than the plunger except for about a fourth of an incli near

each end at G and D where both are accurately fitted. To the

branch E a pipe connects, communicating with the hydraulic

cylinder and leading the water into the centre of the gauge which

it reaches after passing through the chamber F filled with sponge

to prevent any impurities in the water from reaching the plunger.

The upper end of the plunger connects by a wire W, to a spring

as shown in the sketch at G, so constructed, as to indicate pres-

sure from to 450 fcs., the spring being so strong that 450 fes.

produce a movement of the plunger equal to three-eighths of an

inch. It is evident that as the difference in area of the ends of

the plunger is one-tenth of an inch, one hundred pounds pressure

from the water on this surface, as indicated by the balance, would

equal a pressure of water of 1000 lbs. per inch, or a pressure ten

times as great as that indicated by the balance throughout i«

scale. The only difficulty in the use of the gauge is that ot let-

ting the pkmger to the cylinder so that while it is perfectly Iree

to move it is also perfectly water tight. This difficulty however

'
' and much advantage was also derived Ip^"

r's suggestion for supplying the wear o

ger and cylinder by depositing brass on the plunger tarouj^u u.v

Connected with this gauge by a pipe is a strong wrought iron

cylinder, sixteen inches long by four inches in diameter, in wn

the thermometer was placed, the opening being firmly cJosen y

a screw plug. This second cylinder was immersed ma tuo

water for the purpose of regulating the temperature, liie ^

mometer once placed in the cylinder, is not again removed th^

index being read bv means of a mirror until the observations.^^

completed. By the use of this apparatus, the effect oi
P^J

up to 4000 !bs. per square inch was observed upon tAVO tuern

eters, and the results are given below. The observations vv

made to indicate the eflPects of 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2oW ^
pressure, etc. Seven series of experiments were inaa

thermometer No. 6, and five series with No. 10.
.-^f, ^o

results show that a pressure of 1000 fts. per square incu u

effect upon the thermometer; at 1500 lbs. tl»e effect is ie^
^^^

one degree; and from 1500 to 4000 lbs. per square i"^^

effect is to diminish the readings, the maximum etteci

Beven degrees, . .p-gg of

The diagram exhibits the law of diminution by mem
^^^

pressure, and the depth corresponding to different pressur.

correction to be applied varies with the depth, for
tbermom

^o- 5 it is only four tenths of a degree Fahrenheit at ">'
"^^

of 600 fathoms. For thermometer No. 10, it is one degree

same depth.
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At 1500 fathoms the corrections are respectively five and a

alf and seven degrees.

Nearly all the temperatures observed in the Gulf Stream have
eeu taken at depths less than six hundred fathoms.

illKRMOMETER No. 5. Thermometer No. 10.

Pressure in Pounds. Pressure in Pounds.

1

3000.3500. 4000.

J.05

1500.2000 2.500. 3000

3-25 4-5

lrl^5

3500. 4000.

i

previously s

Jastonite of
tolite,*

A FEW years since I made some examination of specimens of
a radiated fibrous mineral from Isle Eoyale, Lake Superior,
^liici proved on analysis to be pectolite. A mineral, closely re-

fsmbling pectolite, from Bergen Hill, New Jersey, which had
•^en analyzed by L. C. Beck, and considered by him as identi-

^li?.
^'^^ ^^^^^''^^ ^^ Thomson, was examined at the same time
i to agree in composition with pectolite, as had been

y suggested by J. D. Dana. Both the stellite and Wol-
' of Thomson were referred by me, at that time, to pec-

T^\^ J'eference the correctness of which has since been

ti« r 7 ^^«?ssrs. Heddie and Greg, in a paper on the composi-

^'Vl
^he English varieties of thfs mineralf

^
,°^^''t»standing so many analyses of pectolite have been made

j^ J

"^''^nt chemists, there has not been a sufficient accordance

rJ ?
^^^"^^^^ obtained to justify a positive decision as to the

^l formula of the mineral, although that of Von Kobell has

rio"
generally adopted. It will be sufficient to refer to the va-

t^j^,P"Dlished analyses, to see that there is but an unsatisfac-

,y degree of uniformity in their results, whether of specimens

^ ^nierican or European localities. Thus, for instance, in

I vS^x^ ^'*°" ^^*t. History Soc, vi. 40.
*"'"*• %•. [4], \x, 238 ; also in Erdmann and Marchand's Journal, kvi, 144.
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Von Kobell's analysis of the Monte Baldo pectolite, the silieaif

given at 51-3 per cent, while other analyses of Scotch aid

• cent of that substance. In the like manner, the amount

as stated by different analysts, varies from 29'8 to Bbi

per cent, while there is even less agreement in the water, which

is given at from 0-41 to 3-39 per cent.

The difficulty of procuring, in a perfectly pure state, a mine-

ral which only occurs in a finely-fibrous condition is undoubt-

edly one of the principal causes of these discrepancies in the

analyses ; but it is also possible that the unusual care required

for the correct determination of the silica in the very soluble

class of minerals to which pectolite belongs may not, in allcas«,

have been appreciated. The great abundance and purity of the

specimens of this mineral which have been obtained from the

tunnel of the Erie ra" "
"

' '' ^' ^ ^"'""

Hill, seemed likely

above. The results of three analyses indicated that this ma-

terial was really of almost absolute purity, while no pams were

spared to effect a complete and accurate separation of the yanons

ingredients, and especially of the silica. ,

The pectolite dissolves more or less completely in chlorotiy

dric acid, according to the strength and quantity of the atter.

By using a considerable excess of rather dilute acid, an, w

nearly all, the pulverized material may be dissolved into a clear

liquid. As the attack is usually performed, a portion otm

silica remains in solution and the remainder separates as a doc ;

the silica correctly in this class of highly soluble si icate.,

the necessity of unusual precautions in its determination.
^^^_

On digesting the igmted mineral with acid until a {)ene

^^

tack seemed to have taken place, the solution gelatiniz^^
,^

evaporation, and there was no perceptible gritty i^^^^^SJ (he

was stirred with a glass rod or the spatula ;
on sep^"*

. /^jth

silica, however, after evaporating to dryness, ^n^^^ff^.V^
acid, and adding water, in the usual way, its amount was

to be equal to 6210 per cent' of the substance taken. _^ ...

Another portion of the xoiignit^d mineral 7^ ^^^.'

acid, and the silica separated without evaporating to e.

ness; its amount equalled only 35-6 per cent. J-O p;

whole amount of this substance present in the ^merji..

contaminated by any traces of the bases, it was louna
_^^,^... ,

,-

to use the unignited substance for the attack with acia,
.^^^ ^

to evaporate to entire dryness over the ^^'-^ter-batn,
^ ^^^

moisten the dried mass with strong acid and allow ^.

for some time before adding water and filtering. -^^
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tions will give a perfectly pure silica, but not all of it, as two or

three per cent will still remain in the solution, a part of which
will go down with the ammonia precipitate, and the remainder
be found after driving off the ammoniacal salts, (the lime having
been previously separated,) and igniting the residuum.
The following are the results of three analyses of as many

different specimens of the pectolite from the Bergen Hill tunnel.

Protoxyd of manganese, -66 ) , ,„ ) . „.
Protoxyd of iron. - - -26 f ^ ^H ^ ^^

Soda. .... s'ZS 9-11 8U
Water, by loss, - - 2-36 2-03 2-72

100-00 100-00 100-00

The direct determination of the water on the substance dried
at 80' C. gave, for ii, 3-03, and for iii, 2'75 per cent. Specimen
ni, from the Wheatley Collection, Union College, was apparently
ttie purest; it was a fragment of a mass, the fibres of which
^ere several inches in length, slightly divergent from a common
centre, and being nearly transparent and evidently quite free
rom any admixture with quartz or any other foreign substance,
in analysis in the oxygen is as follows

:

28-942

Soda,

Protoxyd of e

s gives as the rat

^e attempt to express this ratio by a formula, we have

Na^ SH + 4Ca3 gi« + 33.

thp^
^f^^^^^^ge demanded by this formula is given below, by
siae of that required by Yon Kobell's.

Silica, .... ™.22'" . - ^'72^T^^'

s5 -".'.'."
^g.'sl

" .
*

-
' ^9 77

Water. .... lu - 2-83

' -^ pviflent, from a comparison of the figures given above,
^^raula now suggested agrees more nearly with the re-

^ic weights used are as follow:

Na=:28 : Ca=20 : Si—21, H being =1.
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suits of the analyses of the Bergen Hill pectolite than any yet

proposed. As written here, its relations to that of spodiiraene

are to bs noticed, as also to those of Wollastonite and pyroxene,

The latter connection will be made plainer by writing the for-

mula of pectolite thus

:

Art. XX.—Notes on the Ancient Vegetation of North A

by Dr. J. S. Newbeeey. In a letter to Prof. Dax

Santa Fe, New Mexico, Oct. 15th, 1859.

Bear Sir .-—l have just returned to Santa Fe after an abser..-.

three months, spent in an examination of the geological sru"

re of the country bordering the San Juan and l^pper>'°r'^

mil nnrl Npw Mfixim. connected witlithe^i.

Department topographical survey under Capt. Macomb, Topog.

The region visited proved interesting in many respects—
^^.^^

tifully picturesque and unexpectedly productive—covere

ruins, and once densely populated by a race that has no^

tirely abandoned it.
i r

I would cheerfully give you a sketch of its remarkaD..

cal and geological structure, but the results of the e.x,

rilj doubtless be published in detail^ by the War m^--^_^

and it is not proper that any part of them should i

scarcely less abysmal than those of the

we were last year involved-some of which are over.;

depth—and even more varied and wonderful m charactt.

sections exposed in their walls permitted me to measim •

amine all the strata between the base of the Carbonii..

the summit of the Cretaceous series; the latter lormalin-

ing a thickness of 4000 feet, and occupying an mi.

west of the main divide of the Eocky Mountains.

Our work this season connected on the south witn -y

party with which I ^vas associated last year ^n«^r i-'

T. E.—and combining the results of both expedition.

now a complete and detailed section of all the rocks a

the great central plateau of the continent, from tne u^

palseozoic series to the summit of the Cretaceous. ^,.

are conformable throughout, and over 10,000 feet m •
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The collection of fossils made, both animal and vegetable, is

quite large, and, with considerable new matter, includes Avhat is

muck better, many well known species of which the geographical

dll be seen to be much greater than has been heretofore

supposed.

I was a?:1 was agreeably surprised to find here on my arrival, the May,
July and Sept. numbers of the Journal, published during my
absence, by which I have been in a degree placed aw courant des

affaires scientifiques. In the articles in the July number from the
pen of my friend Mr. Lesquereux, I have been much interested,
as they refer to matters which have engaged much of my atten-

"
' some years. In the letter of Prof. Heer there is how-

vhich seems to me to require notice ; although,

, without specimens or books for reference, I am
scarcely prepared to take up the discussion of the questions in-
volved in it. This is the less necessary now, as what I have to
say in reference to them will be found in extenso in the reports
oa the geology of the country west of the Mississippi which I

er a passage ^

:uated as I am

Your views of the gradation of the flora of North America agree
Kectly with what we find in Europe. This led me to believe that the
pianU of Nebraska belong to the tertiary and not to the cretaceous forma-
oa. It is true that I have seen only some drawings which were sent to
me by Messrs. Hayden and Meek ; but they are all tertiary types. The
»"PP08ed Credneria is very like Populus Leuce, Ung., of the lower Wo-
«<w, and the Ettinghausiana seems hardly rightly determined. Besides
»»a puus badly founded, and which has as yet no value. AH the
w plants mentioned by Dr. Newberry belong to genera that are rep-

Drob Kt \ ^^^ Tertiary and not in the Cretaceous. And it is very im-

L„» V, "^ '" America the cretaceous flora has had the characteristic

L t u
^^"^'^'y

5 ^"*1 t^is '^^'ould be the case if these plants did be-
^ to the Cretaceous."

It will be seen that Prof. Heer in this paragraph makes seve-

^ listinct statements, which for the sake of brevity, I will no-

lilri D ,^* *^® ^*^ssil plant I supposed to be a Credneria is very

^a- Phe Euingshausenia (called erroneously Ettinghausiana) is

^^J^^^determined.

ao valu
^^ ^'^'^^^ Ettingshamenia is badly founded and has

geu*;
."^^^t all the other plants enumerated by me are repre-

oih Tu
"^e^tiary and not in the Cretaceous.

3ora K A
^^ ^^ improbable that in America the Cretaceous

iiovf
the characteristic plants of the Tertiary, as would be
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the case if the plants of which outline sketches were sent to

Prof. Heer by Mr. Meek, were Cretaceous.

To which I reply,

1st. The plant I considered a Credneria is not Pofulm \m

Unget-, which, according to his descriptions in the Foss. Flor.v.

Sotzka and Genera et Species Plard. Foss. has a toothed margin,

while the leaf in question is entire.

I have recently obtained more and better specimens of this

fossil, of which I have apparently three species, but as yet have

not had opportunity to study them carefully.

They strongly resemble some of the species of that portion of

the old genus Credneria to which Stiehler left the name {C. inte_

gerrima, ^c.) when he established his genus Mtingshausem. It

may prove a new genus. Further study will alone determine this.

2d. That I was wrong in considering some of Dr. Hayde^J

fossils generically identical with those Stiehler designated by the

name Mtingshausenia, I am by no means prepared to admit.

Prof. Heer has had but a single outline sketch of the plant,

and can hardly speak decisively on th e subj ect. When at v\ asc

ington I had before me all the figures and descriptions of »•
ler, Zenker, Dunker, Bronn, and Unger, of the genus Crednm

and a large number of specimens in good preservation, lor com

Darison. To me, and to Mr. Meek, who examined thesuDjec^

vith me, there seemed to be a marked correspondence in gen

form, texture and nervation, between our specimens u.^-

lobate Crednerias {Etti7igshausemas Stieh.). With these 1 regara«|

our fossils as generically identical, and shall continue so

gard them until the question—if question ^^e^e be— can

definitely settled by a comparison of specimen with specime

old world and new.
, . ., ^^^

3d. Whether Stiehler was in error in establishing tueg^:^^^

Ettingshausenia upon a group of species of Crednena, i

pretend to say, for I have nothing like the ample ^r®^^
sessed by him when he made the division ;

indeed this qu

has nothing to do with that now before us. ^ to

It is true that at the Smithsonian Institution
\'^^l^ ^.

nearly evervthing that has been published upon the geu
^^^^^

neria, and it seemed to me the most natural thing m ^
^^^^

that Stiehler should give generic value to tbe cuneaw
.^j^

form, and strongly marked yet finely reticulated frvatiou,
^^^

characterize the group of species of Credneria of
^Xroon<ie^

folia may be taken as a type, while he lefl the broadly ^,^
entire, or merely toothed leaves, with a sparse a^^diketbo*
nervation, such as C. integerrima—le&ves not very ^^
of Coccoloba—to which they have been compared—i"

name of Credneria.
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The vindication of his accuracy maj, doubtless, be safely left

to Stiehler. At least it would be nothing short of arrogance
for any one who had not before him a suite of the specimens
compared by Stiehler, to review his work and pronounce it

either erroneous or correct.

4th. The statement that aside from the so-called Credneria
and EUtngshausenia, all the genera enumerated in my letter to
Me&srs. Meek and Ilayden, are represented in the Tertiary and
iiot in the Cretaceous, is at least surprising. I am almost in-

clined to infer from it that Prof Heer, though confessedly the
highest authority in reference to the Tertiary flora of Europe,
has neglected to acquaint himself fully with that of the Creta-
ceous formation. He makes the statement doubtless' in good
faith, but he can hardly have seen Stiehler's paper on the Cre-
taceous plants of Blankenburg, and if he has not seen that he is

certainly not yet prepared to discuss intelligently the claims of
Ettingshaiisenia to be recognized as a good genus ; nor indeed
^i^Cretaceous flora in any of its aspects.
Whoever will take the trouble to examine Stiehler's paper

[Pahontographica, 1857) will see in the enumeration of plants
found in the Lower Cretaceous strata (Quader sandstein) Popu-
K SaUx, Acer, and several other genera which Prof Heer says
are represented in the Tertiary but not in the Cretaceous.
ihe fossil flora of Blankenburg is indeed strikmglv like that

01 our Lower Cretaceous formation, from which the jplants that
"ave given rise to this discussion have been derived, except that
o^irs IS more varied, and we have as yet found no palms or Cy-

5th. In regard to the probability or otherwise that the Creta-
Jfoi|s rocks of America should contain a flora similar to that of

nmk S^^^' ^^ ^^J ^e said, that it is not now a question of
PTODabihties but of fact, the evidence of the case being now be-

^^f^,
and in abundance.

Dlanf
^

•
* tas heretofore been written in reference to these fossil

pants two great questions have been raised, 1st, as to their bo-

«<^Ufl5inties, 2d, as to their geological position.

tliP 1
*°^^^ botanical relations—outline sketches of a few of

^Jt^A ^^^^ ^^^ examined by Prof Heer. By him they

dro^ D
^ ^^ *® contain representatives of the genera Linoden-

and
'

°^"^"^' ^««"«, Sapotadte^^ Phyllites, Leguminosites, &c.,
^^ere pronounced Lower Miocene.

,

e entire collection was placed in my hands for examination
" '^-^^ription before I knew that Prof Heer had been written

^'ibject. I supposed I found among them Lxrwdendron,

' .- Populus, Platanus, Pyrus, &c., with the Cretaceous

;i(;i^^ea and Etiingshausema and considered them Ci-e-

^hat you may see on what evidence that opinion was
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Washington, D. C, IfoT, 12th, 1858.

Messrs. Meek and Hatden,
Gents: The fossil plants whicli

^

looked over with great pleasure, and, in'a

the age of the strata from which they were derived, concur with you in

the opinion that they belong to the Cretaceous epoch. They inclflde,

however, so many highly organized plants, that were there not among

them genera exclusively Cretaceous, I should be disposed to refer them

A single glance is sufficient to satisfy any one that they are notTri-

assic. Up to the present time no angiosperm dicotyledonous plants hare

been found in rocks older than the chalk, while of the eighteen species

which compose your collection sixteen are of this character.

What was the general aspect of the flora of our Cretaceous continent

we can only conjecture, as the specimens of it which we have, represen'

only its ruder and coarser elements,—the leaves of some of its deciduous

trees, which, perhaps by an annual frost, were, as now in autumn, scat-

tered on the surface of stream, lake, or sea, and, sinking, mingled wm

the sediment accumulating at the bottom. ,.

In such an herbarium we could expect to find little else than the relio

of some of the ligneous plants, and a very imperfect picture of thenoi*

of the period.

The evidence furnished by your specimens is, however, goodasftr

it goes, and we are warranted in inferring from them the existence o

more highly organized flora during the Cretaceous period than h^^ ^-^^

ally been attributed to it.

A flora so highly organized, embracing so many angiosperm

edonous plants, should lead us to expect the discovery of what

yet been found, plants of this rank in the Jurassic and Tria-^

Such a flora as is indicated by your specimens, could hardly ha^'

burst into being, but was doubtless preceded in the older foiw

more or less highly organized plants, the prophetic types of tn

followed them.

From the enumeration of the genera represented in your co

will be seen that the flora of the Cretaceous epoch was not
|'

that of the temperate portions of our continent at the present '

same thing may be said of the Miocene Tertiary flora of the i

souri so fully illustrated in the collections of Dr. Hayden. J''

tropical and sub-tropical forms so common in the flor:is ot m^^^
^

nod in Europe, are apparently wanting; indicating a S^^^f ^^'.^in^::'
formity of climate during t/e later geological epochs, and car

D^^J^^^

aspects of nature of the present, far back into the past,
-^''"^jjia-ftsli-

said of our plants as of our fishes, that many of them are

loned" types. ., .,
;.'^--'

An interesting fact in this connection, to which I can o"'J^.^' ""

the later extinct floras of Europe are more like the existing ncr.

America, than is that now growing over the rocks which com-
^

* Induding as they do Liquidambar. Liriodendron, etc., now exclusirel)
-^
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Cretaceous, that I

Fagus,

Populus,

Of these the h
istlC of that forniauuu JH x^iurupe.

For comparison with the preceding list of genera, I subjoin a catalogue
of the Cretaceous genera found at Blankenburg in the ducj^y of Bruns-
wick, given by Stiehler in the Palceonfographica, Sept. 1857.

Credneria, Pterophyllum, Comptonites,

(Chondrites, Flabellaria, Populus,
Algae 4 Halymenites, Pinites, Alnites,

( Delessertites, Geinitzia, Acer,

Equisetum, Araucarites, Quercites,

Pecopteris, Salicites, Juglandites.

1 confirmation of the assertion that your fossil plants are

I found near the base of the Yellow Sandstone series in
'^ew Mexico—called Jurassic by Marcou,—a very similar flora to that
represented by your specimens, one species at least being identical with
yours-associated with Inoceramus, Gri/phcea, and Ammonites, of Lower
Cretaceous species.

^
Yours, &c.,

J. S. Newberry.

Since that letter was written, I liave added largely to ray ma-
renal illustrative of the American Cretaceous fauna and flora,
Slaving been for some months engaged in studying that forma-
"on over a large area, and where it exhibits an unequalled de-

C)f the geological age of the deposits which contain the fossil
Jeaves of which sketches were sent Prof. Heer, there cannot now

f
"le sligiitest doubt. I have in my hands over sixty species of

dicotyledonous plants obtained from the Cretaceous formation.
^t least half of these are derived from near the base of that sys-

^t^ in New Jersev, Nebraska, Eastern, Middle and Western
Kansas New Mexico and Utah, collected by Prof Cook, Mr.
fjeek, Dr. Hayden and myself Some of the species are common

^wTl^ all the exposures of the Lower Cretaceous sandstones,

S!!;V ^P^ examined, and everywhere serve for the accurate

all ti n^^°^ of these strata. Overlying the rocks containing
Uhis flora, in the same continuous section, where the strata are

^Wormable and undisturbed, both Dr. Hayden and myself have,

alJT\^^^ instances, found many of the most characteristic fos-

^ 01 the chalk, such as Gryphcea Pitchen, Inoceramus prohlem-
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aticus, Ostrea congesta, BacuUtes ovatus, Ammonites phcenta, Sea-

phites Conradi, Ptychodus Whipplei, &c.
The botanical character of this group of plants is, in all essen-

tial respects, just what I represented it to be in my letter to

Meek and Hayden. Among them are certainly Populus, Salix,

Alnus, Platanus, Liriodendron, Fagus, Qnercus, kc, the most com-

mon genera in our present forests.

The plant regarded by Prof. Heer as identical with Unger's

Laurus primigenia is not a Laurus, but a Salix, as Prof. Heer

would have seen if the specimen had been sent him, instead of

an outline sketch. As I have before said, his Populus hucet is

not that species. The plants which he calls Sapotadtes and Legu-

minosites are of doubtful affinity, but certainly not referable to

these genera. The latter has a nervation closely allied to that of

some of the Rhamnacem. Phyllites is not, as Prof. Herr is made to

say in Marcou's pamphlet on " American Geology," " peculiar to

the Lower Miocene," but is a general receptacle for fossil leave?

of all ages of which the botanical affinities are doubtful, just as

Carpolitfies is a general name for fossil fruits.

It is greatly to be regretted that Prof. Heer could not have

applied his great knowledge to the specimens themselves rather

than to outline sketches ; or, at least, that he should not have

been permitted to exercise his excellent judgment unbiased by

erroneous oral testimony.
The remarks of Prof Heer on the fossil plants from the Pacific

coast described by Mr. Lesquereux, are exceedingly interesting

as forming a new page in the botanical history of American geol-

ogy, and yet the quite different flora which has come under my

observation from the Miocene strata of another part of the con-

tment proves that what he has predicated of the flora, and hence

the climate of the continent, though doubtless true of the region

where Dr. Evans' fossils were found, is not of universal app"-

The study of the floras of the different geological i

has always seemed to me to promise much toward giving us a

just idea of the physical geography of our continent, during tbe

different geological epochs. Acting on this conviction in sucn

parts of the continent as I have visited, the fossil plants founo-

direct debris of the ancient land—have been
special interest and attention. „ ^,

Ihe general results of these observations on the extinct wt^^

ot iSorth America may be very briefly stated as follows

:

1st. The flora of the Devonian and Carboniferous epochs "

America was, in all its general aspects, similar to that of the OJA
World which has been so fully described ;

most of the genera

and a larger number of species than at any subsequent
peno<i
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having been common to the two sides of the Atlantic. The rela-
tive number of identical species has, however, it seems to me
been somewhat overrated. In many of the species regarded as
the same in Europe and America, the American plants present
prevalent or constant characters which may serve to distinguish
them. These differences, though frequently remarked by wri-
ters, have not been thought to have a specific value

;
yet it is

quite certam that they are as tangible and important as those
which now separate many American and European species of
recent plants and recent or fossil animals. I have a conviction
that the progress of science will considerably diminish the pro-
portion of identical species ; a closer scrutiny and more extensive
comparison of specimens resulting in the discovery of constant,
tHough mconspicuous characters which shall be ultimately con-
ceded to be specific.

It IS true also that in molluscous paleontology, recent geology
and botany, the number of species common to the two continentsm been considerably reduced of late years ; a large number of
American representatives of European species at first considered
Identical from their striking and obvious coincidences, having,
on closer study, afforded constant, though less conspicuous

far •\'^J^
^^^"^^^°' Triassie and Jurassic rocks have hitherto

urnished us but few species for comparison, but the material is

/"^^^^"o) and I have now on hand quite a collection which has
ot yet been studied. Enough is already known to show that

tuf"^^*.revolution which took place in Europe at the close of
erermian epoch was matched by a parallel though less sudden

^*^^ngem the flora of America.
/lere as there the Lepidodendroid trees, the SigillaricB, the
m^atkvx, the AsterophyUitce, and the great variety of ferns

J 1^^^ character to the Carboniferous vegetation, were super-

tifd r
p^^2^«j Tceniopteris, Camptopteris and a varied and beau-

Pter
V '^^daceous flora, in which were many species of Zamites,

^^YP'mum, missonia, etc., the representatives of those of the

of £^°*
Gymnosperms," which culminated in the Jurassic epoch

the fl"^^
*^^^ great interval the generic correspondence between

jg 1
^\^ °f Europe and America was perhaps as plainly marked

idpnt*^"?^
*^® Oarboniferous age, but the relative number of

3?7 species was apparently smaller,

of t^"
commencement of the Cretaceous epoch the flora

its tp^

continent was again revolutionized and the vegetation of
preg^^erate portions given the general aspect that it now

cribetf/*^i^°^®^* ^^^ surprise many, for the flora generally as-
"*^ «> the Chalk period is greatly different from that of the
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present. Unger has thus represented it, and Brongniart calls it

a transition from the great Cvcadaceous flora, of the Jurassic

period, to the Angiospermous"^flora of the Tertiary. In JEurope

the Cretaceous flora was, apparently, more like that of the Lias

and Oolite than in this country, for while the genera Mix, Acer,

Populus, Alwxs, Quercus, &c., were then introduced there as here,

its general aspect was modified by the presence of numbers of

CycadacecB, and its sub-tropical character attested i>y fan-palms.

We may find hereafter, in other parts of the continent than

those in which I have examined the Cretaceous strata, fossils

which shall assimilate our flora of that period more closely to

that of Europe, but as far as at present, known, our plants of

this age present an ensemble quite different. I have now some

sixty to seventy species of Cretaceous plants collected in ^ew

Jersey, and in various parts of the great Cretaceous area of the

interior of the continent, all of which indicate a flora very sim-

ilar to that now occupying the same region ; many, perhaps most,

of the genera being now represented in our forests—such as Li-

riodendron, Platanus, Acer, Populus, Salix, Alnus, Fagus, He

These specimens have been collected in localities included between

the 36th and 41st parallels of latitude, but range from the im
to the 110th of longitude. Nowhere within this area have i jei

detected any traces of palms or any indications of a tropical en-

mate. At the base of the Yellow sandstone series of ^ew Mex-

ico, (Lower Cretaceous,) I have found a varied and mterestin

flora, containing Pterophyllum, Mlssoma, Camptoptens,&c., wiw

a few Angiosperm dicotvledonous leaves. This is evidently tne

point of junction between the Cycadaceous flora of the '^^^
age and that of the Chalk ; for in the entire overlymg

^^etaceoua

strata, 4000 ft. in thickness, though Angiospermous leaves ai^_

abundant, those of Gymnospermous plants were nowhere ai
^^

ered, nor any traces of palms, either leaves or stems. ^'^^°';^^.

stones of the Cretaceous series contain immense numbers oi

cified trunks but they are for the most part coniferous. ,

4th. For the glimpses I have obtained of the Tertiary Dora

North America I am mainly indebted to the kindness oi

^

;

Hayden, who has spent several years in most successfully exp^^^

ing the geology, botany and zoology of the country boroe o

the Upper Missouri. Among his rich collections are ^i
j^.^

more species of beautifully preserved fossil Plants trom in
^^

cene, which have been put in my hands for examination, ixu

which descriptions will be published immediately after my ^

to Washington. , , _,e I

Not having the specimens, or my notes on them, ^j.^^ i-
can speak only generally of the flora they represent, i

^^ ^^
her, however, that they include species of Phtanus,

, ^^
which dosely resembles Unger's great P. H&rcuUs and is P^^
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as large; Populus, Acer, Castanea, Sapindus, Carpinus, Ulmus,
Diospyros, Quercus, Salix, Taxodium, and others which indicate i

s general aspects similar to that now occupying the

ej or tne Mississippi. A few plants in the collection would
1 to have required a somewhat warmer climate than that

which the localities where they are found enjoy at present ; but
there are no palms among them, nor any of the tropical genera
Cinamomum, Sterculia, Domheyopsis^ kc, so common in the Ter-
tiary strata of Europe.
In the enumeration of the Miocene plants of the Pacific coast,

temperature during the Tertiary epoch, in different parts of the
North American continent, uncler the same parallels of latitude.

Mr. Lesquereux finds in Dr. Evans's collection Palms Salishuria,

Cinaraomum, &c., which indicate, at least a sub-tropical climate
a flora quite unlike that from the Miocene of the Upper Missouri,
although, as he remarks, similar to that of the Miocene of Europe.

I am tempted to dwell for a moment on the interesting glimp-
ses of the physical geography of our continent in geological times,
^'hich these facts and others that have come under my observa-
tion afford ; for, to you, who have done so much toward the elu-

cidation of its geological history, this cannot, I am sure, be a mat-
ter of mdifference, but my letter has already grown to an unrea-
sonable length. Let me then close with a few generalizations,
referring you to my reports for all details of fact sustaining them.

1st. A large continental area occupied the place of the interior
01 iNorth America from the earliest Palaeozoic ages.

2d. During the Carboniferous epoch this land sustained a veg-
etation similar to that of the Coal period of Europe and Eastern
America, though far less varied.

' '
•

'
3 sediments from

• those of the
tl,

1
^^^o^gh the Triassic and Jurassic ages the sedi:

ne land were strikingly like in mineral character to t

^e age in the Old World : and the flora was characterized by
^preponderance of Cvcadaceous plants, analogous to those of the
Ji^assic of Europe.

4th. In the Cretaceous age, the central nucleus of the con-
'"ent was sufficientlv extensive to furnish from its ruins arena-
^oiis sediments that'now cover more than half a million square
^'^es. These sediments contain vast deposits of carbonaceous
patter, mainly derived from the land plants which covered the

2"'''*-.^« far south aslat. 35° these plants were for the

gP
part Coniferous or Angiospermous, and included many gen-

^now
characteristic of temperate climates.

ani
°^ the Tertiary epoch our continent had nearly the form

'^ area it now has, the Tertiary deposits merely skirtmg its

SEcoN-n * =^"' f-^' ^^^-
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borders. The Marine Tertiaries are nearly limited to the shores

of the present oceans, while the patches of strata of that age

found nearer the centre of the continent are all, so for as I have

observed or heard, of fresh water or estuary origin. Between

the western base of the Sierra Nevada and the Mississippi there

are, I believe no Tertiary beds not of this character, and the lar-

ger part of the great central plateau has never been covered with

Tertiary or Drift sediments, but has, since the close of the Cre-

taceous epoch, been as now, dry land.

The facts which I have enumerated seem to indicate that over

this ancient land the isothermal lines were curved much as now,

and that during the Tertiary ages there was, perhaps, as great

a difference between the climate of the Pacific and Atlantic

water sheds as exists at present.

by S. P."Hildreth, M.D.—For 1859.'— [Thirty-third a

report.]

1859.

MONTHS

-__-_!-
---Yi

^- ,
=^ _^-

s\v <LK 129 60 "8 85 0^5

June 17 1 > li>' . u .Li
2i_0

^^^(-^^^^

Ojtobtr '

December 1
i?

^:
2U j/

2 MS

:i'u^^ ';'' ''''''''

^lemio, year Ml 1> , . 1

Remarls on the sea ons—llic mean temper i

^ ^^
1859 IS bS6S, which is some\\hat above the i\eni,e "

Iccihty fTu

The amount of ram and melted snow is 48 55 inc jes i^

aNerage m a seiies of \ears, bung fortN t\vo inches i^^^'^'T-o
to

sonilU to thirty two inche^ and agun ii^mir as ^^ j;'.^ ,3
near sixt^ t^^o inches, so that our climate ib quite ^a"/;

.^^e

this respect The number of cloudy da}^ beai testimoQ}

huL.idity of the year
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llT/ifer.—The mean of the winter months is 87°-14, which
may be considered very mild for this latitude. The thermom-
eter was at no time as low as zero, so that it did not make ice
sufficiently thick for filling ice houses, only two or three inches
being the extent of the best, and the main supply for summer
use was brought from the heads of the Muskingum river. Steam
boats were laid up only a few days, by the floating ice, during
me winter. In the eastern states the cold was excessively se>
vere. Ou the tenth of January, after a great snow storm on the
eighth of that month, extending from the borders of Pennsylva-
nia to Maine, the mercurv sunk in Salem, Mass., to 23° below
zero, in the city of New^York to 11° below, and at Ogdens-
burgh, N. Y., to -38°. Tlie extreme cold on the Atlantic coast
^vas said to be greater than at any time during the last seventy

Spnng.~T}iQ mean for the spring months is 55°-90, an un-
'^ual high range, being nearly four degrees above 1858, and
more than ten above 1857, that being only 45°-89, so that there
IS a wide range in the temperature of our springs, which is most
stnkmgly apparent in the blossoming of trees, especially that
ot the peach, there being a variation of not less than forty davs
jtt the opening of the fruit buds of this highly prized tree. The
later the bloom is retarded the greater the chance for a crop,
out so variable is the climate of southern Ohio, that only one
feason m three can be counted on for the production of this de-

1
fruit. The apple crop is rather more certain, and yet

"l^,^P!;^uclive countries in the world in fruit, and the valley
the Ohio as celebrated pomologically as it now is for the growth

^\
indian corn. The unusual heat of the spring is chiefly at-

^nbutable to the month of May, which was 67°-20, or six degrees
wve the average temperature, which is sixty-one degrees. The

^eat was nearly that of June, and rarely experienced, as there is

^'«monly a difference of ten or twelve degrees in these two
7'^tjs. The peach was in blossom this year on the 28th of

n^*" i
^"^ ^^6 apple on the 12th of April. In 1857 the peach

"Pened on the 2nd of May, and the apple on the 9ih.

.^
-^"'nwer.—The mean of the summer months is 71°-19, which

W°J°^^^^^
l^elow the average, notwithstanding the uncommonly

' temperature of June. The unprecedented occurrence of a
*^ere and destructive frost as late as the fifth of June over-
Jeimed the country with fear and astonishment; at a period in

this l'""',^^
°^ '''heat usually considered as past all danger of

(Ip«f
' ^ sudden change of temperature in one night spread

^f;^ctiou and ruin to a large portion of the fields of this im-
t^^^nt cereal over all the central portions of the valley of the
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Ohio, and extending from Iowa to northern New York. Indian

corn shared largely in this calamity. The warmth of May had

hastened the growth of this plant in many fields to the height

of twelve or eighteen inches. In all such cases the fields had to

be replanted, but where it was only a few inches above the sur-

face it recovered from the injurv, and produced a fair crop. The

lin in the milk, was

I good mea-

^ ^^^^^.. ^^^ aooles, wl '

J of almonds,

aged as to fall from the trees in a few days, and only certain

favored localities ripened any fruit. So serious an injury from

untimely frost has not been experienced since the first settlement

of the state in 1788. In the year 18S4, severe frosts visited Ohio

as late as the middle of May, but the wheat crop was not so lar

advanced, being only in blossom, and by throwing up newstalKS

from the uninjured roots, produced finally an abundant harvest.

Providentially the autumnal frosts of 1859 were retarded untn

near the close of October, and the late planted fields ol corn

were fully matured, to the great delight and wonder of the bus-

bandman, for the failure of this grain would be a more senous

calamity than that of wheat, as both man and beast largely ae-

pend on it for sustenance. ^ , • l

Autumn.—T\xQ mean for the autumnal months is 52 -71, wdh.

is rather below the average, but was sufficient to ripen all ^e

late crops. Sweet potatoes were uncommonly good iii H"^ V
and abundant in quantity. Buckwheat was largely cultivaie ,

partly in place of the common grain, and produced a g^^^y ,
-^^

The Catawba and other grapes ripened well, and abounaea

saccharine principle, so necessary in making good wme.

smaller fruits were plentiful, so that on the whole we have mo e

cause to be thankful, rather than to complain of the deahngso

Providence in the past year. , , o-tb

Floral Calendar, cfec—February 25th, Bluebird heard;
^^^

Yellow garden crocus in bloom ; March 4th, Many birds oi pas&b

seen and heard; 9th, White crocus; 12th, Hepatica tnioo ,

14th, Golden bell or Forsythia viridis, Acer rubrum, (^^^ ^'Jiit!
Ulmus Americana; 16th, Hepatica acutifolia; 21st, ^^^ ^H .

green in pastures ; 22d, Magnolia conspicua, Claytonia c-

26th, Eed cherry. Balm of Gilead, and Sugar maple, ^

Crown Imperial; 28th, Peach tree, Eed Pyrus Japonica, ^
J^

cinths; 29th, Sanguinaria Canadensis; 31st, Gooseberry.
-^J-^^^

1st, June berry; 2d, Dandelion, Pink colored ^y^^^'l^^^^^
ica, Cherry and Plum, Primroses; 4th, Flowenng alm()j_:

Anemone nemorosa; 5th, Phlox divaricata, ^^^^^J^^ rvr\\\\m
'tb Annona triloba, Papaw; 11th, Burgundy Pe^^V^g'ir^
grandiflorum; 12th, Double flow.-Peach, Siberian ^^W^^-
prunifolia, Cercis Canadensis, or Eed bud ;

13th, APP^^
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Uth, Chickasaw plum, Strawberry, Sedum ternatum; 17th,

White ash tree ; 22d, Cornus Florida ; 24th, Dodecatheon Amer.

;

27th, Harebell; 28th, Vernal snow drop; 30th, Tulips.—May
2d, Tree peony, var. papaw ; 4th, Haw tree, Dicentra spectabi-

hs; 5th, Mountain ash, Aquilegia Canad. ; 6th, Magnolia tri-

petala. Viburnum, (Snow ball) ; 8th, European Horse chestnut

;

10th, Rose colored peony, Yellow Harrison rose; 12th, Black-
berry and Eobinia Pseudacacia ; 15th, Eose Acacia and Annual
roses; 16th, Iris Persica, Crimson peony; 17th, Purple peony;
18th, Moss rose ; 19th, White peony, also several new peonies
from seed planted five years ago, bloom first time ; 2lst, Peas on
table, planted in January ; 22d, Syringa Philadelphica, Straw-
berry ripe ; 24th, Bulbous Iris ; 26th, Foliage of trees unusually
rich and fine; 27th' Fragrant peony, and large rose colored;
28th, Linocera flexuosa ; 30th, Erigeron annuum.—June 1, Star
of Bethlehem; 2d, Common cherry, ripe; 5th, Severe frost,

Kilhng wheat, corn and fruit, made ice in a bowl of water, half
an inch thick, a few miles west of Marietta ; 12th, Canterbury
bell in bloom ; 19th, Eed raspberry ripe ; 23d, Pennsylvania lily
in bloom; 27th, Wheat harvest begins in fields that escaped the
frost, on high hills, or where protected by the fog from the
nvers

; 28th, June apple ripe.—^July 5th, Chestnut tree in bloom

;

8th, Sweet bough apple and Gravenstein ripe ; 12th, Gladiolus
flori; 13th, Blackberry ripe, but a large portion destroyed by
frost, American broom in bloom.—August 8th, Catherine pear
"pe; 13th, Watermelon ripe.—September 1, St. Michael pear;
l^th, Seckel pear fully ripe
la every rnonth during the past year there has been more or

'^RT. XXlL—GeograpMcal Notices; by Daniel C. Gillian.

No. XL

A^^GRAPHicAL Sketch of Dr. Karl Bitter.—The death

P
^r. Karl Bitter, the father of the modern science of Physical

^^graphy, and one of the most eminent and beloved of the
^lentific men of Germany has alreadv been announced in this
journal. We present herewith a sketch of his life, translated

r^ condensed from a highly interesting tribute to his memory
j^^Jcti IS attributed to the pen of Dr. Kramer of Halle, in the

P
''^ ^^chr. fur allqemeine Erdkunde.

^HARLEs Bitter was born at Quedlinburg the 7th day of Au-

f^h 1'79. His father, a man of noble character, fine feelings
a a pious mind, was phvsician to the Abbess of the Convent
ere, and was much esteemed for his skill. However, in con-

"^i^ence of the slanders of an envious individual, he lost the
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largest part of his practice, and, although his good name was

restored after the lapse of two years, and his clients returned,

grief and sorrow had so heavily weighed upon him during this

time, that in the fall strength of manhood, he succumbed to a

typhous fever. He left an almost destitute widow with five

little children, of whom the eldest, a boy, was ten years of age,

the fourth, Charles, only five years old. This situation of the

poor widow, a noble and highly educated woman, excited the

utmost sympathy of her neighbors. All endeavored, either by

words, or in a more substantial way, to make good the wrong

which had been done to her husband. She found many sympa-

thizers, away from home. Thus, the Prince of the adjoining

Bernburg took care of the education of the eldest boy. Salz-

mann, the celebrated educator, a former associate of Basedow,

had bought Schnepfenthal, and was about to open an educa-

tional institution there. He had made it a point to take a boT

as his first pupil, gratis. A notice in a journal of the death of

Dr. Eitter at Quedliiiburg, who had left a widow with five httle

children, first attracted his attention. Soon after he sent two ot

his friends there, to make the acquaintance of the children and to

see whether there was a boy amongst them, that would conform

to his wishes. They decided in favor of little Charles.^ IM

mother, though with a sorry heart, assented, and, at the mvua-

tioa of Salzmann, brought the child herself to Schnepfenthal.

She was accompanied by one of her elder sons and Gntsmutbs,

then a candidate of theology and instructor of the children, v>m

had not left them, although the mother had declared that siie

was no longer able to pay him his salary. A residence ot

i

few davs irT Salzmann's house cemented the ties of mu unl

friendship and esteem, so that Salzmann, shortly before m.
departure, expressed a wish to keep the older boy also.

Gutsmuths he proposed to remain in Schnepfenthal as a t^aci '•

This had been a secret wish of the mother, but she did no'

think it possible. Eitter accordingly came to SchneptentD;i'.

the first pupil of the new institution, and remained there i'-

eleven years, until he went to the university. This lovel}
-

which Eitter always considered his true home, was situa

one end of the 'Thueringer Wald' and was surroundeu

most charming landscape^' havino- in one direction a vit>.

far extending fertile plain, richly adorned with cities a;

iages; in the other, there rose well timbered mountains

nous shapes, intersected by fine vallevs. All aroimd v.^

tivity and life. Here he received from^his early youth tU.

vmd impression of the dory of God's creation, of the ^p .,

of formations on the surface of the earth, and their specie ^^.^

tjonsto the life upon them. Here Eitter grew "P ^']f'^.
guidance of excellent men and skillful teachers. Those that
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erted the greatest influence upon him, were Salzmann himself,

Bechstein and Gutsmuths, the latter of whom continued here
also, to take special care of young Charles, and probably im-
planted in him a love for geographical knowledge.
The method of instruction was that suggested by Basedow,

and tried first in the Philanthropin at Dessau, but it was freed
from those vain and needless peculiarities that adhered to it

there. Classical languages were less studied, but the most atten.
tion was paid to all those sciences and accomplishments, which
stand in direct relation to life, and among these the modern lan-
guages occupied a more prominent place, than anywhere else,

lo this an unusual impetus was given by scholars from different
countries, who thronged, soon afler the opening of the institu-
tion, to Schnepfenthal. By physical training, and by strength-
ening the character and intellect, a general and equal devefop-
niem of body and mind were especially aimed at, and, although
practical rationalism pervaded the whole institution, darkening
a httle the deepest sources of true blessings, there still reigned
pety, love, and the purity of high moral sense. Under these
influences all those noble qualities of Eitter's heart and mind
jere developed, that distinguished him so much in after days,
ihe future lay dark before him, and he had not decided upon
"s course in life, but he felt a strong desire to study, of which
owever there was as yet no prospect. His mother, though
aamed again several years after the death of her first husband

the celebrated pedagogue Zerrenner, was not able to provide
or b'm. But Providence interposed here also. A rich mer-
cnant from Frankfurt on the Main, associated with the large

S°; Bethmann, Mr. Holhveg, visited the institution atSchnep-
ntha and became very much interested in the voung Putter,

^/ter hearing of his circumstances, he declared himself willing,
^ne recommendation of Salzmann, to furnish the necessary

'eans of study, upon the condition however, that Bitter, after

^^J
completion of his studies, should enter Hollweg's house as

'^^ructor of his children.

Ha'il^
? ^ent, at the age of 17 vears, to the University of

le, and was matriculated November 2, 1796, us sludiosixs ca-

J'.'"";;inder the prorectorate of Curt Sprengel. Here he

entifi

"^ ^^^ ^^^^^' Halle was then the centre of great sci-

of u;
activity. F. A. AVoIf especially was then in the height

i4
'' i;^"own. Ritter did not pursue a specific course of stud-

ciiinn 1
P''^^"io"Js education had not been directed towards that

H-.r '"'^^ however he sometimes regretted in later hfe.
' "" ';?ientions A. H. Niemeyer, to whose circles he had ac-

^ whose house he lived, and who exercised upon him
"mt influence in improving his mind and inciting him
' study. Niemeyer occupied then a prominent place
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in the pedagogic world, and that work by wliicli he became

most known, " Grundzaege der Erziehung und des Unterrichts"

(or, Principles of education and instruction), first appeared in

1796, and must have been of special interest to Eitter, as he

was himself preparing for the calling of an instructor.

In 1798 Ritter left Halle and entered Hollweg's house as in-

structor of his four children, especially of the two boy?, one

six, the other three vears old. It was a great change tor the

young man of 19 years, to step out from the quiet circles in

which he formerly had moved, into the midst of a world quite

unknown to him," and to move among the aristocracy of a mer-

cantile city. He had to struggle with many diflaculties. But he

went to his task in all earnestness, and with the ardor of a true

and powerful mind, conquering all impediments so completeij.

lined results such as but few instructors (

; especially true in the case of his younger pi

the other having^dledln" the bloom of his youth. Ritter coQ-

ducted the education of the former until he went to the um

sity, and this pupil is the present minister of clerica^ ecjuu

tional and medicinal affairs in Prussia, von Bethmann-Hollwec.

Equally successful was he in the education of a son o^ ^"
,

brated S. Th. Soemmering, and out of this relation ot teau

and pupil grew the most intimate friendship and lo.yf»;;"

lasted for life. During his stay in Hollweg's house Ri"er w

in contact, and even Tnto nearer relations, with niany emine»

men, and by the intercourse with them his ideas expanded an^_

became freer and more independent. Ai^^JS^^J^S 'tiering

ertedthe greatest influence in. this respect, S. -^" r^^„ j (jeep

must be mentioned above all, a man of great genius au
_^^^

scientific knowledge. Ritter thus speaks ^^ ^^^ /P^ •„ the ex-

duction to the second edition of his 'Erdkunde : ^ if^
, ^

planation of the laws of the geographical relationship
^.^^

animated nature there should be prominent some
f''^^,

opinion and view, then the author is indebted ^^r tQi
^^jj

tendency of investigation to the long, instructive, ana
^g^^.

•th pride, familiar intercourse with a noble
^^l^J''.,^

'

mering, a man who is an honor to his century ^^ "^ ^gpthO
his spirit filled others also with the premonition ot tn

^J^^..... .

^^^
.. „.. in

ilso be
J. a Ebei; the author of the classical work on

.'^.^"^f/'/""bis re-

was not only of the highest importance for him o^n^-^^g^of

peated travels to Switzerland in relation to the kh
^^^^^^

this country, but it also impelled him to fa^per stu ^ ^^^j^^ji:

speaking of Ebel, says in the above-mentioned '^'^ ^^^ i»

' What the present work may have of vivacity anaJ ^^^
owes to an intercourse of many years with this excen

at the time I commenced it'
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Eitter's mind moreover was much aroused by the daily inter-

course with men of equal aim, and inspired with the same ardor
for the education of youth, such as E. Mieg and J. B. Engel-
manh. Besides he sometimes came into transient but important
intercourse with men of eminence who travelled through Frank-
fort. He met (to mention only a few names) Alexander von
Iluinboldt and Leopold von Buch in Holhveg's house. But
even life itself in this old interesting city, uniting so many in-

structive elements, showing so many different relations of a
most various character, and being situated in the midst of the
district of the largest river in Germany, always invited to new
observations, wanderings and study.

Ritter used with the greatest arclor all these opportunities to
acquire information. The time of his sojourn at Frankfort was
a time of the most various studies. So he applied himself with
much zeal to the classics, and read with the assistance of his
friends, F. C. Matthiae and J. F. Grotefend, then at the head
ot the gymnasium at Frankfort, the most important works of
tae Greeks and Romans, but the tendency of his mind towards
geography always appeared with marked prominence. In order
w become entirely at home in this department, he not only stud-
ied thoroughly the most important works on the subject, "but he
also made observations of his own in frequent excursions to dif-
ferent parts of the country. The ability to draw with the great-
est ease those objects in a landscape which were important t

fj"!.
and so to lix t' " " '

• ^
. .

•

2e alwa' "

from his
j

'ilustratio]

: them forever, was of much i

«faj? brought a number of characteristic sketches home
"s journevs, which served both for himself and others as

'"ustrations of his observations. This tendency towards geog-
^^PVwas manifested in his first contributions to the 'Is^uen

lion M ?'^'' ^'^'^^^ ^'^f^ 1803-1806 by Engelmann in connec-

ent ^^u
pedagogic friends, but it became yet more appar-

^ When in 1806 he published his six charts of Europe, and
j°^J"S/fter, in 1811, when his geography of Europe (2 vols.)
Ppeared. In both works the peculiarity of his geographical
fj^^cpt.on is thus earl y indicated. They are the gropi ng essays,

S2'''";t'^«
of what was lyin^ in his mind. But, before his

tA f,
^^^1 ^ ^0"^e to maturity and light, other preparations were

., ': '"^*Je. As such, in different respects, must be considered
"[^".ys which he, from the year 1807, repeatedly under-
- 'i's pupils to Switzerland and Italy, and the last of
'i^menced in 1811, comprised several years. These

' ;-^t indeed have been a rich source of instruction to

,,. '"-ig and powerful mind, that was so well prepared

«fe
[jj'^^^ired by assiduous study and labor. Just these countries

and J^ J^°^^
expressive representations of the most important

sEcov? ^''^"ous geographical types which Europe has to show.
'SERIES,

Vo,,. XXIX, No. e6._MARCH, lS6a
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different directions, i
^

glory of a majestic and infinitely rich nature, which invited ir

resistibly to the study of this gigantic structure. Italy, on the

other hand, which he passed through down to its southern point

towards Sicily, furnished him important information in reference

to volcanic activity, exhibited to him the relation of land to sea,

showed the effects of climatic differences and the close connec-

tion of the nature of the country with the development of its

people. Those treasures of art, which Italy possesses so abund-

share also to his store of knowledge laid up i

and carefully educated mind.
During his travels in Switzerland he met many men of em-

inence and note; amongst them Pestalozzi, von Tuerk, Niederer

and many others of that district. He spent many happy and

instructive hours in their society, and between him and many

of them a mutual friendship was established. He always re-

membered Pestalozzi, whom he often visited at Iferten ^i a

reverence and gratitude, and had a picture of him m full lengt

The mosVimportant point in Switzerland for him was Genev^

where he remained from the middle of the year 1811 for more

than twelve months. This city was then particularly noted or

the active part it took in the cultivation of science, especia jf

natural science, and was much distinguished by the fine tone

its society. Saussure, the first man of the city and tUesiai

»

had shortly before died, and his pupils, men of European lan^

such as M. A. Pictet, de Candolle and others, were considereu

the centres of the higher circles. With the first, Bitter beca^_

very intimate and to him he owes many valuable hmts. ^

.

vais, close at the foot of Mont Blanc, was another very m^'^j^

ing point for Hitter, as it offered to him ah opportunity o^^

serving the nature of high mountains in all their
^^^^''^j^ji be

this spot he made that tour around the Mont Blanc, oi
^ ,^.

gives such an interesting and instructive description, m e f

tion of the bas-relief executed by Kummer.
. ottracteii

During his travels in Italy, Eoine most especiaJiy ai

his attention. It was not orily the centre of numerous m^^^

ments of history and art, but he also met liere men Jii^t^
.^

waldsen, Overbeck, Cornelius, and others, who by the^r s^^.

and love for the arts, had raised them again to a mobi

ing state. By intercourse with such men, Bitter's iD.igW

the nature of Art was much enlarged. com-

Thus variously enriched, he returned home, ^°*^ .T;. ^bol«
menced that work, which was the chief production ot »'

^J

life, and which will make his memory immortal, ^a
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prepare it, he went in 1814 to Goettingen with his two pupils,

who at that time were beginning their academical studies. Here
he used all the means of learning within his reach, he searchedl

oat the rich treasures of the library, was in active intercourse

with the masters of science, (Hausmann especially was dear to

him,) and did not disdain to enter again as a student the audito-

riams of the professors and to hear lectures on the most various

subjects. After a residence of two years he went to Berlin

(1816) and there gave his work its last finish, after which it was
put to press. Next year he went again to Goettingen to super-

intend the publication of his work, of which the first part
in 1817 with the title, 'Erdkunde im Verhaeltniss zur Natur
und Geschichte des Menschen oder allgemeine vergleichende
Geographic als sichere Grundlage des Studiums und des Unter-
richts in physikalischen und historischen Wissenschaflen,' or,

Geography in relation to the nature and history of man, or gen-
eral comparative geography as a safe foundation in studying and
teaching physical and historical sciences. In this work geogra-

y had been entirely remodelled and changed. It had indeed

^"raised to the rank. of a true science, constituting the linkt
between the natural sciences and history. The first part con-
tamed Africa and part of Asia ; a year after, the second part ap-

peared, which completed Asia.
VVe abstain from giving a detailed description of this work,

^ It is well known, and as the method, in which geographi-
^ matter is treated here, has been adopted throughout the
^hole scientific world. Eitter's aim is briefly indicated by its

'"le; a more detailed account of its leading ideas however is

given by himself in his introduction to the second edition of the

J^t volmne which appeared in 1822. Ritler's intention was,
togivewit»^ *^

tionofthe

Q'mensions by means of a conscientious and careful use of all

^'sting sources, and to represent and explain the characteristic
TW hties of its parts and their relation to each other and to the
*&ole earth, but at the same time to make it serve as a substra-

onu ?" animated nature, and as a foundation and condition

2
^"« aevelopment of the different nations and the whole hu-

™J;, "pedes in their manifold mutual relations to one another.

^'""^s a stupendous task, but Ritter performed it marvel-

:"• Its execution required a combination of great and
i^ts, such as rarely ever have been or will be found,

'•y deep and assiduous study. In it we see power-

-"- ',nrl''^'^^'li"Senious displays of general geographical intuij

perceiv

f the natural i
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and a perfect command of extensive historical materials, and

lastly, a truthfulness and thoroughness of learned inquiry com-

bined with the rare gift of a rich, fresh, vivid and expres-

sive representation. Truth and knowledge of the living God

were the springs that actuated his mind and after which he as-

pired. Hence his humility, hence his close and perfect applica-

tion, his concentration upon the subject before him. No diffi-

culty ever deterred him in his investigations, although the mat-

ter before him was continually and vastly accumulating. His

work was to him, as he wrote in his diary, when, after along

interruption, he again commenced his labor, ' his song of praise

to the Lord.'

When Eitter had completed the first two volumes of his

geographv (Erdkunde), in connection with a work that was the

direct result of his Asiatic studies, 'Vorhalle Europaeiscber

Voelkergeschichten vor Herodotus um den Kaukasus und an

den Gestaden des Pontus,' or, 'Vestibule of the history of ^^
ropean nations before Herodotus around the Caucasus and at the

shores of the Pontus,' he received in the year 1819 a call to be

Professor of history at the Gymnasium of Frankfort. In the

fall of the same year he married. In September 1820 he ac-

cepted a call as Professor extraordinarius of history in the Mili-

tary School and the Universitv of Berlin.

At Berlin the second half"of his life commences, and tiere

the richest fruits of his former labors and preparations maturea.

Berlin was indeed the most favorable city for such an object
^^^

he had in view. Nowhere were the means for study anui'

struction so abundantly and generally supplied. Both the l

versity and the Military School displayed great scientific acti.

which was kept alive by eminent scientific men, into ^^^

circle Bitter soon entered as a highly esteemed member.
•

lectures were soon well attended at both institutions. J^esuj-

he kept up an active intercourse with other scientific
celebrities,

among whom Leopold von Bach, but especially Alexander \

Humboldt may be mentioned, whom he highly esteeined a

with whom he lived on terms of the most intimate fr^^J^fj:

Moreover, Eitter lived here in the midst of his nearest reiano -

one brother lived in Berlin, another near the city, antl am 5

his dearest friends, was his former pupil, Hollvveg, then also pr

,

fessor at the University. All this encouraged him niuin-
; ;

instigated him in various ways to still farther study and aa\..

ment. Hitter's activity was now, besides the duties of bj^:;

chiefly directed towards preparing a second edition of H'-^

kunde, of which the first volume appeared in the year .-

It was much enlarged and in every respect more compile ^^^
m the first edition, although now only comprising

^*"f;;,,otioa
contmuation of this work however suffered a long mterru^
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and the chief reason for it was, that his official duties claimed

his attention more and more. Accordingly he entered, though

only for a short time, as a member, the scientific examining

commission for history and geography, and soon after the death

of his friend Woltmann
at the MiUtary School.

In 1825 he was appointed Director of Studies to the corps of

cadets. Besides, he instructed Prince Albrecht of Prussia in his-

tory for many years, and received, especially during the winter

months, frequent invitations from the Crown-Prince to lecture

on history and geography before him and some of his nearest

relatives and friends. Similar invitations came also from other

sides, and he very often complied with them. Thereby a very
considerable part of his time and strength was claimed, as he
was always wont to apply the utmost care and scrupulousness
to all his subjects. Nevertheless by his extraordinary diligence,

which was a necessity to him, assisted by a robust healthy body
and by his collectedness and freshness of mind, he still found
leisure to work and to promote and advance his scientific labors,

which were never lost sight of. The external fruits of these

labors were however confined in thM period, to his reports in
the Academy of Science, of which he was a member after 1822,
and to brief essays, like the one on India in the Berlin Almanac
for 1824. Many of the results of his studies were communica-
ted to the geographical society, which he, in 1828, had founded
in connection with several friends, and of which he was the
chief supporter. Those travels which he regularly undertook
juring the long fall vacations were of the highest importance
tor him in every respect. They not only served him for bodily
and mental recreation, but were also very useful for the advance-

ment of his geographical studies, whether he was occupied in
tne observation of nature itself, or bv investigations in import-
ant geographical centres, as Vienna, Paris, London, and other
places. These journeys extended in very different directions

°jer the countries of Central Europe and sometimes occupied
the larger part of summer. The most extensive and important

J^ere: a tour to Greece, Constantinople, through Bulgaria, S\'al-

jc'iia, Sieben-Burgen and Hnneary ;
repeated travels to Pans,

^^^"ugh the southern, and at another time, western part of
yance, and the Pyrenees- through Belgium and Holland;
^'^rough Denmark, Sweden and Norway ; to London, and through

mv^^ England. He often visited and explored, but always
' ,^'flerent directions and with different objects, the middle

J"J
southern part of Germany, the system of the Alps in its

r' ,T"^ P^'^^'tS' Switzerland, and the northern part of Italy. The
J^uitg of these journeys were a great variety of impressions
""^ t)bservations (mostly recorded and narrated m his detailed
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and higlilj interesting letters to his family), oral communica-

tions of a most varied character, and the establishment of mani-

fold personal relations and connections.

In the year 1831, Eitter withdrew from all business and labor

foreign to his geographical studies. He felt that if lie would

advance geographical science, which he considered the task of

his life, he must concentrate his powers. Thus, when he again

had leisure, the fruits of his studies became more apparent.

There now appeared, from the year 1832, in quick succession,

that series of volumes on Asia, of which he concluded the nine-

teenth a few weeks before his death. This work will be a last-

ing monument of his genius, and a standard work for all ages,

however great the progress of geographical science may be here-

after.

The author's name grew in proportion with the progress of

the work, his acquaintances increased in all civilized coantries

of the world, and his influence upon the course of geographical

investigation and science was greatly augmented. He became

one of the most important personal centres for the science, since

he possessed an immense store of knowledge, and a sound judg-

ment, and took a most active interest in all questions relating to

this subject. He entered into everything, even if trifling or

troublesome, with an amiability and urbanity that never tired.

He received marks of acknowledgment and distinction ot a

kinds. Most of the learned societies, in and out of Europe,

made him a member, many Orders were given to him, and nis

Sovereign gave him frequent proofs of his personal favor dunnc

the many years of his residence at Berlin. Eitter occupied
Jl

doubtedly, as savant and author, one of the most exalted po

^
tions among his contemporaries. But he was not less

f^^^^\
teacher also. There were few lecturers who exercised sucn

.

invariable power of attraction as he did. When in 1»-^

first announced his lectures on general geography, no He

came forward, and in the course of the term only a lew v

sented themselves. Eitter began his lectures, but even m

next semester hearers were vet scarce, and this must not oe

wondered at, as but a few of the students had heard ''^">
' .

J

of Eitter, and the great majority of them considered gfc^j^.gV

as something hardly worth the hearing. This state hoj^e^^.

soon changed, and already in 1823 Eitter wrote m ^'\°Uis
" Full auditory, I must take a larger one." The numbers oi^^^

hearers increased from year to year, so that sometimes evt
^^^

largest auditory scarcely could hold them,
-^'''^^^.x^nded by

looked upon as the one whose lectures had tobe^atte
^^^^^^_

high !

"'"Tperf^*
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tact, acquired bj many years' experience ; he knew how and
what to select from the immense store of matter over which he
had a perfect command; he knew what was best adapted to a
verbal exposition and from what the greatest benefit would be
derived. His delivery showed that he had deeply and thoroughly
mastered his subject, which he always elucidated by drawings,

pl.iced on the black-board with great ease. Every one of his

nearers felt the importance of the subject, perceived Kitter's

deep scientific researches, and was delighted at the results, which
were made so accessible, and at the improvement gained by
iceans of them. His lectures were always instructive and always
excited to farther study. His delivery was dignified, but every-
where and under all circumstances unassuming. His purity of
mind, his modesty and amiability shone forth everywhere, and
exercised a peculiar charm especially on those that came in
closer contact with him. None ever approached him without
meeting a most friendly and hearty reception. Ko effort in
science, however imperfect, was made, that he did not acknowl-
edge and encourage by his counsel and assistance. Egotism
^vas entirely foreign to him ; he was the truest and most affec-

tionate friend; in his family most tender-hearted and loving,
ajd his greatest pleasure was to see those around him happy.
He himself was without children, but he was a father to many
that were comparatively strangers to him. Plis mildness of tem-
per exercised a most soothing influence upon all; his peace of
^ind, pervading his whole nature, could not easily be shaken,
even by severe losses, such as the death of a dear sister and
Of his beloved wife in her full strength, both occurring in the
coarse of a few days. These noble qualities of mind were the
Precious fruits of a strong and living faith. Bitter was a Chris-

f^a in the full meaning of the word, although never saying
|ery much on the subject and never raising himself up as
J>^age of the rehgious belief of others. The holy word of God
'iccorapanied him everywhere, and to confirm its truth by the
Jesuits of his investigations was his highest joy. His own words
^oand after his death, are the best testimony: 'Although at
F esent, while preparing for a journey to the western part of
[^rance and the Pyrenees" I am health/ and well, life neverthe-

jj, }f
^^ the hand of God, whose mercy and grace has guided

him tK
^*^ ^^^^derfullv and gloriously, that I cannot but sing to

inv k fHgood, praise and glory with all my power, in all

retu
^"^ ^^^ and actions. Should it not please' him to let me

assil^.^"^
»iy beloved family and to my calling, but should he

oKt?;. ? *^® another place in his heavenly kingdom, that I may

?m °^PP^ness, a happiness which already here ;

moved me to tears of joy, then I ask my friends not vo gncvu
°^y going home, for all that the Lord does is done well.
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My eternal fiite mj Savic

deep acknowledgment of

of trust and confidence, since I know that my Kedeemer live?,

who will make his people partakers of the mercy of the Kttii

and Just one.'

Ritter's health was generally good. His constitution

strong and was hardened by exercise. His numerous tmv

often on foot, renewed his strength, when weakened by ei' -c

application to his fatiguing scientific labors. In his last yearj,

however, many infirmities were felt. The Teplitz medicinal

springs had relieved him several times, and Eitter tried them

again in July 1859, but this time without relief Great heat

and hot baths seem to have weakened him more, and this weak-

ness was still more increased by frequent hemorrhages from the

bladder; he lost his appetite, and his strength begun rapidl.v to

fail, even when his appetite partially returned. He died bep-

tembar 28, 1859, at 10 o'clock A. M., and was interred October 1,

in the Marienkirchhof by the side of his beloved wife, who died

in 1840.

Mr. Lentz's Report of ms Explorations in Persia a>d

Afghanistan.—We have received through the Smithsonian lu-

stitntion, Washington, reports of the meetings of the ImF^j'

Geographical Society of St. Petersburir, Oct. 7, and Nov. 4, im
From the former of these we translate the following account oi

the Russian expedition under Messrs. Khanikoff and Lentz im

Afghanistan and Persia.

Mr. R. Lentz, who took part in the expedition to Khorassari,

presented some interesting information in regard to the scientiM

results of his travels durihg the sixteen months which be passeu

in Persia and Afghanistai

1 object of Mr. 3 determine

the geographical position and elevation of the places, wtiic

visited ; to investigate the three elements of terrestrial ma^n

ism (declination, inclination and force of tension); to ascertam

the heights of the mountains ; and finally to make meteoroiogi'-

observations.
"

e j^^

The expedition arrived at Astrabad, in the pro%-ince ot

same name, earlv in April 1858. As Mr. Khanikofl, to ^v

the direction of this expedition was confided, had gofje to i

ran, Mr. Lentz employed his time, most profitably,
f""-.ro-

absence of the former, in observing the movement ot tue »-

nometers and in ascertaining the absolute longitude o^
^f .^e

of Astrabad. He also determined at this place, i^/r
^the

manner as at Ziared, the three magnetic elements, ascertaine

height of some of the summits in the Albourz chain, ana

meteorological observations.
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Towards the middle of May, the expedition left Astrabad,
and, having passed Albourz, stopped at Schakhroud. Mr. Lentz
observed hei-e, as everywhere in his travels, the movement of the
chronometers, and determined again the three magnetic elements
and the latitude of a great number of peaks in the Albourz

On the first of June, when Mr. Khanikoff had returned, the
expedition directed its course towards Meschel, the actual capital

ofKhorassan. During the whole route Mr. Lentz took great
pains to determine the greatest possible number of geographical
points and ascertain the elements of terrestrial magnetism. The
five weeks of his sojourn at Mesched were spent in works of this
kind, and lie also made an excursion in the neighborhood in or-
der to ellect astronomical and barometrical observ^ations.
The expedition left Mesched in the first part of August and

reached Herat during the first days of September ; having already
determined a considerable number of geographical points, the
position of which had been previously unknown.
In Khorassan, Mr, Lentz was chiefly occupied in determining

With the greatest possible accuracy the absolute longitude of the
"lost eastern point touched by the expedition. From Herat Mr.
^ntz advanced to Tebbes, which is situated at the eastern limit
^t the salt desert of Khorassan, and then to Birdia-Sand, and
succeeded in collecting many valuable additions to science.

i;i the midst of February 1859, the expedition left Khorassan
I's course towards Lasch, a fortified city and the capi-

*!e state of the same name. The observations made
:i try are particularly interestiug. They show that the

surface rises gradually from Herat to the passage Sen-

.
- .-", near the city of Sabzor (Kingdom Herat), where this

^\^dm reaches a height of 5000 English feet; from this point
^e country gradually descends to a lake, the waters of which,
'^'[ever, have still an elevation of 1200 feet.
lUe expedition stopped, in its course, on the eastern shores of

«ez.are; near the place, where the river Kharoud or Adraskan

the <Zi"^^
it. Mr. Lentz determined the absolute height and

di^S^aphical position of this point. The appearance and the
tensions of the lake change continually, sometimes the norlh-
" "•''^'^" of it is dried up, and only its southern part is seen

;

- tiiG reverse takes place, according to the quantity of

^ned by the three principal rivers, which empty into

ivharoud and the Ferraroud in the north, and the

^vhich flows not far from Kandahar, in the south.

•^- happens, that the waters of the lake divide into two

'"^\'ards the north, and the other towards the south,

' separated by a band of completely dry land as was
•'^e time of the expedition. This at least is the ac-

'-'K^. Vol. XXIX, No. 66.->IABCH, 1S60.
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count given by some Persian travellers, who had recently left

the eastern shore of the lake and declared that they bad crossed

it by following this tongue of land.

Beyond the village of Nekh, the expedition came to a desert

of 250 versts in extent. This they crossed in its narrowest part

between the villages of Serri Tschakh and Dekhi-Seif, at a place

where in a length of 200 versts no trace of water was found.

After a journey of four days they reached Kirman.
This place might be considered as entirely unknown up to this

time. It appears from barometrical observations made there, that

from lake Zar^ (1200 feet high) the surface of the earth rks

again up to the villages of Nekh and Serri-Tschakh (4000 and

5000 feet high), when the country gradually descends to its low-

est point (900 feet high^ in the desert at a place called Schakhn-

Lut, but rises again as far as Khubbis, which is situated at the

foot of the mountains, at an elevation of 1500 feet, and readies

its maximum (8000 to 9000 feet) at the top of these mountams,

then it falls again towards Kirman, which however is still found

to be 5500 feet high. ,^,

Over the whole area, which extends from Esd to Ispahan, (the

point toward which the expedition directed its course,) the coun

tries which border south and east upon the great salt desert are

8000 to 4000 feet above the level of the sea ; the same is the cn^

with those countries which separate Schakroud from Mescneu

along the northern side of the desert ; only in two places mo

considerable heights are found. , ,,10

From Ispahan the expedition passed through Zergbend^^j^^

versts from Tehran, went beyond the village of Firouska, r

ed the provinces of Mazanderan and Astrubad, and ^oilossf^^

course of the river Talar, which empties into the Caspian -e*

Mr. Lentz determined, daring his travels i n Persia aud
^^^^^

istan, about two hundred geographical points; at ^'''''^^JZ^

points he could determine the ?hree magnetic elements (inten n^;

declination and inclination); at twentv-nine other points, l'^^^

ever, he observed only two of them. He ascertained wiu^^_

aid of the trigonometrical calculus, the heights of abou^ ^''

"
,ej«

dred mountain summits, and about four li^nd^ed otliei^
^^^^

measured by him, and his travelling companions ^vitb "«
.

j^

the barometer. Thus Mr. Lentz traced a profile ot tiie

--
-

-
-

:ed. Mr. Lentz
_

gives
/^^

ologicalobservntioivswiu^j

ne never neglected during the whole voyage. The
^^^°",i£btest

observations show, with an incredible regularity, tlie ^ 0^^^.

variations of the atmospheric pressure ; the variations ^^^^

perature are also verv regular, and it is interesting to ^w
^, ^^^^

the temperature reached constantly its maxmium ^"^ , ^
hours after noon, aud not two hours, as it is generaiiy

m our climate.
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Throughout Khorassan the air is usually very little charged
vith vapors and its average hvgrometrical state varies between
20 and 30 per cent. At Scbakhroud, Mr. Lentz found only 17
per cent of moisture in the atmosphere, and in the desert near
Kirman, only 14 per cent."

Sciilagintweit's Ethn-ographical Collections.—Mr. Jofe.
-Ambr. Earth, of Leipsic, has offered for sale a large collection
of plaster-casts taken from the heads, hands and feet of individ-
uals in the different castes and tribes of India, and has published
a carefully prepared catalogue of the series. We make the fol-
lowing extract from his an nouncement

:

"Messrs. Hermann, Adolphe and Kobert de Schlagintweit,
the enterprising travelers in India and High-Asia, having, since
the year 1854, had charge of a scientific mission from the India
House, have been enabled during their travels, in addition to
their researches in phvsical geography and geology, to devote
much of their time to ethnology.

''The various countries through which they passed, some of
i^hich have hitherto been but liitle explored, and others never
reached by Europeans, afforded peculiarlv advantageous oppor-
tunities for pursuing their ethnological researches.

Besides measurements and photogra})hs, they, in collecting
neir materials, made also casts of the features of living persons
^Ken in plaster of Paris; 275 casts of faces were thus made,

u5 °^ h^^^^s and feet.
'The moulds have been reproduced bv galvanoplastic depos-

^ot copper, which gives without the least contraction the most
minute irregularities of the skin with great perfection. This

J^t senes however was found not sufficiently strong, and the
^tempts which have been made to produce the iieads in as great
pertection as possible, have led to a different method, consisting
in making strong metallic casts of zinc the basis, coated with a
gaivanoplastic depcsit of copper, varied in color according to the
^erent degrees of color of the native tribes. To exclude as
Fnectiy as possible the change of the tints by the gradual
Pfyclation of the copper, a thin stratum of colorless varnish has
"^n put most carefully over the heads.

Dorti °®^r^
with these casts, measurements of the various pro-

r "onsof the skull and the body have been taken, which will

J^spoken of in detail in the work, which Messrs. de Schhigin-

J't are about to publish under the auspices of the President

Z^-T'^^ "^^^ ^t the head of Indian affairs, who liaving the

fr n ,1
p^^^^ ^" science as the Court which preceded them, have

"'' '^'s collection an object of particular importance.
- \vork, ' Results of a scientific Mission to India and High
independent of this collection: it is in progress of be-
'

' and is published by P. A. Brockhaus, publisher at
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" The ethnographical part of Messrs. de Schlagintweits' work

will chiefly treat of characteristic features obtained by well de-

fined measurements, constantly referring to the casts made.

Many other individuals, together nearly 400 persons, have been

carefully measured, and the zealous labors of other distinguished,

particularly Indian, ethnologists, amongst whom wenameBuist,

Carus, Cunningham, Davis, Walter Elliot, Falconer, Hodgson,

Hooker, Humboldt, Morton, Latham, Owen, Eawlinson, tk

Stracheys, Sykes, &c., will be found to have been carefully stud-

ied for the purposes of scientific generalization.
*' We scarcely need add how important objects these facial

casts will be for all those who take an interest in such researches,

while the interesting nature of the objects themselves, as wl
-, the careful and novel mode of their execution, will render

them a most beautiful and important addition to pubUc and pn-

"This collection has met with great approbation; we mention

as particularly important the well known personal interest ot the

late Baron v. Humboldt,"
^

Adolphe Schlagintweit's Death in TuEKisTAij^^--yjJ

readers are already acquainted with the fact that one of the boia

brothers, whose expedition to the Himalavas has attracted tfie

attention of the whole scientific world, fell a "victim to his en-

ergy. From the surviving brothers, Hermann and ^^°^^^.,

have received a printed document in which are given f J
official reports which have yet reached them in respect to i

fate of Adolphe. The conclusions at which they have armeu

are thus concisely stated. , , _..

"The information from India and Kussia, collected Iroin w

tives by European officers of the adjoining districts, concur

too accurately in establishing the fact, that Adolphebcmag

tweit was killed at Kashgar in Turkistan (Central Asia) m ^

gust, 1857, falling a victim to his scientific mission. .

"He was recognized as a European after having V^^\^,
Karakoriim and Kuenluen, in disguise, where before us n

ropean had ever travelled ; he had taken a route more we^^^^

than ours, and had succeeded in penetrating far into

"The reports which have reached us are so various, that they

do not of course all agree, as to the immediate cause an^ P^
j^^

ulars of his death
; yet it is evident from all of them, tQ^^^

^^

political condition of these countries, and the c^r^'^^'^ "
Gov-

the deceased being recognized as an officer of the
{°^Jf" j-jbu-

ernment, notwithstanding every precaution, essentially c
^

ted to his tragic end. Even with the lively sympathy ev •

energetically evinced by England, in the fate of scientjnc

elers, it will scarcely be possible to succeed in bringing t^^

aerers of our brother to account.
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"According to some reports he perished in consequence of

having taken up the cause of some captive Bhot-Rajputs, British

subjects, interceding for them, that they might not be executed

or sold as slaves. Other accounts state the immediate cause of

Lis death was, his having been recognized as a European, and
fallen by the hand of fanatic Mussalmans.
"Notwithstanding our most zealous exertions for some months

past, iu endeavoring to obtain his manuscripts, drawings, etc.,

we have not yet been successful iu learning anything definite

about them : still, however, many very important geographical

communications have been made to us'by his followers, and we
are not without hope that from the active sympathy which the

Indian Grovernment has always displayed in our scientific mis-

sion to India and High-Asia, "nothing will remain untried that

can tend to the rescue of his last papers."

Letter from Dr. Livingstone.—At the January meeting
of the American Geographical and Statistical Society of New
Tork, the following letter from Dr. Livingstone, the celebrated

explorer in South Africa, was read by D. W. Fiske, Esq., Libra-
nan of the Society

:

Tette Zambesie, Feb. 22, 1859.

"ify Dear iS'iV—Having been elected a member of your Society,

1 take the liberty to send you a short account of our attempt to

open the interior of Africa, in the hope that, though it may not
appear interesting to your members, it may, at least show my
goodwill and desire to perform a corresponding member's duty.

We entered the delta of the Zambese in May, 1858, taking the
iDost southerly branch we could find, but after ascending about
seventy miles we found it impossible to enter the Zambese by
wat, as the points of junction were filled up with reeds and other
aquatic plants. You may have a clearer idea of the region if

you bear in mind the fact"that the Zambese has in the course of
ages formed a delta, which juts out into the ocean, and forms the
^ost prominent part of the coast. The prevailing winds of these

quarters beat, almost constantly, against the head of the promon-
^•^•y- These, aided by the oceanic currents, have helped to dam

I?
the main stream', but the pent-up waters have escaped

aeways. The main stream called Gualeo enters at the pomt of
^^e promontory most exposed. To it we went after leaving the

5[^«hern branch, but saw no possibility of entrance dunng three

H?>' ^i^^S^ ^^^ Majesty's ship Lvnx has since found a channel

tJ
'
J

^ search, of ten days. We then proceeded to examine
^ae side branches and the very first we came to called Kongone,
as all we required. There are other good ports, but all in the
!^e branches. There are also communicating branches between

l^^
and those within the influence of the tides are generally
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Having got into the main stream, we found tliat we had, in

going to it and spending a month there, allowed the water to fall

considerably. It was, also, so verj^ much lower than usual that

the Portuguese prophesied that we could not ascend ten miles,

It was said, also, that war was raging, and no one would be

allowed to go up, even if he could. Ou/ship drew nine feet seven

inches, and she was under engagement to go to Ceylon, ne,

therefore, to avoid detention iti the river, sent her oli', and went

up to the seat of war in a small steamer, drawing two feet si.v

inches. We had no difficulty with the "rebels," as they were

called—indeed, we got pilots from them, and continued ever alter

on the best of terms with the Portuguese. They were cal le

"rebels," as thev had all been runaway slaves, and bore tne

marks, in brands on their chests, of their former servitude.

Slaveholders here must be civil, for it is so easy to run avv^J,

that if slaves go to the Landius, who are of the Zulu family, they

never deliver them up. I have never heard of but one case

the contrary, and the owner—a great favorite of theirs-w

obliged to give them his full value. This is a digression, but

may finish off by saying that the Portuguese governor attacK

the rebels, and they retired before him, there being plenty oi

for all parties.

We continue carryii ^ _ „
when it reaches its lowest point ; and with

; its very

miles inboat would do business even then. We know it now a

worst, and, as it spreads out to from one to tbree

breadth, it is in many of the crossings not rnore than t

half or three feet, just now the water stands twelve leei'

low water mark in November, and we are all q«^t«
f.^,,or

during at least eight months in each jear^ steamer oUo^^^^

five feet could trade without embarrassment. _

-^^^/^^^
„ the

so little has been known about the Zambese river nas
^.^^^^

branching in the stormy promontory by which ^it ^^'-
j^^

from navigators. And their easy chair geogjaphers, dream,
,^„

over the geography of Ptolemy, actually P^t down tne
^'^

as flowini into the sea at Quilimane, which, m his days ^ :

ably did, though not a drop of Zambese water, in
^

,

circumstances, reaches that part. Had some ^^r^", ],=.

Anglo-American family planted their footsteps oij/^
'

kno\vr.

are such a babbling newspaper set, the world wouia na
^^

all about it long ago; and no one would have ''^!'K\^^h^^
with this river as has been done, making it lose itselt

^^^ ^^
.^

under the Kalobaro desert. You may form a better
j^;^

size if I tell you of one of the branches. ^^ e ascenaeu
^^^^^

-^

lately, fully a hundred miles from the confluence, anu^^^
^^^^

with a two fothom channel all the way up. I
^'^^^^t flo^^'^

^^ *

150 yards in width, and contains no sand banks.
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beautiful fertile vallev, about twenty miles high, and fringed with

mountains of great beauty, well wooded to the top. Mora M.

Yala we ascended, and found it 400 feet high. (This, by mistake,

is placed on the wrong side of ihe Shire, in my map.) It was

well cultivated on the top, and had several fine little iountams,

tlie waters of which were slightly chalybeate ; they have a hot

sulphurous fountain at the base, (temperature 174° Fahrenheit).

The people had many sweet potatoes, holcus sorghum, and other

grains, and pine apples, lemon and orange trees. They were

very hospitable, and independent. The vegetation is very differ-

ent from the plains, and so is the climate; yet with all these

disadvantages, no use has been made of it as a sanitorium by the

Portuguese, and as far as we can ascertain, this river has never

been explored by Europeans before. One part of the luxuriant

valley of the Shire is marshy, and abounded in lagoons, in which

grow great quantities of the lotus plant. The people were busy

collecting the tubers, which, when boiled or roasted, resemble

chestnuts. They are thus Lotophagi, such as are mentioned by
Herodotus. Another part of the valley abounds in elephants.

% companions estimated the numbers we saw at eight hundred.

Herd upon herd appeared as far as the eye could reach
;
and

noble animals they were We sometimes chased them m our

little steamer, for the shore branches off occasionally and forms

^^lands. The upper part of the valley is well peopled, and many
of the hills are cultivated high up. But never having seen

^wopeans before, they looked on us with great suspicion. They
matched us constantly, well armed with bows and poisoned ox-

^ows, ready to repel any attack, but no incivility was offered when

^^f

landed, nor were our wooding party molested. We obtained

^yiat may be considered reliable information that the Shire actu-

=^lly does flow out of Lake Nvanga. Wo were brought up by a

•^^ract, but five days beyond this point the water is smooth again,

"<^ Arabs come down in canoes from Nyanga thither Seeing
«»e suspicions we had aroused, we deemed it unsafe to leave the

^^1 and go overland. But no collision took place. The greatest

coward fires first, so, thinking we had as much pluck as they,

\^ <l'd not lift ; gun, thouoh we were ready to fire, or rather

l^^-
We did nothing to'make us ashamed to return, and

l'^^
to do so next month ; and if we have their confidence ^v^

f^n^ farther. Thev had abundance of provisions, and sold

;^«i «t a cheap rate. Also cotton of two kinds-one indigenous,

onm the staple but very strong, and woolly to the feeling;

nif''' W^r^e, and long in^he staple. We brought a

y^r of specimen^ of their spindles and yarn, and it was quite

2J^
to African uplands; did not offer them any American

Wn ?}^ ^°tt«^ plant is met with everywhere, and though
"^^aed down annually springs up again as iiesh and strong as
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ever. They grow sugar cane too, bananas, &c. The men are

said by the Portuguese to be \eTj intelhgent, but very mild.

The women wear the lip ornament, round one of which I put my

pen. The slit is made in the upper lip, at first, by a ring m

childhood. The ends are gradually pressed closer together, and

cause absorption till a hole is made. Tliis is enlarged by bits of

reed, until iu a lady of fashion a ring, either hollow or cup

shaped, is inserted, and the edge of the lip protrudes beyond the

perpendicular of the nose at least an inch. I am thus particular

in case our own ladies, who show a noble perseverance ^vhen

fashion dictates, may wish to adopt lip ornaments.

Above this we have a rapid, called Kebra, or rather Kaora-

basa. When the water is low it shows a deep grove, with per-

pendicular sides. When steaming up this the man at the lead

kept calling "no bottom" at ten fathoms, and the top ot m
walls of the grove towered from 50 to 80 feet above our deck, it

is from 60 to 80 yards wide, but at this season is comparatively

smooth. There were some cataracts in it which high water

obliterates. This steamer is too weak to ascend. She beuigon^

ten horse power, and her plates l^Vth of an inch thick, we aare

not try her in the rapids. We shall work down here some.t'me

yet. I long to lead back mv foithful Mackalolo, who are sail -i^

^Telle, though thirty of theni died of the small pox, and six A\e

killed by a neighboring chief.
. ^ g

I shall refer to one point more before concludir""

the Niger expedition not tc

5 of the Delta—the very hot 1

fever. We accordingly made all haste to get away, ana wej-
daily a quantity of quinine. The period of the year I selec e^

though not the most favorable for navigation, was the rn «>

for health ; and, thank God, our precautions were successiu •

The Kroomen from Sierra Leone have had more of i^

^^^^^^J
until a short time ago, when, it being the most {unhealthy sea^^

of the year, and even to the Aatives, three of us have had toucne

of the complaint, but are all now quite well. I have never bad

a day's illness sirlce my return. We find, too, that so far from

Europeans being unable to work in a hot climate, it is

of work that kills them. The Portuguese all know that ^o^^^^^

as they are moving about they enjoy good health, b"t^
^^

settle down and smoke all day, and drink brandy, then
.^ ^^

word about brandy in the fever that follows—the Diam

put on the climate. I am, &c. David
"^'"^''^f^^;,^,^

Keapf's Residence and Travels in Easter> ^^^, ^^^

Messrs. Trtibner & Co. of London announce as nearly r^' j^
publication a work which is likely to rival in interest tie

^^ ^

volume of Dr. Livingstone. We refer to the n?'''"^r_^ne of

Missionary Residence in Abyssinia by Dr. J. L. Krapl



Krapf's Residence and Traveh in Eastern Asia.

the airents of the Church Missionary Society of London

will be recalled by our readers that it was by hun and

comrade Kebmann "that intelligence wi

ized world of the possib orod inouii

r the equator—the famous Kiliniatidjaro. The obsrr\ali();i

ot these missionaries have given rise to many warm dls(•^^Mou

and the correctness of their o})i)iion has been earnestly dispntiH

Inthefortheommi. volnrno we may antici].ate that th:s eontrc

verted point wiU'bo cxan.ine(U\ ith thorounhne.^s and detai

Aside from this discn-ion, the v.orkoi l)r. krapi^uill aboun

journeys, which were inostlv upon loot, extended 9000 mile

We quote the following froni the prospectus of this \\'ork

'•Two things mav be said of Dr. Kraj^f winch can be afiirmc

of no other modern Afiiean traveler, lie has traversed Abv
Pinia from north to south and from east to we^t :

and further,

h.is explored the whole coast of Kastern Africa, from Sue/ to tl

10th degree of south latitude, and inspected every i^laeo of n.

portance to be found on it. Such jonrncys and vovagrs wou

alone bestow a high value on a volume like the piL>ent on

i^hich eommnnicates their most important re^idts. Lut mo
tlianthis. the large and interesting countr\ ^\hlch stretches lio

^iie Equator to the oih degree of south latitude v^as, from the ea?

on foot, by Dr. Ki"a])f.'jmd bv hiJ'cMdleagu e and fellow -worker

^'le Missionary h'elnnaim. \\1ki^e e xperienc'es aie also includet

Jndnswork. Fr,om th e Mi.>.ion-st Kablna Mpi:

coast, these brav.i and fbark-- UKu i)ro-ccuted joui'ncys for a

least three hundied m tin > iiiteritn\ exposed

possible peril and l)ri\a lion.
'

'

flK- '3 S Wi.M-e re]. ^ated In

^'lierent routes- the d n^d'!)u
stimulate to self-e ire"to u-reater dange rs on anotlu r. i(('b

yiami's three journcys to d'^ehag; -a, Krapi's two jou rncys t'

\«^mbara, and t^vo m( )i-o to I 'kail ,l,ani. ui the conisc 1 )f uhicl

;% explored regions a nd vi>ited- -Ibble ii 1 haiK1 and ( '"-1" '
'"

P-populatK>ns^ never before n bv K nropean. lia\ c lan'l;

''7 exceeded ui St—reli ., adven

Jfal. ThestoryofDr.Krapf'
Je wilderness, during his sec

.Caba

ond

ndonme
uVl' kaml.ai .!''<';mp'

^"« reader back U3 the old day s of 1idventui'(MIS t^ravel. Scared;

J'f
l^ing equal to the spectacle displayed in th.s section of the

•«l:^rae, of two individuals, each is<dated, I

'Y'^'"
"?;]-.;'";

"t^'J,

m
t' T ^""'"'^ '''''^'''''' '^"^ encouragement ^^

;;;>>>
'^"^

"the face of everv possible obstacle,
y'^'^^'^'^yY \\^l '^a

^'^^^savage heathen far awav from help, or th(> hope of help, and

^ontiding solely in the guidance and support ol Providence, ihe
«l-<-OSU SERIES, Vol XXli No 86 -MARCH, I860
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splendid geographical and ethnological results which were among

the rewards of these daring pilgrimages will be found fully chron-

icled for the first time in the present volume."
Speke's Explorations in Eastern Afeica.—At a recent

meeting of the Eoyal Geographical Society of Londoa, Capt.

Burton and Capt. Speke both gave a narrative of their explora-

tions in Eastern Africa, which are of particular importance, as

our readers are well aware, in connection with the long disputed

problem of the sources of the Nile. So much interest has been

manifested everywhere in this expedition that we regret tliat

our limits will not permit us to reprint entire the discussion to

which these two papers gave rise in that learned association.

Sir R. I. Afurchison, Col. Sykes, Mr. Macqueen, Mr. Galton, and

other well known gentlernen presented their views upon this

important topic, a report of which will be found in the Society s

Proceedings, vol. iii, No. 6. From the same source we extract

the following statement of the remarks of Capt. Speke.
,

" The region traversed by Captain Burton and myself is divi-

sible into 'live bands. They all run parallel to the coast, ana

each of them is characterised by special geographical features.

The first i.^ low land between the coast range and the sea. its

breadth is about 120 miles, and its average slope not more than

2 feet per mile, horcsts of liioantic trees, and tall grasses, cover

its surface. The second band is the coast range of mouotains.

These are hills in lines and in masses, intersected by vallejs,

through which the rivers of the east coast find their way. i"'

range is easily crossed, and nowhere exceeded 6000 feet, acyacen'

to the line of road taken by our travelers. It is capable ot cum-

vation, though neglected, because the slaving forays t^/*^^^,

is subjected drive away the inhabitants. The third band reac i^

to Unyanyembe. It is a dry plateau, with a slight inchnat
J

toward the interior, and ranoi„o- in height between 3000 an^

4iOO feet. Tributary streams, running southwards to the Kiwu-J

intersect it. The fourth zone is a coiftinuation of the above, but

It is better watered, and is studded with granite hills. Here i^

water-parting between the streams that run eostwara to

Indian Ocean, and westward to the Tanganvika LalvC. ^

Nyanza Lake is situated in this band. The fifth baud i* a

markable slope, that inclines to the shores of the ^a^g^^";.,,-

It sinks no less than 1800 feet in 45 miles; it is exceedingly

tile, but harrassed by marauders of the Watuta tribe. .

On arriving at Ujija, the party found tliat the only boab t^

had were wretched canoes : while the troubled state of the cou

^
try rendered it unsafe to exidore the lake "naccompameci

large escort. There was, however, a small sailing cral belong ng

to an Arab, on the other side of the lake, which wouk De - =^

enough to contain the entire party: and Captain Speke ^tar



tn hire her, with
men. }lo Hi-st (MKi.to.l to Kabop,, a bold luoiiwutorv usually
sel^'drdas the st.-.rtino- point, wh.ni the hike has to bo' crossed,
ni)

1 rearhpd it in five days, lie dc^scribes the shore as wil-l and
bM'itifLil, aftbrdin-- nunij convenient harboj-s, and requiring but
!i iittio art to make it quite a fairy abode. There were no
i!ili;ibitrnits, but an abundance ofL^auie,—liippoDotniui, bullidoes,
;'lepliunts, antelopes, and e,vc<>di!.s.

' Th. pa.s„v iicros. the
>iko,a distance of >ii; n.ih-.. wa< nia-l. r,T„idlv ;mmI .^a!.K-. and
'aptain ^^peke was cordially ^welcoined hy t'iic Siil;;ii. nf the

tliere also, and was ready "to allbrd 'eveiy a'Jiance •"' but'^he
hunsclf was on the point of startin- on an 'ivory expedition 100
miles into the iuterioi-. and the (M^ew of his .sailing boat were, at
the same time, his anned escort : he could not therefore .spare
Mm AVhat made the disa]ipointment doubly vexatious, Avas
ItJat this Arab desired Captain Speke's companionship in his
mtencled journey, and he iiroiaised the boat on his return. Had
Captain 8peke been unfettered bv time, this w-ndd have been
an excellent opportunity of fiirthW trav(d. As it was, he was
<^oiiged to go back to Ujiji without the .^ailinii boiit, and pro-
jeeded with Captain Burton to a more exten<h;i c-xploration of
^^e lariganyika Lake, which lasted a whole mouth. The map-

tfe Ai r ^°^^^^^^^^" P^^t^on depends on information --iven by

On returning to Tnyanyembe. Captain Burlon's continncd
-•^;;'^sagum made it necessaiw for CaptL Speke to prcveed alone

t'e northward to explore the T.ake Xyanzn. Jle went with
I'l'^-three men, through a lino of populous countrv, less visit-d

^^•^".-'ers than that which he had hithei^to traveled on. There

^'^'^ome. "The vicw"'of Lake Xvanza,' with its nunlerous
winded Capt;iin Speke of the (ireck archipelago. The

''; precisely like the tops of the .same hills thnt .studded

•.-. %1^^- had just traveled over. In fact, the lake had the

n^m!
' ^^ ^ flooded country rather than those of a sheet of

^jnanent water, with well inarked banks. Its water is sweet
^"fl.g'^d: those who liv(. near it drink no other.

...
N'^-'ifi ^Vkt-s explorations did not extend beyond its .^onth-

^ Thenu>re norther., part of his nuip is 1,:,.,.! on
^;^atio.., esi.ecially o.i that of a v<mw intei:ig...;t Arab,

." -^^ the shoiU'of rhVhike/wcMVfMuid'by (.q>ti,in

'Native despot. Between the^
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about 180 rivers, of which the Kitangura and the Katanga were

the Largest. The former is crossed in large canoes; the latter,

though much larger and broader, is crossed during the dry sea-

son bv walking over lily leaves ; but in the wet season it spreads

out to an enormous size, and is quite unmanageable. The rainy

season is very severe in these parts. IS^o merchants have gone

forther than^Kibuga; but, at that place, they hear reports of a

large and distant river, the Kivira, upon the banks of which the

Bari people live. This river is believed by Captain Speke to be

the White Nile." ,

Sir E. I. Murchison in reviewing the labors of the two ex-

plorers, remarked that " they have, by means of astroriomcal

observations, fixed the position, the ibngitiide and latitude oi

these two great lakes, and have shown you that whilst one is

like other lakes, of which we had previously heard, situated on

a great plateau, the other is situated at such an elevation that,

as Captain Speke has explained to you, it may very possibly

be found to feed the chief sources of the Nile. I will not now

argue that difficult question, because I am quite sure there is one

gentleman here, if not others, who may dispute that inference.

I will, therefore, first call attention generally to the great im-

portance of these discoveries. My friends here hare not on J

traversed the district and furnished ns with a good picture ol tne

manners and customs of the inhabitants, but have also bro«g"

home rock specimens which enlighten us as to the fundameDUi

features of this country ; and to these rocks I 1 moment

advert. Captain iiurton placed before me tnis muiuiug certain

specimens which show me that at an elevation of "Pf^^\
8000 feet above the sea and towards the interior there

^
fossilized land sliells„ showing that from very ancient penu

the lands have maintained their present configuration. i"^_

deposits, whether purely terrestrial or lacustrine, have been

solidated into stone, and show that the existing internal conaiu^

of Africa is that of ages long gone by, as I took tbe hbe )
^^

pointing out to the society some years ago, when trea o

Livingstone's first explorations. Another striking feature
j^

connection with this great zone of country i^ ^his.
^ou

,,

observe that our friends spoke of remarkable herds ol o^_^

the banks of the lake Tanganyika, and tribes of V^^'V^^^'a
that vast lake and the coast range, who are a tl\riving, ^''^^^.^1^

agricultural population, whilst the adjacent districts in^^^^^^^.^^

and south are frequently disturbed by wars for
f*^ ^^^jute

purposes. This is a great fact as indicating a broad hoe «
^^^ ^^

by which we may hope hereafter to establish intercourse
^

-

interior country. There is another important fact, thou
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With regard to the physical geography of the country, it is

remarkable that all the adjacent rivers fall into the great Tan-
ganyika lake, which was formerly supposed, on the contrary, to

afford the sources of the Zambesi river. All theory, therefore,

on this subject is now set at rest. Lastly, we come to the subject

which is likely, as I said, to give rise to much discussion, and
that is the theory upon which I think my friend Captain Speke
may rest his claim to our most decided approbation. On my own
"""' T ....

-^igp<3sg(j to think that he has indicated the true

i of the Nile. Now, in saying this i do not
mean to deny that the great mountains flanking the lake on the
mt, of which a point or two only is marked on the map before
us, do not afford the streams which flow into this great lake.
That must probably be the case on the east, just as Captain
Speke ascertained from the Arabs that the so called "Mountains
of the Moon" feed the same lake from the west by other streams,
^ou must here recollect that the same Arab sheik who gave him
the information which turned out to be correct concerning the
existence of the lake Tanganyika also told him of the existence
of the Nyanza, which lake was found to be exactly in the
position indicated. As Captain Speke has determined that this
great lake Kyanza is nearly 4000 feet above the sea, it may well,
indeed, be the main source of the White Nile. Everything
(as far as theory goes) being in its favor, this view is farther
supported when we reflect on the fact that the tropical rains
J^use these upland lakes and rivers to swell and burst their
f^jiuks at a period which tallies very well with the rise of the Nile

^airo. These, then, are grounds which I think must go to
^''•engthen the belief of Captain Speke, and I may, therefore,

Jfpeat what I stated at the anniversary, that highly worthy as
Upfam Burton was to receive a gold medal, not only on account
ot this great expedition which he led, but also for his former
E;aliant and distinguished expeditions, Captain Speke, who now

offif^B^^''
Lordship's left hand, is also entitled to a gold medal

I the Royal Geographical Society."
^- OCHLAGIXTWEIT OX THE SaLT LAKES OF THE HlMALA-
AS-At a recent meeting of the Eoyal Geographical Society

^ l^ondon, Mr. H. Schlagintweit exhibited some chromo-litho-
ej"aphic sketches of the Himalayan Mts., and in commenting up-
° tDe remarkable erosion which takes place upon that range,

tbat
^^ ^*^^^ows of the salt-lakes which form a peculiarity of

of
/^^°^^er consequence of the erosion is the gradual drainage

It if
^^^*^^ ^^^^^' o^ t^eir conversion into salt water lakes.

tW 1^7 characteristic for the Himalayas, and in this respect

^.;-, f
^"«r essentially from most other mountain systems in the

^^"J> that hardly any fresh-water lakes now occur. The only
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few lakes of anv C()n?idcvable extent wliicli liave been mad?

known bv Captain Straehev, Captain Spcke, and .Major Cunnin!?-

ham, as well as ilio>e we visited bc^^ides, are all salt water. B^t

dijllrent from tlie cxj.lanation fornierly given. Some have

tliouLjlit that a rai.-ingot the eountry might have eauscd a general

draina,:^-'. We think that sup])()srtion"ratlicr improbable, from

the reeent strata round these salt lakes being all horizontal, and

tbe f.utletsof these salt lakes being ni a diircrcnt direction m
referenee to the horizon. If anv Vaising o( the country liad

eiFeeted the drainage of the salt hd'ves. tbe effect would havebeea

a perfectly ditferent one, according to the position the outlet of

the^e lakes bad in reference to the pohits of the horizon, a

'• 'file ^^^o mo Ri ri and the Tso mo (inulari, the two;?reat?alt

lakes of Kupchu and Pankong, of which drawings arc presented,

luippen to be a y-ood exami)re of two large lakes, being about

e.pudlysalt, with differentlv directed former outlets, and with

quite horizontal banks of detritus and of watermarks alonir their

circumferences. The gradual protrres,s of the erosion of th>j

vallevs seems to us to be also thJ^ chief cause of the .trradual

transformation of freshwater lakes into saltwater lakes in Tibet.

'' By this progressive excavation thousands of square milei,

still marked as Hurmer lakes bv the tbrm of the surface, have been

emptied, and the consequence is that the local evaporation could

no more keep the equilibrium with the precipitation; m conse-

quence the lakes, of which parts remained undrained on account

ot their greater depth, now gradually became more and won'

Jo[-llN'VL OV TIIK EOYAL GeOGUAI'IIR'AL SoriKTV OF b^"

BOX.— W'c have just received the twentv-eighth volume t-

.Tournal of the Eoyal Geographical Societv\)f London.
^

the previous parts of this sei-ies ii is full of in)portant com'

tlons to our knowledL-e of the i)hvsieal o-eography oi •

country where J3ritish euterprize is manifested. Wo ha^^
; ^^

quoted from the
, 1. Murchison. TSir R.

have occasion to allude. The' folloN\ing is a sta

contents of the volume:
Ari;rl.^-\, Journal of til.. Xorth Au^tvaliun I-Xplorii

lui.b.T the ronniiiirul uf Augu^tu^ C. (rro-orv. K.u. ((^^Id M..
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A'c, in August 1856 ; by Robert Moltat, E<q.. F.R.C.S., OoverniTiont Sur-
veyor at the Cape.—5. A Con<^tiniT Vuviiire from .Monil)a>;a to tlic Piin-
g:ini liiver

:
Vi.it to Sultan Kim«LMv:" aud Progrcs. of tlio Kxpcditiun

into the IiitiTior; by Captains llirhard V. Burton, conunnndin..' tlu- Kast
African K.xpi'dition, an.l J. II. Sp('ko, F.K.(i.S._(5 i"AnI,„ati.Mi'; in the

Ivnl^^'nu'^'^"'"-'^!'''^
in tlu^ Ancient Land of Ba.l.nn

;
by

I'r.^ E. K-Kaiie. IJ.S.X., of tlie North Coast of (ireenhiiid, and

'^03. 13o4, ISoo;' by Dr. llonrv liinlc, M.L>., ^ n'^pectoT in
-I- the ]>ani>h (;overnn)ont.~9.'T]ie Yano-tsc-Keanif, and

. ^-ilo or Yellow Kiu'r ; bv AVilliani Loekhart Jvsn.. F.(;;i;.S.—
;' -.-Kau tVoni a .Journal kej.t durin^r a lieeonnais^ance Survv of the
fjlHTn District, of the Provin.'.s of Otagn, Xew Zealand: by J. Turn-

t"!£r''-^'^^"!^'^- ^"'''^.^^'^^'^•^•^'.l'>''--/^-
^>^'>'-vations rc-iative to

^^^^^^^^^^u^^^^lt"^^^^ Latinliirim!!' Lon^imd
"^^^

> ^'M-^Nia^-rl^'idlS'of tll^ m!uJletr^^
fy—IG. Kcinaiks upon the Amount of Lio-ht c^peri.n{ed

Au^tralia._3 Jind 4. .Map^o illustrate yh: ^\k\-Ai\ .Juunn-y

ui^ro Itiv(.,.._5.' ^\j.,p ^^ iliiistnite the' Proi^rU^ of the J'ast

'"'<' Hnnrari, cVe.— 7. Map to illustrate Dr. Pink'-, Pap.-r on
"'ti^' Kxj.loration';.— 8. Map to illustrate Mr. ThoniHin'^ Sur-
•—9. Map to illustrate Capt. Sherard Osborn's Pap.T on
Arctic Pegions.—10. Map to illustrate Notes on the Kiver
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Art. XXIII.— On the Species of Calceola found in Tennessee: &
ceola Americana; by Prof. J. M. Safford.

For many years it has been known that a species of'

occurs in the marly and glade-forming limestones of ^\

Tennes.see. This species has been considered to he idt

with the European C. sandaUna of Lamarck, an error (for siiin

I hold it to be) ^^hich has contributed much to the confusion

that has existed with reference to the age of the limestones men-

tioned. Individuals of the species are frequently found upon

marly glades of Decatur, Perrv, Wayne, and Hardin counties.

The 'identity of the species with 0. sandaUna (and a few other

determinations of the same kind) once taken for gr«";ed,jUto

an easy matter to designate the rocks of these glades -Ue\o

Since my attention has been called particularly to this specie^^

I have regarded it as distinct, and now propose for it the nam

Calceola Aviericana. , i j

In the first place, its different geological position ^'onio,
_

least, indicate a distinct species. It is without doubt an l i
•

Silurian fossil, and moreover belongs excUisively, so lai -

observations have extended, to the Niagara Period.; ^-

marly limestones of the glades, although much ahke ht'io^';

are generally easily separable, by their fossils, into two x-

lower one representing, in part, the Niagara PerioU, -

other the Lower Helderberg. It is to the former ot tlu-

our Calceola belongs. Among its associates are Orlkisy,
Platyostoma Maf/arensis, Canjocrinus ornatus, Eucalyptoc"^-

corns, &c. Hahjsites escharoides and Cladopora reticuia.^^

been observed in a local coralline limestone resting q
bed containing the Calceola. -.

f.

In the second place, the characters which separate i
;^

sandaUna are will marked. In general form, it is mucn -^

European species, but differs in the following P^^ticu^
^^

.:,

1. In C s«ncZa/»m the central cardinal P^^^e^^
%^^J groove,

large valve is divided longitudinally by a shallow hneai^s^^^f

making the tooth apparently double; in all "^3'
,"^^^.1,'^ hand.

a Ar^ericana this tJo^h is n^ot grooved, but, on ^]^f^l^
is rounded and smooth along its summit; it is moreove

and larger than in the European species.
rtckifr«*

^^
+ ^irSak?n"" tltTe com'^a^ bX^'e me'tr^' specimens

fJ^'^J^^

gether four of them. Of my European specimens, one '^,^"' ,iii,«3<Hl<:o«"'^

another is an excellent small valve, and the rest are large valves a» «« &
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2. In my specimens of C. Americana the rows of punctures, so
conspicuous on the internal surfaces of C. sandalina, are not seen.

3. Within the largest valve of oar species, in the older indi-
viduals, there is adjoining the hinge line, and on each side of
the cardinal process, (but separated from the latter by a deep
groove,) a prominent callosity. In very old specimens, these
callosities nearly fill up the back portion of the cavity of the
shell, and, at the same time, nearly obliterate the striae or ridges
vvhich run forward from the hinge line. Most of the inner sur-
lace of the large valve has an irregular wavy appearance, indi-
cating a vesicular structure, which, in fact, the mass of the valve

4. The small valve (the dorsal), so far as I have seen, has ex-
ternally no proper cardinal area; its apex is not immediately-
over the hinge line, but is removed about one-fourth of the
length of the valve towards the front, the cardinal edge being
bevelled off from the apex to the hinge line. The lines of
growth are prominent along this bevelled edge ; so they are too
onthe cardinal area of the large valve.

0. The external surface of C. Americana is obscurely marked
wngitudinally in front by striae, which, so flir as thev have been
seen are coarser and less numerous than in C. sandalina.

\ i,^

^^^ °^^^6^ points of difference which appear to be con-
j™r, but those given are sufficient to characterize the species.

fi47
^ ^*^^^ occasion the fossil will be illustrated by the proper

Lebanon, Tenn, Feb. 1,1860.

^'T. XXlY.^Tke Great Auroral Exhibition of August 28th to

September 4:th, 1859.—8d Article.

chJ^^-
^"^^ preceding numbers of this Journal* we have given

^ervations of the Aurora of Aug. 28th to Sept. 4th, from nu-

of If
P'aces in North America. We now continue our record

sg^j
phenomena, and intend in a subsequent number to pre-

WorU
^"^^ary of the observations made in other parts of the

Phia f
^^ ^^^ indebted to Mr. Benj. V. Marsh, of Philadel-

'
lor a considerable number of the following notices.

• -^ ^^'ations at Montreal (lat. 45° 81'), h Dr. Archibald Hall.

I Ob: ^._ _^^^^^^^
^ Awards the zenith!''' The wind was N.KW. and blowing

SECOND

nthTk*
^^^^ ^bout gh 20™ p. M. the sky was about seven

^^em T k
^^^ by massive cumuli, when in the interval between
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the streamers seemed to converge

itions, and to possess a deep ruddy

large cumulus cloud in the W.S.W. and from

.1 •. . _.
'--t upwards and distinctly

lly. The same phenom-

J witnessed by anotherObserver at the other end of the

At 2h lO"* A. M. Sept. 2d, a brilliant aurora was seen in the

vacant space between masses of huge cumuli and lasted until

8^ 30'° A. M. The sky was at first of a bright coppery red tint,

and the light emitted so great that it was possible to read mode-

rately large print by it. This space became interspersed with

streamers of a rich roseate hue stretching to the zenith. The

manifestation was chiefly observed in the VV.S.W.

Sept. 2, at 9h 40™ p. m. we had another auroral display. The

streamers were mostly white, springing from three well-defined

arches, stretching between the N.E. and N.W. They flickered

magnificently about 10^ 20™ P. M. in the zenith, where they

formed a huge corona having a tent-like appearance, jhese

displays have been the finest seen here for many years, and it is

to be regretted that on the two first occasions, clouds shouia

so far have concealed them from our view,

2. Observations at Montreal (lat. 45° 31'), h Prof Chables

Smallwood, LL.D.

Aug. 28th at 9 p. m. we had a splendid aurora extending over

nearly the whole horizon with the exception of a small space w

the s3uth and S.W., varying in color from a pale yellow to deep

orange and violet or crimson, and nearly as light as
^^'"^J

'^

moon is at its full. The aurora was first noticed between « ^^
and 9'^ p. m., and this appearance lasted, with modifications,

nearly sunrise. ^ j;,.

On the following night, Aug. 29th, there was also a tine u

plav, but not to be compared in brilliancy to that of ^^^/'r

ous evening. The sky was on this occasion cloudless, ana <i

streamers were occasionally seen tinted with a pale violet co^r.

The most remarkable incident was the "^usual araouni o

mospheric electricity present. At 9 P. M., Aug. 28th, "
.^^-g

ndicated a maximum of 250 degrees in terms «i
.,.

^i<;uLiuiimier No. 1, of a positive character (but almost con^
^^

_

varying in intensity); an amount equalled ^"^y
^^'^^^"^^f ^yii

der storms of summer, and th '
*--rr,a n

The amount during the follow ix.^ ^c.j ^ o , qc

maximum of ten degrees, which is however somewnai

the usual average.
.

,
^ cloa^^^

The appearances would lead to the opinion that
j^gnc

might have been the medium of conducting the awn f
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electricity to the earth, for the indications of the electrometers
were such as are observed during the passage of clouds charged
with electricity, and this phenomenon seems to have extended
to the wires of the electro-magnetic telegraph.

The following day and night indicated a small increase on the
usual amount of electricity, which may be owing to the contin-
ued presence of the aurora, or in some measure to the decrease
in temperature.

Similar indications of the electrical state of the atmosphere
during the aurora were never observed here, although its effect
on the magnetic telegraph has been before witnessed.

3. Observations at St. Paschal (lat. 47° 40' N., long. 67° 40' W.),
communicated by Prof. C. Smallwood.

_

It was about 10 p. m. Aug. 28th, that the aurora was first no-
ticed here. It was a magnificent display which threw out
streamers from the zenith all around the horizon, and the light
^as nearly that of the day. I believe it was visible at Lake St.

John on the Saguenay, lat. 48'' 8', long. 71° 9'.

4- Observations at Halifax (lat. 44° 39'), hy Lieut. N. Home, of

the RoTjal Engineers.

Aug. 28th at 5 P. m., I remarked a long narrow belt of cloud
"om E. to W. having a peculiar orange-white appearance.

,^1a^'^- ^ ?bserved this cloud (which in the interim ap-

ry) suddt

xtremity.

were VSbir
'"'"'"'

Soon after 8 p. m. two arcs of light N. and S. appeared, that

J^

the south being the brightest. Under both these arcs the
jea^^ns were dark; but observers were uncertain as to whether
"^^ darkness was cloud or not. No stars were seen below the
res, although quite visible above them.
A 9^ P. M. the appearance was as if these two arcs were a

"lall circle of the sphere, dipping to the south at an angle
l^easured by sextant) of 15° to the horizon, and 12° above it.

Jie corona being formed at a point (by .sextant) 10^ south of

"^^^ There wis only one band or arc? of light, and that was
^Jt'nijous around the whole heavens. There were two reraark-
^'e patches, one due west at an elevation of about 86°, having
fed color; and the other'cnst by north, at an elevation of 25°,

tliP , ? f^ "^^'^"ge color. These points were brightest during

'"V'^"
« display.

f^^"°
distinct sets of streamers appeared to be formed ;

one set

. I^the arc of light, the other from the corona, which seemed
^ constant or nearly so • as during the five hours I watched
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tlae aurora, there appeared to be always light in or near tbe ze-

nith, and always in the arc. The streamers were the variables,

and appeared to work from W. by X, to south. I think they

worked along from E. to W., but another observer said from ^^.

to E. To the south they were so vivid and rapid it was not

easy to tell.

A volume of light, as if a quantity of burning spirit was

poured over the heavens, appeared to stream across from north

to south quite independent of the streamers. The corona sent

down rays, but it seemed to be only half way; the streamers

from the arc meeting them and toothing in, appearing to alter-

nate, short and long ones.

5. Observations at Grafton, Canada TFesi (lat. 44° 3' K., long-

78° 5'), hy James Hubbert.

Aug. 28th at 8'^ SO"* p. m. my attention was attracted by tbe

peculiar appearance of the southwestern sky. Streamers ana

flashes of light of a pale yellow and red color were "Sing, sail-

ing towards a point 8° south of the zenith, and meeting oiuew

from the N.W. and north. By &^ 53'" the whole northern ana

eastern sky was a blaze of lurid light, which seemed most den^se

in a band seven degrees wide, extending from KvV.to
_-j

along which there was a constant succession of streamers a

nebulous patches, exhibiting every shade of white, J/^^o^/^^^.

red. Columns were now darting up from all parts of the nori

zon. The aurora hung along the^outh, in a line at a maximum

height of 17°. This from 8^ 50™ to 9'> was very perfect,
^^^^^

a similar arch but much less regular was formed m ttw^ '

reaching to the east. The latter had ^^ .^^^'^^"^ t^^^x^
like the other seemed to rest on a dark bank. The first coron^

that I observed was formed at 9^, at an altitude of TU .

\,^^^^

imperfect and vanished almost instantly ; but was sooQ^ t

^^ ^^

by another in nearly the same spot. This in turn
gfj® jf' j

p.

another still more complete. From 9" 15- to lO^^ 15- the dj.j^

ery was gorgeous in the highest degree. A diffused
Jgj^'^^;^^

surrounding objects very distinct. Cocks crew, and

world seemed to think that day was dawning.
^.^pg.

I noted constant changes which were little more tua
^^^ ^^

scarlet, purple, ands

tinged with green. I listened with great earnestness, a
_^ ^^^^

or twice thought I heard a rustling noise, but 1 tbiD
^^^ ^^

have been the wind. When the wind was hushed, a^ ^
intervals in the latter part of the night, not a so^^^

• ^ be-

heard. Just at lO^^ the aurora, after nearly
^^'fPP'f" al the

came intensely brilliant, equalling the light of the mou
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last quarter. The aurora continued till daylight, when it grad-

ually faded away.

The evening of Aug. 29th was clear ; and at 8^ 45™ the aurora
was again visible, but very much less extended and brilliant

than on the preceding night. There were thin, misty clouds of
a nebulous appearance, with occasional streamers of a pale white
light, sometimes merging into red.

On the night of Aug. 30th I observed no unusual appearance.
Aug. 31st the sky was covered with a dense mass of clouds

;

but the existence of the aurora was evident from the clearness
of the night. After midnight the clouds disappeared, and the
display was magnificent. All the characteristics of the night of
the 28th were repeated ; but the arch was rather lower along the
southern horizon. A fiery bank was formed in the south, from
which rays were constantly darting upward, and the whole sky
was a gorgeous canopy of crimson and gold. This was most
vmd from l^ 15'" to 1^ 45"' but was continued till almost day-
light.

Sept. 1st was cloudy, and I saw no indications of the aurora.
Sept. 2d there were dense clouds, yet the aurora might be oc-

casionally seen. It was confined to the N. and N.E., and was
particularly bright from 9^ 51«^ to lli».

oept. 3d was clear. At 8^ 50'" the aurora appeared in the
-VA.E. and W. The light was yellow and white, with traces

?
crimson and green. At 10^ an imperfect corona was formed,

r ^™ost instantly disappeared. Others followed, but none of
^^em were complete.
.^pt. 4. The same phenomena were observed, but much di-

'^fhed in brilliancy.

^Pt. 5. No trace of the aurora was visible.

6- Ohservatwns at Rochester, K Y. (lat. 43° 8'), h Prof C. Dewey.
The aurora of Aug. 28th was exceedingly splendid both be-

•[f
^°^ after midnight, with the corona a little south of the ze-

jj^^°i and exhibited many colors, with red or crimson predomi-

Sept. 1st. The aurora began late in the evening, and exhib-
*a the usual appearances.

theA at 1 A. M. it was cloudy, but very bright and red m
thpr

' *^^^
^^S^^ increased rapi'dly and extended. At 2 a. m.

an/
^^ ^ "magnificent glow of red over the southeast, south

.o|:/°'-^t^west; yellowish green, green and crimson, formmg a

Lf°^^ <3isplay quite down to the south horizon as seen from
housetops. A splendid corona was formed just south and

hori7
zenith, with splendid coruscations from towards the

^ijJ'^'J^P
to the zenith. The streamers shot upward towards

^ the corona was formed, but none went to it.
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Sept. 3d. The aurora was considerable at 9 P. M., and over

the north, streamers were shooting upwards. At 10 P. M. there

was a bright red space in the N.W. or W.N.W. with white and

greenish-white bands on each side. The flashing of light up-

wards soon began, and the streams or clouds of aurora were

splendid. At 10^ P. m. the corona began a little S.E. of the

zenith, and was very splendid, towards which the streaming up-

wards was on all sides but less from the south. At U P. M. it

nearly disappeared. This aurora was equal to that of Novem-

ber, i837.

7. Observations at Newhuryport, Jfass. (lat. 42° 48'), hyDr.

Henry C. Perkins.

The aurora of Aug. 28th was the most splendid ever witnessed

at Newburyport by the present generation. About 7a p. h. tn

eastern sky seemed to outvie the western, but ^it\^^^^,'l^

colors, the pink of the morning taking the place of the goiaen

hues of the setting sun. In a few moments these hues were re-

peated in the northeast and the west, and the yellowish-wnn

luminous arch had passed the zenith and was fast covering ije

southern sky, and at 7f p.m. had enveloped Antares. ^'

7^ 52'n the star Tau Scorpii was at the southwestern edge oi i

luminous fringe. At 9 p. m. Lambda Scorpii marked its soui

ern border. At 9i p. m. the northern border of a l»minous a ju

passing from the east to the west, was marked by J^" '°
.

right foot of the Swan, while the whole southern
'^"^^f''"^lof

ern heavens were glowing with streamers rushing to tbep.^^^^

the Dipping-needle, the whole northern heavens being
-^

destitute of the auroral light. At this juncture, m an
^^f'.

it were, the merry dancers sprang up from the northern heave ^

' -
f. the whole celestial vault was glowing

J
nson, yellow, and white, gathered into

^'^^^

uriiiiani loius, a little to the south and east of the zenit i^^^

ing a canopy of the richest tints and most magmnceni
-^^ ^

The light was examined by the polariscope, and tounc
^

larized. The stars were so lost amid the effulgence as to
,,

it somewhat difi&cult to make out the constellation^,

might be read by the aid of a small lens, and the tm.t -

tained from the watch by the simple light of the aurora^
^^.

,

^

During the evening of Sept. 1st the aurora was qa
.^^^^ ^^^

and about a quarter to one (Sept. 2) it spread ^^^
^{^sr^'ectacli

soon enveloped the whole heavens. At about one ^-i^
^^^

was magnificent, a perfect dome of alternate ^^
'^^^t'od\'

streamers being formed, and the light being so gre
j^ ^on-

nary print could be read as easily as in the day-tii" •

and at 10 p. m,

streamers, crimson,
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8. Observations at Lunenburg, Mass. (lat. 42° 35'), hy Prof.

William B. Rogers.

The aurora of Aug. 28th has rarely been equalled in this lati-

tude, and the meteor was repeated with more or less splendor
for the eight following nights. The displays of Sept. 1st and 2d
were scarcely inferior in beauty to that of the 28th, while that
of Sept. 2d, in some of its features, was the most interesting of
them all.

On the evening of Aug. 28th, throughout most of the north-
era half of the sky, the stars were dimmed by what seemed to
be a luminous haze, which in some places quite eclipsed their
hght, and which itself glowed changefully with a golden and
crimson coloring. In the earlier stage, the obscure space on the
Eorthern horizon had not assumed the usual arched form, and
was sufficiently translucent to show a few flaky clouds, floating
withm Its confines. At S** 20"» this dark space had become more

Tf^' ^ j*^! ^^^- moulded itself into a symmetrical arch, bounded

The
> hung around with white and golden
converging from all quarters towards

|ue magnetic pole. Over the glowing stripes of this marvellous
pavilion there came broad flushes of the richest crimson light,
^^W It suffused all the upper part of the sky, and the whole
^"};^/;j. quarter except a narrow space next the horizon,

afv t

^^"^ ^o^^ing remained of this wonderful spectacle but
aint auroral arch low down in the north, accompanied by a

^e^ dim streamers.

»
j^^^"/"ora recurred in great splendor between 1 and 2 A. m.,

Atlb 9 ! '
^^^" ^^^ crimson color was particularly remarkable,

^i iJ dOm A. M. there was a fine auroral arch in the north, with
'jng array of streamers rising from it.

g-j
P^' 2d, a clear sunset was followed by a peculiar greenish

the n^'^T
I'gbt extending round the horizon, even beyond

30' h?^'
^^^^ ^^^^ northeast quarter, the air to the height of

V ^aa a dark opacity, which had the efiect of arresting the

aln.I !,
^^"^ P- M. an irregular obscure space began to form

lorizo •-»-— - ^-•-- —I- -*• -1---

0? tLT' '^i
appearance,

ihe?!,^-
^"dW. points, and cul

wtwtl'''''
This continued tor

At 9h on^
^®^ degrees of the pole.

2on bp
^ ^*^^^ luminous segment showed itself on the hori-

array 0?^*!^ tlie arch. The latter now resolved itself into an

^Wq til

^^^^* streamers, with equidistant shadowy spaces be-



At 9^ 80™ the streamers had extended and grown brigliter,

while the low luminous segment, diffusing itself upward, had

merged into the outer arch, which now reached nearly to the

pole star. At this moment the arch began to send off succes-

sive waves of light, rapidly following one another towards and

beyond the zenith. In a few seconds this wave movement gave

place to more rdpid and seemingly broken pulsations, flitting

upwards in close succession through the northern, eastern and

western quarters of the sky, and visible, though less distinctly,

in the south. This wonderful appearance exhibited everywhere

a convergency of the lines of motion towards a point considera-

bly south of the zenith.

When these luminous phenomena were at their heigbt, ev

spot to which the eye was directed, except the southern qu

near the horizon, w^as traversed by quickly successive fla^l;

white, greenish, and pale roseate light, all seemingly mo

upwards.
AtlOhSO"^ the pulsating movement again extended over a.

the northern and part of the southern half of the sky. 1"!^^';

merable waves of white, yellowish and purplish ligbt chased

each other from every quarter towards the magnetic pole, wtii

the crimson flush spread wider and higher from the west.

The various phases of this aurora recurred according to a

somewhat uniform order of succession. First, the dark segment

on the northern horizon took a regular arched form,
^"^^f^}

rose, became bounded above by a broad luminous curve, at

same time developing one or more bright concentric arcn

within. The streamers now shot forth from all P''^''^/^/ war
minous zone ; and as these increased the upper arch fadeU a\

^
as if it had expended itself in producing them. ^^Yv a like

lower arch took its place, to be obliterated in its turii ^J
^^^

seeming process of exhaustion. At length, one of the ^
effusions of light coming on, the whole arch was bro^eu t^^-

and the dark segment below was reduced to a shapeless ui

Then there occurred a comparative pause in the V^'^'^^^^^

until the dark segment again took form, with its o"^ *^

^^^
luminous bands, and a like cycle of development was rep

9. Observations at Steuhenville, Ohio, (lat. 40° 25'), /^^"^ ^'

henvUh Daily Journal.
jj

The magnificent auroral displav of Aug. 28th
^^^f. Ravens

interesting. 1st. It covered a much larger space ot tne ,

than any we ever saw before, at least since 183d. 2^.1^,^.-

from dark until daylight, appearing with the i^^^t apF^^^,

darkness and onlv disappearing as daylight Z^^^^f^A v
ered it. 3d. Instead of an arch, shooting up rapid an

-

colored rays, its first appearance was that of a lui^'"



with barely perceptible rays along its southern border, and mov-
ing with the rolling motion of clouds, rather than the straight
darting motion usually seen in auroras. 4th. It varied in inten-
sity more than any we have ever seen before, twice fading nearly
out and remaining so for nearly half an hour or more, and then
kindhng up with greater brilliancy than before.
About 7i P. M. It was a barely perceptible light in the north-

east As the darkness deepened, this luminous spot grew
brighter, and moved to the south, till a little before 8 p. m. when
tne light spreading from it met that coming from the west, and
tormed an arch about half way between the zenith and southern
JonzoD, and there its advance ended, and it began instantly
tading out. It retreated just as it had advanced, only more
rapidly, and at 8^ 10'" there were left only the two centres in
tbe northeast and northwest with a fitful gleam between them.

37 this retreat, portions of the luminous cloud broke offm floated for some minutes far away from the main body, sur-
rounded by deep darkness, like islands. One of them, and the

:;?
beautiful, was a long bright bar in the south, which

extended more than half way across the sky from west to
KV^^^^.\wide sea of darkness between it and the parent

westw, 1

^^ gradually melted away and disappeared to the

red f
^' ^^' ^^^® ^^^^^ advanced again, this time with a blood-

to the
^^

f? ^H ^^^*®^^ a^^ western portions, and passed clear

orpH .
°^ ^^ before, but shooting up many and variouslv col-

m.J^^^'
^"""^^^'"^^^ f^^^rn the east, sometimes from the "west,

minn V
^^® ^^^t^^' ^^^^ f^orn all parts of an irregular lu-

d...n s ]

*^?^ ^^^'^ o^er the northern horizon about twenty
-J ;<-^ above it. This display faded away in an hour, and at

*^iiere was no light that would attract attention, more
i
lently seen in the north.
V. M. it blazed up with redoubled brilliancy, shoot-

''^ rays far above the zenith, and making the earth as
''1 moon behind a mist could have done. This time
ined to dart up in broad masses, giving the sky the
of being covered with slabs of light, which were

^ red in the zenith, and rested on a broken irregular
"orth that in some places fell to the horizon, and in
in angular openings to thirty degrees above, Bur-

-^
display, the pulsations of the aurora were beauti-

'! the rays shooting up in a sort of volley, many
.-ether; while broken and separate masses of lumin-

r ,..,
'^^'^•I'e seen in various parts of the sky.
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10. Observations c

Aug, 28th an arch of light rose in the north, passed the zenitk

and descended to within about 20° of the south horizon by 8'

80" P. M. Soon after this, the whole space overhead was occu-

pied by a dense unbroken cloud of milky whiteness. There

was however up to this time a considerable number of small

black clouds moving southward, which soon afterward disap-

peared entirely. These clouds were very thin, and we weretor

a while in doubt whether they were not patches of clear sky;

but by watching their effect upon the stars, we satisfied ourselves

that they were clouds.

Still later, about 20° above the south horizon, there wasa

dense whitish arch a few degrees in width, its lower margin be-

ing regular and well-defined. About 30° or 35° above the nortti

horizon was the top of another arch, wider than the first, bu

not so regular or well-defined. Between these two arches were

numerous streams and fragments of white auroral cloud.

Between 9^ and 9| p. m. there was a perfect corona; iQj

streamers on the south side were short, and mostly white,

.^J
moved pretty rapidly westward. Their number at one

was probably five or six. At one time the central spa^e
^^

perfectly clear; but afterwards the streamers ran througa

: Crawfordsville, Indiana, (lat. 40° 3'), ^
^''

JoHisr L. Campbell.

Aug. 28th, the aurora began about 1^ 30"^ p. m. with a.,

sual white light in the form of an arch in the north. ^^

P, M. the white light appeared in two brilHant spots abou. -

oil each side of the magnetic pole, , . pirculsr

At 9 p. m, streamers of white, red and pi^k hg" ii^

^^^^^

currents about the magnetic pole (variation 5 4o eas

;

ing beyond the zenith. brilHaD'

At 9i p. M. the streamers were concentrated into

ones passing nearly along the magnetic prime vertica .

^^^

At 10 P. M. streams of white light were formed m^ ^^^
and rapidly passed westward, a little south ^^^^^^^^f^'andti^*
streams or clouds were entirely separate from each o

^^^^ ^g
more northern band, and possessed a real motion.^

^^^ ^
occupied in passing was about one second.

^
^o ^bore

twenty flashes passed over. They were formed aoom
^^^^

^^.^..

the eastern horizon, and disappeared about 60 ^^^/^^
.-^

ern. After 10 o'clock the white light in the nortu oe
^^

.

brilliant, and tinged with red, extended very tar i
.

south. We traced the red tinge on the east to witui"



'cu ana wnite light each instant fle
sphere. At 3^ 30™ A. M., a bright
toe hemisphere except low down in
nashes in the northeast and east sti
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south point, and on the west to within 50° of the same. At 11
P. M. the aurora was still bright in the north.
Aug. 29th, 2 A. M, Very brilliant streams of white and red

light filled the northern hemisphere. These streams were per-
pendicular to the horizon in the north, and were inclined at reg-
ular decreasing angles towards the east and west to about 70 .

Brilliant flashes passed across the heavens, originating in the
northeast, and passing in a southerly direction vanished in the
southeast.

At 2h 45™ A. M. Heavy bank of red light ten degrees north
of east. Patches of white light in north with occasional streams.
At 3 A. M. the whole northern hemisphere was filled with

streams of white light with the same inclination as at 2 a. m.
At 3h 15™ A. M. the auroral storm was at its height. Flashes of
red and white light each instant flew across the northern hemi-

[ of white light covered
1 the north ; and the incessant

„ - ^- ... .„ ..till continued. Long streams

^fPf^
flashed across the entire hemisphere. The lower part

Jf
he band passed through the heavens at an elevation of 40°.

n the zenith was displayed a brilliant red bank. In the east,

'^ and white flashes were very brilliant—better defined but
Y^apid in transition as at S^ 15™ A. M.
At 3" 45'n A. M. Magnificent corona in the zenith. Central

j^ion spiral, red and white, changing instantly to a beautiful

tlTh*^
'
with spiral streams shooting forth into all parts of

neavens; the most brilliant streams flowing east and west.
"« neavens were completely covered with these streams of light.

";'*A. M. thei ' - — • '
' ' , . . .

^2- Observations at Philadelphia, (lat. 39° 57'), h Charles J.

Allen.

,

Soon after half past 8, Aug. 28th, the southern marg-in of the

xZiy ^^''oral curtain was well defined, and its position be-

cenain l\
"^^^ objects carefully noted. It was afterwards i

«v„. .
^9- by actual measurement that this gave an elevation

above the southern horizon.

The

Ohtrvatims at Sandy Spring, Md., (lat. 39° 9'), hy Prof.

Bexjami^'^ Hallowell.

^ altitude

the southern horizon, Aug. 28th, about 9 p. m., I

1 mentioned to those with me, was about the merid-
of the equator, say 61 degrees.



14. Observations at Stockton, Cahjorm'a, (lat 38° 10'), from tht

San Joaquin Republican,

The aurora of Aug. 28th first appeared about 9 p. m., when a

faint white light commenced about north and extended to about

east by north. About 9^ p. m. great streams of red and blue

shot up all along the northeastern horizon, but they appeared to

shoot highest about mid-way of the light. These streams wouiil

faint and brighten in such a wonderful manner, that we ii:

ined some painter in the skies drew his great brush fron.

horizon up to 40 or 50 degrees, dipped with vermiUion,

with sky blue, and then with white and flesh color.

15. Ohservations at Sacramento, California, (lat. 38° 34'), I'J

Thomas M. Logan, M.D.

I have observed the aurora only at five different times during

a residence of nine years at Sacramento, viz., Dec. 16, l^'-

Oct. 27, 1858, Aug. 28, 1859, Sept. 1, 1859, and Oct. 18, r

I know of but three other well authenticated instances
<

'

phenomenon having been witnessed in California; one by

E. Goddard at Sonora, Jan. 19th, 1852; and two by i^

Gibbons, M.D., at San Francisco, Jan. 19th, 1852, and Feb. i

1852. This sho^s the infrequency of its appearance m tai-^

State. ^ ,

The aurora of Aug. 28th, 1859, commenced at ^
^'-

f., f^

ended about 3 a. m. next morning. The appearances exhibite •

during this extended period were so various as to render it

possible to note the particular hours of the diflerent chr."

In its perpetual movements and fantastic changes were

nized all of the characteristic features that mark tins pac;

non, from its close resemblance to the aspect of the sky
'^ ,

sunrise, to the formation of the luminous arc, darting lortii^

pitating rays towards the zenith, of white, pale r
''

blood color. This last mentioned feature was seen m i- e-^-^.^

est glory at about midnight; and lambent streamers aboui ;;

time were noticed to shift gradually from west to east, ant

versa. The summit of the arc was not more than six or

degrees
, above the horizon, and appeared to coincide '>\i

magnetic meridian. The lower segment of the arc was

-

obscure as in the other auroras observed by us. The "'_„..

markable feature during the whole display, was the lo"g ' ."jy

ued gleaming of a dark rose or carmine illumination,
particu

^_
at the western extremity of the arc; this rosy light V^ °^
casionally along the belt with a fluctuating movement i^^^^^^

the opposite end. The whole northern sky at oij^/.'"^!,^;

to be a cupola on fire, supported by columns of divejj^

relieved and intensified by dark shadows or rather streai.^.-

sky remained almost entirely clear the whole night.

and deep
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rora ^vas observed in all parts of the State, and very generally
throughout the whole north Pacific region.
The aurora of Sept. 1, 1859, was first observed about 10 P. M.

There was seen first a warm glow in the northwest, and two
white silvery clouds in the north. Soon the light extended in
all directions, until the entire firmament was suifused with a
ruddy light so bright at times that the hour could be distin-

guished on the dial of a watch. At midnight a splendid glow-
ing corona was seen extending from the eastern to the western
horizon, and the whole southern hemisphere appeared to be in
one continuous blaze. These ever changing phenomena contin-
ued to manifest themselves until lost in the dawning day.

16. Observations at Si. Louis, Mo. (lat. 38° 37'), from a Si. Louis

Journal.

On the night of Sept. 1st we had a most beautiful exhibition
Oi the aurora. The view did not approach its highest grandeur
nntil after 11 o'clock. At first there was a hazy appearance,
embellished here and there by faint streaks and tremulous
touches of light. Then the wavy pencillings grew stronger and
croader, and the light spread until it had crept up to the zenith,

^Q hah" of the world seemed enveloped in a sheet of mellow

1^- Observations at Louisville, Kij. (lat. 38° 3'), /row the Louisville

One of the most magnificent auroras ever wntnessed in this
latitude was seen about 9 o'clock, Aug. 28th. The whole heav-
e's, from the northern horizon to the zenith, were brilliantly
"fuminated with a rose-colored light, and the flashes were very
[^''d; The northwestern sky was the portion most brilliantly

drr^'
^'^^ ^^ ^^^ northeast, the rosy flush was exquisitely

18. Observations at Charleston, S. C. (lat. 32° 46'), from the

Charleston Mercury.

ahf!^o
^^- "^^^ northern heavens were brilliantly ligh ted until

.• p 2 o'clock Monday morning, when the aurora faded en-
^^ely away. On the morning of Sept. 2d the auroral exhibition

surpa«ged any former instance observed in this city, for the
^°'^ extent and diffusion of the lights.

19- Observations at Bermuda (lat. 32° Z^'),from the Ikrmuda

r^ Royal Gazette.

„r^®'^^rora of Aug. 28th appeared to ascend from a few de-

5
'7 ^'^ve the northern horizon a great distance upwards to-

^ the zenith, assuming a variety of shades and beautiful



tremulous sheets of pale yellow, cbanging

gradually into a deep crimson, or shooting upwards in stream?

of light resembling those frequently observed from the settina

sun. It covered at times the entire space between N.W. and

N.E., leaving the sky from the horizon to its apparent base,

^--^--^ar. Toward ^ "^
' ' ' ' ' "

; continued i

Sept. 2d, between 2 and 3 a. m., the aurora displayed itself in

20. Observations at Savannah, Oa. (lat. 82° 6'), from the Savan-

nah Bepublican.

On the evening of Aug. 28th we had a brilliant display of the

aurora borealis. The northern sky, for an extent of some forty-

five degrees, was luminous with a mass of red light, from whence

shot up towards the zenith the usual streaks, at times vivid and

beautiful,

Sept. 2d, about 1 a. m. the aurora again appeared and was of

a very intense and beautiful color, being a mixture of pink, gold

and purple. After it had reached an elevation of about 45 ,

ij

seemed to dissolve in the centre, and spread out both east and

west. About 2 o'clock it formed a complete arch overheaa,

from N.E. to S.W. About 3 a. m. it gathered in the zenitn.

and sent out bright fiery flashes in every direction. It ^^-'

more magnificent than the aurora of Aug. 28th.

21. Observations at Mobile, Ala. (lat. 30° 4:1'), from the J/

Daily Register.

The aurora showed itself a little east of north about 1\ ?,

'j^

Aug. 28th, and kept up the exhibition until about 9^ P. ^:"^\.,

its paling light died out. It was of a reddish hue, laclimn^^''

yellow, and its flickering light assumed a kind of pyramidal
lo^^^-

shooting up into the heavens, nearly to the zenith,
-^"^^-jyijt

centre seemed to grow dim, and a division took place, it^ c

wing moving to the extreme north, where the left wmg ai^

short time joined it, „ , ,ij3

Between 12 and 3 o'clock on the morning of Sept. -U, '

aurora was repeated upon a scale of beauty and grandeur

before witnessed in the south. A bright pink colored Hg^"

up from the northern horizon, and darted off into beautitu

flickering and brightening until they reached the zenu • '^

soon encircled the hemisphere like a belt from east to
^^-

^

After about three-quarters of an hour, during ^hich »" ^
jj^

aurora occasionally furnished light enough to read by, tae *

and beautiful light suddenly clothed the entire firmaraenu
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from the New

A grand auroral display appeared between 8 and 9 o'clock,
Aug. 28th, in the northern horizon. A column of light first

sbot up into the sky, which soon spread up towards the zenith,
ami around the horizon, and made one of the most magnificent
appearances that the sky has ever exhibited.
About 11 p. M., Sept. 1st, the aurora reappeared and contin-

ued until 3 or 4 o'clock in the morning. Nearly the whole visi-
ble northern hemisphere was covered with a fiery, blood-reddish,
though transparent vapor. The deepest color was on the east
and west, a space around the polar centre seeming to be the only
^on-illummed portion of the northern heavens. Over this crim-
son ground, spears and pencils of pale flickering light shot up
at intervals from the horizon, converging at a pojnt near the
zenith. The whole sky along those lines was at once luminous
and tremulous. In a moment vast segments of arches would
nse, and then suddenly disappear.

23. Observations at Galveston, Texas (lat. 29° 17'), hy Prof. C. Gt.

Forshey.

s]il"!f"
?^^!^' ^^ ^^^^y ^® twilight closed, the northern sky was

cQtiy lurid, and at times lighter than other portions of the

ihJ^l^\
'^^ "^^ '^^"' ^ ^^""^ streamers showed themselves. Soon

ZZ A^! I'
^'°"^ ^^^^ ^^^J^^ t« *^® ^o^iac i^ the east, was

hon Q
streams or spiral columns that rose from the

tint IT- I. r?^^^^
^'^^^ *h^ ^^^^® extent, was an exquisite roseate

t wnich faded and returned. Stately columns of light reach-

l!^
about 45° from the horizon, moved westward about one

flashe /
r*^'®^'^ nmety seconds of time. There were frequent

whob
"S^*-^""©) apparently from distant clouds, along the

asinV^*^^'^
°^ aurora; but no clouds were visible, except

strpi ''^r^^ "®^r the horizon. At 9 P. M. the whole of the

nortl ° ,^^^ ^«led, leaving only a sort of twilight over the

f^T ^^y^ a^d ^v-e ceased our observations,

^err V t'
^^' "^^^°' ^^^h, I awoke and perceiving that it was

^a^^'°"t outside, rose, and found the whole northern heavens

the nn
^

r
'^"eh a display I have never seen equalled since

was hJrf '^^ '"^^Pt- 1. 1839. The whole distance before-named

two
fla I

^'^^ ^^"^ ^""^^^te hue ;
darker, nearly crimsoned at the

dons n"
'

•
^^ the centre, near the meridian, stood a stupen-

either^y!"^"'^^
of white light with its apex

' -' -

^vf
?'' ^ome twentv degrees, stood a pyramid of t

each about sixty degrees in height and in exactly symr

«iW?
?"^- Scarcely had I sketched the outline of this

4^iacie when the columns drifted westward and faded.
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Another fine display of the aurora commenced about 10|p.«.

Sept. 1st, and lasted until near daylight the next morning. A
dusky red, like the reflection of an immense conflagration, over-

spread almost the entire heavens, beyond the zenith, far down

towards the southern horizon.

24. Observations at Sea (lat. 28° 80', long. 79° 30'), Barque PriJt

Sept. 2d, at 12^ SS^* A. m., a bright spot or cloud appeared in

the KW. which shot up rays resembling the aurora, aud in

thirty or forty minutes formed an arch across the horizon from

N.W. to KE., which became lighter as it arose, and at IMS™

A. it. it was light enough to read the smallest print without a

light. At the time the'horizon was cloudy, but overhead was

clear, the larger stars being just seen. At 2^ lo"* the arch

passed over'to the southward, when it became dark again.

25. Observations at Key W^est (lat. 24° 82'), from a Journal

A brilliant exhibition of the aurora was witnessed at tliw

place Aug. 28th, and a still more brilliant one on the morning

of Sept. 2d. The whole northern half of the heavens was tingea

with crimson, red as blood. Occasional flashes of blue ana

white light shot up towards the zenith and then slowly meltea

away.

26. Observations at Savanna, Cuba (lat. 23° 9'), h ^^-
^^'^^^"^

POEY.

In his former communication (Am. Jour., vol. xxyiii, r-^^Ob)

Mr. Poey stated that during the auroras of Aug. 28th and -^i-

1st he was unable to obtain any indications of atmospheric '--

tricity. In a later communication he states that neitlier :

time of these auroras, nor on the preceding or following

was there the smallest interruption or disturbance expen-

oa the electro-magnetic telegraph lines of Cuba.

27. Observations at Inagua, Bahama Islands (lat. 21' IS'). .^'-
'

the New York Journal of Commerce.
_

The aurora of Aug. 28th was distinctly seeri
^^'^J^^fjjl'-l'

and was supposed to have been a large fire in the "^"'c ^
'i.,.;-..

It was remarkably brilliant, but was not attended by lua-.

ing appearance which is sometimes noticed in higher laiu--

28. Observations at Cohe, Cuba (lat. 20°), by GEOEr.E F- A-

On the night of Sept. 1st a Spanish mechanic who woj-

me called me out of bed to see the great light m tlit n-.

sky. He was much struck with it. and said the poop^^

Jago de Cuba would think the end of the world wds -
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I found a display which would have been considered more than
ordinary even in the latitude of New York. It resembled the
aaroral displays occasionally seen in New York when more than
usually brilliant. The same rosy light, on a darker horizon,
fading off into yellower and whiter as it spread upwards, varie-
gated occasionally with white streamers. It extended horizon-
tally, according to my rough estimate, about one-third or two-
fifths of the horizon, and upwards about two-fifths of the arch
of the visible heavens. It was a very brilliant display, and sur-
prised me much by its brilliancy in that latitude.

29. Observations at Kingston, Jamaica (lat. 17'' 58'), from the

New York Herald.

An extraordinary light appeared in the north on the night of
Sept. 1st and the morning of Sept. 2d. It appeared as if there
jvas a colossal fire on earth which reflected its flames on the
neavens. The whole island was illuminated. The light was
seen at Montego Bay (lat. 18° 21') at 10 P. M., but it was not ob-
served at Kingston until 1 A. M. Sept. 2. It continued until 5
A-H., when it gradually disappeared. It looked as if Cuba was
on fire, and many believe that a portion of this island had been

twT^*^
by a conflagration. Other persons were of opinion

W t^'^^^
was that of an aurora, but the aurora has never

^lore been seen in this latitude. A similar fire was observed
01 the north side of Jamaica Aug. 28th.

^' ^^^ations at Guadeloupe, West Indies (lat. 16° 12'), from
L'lnstitut.

g
On the 2d of September, from l^^ till daylight, an Aurora
reaiis was seen at Guadeloupe to the great astonishment of

J population. Its ruddy light was noticeable in the interior

L '^ °^'^^- ^* t^e centre of this vast conflagration were

oikI
^^^ ^^Js of whitish light which rose parallel to each

ath?'
?^^^^" ^ ^i^tle to the left of the pole star. The aurora

^ed Its maximum of brightness at 3 a. m.

21- Observations at La Union, San Salvador (lat. 13° 18'), from
the Gaceta del Estado.

wi?l?® °'g^* of Sept. 2d, a most extraordinary phenomenon
^j^^Jfitnessed. About 10 o'clock, a red light illuminated all

the
^^^ ^^^°^ "^ovih. to west, to an elevation of about 30° above

not
^^^^''- The light was equal to that of day-break, but was

the Tr^^^t to eclipse the li^ht of the stars. The sea reflected

Ijj ^^^% an<l appeared as if'^of blood. This lasted until three

commp'^^^^'^S. when a dense black cloud arose in the east, and

^ enced to spread over the colored portion of the heavens,
•

I> SERIES, Vol. XXIX, No. 86.-MARCH, 1860.
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presenting a most eurious spectacle; for in the parts where the

cloud was not dense enough, the red light shone through, and

formed a thousand fantastic figures, as if painted with fire on a

black ground.
In the city of Salvador (lat. 13° 44') the same phenomenon

was visible, occupying the same space in the heavens, andlbe

red light was so vivid that the roots of the houses and the leaves

of the trees appeared as if covered with blood.

February, 1860.

Biography.—'Cagniard-Latour.—We have already given some notice

of this physicist, so lately lost to science; the following details are taken

from an autobiography, which gives a very interesting account of tb«

circumstances which led him to some of his discoveries. His researcha

may be classed under four beads ; acoustics, mechanics, chemistry, and

general physics having successively occupied his attention. His tirst in-

common use for conveying gases under liquids, and has received t«

name of the Cagniardelle. The ingenious inventor simply infte'^.Tj

action of the ordinary screw of Archimedes, making it revolve from "^^

to left. As Arago remarked in the chamber of deputies in 1844, dur g

a discussion of the law of patents, although the Cagniardelle «
"^^J

more than Archimedes' screw reversed, it is not less true that 200U j

had passed before anyone conceived the idea of making this si F

change and rendering it available in mechanics as a pneumatic m<.^

The Siren (1819) as is well known, is an instrument for r^^^^

the vibrations of the air which constitute sound. If, as had "^
y^

posed by physicists the sounds produced by musical
^"^^""'.^"'^.'^tioBi,

to the regular succession of impulses given to the air by tbe.r
v.b«tiojS

It was evident that a mechanism which would enable us to s^"*^
i^jj

with the same rapidity and regularity should in like manner P /

sounds. Reasoning in this manner, Latour was led to the mveDtion

this well-known and beautiful instrument.
^

^. ji i,e»t

In 1822 he published his experiments on the combined actiono ^
and pressure upon certain liquids, such as water, alcohol, etner

^

naphtha. He imagined that the dilation of a volatile liqmd «""*'
„

hmit beyond which, notwithstanding i\\Q compression, it «'OUi' ^
the state of vapor, provided that the capacity of the vessel F""S,e-
hquid to expand beyond its maximum of dilation. The reroarK*

suits to which he was led by this reasoning are well known. j, ^
In 1837 he published with Mr. Demonferrand the tJ^scnp"^^^ ^^

acoustic pyrometer, by which the authors proposed to '^"'''[^ jouo^-

surement of all temperatures appreciable through the ^^^^T^^^t\if»
In the same year he examined the pressure to which the air i»

^^^
IS exposed during the act of sounding. He had previously Dccd
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in investigating the pressure to which the air in the lungs is exposed
when employed in sounding certain reed instruments, and had found it

for the clarionette equal to the pressure of the atmospbere, jo/t/s a column
of water of 30 centinaeters. In order to extend these inquiries to the
human larynx, it was necessary to lind a person havingan opening in the
trachea, and yet able to produce vocal sounds at will. After long searcb,
Cagniard-Latour found such a man, who was for his purpose as pre-
cious as the subject with the permanent gastric fistula became for the
well-known experiments of Dr. Beaumont. In the same year he made
known his chronometric balance, designed to measure the dynamic effects
of machines in motion.

^
Xext appeared a memoir on the alcoholic fermentation, of which these

1st. The yeast of beer is made up of little globular bodies, apparently
jegetable, and capable of reproduction in two different mamters. These
Mies seem to act upon a solution of sugar only when in a state of life,
ina he hence conceived it probable that it is by a vital process that they
transform the sugar into carbonic acid and alcohol. This investigation

'

«M suggested by a question long before proposed as the subject of a
'

gze by the French Academy of Sciences, in the seventh year of the

iJ" '^'/'f
^''^t are the characters which distinguish among animal

ina vegetable matters-, those which serve as ferments and those which are
wbject to fermentation?

agniard-Latour now resumed his researches upon vibrating bodies,
succeeded m producing a soimd by cansing a glass rod to oscillate

obtainoH Z^^'iu"'^
metallic columns. The peculiarity in the sound thus

onlvtn \ ^J^\
number of vibrations indicated by it corresponded

»!lho,Xt
^ ^^ ^vnchronous number of simple oscillations of the rod,

B.M £t T^'^}'"'-
''^^ arranged in such a manner that each move-^tba Wards and forwards should produce two strokes of equal inten-

iniie wi h fl

•'"'''^' ^'^''' "P^" ^^'^ ^"-^ «^'""'"«- ^^'^ experiments

Cof 1
^'!'\'"«trument enabled him to give the theory of the produc-

^^ the prodl r ''^f'"^
''"'''' ^^"""^ '^' ''"^^ ^"'"' (^ ^^^^ ^'^ '^"-

fflade v«X. ,
^'"^'*^ ^°"^^' ^'^® t^ose of the human voice, and

In list 'f'^f'f'^^
to discover the mechanism of the human voice.

^ittn^*A
'^ ^'"^^'^ the Academy a memoir upon the monlinet a

'iou»r";:""'!"'^'"^ting some new acoustic phenomena. In two pre-

•^MEr •' "'^'" ^^^° ^""^ ^*3^' "P«» the sounds produced bv
ti^etoT -"'V^

'•"'^^ ^'^""^ velocity, he had shown certain facts rela-

»?>inst !
"'"""'''' ^°"^' produced by the fi-iction of the axle of a wheel

'^^olution '"PP^r'-, Subsequently he conceived the idea that a solid of
eyiinder for example, arranged so as to turn verticalli

^^Ph altho ng with a feeble velo

) turn vertically

pulsating sounds

« ^ave als(

r-hole the friction of the revolving axis of a winch
He direction to the cylinder. It was to the instru-
iccordmg to these ideas that he gave the name of the

m Cagniard-Latour an investigation on the action of
imda of wood enclosed in hermetically sealed glass
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tubes. Sir James Hall, in his experiments upon the saw-dust of pin«

wood and of horn in sealed gun-barrels, had observed that the mixture

underwent fusion and was cemented into a sort of coal. Similar results

were obtained by Latour with thick glass tubes.

These are not the only researches which we owe to this lamented phjs-

while connected with the3 letter

Government powder works in 1814, he made some useful improvcraents

in that department, especially in the glazing of powder. We also spoke

of his very light, portable, and efficient flour-mill, which consisted of

»

steel rasp moving vertically with an alternating motion between two fixed

rasps, also of steel. During the severe winter of 1816, the streams being

all frozen and the mills stopped, Cagniard-Latour was directed to hav.?

an immense number of these hand-mills constructed, and thus in n
:'

-

days the public were saved from the fears of a famine. We havo

seen the part which he took in the establishment of gas-lighting in !

He was besides the constructer of an aqueduct, a model of its kii)'

pended between two rocks, and formed of a single span 200 roetr-

length. When we consider these varied achievements, we learn "in

surprise that it was only in 1851 that he became a member of Ui.

Academy of Sciences,

The aurora horealis and its theorj/.—The late brilliant auroras have

called attention to Dela Rive's theory, of which we have formerly spoken,

and which is explained at length in his Tralfe d'ElectriciU. Great per-

turbations were observed along the telegraphic lines over the European

continent, similar to those remarked some years since by Matteucci m

Tuscany, and Highton in England. The most remarkable fact in these

electrical disturbances is that they were produced by a continuous cur-

rent, while those of a thunder storm are instantaneous, and •"'j "*"

points upon the paper in Morse's apparatus; the aurora of tl^« 29th Aj

gust traced continuous lines of greater or less length. These effects lasw*

for several days after the aurora.*
It is fortunate that the aurora of the 29th v

) competent as Coulvier-Gravier. This

carefully studied by »

;rver,whohas6tudij

he heavens for nearly 60 years, and has so much advanced the scien"*^^^

Cosmography and Meteorology, was found that night as "^1"*' *
^j.

'ost in the observatory which the government prepared for him i^^^
.^

J ears since at the Luxembourg palace. The phenomenon
^^»f

'°
. n

splendor at 2h 45- a. m. ; its extent included more than 100 '»r''
Coulvier-Gravier declares that he had never seen it more beautiful dunsj

the long period of his observations.
f p^. U

The observations during the late auroras support the theory w
Rive, which he has thus defined. The vapors constantly ns.ngfr<|^ ^
sea, and especially from the equatorial regions, carry with them

^^.^
higher regions of the air a great quantity of positive electricity,

they serve as the vehicle, leJving the surface of the globe negatively e^

trie Borne to the poles by the currents which always prevau ^^
higher regions of the atmosphere, these vapors carry with "; . ^g,
electricity, and thus give to the whole atmosphere a po^'tive electn^^i^y

dition, which diminishes from above downwards. This positivee^^
tends unceasingly to combine with the negative electricity of tue

• See p. 92, this volume.
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According to Mr. De la Rive tlie aurora of the 29th August was a
natural consequetice of the great drought which had prevailed over the
continent. The dryness of the air had prevented the positive electricity

from neutralizing itself directly with the negative of the earth. From
this accumulation of electricity there finally took place towards the polar
regions a discharge much more intense and much more rapid than usual,
vhich constituted the brilliant aurora in question. A fact which tends
to show that the aurora is an electrical and not a magnetical phenome-
non, is furnished by the ozonometrical observations made by Mr. Perigny,
at \ersailles. From the 28th of August to the 2d of September, he
lotmd the air to contain a quantity of ozone, relatively large, and more
abundant by night than by day.
Humn Hemainx in the Drift.—For the last twenty years it has been

S ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^'"'^^ evidently wrought by human skill, were found
>n betls of the drift at Amiens, associated with the bones of extinct spe-

T A
^^""^'^' ^^^^ discovery, made by a learned antiquary, Mr. Bou-

wr de Perther, had been regarded as doubtful, and it was supposed that
luthcient precaution had not been observed in conducting the explora-

Recent discoveries made- in a cavern at Brixham, near Torquay,
.!,..) !,.„, n . ,. ,. 3 the observations of Mr. Perther,

n Eogland, 1

Prestwich,

'*nt question,

other geologists, accordingly visited

e excavations necessary t

gly
^

(iecent' 'a \ ^ precaution was oi course taken to prevent errors or

AmiJrK
Prestwich could find nothing at Abbeville, but at

mrain \*^i
™"^''^ fortunate

;
one of his companions, Mr. Flower, in

nndiJ, k^,**
^^ S""^^^' ^^ s'^ meters from the surface, and evidently

Ictu '''f/'^'^.
^'^^^ ^^ ^"° hands a fine axe, more than fiv^

ktlLy' t^^^\
^^'' ^^'- Prestwich having been informed that a sim-

ptacIlrF
had been made in 1131, at Haxne, in Suffolk, visited the

aabliT , ,

*hat some years since wrought flints were still found

n»etwo
'^' ^.hhougli rare at present. He however succeeded in find-

toalopo, ''-T' ^T *° *hose of Amiens, but of less perfect finish. An
foundH

'

^ J"^^ been verified by French geologists, who have
^ inese axes m Picardy, associated with remains of Mephas primoae-

«W t^vaf^ .
™ *" ^hese facts is that man was cotemporaneous with

tlwirS 'P^.'^'^' ^^ ^^^g« animals now lost, and known to us only by
"^Jossil remains. ^ ^
^ OoThV"

'^.'''^"'"^^"^o/ ^etaKtts.—This important question has elicit-

*^of on?^^'°°T^*
*he Academy, and many contradictions and difier-

»«m)w^-
^" ^^^^' Mr. Claude Bernard showed that the curare,

"^ AU oW °:-^*^** hy paralyzing the system of motor nerves ; following
y-^ :, '^".^^^**"' an Italian physician, Villa, of Turin, made in 1854 a

:":nments, in the course of which he showed that curare exerts
^ous system an action so completely antagonistic to that of
i'it the two poisons may be neutralized by each other. Dr

-; 'Jeen attached to the French hospitals during the late war*
to apply the curare in the treatment of three cases of trau-
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matic tetanus one of which recovered. It was the case of a soldier

wounded by a ball in the right foot. The curare dissolved in water wu
applied to the wound, with the effect of diminishing the pain and sus-

pending temporarily the tetanic spasms, which, however, returned. After

fifteen days of this treatment the patient left the hospital completelj

cured. The experiments of Mr. Villa have been repeated in the ha«pitali

of Paris
; but as yet only a single case of cure has been reported out of

several failures; the experiments, however, continue. According to «

letter from Sir Benj. Brodie, of London, to the Academy of Science^tb^

application of curare as a specific against tetanus, was unsuccessfully m»d«

upon horses at London in 181 5, by Dr. Sewell, professor at the Veteriwry

College. Such are the principal facts in the question as far as yet mid*

clloi/s of Platinum.—We, recall the interesting researches of

Messrs. Deville and Debray on this subject only

trial applications. Hithertc - ' "
iridium impaired the quality

.pplications. Hitherto it liad been supposed that the presence «

but the labors of Deville and De-

J alloys of these two metals raajf D«

prepared which are greatly superior to pure platinum, presenting greater

strength and rigidity, and resisting better both heal and acids. T^"* '''*

alloy containing 21-3 of iridium is highly malleable and scarcely attaeW

by aqua regia. As tlie quantity of iridium is less, the alloy beroroe*

softer, and one containing 10 or 15 per cent, is peculiarly fitt«<' '*

chemical vessels. These alloys are now largely wrought in Paris; reto^

strength and rigidity of rolled iron. .

Messrs. Deville and Debray are at present making some triala at the

French mint, for the RussicUi government, to determine the fitness of the

new alloys for coinage. They have found that those containing 20, 10.

7| and 4 per cent of iridium, take the impression of the dies with pf»

perfection. The same is true of the natural alloy, wliich is ^^i^W'^^Jj^^

directly fusing crude platinum, and retains only the iridium and "'""'^^

by volatilization or oxydalion. The platinum workers of Pa"s
^^^.^j^

manufacturing and selling the new alloys, and. contrary to the wi

'tre'/^'rCW^on!—Thfil^^^
former captain of artillery, Mr. Tamisier, who was in 1842 ^^I'j";?^ ,f^

the course of instruction in musketry at Vincennes, v.hcre he pi

^
himself with great assiduity to the study of various questions co""

with his professio: '
" " - • .-..,. ....... mnrn

! system of musketry i

precision.' After studying the
mgatcMl project.^

fles and muskets, Mr. Tamisier was led to construct a ntltH. .-
,^

cylindro conical shells. The duke of Montpensier,
^''^""/^'^^^bi

lery, at once saw the importance of this new project, ami atfcr^^^^
^^
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1

Tamisier continued his experiments at Vincennes and at La Fere. The first

experiments were made at Vincennes, on the 15th of July, 1850, when it

was shown that rifled six-pounders with elongated projectiles, carried

bore. On the 14th August, 1851, Capt. Tamisier repeated his experi-
ments at the polygon at Vincennes, before the President and the Minister
oMVar. A six-pounder rifled with three grooves projected balls of five
kilogrammes to a distance of 1500 meters with a char.re of only 700
grammes of powder. The government then ordered further experiments
to be made, which were conducted at La Fere, a fortified place in the
l^epartment of the Aisne, where greater secrecv could be secured than
near lans. The trials were there made by Col. Trenille and bv Col.
> >rlet, now du-ectors of the School of Artillery at Metz, and led to a com-
plete solution of the problem, so that the army of Italy was able to bring
^0 the held more than 200 rifled guns of a calibre of 84 millimeters,
q
inng for service and transport only two-thirds the men and horsesM mo necessary, and carrying balls of four kilogramme. 3500 meters

*nii sucb precision that at this distance they would all fall in a rectantrle
Of 80 meters in length by 40 meters in breadth.
Acrlmatat,on.~ln our last letter we spoke of a number of Arabian
es,wlnc,h the Society of Acclimatation had procured in Algeria, to

XZf T ^'''''- ^^ ^^''^•''^ ^^^^ they were safelv landed there
'^ voyage ot 28 days.

}oJr^Tf^^^f'^^^
i?e.>fa/-cAes

; Persistent Activifij of Light —In this

"-utf'^-i :f,;^S?
yP: 2^^^ - l;-e described the b<autiful experi-

Wion A V I ' "P'^" t"® persistence of the eftects of inso-

^'iepce at 5? "°. ^"^ ; ^^b«'"^^' the curious results obtained by Mr.

Aboard vLrLt'i::^'''-'""'^
to a veritable emanation fror^ the

«« the sun-Sl t T •
''"P'-^g"«ted with tartaric acid, and exposed

^rA 2\lr : ^^^ principle subsequently evolved from this card-

Wfdin'ffto \ r T
\"P?" s^^n^'tive paper prepared with a silver salt, is, ac-

l^aliVt of^:-
•"''' I'^^t^^^'-.tl'^" formic acid. This is well known to

xyd of

Idoned

f

p^;o.yd.of le^i^^r^:^ rTc^iliiSifs^Si?

;

I ot lead, and placed in a dark place, evolved vapors
and discolored prepared ]>aper after a very short

1 porcelain and insolated, in which case it is not

* JMhTfnte^rprftati^n!^''
''™''"' '"^ '^' ''"'^ '''^'''"'' '^'P^"''''

^l^^n ^"""^*-—besides the canals proposed at Panama and Suez

^^Z J "' ^''^'''" th« C^'^P'-'^" «"d the Black Sea is now beiS

hi the GreriL„I^!.^^"f^'"^t'-"" ^^ ^"^'j ^ ^^"^» -«« ordered bf
r having been commenced i

pon the suggestion of his Grand Vizier, Moham'm7d
lurkey what Colbert was for France. The canal
1569, and during two years there were employed
les and 20,000 prisoners.

^^^^
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The canal now projected will unite the Don and the Volga, the firet of

these falling into the sea of Azof, and the second into the Caspian, near

Astrachan, at a point desij^nated on the maps as Tzaritsin. The two

rivers are separated by a distance of only 55 kilometers. The importance

of a canal which will connect the Caspian with the Mediterranean will

readily be seen, and it must at the same time be confessed that it will be

much more easily executed than the tunnel under the channel propowd

by Mr. Thorne de Gamond, since the canal, being exclusively on Russsian

soil, will be a question for engineers, with which politicians will have no

en proposed to make a sea-port of

3 Channel ; the introduction of rail-

1 project to be for a time abandoned, but i

. des Sciences c

Among the plans proposed is one which appears in the

Sciences of the 8tH October, 1859. It is intended to excavate

length, will follow the cours*

as the harbor, which will be
a proper height. A double
line servinc

3 ot tne &eine, ana wui nave luc ^»^-^ -r

furnished with gates to preserve the water at

line of railway will accompany the canal, one

nd freight, and the other for towing ves^eh

wnicn will tnus mafce tne voyage in four hours.

The position and direction of the canal will be such that the ff«

winds, which are the most frequent at Paris, will help vessels in comij,

up, while the water of the Seine, to be let in by sluices, will aid theni,Dv

their current, in descending. The great difficulty in this enterprise*

arise from the tunnels required, the total length of which ^i"/*.^
twenty to twenty-five kilometers. These will be vaulted, and wiw

height of 30 meters by at least 50 meters in breadth. Mr Piorry^^^'

mates that the expense of this work may amount to a bilhon
(

,

000,000) of francs. , PL.^.

Ennrineers are also occupied with a plan for joining the EnglisD^"-^^

^^^^

diterranean, by taking advantage of the river n ^ \^^

ne, and the Seine. Tht
only a local interest, we spare our readei

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENT'*"

I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On two new series of Organic ^c/c^s.-Hentz has studied the ac^

of methylate of soda and similar substances upon cl^l^'^^'ff *
iJei*!

has obtained interestinsr new acids in which hydrogen may i>« ,^
as replaced by the deutoxyds of methyl, ethyl, etc. The a^fjf^^S
from the action of methylate of soda on chloracetic acid has t

^^^
CeHeOe, which is that of lactic and paralactic acids, but is not

^^^^
with either of these. To this acid the author gives the name ^
acetic acid

; it is monobasic, and gives beautifully crystallized^ -^^
acid Itself is easily prepared by decomposing the zinc salt wi"»
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retted hydrogen, and distilling the liquid after separating the sulphid of
.-rf. The boiling point rises gradually till it becomes constant at 198° C,
'*;i'" ilif^ ru'kl passes over as a colorless liquid, with a sour smell, resem-

N iiiochloracetate of soda is boiled continuously, an acid liquid
y. which, when saturated with baryta, yields on evaporation a

' salt having the formula of glvcolate of baryta. The author
i the acid contained in this salt" the name of oxacetic acid; it

hut not identical with the glycolic acid. Its formula is

'>f soda acts violently on monochloracetic acid ; the products
'"11 are chlorid of sodium, and the soda salt of a new organic
iogous with the two last described, and which the author

^'^eetic acid. This acid is volatile without decomposition and
'"'il at a lower temperature than the corresponding methyl

rts formula is CsHsOe.

'•^''
'i^J' aeid formed in the reaction is an oily liquid which has the for-

Pbenylate^ of soda, under similar circumstances, yields ph(
<i.Man oily liquid which crystallizes at a low temperature, j _

y ^Mthout .decomposition. The analyses appeared, however, to show
.'K^nyl alcohol employed contained benzalcohol, and that the

'11 Hied was therefore a mixture of the homologous acids
iCisHioOe.

^

- ida salts of organic acids are heated with monochloracetic
'

'>t sodium is formed, and new organic bodies which the
'' -^ to study. It is easy to see that all the acids belonging

.

series will yield similar new acids with the peroxyds of the
'1^ homologous with hydrogen, and that iu this manner a
'!nber of new compounds may be obtained.

—

Journal far

'>rding to Kolbe's view, lactic acid is to be regarded as
'in which one equivalent of hydrogen is replaced by one

•'
'^t its rational formula is

CeH^HOajOa }

q^_ ^^^^ ^j^.^

''"t^ic acid of Heintz must be identical with glycolic acid,
- not to be the case. The question may doubtless be de-

•U^C105HO+HO-2H=C6H4(H02)05HO-f-HCl.
i> may be more simply regarded as derived from the formic
" replacement of hydrogen by the peroxyds HOi,C2H302,
'-'ichloracetic and trichloracetic acids ought to yield analo-
'" which two or three equivalents of hydrogen are replaced
- e<|uivalents of peroxyds which need not be of the same

• umber of possible acids would thus almost or quite equal
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has obtained a new acid which has the empirical formula C4H5C

and which he terms chlorethyl-sulphuric acid. This acid yields taunn

by the substitution of NH2 for Cl, and ethyl-sulphuric acid C4H6SiO«

when the ( / ' '\' '
r. ,, .__ „._

allel between the deriva'tives of carbon

best illustrated by the following tabular

C2O2 . O2

H0.(C4H4C1)(C202),0

Chlorethyl-suTplmric acid.

(C4H4C1)(S204)^C1

Amidoethyl-carbonic acid. Amido-ethyl-sulphuric acid.

HO . (C4Hr(HoT)),(CaO2),0 HO .
(C4m(HOa))S^04,

OxetlTyT^'b^n'i^dd Oxethyl-sulpluric acid.

Lactic acid. Isethionic acid.

The author promises a more detailed account of the compounds an^

eactions referred to in the above brief preliminary notice.-^" •

Ihemie und Pharm., cxii, 241. , comni''*

3. Researches on the atomic weight of Graphite.—BnomE bas
^^^^^

icated an exceedingly interesting and suggestive memoir on t e

^^^^^

^•eight of graphite, considered as an allotropic form of carbon,
.

^^^jj

mental idea being that the different modifications of the ^^^^\.^^
may exhibit a difference in equivalents, as well as m their o

-^

,-.
'"^^

process are' as follows: a portion of graphite is '"^'^.^^^'^
""j^ced in*

three times its weight of chlorate of potash, and the ^'xture p
.^ ^^^

retort. A sufficient quantity of the strongest fuming ^^^^\^, a l^f

o render the whole fluid. The retort is placed in a water-bab ««_.,.,

^

or three or four days at a temperature of 60° C. until yeii^

:ease to be evolved. The substance is then thrown into_a wr=
•

.

3 then dried in a water-bath, and the oxydizing "P^''^^.'^" ''?„!;

he same proportion of nitric acid and chlorate of potash, "n
^.iai.-

change is observed. This is usually after ihe fourth time _.^^ 3,

The substance is then to be dried, first in vacuo, and then ai ^
)lacing the mixture in a flask exposed to sunlight, the cna b

)laco more rapidly and without the application of heat.
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The formula of the body thus obtained is C22H4O10, or, as the author
writes it, 01111405.

Its crystals belong either to the right or oblique prismatic system. It

is iiisoiuhle in water, containing acids or salts, and very slightly soluble

in pure water. It unites with alkalies, and the crystals have an acid

rwiioii
: ammonia converts it into a transparent jelly, but the substance

is uot dissolved. Acids separate it from this combination, as a gelatinous
ma.ss resumbling silica. Treated with deoxydizing agents, it is readily

decotiiposed. When a solution of sulphate of ammonium or of potas-
sium is poured upon the dry substance, a crackling sound is heard, and a
body is formed resembling graphite.
The crystals are decomposed with ignition on the application of heat,

gases being evolved, and a black residue left, which resembles finely di-

vided carbon. This substance the author proposes to term graphic acid.

^
When graphic acid is heated in naphtha to abont 270°, water and car-

3 given off, while the naphtha takes a deep red c
'

substance remaining is found to have the for-

Oii. This body may be exposed for several

red heat in a current of nitrogen without losing all its oxygen
Ma Hydrogen.

The author compares graphic acid with a remarkable compound of
fi'icon discovered by Buff and Wbhler, which has the formula Si4n40s,
«« which was obtained from the graphitoid form of that element. The
pfoperties of the two substances agree very closely, whence it may be in-
«ffed that the graphite compound is the same term in the system of
^wn as the silicon compound in the system of silicon. The total

J'ii of graphite which in the compound is combined with atoms of
vdrogen and of oxvgen is 132. If we assume that this weight is like
«e corresponding w-eight, 84- of silicon, to be divided into four parts, we
J?^e at the number 33 as the atomic weight of graphite. Representing

r-J^S''* ^y tl^e letters Gr, the formulas of the substances CnH40a,
^a*04, and C66H40n become Gr4H405, Gr6H204 and Gr24H40ii,
"''ere 0=1 6.

According to the law of Dulong and Petit, the specific heats of the
nienta are inversely as their equivalents. The elements are divided

J. two classes, one in which the product of the specific heat into the
Wlent is about 3-3-the other in which this product is 6-6. The
^nc heat of carbon in the form of graphite—0-20187—presents a re-

Tr « ^^^Ption to the law, if we take its equivalent as 6- or 12, but

duct .f'lT'
^''« atomic weight of graphite as 33, we have for the pro-

J^^of the specific heat into the atomic weiglit, the number 6-6 which is

S'"^i
to the law of Dulong and Petit.

^j»e relation which exists between the atomic weights of boron, silicon

» dis^^"'
*"^ ^^^t form of carbon for which a place may be claimed as

*liich
-"^f

^'«"ient, ffraphon, is precisely the kind of i
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Silicon 21

Graphon 33

Zircon 66

These considerations lead to the inference that graphite functions as s

distinct element, forming distinct combinations with a distinct equivalent,

viz : 33. How far this inference may be extended to the allotropic fonns

of other elements, experiment alone can decide.

—

Quart. Journal ot

Cketn. Soc, vol. xii, p. 261.

[.Vo?^.—With respect to the numerical relations between the eqs.^

boron, silicon, graphon and zirconium which Brodie points out, it maj be

remarked that boron— at least with the equivalent 11—is triatomtc. s'

shown by the density of the vapor of BCls and other consideration^ i;

cannot, therefore, with this equivalent, belong to the same naturm .

with silicon and zircon, which are diatomic, as shown by recent

gations. Marignac has established the isomorphism of SuF^+K

SiF2+RF, white Troost and DeviUe have shown from the vapor

of chlorid of zirconium that its true formula is ZCl2=:2 vols. -

if we assume that all compounds correspond to 4 vols, in a gase-

-

The vapor density of SiCb also agrees with the supposition tha:
-

is diatomic, supposing it to represent 2 vols. The true equivalent-

con and zirconium become therefore respectively 14 and 44 or -

88, if we admit the 4-voIume theory. The equivalents ot cart)on,^.^-;

and zirconium are then to each other as 6, 14 and 44, or as 1-^ -^ .
^

88, the common difference being 8 or 16 nearly. The fof^'fj"";;,,.

was deduced by Buff and Wohler upon the supposition ^^at tiieeq^|.^

lent of silicon is 21, the element being triatomic as assumed by o^
^^_

But if we take 14 as the true equivalent, the formula tor tbe sa™

pound becomes Si6H40io, and comparing with this the ^''^^'ylj bon

we have 132 parts by weight of carbon, representing ^ ^l^'
^jf^i of

instead of 4, as assumed by Brodie. This gives 22 as the eq
^^^ ,^

graphon, instead of 33. If now we multiply the spec beai u b .

as found by Regnault, namelv 0-201, by 22 we have 4-4 so iiw
,

,

heat of an atom of graphon does not obey the laws of D»'^"^
'

;

as the product should be either 3-3 or 6-6. It way, hovve^^^ •

marked that the spec, heat of graphitoid silicon has not }

mined, and that there may be other classes of element. j,,,.

have the intermediate spec, heats 4-4 and 5-5. The fo.mulas^^
^^^

die's compounds become, if we take the equivalent otgr 1 ^^-^ ^

Gr6H40io, Gri^IIaOs, Gri8H4022, (taking 0=8 and not vvi^^
^^^^^^

16). No probable relation can be pointed out ^^^^^^"
jQtil we k^

"^

values of the equivalents of graphon and of other elemen
'^^^^^j^ ,

to what natural group graphon belongs, since it is n
i^^jg,,:

very probable that the aliotropic modifications of the same

to the same group.

—

w. g.] , ^p. j(.r^
"

4. On the Cause of Color ami the Theory/ of Light ;
b}

;
';'

.^^

M.A. (Read by his brother. Dr. R. A. Smith).—Hi--' •'
.

ing to explain certain natural phenomena, could not
-

applying the principles of either theory of light, and -

ural phenomena indicated beats or vibrations in the u^
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different from what science taught. That is, that there were greater in-

tervals between them than Newton had demonstrated and scientiilc men
btlieved. He therefore endeavored to contrive experiments by which ho

'"tiMdered the effective vibrations of light were repeated in a second of
tiiiH', .itid argued that by certain contrivances to produce liglit and shade
in alternate vibrations he should produce color. A series of experiments
was subsequently undertaken, which led to the conclusion that varieties
of color are produced by pulsations of light and intervals of shadow in
Mnite proportions for each shade of color. That is, supposing whit^
light to consist of the motion of an ether, blackness to consist of an en-
tire absence of motion, then a certain color, blue, red, or yellow, will be
produced by the alternate action of the light and the shadow. The au-

Od pursuing the inquiry, he fiist caused a small pari
'

"

«ird board to revolve over a black surface with a rapidit
ndered equal to the vibration of light. By this motion he obtained a
oistmct blue, while at another time in different weather he obtained a
PUfple. He then made a disc with several concentric rings, which he
painted respectively ^, -|, |, and | black, leaving the remainder white,
!°a on making this disc revolve the rings became completely colored,
ijere was no appearance of any black or white. In a bright day with
Jte clouds in the sky, the rings were colored respectively a light yel-

ish green, two different shades of purple, and a pink. By using discs

ill *^T*
^'ariety of shapes and different proportions of white and'black,

je author said that he produced successively or together all the colors of
ne rainbow, although he had not yet arrived at the exact arithmetical
wfniination of the amount of light and shade needful for each color.

» °^ l^fperiments were made before the Society by the light of a par-

m.! V • ,^'"P with a reflector. The author said tliat they were much
"o^ebnihant by sunlight.

f€rv T ^-^^ ^"^other set of experiments which the author considered as

(itif-
' ^^^ especially as being easily made and described, but re-

LT^ *^^^"^ sunshine to show them. These were made by casting a

»T^ A
^ P^''^'cular figure on a white wall or on a sheet of paper, so

Tbe fi T ^'^^'"^^e beats of light and shadow when put in revohition.

•Wno u
^^^™^ colored of different shades, and because these could be

00 the wall, like the spectrum from the prism, he called them spec-
"l^y reflection.

iewtnl
^^^"^ ^^^^'"^ ^h'cb h« ^^^^ "*^ *™^ ^° enumerate, much

I*fnom
^'''^*''- ^"* ^^ described some of the figures which produce the

"Jena which are perceived when looking through transparent solids.

nplan.^""^°^/'^°sidered that his theory gave an entirely newand simple

bd a. fn ^^^ phenomena of refraction through the prism, and summed
^^ 'o'lows :—

Xljg^*P^"ments prove the homogeneity of the ether.

• ^^^^^ the undulatory hypothesis, but oppose the undulatory theory.
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They enable us to dispense with the different refrangibilities of the ran

of hght, as taught by Newton.

They help to explain many of the phenomena of what is called the

polarization of light.

They give a new explanation of prismatic refraction, and explain in a

plain and simple manner many very interesting natural phenomena.

Startling, he said, as these conclusions are to those who are conversaDt

with the subject of light, he thought he was perfectly warranted in draw-

ing them from his experiments. The general process of reasoning cou.d

not, however, be given in a short abstract.— Orrfmary Meeting, OeHtK

1859, Manchester Literary and Phil. Society.

Technical Chemistry.

1. Vegetable Parchment.—Papyrine.—T\xQ interesting substance ob-

tained in 1846 by Poumarede and L. Figuier (Coraptes Eendus,xxm 918,

see also this Journal xxviii, 431,) by immersing bibulous P^F^'" Pf^^
diluted sulphuric acid—called papyrine'' by its discov^iers-\>hicn

the exception of a few comparatively unimportant apphcationsm Jrran.f.

where it was used for the shelves on which silk-worms are reai-

had excited scarcely any interest other than that naturally attau,

as a chemical curiosity, until patented (Dec 6, 1853) in Ln^

Gaine, (see Rep. of Pat. Inv. [E. S.] xxiv 151) and manuficUm

well known house of De LaKue & Co., of London, has rettntu .

vestigated by Prof. A. W. Hofmann, (A""- Ch. u- Ph^rn^^.

;^

;• ;.

cxii, 243 ;
from a report to Messrs. Thos. De LaRue & ^o) I y ^^

inent properties it resembles ordinary parchment ^ery close y.>^^^^^

two can hardly be distinguished from each other except odo e >n^

^^

tion. Both exhibit the same peculiar pale, yellowish tmt,

de'rree of transluceucy, the same half fibrous horn-like eu

annual mrchment, the artificial product is not easily loin-

rep a di; bent or' folded without'exhibiting any ^pe-a ap -

breaking in the creases formed. Like ordinary parchmen u
^ ^

hygroscopic, and becomes more pliable by absorbing mo,
>

•

wet with water it comports itself like untanned ^kuis, N^'in^

slippery mass through which water cannot pass «^^^P^
;'

^ ^^,,

.

the coherence of the substance is not at all
V"P''""'^„7,„UoJ

1

Vegetable parchment is best prepared by
""'"^'"'"f,^.^^, ,„:h .-"

ringa^fewseiondsinoilof-vitriol which has ^^^".
f^' „ , J.luw-^

volume of water, and immediately afterwards ^^^^'""g '

eoinplet^n?'^*

tion of amnaonia; a thorough washing «?^\P"''^J .^i';„; that not ^
process. Hofmann has ascertained by du-ect exp

^^ ^^_^^^^
^^,^»

than one-fourth volume, or more than one-ha't ^oiu ,

^^^ ;
u*

used with one volume of monohydrated ^ulphu o acid F
^^^^^j^

^

I perfectly satisfactory product. When paper is transtor^^^ ^^^^
)le parchment it undergoes no appreciable mcrease = ^^ ^

* Should not this term, which has an undoubted right of priority. F-

he scientific name of the substance ?—[f. h. s.J
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sulph uric acid is purely molecular, the) ultima te chemical composi-

;,aper-c.Z/.'/05e—remaining unci

uier /or. «7. and by J

langed. [As already stated

iinari..i; and Fig . Barlov^ Proc. of the Royal

i.41l]. T] le result of tlio momentary action of sulphuric

;omparablewith that which a. longer action of this

''>!xh"fibro
\
>roduee.,viz.: format ion of ilextrine, a substance

ric M-ith cellulose. I udeed, \the vegetable parch-

" rejraixled ;as a middle term betvveen de:itrine and cellulose.

1-ofpa.^iment-paper examineeI by Hofnmnn [and by Bar-

of free sulphuric acicI ; small1 portions of sulphate

'ofZ^ of ammonia being the only soluble impurities

• :i-) apparent reason why the parchment-paper should not en-

. iiidetiuite length of time. It is evident that if its destruction

:i would set in 'at once. Nothing of the kind occurs, Iwwever.

luring four years being undistinguishabie from those recently

i't'riments made in order to ascertain the strength of parch-
I. as compared with that of true parchment and of unsized pa-

:
:' Hred that while strips of unsized paper broke when subjected

- .^iii of 15 or 16 pounds, similar strips of vegetable parchment
supported 74 lbs., and those of ordinary parchment 75 lbs., before break-
H' The cohesive force of unsized paper is thus increased five-fold by
»« treatment with sulphuric acid. It was also proved by experiment that
w equal weights of the two substances parchment-paper exhibited about
fee-fourths the cohesive power of animal parchment. It also appeared

««et8 was nearly."
' '

^tfroraasinalei

I it, without undergoing any
. -ft-. vLucr man tlie mcrease of volume already alluded to, its original

^1?*^^°' ^"d indeed all its properties being regained on drying. As is

1 known, animal parchment is soon converted into glue when boiled
*'w water.

.
Wee the parchment-paper contains no nitrogen, it is much less liable
?^jrdmary parchment to putrefv when exposed to moisture, and will

r?'*'y «>e less subject to the attacks of insects. Not only may the ne^Y

^ meut be substituted for that ordinarily employed for legal documents,
'
out from its cheapness it will probably soon be used for ledgers and

;T
'f

Portant records-possibly for bank-notes-instead of the more
J^^aWe paper now employed. ["It will take the place of ordinary

Z;' "* ^^^'^'^ ^*>«1^S' and other books exposed to constant wear." " It
Fomises to be of value for photographic purposes, and for artistic

' "» consequence of the manner in which it bears both oil and water-
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color."

—

Barlow^ Its streugth and power of resisting the action of

ure seem also specially to adapt it for the use of architects and en:

—particularly for v'orking-plans liable to receive rough usage; ;

'for cartridges. In thin leaves it aff

ease with which it^receives both i-

and ordinary writing ink is remarkable. For chemical laborat

atibrds a most convenient material for fitting together retorts, con

and the like ; while its power of resisting the fluids used in fi;alv;r

terios suggests that it may be useful for diaphragms, (to. It i>

used by tons, instead of bladder, as a covering for jars contaiii;-

serves, mannelades, etc.

Parchment-paper has been successfully manufactured on the gi-

for a year or more by the firm of DeLaRue, the numerous dii::

which presented themselves having been fully overcome by the {

ance of one of its members—the distinguished chemist Warrei! =

Rue. [Specimen sheets of the parchment-paper accompany H :

Weighin

:
analvsis!""He

en filled with distilled v^ ate:

a certain temperature, is known. Since the precipitate is heavier t«n

Iter, the bottle wlien filled again will weigh more than without
J

ecipitate, and the difterence between the two weights furn.sl.es the

eans of calculating the weight of the precipitate.

In case the precipitate settles but slowly it may be collected on a

d totrether with the filter, after washing, be introduced into 1 1-.

which case the weight of the filter and its specific gravity,^-^";

,

y difference should exist between its own and^ that "-j^

^^^'^Jj! j_

ten in account. Precipitates soluble in or affected by ^\a

nghed in some other liquid.
. ,„,,<• in th«

This method, of which the above are the outlines, ,s spoken ol

^^^ ^

hresbericht der Chemie for ISSSf in rather disparugingu
^^^-^^.^^^

nsider it not more than justice to the method, it not <'
-''

'.
'

. , , „„ »

•back as 1855.

oportions of water and soluble impurities, trom «uk.
^ ^^.^^ ^^^-p.

• be freed by washing. It was then in the sta e o
^^_ j^^^j^as'^

le difficulty was to find the amount of ^'''y *"'Pf ,^ja, and l""^

matter of importance to use as little caroona e o " '•.
]^_

Tb»

. pure a carbonate of lead and sulphate of soda as po-
^^^,

only be done by weighing it as a whole, or m portions,

* Journal de Pharmacie et de Chemie, Oct 1858. ^
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drying of a tubful of sulphate of lead (from 500 to 1200 pouiids) was
impracticable, and sainpiino- not less so, since the upper strata contained
aimich larger proportion of water than the lead at the bottom : I con-
tnved the followinir method, which enabled me to leave the management
of the process in the hands of a workman.

I louk a strong oaken pail, weighing: eight pounds when empty, and
caused a Mack mark to be burnt in horizontally around the inside of the
pail, two inches below the rim, up to which mark it held twenty pounds
of water. I reasoned as follows : The si^ecific gravity of sulphate of lead
b«'ng 6-3, the pail if filled up to the mark would hold 1 26 i^ounds of pure
wipliate of lead. The specific gravity of water being 5-3 less tlian that
of sulphate of lead, it followed that if tJiere was one pound of water in
the pailfull of moist sulphate, the pail would weigh 5-3 pounds less than
126 (+8, the tare of the pail) =:120-V (+ 8) ; if there were two pounds
of water present, the weight would be 115-4

(+ 8), and so on. This
enabled nie to calculate a table, giving in one column the actual weight

tlie pail when filled with moist sulphate, and opposite in a second col-
oran, the amount of dry sulphate corresponding to the gross weight.
'^*«'?'it of dry sulphate was thus found as accurately as could be de-
sired, although the amounts varied in practice from 30 to 105 pounds,

whl'!
"'7!'?/^"^ an application of the Archimedean theorem, that,

"*" a solid body IS immersed in a liquid it loses a portion of its wei<rht,

oln bilk of l.\!^^-^
""^ ^^'"^ ^"''^ ''^''^' '^ displaces, or to the weight of its

This, as I suppose, is precisely the principle applied by Mr. Mene.

i^Tf""'' ^' ^*^"''"' ^^ " '"''^'" ^'^^""'^«^ manipulaiion is a sub-
e Of kaown composition and specific r/rovitti. Supposing it to be sul-

Iphate of lead is G'3,

"ou.c ui water, and as ttie i-pace ot one part by weight of

'."P by 6-3 parts by weight of sulphate of lead, it follows

)art by weight of water, increases the original weight of the
with pure water) by 5-3. To find the amount of water
only necessary to divide the overweight (1-06 grammes) by
^h added to the overweight l-064-d-2 gives 1-26 grammes

nde, which is of great convenience in volumetric analysis,
'/<; wei,;ht of a moist j-irecipifafe, which is a compound of
' f/ravit)/, imr/h it in a specific gravity bottle or some other
'> vjel;jht ichen filed toith loater, or any other liquid, at the

' Tt""' icNyht by the specific gravity of the substance, less that
r nfL-..

/;,.,,,v; ^fj^^^^ ^y loaler being z=\) and add the quo-
"hu-h gives the weight of the jyrecipi.tate.

'>bericht appears to have overlooked the fact

-iii.d in this manner are definite compounds, the
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The principle I have exemplified above may not be nov

have never met with it, chemists, as well as manufacturers
(

coloi-s), will probably also find it of interest, and certainly

3. Ncio ChemicalJoiirnal.—The Chemical News (with whici;

porated the Cliemical Gazette), edited by William Crookes. !

Weekly. Price 3rf., stamped Ad. 8vo. 12 p. eacli number, i

Journal commenced on the 10th of December last, and eijrht

have already reached us. The contents are divided under Scitn

Analytical Chemistry, Technical Chemistry, Pharmacy, Toxioi

'

Proceedings of Societies, Notices of Patents, Correspondenco.
^

Notes and" Queries, Laboratory Memoranda, Miscellanies, an J

to Correspondents. Mr. Crookes is favorably known by seveiai

researches, and thus far has shown good judgment and spirit a''

^

His verbatim reports of the late lectures of Dr. Faraday (tlic ^

lectures) at the Royal Institution, attest his appreciation ot ;

sources of vitality for such a journal. ,

4. American brugqistis' Circular and Chemical Gazelle ;> '

1 860. 4to.—Although chiefly special and wholly technical m r-

this Journal (which has now reached its 4th volume, whole ni'

is conducted by Mr. Mayer and others, in a manner to entitle u

II. GEOLOGY.

1. On some of the Igneous Hocks of Canada; ^T '^-
^7^\^Le^' -

F.R.S. (In a letter to one of the editors, dated Jan. l^^"jj^j,, '

east and west" for a distance of ninety miles along the line <^;

lation which has disturbed the lower "Silurian strata. -^''^;j'j'^|;
.

often cover considerable areas, consist of ig-neous rocks ^\"' '

;

parcntly been solidified under a considerable pressure,
=^"j;^_J^;^^.^,j

j^.s

quently been exposed by the denuding action which "^^^,
^^jq^ cl

around them the soft and unaltered paheozoic strata. y^
these mountains counting from the west arc Rigand,

^'e^^'l;,^";/to tbi^i

tarville, Bebeil, Rougemont, Yamaska, Shefford ana 1)^ -

^^^j^ ^

we may add Monuoir a similar mass lying somewhat to

, rocks compo«n?»Vj

.ologioalc^^-^^^*^

types of compact, granular, Frpl'^"^^^' ^"^tt

The mountains of Drome and ^J'tiu ^^.
.. ., , 1 __x l.;,.li roiisl^i^ ^

.
•. ,<

I am now engaged in the study of the viuiui.^ ',""'•'.
character

*>

mountains, which ofter great diversities in l>thological ch^

:omposition._ Prominenr among t^" - --' .mention tbe ,_
tvhich in their

xnd magnetite. The orthoclase in a
^'""^^''-roporti^^''

«•

have analyzed contains like sanidin a larg^F'J^j ,!tke»

her varieties of trachyte which occur in ^e'^^^.^ jg^p.f.

I portion of carbonates amounting to ^^^^^ ^^eni ^
: chiefly of carbonate of lime with soroe ^ b



ofn-vstal-

•einarkable

'"-
'
i'-. 'II10 "l.a'.c'''of thc-e I's ja"poV-Iik<s uA, r-I '

o"!-

''*»eLpn 'j

^'"^ ^'iit l)\' larijo veins of oliert, and in the vicinity of tlio^e
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The details of my investigations on these rocks, so far as completed,

will be found in the Repoit of the Gooloo-ical survey of Canada, tor the

last year, now in pros-;; a first portion has alroady appeared in the Re-

port 'for 18o3-50, p. 485. It i^ by the systonialiJ stiuly of ditrcrent se-

ries of ii^tneons rocks that we may 'hope to avri\o at jii^t noti"ns a^ to

their origin, their mode of formation and their relations lo metainorphic

sedinientarv rocks.

2. ^^otes on the Dolomites of the Paris liasin, etc. ; by T. Sterbt

Hunt, F.R.S. (In a letter to one of the Editors, dated Monti-eal, Fi-b.3,

I860.)—The gypsums of the Paris baMU are evidently not of epi;;oi)ic

In Soptenibe°,V855,' I'vililed with Eiie de Beauuiont and several mc-m-

hiiruf Cha-imont,'mli there' insisted upon' the v'i^vs uhHi 1 1>:'^'
-

urged in this Journal (vol. xxviii. p. 36o) upon the diti^'iLnt "' -

de la Sociile Gtologiquc de Fnwce. [2], xii, 130G._

of tliinouVna/'uiat'^ thrfonmuioVof 'these stratified ^gyj-Jij

f^netrated by seam^ of gypsui

,ite minoW with clay. Hie :

and t

' doiomitl^miHed' with' clay. °ihe Paiis gyp^ui

and in the
^'^''''^^^l^J!^^

^\..

r"r '
Tonm"kmr<l't"nienilile {^V^^\

enlgIed"!tih'smallpo.li<M^so^^

:^:ar"tui!!;rd""!iiab>^j^;^^



the expeiiment of Von Morlot and Ilaidin^er, rect-ntly resirrr^Cliarles Deville, and appealed to by Prof. Phillips in his last

<lress to the Geoloi^ical Society of

tlie origin of dolomite. This double

London, as resolving tin, problem of

salt is however ireadily formed when
1 mixture of tbe moist amorphous carbonates (sueh as is obtained by
precipitating in the cold by an exce;ss of carbonate of soda iI solution of

the chlorids of calcium and magu^esium in equivalent proportions), is

gradually heated under pressure.

3. New PalcEozic Fossils ; by J., IT. McChesne,Y. Chicago, 1859.
8»u pp. 64. In this publication th e following species from the Carbon-

Crisoidea.—Platycrinas ornogranulus, P. inornatus, Scajyhiocriiius

longidactylus, Zeacrinus bifurcatus, Z. mucrospinus. Actinocrinus asterius,

A. lenuisculptas, A. subcequalis, A. Fosteri, A. subventricosus, A.urncB'
fomis, A. Uurdianus, A. cequibruchiatus, A. Andrewskmas, A. Hageriy
Forbesiocriniis Pratteni.

Bkachiopoda.— Or/Aw, Kaskaskiensis, 0. LasaUensis, 0. Pratteni,
0. Rkhmonda, Productus asperus, P. symmetricus, P. Wilberanus, P.

.

i^klospinus, P.fasciculatus, P. infiatus, P. pileiformis, Ambocelia gem-
""'a, Spirifer transversa, S. subeUipiica, S. perplexea, S. subventricosa,
^Im subglobosa, Alhyris spiri/eroides, A. orbicularis, A. diferentius,
itnhraluh inornata, Rhynchonella Eatoniceformis, R. explunata, R.
'^mmria, R, Alger i, Trematospira Mathewsoni, Discina coputiformia.

'.AMELLiBRANCHiATA.—Zee/a Oweni, L. gibbosa, L. poUt "" '

Edmondia c

ulites Va-

ullattenuata, Cifathoxona prolifcra,

^^^^^ROpor>A.~Relleropkon'ellipticiis, B.vitlatus, B.Blanyana, B. Ste-

^^j!^^,^^^^^o^omuria Beckioitkana, P.nodomarginata, Natica Shu-
"'ihjceras crytoUtes, PlatyostomaPeorier}sis,BucaniaChicagoensis.
OPODA.

—

J^autilus Forbesianus, JV. Jllinoiensis, iV. quadrangu-
-'-'nodocarinatus, Gonitites Halhaivana, Cyrtoceras {Lituites?) gigan-

"»i irochoceras Desplaniensis, Orthoceras Rtishensis, 0. Knoxensis.
^^Ahe typography of this brochure is very gootl, and the descriptions of

Wo°1h'"^"*
fauna of the West. We think, however, that the science

. JW present to the student a mucli less formidable array of difficulties,

^^ateontologists would on all occasions give accurate measurements of

^
^pecies they describe. Throughout this book, for instance, the size

neitt?

'"^'^^^^'^^^ Js recognized as a spefcific character, and yet as no di-

Pnct!!7
^""^ ^^'®" ^^ ^^s*- be impossible for even the most experienced

'"•tl naturalist to decide whether O. LasaUensis, 0. Richmonda and

-.--x,i.LiBKAxcHiATA.

—

L,eaa uweni, n. gwoosa, l,. poina,
^"'''a, iV. njlindricus, iV. rectangula, Astartella varica, Edmon
'"""ca, Allorisma clavata, A. sinnata, Myalina Sioallovi, Nucm
fyjina, Pinna Adamsi, Syrinqopora mullattenuata, Ctiathoxona %

,
Cepha

a.PraU

•ide. T?'
'^^^ ^'"^" ^^ *^^s^ f*^'"'"''

'
whettier two imes or two mcnes

"ttrt*
^** mentioned of these species is also said to have the

'««,'"
K r*'"*^"^

fiy sharp rugose radiating strive increased by implanta-

for c
^^ ^^^"^ ^ gi'eat many other Orth ides, and until some standard

*lio m'^^f^*^°
is furnished, all the students of this book, except t
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of OHO line. We fiiul it stater] furtlipr tliat in 0. Rklmmda the stra

are "liner an.l le-- nio-o>c" tlian tlicy are in 0. Lamlleims^Utm 0.

named specie-, wliicJi is liore made the -tan.lard, ali"that relate- to the Mir.

detracting anythiiio- from tlie \<Jne of the (1-ciiption. Xo .loiihtall tli.s

the pp-eiiruns before liim^ but A\e think npon a little reti.rti..

agree \\ith n>, that ^\ithout '-ome cine to the m/c and miikim"

some other book, tfic diiKcultv i\oiild l)e ^(.^)e\\har 1.-, p'.s

access could be had to that book, and e\en then, such c]iicstioii^;is "i"*'^

two or tlirec lines to tlieir doM-riptlon-, pala}ontologists may a^lJa^8st

deal to the \alnc of their labois, and sa\e otlicrs engaged in t!ie 'ame

measnrenients. The absence of these

before us and it is a defect tliat may
greater pretensions. "\Vo notice a new

letter, a rule which has been of late much di.-ren-arded. ^_
.•

4. Explorafious m Nr'braska.—Dr. F. \. 1[vVDi:v. in a lettor t

DuvA, dated Deer Cieek, Nebraska, Dec. J. 18.VJ, states. afH'i^S

this coming Spiing. and"tho'swolle'n streams permit the pa-ii';

Lieluenanl^irvnadici-, Aslf', u i^jl mss I.p'tirVm'l \

'

the wc-te.n side of the l),g Hon, Monntains Tin-

the\vind River Mountaiiis-the two paiS-s 'to .spor i

'

Claik'. IVs. Here Lt. M.\s paity \siil piooeed dov.i,

Fort Union, and Capt. ll.'s p'uty will reach the sm,

tlu^nce to the States as soon as po-ible. Such is the
]

-

plorations; it maybe ^liohtly \aiied, but in any e^^-^ •

countiy \ery interesting foi oeoloo-v.
. loviintef

Dr. Havden, in addition to his geological labo.s. has s.iicP
\X,iOs*

e^ted himself in ethnographical studies, and will h.ne by tut-
1

^

trip material enough for a large volume on this subject.



5. Gtolori'ical Siirvei/s of South Carolina and Kentuchj.—The geologi-

J^i^(>
action of the legislature of that State at its last session. Dr. O. M.

Lvl'-r, late the State Geologist, is occupied in preparing his final report,
"liiih will embrace Anderson and A!)beville district, and a part of Edger-

Th( ^jcolnfjkal mrve}j of Kentuch/ is continued with unabated zeal.*

of 50 pages—by Dr. D.'D. On-en, principal, aided by S. S.Lvon and
Jos Lesley, Jr., Topographical Assistants, Leo Lesquereux, Palfeontologi-
Mi Assistant, and Dr. Robert Peter, Chemist. Dr. Owen here expresses
the opiruoii that "the report of Mr. Lesquereux of the last season's work
|:i .w . .iinpleted), is by far the most practically useful geological report

i.i'ct (coal), which has ever appeared, not only in "the United
'!' any part of Europe."

- iiopsis of this forthcoming report, Mr. Lesquereux says, "The
•i of the report contains a short comparison of the distribu-

"!2:ically and geofjraphicallT, of the coal strata in Kentucky,
^'ino a:ul Pennsylvania, this comparison is of high scientific interest,
2'lbxes the general distribution of the coal strata in the whole extent

I
the coal basins of the United States, and cannot but give to the geo-

'"g^cal reports of Kentucky a great value as containing the key of 'the

ST t
•Z*^''.''^"^'^"

^^ t'^^ coal. Henceforth all the reports treating of
istnbution of coal strata will naturally take their guide and stand-

«ot ^comparison from the section in the Kentucky coal-fields."

of Progress of the Geological and Agricultural Survey
ARD, M.D., State Geologist. Austin, Texas,by B. F.

k«K ^' — *^ ^^^''^ ^'^'" tliis brochure that satisfactory progress •

J'een made in tlie preliminary reconnaissance of the vast territory

ln,,?7 ^'If'-e miles) included within the State of Texas. Dr. Shu-

iii xJa ?
'^^.''^ "^^''^^ complete series of the geological formations exists

ian,i .

** " ^^ ''*"^' State of the Union, ranging from the Potsdam

7ZT *« t'»^ latest Tertiary. He has made no less than seven lines

5,j|Z^7" "tending in various directions a collective distance of 1220

fft, J- *^'™'"'",i? ii's levels by the barometer. He has found time also

'*^-S"ofhe?"'^
final surveys of eleven counties and partial surveys of

'>f"cnar*'^^
thousand square miles, with a thickness of eight or nine feet

^tpnsi f
'' ^^^ ^"^^'^ of coal rocks. The coal is good in quality,

^ttrn \ ^'^ ^vom\ coal also occur in the Tertiary rocks in the
"and middle portions of the State.

Dr <sL
•'

f"''"^^
of the various strata in Texas are very abundant, and

UT^A "'forms us that his collection is already very rich.

^mt\^
^ ^^^ ^^^ of meteoric iron weighing about 320 pounds, and

'live x^Ii'^^^
^^ ^^^^ ^^"16 kind from Denton co^unty, specimens of which

:7h^
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7. Post-pleiocene Fossils of South Carolina; by Francis S. Ho L«^^

A.M., &c. Xos. 6 to 10 inclusive, containing plates 11 to 20 incln<ive.

Quarto. Charleston, S. C, 1859 ; Russell & Ivens.—This beautiful mono-

graph, previously noticed,* is continued in the same excellent manner in

the numbers now received. The description and ficjures of the molhm
end with the part containing Nos. 6 and 7, and with Nos. 8, 9, and 10

commences a " Description of Vertebrate Fossils, by Prof. Jos. Leidt."

The. student will refer to this memoir with particular interest at the pre-

sent moment, when so much attention is being given to the occurrenc*

of human reliquiae with the remains of animals heretofore judged to b«

extinct before the human epoch. The Eocene and Post-pleiocene bedi

on the Ashley River are exposed to the Avash of the water, and "the fos-

sils washed from them form part of the shingle on the shore, and h«M

become mingled with the remains of recent indigenous and 'i. i

animals, together with objects of human art." Of those vertel

mains actually obtained in excavations of the Post-pleiocene and i

formations, more confidence is felt in determining the actual .

.

which they belonjr. Both the collections submitted to Dr. Lii
,

Prof. Holmes and Capt. Bowman, contain remains of the horse, ox. .Mieer-.

hog and dog, which we feel strongly persuaded, with the exception ot

many of those of the first mentioned genus, are of recent date, and bare

become intermingled wfth the true fossils of the Post-pleiocene and tocene

periods on the Ashley River and its tributaries. In regard to the rjj

mains of the horse from the facts related (in this memoir) we thin i

must be conceded that several species of this animal inhabited the coun-

try of the United States during the Post-pleiocene period, contempo^

neously with the mastodon, the giant sloth, and the great broad-tooi

bjson."—pp. 99-100. „ ^^
8. Assiniboine and Saskatchewan Explming Expedition ;

ov He>

YouLE Hind, M.A., Prof, of Chemistry and Geology in Univ. of in|"^.^

Coll., Toronto. Toronto, 1859. 4to, pp. 202, with many maps see
^^

and plates.—This valuable Report comes to hand at too late an m
enable us to do more than give its title, deferring to our next an anai

of its contents.
^^^^^

9. Geologyfor Teachers, Classes, and Private Students; ^j!*-
jj,

Tenney, A.M., Lecturer on Physical Geography and Natural ll»t^
. ^

the Mass. Teachers' Institutes. 12mo, pp. 311. Phiiadelpb';'', '-.

As the scope of this little work comprises the whole range ot _• -

phenomena, it gives necessarily a very concise account of the vnr

partments included. The matter however seems inmost ca>j-

lected, and shows the author to be acquainted with lus su 'j

book is illustrated by some 200 good wood-cuts, and has ont

feature;—that the illustrations are taken, whenever possible. troin •

can objects, which cannot be said of most geological text-books p-

published in this country, the autho.-s of which have ^^"^j^^"-
,

;

Europe for their examples. American geology should be t h

ject of American text-books, and it is pleasant to see ^ ^'^"^ •''^

right direction._ Our author however is not quite up t"

stances, as in ignoring our Permian and western Jur
cludmg the Lias in the Oolitic system, etc.



III. ZOOLOGY.

1. On Botanical and Zoological Nomenclature ; by Wm. Stimpson.—
A more careful attention to the subject of nomenclature is urgently

demanded of the followers of all branches of Natural History. It is

» subject to which too little attention has been paid in an abstract or
general sense, and too much perhaps in particular cases. A compre-
hensive code of rules, recognised by the authority of the greater lights

of science, has been always needed. This was attempted during the last

century by Linnaeus and Illiger, and in 1842 "Rules of Nomenclature"
were drawn up by the British Association, and ratified by the American
Association in 1845. These are excellent as far as they go, but need
much extension and many additions, as any one may observe who at-

tempts to decide by them all questions which occur in his experience.
On the other hand, in particular cases of species and genera, the dis-

cussion of questions of nomenclature has reached such a pitch that it is

no uncommon thing to see the greater part of a new zoological work de-
voted to synonymy. One author, after six pa^es of historical and syno-
nrmical matter, evincing great critical acumen and much bibliographical
fesearcb, will arrive at what appears to him to be a certain and final con-
eJDsion that the true Orthonynms aliquis is such and such a species.
ioe next writer who succeeds him in the same field will triumphantly
prove in ten pages that it is not that species at all, but the 0. neminis.
And so on to the end of the chapter, if it ever will have an end, which is

loubtful unless some decided action is soon taken by naturalists for the
Purging of their favorite science from this opprobrium. After all the pages
»nich have been written upon some of these cases we seem no nearer to
a settlement than at first. The difficulty increases rather than diminishes,
^ch succeeding author putting forth views differing from those of his
TOessors. AH this discussion, let us bear in mind, is merely prelimin-

»v' », u
^^"^ *'^® purpose of indicating with certainty an object about

Jr ^r ^"t^or has perhaps not a dozen words to say.
* ow it may appear at the first glance that the application of the law

^^

Pfionty is exceedingly simple. The name given by the first describer

ji^ P"s
or species is to be respected, and applied to that genus or spe-

« throughout all time. But as soon as we come to apply this rule, we
.

*^*^ without number in which complications occur, rendering limit-
ponsof the law necessary. Genera are to be subdivided, and are sub-
['^dd with different]

• of priority have been laid do

,
,

-^ ....v^oiation, but not enough to enable _. .

•^"_^" the cases which may arise,—leaving the remainder subject t

knowledge of the author

^'^d by another to include twc
"glj^i'mitations of the law <

^"Wftto'i^
British Associs

whim ^^ ^'^'^^ '"^y ^

who . T. ^Pe^dent upon th
'lo^would follow them.

applying the great law, the most diflicult question of all

10 2.-"*^""^^^^' constitutes a description? or, When has i

. ««ignated his species that his name for it should hold ? On
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in a museum, is sufficient, to that of the lamented Edward Forbes, who
once insisted that no name proposed should be accepted unless accompa-

nied by a Latin description or an illustrative figure. The first opinion

we believe to be scouted by nine-tenths of living naturalists ;—the second

appears to be too stringent, as an author can of course write better in bis

own language than in any other, though we doubt if a description ap-

pearing in Chinese would gain the least notice from modern naturalists.

The question, "What constitutes a description," can never be decidedly

answered. No rule can be proposed which is universally applicable.

With regard to its length;—we may say that two words are not suiBcient,

an hundred are ; but where shall we draw the line ? The two sentenca

of one author may be better than the two pages of another. One writer

will describe an object well except in one point, in which from defectivf

observation, a character "

:ept m (

•^ .^presentea m exact opposmon w u

5 descriptions are sufficient to enable the n

ists ot one country, from their collateral knowledge,
cies, while those of another country or continent would be left entirely

in the dark. An authoi* may publish descriptions in a work for private

distribution, which will be inaccessible to the great body of naturalists

"We might fill many pages with such cases as these, and yet, were rules

made out applicable to each, there would still be cases constantly ansijg

which could be decided by none of them. How then can the matter be

settled in these latter instances ? We will suggest a method further on.

It will be observed that it is among the more common and earli^-

described species that the synonymic heap is greatest. This is exceed-

ingly embarrassing to the student, who in general has occasion to use

these very species, being those most easily accessible, in the course ot hn

studies. He may find in a dozen different books the characters, anatom-

ical or otherwise, of what appear to him a dozen different objects, sin»

the names used may be different, and elementary works cannot be ex-

pected to go into synonymical details. At the present day, thanK^

the advance of knowledge and precision, and the international excua^g^

of scientific works, the name ofor scientinc works, the name of an entirely new genus or fci^cv--
.^

escape the burden to which that of older species is subjected. It i»

^^
those published in the last century that the greatest trouble occure.—

--ators among antique and forgotten books are constantly
^a^^^

obscure work or paper, perhaps scarcely known out of its i

^^
cinity even at the time it was published, in which n»™*

, ^^published, in which n»°''^
, ^^

> adopted, in the opinion of some, to the excUj^on "
^^^

which have been used for half a centurj% The ois
_ .^

t of Klein's name Cyclas is an
strange

ii

conchDlogist of the present day to be obliged tojes
,

•

_^

me common marine Lucina by a name which has been i" ^-^,

years for a freshwater bivalve, while this freshwater bivalve •

Sphcerium ; and to use Cyclostoma for Delphinula, Terehellun^ -

ritella, etc. The restoration bv G. R. Gray of Boddaert's name^

thology is another instance. By the discovery of a meagre pai'^f

^ ^

the eighteenth century, only two or three copies of which no^
^^^^

we find ourselves forced to change the generic names ot corm

famili as they are by long and constant i
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In the discussion of these questions al] persona! considerations sliould
be entirely rejected. The smallest interest or convenience

as it is by a republic of thousands, i

ely rejected

•al, followe<

. , } feelings of a living, or the memory
of a deceased naturalist. In fact our mere recognition of an author's
names is not of such vast importance to his reputation. His fame must
fest upon a securer foundation than this. For the custom of placing the
name of an author after a species described by him is not (or should
not be) done for that author's personal advantage, but simply to assist us
ij the recognition of that species. It is a short method of referring tc
tie place where the description of the species may be found, or enables
M to distinguish it from some other to which the same name has been
T '".'^^^ke applied

; as, Pleurotoma violacea, Hinds, nan Mighels. In
WIS view, how ludicrous it appears, to hear, as we often do, naturalists com-
piam that if the custom of placing after a species the name of that author
»otirst^ placed it in its proper genus is adhered to, more than one-half
Jt,

i^mne s species will be wrested from him. Does the fame of the great
wnnsus depend npon the number of species he described ?

>e will now mention a few points concerning which great difference
^opinion exists in the minds of naturalists, and which for the good of

i^-^ \i^^
^ immediately settled in one way or the other. The

ra^is: shall the same generic name be allowed to occur in different de-
partments of zoology or botany, or even in both these, or, we may add,

shonlri^''

^'^°ces. Many are of the opinion that they may be used, and
Diaoot be changed, if so occurring ;—in view of the great difficulty

i^jjy"^»ced in selecting a name which is not preoccupied, and shall

whiit ; r™^ ,*™^ descriptive or suggestive of the object intended. But

ait^J'*- •''^J''^ ^^ ^ °a°ie? Surely, the main object is to enable

HteiJ"'^"'
""^ ^^^"S from another, and from all others, that when

«iea we may know what is intended, and not be forced to decide by

serre iJ"
^^ ^^^ °^ ^'^^^'^ ™*^''® importance that a name should

n»ostr^
Pl*'"Pose, than that it should remotely indicate (which is the

,11 J."^''y
possible) some character of the object, which it may after

bobJ
'" common with an hundred others? Greek compounds are by

it^r
^'^ "^^.^^ y^*' ^"<i if they were, we might fall back upon eu-

y*t in i^^^
^bich serve the purpose however barbarous they may ap-

(foerse oV
^^^^- °^ '^°"^^" ^^^ custom of using the same name for many

coantng.
^^^ '* productive of serions inconveniences. If we have stars,

*^»»nS™iT'^^^'
P'^'^ts, vertebrates, articulates, mollusks and radiates,

'*«rte »S 1-
^°^® singular anomalies might occur, since we can of

?*nera. ? -^^^ *-^"^^ appellations as oflen as we please in different

leii^jjgj .^^ instance, suppose a travelling naturalist "making his re-

ffai)\ jjjj"!
.^rizona, observed specimens of the Arizomt pcetula (hermit-

^« roots* f"^?
the shell of Arizona pcetula (univalve), creeping among

cjlly f-^''^^ona pcetula (shrub); and upon examining it anatomi-

itjijV ^^^^t numbers of the Arizona pcstula (infusorium) living in

^^t vorap-
j^*^^*^" pcetula (bird) was feeding upon these crabs with
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comes necessary to divide the genus,' and the species whose names Lave

been referred to are found to belong to different genera. Shall the old

reduplicated specific name, or the substituted one be now adhered to!

Naturalists are about equally divided in opinion upon this point.

The propriety of using small initial letters to proper specific names,

nouns or adjectives, has been made the subject of discussion. WhaUver

method be followed here, it would seem that uniformity is desirable; if

any of these proper names are to have small initials, why not all ?
Most

zoologists and botanists seem in this matter to follow the usage of their

own language rather than that of the Latin, or any uniform system. The

Germans will have all nouns begin with a capital, and all adjectives with

a small letter, as Ocypode Cursor, Chiton emersoniams, whereas the

English write common nouns with a small initial, and all propeT appella-

tioiis, whether nouns or adjectives, with a capital, as Ocypode mm.
Chiton Emersonianus. The truly convenient system will be to write all

specific names without exception, with a small initial letter, as is done br

one of the most eminent zoologists of this country, and by many ot

those of Europe. We sha
cific from generic names, i

the necessity of repeating the generic name or its initial every time m:

are mentioned. A proper name, modified for use as a specific appellaUo"-

becomes a part of a new title, and involves a different idea.

We will not detain the reader by discussing other mooted P<'"'^

whether ante-Linnrean names shall be accepted, if binomial; whetDjJ

names of faulty etymology shall be corrected, etc. The above are on y

mentioned as instances of the necessity of establishing many ruiw _
produce uniformity of usage among naturalists. In pointing

this may
We ha

be satisfactorily done, we proceed to our promised sugg^^^'^jj.

ve somewhere read, that when any orthographical or
^^^^^^

I accordance with the admirable
are remarkable both in science and literature,—to the Academy, ^n^^^

cide upon it, arbitrarily it may be, but finally. The action ot tnw
^

nal is respected, and no farther uncertainty or diversity m tne
^^^

spelling of the word can occur to embarrass French authors. '
.

^j

may not a similar mode of action be of use in science, and c°*^
•

j.

last to settle all our difficulties. Science is cosmopolitan, "^'^^fLjof

Let a convention meet at Paris or some other central point, c^P^H
delegates from all the scientific societies of the earth, and "^^"^^^

foM
least all the departments of zoology and botany. Here they

^ij^b ^
sessions of the entire body, for a sufficient length of time to ^s^

j^
the general rules of nomenclature which can be conveniently >K^j^

But as we have before observed, there are some particular ^ff ^
no rule will serve, and which must in some way be

^^^'f^^j,eBtio«and arbitrarily. For the settlement of these cases let ^^^^^\^^d



p«rts in the various branches, will uot find it difficult to discuss and pass
judgment by vote upon the name of each contested genus or species.

Let these decisions be respected, and let the names of those who will not
abide by them be placed upon a new edition of that black-book which
LiN.v^LS kept of old,—the Hst of Damnati f

2. Les genres Loriope et Peltogaster, H. Rathke
;
par "W. Liljeborg,

Professeur de Zoologie k Upsala en Svode. pp. 35, 4to, pi. 3. (Extr.
des Nova Acta Reg. Soc. Sc. Upsal, Ser. 3, Vol. iii.)—M. Liljeborg has
unraveled a singular history in relation to the curious sac-like parasites
found on the abdomens of Decapod crustaceans. They were first observed
oy Cavolini, and in more recent times by Rathke, who considered them
w be worms, probably Entozoa, and instituted the genus Peltogaster for
tneir reception, describing two spec" " • ^

- ..--..

«">g placed thera among his Myz(
f-chyUdlaJorP.carcini. These ..___.mm by Kroyer. Steenstrup, O. Schmidt, and Lindstrom, who agreed
'ith Cavolini in referring them to the Crustacea, but could only conjec-
Ufe their more intimate relations, although suggesting those with the
Mtomostraca, the Lerneid*, or the Bopyridaj. From a study of their
^'^ M. Liljeborg now ascertains their true place to be among the Cir-
"Fdes, and describes two new species.

\vithia the body of Peltogaster paguri, Rathke found a minute Tetra-

**^N, scarcely a line in length, which he considered to have been
»al owed as food by that animal, and described it as an Amphlpod un-
i^the name of Loriope. It was afterward referred to th« Tanaidas by
J^oa, who described a new allied genus Cryptothir. Its history how-
w remained very obscure, although it was demonstrated that, being
»ys found alive, it was not the food of the Peltogaster, and some nat-^ even suspected it to be the male of that parasite. By a fortunate

j^jery M. Ldjeborg has now cleared up the difficulty. In examining
f '<^aster taken from the abdomen oi Pagurus puhescens, he found

JJrf'ied to it another sac-like body filled with Loriopes, which might

»hipK r ^^^ *''^^^" ^"'" ^^« egg-pouch of the Peltogaster itself, but

,
after careful study proved to be a distinct animal,—a parasite upon

^asite! It proved, in fact, to be the female of the Loriope, grown

femal °f* ^y
a process of degradation similar to that observed in the

1^ rrf J
^opgridce, to which family indeed the Loriope must now

«iTihI*7 n
^^^ occurrence of the young Loriopes in the digestive

Z ]? ^"if?^"*'^'-
is, then, simply adventitious.

^'dtTJ^^^^^^^^'^ ^^^^^^> beobachtet und gesammelt auf einer Eeise

Halft 7 ' ^^^^ ^^^ 1857, von Ludwig K. Schmarda; 1st Band, 1st

h.\L^' PP- 66, and 15 colored plates. Leipzig, 1859. (New York,

(jj^j ..|
"^^nn (k Co.)—A quarto volume, handsomely bound and splen-

'=«'lected^*'^^^'^'

'

3 Turbellaria and Rotato
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each order. The Dendroccela are divided into two divisions, Acama and

Carenota, the former having no distinct head, which those of the latter

group possess. We should judge this to be a character of much less im-

portance than those derived from anatomical characters, which forbi i
-

a division.^ Following it, the author separates Plaimria ffonocephol'

the other freshwater Planariae and places it with such forms as (\.

lepta and Planaria oceanica, Darwin ! There is also a large mm
genera hitherto considered sufficiently well established, which ar<

tirely ignored by M. Schmarda, as Prosthiostomum, Dendrocoslum, Pr'^

eerodes, Fovia, Bdelloura, Geoplana, and Bhynr.hodemus. The new

genera of Dendroccela are Dicelis, Prostkecerceus, Homaloceraius, Gonio-

carena, Carenocerceus, and Sphyrocephalua. Of these several have been

previously established under different names. Prosthecerceiis may be

adopted, as Quatrefages' name Proceros is preoccupied. Goniocarena w

Dugesia Girard, Carenocerceus is Nautiloplana Stm., and Sphyrocephalut

is Bipalium.

The Nemertinea are subdivided upon more certain grounds than tne

preceding order, but we are at a loss to understand why the proboscis

should not be considered as the mouth, as it is certainly the aperture

through which food is introduced into the body. Oken's name Borlam

is adopted (although it is exactly synonymous with Lineus, Sow.) and

made to include Amphiportts, Acrostomum and Baseodiscus of Diesmg-

3, Loxorrhockma, is estabhshed for the Poliacormtaoi

The figures are excellent, showing well the colors, wbicti

nimals form the most reliable specific characters, and not-

Quatrefages.

among these i

withstanding errors of nomenclature and arrangement, we nave w ^-•-

M. Schmarda for an exceedingly interesting and beautiful work. ^t.
?.^^

4. A Supplement to the ''Terrestrial Air-breathing MoUmh <: ';

United States and the Adjacent Territories of North America;" y

G. BiNNEY. Boston, 1859. 8vo, pp. 207, and 6 colored plates.

tracted from the Journal of the Boston Society of Natural Hii^t
'

This much needed supplement to Dr. Binney's great work contaii
-

additions and corrections which have accumulated in the rapid P'"^?''*'

of the science during the seven years which have elapsed since ^^rZ^
cation of that work. Several doubtful species which were omitted in

work have since been investigated, and are now included or referrea

their proper place in the synonymy. Besides these, we have ng«r«
.

^

descriptions of all the recently discovered species, of which the nu

^
is large, particularly among those of the Pacific c^nst. These are p _ ^

"
1 the first part of the volume. The v

land-snails are properly discussed, a

printed in full wherever there was any doubt as to the speces
J^ ^^^

they should be' referred. Thus the whole subject is thoroughly P^^,^

) the date of Jan. 1st, 1859, and the work forms :7ostac^Pt^^'«

5. Catalogue of the Recent Marine Shellsfound on the Coasts of
^ ^^

and South Carolina; by J.D.Kurtz. 8vo, pp.10. I^'''^',*"
jn tb«

I860.—This catalogue shows the results of the author's rcsearcne
.^_

conchological fauna of our southern coast made in the years ^

umber of s
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by Prof. Gibbes in his catalogue published in Tuomey's « Geology of
South Carolina," published in 1848. Several species are mentioned as
occurring on the marl-bottom off the N. C. coast which have not been
hitherto observed north of Florida. Four new species are briefly described,
VIZ., Vmiis trapezotdalis, (which is perhaps the same as F". pynmcea

)

Arcammesii, Scalaria rupicola and Chemnitzia textiUs ; and several
Dew ones are mentioned by name only. Capt. Kurtz has also contributed
erj largely to our knowledge of the marine animals of the same coasts,m other departments, as our zoological archives abundantly show. w. s.

<iea^K'CafTrif°'l
Acab. ^at. Sci., 1859.-p. 281, Resolutions on the

MT AuewMv 1
°^^^"'^-?^-'''''P*'^°' of Foreign Reptiles; E. D Cope.^p.

~d' 2^7 wl 1- T^^°^ Posidonia from the Carboniferous of Texas : W. M Gabb
Cdat fll if^

from Cape St. Lucas; J. XanUcs.-^. 299, Notes on Birds col-

Sotice, \Tr^^ ^,"'^' ^y ^'- J^*^" ^^°tu3
;

,8. F. £aird.-p. 306 MinerawS

"^TSSfJl'/?T'^,?''ir ^"'1" (-P«'f*'P*'«)- Vol. XII (new serie.),

«.If«d. of tbe Judith with ,Imp L„ll,.!°^ .f"*
*«»l"»«t" deposit of th,

^LooMis. *^^ Magnetic Dip in the United States; by Prof.

TwEiTiY-mGUTu Meeting of the Beitish Associatiov ,fnn ^r^
Science, held j

ining^organa (2 plates) ; R H.l-
cJmmitt^""

^^"'""^ "^^^^^ '2 Platesk R. H. M^nrl. _Vo,.v.„„

th? Mi^ati^^o" I
ipeds; Garner.—

ANSKE VlDENSKABEl
'g. 4de Binds. Cof

••oie r,?-"-^'^
^'^e Migratioij^8maU quadrupeds; Garni

i Brain
--, «u,«er.—un me lormation ot the Cells of Bet

•t1LS"'u""«^ Dans
!!;'^Math.Afdelin„

,

i&«dSKm~';rcS^^ ^?'^^^ft «i^Phyl'-s which bring forth livini

.^)= 5vr..it.°^ttt' ^TTL?°»of Shrimnf *>u ^-""f"^'"P* ^* ^ monographic exposition of Serc^estes

^'^^)^^'k1TTTV}''^^T «f ^«-"^ - the Decapod^Sut
5?;y- tieinhardtyZ-l?'',

Mephiti. Westermanni, a new "Stinkdyr" from

2\""<^nim,~descrrtionsof '

?«ft«._1859: Additamenta ad historiaS

'^^^l^mly^^ciryrSS *^P^'°'*'°' OpWone^T, Optia^ctisfophlriima,
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IT. ASTEOIv^OMY A^'D METEOEOLOGY.

1. Supposed infra-Mercurial planet.—The announcement of M. Le

cuiy is rendered highly probable by his computations on the in.'

of the perihelion of Mercury, has called out former observation^
transits of bodies over the sun's disc, in addition to those menti.;.

vol. xxvin, pp. 445 and 446 of this Journal.

(1.) Dr. Lescarbault at Orgeres (Dept. Eure et-Loir), France, observ.i

with a telescope, March 26th, 1859, a small black circular spot moving

aci-oss the upper limb of the sun, at a rate which would occupy 4'' 26«> 4S'

to traverse the entire disc. Its apparent diameter was less than a quarter

that of Mercury in transit. M. LeVerrier thinks the observation wovthv

of credit, and computes that on the supposition of a circular orbit the

time of the planet's revolution around the sun is 19^-7, and the inclina-

tion of its orbit 12° 10'. Its greatest elongation from the sun would

not exceed eight degrees, and Tts light be less than that of Mercury.

This planet seems however insufficient to account for all the movement of

the perihelion of Mercury.— Coto^j/cs Bend. Acad. Sci, Jan. 2, I860.

(2 ) Mr. Benj. Scott, of London, states that about midsummer in 184..

he chanced to turn a telescope towards the sun then near its setting, and

saw on the sun's disc a well defined black spot, which was not to be «en

there at sunrise the next morning. Its angular diameter appeared as

large as that of Venus. Mr. Scott mentions that a similar body, or spot,

was seen by Mr. Lloft, January 6, 1818.
2. Mr. Alvan Clark's New Micrometer for measuring large Dist'^^^

(Extracted from the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical So.>-)

tor July 1859).—At the monthly meetin<^ of the Society in Jn"-

A van Clark, of Boston U. S., exhibited a micrometer invented by !:

which is capable of measuring with accuracy any distance up t

one degree. It is also furnished with a position-circle. Its cbar:^

essentially the same as that of the parallel-wire micrometer; bu:

some peculiarities not, it is believed, previously introduced, and en

Its wide range depends.
The most remarkable of these peculiarities consists in its being fi"

with two eije-pieces, composed of small single lenses, mounted m ^'

.

frames, which slide in a grove, and can be separated to the requ'^'
;

tance. A frame carrying two parallel spider-lines, each mounted Pi-

rate y with its own micrometer-screw, slides in a dove tailed
g^^^^lT^of the eye-pieces; and, by a free motion in this frame, each «eb can ^^

brought opposite to its own eve-lens.

me approximate position of the objec
eye-lenses are separated till each is
containing the webs and their mi
pace; and, the webs having been separa
d^tance by their free motion in^ the frame^thc
objects by their fine screws the observer's ev
-^"•^ eye-lens to the other a few times tilf la-

step is, to set the
psition-venuer.

V to <l.=i' P"^

S'b-^
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reading off the measure by means of an achromatic microscope, on the
stage of which it is placed. One of the webs is brought to the intersec-
tion cross- wires in the eye-piece of the microscope ; and by turning a screw
(the revolutions of which are counted), the frame travels before the
microscope, and the other web is brought to the intersection of the
cross-wires. The parts of a revolution are read off by a vernier from a
large divided circle attached to the screw.
The advantages arising from the peculiar construction of this microme-

ter are the following :—
1. Distances can be observed with great accuracy up to about one

degree, and the angles of position also.

2 The webs, being in the same plane, are free from parallax, and are
both equally distinct, however high the magnifying power may be.

i {a-T^^
^^'^ ^^^ ^""^^ ^""^^^ distortion and from color.

4. A different magnifying power may be used on each of the objects :'

wlueh may be advantageous in comparing a faint comet with a star.

,
\-^"' double Stars discovered by Mr. Alvan Clark ; communicated

JJ
the Rev. W. R. Dawes. (From Monthly Notices of the Royal Astro-

Bomical Society, xx., p. 55. Second series.)

'^ 44 Cygni

I 43 59 27-4 5J, toi 1-7 ,859, July lo

52 63
. 7 Ih 8 0-4 i858, Aug. 3o

6959 f
208 3'8 38 57-4 6, ni 3-8 1859, July 19

1859, July 6

1859, July

«5>jecU for

7=>Cygni 21 34 4i 47216 5i, n 2-9 ,859, July 19

tbe double stars

telescopes of from 6 to 8 or 9 inches apertu

Sl";'u*^^* ^^^y "-'^ interesting: they

oae at
^ ^^ ^""^ ^^' situated in the northern hemisphere, and all but

maZT? ^^^^ ^0° froia the equator. They consequently attain a

«^i ? at Pulkova ; notwithstanding which they have escaped the

tiieD^^^"^
of M. Otto Struve with the 15-inch refractor, in addition to

»pe^J^^^°"!..one by his father with the Dorpat telescope of 9-6 inches

dianJ!'
-^jther, therefore, they have recently undergone considerable

BUT ho' T' °°*' '*- appears that objects of great difficulty and delicacy
J o« detected with very perfect telescopes of smaller size, which have

<KtQ ^^^. ^ost diligent scrutiny with far larger instruments. The whole

of 8 anj*^ Jf
^^ *ere discovered by Mr. Clark with his own object-glasses

during t ^ .'°^'^^ aperture, and five of them in my own observatory,

"C^f
^''.'^ *<^ ™e last summer; since which I have met with seven

'.hit.L
^'railar character and situation; and it should be mentioned

' the objects recorded are below Struve's eighth magnitude f
"'': alUmi ' r . , , . ,

•rejected.
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cupation for telescopes of moderate dimensions, e

, Thame, JJovember, 1859.

4. Notice of the Meteor of Nov, 15, 1859 ; by Prof. E. LooMi3.-In

the last No, of this Journal, p. 137, I gave a brief notice of this meteor,

but from want of space was compelled to limit myself to a brief summary

of results. I have received a large amount of documents relating to this

meteor, most of which however are too indefinite to be of much value.

I now proceed to present a brief summary of what appear to me the most

reliable observations.

At New Haven, Ct., Judge W. W. Boardraan saw the meteor descend

at an angle of 25^ to 35° with the vertical, and it passed from his view at

the edge of the dome of a steeple in azimuth S. 35° 34' W. Continuing

the meteor's path down to an altitude of 3° or 2°, we have S. 37"^ W.

for the azimuth of the place where the meteor would have disappeared

to him had his view been unobstructed.
At New York city Mr. Tatham was riding in the Bowery, and saw tlie

meteor descend at an angle of 20° with the vertical, and in a range with

the middle of the street opposite the Old Bowerv theatre. According to

the map of the city, this direction was S. 27|-° W. The diameter ottbe

meteor appeared to be about one-third that of the full moon.
A correspondent of the Evening Post, walking down Broadway, saw

the meteor disappear in azimuth S. 25° W, .,,

Mr. Gould, also in Broadway, saw the meteor disappear behind a build-

ing in azimuth S. 23^<^ W.
Mr. Pirsson, also in Broadway, saw the meteor disappear behiDd

«

high building in azimuth S. 21° W. , „
Mr. Bradley, also in Broadway, reports that the meteor disappeared ">

flzimuth S. 16° W.
Several other observers agree as to the general direction of the meteo^

but their statements are less precise than those of the preceding- *^

Mr. Bradley's observation differs materially from the others, 1 W'^
^^

presuming that his memory must have been in fault, either in resp^-j^^

his point of observation, or that of the meteor's disappearance.

mean of the other four estimates is S. 24^° W., or allowing
^''^''^^r^.!

of the high buildings which obstructed the view of three of the oi^
ers, the mean would be about S. 26° W. This result differs five ce„

from my former estimate; a difference which is explained bv DiJ "f^^^
obtained two new observations, and by my rejection of Mr. Braaiey

servation. ^ ^ j
^.^

At Washington, the apparent path of the meteor was vertical,
8°

point of disappearance was estimated at four degrees north of east-

A gentleman four miles west of Dover, Del., was riding towards i^^
His wife saw the meteor ; be only saw the smoky trail which t*^ ^jj,
as a nearly vertical column, with its base 20°, and its top 40

Wbi

horizon; direction due east tPor<i«-

J^A^^"^^^^ ^' Salisbury, Somerset county, Md,, s^^ ,t^/ ^a , doU

«Tund'%Vl^°^'"«^''-«^tion to the earth, when it exploded
with*

»ound. Its direction was from the N.E.
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At Lewistown, Del., the meteor was seen to fall in the N.E. The re-

port was heard five minutes later—loud but distant.

If we mark upon a map all the preceding directions, we find that the
lines do not intersect at one point, but they indicate the most probable
point of the meteor's disappearance to have been near lat. 39° 10' and
long. Ih" 5'.

At M'ew Haven, the path of the meteor was estimated to make an
angle of from 25° to 35° with the vertical. Mr. Wilder Smith, near
Waterbury, Ct., estimated the inclination to the vertical at about 30**.

At New York, Mr. Tatham estimated the angle with the vertical at
20» Mr. Gould 10°, Mr. Pirsson 35°, and Mr. Bradley 46°. The mean
of these four estimates is 2V°.
At Washington^ the path was pronounced exactly vertical. The actual

path of the meteor was therefore such as, if continued, must undoubtedly

inat this conclusion is a near approximation to the truth, is confirmed
» °°*5^^ations from the southern part of New Jersey.
Mr. Mills was surveying in the forest four miles west of Stephens

^fMk m Atlantic county, and heard a noise nearly overhead. He looked
jPaod saw a cloud of a rounded form like a puff of smoke about 15
Ve^ south of the zenith.
At Millville, Cumberland county, a strange rumbling noise was heard

»tnewhat resembling thunder, and one or more clouds of smoke were
n in a southeast direction at an elevation very roughly estimated at 45".
t Newport, Cumberland county, a rumbling noise, which lasted two

"^^t^, was heard in an east or southeast direction.
Maurice River Cove, Cumberland county, the captains of the oyster

*«ssaw a flash and smoke in an easterly direction,
A Uias Creek, Cape May county, Mr. Smith states that the noise was

iffloU
^^ *'"'' ^^" ^^'^^ minutes. The flash was brilliant, and the

^HZ^\ ^^^^ ^^ a northeast direction at an elevation of 75° or 80"
*^^e the horizon.

Kj/^?^^^'*' Cape May county, a noise was heard in a northeast direc-
^^anci a cloud of a rounded form was seen in the northeast.

,
i>ennisville, Cape May county, the noise appeared directly

7?- iJiere was a small cloud or belt of white smoke left in the
i^"ie meteor, about five dew ^—

^
"'*^" "'-*^ *^- "*

2J^«7 clear at the til

.a poin

nearly v

.rthwest of the zenith, the

time. The detonations lasted somewhat over

5 indicated in the preceding notices have a decided con-

it near lat. 39° 13', and long. 74° 52'. This re-

lith that derived from observations made at a
^iundred miles and upwards, as to show that the observa-
' main reliable, but subject to that uncertainty which at-

'^tes made without instruments, and not reduced immedi-
'-• We must then conclude that this meteor passed verti-

- southern part of New Jersey, nearly on the parallel of
I'at it struck the earth near the eastern shore of Delaware
between Dennis Creek and Maurice River.
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I assume that this meteor was a solid body. We are acquainted with

two classes of meteors quite distinct from each other and differing greatly

in density. Ordinary shooting stars have never been known to reach tLe

earth's surface, or to produce any audible noise. Another class of mete-

ors like that of Agram in 1*751 is composed chiefly of iron, and another

like that of Weston, Ct. (1807), partly of iron and partly of silicates.

They frequently strike the earth, or at least let fall fragments to the earth,

and are attended not only by a brilliant flash of light, but by a tremen-

dous noise. The New Jersey meteor bore a striking resemblance to the

Weston meteor, not only in the brilliancy of its light, but in the noise

which attended it. We cannot doubt that it was a body of considerable

density ; and the direction of its motion was such that the entire mass

must have struck the earth. It may have sunk into Delaware Bay and

not a single fragment have fallen upon dry land ; but there is reason to

hope that at least some fragments of it may yet be discovered. Such

fragments, if they exist, are probably scattered along an east and west

line coinciding nearly with the parallel of 39° 13', and the entire mass

probably lies near the meridian of 75°.

6. Sandwich Island Meteor of Nov. 14, 1859.—A meteor of remark-

able size and brilliancy was seen from the slope of Mauna Kea north ot

the great volcanoe of Kilauea, S. I., soon after dark of the 14th November

last, shaped like a cross, having the light of the moon at full, moviiig

vertically south from a point a little below the zenith and disappeanng

near the cmter.—FaciJic Com. Advertiser, Dec. 15.

6. Der Meteoreisenfall von Hraschina hei Agram am 26 Mai 1 751; m
W. Haidinger. Wien, 1859.—Prof. Haidinger has here revised all toe

contemporary evidence respecting the fall of this remarkable meteonc iron

mass, the details of which are fortunately well authenticated. This histoiy

18 of great interest at the present moment when the late meteors ot ad

gust and November last have called up anew the discussion of this suDjeci.

V. MISCELLAXEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Monthlr/ varying level of Lake Ontario, measured, in ^^^^^l^Tt
fixed point above the surface downwards, for fourteen years, at tMff^ '

--uth of Genesee River, N. Y.

:

jr^lJan Feb-^r AprMayJ^|Ju|,|A^s|Sep Oct Nov-^. Me^lKa^

&:54 48 45
j

42 . 39 48 45 45-2

42 35-8

1848 34 38 39 54

do.

Low.

Higber.

52 41 42-7 19

1850 34 47 52
1851 61

48 34-7

1853 35 20 14 38 27-8

1864 38 38 26

52 36 88-6

1856 S3 31
1857 12 14 22 1

30-0 ;: ;: :,

22

^^TTilT m\T,w:r6 ^ 28i'33 36 10^11^3
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1. As more water fails usually in the warmer months, the Lake is

higher in those months generally than in the colder months,
2. The range has been only 54 inches, the lowest being in February,

1857, and the highest in August, 1858, and in June, 1369 ; the mean of

the two is 27 inches.

3. In 1846 and 1857 the mean level lowest, and in 1858 and 1859

f of the year gave low water and the last half high.
5. The Lake was near the highest, or within four inches of it, in May,

Jane, July and August, 1858, and in May and June, 1859, and of course
the average of both years was high.

6. The Lake down to 50 inches or more in January and February,
1846; in November and December, 1848; in January, February and
Mfch, 1849 ; in October and November, 1850 ; in February, November
»iid December, 1851 ; in January and February, 1852 ; in December,
1854; in January and February, 1855; in November and December,
1856; and in January and February, 1857.
These statements show that the changes of the level must be owing to

tbe ordinary causes of supply or diminution of water over this great
*»t€rshed, and disprove any notion of periodic rise and fall under any
wt meteoric laws. As the water was high in the Lake through 1858,
« was suggested that the average fall of water must continue it high in
'»»9, as the measures now prove. In November, 1859, the water fell to

•k-"?^"'
^^^ ^^^^ afterwards from the great autumnal rains at the west

""'ch had flowed into Lake Ontario. c. d.
^. Eruption of Mauna Loa, Sand-,

is'S ™ ^'''^- ^- ^- Haskell, Oahu College, da1
«sa .-Since my last dates (June 22d)* the lava Cwu..wu.o .« ..v„ ....^

a\AM
^^ ^^^ ""^^^"^ eruption. With scarcely any cessation since the^of June it has been flowing into the sea. Hawaii has been in-

^f^ m area by many acres at least, by several hundred acres it is said.
Atter writing you from Kona in June, I visited Kilauea, which I found

g' ?«»«<. There has, however, been considerable action since you were
' rfl!u",^?'^^'^<*'"the crater is now filled up even with the "black ledge"
^;t.ch Wilkes speaks.

^

,j/?^J-''auea, passing through Hilo, I went to Waimeu, intending to

»»sii u °^ ^^^' ^"* *^® weather proved so rainy and foggy that I
.unable to do so. From Waimeu I went direct to Kona, crossing the

^ stream without difficulty on a mule, between the three mountains,

point! k°^
was fully three miles wide where I crossed, and at some

»as a

^
• ?PP«ared to be five or six miles wide. At this time the lava

ttttuT'"^ '°^^ the sea, and of course running under me as I crossed,

'^^Z]
''^ *^^ ^"•^^^^ ^a« ^'^ "^ P'''^*^« '^ ^^'^ ^ *^ ^"••'^ ^^'^ ^^°^' °^

Afte
' ^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^ noticed by myself, unless I touched my hand to it.

^n»'\"^'"S at Kona I went by canoe to visit the place where the

girj
J*^

*"en and is still flowing into the sea. Without attempting to

*fe»i-
^^Jl^^t® description of the sight presented as I passed, by night,

till oni
^'^ ^"^^^ of the stream, which was more than a mile wide, I

'"^'y mention one fact.

* Vol. xxYiii, [2], 284.
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The lava was at a light-red heat, and flowed ii

of two or three miles per hour. And yet this

the source of the stream, and at least twenty-five i

point to which the " fissure " in Mauna Loa can possibly extena. mere-

fore the lava flows twenty-five miles at least, without receiving any beat

from the interior of the earth, and yet is still of a light-red heat. It will

be remembered, of course, that the stream is covered over with solid lav»

all the way from the source to within a few feet of the sea, with the ex-

ception of a small opening here and there, once in a mile perhaps.

Rev. T. CoAN adds, under date of Hilo, Hawaii, Nov. 25, 1859.-" The

old lake of fusion in Kilauea is slowly enlarging, and the area around ii

is subsiding. Probably it may in time resume its old size of half a mil*

in diameter. Recent visitors have found it active. On one occasion n

was thought to throw up jets to the height of TO feet.

The present eruption has now been in progress ten months, and our last

advices report it still active. Several streams have fallen into tne ocea

along the coast of Kona. These are of diflerent widths, and some ot tbm

are separated miles from each other. A small village, Kibele, Ms d€«

covered of late with the lava, and a large and valuable fisb-F"^"^^ "^

The people in Kibele pulled down their houses, and also the c^"'^"'

"

the approach of the lava stream, and carried off the materials. Just aw

•lurch the fiery stream parted, flowed along on each sicte o

I where the church had stood, reunited below it, and con muea

a. This fact struck the Hawaiians as marvellous, ana
ground i

V regretted having removed their house of worship.

During the early stages of this eruption there were m

vere rent, loud and startling detonations were hej'^'

shrouded with a pall of darkness. Now and to »
-J

or no fire is seenfexcept where the red
^f^J^^Z

broken line of fusion is seen coming out trom
^^ ^

pane of hardened lava, and pouring down t''^ ".
jij^-

3 early stages (

hibitions along the line of

jets of fusion were seen along the slope of 1

consumed, rocks were rent, loud and startling detonations w

the heavens were
-

-
- ^

the'sra. Here a 1

self-made counterpane

low and cragged precipice into the ocean, Keeping up i* w--

and sending up clouds of vapor into the air. . ^f^
'

The central parts of Kilauea are more quiet than any ^^^^^^^ Feb-

crater. We have occasional earthquakes. Two shocks occurrea

ruary, one in July, and two in November of the current year.

Book Notices.— , _ . . ^„f,,,f 3 clss****

1. Trubner^s Bibliographical Guide to American Litfature.
^^^^

t of books, published in the United States of America a"^.
|,i^

;frq7e;ti;;th;;bestg«iae^hK]b^:

and science. Not onlv is^

^^^„^t

than all other bibliographical works of a similar scope ['"^^^^ yg)o,H«

in itself. Our limits"permit us to mention only one ot its
.^ ^^^^^

features. Special attention has been bestowed ^"^^^^^^^ and are *^

science, not only those which appear with an author s n^'" '

^^ ^^ch »•

cordingly easy to trace, but more particularly on serial ^CK-^^^^^th«

scientific journals, the transactions of learned societies, aua r
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state and national legislatures, which are often very difficult to discover

by the ordinary apparatus of the trade. Mr. Triibner not only mentions

what constitute complete sets of such works ; hut he enumerates the con-

tents of the several volumes,—so that by means of his excellent index a

multitude of articles and essays, often overlooked, are brought to the

howledge of every student. This book should be owned by every book-

buyer. D. c. G.

'2. Manual of Public Libraries, Institutions and Societies in the United

SlaUsand British Provinces of North America; by William J. Rhees,

chiefclerk of the Smithsonian Institution. 8vo, pp. 687. Lippincott. Phil-

adelphia, 1859.—This volume contains a great amount of useful informa-

tion on Public Libraries, and gives evidence of much labor in its compila-

tion. The list of Hbraries in the various States extends to over three thou-

wnd titles. In a second edition the Author will be able to supply some
obvious deficiencies which are inseparable from the first cast of such a work.

3. The Neio American Cyclopedia : a popular Dictionary of general

Knowledge; edited by Geo. Ripley aud Chas. A. Dana. Vol. I~V1IL
8ro. New York and London : D. Appleton & Co.—Since our former

solice of this Cyclopedia it has advanced rapidly, until now we have be-

fore us eight volumes of eight hundred pages each, the last article bemg
^a the too famous Haynau. Such promptness in issuing so large a mass
of elaborately prepared matter speaks well not only for the energy of the

publishers and the industry of its editors, but also of the public appreciar

»on of the work. Like its predecessor, the " Encyclopedia Americana;'

m-Al, by Dr. Lieber and others, it gives a satisfactory response to

yt dl questions coming within the range of its plan.
^

The^Nezo Cyclo-

'resides its greater range c "
" '

''
-
-^ '^

-^-

•"w irom a vast progress in many depart

Y numerous corps of contributors skilled eacn in nis own speciaiuy.

In looking over its articles with a peculiar reference to our own depart-

""^its, we are often tempted to linger among its miscellaneous topics, so
^^''""'-'- ^- r information. The fine arts, religion, law,

ivith history and biography, ancient
«» modem, foreign and American, including persons still living, with

««whe8 of events within their respective eras ;
geography, with the

^^•cal and picturesque features and the mineral treasures of particular

*»«nes; common and useful arts, agriculture, mechanics, and their

^"8 productions
; gas lighting, gun-powder, its histor}', manutacture

r«^tt8€8; caoutchouc, gutta percha, and kindred topics of technical chem-

2^^>th their diversified applications, and a multitude of other subjects,

T ? '^^ practical and interesting to society at large.

,'» be American Cyclopedia the articles on science are numerous and
^-a..f. ^j,,] gig^^^^ ^^^ ^^j.j, ^^ ^jjg character of a compendiuna of

• li'-e. These articles are in most cases written with decided

vidently by persons who are familiar with the topics which

While many of the less important subjects are presented

"IS brevity, others are more fully expanded. Among these

,

^,;-.v lopics of natural history ; Chemistry is presented with its equiv-

^^'^
and laws of combination illustrated by many of its modern dis-

. ^Jiesand practical applications; of the latter an example is found in

^ »«U account of the manufacture of gelatine, of beer and bricks, and
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in the ample history of gas lighting. Geology, voltaic electricity, mae-

netisni, and other departments of pure or applied science, are treated witk

reasonable fulness. As a literary work the Cyclopedia is written in a

pure and chaste style, and exhibits the candor and feirness which should

ever adorn a record of universal knowledge, b. s.

An Introduction to Practical Pharmacy : designed as a text-book for the StcM
Ac; by Edward Paurish. Philadelphia. 2d edition. 246 illustrations. 8vo, pp.

720. Blanchard & Lea, 1859;—A well arranged and carefully prepared treatw,

adapted to the state of this art in the United States.

ArtsThy THos."GSrM, FTsjL!ZdK^Eltifhj''B^Ry wItts, RA., ud

EoBT. Bridges, M.D. 2d American edition in one volume. 233 woodcut?, 8to
p^

852. Philadelphia : Blanchard & Lea. 1858.—The American publishers issued the

430 first pages of this volume in 1S52 under the editorship of Dr. Bridges. IT*

Nautical Monographs, No. I. (Washington Observatory) Oct. 1859. The vindi

at sea, their mean direction, and annual average duration from each of the toot

quarters. With four plates of diagrams of winds and calms. 4to, pp. 8. Uy u.

A Dictionary of English Surnames; by John Henry Ai-kxandee, Esq..of Bato

more, Maryland.-The work will be comprehended in about 0"^ tf^^^iffl
and it will be sent to press directly after the necessary commercial and

arrangements can be made. . . ^-^
Little, Brown & Companv, of Boston, propose to publish by ^'^^^'^'''P '1° t giTer

of photo-lithographic plates" of the Fossil Footprints found on ^he Connectic
^^

Sandstone, prepared by the late Dr. James Deane, of Greenfield, '"""®
^jf

BouvE, Esq.^ A. A. Gould, M.D., and He^^y L Bowditch, M.D., and
^°^.f^^^^

of the familv of Dr. Deane, and will be published in the best style, siniuar w

Agassiz's " Contributions to the Natural History of the United States. 1^"

dred subscribers are required.

MrG^^vus WuRDEMANN died on the 29th of Sept. IS^OatSjd^

boro, N. J., aged 41 years. Mr. Wurdemann was employed m tne
•

Coast Survev since 183V, in the last twelve years of his h^ pnncP.^

as a tidal and meteorological observer in Florida and the Gult '^^

^^enisi
The observations made by him are of great value for their comp

and faithfulness. The short intervals of time left to him by the a-

ing nature of his duties he employed with much succ^'^ in co

^^^^
objects of natural history, and as he was mostly stationed on P^^^^

jp^.

coast seldom visited by naturalists, he succeeded in o^^^'"'"»,^ypj
of^

cies new to science and still more which were new to the
2^. , ^„iiBi

United States. His collections are in the museums of ^)\?^'']i^
Institution and of Prof. Agassiz in Cambridge, ^'o^t^^

jjl* urtrest <^

acquisitions have been already published to the world, l*^;,
u^bim-

our North American herons, Ardea Wurdemanni, was discovered
o)

^^
James P. Espy, one of the most successful meteorologists oi

.^ ^j^

died in Cincinnati, on the 24th of January, after a short liin,
.^ ^,,,

J5th year of his age. We expect to present a notice of his m
May number. j- ^ -•

J^an-Fr£o.-Ludw. Hacsmann, the eminent mineralogist,
died

-

"ligen, Dec. 26, 1859, aged 77 years 10 months.
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[SECOND SEEI]

Art. XXVI.—a» the Origmation and Disirihution of Vegetable

Species :—Introductory Essay to the Flora of Tasmania ; by Dr.

A THIRD class of facts relates to the antiquity of vegetable

JpWms and types on the globe, as evidenced by fossil plants.

^\e chief facts relating to these are the following :—
.

31. The earliest Flora of which we know much scientifically,

f
that of the Carboniferous formation. We have indeed plants

tUat belonged to an earlier vegetation, but they do not difter m
^.T important respects from those of the carboniferous formation.

*^ow the ascertained features of the coal vegetation may be

s'lmmed up very briefly. There existed at that time,—

^'K in the main entirelv resembling their modern repre-

sentatives, and some of which may even be generically, though
ot specifically, identical with them.
Lycopodiacece ; the same in the main characters as those now

J^'fting, and, though of higher specialization of stem, of greater

future, of different'species. and perhaps also genera, from mod-

^^ Lycopodiacerje, yet identical with these in the structure of their

Reproductive organs and their contents, and in the minute anat-

°"^}- of their tissues.
f^ECOND

.SERIES, Vol. XXIX, No. 87.-MAY, 1S60.
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Coniferce. The eyidence of this order is derived cliiefly from

the anatomical characters of tlie Dicotyledonous wood so abund-

antly found in the coal, and which seems to be identical in all

important respects with the wood of modern genera of that

order, to which must be added the probability of Trigonocarpm

and NceggeratMa being Gymnospermous, and allied to Salishuria*

On the other hand, it must not be overlooked that no Coniferous

strobili have been hitherto detected in the Carboniferous forma-

Ctjcadece. Some fi'agments of wood, presenting a striking

similarity in anatomical characters to that of CycadtK, have beea

found in the carboniferous series.

In the absence of the fructification of Calamites, Cahmoden-

dron, Hahnia, Anabathra, etc., there are no materials for any

safe conclusions as to their immediate affinities, beyond that they

all seem to be allied to Ferns or Lycopodiacece. But the same can

hardly be said of the affinities of Volhnannia,^ Antholites f
others, which have been referred, with more or less probability,

to Angiospermous Dicotyledons. ^ ^ '

The Permian Flora is for the most part specifically distinct

from the Carboniferous, but many of its genera are the same.

The prevalent types are Gymnospermous Dicotyledons, espe-

cially Cycad£ce, and a great abundance of Tree-ferns.

The New Eed Sandstone, or Trias group, presents plants mm
analogous to those of the Oolite than to those of the Carbomter-

ous epoch, but thev have also much in common with the latter,

VoUzia, a remarkable genus of Conifers, appears to be peculiar

to tliis period. ,

In the Lias numerous species of (7i/ca*ce have been \onr:i.

with various Conifers and many Ferns. No other Dicoty

ous or any Monocotyledonous plants have as yet been

ered, but it is difficult to believe that none such should !;

isted at a period when wood-boring and herb-devourmp

belonging to modern genera, were extremely abundant,

•been proved by the researches of Mr. Brodie and Mr. \\ l>

The Oolite contains numerous Cycadecii;, Coniferce, awi

and more herbivorous genera of insects ; and here Monoi

nous vegetables are recognisable in Podocarya and otii .

daneous plants. A coneofPmtw has been discovered n. ^-^

Purbeck, and one oi Araucaria in the inferior Oolite ot ^oiw-

Phil. Trana., 1855, p. 149.
See Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, May. 15.)4.

These insects include species of the existing common Kuropea

'lUn^, Ilernerobius, Epheine^-a, Libellula, Panovpa, and Carah»^-

s tribes of plants the Ciicadea, FUices, Conifene, and IvcopoUtace
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In tlio Cretaceous group, Dicotyledons of a very liiL'h t^-pe

aiii ;.,•. A good many Ppccieri are eiinmeratod'- by Dr. DcbiT,
' Chapclle, iiidudin.i^r a species of Jwjlaus, a genus be-

•
' an Older of highly-deyelopcd floral structure raid

Tjiitics-t

appear for the first time at tliis epoch, ;

.11 V similar in strnciure to tho-e of the ]ircse

rv strata present lai-e a.^^emblaL^es of phuil

- oun, ra and ord.-rs,^ that it can hardly be d

s of so

ioubted
•u the e;r,-hest Flora ot^hat ]>criod M-as ol most as

varied as that oi' our o^vll. In the lowest
:k1 Anon(v:e<rt, Xij>a, Acacia, and Cvcurbilace<

sands some silicilied wood has been found
itly be referred to BanJcsia, and ^vhieh is,

n.guishable from recent and fossil Australian

Eocene
'4 In

, Nvldch

I Baijk-

'nvn coal of the Eocene and Mioc

describe from the brown coal (^f

;;;';';'J.
jr';;;''^^''''''^''"^ aii'sutWactouu" aI!a\t^t^nlLly of'"LJi a-e
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In the Mollasse and certain Miocene formations at (Eningen
and elsewhere in Germany, Switzerhmd, and Tuscany,^ 900 spe-

cies of Dicotyledonsf have been observed, all apparently diller-

ent from existing ones. They have been referred, with more or

less probability, to Fan-palins, Poplars (three species), evergreen

Zaurinece, Ceratonia, Acacia, Tamarmdus, BarJcsia, EmboHirm,
Grevilka, Cupressus, several species of Jvglans (one ne
North American J. acuminata, another near the common walnut

of Europe and Asia, J. regia, and a third near the North Amer-

ican J. cinerea)
; also a Hickory, near the Carya alba (a genus

now wliolly American), and a Pterocarya closely allied to P.

The rise of the Alps was subsequent to this period; and in

the European deposits immediatelv succeeding that event, in

Switzerland (at Durnten and Utznach) are found evidences of

the following existing species,—Spruce, Larch, Scotch Fir, Bircb,

a Hazel (ditierent from that now existing), Scirpus lacustris,

Phragmiies communis, and Alemjanthes trifoUata.

The glacial epoch followed, during and since which there has

probably been little generic change in the vegetation r^*^^

32. So much for the main flicts hitherto regarded as estab-

lished in Vegetable Paleontology. They are of litde value as

compared with those afforded by the Animal Kiugdom, even

granting that they are all Avell made out, which is by no means

the case. In applying them theoretically to the solution of the

question of creation and distribution, the^first point which strikes

us is the impossibility of establishing a parallel between the suc-

cessive appearances of vegetable forms in time, and their com-

plexity of structure or specialization of organs, as represented

by the successively higher groups in the natural method of clas-

sification. Secondly, that the earliest recognizable Cryptogana

* During the printing of this sheet I have received from my friend M. DeC*"-

dolle a very interesting memoir on tlie tertiary fossil plants of Tuscany, by^«-|'^

are described. The a^e of these Tuscai^beds is i-eferred by Prof. 0. Heer to a p«-

nach and GEningen. The most imporw"

umis uescnbed are, Uoniterae 6 sp., Salix 2, Liquidambar 1, Ainus '.>""P"T^
'"P;;l;;;^2,^Fagus 1, Que.cus 5, Ulnms 2, Planera 1, Ficu. 1, I'l^t^'"^^^^!;^^^"^^;
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should not onlv be the highest now existing, but have more

highly diflferentiated vegetative organs than any subsequently

appearing; and that the dicotyledonous embryo and periect ex-

ogenous wood with the highest specialized tissue known (the

coniferous, with gland uLnr tissue'=^), should have preceded the

monocotyledonous embryo and endogenous wood in date of ap-

pearance on the globe, are facts wholly opposed to the doctrhie

of progression, and they can only be set aside on the supposition

that they are fragmentary evidence of a time further removed
from tbat of the origin of vegetation than from the present day

;

to which must be added the supposition that types oi Lycopodi-

ace«, and a number of other orders and genera, as low as those

now living, existed at that time also.

33. Another point is the evidence,t said to be established, of

genera now respectivelv considered peculiar to the five continents

having existed cotemporaneously at a comparatively recent geo-

logical epoch in Europe, and the very close affinity, if not iden-

tity, of some of these with existing species. The changes in the

level and contour of the different parts of the earth's surface

^hich have occurred since the period of the chalk, or even since

ttat preceding the rise of the Alps, imply a very great amount
of difference between the past and present relations of sea and
land and climate ; and it is no doubt owing to these changes
that the Araucarice, which once inhabited England, are no longer

found in the northern hemisphere, and that the Australian gen-

era which inhabited Europe at a period preceding the rise of the

Alps have since been expelled.
, ,

3i- Such fleets, standing at the threshold of our knowledge of

vegetable paleontology, should lead us to expect that the prob-

lem of distribution is an infinitely complicated one, and suggest

tlie idea that the mutations of the surface of our planet, which

^place continents by oceans, and plains by mountains, may be

insignificant measures of time when compared with the duration

of some existing genera and perhaps species of plants, for some
of these appear to have outlived the slow submersion of con-

tinents.

* The vexed question of the true position of Gymnospermous pl«"ts^m the Nat

""Ifsystem assumes a somewhat different aspect under the view ot species Dciii?

^«ated by progressive evolution. In the haste to press the '*•''"''''*

'"'•^'''^l^^igg"

KTeL;sShl7si!;!"rd^^^^^^^^^^^
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35. From the sum then of our theories, as arranged in accord-
ance with ascertained facts, we may make the following assi
tions:-That the pnncipal recognized families of plants vv

mhab.ted the globe at and since the Palaeozoic period still c
and therefore have as families survived all intervenin<. geoloq-
cal changes. That of these tvpes some have been transferred,
or have migrated, from one hemisphere to another. That ii

not unreasonable to suppose that further evidence may be for

coming which will show that a
scended genealogically from fe,_. ^.,. ^.. .....,.- ^.,.. ..a. ..v

owe their ditfcrent forms to the variation of indTviduals, and the

power ot limiting them into genera and species to the destruc-

tion of some of these varieties, etc., and the increase of individ-

uals of others. Lastly, that the fact of species being with so

much uniformity the ultimate and most dehnable group (the

leaves as it were of the family tree), may possibly be owing to

the tendency to vary being checked, partly by the ample oppor-

tunities each brood of a variety possesses of being fertilized bj

the pollen of its nearest counterpart, partly by the temporary
stability of its surrounding physical conditions, and partly by

the superabundance of seeds shed bv each individual, those only

vegetating which are w^ell suited to' existing conditions. An ap-

pearance of stability is also, in the case of many perennials, due

to the fact that the "individuals normally attain a ireat age,* and

thus survive many generations of other species, 'of which gene-

rations some present characters foreign to their parents.
S6. In the above line of argument I have not alluded to the

question of the origin of those families of plants which appear

in the eariiest geological formations, nor to that of vegetable life

in the abstract, conceiving these to be subjects upon^v'hich, in

the present state of science, botanv throws no light whatevei
Regarded from the classiticatory point of view, the geological

history of plants is not altogether favorable to the theory of pro-

gressive development, both because the earliest ascertained types

are ot such high and complex organization,t and because there

are no known fossil plants which we can certainly assume to be-
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1

long to a non-existiag class or even famil}', or that are ascer-

tained to be intermediate in affinity between recent classes or

The progress of investigation may ultimately reveal the true

history of die unrecognized vegetable remains with which our

collections abound, and may discover to us amongst them new
and unexpected organisms, suggesting or proving a progressive

development; but in the meantime the fact remains that the

prominent phenomena of vegetable palaeontology do not ad-

vance us one step towards a satisfactory conception of the first

origin of existing natural orders of plants.

Taking the Conifers for an example, whatever rank is given
" '

I by the systematist, that they should have preceded Mo-
nocotyledons and many Dicotyledons in date of appea
the globe, is a fact quite incompatible with progressive develop-

ment in the scientific acceptation of the term, whilst to argue

from their apparently earlv appearance that they are low in a

classificatory system is begging the question.

.
Another fact to be borne in' mind is, that we have no accurate

idea of what systematic progression is in botany. We know
little of high and low in the Vegetable Kingdom further than is

expressed bv the sequence of the three classes. Dicotyledons,

Monocotyledons, and Acotvledons; and amongst Acotyledons,
of Thallogens being lower than Acrogens, and of these that the

Mosses, etc., are lower than Filices and their allies. It is true

that we technically consider multiplication and complexity of

floral whorls in phtenogamic plants as indications of superior or-

ganization
; but very many of the genera and orders most defi-

cient in these respects are so manifestly reduced members of

others, which are indisputably the most complex in organization

Jfi the whole Vegetable Kingdom, that no good classification

even has been founded on the'^se considerations alone.f

Tt must
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Sr Again, it is argued by both Mr. Dar.win and Mr. Wallace
that the general etkcts of variatiou bv selection must be to es-
tablish a general progressive development of the whole animal
kingdom. But here again in botany we are checked by the
question, A\ hat is the standard of progression? Is it physio-
logical or morphological? Is it evidenced by the power of
overcoming physical obstacles to dispersion or propacration, or
by_ a nice adaptation of structure or constitution to very re-

stricted or complex conditions? Are cosmopolites to be re-

garded as superior to plants of restricted range, hermaphrodite
plants to unisexual, parasites to self-sustainers, albuminous-
seeded to exalbuniinous, gymnosperms to angiosperms, water
plants to land, trees to herbs, perennials to annuals, insular
plants to continental? and, in fine, what is the ' '"

cal end and mterpretation, nor importance m a classificatorv
point of view? It is extremely easy to answer any of these

questions, and to support the opinion bv a host of argument^,
morphological, physiological, and teleological ; but any one
gitted with a quick perception of relations, and whose mind is

stored with a sufficiency of facts, will turn every argument to

equal advantage for both sides of the question.lomy mmd, however, the doctrine of progression, if consid-
erea in connection with the hvpothesis of the origin of species
Deing by variation, is by far the most profound of all that have
ever agitated the schools of Natural History, and I do not think
tiiat It has yet been treated in the unprejudiced spirit it demand?.
The elements for its study are the vastest and most complicated
wiiicli the naturalist can contemplate, and reside in the compre-
hension of the reciprocal action of the so-called inorganic on

jne organic world. Granting that multiplication and specializa-
tion of organs is the evidence and measure of progression, that

variation explains the rationale of the operation which results in

this progression, the question arises. What are the limits io the

combinations of physical causes which determine this progres-

sion, and how can the specializing power of Nature stop short

ot causing every race or variety ultiraatelv to represent a spe-

cies r \yhile the psychological philosophers persuade us that

we see the tendency to specialize pervading every attribute o

organic life, mental and physical ; and the physicists teach that

tftere are limits to the amount and duration of heat, light, and

every other manifestation of physical force which our senses

present or our intellects perceive, and which are all in process

ot consumption; the reflecting botanist, knowing that bis ulti-

rnate results must accord with these facts, is perplexed at feeling
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that he has failed to establish on independent evidence the doc-

trines of variation and progressive specialization, or to co-ordi-

nate his attempts to do so with the successive discoveries in

physical science.

38. Before dismissing this subject, I may revert once more to
the opposite doctrine, which regards species as immutable crea-
tions, and this principally to observe that the arguments in its

favor have neither gained nor lost by increased facilities for in-
vestigation, or by additional means for observation. The facts
are unassailable that we have no direct knowledge of the origin
of any wild species; that many are separated by numerous
structural peculiarities from all other plants ; that some of them
invariably propagate their Hke ; and that a few have retained
their characters unchanged under very different conditions and
through geological epochs. Eecent discoveries have not weak-
ened the force of these facts, nor have successive thinkers de-
rived new arguments from them ; and if we hence conclude
from them that species are really independent creations and im-
mutable, though so oflen illimitable, then is all further inquiry
a waste of time, and the question of their origin; and that of
taeir classification in Genera and orders, can, in the present state

science, never be answered; and the only known avenues to

S<n\.^!?i°/
investigation must be considered as closed tilftheongn of life itself is brought to light.

one th.f ff"'!
^^^*'

*^f
"^^'^ important, and indeed the only

blance Tn t? t ^^""^'^Ir ^'^Tr^J^^^ '^ ^^'^^ °f g^^^^^^ ^^^em-

<lissLilar r^r^'V^^^' ^^^ dissimilar plants must have had

Sn ttKki' ^^^^VT'''^''
^^^«^^t^^te^ the first po-

f.f^,^„

*^"''iy^ true, ihere are, further, certain cironmQtnnooo^ected with the pursuit of the sciences of oTserSn Zh
He be^in!?''

*^' observer's views of the attributes of species-

different kiniT"'''''^^ ^ ^'T
'^^^'''^^^^^^ <^f many extremely

^eC hiS of
' ^^^^^^^^^ "^^tr '^

^"l^^^^
ideas, and the

tion; EC ^-^ K^^^
only discovers by patient investiga-

'He process^.! ''l^^'' '^^ 'T S^°^^^' ^'^^'^^ ^^^ classl.,

^i^^S deif^^''^^^
'^^' of reducing a great number of

^'««3; whilsttiH.T \'T ^^^^«fr^ly
l^igl^er general concep-

«f sn^clrl t *^^ ^'^^'"'"^ ""^ *^^ '^^^ themselves, that is

'^^^^frrZ}^:.^^ «^-dy- vastusny, It takes a long t
^Jte knowledge of the

good systematist, c

relations of genera and orders if he s

'I ^pedes if he aim .7 n
' / ^

"'"^-'"'f
an intimate knowledge

'^'^ pursuitft^ u\
P^ofi«^e."«y in local floras, and in both

-^^^a%^^^^^^^^
consideration of the species itsel? is

''^•^^hdVr L f V""^'
^^^ systematist seldom retSrns to it and
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the local_ botanist, who finds the minutest differences to belie-reditarjm a limited area, applies the argument derived from
genetic resemblance to every hereditarily distinct form

4U. it has been urged against the theory that existing species

^i1!..^TJ'^^ i^.^^^8"^ ^¥ variation of pre-existing ones and the
destruction of mtermediate varieties, that it is a hasty inference
irom a few facts m the life of a ievf variable plants, and is there-
fore unworthy of confidence, if not of consideration- but it ap-
pears to me that the opposite theory, which demands an inde-
pendent creative act for each species, is an equally hasty infer-
ence from a few negative facts in the life of certain species,* of

wiiicli some generations have proved invariable within our ei-

tremely limited experience. These theories must not, however,
be judged of solely by the force of the very few absolute facts

on which they are based. There are other considerations to be

taken into account, and especially the conclusions to which thev
lead, and their bearing upon collateral biological phenomena,
under which points of view the theory of independent crea-

tions appears to me to be greatly at a disadvantage. For accord-
mg to It every fact and every phenomenon regarding the origin

and continuance of species, but that of their occasional varia-

tion, and their extinction by natural causes, and regarding the

rationale of classification, is swallowed up in the gigantic con-

ception of a power intermittently exercised in the development,
out ot morganic elements, of organisms the most bulky and

complex as well as the most minute and simple ; and the con-

sanguinity of each new being to its pre-existent nearest allj, is

a barren fact, of no scientific significance or further importance
to the naturalist than that it enables him to classify. The reali-

zation of this conception is of course impossible; the boldest

speculator cannot realize the idea of a hi^hlv organized plant or

animal starting into life within an area that has been the field

ot his own exact observationf and research ; whilst the more

cautious advocate hesitates about admitting the origin of the

simplest organism under such circumstances, because it compels
ms subscribing to the doctrine of the " spontaneous generation
ot living beings of every degree of complexity in structure and

refinement of organization.

ion or suppose it to have been' enacted at a period ^rhen the phv*';

t the globe differed both in degree and kind from what now obtain.
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On the other hand, the advocate of creation bj yariation may
) stretch his imagination to account for such gaps in a

homogeneous system as will resolve its members into gene]

classes, and orders ; but in doing so he is only expanding t

principle which both theorists allow to have operated in the r(

} groups of individuals into varieties. And if, aa

I have endeavored to show, all those attributes of organic life

which are involved in the study of classification, representation,

and distribution, and which are barren facts under the theory of
special creations, may receive a rational explanation under an-

other theory, it is to this latter that the naturalist should look
for the means of penetrating the mystery which envelops the
history of species,—holding himself ready to lay it down when it

shall prove as useless for the farther advance of science, as the
long serviceable theory of special creations, founded on genetic

resemblance, now appears to be. .

The arguments deduced from genetic resemblance being (in

the present state of science), as far as I can discover, exhausted,
I have felt it my duty to re-examine the phenomena of variation
ia reference to the origin of existing species. These phenomena
1 have long studied independently of this question ; and when
treating either of whole floras or of species, I have made it my
constant aim to demonstrate how much more important and
prevalent this element of variability is than is usually admitted,
as also how deep it lies beneath the foundations of all our facts

^d reasonings concerning classification and distribution. 1
have hitherto endeavored to keep my ideas upon variation in

subjection to the hypothesis of species being immutable ;
both

because a due regard to that theory checks any tendency to care-

less observation of minute facts, and because the opposite one is

apt to lead to a precipitate conclusion that slight difierences have

JO significance
; whereas, though not of specific importance,

Jbey may be of high structural and physiological value, and
nence reveal afianities that might otherwise escape us. 1 have

Jfready stated how greatly I am indebted to Mr. Darwm s* ra-

tmak of the phenomena of variation and natural selection m
Jhe production of species; and though it does not positively es-

^blish the doctrine of creation by variation, I expect that every

additional fact and observation relating to species will gam great

Additional value from being viewed in reference to it, and that

I
^lU materially assist in developing the principles of classilica-

^on and distribution.

'"t to hi3Vork now in the press, a deliberate etudy of ^^^^^l^^^^"on on some points whereoD we differ. Matured conclusions od ttiese sub-

- very slowly developed.
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[This extensive Essay proceeds to consider the flora of Australia ui

o!!i
-

ffi .,
^""^ Remarks. 2. Estimate of the numbers, distribution,

^nd attmUy of the Classes, Orders, &c. 3. The Australian distribution
of iNatura Orders. 4. The Genera of the Australian Flora. 5. The
Tropical Australian Flora. 6. The Flora of Extra-tropical A
7 ihe Flora of Countries around Spencer's Gulf. 8. The Trl
Jiora, an analysis of its elements and the geographical distribution of

he species and their allies. 9. The New Zealand and Polynesian fea-

tures of the Australian vegetation. 10. The Antarctic plants of Amtn
ha. 11. The South African features of Austrahan vegetation. 12. Ilk,

European features of the Australian Flora. 13. On the Fossil Flora of

Australia and its Geology in relation to the existing Flora,
some of the naturalized Plants of Australia. 15. A List of soni«
Esculent Plants of Australia. 16. Outlines of the progress of B,
Discovery m Australia, etc.-From the large amount of matter
to our pages, we have space for only two of the shorter of the sections.]

General RemarTcs on the Flora of Australia.

The Flora of Australia Las been justly re^^arded as the most

remarkable that is known, owing to the number of peculiar

forms of vegetation which that continent presents. So numa^
ous indeed are the peculiarities of this Flora, that it has been

considered as differing fundamentally, or in almost all its attri-

butes, from those of other lands ; and speculations have been

entertained that its origin is either referable to another period of

the worlds history from that in which the existing plants of

other continents have been produced, or to a separate creatiye

eftort from that which contemporaneously peopled the rest of

tne globe with its existing vegetation ; whilst others again hare

supposed that the chmate or some other attribute of Australia

has exerted an influence on its vegetation, differing both in kind

and degree from that of other climates. One of my objects m
undertaking a general survey of the Australian Flora, has been

to test the value of the facts which have given rise to these spec-

f
5%^^^ to determine the extent and comparative valoe

ot a different and larger class of facts which are opposed to

them, and which might also give some clue to the origin of the

nora, and thus account for its peculiarities. This I pursued un-

der the impression that it is the same with the study of whole

floras a^ of single species or their organs, viz, that it is much

easier to see pecuHarities than to appreciate resemblances; and

that important general characters which pervade all the mem-

valLi \^^^^1^ ^^ flora, are too often overlooked or under
valued, when associated with more conspicuous differences

wbicn

Sir S ^^^'Pe^^er them. The result has proved, as I an-

ingK *^^*: ^^% ^'^* diffi^^l*^ being surmounted of coH^^'

Mnt f^
^^terials and so classifying them as to allow of th^^

^^^g generahzed upon, the peculiarities of the flora,
gre^'
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though they be, are found to be more apparent than real, and to

be due to a" multitude of specialities affecting the species, and to

a certain extent the genera, but not extending to the more im-

portant characteristics of the vegetation, which is not funda-

mentally different from that of other parts of the globe.

Before proceeding to the discussion of the elements of the

Australian Flora, I shall shortly describe its general character,

viewed in the double light of a peculiar vegetation and as a
part of the existing flora of the globe. Its chief peculiarities

That it contains more genera and species peculiar to its own
area, and fewer plants belonging to other parts of the world,
than any other country of equal extent. About two-fifths of
its genera, and upwards of seven-eighths of its species are en-
tirely confined to Australia.
Many of the plants have a very peculiar habit or physiogno-

my,
giving in some cases a character to the forest scenery (as

Eucalypti, Acacim, Proteacece, Casuarince, Coniferce), or are them-
selves of anomalous or grotesque appearance (as Xanthorrh(m,
^ingia, Delabechea, Casuarina, Banlsia, Dryandra, etc.).

.

A great many of the species have anomalous organs, as the
pitchers of Cephahfus, the deciduous bark and remarkable verti-
cal leaves of the Eucalypti, the phyllodia of J-cacia, the fleshy
peduncle oi Exocarnus, the inflorescence and ragged fohage of
many ProteaceoE.

Many genera and species display singular str-uctural peculiari-
ties, as the ovules of Banksia, calyptra of Eucalyptus, stigma of
^oodeniacece, staminal column of Stylidium, irritable labellum of
^'anoug Orckidece, flowers sunk in the wood of some Leptosper-

^«, pericarp of Casuarina, receptacle and inner staminodia of

^mmatia, stomata of Proteacece.
^n the other hand, if, disregarding the peculiarities of the

°.°^a, I compare its elements with those of the floras of similarly

^'tuated large areas of land, or with that of the whole globe, I
?Dd that there is so great an at^reement between these, that it is

"^possible to regard Australfan vegetation in any other light

^anas forming a pecuhar, but not an aberrant or anomalous,

t^tanical province of the existing Vegetable Kingdom. 1 find :—
./hat the relative proportions of the great classes of Monoco-

^jedons to Dicotyledons, of genera to orders and of species to

genera, are the same as those which prevad in other floras of
<^wal extent
That the 'subclasses distinguished by a greater or less com-

fj^^y
of the floral envelops, or their absence, as Thalarmjlorc^,

l^yciJhrcB, CorolliftorcB, ete., are also in the same relative pro-

t^rtions as prevail in other floras.
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That the proportion of Gymnospermous plants to other Dico-

tyledons is not increased.

That all the Australian natural orders, with only two small

exceptions, are also found in other countries; that most of those

most widely diffused in Australia are such as are also the most

widely distributed over the globe ; and that Australia wants no

known order of general distribution.

That the only two absolutely peculiar natural orders contain

being intermediate between Goodeniom

and CoynpositcB, and Tremandrece between Polygalece and Bvxti-

That the large natural orders and genera, which, though not

absolutely restricted to Australia, are there very abundant in spe-

cies and rare elsewhere, and for which I shall hence adopt the

term Australian, stand in very close relationship to groups of

plants which are widely spread over the globe (as Epacrideoi to

EricecB^ Goodeniacece to CampamdacecB, StylidecB to Lobeliactd,

Casuarinece to MyricecB).

That these Australian orders are exceedingly unequally dis-

tributed in Australia ; that there is a greater specific difference

between two quarters of Australia (southeastern and southwest-

ern) than between Australia and the rest of the globe ; and that

the most marked characteristics of the flora are concentrated at

that point which is geosraphicallv most remote from any other

region of the globe. ^ ^ -^

That most of those Australian orders and genera which are

found in other countries around Australia, have their maximuni

development in Australia at points approximating in geographi-

cal position towards those neighboring countries. Thus the pe-

culiarly Indian features of the flora are most developed in north-

western Australia, the Polynesian and Malayan in northeastern,

the New Zealand and South American in southeastern, and the

South African in southwestern Australia. . , ^

That of the nine largest natural orders, which together mciuae

a moiety of the Australian species of flowering plants, no tewo

than six belong to the nine largest natural orders of the wno

world, and five belong to the largest in India also.

That in Australia itself, ^
' - —i- '

coldest latitudes, or from tL
or from the interior to the seashore, c ^ , .^
tains, the changes in vegetation are in every aspect analogous

what occur in other parts of the globe. . ,„a
i hat the relations between the epochs of the flow^""",!

tne troitmg of plants, and the seasons of the year, are the^

J
to the largest in India also. , ,

self, in advancing from the tropics to w

om the driest to the most humid distncB,

) the seashore, or in ascending the r&o^
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in Australia as elsewhere, and most remarkably so ; the Orchidce
being spring flowers, the Leguminoscs summer, the Compositce

That the peculiarities of the Australian flora in no way dip-

turb the principles of natural arrangement derived from the
study of the flora of the globe apart from that of Australia. For,
after having attempted to consider the Australian vegetation in
a classificatory point of view, shutting out of my view, as far as
I could, that of other countries, I have been led to the conclu-
sion that the authors of the Natural System—Kay, Linnaeus,*
and the Jussieus—might have developed the same Natural Sys-
tem had they worked upon Australian plants instead of upon
European.

I find further, that the classes, orders, genera, and species, may
be about as well (or as ill) fixed or limited by a study of their
Australian members as by those of any other country similarly
circumstanced

; and that there is the same vagueness as to the
exact limits of natural groups, a similar inequality amongst
toem in numerical value and botanical characters, and an analo-
gous difficulty in forming subclasses intermediate between classes
ana orders, as other floras present. The Australian flora, in
short, neither breaks down nor improves the Natural System of
Piants as a whole, though it throws great light on its parts ; the
Australian genera fall into their places in that system well
jnough, though that system was developed before Australia was
wown botanically, and was chiefly founded upon a study of the
vegetation of its antipodes.

ihus, whether the Australian flora is viewed under the aspect

V f^orphology and structure, as exhibited by its natural clas-

eation, or its numerical proportions or geographical distribu-

Ti\^^
Presents essentially the same primary features as do those

,:
^_^^ other great continents : and it hence appears to me rash

2 that its origin belongs to another epoch of the earth's

cotTlpH P, °*^ '"to Phsenogams and Cryptogams, and of the tormer into mono-

JrT ^""i Dicotyledons II Linnffius's forming natural groups called genera.

,. renderino. = i„__i. , . .,
.^i acccessible to scientific minds by means of a

ory of our Natural System presents but four sal
f all p ants into Phanogams and Cryptogams, and

^
- iral group!

' " """
',

of cksi

^»t DicotjledoM. (See id. Jouro. of Bot. aod Kew Oard. KiK, ii,
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history than that of other floras, when the proportions of its

classes, etc., are identically the same with these; or that it should

be attributed to a distinct creative effort, if this is manifested

only in effecting morphological differences requisite to constitute

species and genera in our classification, without disturbing tk

proportions of these; or that the local influence of the Austra-

lian climate should be essentially different from that of otkr

countries, and yet effect no physiological change in the periods

of flowering and fruiting, or produce any other fanctional dis-

turbances of the vegetable organisms, or affect the agency of

humidity, temperature, soil, and elevation, on plants.

The fossiliferous rocks of Australia do not throw much ligkt

upon the antiquity of its existing flora, because of the iiiatus

which geologists seem to consider exists between the paleozoic

and tertiary strata of that country. Mr, Jukes* has called at-

tention to the curious fact that this deficient series in Australia

is largely developed in Europe, and there presents such Austra-

lian forms of life as marsupiate quadrupeds, Trigonia and other

fossil shells, together with Cycadeous plants. To the latter do

importance can be attached, as this order is far more character-

istic of tropical America, of India, and even of southeast AfriiJ,

than of Australia; but on the other hand the ^rawcam of the

English oolite, and other fossils alluded to at p. 308, would sf-

to tend to confirm Mr. Jukes's observation.
The so-called Palaeozoic rocks of Australia contain fossil plai>»

of which so little, botanically, is known, that it would b* rjfj

to speculate on their affinities, even if we knew the age ot tue

beds they are found in, as compared with the European, wHica

we do not. Their fossils comprise ferns of several geaera^!'

eluding the genus Glossopteris, which is found in the oolite be^^

of England, and in India jf Phylloiheca, a plant somewhat a»'

lar to Casuarina, but of extremely doubtful affinity; ^^(^"S
also an Indian fossil, as to the afianities of which no plausio.

guess has been made; Sphenopteris and Zygophyllites, o^
f,,

little more can be said. To these the Rev. W. B. Clarke, a^^

the following well-known British coal fossil
s,-^:^^"^^*'^'^'

Jiahnia, SigiUaria, Ulodendron, Calamites, &.n^ Stigmana.

Many of the tertiary fossil plants of Australia would seem

be very closely allied to existincr ones • these include the 6tf^^.

'-ma cones of Flinders Island, the Baiiksia and Araucaria ff
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of Tasmania, the Banksia cones of Victoria (which seem identi-

cal with those of B. ericifolia^ though buried under many feet of

trap). The leaves of the calcareous tuffs on the banks of the

Denvent * etc., appear however to belong to a different and

From the above it would appear that the extinct flora of Aus-
tralia was not entirely different from that now existing, and,
following Mr. Jukes's line of argument, that Australia continued
as dry land during the European Oolitic and Cretaceous periods.

At this epoch Mr. Jukes assumes that the peculiar flora of Aus-
tralia was introduced, and that the continent was again sub-
merged during the Tertiary epoch, when it presented the ap-

pearance of two long islands, or chains of islands, one, the
liirger, representing the elevated land of eastern Australia and
Tasmania, the other that of southeastern Australia, together
v.'ith subsidiary groups in the western and northern parts of the
'ontinent.

These are the speculations of an able geologist and voyager,
winch I introduce without comment, and chiefly to observe that

Jiich a partition of the continent may be supposed to be favora-
ble to the multiplication of forms of vegetable life out of fewer
pre-existing ones, by the segregation of varieties. These groups
of islands would present a precise analogy with the Galapagos
and Sandwich groups, where we have the small islands of one
Archipelago peopled by different species, and even genera. The
subsequent elevation of these islets, and consequent union of
"lem into larger ones, would further, according to Darwin's hy-
pothesis (of the struggle of very different kinds of species and
wmilies for occupation of the soil resulting in a further separa-
"oji of varieties into species), tend to enlarge the genera nuiner-

"J% within comparatively small geographical limits, and thus
^2ect such a geographical distribution of plants as Australia

^^^ presents.

pletejgnorance a '
'' .^.^.^^ r.

-»ome Tertiary submersioaof a great part ot tne coniinenc, u

l^u^ alt^getiier specifically difierent from what it now is,

J'^^ld appear from a fact insisted on by Mr. Jukes, that it .v-as

J^^nngsuch a submersion that those volcanos were active, the
lavas of which now cover laro-e tracts of southern Australia,

^•^a whicl, we know to have buried a plant apparently identical

*^^h Bmhia ericifolia, which is still one of the commonest trees
•'

'

"^'
-^art of the country : but the question of where the Bank-

' tlieir allies were created, and, if in other lands than

;- Journal, p. 535, and Volcanic Islands, p. 140; Strzclecki, p. 254 ;
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Australia, how tliey migrated thither, we have no means of an-

swering. K the identifications of Banhsia and other Proteaceous

leaves in the Cretaceous and Miocene formations of Europe are

worthy of confidence, it is possible that the Austrahan types

may have migrated from the northern to the southern hemi-

sphere, as, according to Darwin's speculations, the existing Eu-

ropean plants in Australia have.
Some arguments in favor of the antiquity of the Australian

flora as compared with the European may be derived from a

consideration of its generic and ordinal peculiarities. If, as I

have expressed it, a genus or order is rendered pecuhar, that is,

unlike its allies, by the extinction of the intermediate species, it

follows that the greater the peculiarity the greater the number

of lapsed forms. ^ Applying this argument to the Australian

flora, we must assume an extraordinary destruction of species

that once linked it with the general flora of the globe, to account

for its many peculiar genera, and these being represented hyso

many species. But as this destruction of species is primarily

due to geological causes that influence climates, and so directly

and indirectly lead to the extinction of species, and as geologi-

cal events are of slow progress, it follows that we must regard

the Australian flora as a very ancient one. Again, Darffia

argues that a rich flora or fauna, marked by a preponderance of

highly developed types, must have required a large area for its

development : this is because, according to his view, the pnnci-

pie of natural selection favors the high forms, and is unfavora-

ble to the low. Now it could easily be shown that the Aostra-

lian flora is of as high a type as any in the globe, but under ex-

isting conditions has a very small area for its development, aaj

presents fewer representatives of other floras to contend witH

than most ; and we must hence, under these hypotheses, assume

not only the antiquity of the flora, but that it was developed in

a much larger area than it now occupies. , .

^
The only other geological speculation, founded upon anythije

like plausible grounds, that bears upon the origin of any ot w

plants now inhabiting Australia, is that of Mr. Darwin in rtw^

ence to the European species, to which I have alluded at p.

^It implies of course that the existing European types were

troduced into the continent long subsequently to the pecmjj

Australian, and are plants of a later creation. I have aJreW

pointed out the difiiculties attending its adoption, the cbienj

which IS the admission of such a cold climate in the intfrtroP^,

latitudes as that not merely a temperate, but a decidedly non«-

ern flora should have migrated across them; and that tbiSD"

ption, if conceded, must have been extensive and havein^

iT? T^ many genera and species into the tropics apF*_
iiKeiy, when we consider the fragmentary character of the 3S^
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blage of northern forms still left in Australia ; for even whien

reduced to its most typical examples, it consists of nearly as

many natural orders as species. The little colony of south Aus-

tralian genera found under the equator, on Kini Balou, in Bor-

neo, presents another difficulty, except indeed it be regarded as

evidence of that previous southern migration of Australian forms

from Europe to Australia, which I have just mentioned as con-

ceivable.

There are then the Antarctic types to account for ; were they
of more recent introduction than the European or Australian ?

Darwin has alluded to the possibility of these having been trans-

ported by icebergs from higher southern latitudes, during a pe-

riod of greater cold than now obtains in the southern hemi-

sphere (as the Scandinavian and Arctic plants are supposed by
Forbes to have been transported to Britain, etc., during the gla-

cial period), and, with the north European plants already in

Australia, to have ascended the mountains during- the subse-

quent rise of temperature. This would imply that Australia

iras, during a cold Tertiary period, simultaneously peopled by
all those Antarctic, European, and Australian types which now
inhabit it, but that the latter flora was much less developed in

number of species and genera than now ; for I cannot but regard
the Antarctic flora in the same light as the European, and as a
'"'""" ^— . » much more extensive one, whose other

members perished in the battle for place waged with the Euro-
pean and Australian during those changes of climate and Jevel

that succeeded their first introduction. The ultimate numerical

ascendancy of the Australian botanical element may have been
gained during the subsequent partition of the continent itito

archipelagos of islands, which became so many colonies of Aus-
tralian types of vegetation, prepared on the final rise of the land

to descend and occupy the intermediate ground. The paucity
of alpine plants of Australian genera is a fact which lends itself

^ell to this idea; it implies that, during either the rise of land

or increase of temperature, the tendency of the species ot Aus-
tralian type was to seek warmer regions, and that the boreal

«id antarctic types being better suited to a colder climate pre-

sented to a great extent the establishment of such varieties of

AustraUan type as might otherwise have been adapted to inhabit

the same climate as themselves.
^ ^ . .• „f t>.^.When I take a comprehensive view of the vegetation of the

„, 'V'^" J- taKe a comprehensive view ux tuv. y^^—
: ^I-l

^d World, I am struck with the appearance it presents of there

^ing a continuous current of vegetation (if I may so fancitully

^^ress myself) from Scandinavia to Tasmania ;
along, in short,

^^ whole extent of that arc of the terrestnal sphere which pre-

«««te the greatest continuity of land. In the first place, Scandi-

aaviau genera, and even species, reappear everywhere from Lap-
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land and Iceland to the tops of the Tasmanian alps, in rapidly

diminishing numbers it is true, but in vigorous development
throughout. They abound on the Alps and Pyrenees, pass on

to the Caucasus and Himalaya, thence they extend along tlie

Khasia mountains, and those of the peninulas of India to those

of Ceylon and the Malayan archipelago (Java and Borneo), and

after a hiatus of 30°, they appear on the alps of NeM^ Soutli

Wales, Victoria and Tasmania, and beyond these again on those

of Is"ew Zealand and the Antarctic Islands, many of the species

remaining unchanged throughout I It matters not what the

vegetation of the bases and flanks of these mountains maj be;

the northern species may be associated with alpine forms of

Germanic, Siberian, Oriental, Chinese, American, Malayan, and

finally Australian and Antarctic types ; but whereas these are

all, more or less, local assemblages, the Scandinavian asserts his

prerogative of ubiquity from Britain to beyond its antipodes.

Next in importance and appearance along the arc indicated is

that flora which may be called Himalayan,* and which consists

of the endemic plants of that ranee, with a mixture of Siberian,

Caucasian, and Chinese genera ; ^h'is, gathering strength in its

ogress southeastward along the ranges of northern and eastern

range,
mil, una vjnmese genei

progre;

India, occupies the flanks of all the mountain-chains I have enu-

merated between the Caucasus and Malav Islands ; but there

the Himalayan flora disappears, and does not reappear in Am-

tralia or New Zealand, and scarcely a trace of it is found m

rolynesia.

The Malayan floraf is in many respects closely allied to the

Himalayan, but is wholly tropical in character. 'This alsoveiT

gradually appears in the valleys of the western and central

Hima aya, and multiplying in genera and species in the eastern

Himalaya and Khasia ranges, it sweeps down the Malayan F
nmsula, occupies all the Malayan Islands, and then it too stog

short without entering Australia, being, however, contiuuea

eastward in tropical Polynesia.. ,. ,
Lastly, there is the flora of the plains and lower hills of Indijt

which IS of a drier character than the Malayan, and is equa^i^

characteristic of Africa. This commences gradually in no^^,'

west India, or even in eastern Persia, and occupies all central

India, the Gangetic plain, the whole of the Madras pemf^
except the western coast and mountains, the valley of the in"^

>vaddi, and the lower flat districts of the Malav Islands, ^sff
It is continued in great force over the whole of tropical Austrai*

lalinlT^lria^^^
^''^'^^^''''"'

^'^ff^'^^^'^'^^'^' Ternsircmiacece, iavrintaJ
'

tairr^^'^T'
^^°^^dlZ\ VegoniacecB, Quercus: and equally typified br ^r

et L ri^"r
.^'•«"^^«««. Stcrculiacece, and other orders, enumerated at P-

^( »ey. [m the ongmal E«6ayl
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Reversing the position, and beginning at the southern ex-

treme of this arc of vegetation, there is first the Antarctic flora

(the complement of the Scandinavian), with its decided Aus-

tralian representatives in Centrolepidece and Stylidiece^ commenc-
ing in Fuegia, the Falklands, and Lord Auckland's and Camp-
bell's group, reappearing in the alps of New Zealand, Tasmania,

and Australia, and disappearing under the equator, on the alps

of Borneo, being thus strictly confined to the southern hemi-

sphere. Next there is the Australian flora proper, a large and
highly developed one, diminishing rapidly after crossing the

southern tropic, and as it advances towards the northwestern

shore of the continent, reappearing in very small numbers in

the Malay Islands, and terminated by a Casuarina on the east

coast of the Bay of Bengal, and a Stylidium on the west. Not
one representative of this vegetation advances further northwest.

Analogous appearances are presented by Africa and America,
In Africa Indian forms prevail throughout the tropics, and, pass-

ing southwards, occupy the northern boundary of the south

temperate zone; but there a very copious and widely differ-

ent vegetation succeeds, of which but few representatives ad-

vance north to the tropic, and none to India, but with which
are mingled Scandinavian genera and even species. In the

Aew World, Arctic, Scandinavian, and North American genera
and species are continuously extended from the north to the

south temperate and even Antarctic zones; but scarcely one
Antarctic species, or even* genus {Forstera, Calceolaria, Cobban-

5^«5, Gunnera, etc. etc.) advances north beyond the Gulf of

Mexico.

These considerations quite preclude my entertaining the idea

that the southern and northern floras have had common origin

within comparatively modem geological epochs. On the con-

t^ry, the European and Australian floras seem to me to be es-

sentially distinct, and not united by those in intervening coun-

[nes, though fragments of the former are associated with the

f
tter in the southern hemisphere. For instance I regard the

\ndian plants in Australia to be as foreign to it, botamcally, as

tae Scandinavian and more so than the Antarctic ;
and that to

whatever lengths' the theory of variation may be carried, we
cannot by it speculate on the southern flora being directly a de-

"vative one from the existing northern. On the contrary, the

?any bonds of af&nity between the three southern floras the

Antarctic, Australian, and South African, indicate that these

"^ay all have been members of one great vegetation, which may
^nce have covered as large a southern area as the European now
^oes a northern. It is true that at some anterior time these two
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^ZTr^T^
l^aye l^ad a common origin, but the period of their

divergence antedates the creation of the principal existing se-
neric forms of each. To what portion of the globe the LImum development of this southern flora is to be assigned it isvam at present to speculate; but the geographical changes that
iiave resulted m its dismemberment into isolated groups scattered
over the Southern Ocean, must have been grett indeed. Cir-

cumscnbed as these floras are, and encroached upon everywhere
bj northern forms, their ultimate destiny must depend on that

power of appropriation in the strife for place which we see in

tlie torce with which an intrusive foreign weed establishes itself

in our already fully peopled fields and meadows, and of the real

nature of which power no conception has been formed by natu-

ralists, and which has not even a name in the language of bi-

ology. Everywhere, however, we see the more widely distribu-

ted, and therefore least peculiar forms of plants, spreading, and

the most peculiar dying out in small areas, and the progr^of
civilization has introduced in man a new enerav to the scarceij ^ mnouucea in man a new enerav to ttie

H ^^^^^^"fi ^ strong ally of those already common. ^
It be doubted but that many of the small local genera c

tralia, ^ew Zealand, and South Africa, will ultimately disa
owing to the usurping tendencies of the emigrant plants
northern hemisphere, energetically supported as thev are 1

artificial aids that the northern races of man afford them.

Art. XXVII.—On the Coloring Matter of the Privet audits applica-

tion in the Analysis of Potable Waters; by Mr. Jerome Nickien

The berries of the privet {Ligustrum vuhare\ which are often

employed m Europe to color wines, contain, besides water and

iigneous matter, a portion of glucose, a waxy substance and a

beautiiui cnmson coloring matter, which is the principal element
This matter is soluble in water, alcohol and ether; it contsijs

no nitrogen, and is much more stable than many allied sub-

stances. When exposed to a sufficient heat it gives a black

porous charcoal, but the uncharred portions remain unchanged-
It was not altered by boiling for forty-eight hours with distilled

water nor by digestion during six weeks with sulphurous acid.

ihe fixed alkalies and their neutral carbonates turn its color

to green, but the red is restored by acids so that it may be ew

ofT^f1,1 •

"^^^'^^^ *^^<= i^ P^ace of litmus or the coloring matter

^ow\1^^?- .1^^*^ ^ ^olvX^oxi of acetate of alumina it gives ^

VSf.z i'*!^'^'
fro"i ^vbich by boiling a fine blue lake is :

«ptated, which is insoluble in acetic aid, but dissolves ii:

'
^"^^^ a^d mineral acids to a red liquid, from which aU -
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throw down again the blue lake. The basic, and even the neu-

tral acetate of lead, yield with the red coloring matter of the

privet a blue precipitate, which is soluble in acetic acid. Am-
monia readily alters this coloring matter, giving rise to a yellow
»ubstance not well defined in its character. From these obser-

vations it would appear that the red coloring principle of the

krries of the privet is a substance sui-generis and distinct from
any hitherto known. I therefore propose to designate it by the
name of Uguline.

In order to obtain liguline in a state of purity, the filtered

juice of the berries was precipitated by neutral acetate of lead,

and the well washed lake suspended in a small quantity of water
was decomposed by sulphuretted hydrogen. The residue was
then thoroughly washed by ether, in which the liguline is insol-

uble.* Being taken up by alcohol, and again treated by acetate
01 lead, sulphuretted hydrogen and ether, it might be supposed
to be pure. I was, however, unable to obtain concordant results
in a series of elementary analyses, the carbon of the direct lead
compound varying between 21-56 and 23-00 per cent, and the
hydrogen from 1-89 to 2-58.
"is probable that the process described by Mr. Glenard for

the preparation of oenoline, the red coloring matter of wines
mde Chim. et de Phys., Dec. 1858, p. 368), would be preferable
^r the extraction of liguline. I accordingly applied it, but the
oemes having been gathered too late in the season, the coloring
niatter had become so far altered that my trial was unsuccessful,
^ that the question of the elementary composition of liguline
remains unsettled.
The following further observations on this coloring matter are

Jiot Without interest. It is not precipitated by gelatine, which
throws down the red coloring matter of wines. With hypo-
ynte of lime it gives a yellow color and a yellow precipitate,

^ithchlorid of gold, a yellow color and reduction of the metal.
>Vith chlorid of platinum no change in the cold, but a brown
^lor by heat. With chromate of potash a green ; with bichro-

mate brown, and with sesquichlorid, and ferroso-ferric sulphate
-'

Jf?Q
tke same color. Chlorine destroys the color of hgu]i^_

;/;echlonds of sodium, barium and mercury, the nitrates of ba-

^^ lead, mercury and bismuth, as also the sulphates of starch,

^•^a, lune, zinc, manganese and cadmium are without action on

«ie coloring noatter of the privet. ^. ^ ,.^ .

J^f,blcarbonat«s of lime and of the alkalies (unlike the

S^l^alme carbonates which turn it to green) give a blue color

^^^ liguUne, and the same is true of the chlorids and nitrates

^^c and calcium. The colors thus obtained offer however sor
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peculiar diflferences when seen by transmitted light; in this way
the blue produced bj a chlorid of zinc and bicarbonate of lime

appears red, while it is green with the chlorid of calcium or the

nitrate of lime or zinc. The blue color produced by a solution

of bicarbonate of potash, on the contrary, offers no variation

when thus viewed by transmitted light.

The recent juice of the berries of privet alters readily even

when mixed with alcohol ; its fine crimson color turns to red

and the liquid then mingled with a solution of bicarbonate of

lime gives a gray instead of a blue color, and gives a dirty blue

with acetate of lead. This change appears to depend upon the

development of ammonia from the transformation of the azotized

matter of the juice ; when separated from these matters and Iso-

lated, on the contrary, liguline may be preserved without change,

either in aqueous or alcoholic solution. Its color is then an

intense crimson.
Even the strong mineral acids in the cold do not alter liguline,

but in the presence of alkalies on the contrary, it is rapidij

altered, although the red color can be, to a certain extent, re-

stored by an acid. This alteration is dependent upon the ab-

sorption of oxygen, as may be shown by introducing a mixture

of hgulme and potash ley in a glass tube over mercury, when

rapid absorption takes place.
The property of liguline to produce blue with solutions of bi-

carbonate of lime renders it a delicate reagent for the detection

of this salt m potable waters. For this purpose it suffices to let

fall a drop of an aqueous or alcoholic solution of liguline into

the water, the crimson tint which this communicates to distilled

water is replaced by a beautiful blue. In place of the solution

we may employ a test paper impregnated with the coloring mat-

ter, which is best as prepared from the lead precipitate,
"e

may, however, employ the recent juice of the berries, taking

care to redden the paper slightly by exposing it to the vapor o!

acetic acid before drying.
As a reagent for the detection of bicarbonate of lime in waters

liguline IS greatly to be preferred to a tincture of logwood, ana

the paper prepared with it becomes a valuable reagent for tue

laboratory as well as for the naturalist in the field. I have foujl

by this reagent that while bicarbonate of lime is indicated in tbe

springs which flow from the Jurassic strata, and especially th*«

h.t ....n. .!,„ _. „ .. J
,

'^^ ^^J .3 produce^

[ other streams whics

that supply the city of Nancy, no change'of color is pro
by a solution of liguline with the waters'of c

most part with the fruit of the privet gathered in the autumn

theV^^J ^^^^^^ f^^t indicated if a note in the Builetinoj

^°cal Society of Acclimation for the North-West distr^^
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(\anc7, 1857, p. 121). I have delayed publication in the hope

to reiider my research more complete by a good elementary

analysis, but I am now induced to publish the results already

obtamed that I may claim the right to continue and complete

the investigations, having learned that Mr. Glenard proposes to

undertake a similar r

In conclusion, we L-
_^

privet offers a great analogy with that of t

tranche isolated and examined by Mr. Glenard ;
this analogy is

sbwii by their composition and their properties. Its reaction

with bicarbonate of lime may render it a valuable reagent m
dicinical analysis. The fact that it is not precipitated by gela-

h as is well known, throws down the red coloring mat-

rrs, will serve to distinguish the two when associated

: -mains to be decided whether the coloring principle ol

ines is the same, bat this is a question foreign to our

-vVHL—Om the Method of Measurements, as a diagnostic

of distinguishing Human Faces, adopted by Drs.bcherzer

nwcu'z, in the Austrian circumnavigatory Expedition oj the

-ra:'; by Joseph Baenakd Davis.

--i^UTand measure have been very frequeriUy applied as

r^ieuud to determine the physical proportions of diflerent human
races, and to ascertain their essential diversities. Butit may well

k doubted whether they have ever been employed m that sys-

tematic and comprehensive manner, which will afford the results

%are capable of yielding. Travellers have generally con-

tented themselves by speaking in indefinite comparative terras

of the people with whom they have come ^^^^
,^°^^^^^2^r^Lwo

ff^ have submitted any considerable number of these people to

the test of measurement and thus ascertained their dimensions.

Anthropolosv stands in need of many more accurate and ex-

tended Le?valn?to derLe the fall results from these sources

'
,The lubje^ct itself is a large one, and some have confined them-

selves to oie branch of it, some to others ^^l^«^'^^^;^;;j^
^^/^

^rementshave been carried out, many have contented them

^Ives with taking the stature of a few, or
^^^^^^^^^^'^yf^f/'-^r-

pie; others have° besides, ascertained the l^^f^^^f .'1^^'/^^^^^^^^

^^'d a few have subjected the head to
V''^?- i.n^erdi^-on of

^remeuts. As we are fully assured that this latter ani-ion oi
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the body is the seat of those faculties which He at the base of
all the peculiarities of human races; bearing essentially and in-

timately upon their manners and customs, all their institutions,
their rehgious impulses; their capacity for civihzation, and Ihe

development to which it has attained, it is not surprising that it

should have attracted the chiefest attention. Besides the super-

ficial measurements of the head, a more extensive series of ob-

servations^has been made upon the bony skull itself, with a vie?
of determining its relative proportions, for comparison in the

same race, or among different races. Many observers, advancing
a step nearer, have endeavored to ascertain, by measure and bv

weight, the internal capacity of this marble palace. And, lastir.

some have laboriously devoted their inquiries to the grea;

tral mass of the nervous system, and availed themselves
opportunities that have occurred to them, to determine t;.

and the weight of the brain, and its different parts. As tln^

investigation comes nearest of all to the specialties of human

beings—who are so finely discriminated by Professor Oweu, ai

archencephala~it is to be regretted that the occasions for researck

among distinct races are so few, and have been so Httle availed

of, and the investigation itself is so elaborate and nice, that hith-

erto this most interesting part of anthropological anatomy is, as

It were, a tabula rasa, to use the language of one of the most

laborious inquirers in this branch of science—Prof Huschke, of

the University of Jena. It is, however, fortunate that gauging

the internal capacity of the skull should afford the means of so

accurate an approximation to the volume and the weight of the

bram
; and thus, for the comparison of these important points

among the different families and tribes of men. Hence, the la-

bors of Tiedemann, the distinguished physiologist, who, with a

very amiable design, undertook to show that the brain of a ne-

gro was not smaller than that of the European—an attempt sim-

ilar to that of the late Sir William Hamilton. Tiedemann migw

have succeeded in impressing us with his own conclusion, had

he not published the tables on which this conclusion was based,

and which themselves refute such an erroneous opinion, lo

iiedemann succeeded Professor Morton, of Philadelphia, ff
tessor Van der Hoeven, of Leyden, and others. Among the

most recent, is Prof Huschke, of Jena, one of whose results '

whose own estimation of the capacity of the skull, and of the s

ot the brain, is, that the Germanic races, among whom tbiv^
our Anglo-Saxon forefathers we rank, as one great branch, i-

the largest brains of anv neoole. Thev distinctly exceea :^ue largest brains of any people. They distinctly
drench m this respect.

-" ^ ^ ^

That great diversities, capable of metrical appreciation,

• X^T^^ ^'^^^^ '^^«« is very well known. Some of the t

-^ortu American Indians are remarkable for their great
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ure. Catlin assures us that tlie men among the Crows, whose
hair will frequently reach the calves of their legs, are most of

ihera six feet or more. Other tribes are of a decidedly lower
stature. Of the gigantic Patagonians of South America, the

most extravagant accounts have been given by travellers. But
Capt. King affirms them, \ipon measurement, to be from 5 feet

10 inches to 6 feet high, which is supported by the statement of

M. D'Orbigny, that some are 6 ft. 3|- inches, and the. medium
stature is above 5 ft, 8 inches English. On the contrary, the

average height of the Bushmen is only 4 feet 4 inches. This
gives a range of very nearly two feet between the tallest and the

sliortest races of men we are acquainted with. The other races of
ruarikind are comprised within these limits of difference. Some
trilies of the Negritos average about 4 feet 8 inches ; the so-called

Malav races, ascending to a mean of 5 feet 3 inches. But among
liie Xegrito tribes of the Pacific there is, as that eminent ethnolo-
gist, Mr. Crawford, has clearly shown, a great diversity of stature.

They dwell in islands scattered over a large extent of ocean, and
although some tribes do not reach 5 feet in height, others, as those
of Xew Caledonia, attain to 6 feet, and individuals among them
even more. In the recent expeditions to the Andaman Islands,

for the purpose of selecting a spot for a penal settlement, the
inhabitants are spoken of as "dwarf Negrillos," and as "men of
aiddle size." An individual who was measured, gave a stature
of 4 feet 9^ English inches. (Selections from the Records of the

Government of India, No. sxv : the Andaman Islands.) Thus,
in stature alone, a very great diversity prevails. And it is re-

Biarkable that tribes in close proximity to each other frequently
exhibit startling contrasts. Dr. Livingstone, whose opportuni-
|ies had he been an ethnologist were so extraordinary, observed

^J
the plains of the interior of Southern Africa, scattered among

the Kafirs, who are a tall, fine and robust race, the hordes of
the diminutive Bushmen. He was deeply impressed with what
he saw, so contrary to all his preconceptions ;

and expresses his

great surprise that such dissimilar races should be everywhere
scattered about the country without being mingled, where they
jave dwelt for unlimited ages, exposed to all the same influen-

15 ^^' ^li^^ate, food, &c. The tall Patagonians and some
tnbeg of the Fuegians, distinguished for their dwarf stature,

aftord a similar example of contrast. • _ • f lu-
..ihe brothers Schlagintweit, following m the train of Mr.

Hodgson, carried on an extensive series of metrical observations
'' *^\tribes of the Himalaya and of India. Many curious re-

^% chiefly pointing to the different proportions of parts of the

^^les and limbs of these people from those of Europeans have
^^n attained, which will be published in the ethnological por-

^'on of their projected work. Afler ascertaining the weight of
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the individual and his strength, by means of the dynamomek
they made from 2o to 28 dilierent measurements, chiefly of ti
head, and of other parts of the body and hmbs. But Dr.
bcnerzer and Schwarz have striven, by a more complex and con
pJete system of observation and measurement to gain an imas
o± the size and form of the individu^, and of all his parts--
thus not merely to subserve the purposes of the anatomist, tlie

physiologist and the ethnologist, but those of the artist also.

Iheir more ambitious object of obtaining, in this way, to a

natural classification of human races, is an evidence ofM
able zeal

;
but we can hardly hope that their labors can do more

than contribute towards the solution of this difficult problem.

Although, It ought to be mentioned, that the late Baron Hum'
boldt, a short time before his death, expressed his great satis-

faction with the system of measurements of Drs. Scherzer and

Schwarz
;
by which, he thought, we may at length arrive at a

safer result in distinguishing and determining human races tbaD

by any other means.
After recording the age, weight, height, strength, color of tlie

hair and eyes, and number of the pulsations of the radial artery,

they divide their measurements into three sections, those of the

head, the trunk, and the extremities; and of these they take no

less than 70 different dimensions in all, by means of different in-

struments.

Their external measurements of the head are the most com-

plete that have ever been employed. They embrace the face as

well as the other parts of the head, and by means of a perpen-

dicular line with plummet, and a small metre scale, they are able

to ascertain pretty correctly the profile of the countenance. The

number of their different measurements of and about the hai

consisting of superficial distances, diameters, circumference?, i

amounts to 31, those of .the trunk to 18, and those of tlie

iremities to 21.

When the frigate " ^^oyara" reached Sydney, these gentlerr

printed an account of their system of measurements, "forpn-

vate circulation" among men of science, which is preceded by

»

number of ingenious observations. In these, they dwell nm
tile ease with which travellers intuitively discriminate the differ-

ent nations and tribes of mankind
; and yet the difficulty m

some selected individuals and cases to carry out this diagnosis,

especially when the eye is deceived by a substitution of dress

and express great confidence in a more minute examination br

a systematic method of measurements. They insist with equal

^.n' !?S^
*^^* "^^^^6 must recognize a definite plan by wb'c"

duL tW^'^''\*yP^' ''^^e formed and distinguished; and c v

quir^ tTX^^ °^^^ dedicate the same amount of study ana

^ J' lo tne systematic arrangement of our own species, as -
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long been applied to thousands of species of the vegetable and
animal kingdoms.

In the course of these introductory remarks they mention
their examination of the Chinese inmates of the prison at Hong
Kong. Among these they found persons belonging to the Hakka
Tribe,^ with stout and vigorous constitutions, line, well-shaped,

aquiline or long and straight noses, and a form of the eyes not

Schwarz affirm that they had such a resemblance to the figures

of some Europeans of the lower class, that, by a change of dress,

they might pass amongst us without being recognized. They also

mention how successfully GiitzlafF, Medhurst, Hue and othera

have travelled the Empire in a Chinese dress without detection.

And, no. doubt, there are individuals so capable of assumijig,

and, as it were, substituting, the manners and expressions of
others that the ordinary and shght_ attention which is paid to

persons on a journey and among numbers, does not suffice to dis-

Still, the rule must run counter to such a confusion ; or the

statement of the Austrian voyagers could not be true—that an
anthropologist on the Island of Java is able, at first view, to

classify most of the Malay tribes inhabiting the larger and
smaller Islands on the Indian Archipelago, without ever mistak-
ing- And the very remarkable account of the Abbe Hue proves
that if there are differences among the races of men too subtle
to be detected by the eye, yet they are not the less certainly ap-

preciable. He informs'us that he and his companion successfully

eluded the detection of the unsuspecting or inattentive Chinese,

m that to the Chinese dogs they always stood at once revealed
as Europeans, by their peculia/smell. " The dogs barked con-

Jnually at us, and appeared to know that we were foreigners."

This is not the proper time to refer to the distinguishable odors
«f the different races of mankind, which travellers allude to.

Hue said he could easily distinguish those of the Negro, the Ma-
Jav, the Tartar, the Thibetan, the Hindoo, the Arab and the

^nmese. Indeed, it is the same, with those havmg a delicate

sense of smell, as to the French and other European races. And
^ith respect to the fact of the penetrating and ofi'ensive swnt at-

^ched to man, more especially to civilized man, Mr. (xalton and

others, who have traversed desert countries teeming with wild

!«»\«ials, give distinct and prominent testimony-which testimony

•3,111 truth, not very complimentary to us.
_

^e have been informed, on the authority of one who has

^een much of the North American Indians, that they describe

f
odor to them peculiarly disgusting as being attached to the

•^^^s. A fact, which, if Correct, is little accordant with the ex-
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Finally, it may be mentioned, that by a u
from Dr. Scherzer we are informed that during the cruise of the

^ ovara, about 200 individuals of different races, but of about
the same age, males and females, were subjected to measure-

iTnnn T^ ^??^^ number of measures taken amount to nearly
i/,UUO. Dr. Scherzer adds, that he does not consider these ob-

servations sufficient, but merely as a commencement of a system
ot tliorough metrical examination ;—that the paper on measure-
ments has been translated into different languages, and copies of

It Jelt in the hands of physicians, and other men of science, in

tne different places and islands visited by the expedition, wlio

promised to complete the observations on the aborigines, and to

tor.ward the results to Europe ;—that the measurements already

eflected embrace those made on Negroes, Malays, Mongols, Pa-

puans and Indians ;—and that the greatest number were taken

on individuals in the Nicobar Islands, Batavia, where natives of

almost all the islands of the Indian Archipelago were met with;

^lanilla, Hong Kong, Sydney (Austral negroes), New Zealand.

lahiti (where were aborigines of New Caledonia and Norfolk

Island), Chili and Peru.
The results obtained by the extensive series of measurements

thus procured, will shortly be published to the world, in the toI-

umes now m preparation at Yienn a^ The History of the import-

aut Voyage of the "Novara," a popular illustrated work, from

me Journals of the Commanders, Commodore WiiUustorf and

^r. bcherzer, may be expected to be issued from the Impenal
printing office, m Vienna, to be followed by an English transla-

tion, m the early part of the present year. It is proposed that

mis shall be succeeded by a number of other volumes on dis-

tinct subjects. 1. Those on nautical, astronomical, meteorologi-
caJ, magnetical, and other observations relating to Physical

^eoaraphy, by Commodore WiiUustorf. 2. Geology, by Dr-

Hochstetter. 3. Zoology, by Messrs. Erauenfeld ani Zelebor.

5. Ethnography, by Dr. Scherzer. 6. Statistics and Katural

Economy, by the same. 7. Medicine, (Pathological and Phar-

macognostical Kesearches,) by Dr. Schwarz. And, lastly 8^an

Album selected from nearly 2,500 sketches made by Mr.Sel-
iery, the artist of the expedition. Whenever this grand prO"

Suc^^l "^ \ V^^ ^^^^ ^^^ best wishes of men of science m
all countries, shall have been completed, the rich results of be

beentf^ P^rcumnavigatory Expedition, placed as it bas

vindii^f i^
^""^ ^^^^ instructed hands, will, we have no doubt.

of e^i! '>^ ^^*i^°^l ^ba^acter in a neW and much nobler field

iBo?eSf i T^ ^^^ *« tiiat country a far more lasting and

' ^^'^^ f^^e than any she has hitherto required.
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Fote.—^uch is the inconvenience resulting from the use of a

variety of metre scales, and such a number of methods of meas-
urement, frequently taking quite different points for measures
bearing the same name, as in the case of the skull especially,

that the distinguished Professor Von Bser, of St. Petersburg, has
just proposed a Congress of Anthropologists, to determine upon
one uniform scale and to establish one system. By this means,
all the results of measurements of the human body would be
rendered of universal applicability.

—

Nachrichten iiber die ethnog.

craniol iSammlung zu St. Petersburg. S. 81.

Art. XXlX.—Bepori of Assistant Charles A. Schott, on the latest

results of the Discussion of the Secular Change of the Magnetic

Declination, accompanied by tables showing the declination {varia-

tion of the needle) for every tenth year from the date of the earliest

reliable observations, for twenty-six stations on the Atlantic, Gulf,

and Pacific coasts of the United States.

[Published in this Journal by permission of the Treasury Department, and commu-
nicated by Prof. A. D.Bache, Superintendent U. S. Coast Survey.]

In accordance with the Superintendent's letter of January 21,

1859, I have prepared a set of tables for practical use, giving
tfle secular change of the magnetic declination and showing for
every tenth year, from the date of the earliest reliable observa-
tions to the present time, the magnetic declination (commonlj
called the variation of the magnetic needle) for stations on or
near the northeastern coast of the United States and also for

^me stations on our southern and western coasts—as derived
from my several discussions of the secular change in which
aave been included the latest data in possession of the Coast
Purvey. For the eastern and southern coasts, the following pa-

pers may be referred to : Coast Survey report for 1855, Appen-
'iis No. 48, pp. 306-337 ; Coast Survey report for 18d8, Ap-
pendix No. 25, pp. 192-195, and Appendix No. 26, pp. 195-
^97. For the western coast, Coast Survey report for 18o6, Ap-
pendix No. 31, pp. 228-235 may be consulted.
In general the secular change of the declination appears to be

?f a periodic character, but in no instance has a whole cycle

t^en completed on either coast. Its length therefore remama
Jiecessarily in a great measure uncertain, and the tentative ana-

lytical process so far followed has for its main object the proper

J^'presentation of all reliable observations made at any one sta-

i.on, so as to furnish the means of interpolation and also to en-

7^6 lis to calculate the magnetic declination for any required

place and date, within the limits of the discussion. In the in-
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vestigation of 1855 a linear function was used in the discussion
winch does not involve the duration of the period, and on this

account the results were, in regard to time, of rather limited

extent (see remark on p. 837 of Report for 1855). For the west-

ern coast stations, I still prefer to retain this form of the discus-

sion. Subsequently, by means of the knowledge gained in that

discussion, an attempt was made to substitute a circular function,

directly involving a period or periods, the length of which, as

well as all other numerical co-efficients in the formula for the

secular change, has been determined by applying the method of

least squares. The use of a circular function—commenced, in

1858 with two stations, is now extended to eighteen, witiiin the

limits stated above, and it has been applied to some stations in

Canada, the southern coast of the United States and Central

America, in order to furnish material for the generalization of

the law, so far as ascertained, in reference to epochs and rates of

change. A secondary period within the first was traced at sev-

eral stations, its length, however, being much more variable and

uncertain, was found fluctuating between one-half and one-fifth

of the primary period, while its amplitude was on the average

fifteen times smaller than that of the primary wave for stations

forming group 1, or within the geographical limits of Portland,

Burlington and Williamsburg. This smaller amplitude wa3

lound nearly constant and equal to 0°-4.

lo make the present paper more comolete it contains also the

record of all observations used in the discussion not heretofore

published in the Coast Survey reports.
As long as the cause producing the secular change remains

altogether unknown, it is not safe to trust too far to the continu-

ation of the law thus empirically derived, and in the following

tables no value, deduced by the formula, has been inserted ante-

cedent to the first observation by more than, ten years. The

tabular values may therefore be regarded in the light of astnct

interpolation between actual observations, and since the anaij-;

cal treatment will equalize and remove, in a measure, acciao''^

errors of observation, they may be considered as certainly :

trustworthy than any single observation, particularly in

wtiere the number of observations available for the diso
exceeds half a dozen, properly distributed in relation to

-I iie probable error of any single representation will be l

in the second table. For all ordinary use by the survey >--

^vigator) the tabular values are sufiiciently precise,
^:

greater accuracy is required the annual inequality of the '

nationand the diurrfal variation for the time required nin

-

^^en into account ; the former correction will probably u-^

mer ' i?
^"^^ ?^^®' ^^^ minute, and the latter may amount in

-

'
111 masimo, to minus or plus six minutes, and in wir '•
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or plus tlir(rpius

che's

J minutes, numbers whicli were derived from
ssion of the Philadelphia observations. The

tables will also answer for intermediate places, for which they
furnish the necessary data of interpolation.

It is proper to state that the present formulae should be con-
sidered as liable to future changes and improvements depending
OQ the accumulation of additional observations, and it is hardly
necessary to state that their number also may hereafter be con-
siderably increased by the accession of new material. The
utility of a publication of tables showing the declination for
every tenth year was suggested by Mr. T. B. Brooks. In the
numerical calculations I was assisted by Mr. G. Kumpf of the
Computing Division.

Ue) usedfor calculating the tabular values.— Groiip

Me., aAwiUiamshurg, Va.

44 27 73 10 2)=+

1

)16Z>=-j-10-70-2-63c(
43 i)=+ 10-20—2-46 c

5Dz=+ 9-89-3-66

1)=+ 8-60- 3-59 cc

)s(l-30n+71)+0-22c

^'^^e following table contains the number (n) of observations

J^agle or combined) upon which each formula is based ; the
Fobable error (E ^ of an observation expressed in minutes, as

^measure of the degree of accuracy with which the observations

J^;.represented; tht epoch of the last minimum of west dech-
^^"on (or of maximum east declination) together with the least
^est declin^it.v^

(greatest east), and lastly, the annual variation^ declinat;
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for the years 1840, 1850, and 1860, expressed in minutes,
positive sign expresses west declination increasing (east d

Locality. n
EpocU of min Least

Burlington, Vt. 3 + ^ 1813 +7-4 +4-i +3-4 Hk

Portsmouth, N. H.
Rutland, Vt.
Cambridge, Mass. +4-3 i +4-3
Newburyport, Mass 1774
Boston,

Providence, E. L 1779
Hartford, Conn. 1794 +4-0

+3-8 +4-4

^^I'l-?:
10

1799 +tl
-?'?

New York,
Philadelphia,

Hatboro, Pa.

Wasl»ington, D. C. 1798
•S -0-4 +2'4 +3-2

Table of mag^ietic dec

flke^ Itatetbetw r,£™,T3iS'^ii

ill 1^ h p 1 1

i

i
"'

° o o 1

;5J2

7-5

10-0^

8-4

+10-8

S;+V;8*

II po
1850 9.69
I860 4-10-30

+ 8-i

106

-till

::::::;

6-8

+ 10-56

"^^n
:•••

+ 7-8

100

+99

6-3

±1^

+5^-

ii
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1
i

1
1 h 1

o
+8-8

If

+8-5
+4'8*

::::::!::::::

•:vr ^ tl ii +l'2*

+8-3

+30

8-82
47^

2-2 1-8

i;8

3-89

+5-32

'4-0-6

1-7

+2^ 1

^'^'l

e observations after

of period and time of miQimura" on the Washington formu

The total number of observations upon which the tabular

valaes and the formulae are based is 180, the average number
of any one station is 10, and the average probable error of any-

single representation is d=ll'. ^ j i, * +v.
If we arrange the stations geogi'aphically, we find that at tne

eastern stations the minimum (west) declination occurred earlier

than at the more western and southern stations; thu^, from six

stations between Portland and Providence it occurred about the

.7^rl777; in the Connecticut and Hudson valleys aiul alon^

the sea-coast as far south as Washington the year of the mini-

inum docs not differ much from 1797 ; ^^ ilhamsbarcr in \i^-'
j

g'ves 1815. The transition as we pass from the .v ^v ^:^^
Jates is somewhat abrupt, but too well marJoM to do ac " •

^xtending the investigation farther north, I in>'i lor v -

^,^
panada, the year of the minimum 1769 ;

g'^""- '^^' '" '.
i s l'>

^^<\ that at Toronto it must have occurred beioiv lur v^ai i. ..,

and at York Fort, Hudson Bay, I find the J^'f^^
i^- '^; •'.;,-;

^ascertained by General Sabine, after the recei];i oi ^^'l' •,*•';,.

^on's observations of 1857). This latter station i-^ "^^;^'
•;

';

'

^ay across the continent, and if we proceed to tlic c .^rn

^aat we find that the eastern declmaUon theic a. ot ^e

reached its maximum (equivalent to a western rmnn .

' >s highly probable that it will reach it before the c.o.t .ue
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present century. The present reverse or western motion of the

isogenic lines in our eastern states wliich commenced about tbe

year 1777 wiU gradually be communicated to the more westerly
stations, and will, it is highly probable, be participated in our

western coast before or at the close of the present century, the

direction of the motion in this latter locality being at present

still to the eastward and southward, though with a diminishing
rate (see p. 235 of C. S. report of 1856).
The following equations constructed for the two northernmost

stations may be added here

:

York Fort, Hudson Bay, Z>=-f- 6°'l -14°'2 cos (l°-6n+340')
Quebec, Canada, n=i-\.\2 -84- 3 -7 cos (1 -671+ 9(

)

The second group comprises the stations on the southern por-

tion of the Atlantic coast and Gulf coast; only three in number,

to which have been added some stations located further south.

Ch-oupll.

No. Locality. Lat Long. Magnetic declination.

3

Charleston, S. C;

32 05
30 41

79 51

88 02

/)=-2-12-2-02cos(l;55.

Locality.
| n -^t^ - Annual change^

IMO

Chark
Savan
Mobilm\\ ^il i

-f-3'l -fs'2
i

+3^^

Proceeding m a southerly direction the ^^^. o.«..v."
outside of the boundaries of the United States is Havana, Cal

lat 23 09' long. 82° 22', for which place I found D=-^^
Caba,

L-45( 3 (1 -3/1+2 6°) with 1810 as the year of maximum ess:

decimation. The values collected for Jamaica were not dis-

cussed, but the nine values I was able to obtain, will be founa

m the appended record. For Panama, New Granada, lat. +«

A ' To'n^^^o^^''
*^^ southernmost station discussed, I find

D=-p -g-r-Oi cos (l-2n+74°), an equation satisfying the ob-

servations but not considered as preferable to the following ex-

pression, X)=-5°-57-2°-21 cos (1-2^+34°), which supposes the

maximum to occur in 1802.

i^^^f^,^7af^-.Y""^
a^d norihward I found for Vera Cruz. V

Sh fi!'
^ ^^' ^^^S- ^^°0^'' i>=-4°-2-5-04cos(ri^-

with the maximum east declination in 1824

equatio""^ *^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ calculated from the prec
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Year. Charleston, S. C. S^nvannah, <^.a. Mobile, Al.. 1

1800

-3-7

Il-7

11-2

1 3-5

-7-2

-71

The following formulge for stations of the western coast, be-

tween San Diego and Cape Disappointment, forming group 3,

We been copied from p. 234 of the report for 1856.

». Locality. Lat. |Long.5

SanFra^dsco,
Cape Mendocino,
Cape Disappointment

lit
117 13

122 27

The total number of observations used for the construction of

the above formulae is 21, the greatest number for any one sta-

tion being 6, the least 3, the average probable error of any sin-

gle representation is ±12'. The annual change (increasing east

declination) may be taken the same for all stations, viz., in

1840, -r-6, in 1850, -l'-2, in 1860, -0'-8.

—
^iii Cape 1 Cape Disap-

-11-4 -13°6 -15°1

-if!
12-3 141

I9-'1810

12-0 14-8
\^l

1840

i860
12-5 15;0

-15-8 JH ' -i?

, The next station discussed, south of Califoniia, is San V,\a^,

f^exico, lat. 21° 32' K, long. 105° 16' W. of <rr vrhu-l; ,^ave

the following expression (see p. 234, C. S. repori lur io.>'.>.,

I)= - 8°-63 -0-042n-0-00031n2,

^•Hich equation, when compared with those ^^ove shows a re-

f^rsal in the sign of the coefficient of r.^ or an «PPJ!^\\^^
'J,

f^'-e. The annSal easterly increase at San B as in
i«^^^^^4;''f;

»^g to the above formula was 3'-3. This station boN^eveis

already within tlip nrpa of the peculiar torm or lat. i. >,_ n.i^.

''«es, which postonrypossiu/render an immcdm.e co.npnv-
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ison impracticable. The station Sitka, in Russian America, is

the next place discussed north of Washington Territory. I

nnd for it the approximate formula,

Z)=-28°-12— O-0607n— 0-00025n2.

It depends for its latest declination (1858) on the tabular value

assigned by Mr. Evans on his late map of the lines of equal

magnetic variation reduced to 1858.

Becorcl of all observed declinations made use of in the above pap^,

not heretofore published in the U. S. Coast Survey reports.

The following record, containing only additional observations,

we have to consult the preceding reports of 1854,* 1855-'o6,

and o8, if we desire to collect all results which may have been

used at any one station. The stations are arranged geograplu-

cally, commencing with the northern and eastern stations and

concluding with the stations on the western coast. D= obserred

declination.

YorJc Fort, Hudsm Bay.
From the Proceedings of the Royal Society of London for Jan

1858, by Major Gen. Sabine.
1V25, i>=19°00'W. Capt. Middleton.
1787,

1819, Sei
Hansteen's map.
Sir J. Franklin.

1843, July,' 9 25 " Capt. Lefroy.
18o7,Aug., 7 37 " Capt. Blakiston.

Quebec, Canada.
1649, i)=16°00'W. P. Bressau, Hansteen's Erdmag's, B«-

lowCycl. Met.
1^86, 15 30 « DeHayes,

lll^-
11 00 " Becquerel, traite du magnetisme.

JfJt'
11 50 « Kent, Becquerel traite du niagnetisme.

J831,
13 38 " Bayfield, " " "

If-n'r ,

14 12 " Capt. Lefroy. , .

l8o9,July, 16 17 "
Cha8.A.Schott,Asst. U.S. Coast Surv..

Burlington, Vt.
See former observations in 1855 report, pp. 326-337.
1837, J)=^ 8° 45'W P—^ t>5A. 1.-..

1840, 9 42 "
'

J
1845, June, 9 22 " D

Portland, Me.

'

edge7voTii],l8"52.

1^63, i>_ 7°45'W. J. Winthrop,Slil.'3 Journal, xxxiv.l^

-,•,,,_ Prof. Loomis's collection.
'^^' 8 30 " J. F. DeBarre's Atlantic Neptune, I

don, 1781.

report is reprinted and enlarged m
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1845, June, 11 28 " Dr. J. Locke, Smiths. Contrib. to Knowl-
edge, vol. iii, 1852.

1859, July, 12 20 " Chas. A. Schott, Asst. U. S. Coast Survey.

See also C. S. report of 1856, p. 215.

Portsmouth, N, H.
1-71, i>= 7°46'W. Holland, Sill.'s Journal, xxxiv, 1838,

Prof. Loomis's collection.

1m1, 7 48 " Holland.

1775, 7 45 " J. F. DeBarre's Atlantic Neptune.

1859, July, 11 15 " Chas. A. Schott, Asst. U. S. Coast Survey.

See also C. S. report of 1856, p. 215.

Rutland, Vt.

1789, April, D~ 7° 03' W. Dr. Williams, Sill.'s Journal, xvi, 1829.
1810, May, 6 04 "

1811, Sept., 6 01 " " " " " " "

1859, July, 9 49 « Chas. A. Schott, Asst. U. S. Coast Survey.

Cambridge, Mass.
See pp. 317-318 of C. S. report of 1855, also C. S. report, 1856, p. 222.

1845, June, J)=z 9° 32' W. Dr. J. Locke, Smiths. Contrib. to Knowl-

edge, vol. iii, 1852.
1855, May, 10 54-6 " W. C. Bond (in a letter to Supt. of C. S.)

1856, May, lo 50-3 "

1856, July, 10 06 " Karl Friesach, Imp. Acad, of Sciences,

Vienna, vol. xxix, 1858.
-\ of?.—More recent observations still require examination.

Jeicburi/port, Mass.
^"5, J)— Qo 45/ ^^ J Y. W. DeBarre's Atlantic Neptune.
^*31, 7 18 « Dr. Williams, Sill's Journal, xxxiv, 1838,

Prof. Loomis's collection.

J859,july, 10 58 « Chas. A. Schott, Asst. U. S, Coast Survey.

=»« also C.S. report, 1856, p. 215.

^'>»f<yn, Mass.
^e C. S. report, 1855, pp. 316, 317-337.

Providence, H. I.
^e C. S. report, 1855, pp. 307, 308, 309, 337.

^.f^rt/ord, Conn.

I'^S. Z>= 5*25'W. Dr. Williams,!
810, 4 4Q u Asher Miller, I Prof. Loomis's collection

1824,
5 45 „ jf_ Goodwin, ) in Sill.'s Journal, vol.

1828,
6 03

;; ;;

J

--v, i838.

^859, July, 8 04 « An interpolated value from observations

at Spnngfield and New Haven in

1859 and 1855.

^ C. S. report, 1855, pp. 319, 320, 337.

Many, iV. Y.
^3*^, Nov., i)= 70 35' "W". Regent's report (geological survey).
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1856, Sept., 8 35 " Karl Friesach, Irap. Acad, of Scienm

o , n a Vienna, vol. xxix, 1858.
fcee also C. S. report, 1855, pp. 328-337, and C. S. report, 1858, p. 191.

Oxford, JV. V.
The following observations marked E. B. W. C. are from a letter of MrK a. W. Call to the Superintendent C. S. Dec. 22, 1858
1792-95, D= 3° 00' W. E. B W C
1817, 3 00 "

1828, July, 4 30 « »

L1a;Scf' !o9
" K'Sf''"»P°f'.Sill'sJour.,xxriv,183e.

L«;S: tn: e.b:w.c."
*-™^ »'«»«

1857, April, 5 44 " «

1858, Feb., 5 47 "

1858, Dec, 5 50 «

Mio York.

^^1856^' '^217 °^ ^^^^' ^^" ^^°' ^^^' ^^^' ^'''^ ^^^' ^^'° ^' ^' ''"'^'

See C. S. report of 1855, pp. 313, 314, and 337.
Ifatboro\ Pa.

See C. S. report of 1858, pp. 192, 193, 194, and 195.
Baltimore, Md.

1808, Dz=z 0° 10' to 15' W. D. Byrnes, vol. xviii, 1830, SilD

See also C. S. report, 1856, pp. 219, 22Y, 'Zo\. report 1858, , m.
Washington, B.C.

See C. S. report, 1858, pp. 195, 196, 197.
Williamsburg, Va.

1694, i)= 5°00'W. Sill's Journal, vol. xxxiv, 1838, P^^

-, ^or. Loomis's collection.

1809, 33 E " " « «

1856, Aug., 1 04 W. Deduped from observations at Peters

Charleston, S. C.
^^^ ^'^"* ^°'^^°^^' ^"'^

^'^^''^'

1857, April, 'Dz:^ i° 5q' e. Derived from c

^'' ^' ^-'^^P'^"'' 1855, p. 323, also C. S. report, 1858, p. 192.
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Havana, CwSa.

SeeC.S.report, 1855,p. 324.

1857, Jan., D=^ 5°15'E. Karl Friesach, Imp. Acad, of Sciences,

Vienna, vol. xxix, 1858.
Jamaica, r. J«c?z'e5.

m2, D= 6° to 6° 05' E. J. Harris at Black river, in March and
April. Phil. Trans., 1733.

J. Leard, map of Port RoyalmM3, 6 60 "

1791-92, 6 45 "

1819,

1822;

4 50 « DeMackau, Becquerel's traite du magnet-

isme, Paris, 1846. . .

DeMayne,
4 54 « Owen,

1832,'
Foster,

4 40 "

1840! 4 00 « Gen. Sabine's isogenic map of the Atlantic

Ocean.
ISsr.MarclI, 3 40 « Karl Friesach, Imp. Acad, of Sciences, Vi-

,,^r«' New Granada.
enna, vol. xxix, 1858.

5^^5, Nov.,

1-91, Dec, 1 49 "
Encycl. Brit.

1802,

ir,;
7 00 « Hall, Becquerel's traite du magnetisme.

7 02 " Sir E. Belcher.

ll\c.s
6 55 " Major Emory (Mexican Bound. Survey).

!. report, 1856, p. 223.

Wm2, ir,^,vo.

3769, Mar.T,

JD= 2°15'E. J. Harris, Phil. Trans. E.S. anno 1728.

6 40 » Encyc. Brit., 7th edition, 1842.

jgj°' 7 30 « Don Ulloa, Encyc. Brit.

i»in' 1 .
10 37 "

. Malony.
^19, April, 9 16 « Wise.'
-^ also C.S. report, 185G, p. 214.

aJ? ^^^^^' Monterey, San Francisco and Cape Mendocino, California,

^for Cape Disappointment Washington Territory, see C. S. report,

^^*6.
pp. 228 to 235.

JJ}^<^.
Russian America.

D=26° 45' E. Lissiansky, ) pecquerel's traite du mag-
27 30 " Kotzebue, V netisme.1829,

1858.
28 19 " Erman, )

30 00 " From Evans' map of isogenic
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Art. XXX.— Carkography ; by Peof. C. Dewet.

(Continued from vol. xxviii, p. 232, Second Series.)

Xo. 260. Carex argyrantha, Tuckerman.

iiervo.,i.s margine memhranaceo-aiatis viridibus acuminato-rostratis brevi-

Culin l^Z feet high, smooth, lax, reclining, and twice longer than tLe

leaves
; spikelets nearer above and white ; fruit margined or winged

widely for its length and Avidth ; light green.
Rocky Woods, Amherst and Sunderland, Mass.; Prof. TuckermnM.

whom the plant and his description have been kindly presented. It is

related to C. Deiveyana, and the white-glumed family, silver-flowereJ,

according to its name, but appears to be uew and distinct ; discovered tl

jS^ote. C. Rugeliana, Kunze, suppl. to Schkuhr, Xo. 56, p. IS;-

aeshvalis, Curtis, according to Boott, Illust., p. 54, Xo. 133. C.

Buckley, in this Journal, vol. xlv, p. 1^3, and vol. xlviii, p. UV. -

sidered by Dr. Boott to be C. juncea, Willd. System, Veg., Ic-

226. See Boott, Lin. Trans, vol. xx, p. 116, and Illust., p. 55. 1

scriptions of Willd. & Kunze sustain this conclusion of Dr. Boott.

261. C.paludosa, Goodenough. Schk. fig. 103.

Spicis pistilliferis, 2-4, saepe 3, cylindraceis erectis oblongis, are;e-

floniens sub-approximatis, superioribus sessilibus, inferiore sjepe H^
pedunculata vix vaginata inferne attenuata et hinc suhlaxiflora, alternatis

.. ^.i:„„„_..
. .. .

•,(f,.u(>tibus)ovatls in breve rostrum biden-t foliaceo-bracteatis

nervosis subcompre

Culm 1-|—2 teet liigh, erect, triquetrous, scabrous above, loii;

the rough-edged leaves, with leafy bracts equal to or surpassing t

V anes, like the European plant, in the length and thickness of it

and m its glumes or scales.

^ear Boston— Wm. Boott, Mq., in 1859, probably introdu
many years since. Common in England, Germany, and Sweden

262. C. monile, Tuckerman. Boott, Illust., Xo. Tl.

Spicis staminiferis, 2-4,
longo-lanceolata

; pistiliiferi;

trevi-pedunculatis, sub-densi

Satil^brev"'^*^'^*^^^''^'^^^'^^^^
vix vaginatis; fructibus globosis vel ellif^;

oribusr'"'''^^''^'''''
'*^''''™'' angusta oblonga hinceolata sub-duplo 1:
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Culm 15-30 inches liigli, erect, tt-iqiietrous, longer than the leaves;

bracts surpassing the culm, bright yellowish green.

In marshes, not abundant, N. England

—

Tuxkennan ; Rhode Island

—

Olney.; New Jersey, Ohio and westward.

Note 1. The Carex, No. 197, vol. xlix, p. 47 of tliis Journal, accident-

ally misnamed, is C. Vaseyi, Dew., of which No. 197 contains the accu-

rate description. From the preceding, C. monile, Tuct., the fruit is very

different, being ovate, long-conic, subtriquetrous-inflated, glabrous and

scabro-rostrate. C. Vaseyi is the plant referred to by Dr. Boott, Illust,

No. 71, as ditferent from C. vesicaria and C. monile, but not named by
him among those sent him from Penn Yan, N. Y., by Dr. Sartwell. The
reference of No. 197 above to No. 71 in the Illust. is, of course, an over-

sigbt. The correction on 197 is (7. Vaseiji, Dew.

Note 2. C. bidlata, Schk., Fig. 166, described in this Journal, vol. ix

p. '^1, 1825, from living specimens, and named from its (ball-shaped)

nearly globose fruit, seems to me, as it does to Carey in Gray's Manual,

distinct from C. ajlindrica, Schw., and from the following number.

263. C.physema, Dew. C. huUata, Boott, lUust., No. 71, and Carey

(nonSchk).

Spicis staminiferis, 2-3, cylindraceis, gracilibus, contiguis, infiraa brac-

ieata; pistillifera 1, interdum 2, subrotunda vel oblongo-cylindracea

perdensiflora et crassa reraota et subt'ulva, infima pedunciilata et sub-

nutante vel erecta longi-foliacea bracteata; fructibus tiirgldi-ovatis longi-

cjlmdraceis rostratis bifurcatisque, inflatis glabri.s et scabro-dentatis vel

serratis, squama lanceolata acuta albi-marginata longioribus et latioribus.

Culm 1-2 foot high or more, firm, slender for the thickness of pistillate

spike, stiff, triquetrous and often roughish, shorter than the narrow, flat

and prim leaves
; bright green.

Humid meadows, New England to Pennsylvania.
On C. hullata, Schk., Fig. 166, the pistillate spikes are shown as long

and loose-flowered, and the fruit globose (ovate-globose), mflated abruptly,

^Dtracted into a slender, round, long, scabrous bifurcate beak, with a

glume about half as Ion-. , . ^ ,

On the Carex, Boott, Illust., No. 39, the fruit is very large and mflated-

°yate, with a conic, tapering, three-sided beak, scabroi.s-dentate, forming

h'ck, dense and large spikes. If the figure by Dr. Boott shows C bu-

^^^ Schk., then the figure in Schk. is a palpable caricature Trusting to

'l>e correctness of the figure of Schk., I may yet say that ^r. Boo t has

Presented a well known and distinct form. It is obvious that it stiouW

'>ave another name, which desi<rnates the inflation of the Inut or pen-

^O'um, like the other.

264. C. Olneyi, Boott, Illust, No. 40.

^Picis stamiferis, 2-4, saepe 3, cylindraceis
^PP7^''"f*'V^r^in!nei'

P'stiliitens saepe 2, vel 1-3, cylindaceis sub-crassis ciensinons h
.

^PPTOximatis plus minus pedunculatis, infima basin tereti laxitl-ni s.n.p..

^"f>nutante, bracteatis : fructibus inflati-ovatis brevi-conico-ros ra i- -< .i
>

<
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Culm 15-22 inches high, strong, obtusely triquetrous, scabrous above,

shorter than the long and stiff margined leaves.

Rhode Island

—

Olney ; probably associated with this group over the

country. Were it not for the very different spikes, the fruit would closelj

ally this species to C. physema, as being a smaller form of it.

Remark,—Thx& Vesicaria group is of difficult dete
has been much confusion in consequence. Hoping
shined upon it, I can only say with Dr. Boott, that "future observation

must determine in America the value to be affixed to the species of this

group." The following shows the group as here exhibited

:

a monile, Tuckerman. Boott, lUust., No. 39.
a Vaseyi, Dew. G. monile, Sart., Exsic. No. 151, and Sill. Joum,, [l]

vol. 48, p. 4Y, putting C. Vaseyi for 0. monile.
C. hullata, Schk. Dew., Sill. Journ. vol. 9, p. 71 (not Boott or Carey).

a physema, Dew. C. bullata, Boott, and Carey in Manual.
C. Tuckermani, Boott. Dew., Sill. Journ., vol. 49, p. 47. C. ct/lindrica,

C. Olneyi, Boott, Illust., and as above.

; has fo-

nces, it is now distinguished
been in the imperfection of tue aescription oi iviicnaux. xui^ « -

moved by Dr. Boott, which the younger botanists will be glad to see,

and also the more complete description.

a lenticularis, Mx. Boott, Illust., No. 76, Fig. 77. C. concolor, R. Br.

in this Journal.

Spicis cylindraceis obtusis approximatis et sessilibus ; starainifera ufica,

interdum 2, infima brevi, vel terminali superne sjepe fructifera ;

pistilHfers

2-5, vel raro pluribus, foliato-bracteatis, interdum inferne staminifenj

mfima vix sessih ; fructibus ellipticis convexo-lenticularibus, interdum snb-

ovatis, per-brevi-rostellatis nervosis stramineis dabris, squama oblong»

obtusa pallida longioribus
; planta matura .concolore.

,Culm 8-14 mches high, triquetrous, erect, leafy towards the base,

eaves about the length of the culm, and sheaths longer than the culm,

terminal spike staminate, often only staminate below, sometimes a shorter

staminate sessile spike near it; pistillate spikes 3-4, or more or less,

cylindrical, erect, the lowest sometimes vaginate-bracted ; stigmas 2; r"

Bub-ovate, longer than the oblong obtuse white-edged scale ;
whole plan'

light green, nearly of the same color. ,-
Lake of Swans and Arctic America, Michaux and Richardson. VJ^-

Albi-rnontana, has fruit less oval, or ovate and acutish, tapering
abov^

resembling somewhat C. torta, but taller than the Arctic plants. W
Mountams, N. H., about ponds—Tucyteman. In Harrison, Me., a^a

ponds, m 1S5Q-Rev. J. Blake.

On^nat'T^'^
P-232,vol xxviii,for C. gynocratis read O^f^f'

arT/f" i' ^^ ''°^-' ^*''" ^°'- ^^i^' P- 48, read vol. xxvii, p. 81, Sec ^-

ana lor the numbers 254, 255 and 256, read 257, 258 and 259.
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Art. XXXI.

—

On Numerical Relations existing between the Equiv-
alent Numbers of Elementary Bodies ; by M. Carey Lea, PMl-
adelpliia. Part II.

(Concluded from p. 111.)

On Geometrical Ratios existing between Equivalent Numbers.

The First Part of tins paper was devoted to the examination
of gelations between tlie equivalent numbers of certain element-
ary bodies depending upon the number 4^^45, and it was
attempted to show :

—

1st. That such relations extend to nearly all the elements :

—

2d. That the particular groups collected together by this rela-
tion consist of bodies whose properties are analogous, and that
the classification is in harmony with the distinguishing charac-
teristics of the substances classified.
The first portion of this Second Part will present a species

of relation wholly distinct, it is believed, from any that has hith-
erto been pointed out, and which may be not inappropriately
termed G-eometrical Eatios, to distinguish them from the more
tamiliar arithmetical relations which have been heretofore exclu-
siTCly studied by chemists.

I he arithmetical relations are susceptible of at least an hypo-
tHetical explanation, on the supposition that the common differ-
ence in a series of elements may represent the equivalent num-
ber of a substance as yet undetermined, which, by its combina-
aons m varying proportions, gives rise to the bodies constituting
ifle successive terms of the series. The analogies which are now

^
be considered are more difficult of explanation, even by hy-

pojQesis. Their accuracy, sometimes absolute, renders improb-

.

the supposition that they are mere casual coincidences. In
jcience it is not permitted to neglect facts merely because we
<^nnot satisfactorily account for them.
^he nature of these relations consists in this, that if we take

JO substances and examine the ratio which subsists between

•
® numbers representing their atomic weights, we may find

^certain cases, that it is identical with the ratio subsisting
jeween the atomic weights of two other substances, and so on

tk P a considerable number of elements. The ratio between
je atomic weights, for instance, of oxygen and nitrogen, is that

tour to seven, so likewise is that between those of zirconium

rj? potassium, potassium and barium, with absolute exactitude,

rf^at renders this the more remarkable is, that all three of these

^substances are striking exceptions to Prout's law that the

Sr^lents of the elements are exact multiples of that of hydro-

P' they all have decimals, zirconium 224, potassium 39-2,

^^ 68-6. Now the ratio just mentioned gives these num-
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Nitroo-en = 14, tof 14 = 8 Oxygen = 8

Barium 4 « Potassium =m
Potassium = 39-2^ f "' 39-2 ~ 22-4 Zirconium r=224

Calcium = 20, 4 .
^ 20 = 11-43 Magnesium =12

Magnesium f ' Glucinum =1*

Strontium = 43-15, f "' 43-To= 25 Titanium r=25

Lead = 103-5, t "' 103-5 = 59-16 Tin =59

Antimony rr 120-3, t " Vanadium =r68'6(

Bismuth r=208, t"' 208 = 118-84 Antimony =120-i

=:100, t "' 100 = 5Y-16 Cadmium =56

t "' 57-16=- 32-66 Zinc =32-6(

Molybdenu,m= 48, ' 48 r= 27-42 Chromium =26-<(

Chlorine = 35-5, 1 "' 35-5 =: 20-28 Silicon =21

Fluorine = 19, f '' 19 = 10-86 Boron =10-91

Boron z= 10-9,
f-

" 10-9 = 6-23 Carbon =o

It will be remarked that mercury, cadmium and zinc are here

again brought together. Although four-sevenths of the atomic

-weight of mercury is not that of cadmium exactly, nevertheless

four-sevenths the resulting number so obtained, viz. 57-16, gi^^

for the atomic weight of zinc 32-66, an exceedingly close ap-

The last three equations in the table show us that the atomic

weight of silicon stands nearly in the same numerical ratio to

that of boron, as that of chlorine does to that of fluorine, ana

that both these ratios, especially the latter, approach nearly

that existing between the atomic weight of boron and carbon.

Now as the atomic weight of boron is by no means positiveiJ

determmed, it may be allowable to examine how far an h}P^

thetical number will fulfill these several ratios. Let us assunie.-

Chlorin
: Carbon 6= 11-2104,

and obtain for the hypothetical equivalent of boron the num

11-21 (neglecting the last decimal figures).
, ^ ,.,, a

Let us now examine how far the number 11-21 will fulhu -

second proposed ratio, viz.

Carbon : Boron : : Boron : Silicon

* Taking Glucina as GgOj. tSee ;,
1S5S.
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a close approximation to 21, the received number.

If, therefore, we assume the atomic weight of boron to be a

mean proportional between those of carbon and silicon, which we
may do by an alteration certainly within the bounds of possible

error in determinations so far made, we find that the proportion

between the weights of carbon and boron, of boron and silicon,

is the same as that between those of fluorine and chlorine.

(2.)

Carbon-Mtrogen Ratio, or that of Three-Sevenths.

The atomic weight of Carbon stands to that of Nitrogen in the

ratio of 3 to 7, a proportion which is found exactly or approxi-

mately to extend to certain other elements.

Nitrogen =14, f of 14 =6 Carbon — 6

Fluorine =19, f
" 19 = 8-14

CpWns Zfl\
-oromine z= 80

_ 12 Magnesium = 1

= 20-14

= 13-29 Nitrogen = ]

= 34-29 Chlorine = v

Zinc =
Strontium

= 24 2Magnesium=:5
= 25-71 Chromium =

The proportions expressed by the preceding tables may be dif-

Krently presented, and perhaps rendered more striking. As the

i^umbers which express the equivalent weights of the elements

i^re altogether relative, it is of course a mere question of conven-
ience which is selected as unity. If in place of adoptmg the

^iwvalent of one substance, as that of hydrogen or oxygen, as

^ I^ermanent unit, we successively make those of the substances

contained in the right hand column of the table in section 1. our

I'nit, and consider the efieect of such a change upon the equiva-

^ts of the substances contained in the left-hand column, we
•-'^all obtain the following results

:

staking the
«<iuivalent of Oxygen 100, the eq. of Nitrogen becomes 1 <5

Potassium 100, " " " Barium "
1^^^

Zirconium 100, " " "Potassium 1 J^o

Titanium 100 " " " Strontium l'<J
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The same view may be extended to Section 2. Assuming the

atomic weight of the substances in the left-hand column succes-

sively as imity, or one hundred, we obtain the following resulte:

Cerium 100 " " Calcium « 42-6

&c. &c.

It is therefore clear that the atomic weight of each substance

in the left hand column of these several tables bears to that of

the corresponding substance in the right-hand column a definite

numerical ratio, which is identical, or nearly so with that borne

by the atomic weight of any other substance in the same column

of the same table to that of the corresponding substance in the

other column.

(4.)
"We have seen that many elements stand to other elements in

the same relation as nitrogen to oxygen—many in the same rela-

tion as nitrogen to carbon. Apart from these more general ra-

tios, many elements may be classed together in double or treble

pairs, such that the two elements in one pair stand to each other

m the same numerical ratio as the two elements of a seconder

third pair, the two elements constituting each pair being more

or less closely allied to each other in properties, though the pans

are not necessarily analogous with those with which they are

compared.
For example, arsenic stands to antimony in the same mimen-

cal ratio as selenium to tellurium, within an extremely small

traction, so that by multiplying and dividing we have:-

Arsenic 75 X ^^|^il :::= 120, Antimony = 120-3,

So in like manner magnesium stands to zirconium in the same

ratio as fluorine to chlorine :

,
Chlorine 35-5

=22-42, Zirconiui

So carbon stands to boron in the same ratio as silver to goU--

Carbon 6 X -|^^^- - 10-94, Boron = 10-90.

,
These ratios, as well as those that follow, are very close approx-

imations, certainly within the limits of error which may ea?-.'

exist m the determinations on which we depend. For ant.'

^^^e hnd 120, the recent determinations vary from 119 to U-
wmch appears most reliable is 120-3, as adopted by the J-
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bericht. In the second case, the number found for z

varies but yyVr fro^i that generally received. In the third, the

number fouled for boron is intermediate between the number

adopted in the Jahresbericht 10-90 and that found by Deville, 11.

Discrepancies such as these are trifling in the extreme, and have

not the shghtest real significance.

Phosphorus stands to nitrogen in nearly the same ratio as

strontium to calcium :

—

Phosphorus 31 X ^^^^-"^^ = 14-16, Nitrogen = 14.
^ Strontium 43-77

Tin stands to titanium in nearly the same ratio as iron to mag:

Tin 59 X—^-"^' •28, Titaniu

.

Tin stands to zinc in almost exactly the s;

silver, or as boron to carbon :—

T-„ .n .. Silver 108

:25.

32-48, Zinc = 32-60.

These and many other analogies of the same character are

brought together in the following table, by which the ratios of

comparison between each pair are shown, up to the second place

01 decimals, beyond which it is pseudo-accuracy to go, m view

Ratio of tellurium to selenium, or s^ "='''

Ratio of antimony to arsenic, or
Sbl20 _ j,gQ

As 75

Ratio of chlorine to fluorine,

Ci 35-5 _ j.gK

Ratio of boron to carbon,
B^^,.82l

Ratio of gold to silver.

Au 197 _ j.g2

Ag 108

Ratio of strontium to calcium,

Ratio of phosphorus to nitrogen,



(5.)

sihlp^T
^^^"^ ^^^ ^-^J^^* °^ ^^i« paper to develope as far as pos-

sible tliose numerical relations existing between the atomic

weignts ot the elements which have not been previously ob-

!w 1
''' perhaps, impracticable in the present state ot

chemical science to explain why such relations should exist,

nevertheless, nothing which ' tends to an exacter knowledge
of the laws which govern the proportions in which the elements

combme should^e neglected. In this way, little by httle, the

materials are collected for future generalizations, with therea-

sonable hope of eventually arriving at an intimate knowledge
ot the true constitution of the materials which compose our globe.

r>.oT?%^^lJ'^*M'''^'^^
^^^^^^ compose the chlorine group form ajeU

marked family to which fluorine seems also to belong.
The

analogies which unite chlorine, bromine and iodine, appear ^
muitmly with each new investigation of their properties. By

none have they been more strikingly illustrated than by ther^-

St?/T°;'^*'.^'^ ^^^^^^^ *^^ the spectra obtained from t^

iigtit ot electric discharges through gases in a state of extreme
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rarefaction, demonstrating that tliose given by CI, Br and I, re-

sembled each other in exhibiting great numbers of black Hnes

of extreme fineness, so fine indeed as to be almost mathematical

lines, and that in this respect these elements difiered wholly from

all others. With so remarkable an experiment as this before us,

supported by the very numerous other relations which exist be-

tween these substances, we might naturally look to find striking

numerical correspondences between their atomic weights, but

the analyses upon which we at present depend give us numbers

which afford no relations positively exact. Of the four num-
bers 19, 35-5, 80 and 127, two are prime, one fractional, and one

has many divisors. Such numbers are very unpromising for

the development of numerical relation.
_ _

Thus far, however, at least relations do exist : that it is pos-

sible to express the value of the equivalent of any one of these

substances in terms of any two of the remaining—each equiva-

lent is a function of any other two, thus :—

i=ioci-i2F a = '-'^^

Br -6 CI-'?

,

If these equations represented approximations, no matter how
'^^ose, they would not be worthy of consideration.

_

They are

perfectly exact. The quasi-connection of oxygen with this se-

ries will be pointed out further on.

(6.)
.It has been remarked that the atomic weights o/ the members

^f he oxygen series proper differ from each other
"^JJj^^f

^^.^Itiples of the atomic weight of oxygen, but the extent to

^^Jiich differences of this kind exist amongst the atomic weights

°^ the elementary bodies has perhaps not been pointed out.

The elements having the highest atomic weights are bismuth

f.gold, commencini with the first of these B^^stances and

f
"finishing its atomic weight successively by whole mult pies (m

'^^ case by a sub-multiple) we obtain the following results :-
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has not been usual to classify vanadium, osmium o

mum with the arsenic series, but Schafarik in a paper ouia<;

vanadium compounds,* and Hallwachs and Scliafarik masu"

sequent paperf on allied subjects (to neither of which the aatnor

had access while engaged on the first part of this paper excep

m the form of a brief notice) are of opinion that vanadiu-

should be removed from the molybdenum group in whicu

heretofore been classed, and be transferred to the arsenK

an opmion which they support by arguments founded

fact that the specific volume as well of vanadic acid as

* Sitzungsbericht of the Acad, of Sciences of Vienna, BA xxxiii, ext. in Cheo'^-'

Centralblatt, 1859, 97. ,^1.

t Same voL of Sitzungsbericht, c
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metal itself, corresponds with those of the metals of the arsenic

Antimonic oxyd, SbOg 25-9

Bismuthic oxyd, BiOg 25-9* 28-4f

They also point out the fact that vanadinite (vanadinbleierz) is

isomorphous with the analogotis compounds of the arsenic series,

mimetene (kampylit) and pyromorphite. Professor Mallet has

shown that reasons can be given for classifying osmium also in

\ 100 Mercury =100

'
1
\ 92 Tungsten

I 64 Tellurium

56

= 92

48 Molybdenui11 = 48

40 Selenium = 40

32

8X2
,

16 Sulphur = 16

8
8 Oxygen = 8§

^
In an interesting paper published in the Memoirs of the Am.

^cad. of Boston vol v Prof. J P. Cooke, of Harvard L Diver-

sity, attempted k classification of all the elementary bodies by

Jaking them all functions of a general series of the form a+dx.

7^ giving fixed values to a and d particular expressions were

obtained, giving rise to series by the changes in the value of the

gamble X. These particular series were characterized by the

^^^e ofd, which in different series became successively o, 4, 5,

* BouUay 1. Karsten t -^™- ^°™- ^'='^°'^^- ^"' '*^"

.J If to the at. wt. of Li which may be taken at 7, we add 16=2X8 we lave 23

^« «^t at. wt. of Na, and a further addition of 16 gives very nearly the at.wt of K.
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6, 8 and 9. The values of a were likewise always small, never

exceeding 8. The values of a; were restricted to whole numbers.

This view, although new and ingenious, is evidently exposed

to a serious objection : the series include too much. 'The form

entitled by Prof. Cooke the "Three Series," and expressed by

l+8x, includes one-third of all possible whole numbers, and so

to a proportionally great extent with all the other forms. As

the author did not make positive exactness essential, it is evi-

dent that a wide scope was given for the classification of elements

under any particular series : therefore this theory could only

find favor as ftir as it might be made to conform to a wholly un-

objectionable classification of the elements. In this it only par-

tially succeeded, as will appear from an examination of the sub-

stances included in the various groups.
In the first series, chromium, manganese, osmium and gold

are classed as affiliated to the chlorine group, into which however

the series only admits fluorine with an error of 2, or 12 percent.

In the second, arsenic and manganese are made afiiliated with

the sulphur group, which includes also molybdenum, vanadium,

&c.

In the third, oxygen is classed with the nitrogen-phosphorus

gToup, into which antimony only enters with an error of 7-7.*

In the fifth we find tin and titanium, the platinum group, gold,

mercury, and most of the magnesia group.
In the sixth we have part of the remainder of the magnesia

group, the metals of the alkaline earths and lead, the alkaline

metals, hydrogen and silver, with copper and manganese as

affiliations. Eendering all justice to the author for the origin-

ality and ingenuity of his views, it must bo admitted that the

flexibility of his series has led to a classification not in all ro-

spects supported by analogies. Five out of his six series cor.-

„,•
^ members of the magnesia group either directi;.

........^ V..U these ideas of Prof. Cooke and ex-

tended them. In place of referring his series to the type o tne

formic acid series alone, he includes the types of substituted aro

moniums and stannethyls, under the general form na^-xdp'i .

thus adopting an expression even more general than that oi

Prof. Cooke, but restricting it more closely in its application-

Perhaps the most beautiful and important of the relation.

pointed out by Dumas, are the parallel series of numbers, wwc

by the subtraction of each term of the one from the correspoiw

mg term of the other, exhibit a constant difference within a ce

tain degree of approximation.

* This probably arises from the fact that the equivalent of antimony as gw-'

be, and by diminishing the value of the variable x corresponding to this tern^

a nearer approximation would be obtained.
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The analogies pointed out in the several parts of this paper
evidently lead directly to the construction of series of the same
kind some of which, together with others depending upon yet
different relations are given below.

In connection with these two parallel series we may remark
'' oxygen appears to constitute a negative term in the chlorine

series, precisely as nitrogen does in the phosph^
tlie cadmium series, with considerable approximation to exact-
ness. If the atomic weight of chlorine were taken at 36 instead
of 35-5 it would constitute an exact numerical mean between
the atomic weights of bromine and oxygen supposing the latter

to be taken with a negative sign. We have before seen tbat ni-

trogen, the negative member of the phosphorus series, is less

closely allied with the rest than they are with each other. Still

greater is the step between chlorine and oxygen, so great in-

deed that it is very doubtful whether they can properly be
classed in the same series, although certain cases of isomorphism
can be urged in favor of such a classification.

We here see a new instance of the existence of the relation
of 44^45 developed in the first part of this paper.

^ here represents a possible metal as yet unknown. In the

°[st part of this paper mention was made of the possibility of

^^e existence of such a metal, having an atomic weight repre-

senting the arithmetical mean between those of gold and silver.

I^ this double series we find nearly the same number (89 ap-

t^fvely) obtained by subtraction, as by addition m the

'^tof the double series, part first, section 8. If m that just

presented we replace lead by arsenic and give a negative sign tQ
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the atomic weight of nitrogen, we shall still have a number con-

forming to the character of the series, viz., 89.

In this and the following series the symbol M' represents a

possible metal constituting an intermediate term between anti-

mony and bismuth. That such a metal might exist was pointed

out in the consideration of the phosphorus series.

Bismuth =208 M' =164 Antimony =120-3 Arsenic =75
Gold =197 M =152-5 Silver =108 Copper =63-4

M as before represents an hypothetical metal having i

atomic weight a mean term between those of silver and go:

Uranium 60 Vanadium 68-6 Tungsten 92

The parallelism between the three first terms of these last two

series _ commencing respectively with molybdenum and magne-

sium is positively exact, perhaps the only known case in whicii

absolute exactitude obtains. It is probable that other cases oi

parallel series exist, and will be discovered.

It is not easy to fix the exact amount of importance which

attaches to the numerical relations up to this time ascertained to

exist between the atomic weights of the elements. Some are no

doubt mere casual coincidences, and relations remarkably ex-

act and symmetrical may exist between the atomic weight
J'

bodies which have no analogies in their properties : for example

we may take calcium 20, selenium 40, uranium 60, bromine bu,

mercury 100. Here the difierences are not only exact, but ail

the subsequent numbers are multiples of the first, and this w-

tween bodies remarkably dissimilar in their properties-a stnk^

mg proof of the necessity of caution in inferring relations o^

properties as following from relations of numbers. But on

other hand, to reject the relations of number when accompan^^

by analogy of properties, as unmeaning and unimportant, wo

be to err quite as much on the other side. When the recei^

equivalent of an element forming a term in a well marked sen

differs from that obtained by calculation, it naturally leaQ^

Prof. Mallet has remarked, to suspect an error and defreai

determination. The fact that a group of elements allied in «

^

chemical characters may be arranged in a series having a c<-
;-^

mou difference or a definite ratio between its terms, contln-
;

propriety of grouping those elements together, and sucu -

gies may in doubtful cases assist us in- arriving at a corrtf

sification,

Philadelphia, Feb. 21, I860.



R. Field on Fossil Foot-marks.

When fossil footprints were first discovered in the sandstones
of the Connecticut Valley, it was indeed thought to be a great

discovery, but that the tracks, thus found were made by birds

was received by men of scientific attainments with great distrust

and skepticism. That they were tracks made by once living
animals there could be no doubt, but that they were ornithich-
nites was very much doubted.

It was not indeed until after my esteemed friend Dr. Hitchcock
nad spent much time in comparing, describing, and in distribu-
ting specimens, that the scientific public became satisfied that
ibey were the tracks of once living birds.

,

The great and only proof that they were the tracks of birds,

« found in the organization of the fossil foot, in the numbers of
joints or lateral expansions in the toes ; in fhis they are supposed
'0 agree, and probably do, with living types ; this with alternate
steps of right and left feet is all the evidence we have that they
were the tracks of birds.
hiving in the immediate vicinity of Turner's Falls, the locality

'tat has furnished the most numerous, and beyond all compari-
son the most beautiful specimens, my attention was drawn many
years since to this particular subject. It was from my farm that
tie late Dexter Marsh obtained his choicest specimens. And it

^as ID the vicinity of these Falls where my much lamented
^end Dr. Deane found " new walks in an old field :" Where our
•^rren and rocky wastes became to him a garden of delight.

"was here I witnessed their labors with pleasure, and m a
^ore obscure way have followed in their footsteps. I think i
^ay safely say that I have uncovered more footprints, and found
jorenew species, and a greater variety of tracks than any otherspecies, and a greater variety o± trades tnan any oi

ik I might also say with propriety than all others t

,
and if I have learnt anyth

,. ,. — .u „„ the quarries. It is there, ant ,

;f;iied the history of Triassic days, and the more I have studied

2 Softer have been my doubts as to the ornithic character of

"/ «f the tracks which these tables of stone contain I have

, -".-t imnK i might also say \,x.^ ^.^i^-—„. t v- ^

, flJ
preceded me" and if I have learnt anything on this subject

it at the quarries. It is there, and there only I have3 learnt i'

^,^ea tho, nds of tracks that others have not seen, vv uu

-ting, and the carelessness of workmen many c

We been broken and lost; other slabs hteraliyc

^.^,^ith footprints, have been spoilt by suncracks the shrinkage
?.t^e mud in drying • the stratum over which the ammal moved^ either too hard or too soft to receive or retain good impres-

^f
>
all such are rejected and lost to the student, at the quarnes.

^"^^^^
SERIES. Vo. XXIX, No. 87._.MAY, 1^.
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I have no new theory to advance, and none to build up, but if

I can rightly decipher these fossil inseriptions impressed on the

tombstones of a race of animals that have long since ceased to

exist, they should all of them be classed in the animal kingdom

as Reptilia. If I have not studied this subject in vain they were

all quadrupedal. That they usually walked on two feet I admit,

and that they could as readily walk on four when necessary is

equally true. In proof of this we find tracks as perfect as if made

in plaster or wax, which to all appearance as to the number of

toes, and the phalangeal or lateral expansions in the toes agree

perfectly with those of living birds, and still we know by the

impressions made by their forward feet that these fossil tracks

were made by quadrupeds. In other cases where the animals

sunk deep in the muddy stratum over which they moved, it is

plain that they dragged their tails in the mud, leavmg a groove

plowed up from one half inch to an inch in width. This groove is

not always found on the surface where the foot rested, the weigW

of the animal causing the foot to sink through the yielding stra-

tum, whilst the tail dragged on the one above. This we kno^

was the case with animals that were surely quadrupeds, du.

they show the appendage of a tail only when their feet sun^

deeply in the plastic clay. Thus the proof that we once reliea

upon to prove them birds can be relied upon no longer.

That there were quadrupeds in those sandstone days and tn •

these had hind feet perfectly agreeing with the /-""^ ^^^^

tracks, throws great doubt and distrust c "
"'''

!,
wbetlier

there were any true birds in this age of reptiles. ,

If there were birds they were doubtless apterous a»^?^
f

for we should naturally suppose that where so large a num'>e^^

birds congregated upon the muddy banks, that in dressing

pluming their feathers some of tliem must have been trodae

under foot, but the impression of feathers has never been lo

^^

although we find the smallest leaves of vegetables, and tuep^^^,

way and tracks of annelids, and insects, some ofthem so sma

they can hardly be seen with the naked eye. Even the Uie--

whose giant-like track measures twenty inches m len^'

supposed to have been a biped reptile, by later discu\

proved to have been four-footed. Other new discover

reduced the number of so-called birds, transferring the-

class of quadrupeds, which I verily believe is the proper i

all of them. The smoothness of the bottom of the loo

fossil tracks agrees better with some species of batracln-

now live in and about the water, than it does with
^

mals as live on the land. Had birds existed at this earl} -

ical period, when the sandstone of the Connecticut vu

being deposited, there has indeed been a wofnl gap i"
^

tory, from then up to near the historical period, while tnc
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which they were struck at their creation was not broken, but a new
edition produced in these latter days. The work perhaps may
have been revised but has not been enlarged as respects the size

of the animal. I know that many eminent men and men of great

scientific attainments, men who have spent much time and labor
formany years in the investigation of this subject have come to

different conclusions, and it may not become me to say that their

conclusions are wrong. I would only add that when fossil tracks

were first discovered there was so little known of the formation
of the feet of fossil or of living animals, and particularly of their

footprints that it is possible the first discoverers might have been
mistaken as to the ornithic character of the footprints. The
study of these fossils so very interesting to the geologist and
naturalist, still merits their earnest attention. There is no known
locality where they are found in such abundance, and in such

perfection as at turner's Falls, the northern terminus of the

sandstone beds. Very few indeed have any conception of the

marvelous perfection of this fossil inscription, or of the multi-

tudes of once living creatures whose existence they commemorate.
March, 1860.

[Mr. Field is a plain farmer, who makes no claim to be an authority in

science, but lite Hugh Miller has hammered his geology out of the rocks

on which he lives. He is well known as one of the most successful col-

lectors of the foot-marks of the Connecticut sandstone, and his testimony

** to the impression made on himself of their probable character and
ongin, has the merit of a conviction making head in an honest mind
against all the weight and bias of opposing authorities.—Eds.]

Art. XXXUL-^Eighth Supplement to Dana's Mineralogy ; hy

Geo. J. Beush, Professor of Metallurgy in Yale College.

List of Works, etc.

" '' '"

Lehrbuch der Mineralogie mit naturhistorischer Grundlage.

-^Fig. Wien, 1860.

, . ^ .,. ^.udes sur le Metamorphisme. Roches granitiques, pp. 77,8^0. Ex-

"*" ^es Annalea des Mines tome sii

.C;RLF.N.nMANx: Elem^nte der Mineralogie, fiinfte Termehrte und verbesserte

*"°age. 8vo, pp. 460, mit 483 Fig. Leipzig, 1859. „ ,t-
, ^-^onKokscharow Materialen zur Mineralogie Susslands, dntter Band. Lie-

rl}!"
^\^ ^^^ence of Professor Dana I have endeavored to g
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; together with important additional notes upon beryl, c

, phenacite, and apatite.

u Tableau Mineralogiqui

n des Cordierites von Bodenmai! la
J.F.L.]

Bayern. 4to. pp. 16. Gottingen,

GustavRose: Feber die heteromorphen Zustande der kohlensauren Kalkerdt,

U Kopp und H. Will: Jahresbericht liber die Fortschritte der C
wandterTheileandererWissenschaften fiir 1858. Giessen, 1859. p
673 to 812 contain Dr. Kopp'3 excellent review of the progress oJ

science for the year 1858.

.

^-
r-^^?^^:

Ermittelung krjstallographisher Constanten und des Grades il

,uverlass.gke.t. Pogg. Ann., cvii, 26!, 343, cviii, 439.
W. H. Millek: On the employment of the Gnomonic Projection of theSph

1 Crystallography. L., E. and D. Phil. Mag. for July, 1859.
DAUBREE:Memoiresur la relation de.sourc "

"

"

i»f'a"^Q''™°""
^^^^'s'cht der Resultate minoralogischer Forschun^en im jaiJ«^.

1808. 8vo, pp. 229. Leipzig, 1860.--This is a continuation of Dr. Kenngotl's er

cellent reports, and contains a resume of the results of mineralogical researches

iTp mo"«f ! 1 J^^
completeness, and the careful criticisms by Dr. Kenngott render

It a most valuable auxdiary in the study of mineralogy.
F HEssENBEEG:MineralogischeIfotizen, lfo.3. 4to, pp.32. Frankfurt, ISW-

-This number of Hessenbergs mineralogical notices, contains contributions to the

SSTanXdachitr'"'' "'^"*'' ''^^°^'' ^^^^'^P^' '^^'^^'' ^P''^"^'
^'''''

Descriptions of Species."^

Albite [p. 240, VI].-Analyses of albite, (1.) from Oberhalbstein in Graubnndej

Sn^f'n^''^''^
^^'^'^- ^- deutschen geobg. GeseU., x, 207). (3.) fron. Calva".

1. elL i8*n -!l ot fie %.l^ ''^- -^^^-^

2. 68-39 19.65 0-41 0-4'7 — 10-97 tr. 0-21
=100"'"

d rw^^^i?-
^^^' lTV^--Analyses of orthite (1.) from Arendal by Zettel(^

.. slio ^?L .fU t at "^S ift. fio ol «^* =?T ^>-^
2. 480 2-4 34-8 3-3 y 1-5 9-3 07 —=1" '

,n numerals, in '^^''-
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kLsVoiTaineHn^the Urals. The'sp! gr.^^n' fragments was 2-73l'(17-l° C),

powder 2'7325 (16'8°). B.B. difficultly fusible. Only partially decomposed, s

T with the formula Oa'SiH

3 from Carlingford, Ireland, gave on analysis by Prof. Haughton, Si

a 1710, Mg l-55=99-25 (Greg, L., E. and D. Phil. Mag., [4], lix,

rriGORiTE [p. 281, 1, IV
's article in Pogg. Ann.,

:

IV].—For description o

n., Ixxvii, 94, and Descloi

E [p. 138, 1, III, IV, V].
la Bay in Bolivia:

Cu Cu " CI a "Si

56-00 14-54 1611 1213 091 = 99-60

-Kopp's Jahresbericht, 1858, 740.

.Aragokite [p. 448, II, III, IV, V, VII].-Luca has described a variety of ara^o-

nite, occurring in the Lias of Gerfalco in Tuscany, which he calls mossottite. Ihe
mineral is a prismatic fibrous radiated aggregate of a light green color. Sp. gr.-

Ca S^ ^'C
° %a Pe FI S

5008 4-69 41-43 0-95 082 tr. I'SG = 99-33

According to Marcel de Serres, the same variety of aragonite occurs in the province

ofMes9inia.—(Kopp's Jahresbericht, 1858, 732.)
, , . ^ t, -.u .

^
A variety of ar^onite from Nertschinsk has been named osmskde by Breithaupt

(B.aadH.Zeit.,x^i,54).

Axmra [p. 21S].-Thi9 species has been observed at Cold Spring in New Tork.

Bismuth [p. 20]._A specimen of native bismuth, associated with native gold,

Sd ^'^^ °^ Soratof analyzed by F. A. Genth (this Jour., [2], xxvu, 24/) con-

Bi Te Fe _ ^^^^

BoRAOTE [p. 393, II III IVl —The identity in chemical composition of b<yrac{te

^i^tassfJl, was sho^; bVchandler (SupV IV), and - f"f--"f™- .^foe analyses of fSipw^rt o,n,i nr^ntmann fZeitschrift f. d. ges. Naturwissep, xi, rfbO,
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1 substantiated by the recent analyses of Dr. Julius Potyka (Pogg. Am., ct

),
and also by Heiatz (Jour. f. prakt. Chem., Ixxvii, 338).

otyka analyzed both boracite and stassfurthite, and four analyses of boraci

62-91 O-55=101-19 Potyka.

6 1 •34<i =1 00-00 Siewert.

I'otykaa specimens, after pulverization, were washed wi

he found that both boracite and stassfurthite were slightly soluble in hot water.

Ail the specimens of boracite were from Liineber?. Heintz was unable to find a

weighable quantity of water. Both Potyka and Heintz express the composition of

boracite by the formula 'i{Mg^'&i)+^gC\='B 62-50, % 26-86, MgCl 10-64=:m
Stassfurthite appears to be a boracite with one atom of water, 2(arg^B^)+MgCl,fi
=B 61-2'7,Mg 26-33, MgCl 10-42, fl 1-98=100.

BuoMVRiTE [p. 93].-F. Field has analyzed the bromyrite which occurs in octahe-

o°M^°'^^f^'^
"^ carbonate of lime at Chafiarcillo in Chile (Quar. Jour. Chem. Soc..

^ i u^
''''^'*^^' ^""^ *he <=olor and lustre of amber and are much harder tiian

the chloro-bromids or chlorid, and appear to be little affected by light. Composition.

Ca

Can-cr™ [p. 233, IIJ.-P. y. Pusirewsky has analyzed the ,am

lalX H? 76V
^a'-iinskaia in the Tunkinsk Mts. (Kokscharow,

1. Hmen Mts., 35-71- 2958 — l8-7f

3. Tunkinsk Mts., 37-72 27-75 21-6(

That from Marimskaja was yellow, sp. sr=:2 4i

fomuktve?^'"^'-^-^'
Oa]C)+3a, containing

56 3-76 0-32=99-2;

Mts., 37-72 27-75 — 21-60 3-11 5-61 4-07 — =99«'5

Siew™"""
'-"^•~

MgCl

—Kopp's Jahresberid

Cassiteritk [p. 118,
Prof. B. Silliraan, J
gelos in California

118, V, VI, VII].—In a recent letter (Boston, Jan. 8tb, 1^;

Jr., DrC T.Jackson mentions having received ^^^^Jt^^^l
,,. .

a so-called silver ore, which on examination proved to oe «.

of tin mixed with some peroxyd of iron. On assay it gave 606 per <=ent of nietJ
of woffc w '"^^ °1 the masses of ore. Dr. Jackson is led to suppose that a T-s"

B specimens being eight ii
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. 312].—Rammelsberg (Pogg., cvii, 632) has published several analyses

as. The mean of the results gives—

from Tvhich he draws the formula (Ce, ta, tH, Ca, f'e)«Si+Aq, or fi^Si+Aq. An

hydric acid it is partially decomposed, leaving an insoluble residue of a different

composition from that contained in the solution. He remarks that it appears as if

cerite was composed of a mixture of silicates, differing in not being equally acted

CiSNABAR [p. 48, II, lY, Y].—Hugo Miiller has analyzed and described tetrahe-

from Asturia, Spain, which he supposes to be pseudo-
^ - . Jour. Chem. Soc, xi, 240.

CLAYITE, ir. /. Taylor (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., Nov. 1859.).-This

mineral is a sulphid of lead, with about twenty-five per cent of arsenic copper amt

antimony, and appears to be intermediary between galena ^^^ ^"F^'P'r^J .

tvl
19 from Peru, and occurs in small monometric crystals, a combination oi me leua

bedron with the dodecahedron It is also found amorphous, forming a coaiiri^

a thirty-second of an inch thick on a layer of quartz. Color and streak b'ackisn-

fay; sectile; hardness about 2-5. B.B. on charcoal fuses easily,
g'"°f

™'?''
f"r lead, arsenic and antimony and with soda a brUliant metallic globule which be-

3 lustreless on cooling. Carefully selected crystals g

a anc, although this compositioi

£:£-.^1e?i.-;J.?.™UrxilSi:: Sa^a^^^^^

,19 9-50 1-22 0-27 = 1UU-^'^

of this mineral by C. Winkler (B.

.tained by v. Kobell and Pommels-
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TEEAS [p. 38(1].—A cupriferous variety of copperas from a mine of chakopy-

I Turkey has been analyzed by Pisani (Comptes Rendus, April 18, 1859),

1 by copper.-(L. E. and D. Phil. Mag., [4], xvii,

'

CoppEE Nickel [p. 52, VI].—According to G. Eose and Noggerath the copper-

lickel from Sangerhausen crystallizes in the hexagonal form.—(Zeitschrift d.deuts-

hen geolog. Gesellsch., x, 91 ; Verhandl. d. naturhist. Ver d. Rheinlande, xt, it.)

CYANOLITE, CENTRALLASSITE, CERIKITE, H. .

Jour., X, 84).—Prof. How has described three new species of
a renifoi-m nodule in the trap of the Bay of Fundy, one raiL

The nodule was about half the size of a fist. It was covered
like coating, and on breaking it presented a curious internal st

ow band of a yelli

lortion having a stellated appearance and a highly pearly

hde the centre was principally made up of a bluish-gray

led spots {cyanolite). A careful separation of the constitn-

^roscope. decomposed with

ana gives on water. B.B. in platinum forceps fuses only on the thin edges, wiuj

soda and borax gives transparent beads, with salt of phosphorus a translucent glass.

Analysis gave— ^ ^

^
§i *1 Ca IVfg fe a

1. 74-15 0-84 17-52 tr. 0-53 7-39= 100-43

2. 72-52 1-24 18-19 tr. 61 6-91= 93-47

Analysis ^o 2 was made- on a specimen not perfectly free from centrallmtt

Disregarding the small amount of alumina and potash in No. 1, we have the oxygen

ratio Oa : iii
: S as 1 : 7-85 : 1-31 or 4 : 31-40 : 5-9, from which Prof. How dra^rsthe

formula Ca^Siio+5fl=.Si 74-26, Ca 18-36, S 7-37. Considering the water as basic

the ratio of the oxygen in all the bases to that of the silica is as 1 : 3-2, approximat-

ing to that of Edelforsite, Ca Si or 1 : 3. The name cyanolite is in allusion to the

blue tint which distinguishes this mineral from its

hen broken have a lamellar structure and consist of plate»

clivergmg from a centre; the plates have a pearly lustre, but the mineral pa*--e»

into an opaque white form. Centrallassite has a white, sometimes yellowish, coior,

translucent, transparent in thin plates - brittle- lustre sub-resinous; hardness^-^^'.

sp gr.=2-45-2 46. In matrass yields water,' becomes opaque and sil«ry-wfi>^

B.B fuses readily, with sph-ting, to an opaque glass, with the fluxes
g^^esaci^

and ses -Ter--'^"*
by chlorhydric acid without gelatinizing. The result of two

Si ^ Ca % S S
59-05 1-00 27-86 020 icnckt. 11-40
58-67 1-28 27-97 013 0-59 11-43 = 100-07

The oxygen ratio of the mean of these analyses for the lime, silica fd/.|^[f
1 : 3^1 : 1-27=4

: 15-64 : 5-08, from which Prof. How deduces the fo™"^'* „n/i
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lie narrow band enveloping the two preceding minerals (an eighth

mess) was an opaque mineral, translucent in very thin fragments

;

e sub-resinous, resembling white or yellowish-white wax ; H.=3-6.

B.B. fusible' withoutTutumescen'ce. It was imperfectly c

acia. Two analyses gave—

Si ^1 Fe Ca Sfg

2. 6702 13'il 1-27 10'15 1-91 undet. 15-42=98'88

The iron and potash in No. 1 were dissolved out by chlorhydric acid—a fusion

Tvitli carbonate of soda was made to complete the decomposition. The loss in the

analyses is supposed by Prof. How to be due to alkali not determined. The ratio

between S, S, Si, fi is as 1 : 2 : 9 : 4, and gives the formula 3CaSi+23tlSi*+123=
Si5806, Si 14-60, Ca 11-96,3 15-38.

DATHOLriE [p. 334, I—lY, VI].—J. D. Whitney has described a peculiar variety

Jour. [-2], xxydClS). The mineral Is^ quite compact and breaks with a conchoidal

iracture;it is perfectly white and opaque, resembling in physical character the

purest and most close-grained marble. H.=4-5; sp. gr. 2983. Analysis by C. F.

Q. Sella has in his collection a crystal of datholite from Baveno, 4^ inches long by

H inches broad, and 1^ inches in thickness.-(Wien Akad. Benchte, xxix, 239.)

DiA.sP0EE.-See under Natrolite.

a Chanarcillo, in the provmce o a (Quar. Jour. Chem. £

Jo- 1 had a pale green color, and its formula is 2AgCl-fAgBr. No. 2. of a da

fY«»dof morl frequent occurrence, is identical with Bre. haupt's ««6o/i<.

.lalyzed by Plattner, 3AgCl+2 AgBr. No. 3 was of a very dark green color, so

lrnii>!°"
a purple tint, its formula is AgCl+3AgBr.

.'zeit! xviii, 449).," "-"'"ro-Dromids of sUver (B. u. M- Z.eit., xviu, **»;. -i- -.^y--- •--

adamantine; color siskin to pistachio-green, changing on ^^P^^"'''* j° *^|^ 'S';Jblackish-gray; streak pale green. Crystalline form
<=f'^^'.^^'^^iJ^Ve ^^'^d Sle

armula AgBr+aAgCL
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the chloro-bromids of silver (Eleraentos de Mineralogia, 202). He says; "the

clilorobromids vary ia color, froin grayish-greeii or yellow, to asparagus and pista-

chio-green. In general the specimens that have a yellow color have more bruraJDe,

and consequently less silver, than those of a gray or pearly green color." Analyses

of three speci^iens of the yellow variety from thiB mines of Chanarcillo gave Do-

AgCl AgBr Ag Br CI

e ratio of the atoms of Ag, Br and CI in Nos. 1 and 3, are as 2^ : 1 : li
ing the formula 4AgCl+3 AgBr. No. 2 has the ratio 2^ : 1 : H or 5 :

2

r analyses of the grayish green variety 'which occurs In masses an inc

thickness. Of these Nos. 4, 5 and 6, as analyzed below, were from C

1 7, from Quillota. All the specimens examined were remarkably hon

I pure, some of them as translucent as wax.

AgCl AgBr Ag Br CI Ratio,

4. 72 9 27-1 = 7044 11-53 18-03 9:2: 1

5, 65 6 34-4 = 69 14 1463 1623 7:2: £

5 together wit:

fht greet

ibolite,

portions of AgCl and BrCl,

chemical compounds formed by tl

. . bromp-ite (AgBr) and kerarff^ite (AgCl) crj^-'aU/^J

a monometnc system, and as CI and Br are isomorplious and may replace e

ber m an infinite number of proportions, it is well tJ ask, where
^^1 DomeT-

3 making of new species. The five varieties which we have quoted f <"» 7™ J
, together with tha two varieties analyzed by Field, deserve to rank asJ,t. .. ...„u „„ ..„bolite, megabromite, and mikVobromite. The var.eUes of^J'oj:

imto shade insensibly into each other—the specifac g™.
J^j^j

'aXf'ThfnSchlo^^^^^^^^^

gCl+AgBr, it ^

. ^^v^^uo .a proportion
already the name embolite admitted in the
should be found which has tlie ratio *> 1

-

or more species^of Ag?Br, cf)! for the'lame 'teasonl "Smt^wl'shoSd
prot«t agaii=^

making distinct species of all of the varieties of dolomitic limestone.-c. J. b-J

48 84 0-35 6-93 38-61 305 1-48 0-36 = »»°

This, although differing somewhat from the former analysis by Hartwall, pro«

mineral to be distinct from the Norwegian tyrite.
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TE fp. 165, I, YII].—The chemical composition of this

ly studied by Rammelsberg (Fogg. Ann., cvii, 312), and i

B disagreement in former analyses pointed out. His ani

!, and partly from crystallized specimens, gave

:

(excluding Za in No. 4) =

Equivalents, 4-S 1- I'S 9-3
.

The atomic proportion between the metals and the oxygen is.76 :

9-3=1

or R506. Rammelsberg proves by experiment that at least a portion o

ganese must be sesquioxvd, and after the consideration of several hyj

regard to the oxydation of the in

Fe 31-64 9-48 f'"" 2750 S'^s

Fe 29-65 6-55 j ,, ^t 3S-31 "'^'tlSSS
2n 25-30 5-00

J

11"^^
25^0 500

]'^^''

10000 2516 99-62 24-76

Colnmn 4 is a correction of the calculation fo as to make the oxygen of the prot^

"lyds and sesquioxyds equal, and corresponds to the awount of mm touna ii

»alyses. Thl oxygen thus calculated differs but 0-4 per cent from the total oxygen^

The calculation of the compound RsQe in which ^n : Zn :
Fe-l

.
- . 5 gives

^e 45-24, Mn 8-92, Zn 21-02, O 24-81, or Pe 64-66, ^n 12-80 ZnO
2«if^^^^

responding very well with the results of the analyses, and g.vmg the formula

'Fe2n)-3(PeStn) or ll'S. Rammelsberg considers the '^'""''T''"^" ^^/^J''^

b-V^Ratmnelsberg, viz. Pe 65-05, Stn Uuly Zn 23-^0, insoluble 0-30_103-12.

'-iW^'kN^P- ^^' ^^-^^'' VII]--Tb«
'°;?\^'^i'inllv'Si!ii'anar/zS by sIhtaS

b^lena by Kenngott (Uebersicht, 1855. 109 , lias recently If
^n ^°" y ^

(^«««, Wien. Akad. Ber., xxv, 661), with the following results.

PbS As,S3 SbS, ZnS' ^eS
^ 99.98

^herspl:;! gav::; c Jllla. . t.^" ^in. and scarc..jnya.^^^^^^^

J»;
contained a lar|e amount of antimony. In a ^^ird ^;^™Pl«

JJ^^^^
?' T^ ^°™"^- F™in t'lese facts Prof Reuss draws ^e concius

^^
^t^^^^

lead IS the only constant constituent, and that stemman «

, . ^. .

R. r . , « n,,r^et from the Schischimsk

Mt^ nT tP- ^^^' I-VII].-Analyses
f^^"'''"iX^rom the Sludianka River

S mi/"V''"°^
Achmatiwsk (-1). an^l t^ejr^-'fJ;-^"^ 'p,p,,t„ent Labor..

^^iC^^^^^::^ Min. Russlands. in, 79):
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Si 3^1 Pe Ca Mg i[n
1. G.=3-798. 86-21 tr. 34-11 SO-96 ir <r=100"8
2. 37-22 6-04 24-81 31-07 0-49 <>;= 99.63
S. G.=3-427. 40-99 14-90 10-94 32-94 0-98 -=100-75

An extended notice of the occurrence of garnet in Russia, with description of in-

teresting ciystaU is given by Kokscharow in his Materialen zur Mineralogie Ru?s-

[p. 58, VII].—Dr. Genth has detected crystals of this mineral oc-

..,„+„*: ..•„n„ J
,jj galena and blende at Phcenix-

Jour., [2]/xxviii, 248.

curring as an incrustation upon partially d(
viUe. Pa. The crystals are cubes with octahedral

GtASKErrK [p. 365, III].—Prof. W. J. Taylor refers to glaserite with a query, a

sulphate of ammonia and potash from the Chincha Islands, It occurs in concre-

tions a half or three-quarters of an inch in diameter. Color yellowish-ivhite;

structure crystalhne; taste pungent and bitter; opaque; permanent in air. Hard-

ness 2. B.B. blackens and fuses with difficulty, giving a white bead. The results

Both specimens contained traces of organic matter. The composition gives the for-

mula (NH*0, KO,NaO)SO', which differs from that of glaserite only in having*

portion of the potash replaced by ammonia and aoda (Proc. Acad. Nat. SciPhiJai

HALLOTsrrB [p. 251].—Noggerath haa described as a variety of opal, a mine-

ral occurring m a soft gelatinous state in trachyte in the opal mine at Czerweitza m

Hungary (Verhand. d. naturhist. Ver. d. Kheinlande, xv, cii). Upon exposure to

the atmosphere the mineral hardens, and its characters approach those of jasper-

opal Analysis by Landolt showed the mineral to lose 530 p. c. by drying over

sulphuric acid, and the dried substance gave

:

I\.
^l^e Ca S

46-96 36-56 tr. 16-10 = 99"62

[Assuming the iron to be an unimportant ingredient, this composition corresponds

to the varieties of halloysite from Anglar and Housscha (Min., p. 151, anal. 1, 2)-

\, III, IV].-Analyses of very pure haymne by Reichardt (Kopp'

Ca STa S CI InsoL fi*
f-'

11-56 tr. 0-63 094 3353 138

12-10 tr. 1-07 1-21 0-67 33-67 0-87

No.li
! German importers, and 2 was r

Lima. Reichardt gives the formula CaB^+lofl. An analysis of hayesine bjF-

W. Helbig (Dingler's Polytech. Jour, cxlvii, 319) gave B 46-46, 6a 14-03, KaS^'

fi 32-61, NaCl 189, fig and Si traces. Additional analyses of the commercial arti-

cle are given in BarreswU's R^peretoire de Chimie AppUquee, i, 215.

Hematite [p. 113, II, HI, IV, VII].—A specimen of tabular crystalline
hematite

from Vesuvius analyzed by Rammelsberg (Pogg. Ann., cvu, 453) gave Fe >

Mg 1-40=99-45. It contained no protoxyd of iron. ^,., ,



of crystalline form of this mineral with chalcopyrite, together with its less degr

of hardness, and the difficulty of obtaining it pure and free from admixture wi

chalcopyrite, would seem to indicate that it might be a product of decom]
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^'S!S*''^'^''l-^'^'^
28-98 29-50 27-66 28-03 29-20

I. from the Jackson Mountain, II. from the Cleveland, and III. from the Burt or

Lake Superior Mountain.

HoMicHLisE [VII].—This mineral was referred to barnhardtite in the last sup-

plement, but the recent analysis of Richter, published by Breithaupt in the B. u.

H. Zeitnng, xviii, S21, gives its composition as Fe 26-81, Cu 43-'76, S30 2I, and
' "rmula(CuaS)3,Fe2S3+2FeS. Sp. gr. 4-47—4-48, (Breithaupt.) [The identity

with ci

;fiu ,
species, with some of the richer s

pQias 01 copper, such as erubescite or copper-glance. It is interesting in this co..-

per-glance and chalcopyrite aTthe Pioneer Mills mine (this Journal, [2],xxviii, 248).

HoENBLKNDE [p. 170, I—IV, VI, VIIl.—A. Knop has published a description

«>d several analyses by himself and W. Hoffman of an interesting soda hornblende

from the serpentine rock at Waldheim in Saxony (Ann. d. Cbem.
^^j^^'j^J"^;^^;^^^^^

% actinohte. '

H.=i:5.'^*' Sp.'^. 2-957.

Si 3tl Fe ATn Ca Mg Na
1. 58-71a 1-52 5-65 0-25 11-53 10 01 12-38r=100-05 Knop.

2. 58-45a 1-92 5-53 051 10-28 11-12 12-61=100-42 Hoffmann.

} lost 0-5 per cent by ignition. [The analyses give too much silica for the hom-

Wende formula, but this may be accounted for on the supposition that the mineral

!^as partially decomposed, when treated by hydrochloric acid to free it from adher-

H carbonates. The large percentage of soda is remarkable.-G. J. b.J

loDTEiTE
[p. 95, 606].-An analysis of iodyrite from Delirio's Mine, Cbafiarcillo.

afforded F. Field, Ag 45-98, I 54-02=AgI.-(Quar. Jour. Chem. Soc, x, 241).

iBiDosMiKE
[p. 19, 1].-Analyses of iridomine from various localities by DeviUe

^^ Debray (Ann. Chi^. et Fhys., [3], Ivi, 481).

Ir Bd Ft Ru Os Cu F°_

1. Columbia. 70-40 12-30 OjlO — ^^,, ^.^^ 0-10=100-06

3. California, 53-60 260 — 050 43-40 — jJO;

4. AustraUa 5S-13 304 522 33-46 0-16 H>u

,J ;;
G.=20-4; 4394 l-eS O-U 4^68 4»-»D ux. v.^—J-.

J».onp. iritvnW.T."Jirth'describes in this ^-^^^;^±^^2' ^^
J>«c.men of what appears to be telluric iron. It i3 ^^'^

^^^^'^^^"g'^^.fheT earl^^^^^

pCTotn', ^l''^"i^J*!_^.^.!* i^^tl^ "^^^^^^ -ith its being^assoeiated
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A similar mineral has been received by Dr. Gentb from Northern Alabama, and it

is exceedingly desirable that more definite information should be obtained in regard

to the locality and mode of occurrence of this problematical substance.

cana Mine," Chanarcillo, analyzed by F. Field (Quar. Joui". Chem. Soc, x, 239) con-

A^ CI
75-27 24-73 = AgCl.

„ , il. Vlll.-Vom Rath gives as

radorile from the gabbro
[p. 237, II. VII].—Vom Rath gives as the compositio

"
"

1 in Graubiindten

;

Ca Kl- il IS-a

U.= 2-840. 55-45 22-12 4-28 9-68 I'SO 1-64 5-73=100-I

This mineral lost 2-76 p. c. on ignition.—Zeitsch. d. deutschen geolog. Gesellsd

ix, 246.

s [p. 420].—Analyses of libethenite from Congo in Portuguese A

iiler (1.) (Quar. Jour. Chem. Soc, xi, 242); from Libethen (2.) by

i from Nischne-Tagilsk (3.) by Chydenius (Kopp's Jahresbericbt, 1

Przibrara in Bohemia. In physical cbarac e"

i glauconite, and appears to be a product of the decomposition otpyni^-.

)rphous, lustreless, earthy substance, having a hardness =2, and sag-

or blackish-green, in very fine powder under the microscope »lf^^-

insmitted light. Material selected as pure as possible gave rajr

2-48 54-95 1-96 0-6

s""^""

' 10-20 = 100-22
^^^^

"for the water? ihe sulphur^fthe pyritestTud the'carbonic acid, that the

le mineral had absorbed 3-43 per cent of oxygen, so that ^^^^^^^^^^^\
from the 54 95 ^Pe

of 96-79, a loss of 3-21 ^ ^„.„ ^
hisingerite and cronstedite. It corresponds very closely in chemical

with the variety of hisingerite from Riddarhyf " '"'- "" '"

Min.,p.290):
^

33-07 34-78 17-59 2-5i

Iagnesite [p. 447, 11, III].-Analyse3 0f then
tein by T. Schcerer (Jour. f. prakt. Chem., Ixxi

(3 Sig
Snarum (crystallized), 52-13 46-66
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Rammelsberg (PofTg. Ann., cvii, 451) gives this name to

1 analyses of portions selected out by means of the magnet from the

Iverized mineral gave

:

which, excluding the oxyd of copper and insoluble portions, gives (1.) 3Pe 85-92,

% 14-09=IOO-01, and (2.) ¥e 85-51, Mg lS-77=99-28.
Tiie former analyses (Suppl. VII) thus calculated are: a. ¥e 86-96. Mg 12-59=

. 3Pe 84-35, Mgr '9955 ; 6. Fe 84-20, Mg 16-00=100-20; c. ¥e 84'

was made from selected crystals, b was a portion c

associated hematite, -while c -was a specimen thus

Vesuvian hematites. Rammelsberg cor
"

M^Fe" in which probably ot=8 and i

due to the isodimorphism of K and S.

acted by the r

>f margarodite

Kenngott remarks that this composition may be represented by the formula R Sj+
2BS., but adds that this is of little value, as on closer exammation w.th the magni-

fier, the specimen proved to be an intimate mixture of a m.ca with granular quart^

and minute crystals of feldspar. [The mica from Lanes Mine, an-alyzed bj bmith

and myself, and referred by Dana to margarodite, is distinctly foliated and appar-

ently perfectly homogeneous. It is identical in composition with the so-called

margarodite from St. Etienne analyzed by Delesse (Miu., p. 224).— g. J. b.J

M.iEioNiTE {Mderhorst), see Zinc-hlomn.

ilEGABuoiiiTE {Breitliaupt), see Emholite.

MiKsoBuoMrrE {Breitkaupt), see Emboli'.e.

MisHCKEL [p. 62, 509, I, II, III, V].-Analyse3 of mispickel from Sahla in Swe-

den by J. Potyka (Pogg. Ann., cvii, 304)

:

G.=6-095. lll3 34-?8 43-26 r29 014 = 98-60

These results give the received formula, FeAs^+FeS., differing from the arwlysa

'Offers partial^lecomposit on by simply bonding in water. The sp. gr.

f ^^ ^^^

-Jahrb^d. k. k. geolog. Reichsanstalt in Kopp's
^^^^^^f^l^^ \^JoiL U

4S!;r° ^\"^?' ^^r^*- ^rS ontins^ om oW-oW^B per cent
y lormation at Lobsann (Lower Rhine) contains iro

^^^^ ^^^^ locality a fi

amor^L^f ."":J^'^^l^i°? ^^^^^*"r.?'^ l^'ws obtained, ^bich gives t^e re,
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Nagtagite [p. 65].—Folberth has £

It occurs in six-sided tables ia a pearl-
Treatment with sulphid of carboD e

Two analyses gave (Whandl. d. si«

Kenngott's Uebersicht f. 1856-7, 119)

i analyses by Klaproth, Brandes ai

nposition of galactite, whi

pecimens were entirely free from mechanical d

Jrfectly decomposed by chlorhydric acid giving a

e colored varieties the gelatinized mass always coi

an opaque white powder. If however, the decc

Si Fe fl

76-75 6-77 14-70 = 99'80

i powder is dlaspore in which a portioDof

lalyzed by Scheerer \
Qferent analyses of Spreustein differing fi

Tlie following analyse -

J
analyzed by Dr. Sieveking in Scheen

stein from an i " " " -igfjord, by Scheerer

n. contained 6J p. c. of diaspore, which when subtracted from the above ga«

tiV'f!' "^^h^^ <>-60, Ca 88, jfa 14-42, fi 9-61=99-81 ;
this '%'^^^^

act y the composition obtained for I. Schee;er adds that the ^'^I't!^*(Mm 327 anal. 14, 15, and 16) is nothing more than natrolite, wh.cli ^of^J^

Sifnnnn F''*^"^'^^ ^{ ^'^'Pore. For the further consideration of the

J
'F^.

Pomts upon t\e paramorphous nature of SprevMein (Palao-Natrohth) see tHe

i>al paper m Pogg. Ann., cvui, pp 416-435
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. Pusirewsky has analyzed 1

1-48 =100-53 P.

Nickel and Copper, arseniuret o/.—Tliis ore, mentioned by T. Sterry Hunt (this

ihoroughly examined by both Prof. Hunt (Rep. Geol. Survey, Canada, 1853-6, p.
m) and Prof. J. D. Whitney (this Jour., [2], xxviii, 15) giving analyses which con-

NiCKEL-GTMMTE [p. 286, YII].—An ore, apparently an impure variety of this

mineral, is described by T. Sterrv Hunt (this Jour., [2], xix, 417, and Rep. Geol.
Surrey, Canada, 1853-6, p. 389), as occurring with the nickel ores of Michipicoten
Island, Lake Superior.

Oligoclase [p. 239, I].—Vom Rath has given analyses of oUgocIaxe from the
granite of Albulaberge, and also of a compact liine oligoclase from the diorite of
P-z-Rosag, in Granbundten (Zeitschr. d. deutsch. geol. G}e;ell.,ix,226,259):

Si XI S'e Ca Mg K JTa

AIbuIaberge,G.=2-725. el^Ql 3-29

P'-Rosag. G.=2835. 57-64

los^'ofrr^InTandthaTfrti
united mineral. The specimen from Albulaberga

'iz-Rosag 1-32 .t on ignition.

The \£g^enfiMipar Sodaited witli pyrrhotine
^en analyzed byVka(Pog^^^ i's triclinic, and has the char-

actenstic strisG on the cleavage suirface's. Sp.gr,

§-i .^1 i^e Ca 4 K Ka
63-12 19-78 1-51

SEnS^KLSrr;:fi:gi, of 1:

of ohgoclase iinfortboclas?; the sp. gr. '(2-604)

«.!« between th'at of oligoolase (^-56)%ndort]Ijoclase: (2-67).

^p;s^s^^-VIIJ.-J. D. Whitney has analyzed the int

vith native copper, calc.te an .1 the

!'«s^i"r4:[it.'S:rl"s:rs''e
mines

Vin'aSin'reW
i. 16).

?.SlL-="^-'-"°"'^elyasmuch.
ironeSh of an i^ch in length.

J,:
^i^^et determination of thetlfeVoTthTsuttance dried at 80° C. ^ve, for 2.

;.
'"^and for 3, 275 p. c. These results agree very closely with the previous analy-

f'ollLf '^f*^ ^y P'-of- Whitney (Min., anal. 5). Specimen 3. from tl>e V* heaUey
^J'ection m Union CoUege, was considered the purest, and the analyses gives
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the formula, a3 expressed by Prof. Whitney, Na»§i4+4Ca»SiH3S=
33-73, Na 9-33, S 2-74. This corresponds much better with the res

than V. Kobell's formula, in which the oxygen ratio is 1:1:4:11.
Prof. Whitney calls attention to the relations of pectolite to spoduraene, and al

to woUastonite and pyroxene, the latter connection being more apparent when ti

formula is written (Ca|, Na^, nf^'^' or fi^Si^

Pennine [p. 295, II, IV, V].—A new analysis oipennine from Zermatt by Vict(

Merz, gave (Kenngott'a Uebersicht f. 1858, 63):

not differing materially from the previous results of Marignac, Schweizer and Mac-

Donne!. For an extended discussion of the chemical composition of this mineral

by Dr. Kenngott, see loc. cit., pp. 62—66.

Pholeeite (p. 251].—F. A. Genth describes (this Jour., [2]. xxviii, 251)pWffi(^

as occurring in the coal mines of Schuylkill Co., Pa., in yellowish white scales vthiA

become of a snow white color, and pearly lustre, on being treated with chlorhvdric

i-i and -l-t. The specimens examined were from Tamaqua near Pottsrille. AmIj-

Bis No. 1. was made on the original mineral, in Nos. 2 and 3 the substance had been

previously treated with chlorhydric acid. Nos. 1 and 2, were decomposed by fuaoQ

Si Si 5'e Ca ?J-a K S
1. 46-93 37-90 018 0-93 undetermined 13-98= 9?^'-

2. 46 98 3965 O"] 1 006 13-69 = lt>'-

3. 46-81 39-56 O'll 0-06 13-91 =l"i'

giving the formula Sl8Si^+6fl=Si 47-06, 'Al 39-20, fi[ 14-71.

Phosphochalcite [p. 425, II, VI, VII].—Bergemann has found arsenic a

all the native phosphates of copper.—Analysis of the phosphochalcite bm w-

Cu P Is fl

Phosphochalcite, 69-97 19-89 1-78 8 2l=99'85

(Abstract from Pogg. Ann., civ, 190, in Kopp's Jahresbericht, 1858, 726).

Pitchblende [p. 107, IV, V].-Hermann has given (Jour. f. prakt. Chem.
--

826) the name uranoniobite to the crystallized pitchblende from Stroffifh;

Norway, previously described and analyzed by Scheerer (see Min., p. lOS, an-

der pitchblende). Sciieerer remarks in his description (Pogg. Ann., Ixxii, s'^

it is possible that the metallic acids found in the analysis may be due to aiu.

with a substance he calls Niob-pelopsaures Uran-Manganoxydul (colun

uranium and manganese) with which the pitchblende is associated;—tothci

tig^tion is needed to establish its claims to be considered a distinct specie=.

Hennann also gives a new analysis of the pitchblende from JoachimstJia-

PbS Si 3tl Pe Bi t? tr ?b iln 6a
f^

G.=6-97. 2-84 2-45 0-33 1-88 1-23 5237 28-84 0-74 Q'U 578 04. -^

the so-called /.i/<i«£i/(Pit"tinerz'B"eithaupt) fr^JmTachimsthal '^^^^^d
curs m amorphous opaque masses of a pitch-black color. It Has »"

. ^^^
slightly conchoidal fracture, and a highly resinous lustre. Streak gree"'*"i^H.=i. Sp.gr. 5-16. Heated in tube yields water containing traces oj^^
and ammonia; fused with soda on charcoal gives a globule containing leal^

^

muth. Easily decomposed by nitric acid with separation of gelatifloia BUi<*

evaporation. Composition

:

^' « ^e Bi fb Ca Iflg fl 1°^-- 99-23
6-00 68-46 4-54 267 2-61 2-26 0-55 1006 3-20

-»'
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with traces of fluorine, ammonia, phosphoric and carbonic acids. [This substance
IS evidently very nearly related to pitcliblende, and is probably a result of the alter-

8titueiit of pitchblende and allied uranium minerals, but as most of these substances
we amorphous, and as tlieir composition varies considerably, it seems possible that

nalyses of platinum from various localities, by H.PLAnNUM [p. 12, I—IV].—Analyses of platinum from vi

StClaire Deville and H. Debray (Ann. de Chimie, [3], Ivi, 4^

Pt Ir Rh Pd Au Cu Fe X« Sand Pb(?) Os<fe loss

86-20 0-85 1-40 0-60 100 060 180 95 095 =100-25

J^V I, 2, and 3 from Choco (Columbia), South America ; 4, 5, and 6 from Califor-

118; 7, Oregon; 8, Spain; 9, 10, Australia; 11, 12, Russia.
For analyses of platiiuim ore from Goenoeng Lawack in Borneo by Prof. Bleek-

fo^ see Pogg. Ana, cvii, 189.

pX™ '-^' ^*' ^' ^'^^]~^- ?°^? ^^^ described a pseudomcrph of pi/rites after

tliicbess (Zeitschrfft d. deut^sch.^eirog. Gesellschaft, x, 98).

PTHOMoRPHrrE
[p. 400, II, IVI— Analyses of Russian pyromorphite by StruTe

(Kolcscharow, Mat. zur Min. Russlands, iii, 42)

:

1 Beresowst >
^"^^^ -^^ ^^'^' - \ 1^82= 99-71

2- Altai (Tomsk), g'.=5-537". 10-13 73-40 2-61 — 12-90 = 9904

PraosEXE
[p. 158, 1, II, V—VII].—Reuss has described a compact white pyrox-

stni t

" ^^""^^^^^'^^ in Bohemia. Under the microscope it shows a crystallme

^'Iw from admixture with chrvsocolla, malachite and allophane H.=5 5-6.

P^r /nr-
• I^ecomposed by chlo'rhydric acid with gelatinization. Analysis Dy t.

^jriWien Akad. Ber., xxv, 557):

Ptrehotine
[p. 50 I III —Analviis of vwrhotine from Bemkastel on the Mo-

ft by Baumert ^aveFe 61-0 S 39-4 and no nickel (VerhandJ. d. naturbist. Ver.

^Rbeinlande u. Westphalens, xiv, s. Ixxxv). For observations on nickeUferoas pyr-

"ne from Snarum see Muller in B. u. H. Zeitung, xvii, 304.

QcAm
fp. 145. n_Tv, VI[].-Blum and Carius have describ_ed g-'^rt^^^P^^^^

'Po«l A

*^*" '^*'«-'''"«^. from Girgenti. The crystals contained Si 98-80, br& 1 m
"Kg- Ann., ciii, 628, in Kopp's Jahresbericht, 1858, 745).

hhr'u'' fP- 21' VI].-Analysis of realgar from Pola de Lena in Asturia. Spain,

"7 Dr. Hugo Muller (Quar. Jour. Chem. Soc, xi. 242) gave S 30-00. A« 70-2o.

RiPttoLm
fp ooR T VI —At, ,ntprp<,tin^ and peculjar varietv of this mineml

r^!"^'^ Min;, MontgoLi; Co.: NoSh^Carolii. has been de^ribed by Dr. F.

^°tn ID this Journal, [2], xxviii, 250. Composition :
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Saponite (Nickles).-For a more extended description of this sCicate noticed ia

the Suppl. VII, see Ann. de Chimie, [3], Ivi, 46.

Saiialpiie.-A synonym for a variety of zoisite from the Saualp in Carinthia.

ScHEEtiTE [p. 347].—F. A. Gentli has found scheelite at the Bangle Mine inCa-

barrasCo., and also at Flowe mine, Mecklenburgh Co., North Carolina. At tie

msfmr yp!""'^''^>°!^ *=°1°^' ^'^^"a distincT octahedral deayage."" Compsiti™

W Sn Cu Pe Ca
79-52 013 0(iS 0-18 19-31 = 99-22

TTie variety from Flowe mine was observed in crystals, in one case a raodificalion

of the octahedron 1 , truncated by 1-e,—crvstal about three-tenths of an inch in length;

another specimen, half this size, had an orange color and ^ras a combinatien of the

planes i and i-i.

Another variety from Flowe mine, forming what Dr. Genth cn]h rhomUc tun^-

itate of time, occars \n small indistinct crystals—the largest one-quarter of an inch

long. Each crystal has a nucleus of wolfram, and the following planes aregi»en:

I ft, i-l, 1, and l-^; cleavage could not be observed. Dr. Genth does not belim

these crystals to be pseudomorphs, and suggests that tungstate of lime is dimor-

.%^^'^f^'^—p^s^rvRi\ons on the crystalline structure of serpentine by Wcbsky

in Zeit. d. deutschen geol. Gesellsch., x, 277.

.i^^nTlTrfP-f^'^' " ^^^•^•^- ^' K"»ball has published a description andamilj-

[2] Lix S^ The mineral w^^°'''
of compact syenite at Salem, Mass^jthisMr..

W wT^ fJ"^ ^l°f'y to the analyses of the sodalite from Litchiield m If^

llflfi n'^ ^,^o'"i'
""^^- ^' ^> ^'- Kimball remarks that the sodalite from ^'

L.tchfield and Salem, is found in erratic blocks, but the absence of cancr.n.te s

J

gray; streak nearly black and shining. Sectile, crystals brittle. It o«"7'
Jl

Snf,nt1/fK
cavities associated with quartz crystals, and "F° th^

'f ' ri;«S sL Ive-""^^
stroymeyrite, together with smaU crystals of pjrargT

16^35
^-

^""o
-^^ _
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proportions. The formula is\ea, Ag, Fe)S.

TALKOTD. N-aumann (Mineralogie, 5te, Aufl. 255).—The sparry crystalline talc

from Presnitz described by Scheerer (Fogg. Ann, Ixxir, 321, this Jour., [2], jciv, 39)

has been named talkoid by Naumann. It is snow white and broadly foliated occurs

with mr.gnetite at Presnitz. Sp. gr. 2-48. Composition, according to Scheerer and

Si SI i^e iln Ca Ag fi

1. 5846 09 1-09 061 32 83 6-56 = 99-64

2. 58-70 0-06 101 39 O'Bl 32 07 6-56 = 99-50

for-tvhich Naumann gives the formula Jklg'Si'+fl.

Tantalite [p. 351, in—VIj.-A. E. Nordenskiold has analyzed tantalite from «
new locality at Bjortboda in Finland (Pogg. Ann., cvii, 374):

fa Sn ^e l&ln

83-79 1-78 13-42 1-63 = 100-62

the oxygen ratio between the bases and the metallic acids is 1 : 4-83, most nearly

Tesnantite [p. 84, III—Vora Rath has published the following analyses of ten-

nantitefrom Con,wall (Verhandl d naturhist. Ver. d. Rheinlande u. Westphalens.

^y, s. kxii, in Kopp's Jahresbericht f. 1858, 680):

Density. S Cu Fe Zn As ^

oxyd of copper, and assuming the amount of this substance to be seven per cent,

and averaging the analysis to one hundred, gives the result as m No. lb. /^"^'y*'"

i^o. 2 was by Baumert. According to v. Rath, the ratio between the metainc sui-

Ph'ds and the sulphid of arsenic in tennantite is 6 : 4, while the analogous ratio in

tetrahedrite is 4 : 3.

TocEMAUNE [p. 270, II, IV, VII].-Jenzsch (Pogg. Ann cviii 648) has exa"Qined

» crystal of tourmalhre from Elba 'which he considers to be oV'^fX^TwiL^d
;»?gests, from his investigations, that although the

^^"'^"''''"^.K'^^lwh.TonJ eitherP«n|g Saxony) approach very nearly the hexagonal form, ^^at they belong ether

to the triraetric or monoclinic sv«tem-a view previously suggested by Breithaupts

"-^-exnents.^

Whtline [p.°406,'513l.-F. Oesten obtained from the analysis <>/ ^
very purB

specimen of triphyline from Bodenraais in Bavaria (Pogg. Ann., cvn, 4.8).

P Fe lilu Ca Mg Li ^ Na «^

G.^3-545—3-561. 44-19 38-21 5-63 0-76 2-39 7-69 0-04 OH U4u-iuv/v^

''^isgi^es the oxygen ratio between the bases and phosphoric add ^^^^ '

^^'^^

arecen
^""^ ^^^ formula, S«1*, the same as ^"^^^^^^P^^^^;

feet that eight years

Jince he published^resul't? giv7ng the'above formula, a°.^/^y,^p™°J^ An^^cviii? 648)

tlie iron existed as protoxyd.
^^^^

of'^n'Jp'jS t^i"^'f^^^^-~^°*^av ihkf ^vo^e to be^l'^iew'coTumiate containing
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black, m thin splinters reddish-brown and translucent on the edges; streak reddish-

brown
; hardness that of apatite (5). Sp. gr. in coarse powder =5124 (le-G' C).

"When hot water is poured upon fragments a crepitation or crackling takes place.

B.B. with borax gives a reddish-yellow bead while hot, which on cooling be-

comes yellow ; with salt of phosphorus is completely dissolved to a greenish-yellow

bead while hot, becoming green on cooling. No reaction for manganese with

soda. Treatment with concentrated sulphuric acid gave no reaction for fluorine.

[This mineral coiTesponds in many of its physical and blowpipe characters with

the bragite of Forbes (see Suppl. III). Possibly a thorough analysis of authentic

specimens of bragite would show them to be very nearly related, if not identical.

Uranium, silicates of, see Hermann's paper in Jour. f. prakt. Chem., Ixivi, 320.

UaANONiOBiTE {Hermann), see Pitchblende.

TJRANOCHALCITE, ^mna«M.—This name has been given by Hermann to a

k black. H.=4. Sp. gr. 5.04. Heated in a closed

metallic arsenic, leaving a b'ack residue'consisting chiefly of bismuth, uranium, cop-

per, and iron. Treated with nitric acid the mineral is dissolved with separation of

sulphur. On evaporation of the solution, silica separates in the gelatinous form.

The analysis gave

:

5% 7-3 iSl
^' ^^ ^" ^^' ^ ^^ ^^^

o"^
^

-9900*

^emann writes the formula 5(S4§i-)_4figi_j_iofl)4-R( AsS). [It is quite improb-

we may reasonably doubt the homoySrnrsrof'thnub"stance"Lalyzed.--G;j,&]

TANAniN-iTE [p. S62, II—IV].—Kokscharow considers the r«».flrfi«j;<^ crystals from

iieresowsktobe p^eudomorphs o{ pyromorphite. Struve found in the interior »'

each vanadin.te crystal a portion of unaltered pyromorphite. The mean of tw
analyses gave

:

fJ f

PbCl Ph Pe€r V ?
G.=6-863. 9-60 'TllS 043 15-92 2-92

Stmve represents this composition by the formula PbCl+?b{^i, V2i) or (^^^'^

+PbCl)+5(3l'b'V+PbCl).~(Kokscharow, Mat. Min. Eusslands, iii, 44).

A "^*J^^,[P- 110].— Analysis of water from the Dead Sea, by Dr. F. A. Gen

Ann. d. Chem. u. Pharm., ex, 240.

253lan^aiS^£?^''^~^^-''~'^'^-"^''"*^
^^^ published (this

^°^'^._j^"lJ.

of lime crystals alluded to under scheeliTe""^ One crystal showed the plane=

i-t, and 1-?. Sp. gr. 1-496 (at 25° C). Composition

:

75^/9 ^'^ f^
^^" ^%^m-"&

3 variety II. (Min., p. 352), having the formula 4FeW+Jln^*"-
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WuLFENiTE [p. 349, II, V].—The massive wulfenite from Garmisch, is a mixture

Wittstein's analysis (Kopp's Jahresbericbt, 1858, 721):

n Ca % 5?e Mo Si f Loss (CA trace V)

Zinc-Bloom [p. 460, 513, VII].—Dr. Elderhorst has described a hydrous carhon-

rionite (First Geol. Rep. Arkansas, p. 153). The chemical composition he found:

[TTiis is identicail with analyses 1,a, of zinc-bloom from Santander in Spain, by Pe-

t.publishedin th8 last supplement. This analysis gave Zn 73-1.

c'lTl.S 11
8.' These analysts f

posure to the air, thereby losing
'
^'^

'''ttuntl'citIirL7t7ToT3"8fla, exposed to 1

S1H5. Othe^analysts by'Sraun are quoted in the last supplement Peterson

d. Chem. u. Pharm., cviii, 50) give the formula for z>nc-bloom 2n3,

SthSclT;
interesting fact the composition of the precipitate produced by

adding an equivalent of carbona::d::^t^:4'^dtiaS-s^s^7s
species by SmlthSn^and Be"rthiei

'^^^iH^T^HlHi^S^H
(wsir ce of z.nc-bloom at feantan er m oo . ic grams

ulnt"
'''""'"

Art. XSXIY.— Theoretical Determination of the Dimensions of

Donati's Comet; by Prof. W. A. Norto.n".

It is proposed in the present article to investigate the dimen-

sions of the great comet of 1858, at certain specified dates, upon
the theory developed in this Journal, (vol. xxvi; No 79), and

compare the theoretical determinations with the results ot ob-

Bervation. Resuming the equation of the approximate orbit ot

a particle emitted from the nucleus, obtained in the investigation

alluded to, viz.

V^w rZk^\^ nr^, . . . (1.)

ksmaV >1 Pr J ^kcosa

iti which the axis of z coincides with the original direction of

potion, a denotes the ancrle of inclination of this mitial line ot

direction to a line perpendicular to the radius-vector, r the ra-

^^"s of the nucleus, p the acceleration due to the repulsive

J-fceof the nucleus at its surface, and Ic the opposite accelera-

tor produced by the sun's repulsion; let us pass to ^ new
J^stem of rectangular axes, x' and z', of which the axis of .is

^mcident with the radius-vector of the orbit of the comet

Effecting the transformation of coordinates, reducmg, and denot-
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ing by fi'the distance of the vertex of the cometary envelope

from the nucleus i—i~-y we have •

a:'2_2^sin2a.a;'=: -2^sin2acota.£;' (2.)

Putting Hsm la=K,
x'^-2Kx'=~2Kcoia.z' (3.)

Let z'=0, and we obtain for the half-breadth of the envelope,

-=2A"; and thence, for the coordinates of the vertex of the

curve described bj the particle, X'=-— Z", and ^'=7i=-. tango.

Transferring the coordinates to this point, we get for the equa-

tion of the curve, referred to its vertex,

x"^=2Kcota.z" (4).

equatio

=2^cota

It is also the equation of the curve that would be described bj

a particle if it were projected from the nucleus with a certain ve-

locity, and subsequently repelled by the sun alone. From whicQ

it appears that the path pursued by a particle repelled from tne

nucleus is very nearly the same, and, for the purposes of the pres-

ent investigation, may be regarded as the same, as that whicti

would be followed if the particle were simply projected from

the nucleus. If we had occasion to trace accurately the trajec-

tory of the particle in the vicinity of the nucleus, another inves-

tigation would become necessary. It should also be observed,

that in the case of any particle, which, on its return from its ex-

cursion toward the sun, comes into proximity to the nucleus, tlie

paraboHc projectory becomes materially modified by its repulsive

action, and equations (3 and (4) are inapplicable.
We may conclude from the result just obtained that, so lar

the form and dimensions of the nebulous envelope are con-

cerned, the theory of a repulsion exerted by the mass ot tne

nucleus does not differ materially from that of the projectum

of the cometary matter by an instantaneous force from ^'-

surface ; which, it appears, has been advocated and discussea

Bessel.

Other determinations relative to the envelope of the i^

may be effected by the following formulas ; in which / -

greatest distance attained by a particle, in the initial directio^^^;

motion
; Y= the actual distance from the nucleus, of the n^ "

cle when in this extreme position : 9 == thfe angle incl^^'^/to
tween Z and Y

; ^ = the inclination of the tangent drawn
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any point of the curve followed by tlie particle, to the radius-

yector of the orbit of the comet; v = the velocity of the par-

ticle at the vertex of its parabolic path ; and v'— its velocity

v':=Vk{p,-\-2z'')=^kl^p,+''j-j. . . .(9.)

lore accurately, we may obtain the velocity v" at right angles

3 the radius- vector, for any point of the actual curve, from the

allowing equatic

"=--J--{^
2pr\l ^1 (9^}

II which x'= distance of the point from the radius-vector. The
Jistanee from the nucleus to any point of the trajectory of the

particle, whose coordinates are known, may be readily obtained
from the polar equation of the curve.
Equs. (1) to (9=1) have been obtained on the supposition that the

iiucleus is at rest; or, in other words, they refer to the relative

Motion of the cometary particle and nucleus, on the supposition
tnat the two have the same velocity, and a constant direction of
^notion through space. Strictlv speaking, there is not a perfect

accordance between the two motions, even during the short inter-

nal of time that the particle remains within the limits of the en-

velope; but no material modifications of the theoretical results

are required on this account, in iuvestigatiug the form and dimen-
^'ODs of the envelope But when we undertake to follow the

cometary particle, after it has left the region of the envelope,
and IS receding from both the nucleus and the sun, under the m-

f^ence of the solar repulsion, it will no longer answer to neglect
t^e orbitual motion of the nucleus.

. . ^
^oe general problem to find the relative positions of a re-

P« led cometary particle, and the nucleus of a comet, after any

f^'\^l of time, appears to have been first eflFectually solved by

Jfsel This important problem has recently been taken up in-

J«Pendently, and solved anew by Prof Peirce; who has shown
ibat the orbit of the repelled particle is a hyperbola convex to-

th.
\^^ ^"^^^ and has verified the supposed law of variation of

J sun's force of repulsion. In pursuing the line of investiga-
SECOND SERIES. Vol. XXIX, No. ay.-MAY, 1S60.
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tion in hand, we are led to take a point of view somewhat dif-

ferent from that' occupied by either of these eminent astrono-

now proposed to determine both the true and ap-

>ns of the receding particle, after the lapse of any

me, directly from the initial velocity and direction

01 motion ; m order to take account of the various circumstances

of the original motion of the different particles supposed to pro-

ceed from the nucleus. The following formulas will serve for

this purpose. Equs. (12) to (15) have been deduced from the gen-

eral equations of motion of a body around a centre of attraction,

by chandng the sign of the force, and adapting them to con-

venient computation. Equ. (17) for calculating the true anomaly

of the particle in its hyperbolic orbit, from the time, was inde-

pendently investigated. It is sufficiently accurate for our pur-

pose, and the calculation can be more readily effected with it

than by the intervention of the eccentric anomaly. The con-

stants which enter into the equation can be determined by very

simple formulas, for any comet the elements of whose orbit are

known, and for any position of the comet in its orhit; their

values having been determined by other means for the perihelion

of any one comet. They depend upon the initial circumstances

of motion of the particle emitted from the nucleus. Equ. V-^i

was deduced from equ. (17),
If any particle, on leaving the sphere of influence of the nu-

cleus, is subject to a diminished attraction from the sun, it will

describe a hyperbola concave toward the centre of attraction,

and will recede from the nucleus, though less rapidly than it it

were effectively repelled by the sun. Equs. (22) to (2o) serve

for this case. There will be occasion to make use of them

when we shall undertake to determine all possible particles tnai

at any assumed date may go to make up the concave outline o

the tail.

{To he com

Aet. XKXY.~~The Grea

Sept. 4:th, ]

In the three preceding numbers of this Journal we have gj^ej

observations of the Aurora of Aug. 28th to Sept. 4th, ro^^

almost every part of North America between the par^^^'i
jj.

13° and 48" north latitude. We now present a summary oi

servations of the same aurora in Europe, with some [eports^^^^

Asia, and accounts of a simultaneous auroral exhibition iu

southern hemisphere.
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1. Observations at Christiania, Norway, (lat. 59° 54'), ly Prof.

Christoph Hansteek.

1859, Aug. 28th. At 10 p. m. only an indistinct coruscation

behind the clouds in the north.

Aug. 29th, 12h 10"' A. II. perfectly bright, almost as at full

moon ; the air dim with cirro-stratus, nevertheless the aurora

shone through everywhere with strong radiating, and flaming

motion, very irregularly and unsteady. Corona was often

formed; best formed at 12^ IT-S"". Altitude 71° 37' from south,-

azimuth 9° 57' east. At 12^ IS-S^ a purple-colored beam shot in

east to y Andromed^e. At 12^ 21-5'" altitude of corona 72° 27'

;

azimuth 14° 55' east. At no time were there regular bows.

There was always a vacant space over the south horizon, but

often of a suspicious character. It continued after 1 A. M. with-

out essential variation in strength or character.

Aug. 29th, evenino-j rain—heavens covered.

Aug. 30th,

Aug. 31st, 11| p. M., lightning and thunder in southwest.

Sept. 1st, heavy rain—thunder.
Sept. 2d, radiating and strong flaming aurora, 12^'^.

Sept. 3d, radiating aurora over the whole northern heavens to

a little south of zenith ; rather dimly. It continued to illu-

Diinate the heaven after it was almost covered. At If^^ A. M.

Tery clear behind the skies everywhere. '

„ao i
•

Sept. 4th, 10 p. M., radiating anrora in the north to 30 alti-

tiifJe. Later in the night, vehemently flaming with broad flames.

Sept. 5th, 10 p. M., elegant radiating aurora which dilated

from the whole northern horizon to south of zenith, mostly be-

hind a veil of cirro-stratus At an altitude of 45° it was partly

flaming. At 12^ it had nearly ceased.
Sept. 6th, at 10 p. al, an arc from 6° to 8° broad, the lower

e^ge of which had an altitude of 5°.

The following table shows the state of the Bifilar magneto-

Jiaeter between Aug. 28th and Sept. 6th :—

"^
""i^^^irn^;^;;;^

—

^^^-—^^^ -^[^ "^mT Hour. Bifilnr.

irESFT::

TTn

5 30 '" ii
Sept. 2

iX'
1020-41

liH'S
*

I
10 9 " 638T8 « " 1 55 p! M -737-95

670-05

10 30 " 670-18 « 2

9 21 A. M

Si ;H'-." ^sr
10 33 " 723 43 " " 9 49

^'"
7S0-0-

9 15PM iSSJls
165 P.M. 941-50 " "

6 85 " 801-42 " " ^25 " _1381-77 JLJ. 2ua:«_ 641-85
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The greatest difference observed during this period was

1195-91 parts of the scale. One division of the scale corres-

ponds to TTK of the horizontal intensity. Hence the variation

of the horizontal intensity from Aug. 29 to Sept. 2 amounted

to nearly y\ of its whole value.

The inclination of the magnetic needle was observed as fol-

I
6 26 P.M. 71 58

The mean inclination of the needle in 1859 was 71° 18'.

The effect of this aurora upon the telegraph lines in Norwav

was much greater than in France and Germany, The effect \va3

noticed from the opening of the stations at 7 A. M. On the 29tli

communication was interrupted till 11 A. M. on almost all the

lines ; and likewise Sept. 2d, but with a long repetition afler

2 p. M. Sept. 3d, only towai-ds Sf A. M. During the remaining

parts of those days, the perturbations were more or less umnter-

rupted, nevertheless communication could be maintained in some

degree. Strong currents caused simultaneous attractions of all

the armatures. The galvanometer showed strong deviations,

sometimes with slow, sometimes with sudden movements, from

one side to the opposite.

_
The intensity of the currents was greatest upon the longest

lines going towards the north, on which sparks and uninter-

rupted discharges were from time to time observed. Piecesot

paper were set on fire by the sparks of these discharges, w
Bergen, where the line to Stavanger runs in a north and souta

direction, the current was at times so strong, especially Sept. id

and 3d, that it was necessary to connect the lines with the e

.J order to save the apparatus from destruction. The pbenorne^

na appeared less strong in Christiansand, in the southern parto

Norway, where the lines run east and west.

2. Observations made in different parts of England; extracted fror^

the London Times,

A. Durham (lat. 54° 46').
^ra.

Sept. 1, aurora; Sept. 2, vivid white aurora; Sept. 3,
auror*

Sept. 4, faint aurora.
B. Preston (lat. 53° 45'), by K. C. . . r^r.

Sept. 2d, there was a brilliant auroral display, continuing ir^^

11 to 12 o'clock, and a second appearance, though "p^^ n^

bant, at a little before 2 o'clock on the morning of bepi-

During the first display, the whole of the northern beroisp

was as light as though the sun had set an hour before, ana

^
minous waves rolled up in quick succession as far as the ze^

^^
some of a brilliancy sufficient to cast a perceptible snaQ
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the ground. To the northwest there was a large patch of light

of a deep crimson hue, while the waves of light were white, as

also were the streamers which occasionally shot across the north-

ern part of the sky. It was the most brilliant aurora that has

been witnessed here for many years.

C. Nottingham (lat. 52° 57'), hy E. J. Lowe.
On the evening of Aug. 28th and morning of Aug. 29th there

was an unusually brilHant auroral display. From Q^ 40'" P. M.

until 9 P. M. Aug. 28th, curtains of red light were visible near

the zenith. By 11^ 40'" P. m. the glare of orange light in the

north was powerful enough (even through much cloud) to make
the hands of a watch visible. At 12'» 2§«> A. M. the light was
so strong that it gave the impression of daylight. At 12^ 45"»

an opening in the clouds near the zenith disclosed the cupola

which was situated exactly on Alpha Andromedae,
A. M. magnificent rays of light met two degrees east of Alpha
Andromeda. At this time three-fourths of the sky was cov-

ered with aurora. At 2^ 30™, there being more clear sky, a

splendid mass of aurora was visible, forming an ever changing
cupola close to Gramma Trianguli. All the coruscations moved
slowly eastward. At S^^ 15"* the cupola was formed near Gamma
Andromedae.

Sept. 3, strong aurora near the horizon.
Sept. 4, aurora.
D. Grantham (lat. 52° 55').

Aurora Aug. 28th, 29th, 30th, 81st, and Sept. 3d.

E. London (lat. 51° 37').
Aug. 28th, at 11^ 30^ P. M., auroral light in the north. At

0'' lora A. ivt. Aug. 29th it assumed the form of a luminous arch,

similar to daybreak, and in the southwest there was an mtense
glare of red covering a very large extent; at O^*

20'n streamers;
at Oh 25"! the streamers rose to the zenith and were tinged with

cnmson at their summits • at C^ 45" frequent coruscations
;
at

{"O-^the arch which had partially faded was re-formed, the

^1 of light beincr very strong, but not sufficient to enable one

[0 read any but ve?y large print ; at l'> SO"" light equally strong,

J.'it outline indistinct; at
— •

^nct. Continued till 2M
^ept. 3, aurora.

I'
Clifton (lat. 51° 27'), by William C. Burder.

,>ug. 28th, about 10^* 45™ p. m., commenced a brilliant auroral

^'fPlay. At first there were several fine streamers, some of them
^°ite, and some faint crimson, extending from near the horizon

almost vertically to a and ^ Ursje Majoris. From that time till

^•Jiigbt there were generally very beautiful streamers, but

Ji^hout lateral motion: most 6f them being not quite vertical,

^^^ mclining slightly towards the east at the top. There was
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also always a general light, extending at midnight from north-

east to ^yest, and sometimes bright enough to enable a persoato

read the time on the face of an ordinary watch.

The aurora was repeated Sept. 1st, Sept. 2d, and Sept. 3d.

G. Aldershot (lat. 51° 15').

Magnificent display of aurora Aug. 28th, and till early morn-

ing Aug. 29.

H. Brighton (lat. 50° 50').

Aug. 29th, about half past one o'clock, a fine aurora occupied

more than oae-half the sky. It had the appearance ot an irreg-

ular hemisphere of white light fringed with a band of crimson

from twenty to thirty degrees broad, stretching from southwest

to northeast by east.

3. Observations at St. Valerr/, France, (lat. 50° 10' K, long. Tf^'

E.), bi/ H. Lartigue, from Comptes Rendus, T. XLix, p. 367.

Near St. Yalerv a white light of considerable intensity was

noticed in the north at ll^ 40'" P. M. Aug. 28th. A red column,

with sides nearly parallel, and 4° or 5° in breadth, rose from the

KN.W. nearly to the zenith, but disappeared after a few ram-

utes. About '121' 10^ the white light near the horizon had in-

creased in intensity ; a large part of the heavens was colored

red, and the exhibition attained its greatest brilliancy at 12'' 20°.

Magnificent columns and brilliant rays, changing from red to

green and white, rose to the zenith, sometimes passed beyond it,

and occupied the entire space between Aquila and the meridian,

and a few minutes later extended to the constellation Aunga.

The light was bright enough to allow objects to be seen at a

distance of one mile, as during a clear night with a fall moon.

The illumined portion of the sky increased till 12'' 40™. A"«

this time the brightness diminished near the meridian, but tne

east and west portions continued red. At l^ IS"" the vert^i
.^j

columns again appeared very brilliant, and nearly f^s extensi

as at 121' 40^ but they soon disappeared. The red light gre

fainter, and disappeared entirely at 21'. The white light wni

marked the commencement of the phenomenon continued tu

quarters of an hour longer.

4. Observations at Paris, France, Gat. 48° 50'), hy M. CoUL^I^^

Q-&A.YIE.R, from Comptes Bendus, T. XLIS, p. 33».

The aurora was first noticed at Paris at 21' on the niorni^^=

of August 29th, and it soon rose to a great height above

horizon. About 2^ 45'" the vertex of the grand ^rcVia
reached the trapezium in Cetu;?, being 150° from the noi .

horizon, and it extended from Monoceros to 10° south oi
_^^.

lae; having an amplitude of more than 200°. Tjie vertex^
j^

the small arch rose to v Draconis, being a height oi /o ,
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extended from Cerberus to Leo Minor, having an amplitude of
more than 100°. The exhibition continued until the morning
twilight. A motion of translation from W.SW to E.SE. was
suspected, but the motion was not very appreciable. When the
aurora appeared in its greatest brilliancy, the substance which
composed it appeared to be in a state of great agitation ; and
the rays exhibited a red color, sometimes like that of iron heated
to redness and sometimes to a white heat. The space occupied
by the small arch was, as usual, of a greenish color ; the centre
near the horizon being black, and the whole destitute of rays.

The aurora exhibited the greatest brilliancy between the W. and
N.E. points of the horizon. A few cirrus clouds were noticed
during the exhibition ; they were all black, without any reflec-

tion of the light of the aurora, proving that this light emanated
from a region much above that of the clouds.

Magnetic effects of the Aurora; from the Cornptes Bendus,

T. xLix, p. 473.

On the 26th of August some anomalies were noticed in the
motions of the magnetic instruments at the Observatory of Paris,
the declination having changed 22' between 9^ A. M. and noon.
Aug. 28th at 5 p. m. the motion of all the magnetic instru-

ments was very irregular. Between midnight and 1 A. M. of
Aug. 29th the horizontal intensity varied 0-0074. At 9 a. m. of
the 29th the horizontal intensity had diminished by O'Ol, while
the vertical component had increased 0-0013.
^mng the forenoon of the 29th the declinometer was very

J^iich disturbed, and at 11 a. m. it oscillated 41' on each side of
^ts mean position. Towards evening the disturbances disap-

peared; but a fresh disturbance commenced on the 1st of Sep-
tember, at llh SO'n A. M. About 4 P. m. Sept. 2d, there commenced
anew magnetic storm, more violent than that of Aug. 29th. The
J^agnets were carried beyond the range of their scales, showing
a Change of the horizontal intensity exceeding 0-014, but as the

reservations were only recorded photographically, the extreme
^aoge could not be determined.

Effect on the Telegraph Wires, from the Cornptes Rendus,

T. XLIX, p. 365.

^rom the evening of Aug. 28th until the morning of the 29th

ZT^^^^ of the magnetic telegraph at Paris were almost con-
.-"^ ly in motion, as if a permanent current was passmg through

Z '^^?^aph wires. Business was therefore entirely interrupted,

;jj
could not be resumed until 11 A. M. Aug. 29th. The sarne

rnnt-
^^ noticed on the telegraph lines from 4«' to 8^ on the

"ormng of Sept. 2d, although So aurora was noticed on that day

thehlif
^^^ again interrupted, the needles were disturbed, and

ueiis Were mno-
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The galvanometers were violently deflected, sometimes to tlie

right and sometimes to the left. The needles were turned from

zero 10° or 20°, remained there stationary for a short time, then

suddenly moved to 30° or 50°, then returned and were deflected

in like manner on the other side of the zero point. The effect

was more powerful and longer continued on the lines from Paris

to Bordeaux, Marseilles and northward, than it was on the east

and west lines. During the night of Aug. 29th some intelligible

signals were received from Strasbourg.

During the day, Aug. 30th, the telegraph operators experienced

frequent interruptions. On the afternoon of Sept. 1st some dif-

ficulty was experienced in telegraphing ; but Sept. 2nd, at 4^

50'" A. M., there was a general disturbance on all the lines, first

on those to Bordeaux, Toulouse, Marseilles, London and Brus-

sels, and a few minutes later on those to Basle, Strasbourg,

Havre and Brest. At 7 A. M. bright sparks were noticed on the

conductors of the lines to Bordeaux and Toulouse. The line to

Strasbourg was less affected than the others. About 8 P. M. tele-

graphic communication was resumed on all the lines; but dur-

ing the evening and the next morning it frequently happened

that the communication was difficult.

Observations of Ozone.

Eegular observations are made at Versailles on the amount of

ozone in the atmosphere. During the auroras of Aug. 29 and

Sept. 2, the quantity of ozone was decidedly greater than usual.

The following table shows the sums of ozone collected during

each period of six days, from Aug. 4, to Sept. 8, 1859 :—

From Aug. 4 to Aug. 10 el'o' 65-6

Aug. 10 to Aug. 16 87-0 59-0

Aug. 16 to Aug. 22 820 60-0

Aug. 22 to Aug. 28 65-0 55'0

Aug. 28 to Sept. 2 97-0 64-0

Sept. 2 to Sept. 8 SrO 58-0

5. Observations at Brussels, {lat. 50° 51'), by M. QueTELET, from

LTnstitut of Feb. 1, 1860.

At 121' 35™ A. ii. Aug. 29th, the sky was overcast with a|#
and uniform veil, with the exception of the northern Uor

^^
which presented a slight appearance of twilight. J^'^^.^,
appeared in the N.W. a rosy light, which, in a few secoo .

assumed enormous dimensions. It rose to an altitude
W ,

and illumined all that portion of the sky. The rosy hgtj^^

';J.

idly extended, and soon changed to purple, presenting tn
>^_

pearance of a vast conflagration. There was a constant 0.^
^^

tory movement, and the light varied from a bright yeu
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the deepest red. Near the horizon the sky presented a greyish

and dirty appearance. There were faint traces of an obscure

segment, whose centre was on the magnetic meridian. Bright
rays of a yellowish white shot up from this part of the horizon,

traversed the rosy light in the N. W., and terminated in a bundle
at a distance of 90° from their origin.

About 12^ 45'n A. M., the twilight which illumined all the

northern region became more intense ; the general tintcontinued
of a yellowish white, but on the eastern and western borders
passed into a yellowish green. Then there appeared on the JST.

N.E. a second rosy light, but less decided than that of the
N. W. This was also traversed by yellow rays; but "the latter

were much more brilliant and broader than those which tra-

versed the light in the N. W. Those rays also terminated in

a bundle at a distance of 43° from their origin.

Subsequently the aurora presented frequent alternations of

brightness, but the general appearance continued the same until

2 o'clock, when observations were suspended.
At 9 A. ir. Aug. 29th a disturbance of the magnetic instru-

inentswas noticed at the Observatory. The following table

sliows the extreme indications of the instruments for each hour,
from 9 A. M. to 9 p. M. of Aug. 29th. Between 9^ and 10^ a. m.
t^e fluctuations of the horizontal intensity were too great to be
observed by the fixed telescope.

IVr.in Honzoiunllnlo.i 1
Deeli Htion Horizontal Intea.'

Hour. 1 Max.

on
d. «t .^7^55 9-63 4-93

1-68

nil
6-50

^.S
! 6h 30m 56-60

111
^•13 53-85 6-04 5573 " 5.85

About midnight Aug. 28th—29th, the employes in the tele-

graph office at Brussels noticed signals from their bells, such as

;
ten occur durin^^ a storm. The employes in the ofSces at

f
ons, Antwerp, Gand and Ostend were also awakened by their

l^^
and enquired what was wanted. Communication with

f^^s, London, and Berlin were interrupted till 1^30-
,

Pam
f'la London inquired of our operators if they saw a light m the

^eavens. The effect ceased at l"^ 30- on all the lines except the

submarine line from Ostend to Dover, which was charged wih
ectricity throughout the entire morning. It was not till 3^ 30-

ancl after nearly doubling the battery, that communication was

^^-established.

^Ptember 2, between o'^ and 6^ A. M., there was a second dis-

^^^bance on all the telegraph lines, and communication between
SECOND SERIES, Vol. XXIxTNofsZ.-MAY, I860.
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servations w sre made at the ObservatorJ of Brussels:-

—T.,:.r "li:;x
'" mI £x-"|c;;|

io
0^'fZfW:

^"IB 53 72 581.0^0 30 464 ,Sept UlJ..;154-56 56-53: 5-21 44b

\Z%
";4^3S62•8li^^^ '?,

5-2 loir .^^Z^
' |48-32 58-40 15-53 10-

12'

4I0 5
h-s.s»,"%iri sS 4 'JJSslSlSI bS

1
56-67 7-80

S24 I
56-59 i 7-21

i

9 • 1 57-58 1
7-31

:

6. Effects of the Aurora upon the Telegraph Lines of Wurkm-

burg; from Poggendorff's Annalen, Band 108, p. 506.

During the night of Aug. 28tli, from ll^ IS-" p. m. to near

noon of the 29th, there was remarked from time to time oaalltlie

telegraph lines proceeding from Stuttgard, an extraordinary at-

traction of the armatures, which continued from iU to iu

minutes, and generally appeared first on the line to Hei bronn,

after about 5 minutes on the Ulm line, next on the Ime to

Carlsruhe, and last on the Tubingen line. This attraction wi^

repeated every 5 or 10 minutes, and, towards morning, every ^

or 3 minutes. After 5 o'clock only bell signals could be oD-

tained from the local stations, as the armatures were held las.

During this period the deflections of the galvanometers were

very remarkable. In a single minute the needles changed tjei

position 5 or 6 times even to 40° west. While on the Ulm jn

the deviation was easterly, on the Bruchsal line the deviano

""

ThrcausJof this phenomenon is found in a brilliant mon

which was everywhere observed from 9 p. M. Aug. 2btli

wards morning of the 29th.

7. Effects of the Aurora upon the Telegraph Lims of Pr^^^'^'

from Poggendorff's AnnaUn, Band 108, p. 504.

on the conducting wires exhibrte

the line proceeding from Berlin westward, the disturbanu^

menced between 1 and 2 o'clock on the ^^F"^^"!^^j^fbad
pre-

when all connection with the stations ceaseu. xwv..-
^^^^^^

KiJuigsberg, Kowno, Eiga and Petersburg. During the 1
ously been received of
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IS uninterrupted,

wtiue on the eastern lines it was occasionally suspended.

Oa the 2nd of September, when at 7 A. M. almost all the lines

were in use, the disturbance occurred on all the lines, and in-

terrupted communication from 5 to 40 minutes. The interrup-

tioa was first experienced at Konigsberg 5 A. M. ; at Stettin b^

55'»; Coblentz and Cologne 6^ 45'° ; Berlin 6^ 50"" ; Kowno and
Riga at 7 A. m. About 9 A. M. the disturbance
it declined till ^^ 45™, when communication v
most of the stations. At Stettin communicatic
was resumed at 9^ 24™, and at Cologne at 10'\

the disturbance still continued, and at Berlin it increased to 1

o'clock, so that all communication was suspended with the west.

In the course of the day, news was received of disturbance at

Hamburg, Breslau, Brussels, Paris, and Amsterdam. From the

latter station came the intelligence that the submarine line to

England was also interrupted by the aurora.

8- Auroral Ohservations in Austria ; communicated by Prof.

W. Haidingee, Vienna, to Prof Silliman.

.
The Aurora of Aug. 28th to Sept. 4th, was seen at the follow-

ing places in the Austrian empire

:

Aug. 29tli, from 2 to 3 a. m.

From 1 If Aug. 28th to 2^ a. m.

Aug. 29th.

Aug. 29th, morning. Also faint

in the night from Sept. 1st to

2nd.

Sept. 2nd and 3rd, ev^ening.

Sept. 3, 8 o'clock.

Aug. 28, from midnight onwards.

September 3, 8 p. m.

Great magnetic disturbances were

noticed from noon Aug. 28th

to the evening of Aug. 29th.

Also from Sept. 2 early in the

morning to Sept. 3, morning;

and from Sept. 4, morning, to

Sept. 5th in the evening.

Aurora, Sept. 3rd, from 8^ to 8J

^zow, Galicia,

fl^'«. do.
"'ten, Austria,

i'.'^t^, do.

Kf«nsBi<inster, do.

^l^mnitz, Hungary.

x>t^^ do.

^'^^\ Carniola

50 27

14^"f0'

13 30

50 5 14 25

50 3 22 4

19 6

48 17

48 13

14 15

16 23

48 3 14 7

48 27 18 50

48 17 18 50

46 3 14 30

Sept. 3, 9 p. M.

Sept. 2, evening.

Sept. 3, after 8 p.
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9. Effects of the Aurora upon the Telegraph Lines of Switerhnd;

from the Comptes Renclus, T. XLIX, p. 662.

The intensity and direction of the currents excited in the

telegraph wires, during the aurora of September 2d, were deter-

mined by M. Hipp, at Berne, by the deviation of a magnetic

needle, surrounded by a wire, making thirty coils. The regular

current employed in telegraphing should have a sufficient force

to deflect this needle 30°. M. Hipp found that the short lines

gave no indication of a current, while the most marked effects

were indicated by the longest lines, and especially by those

which were directed from north to south, as the line from Zu-

rich to Berne, Fribourg and Lausanne. The current on this line,

directed from Zurich to Lausanne, would increase gradually,

until the needle was deflected 42°. It would then slowly de-

cline, and at the end of two or three minutes become zero. It

would then change its direction, returning from Lausanne to

Zurich, and attain a maximum of 80 degrees. The latter cur-

rent, after continuing 60 or 90 seconds, became zero, and again

changed its direction.

It appears from these observations that two currents suc-

ceeded each other on the telegraph wires, having a general di-

rection from north to south, the one proceeding from nortli to

south having a double intensity and a double duration, the other

proceeding from soiithto north having a less intensity and a less

M. Hipp obtained deviations of 58 degrees between Zurich and

Berne, -and of 64 degrees between Berne and Basle, indicating

currents at least threefold the ordinary current employed m tele-

graphifag.
-^

10. Effects of the Aurora of Aug. 2Sth and2m upon the Telegraph

Lines of Tuscany, hy M. Ch. Matteucci; from theAnnalesO^

Chimie et de Phys., Tom. Lvii, p. 419.

About 6 A. M., Aug. 29th, the disturbance became sensible on

the telegraph lines. About 10 A. m. a current, which roarke

2o degrees on the galvanometer, and equal to about 30 leeoi

elements of Daniell, traversed the upper wire of our telegraP,

hnes, in the direction from Pisa to Florence. The current slo^i)

increased, attained its maximum in about five minutes, and toe

rapidly declined. These periods were renewed a great number
u

times, and, during the intervals, telegraphic communication^^
held m the usual manner. About 3 p. M. the auroral ene

upon our telegraph lines had ceased. ^,^1Durmg the disturbance, on all the lines where there are sere
_

wires stretched one above the other in the same vertical plane, "

strongest current was uniformly observed in the upper
J' ,;

while m the wire nearest the earth, the current was either leeu
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or inappreciable. This extraordinary current was the most in-

11, Observations at Rome, Italy, {lai. 41° 54'), hy M. Secchi
;

from the Comptes Bendus, T. XLix, p. 347 and 458.

On the 29th of August we had a superb aurora. The sky at

Eorae was covered with a red veil, and was crossed by the most

brilliant rays, in the form of luminous columns. The magnetic

instruments were very much disturbed. The declinometer de-

viated 34' from its normal position, and the inclination varied

42'. The instruments for measuring the horizontal and vertical

force both passed beyond the range of their scales, showing that

the variation of the horizontal force must have been at least

0-0135, and of the vertical force at least 0-0075. The disturb-

ance continued for a long time during the forenoon, and the

vertical magnet, which, before noon, was beyond the scale, in

consequence of the elevation of its north pole, at one o'clock

passed beyond the scale on the opposite side, from a depression

of its north pole.

A still more remarkable disturbance of the magnetic mstru-

ments occurred on the 1st and 2nd of September, At 4 P. M.

Sept. 1st, the vertical magnetometer passed beyond its scale,

showing a diminution of vertical force.

Sept. 2, at 7 a. m., the magnets were very much disturbed.

At 7k 10m the declinometer pointed 2° 50' to the west of its or-

•iinary position. After this the needle returned rapidly to the

east, and at 7^ BO^ pointed 1° 23' east of its mean position, thus

describing an arc of 4° 13' in less than half an hour. This dis-

turbance is the more remarkable, as the greatest range hereto-

fore observed at Rome was only 45' or 50'.

The bifilar indicated a diminution of the horizontal component,

amounting to 0*129 or about one-eighth of its mean value.

^
These disturbances continued with variable intensity all day.

At 4h 15m P.M. the vertical magnet again passed beyond the

^ange of its scale. At 9 P. M. the magnet was more tranqml,

'^^ at midnight they had all returned nearly to their normal

condition.
-, , X- 1

The variations of the declinometer, the bifilar and the vertical

magnetometer were not simultaneous, but their maxima occurred

at different times. The great vibrations were cotemporaneous

^ith the currents observed on the telegraph Imes. The clouds ob-

served in the heavens had the exact appearance of those ot the

aurora borealis when it occurs by day, and such as were noticea

;i~£j:ins were made at Leghorn ^.e.^^

f
•
^- Sept. 2nd the declination was 15° 10', while at 6^ 30- r^M

'\ ^as only 14° 18'. The inclination of the magnetic needle .v as

a^so very mucb increased during the day.
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12. Ohseruations from Western Asia.

A. Tozgat (lat. 39° 45'), by Fayette Jkwett, M.D., American Missionary.

The auroral phenomena referred to in your circular were wi

observed at Yozgat. On the 28th. of August, and far several

days before and after that date, I was in Arabkir, a town nearlv

300 miles almost east of Yozgat. The aurora was not noticed

there. While I was at Arabkir, owing in part to the mildness

of the temperature, and also to the peculiar clearness of the at-

mosphere, my attention was almost every evening directed to the

study of the constellations. The natives, too, at that season,

slept upon the roofs of their houses.

B. Kharpoot, (lat. 38° 400, by Rev. C. H. Wheeleb, American Missionarf.

Aug. 28th and the following nights nothing unusual was seen

here by me or by others of whom I have made inquiries. It is

also a fact, so far as I know, that the usual displays of the aurora

are less brilliant here than in New England.

C. Mosul, (lat. .^6° 22'), by H. B. Haskell, M. D. Missionary Pliysician,

No unusual appearance was observed Aug. 28th, 1859, eitber

here, at Mardin, or Diarbekir. During the residence of Ameri-

can missionaries in Mosul (ten years) no auroral phenomena have

been noticed.

13. Observations in the /Southern Hemisphere.

Ship Southern Cross, (near lat. 50° S., long. 80 W.), from the Alta California.

On the night of Sept. 2d, during a tremendous gale, the rare

spectacle of an aurora australis was witnessed. It commenced

about halfpast one o'clock in the morning, and increased in

splendor until towards daylight, when it gradually faded before

the light of day. The whole heavens were of a deep red, wH'cli

color was reflected from the ocean. During the night a tremen^

dous squall with hail burst upon the ship. Through the whole of

this the flames assumed the same roseate hue ; and when a spray

flew over the ship, it fell to the leeward in ruddy showers, lie-

tween the squalls, in the clear places in the sky, the mysterioj^

lights were seen shooting up in spiral streaks nearly tothezemm

now flashing out with meteoric brilliancy, and now looming up

against the horizon, as with the blaze of some terrible conn^gr

tion. During the gale, several times at night, brilliant balls oi

fire appeared flickering at the mast-heads, yard-arms, and otae

salient points. The captain and his officers say that they ^r

never witnessed anything equaling this display for magnincen •

14. Observations at Concepcion, Chili, {lat. ^Q^ 46'), fio^'
^''

Mercurio of Valparaiso.

visible here on the nights of Sept. 1st and2ni

It appeared at midnight in the south part of the horizon,
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was visible until two o'clock in the morning. It liad a move-
ment of translation from east to west. In appearance it resem-

bled a cloud of fire, or a large ignis fatuus, which threw out

some flame or vapor, and spread a light like that of the moon.
For more than an hour the city was brilliantly illuminated by
this heavenly light.

15. Observations at Santiago de Chili, {lat. 33° 28'), from the Mer-

curio of Valparaiso.

On the morning of Sept 2nd, about two o'clock, the sky to
tlie south of Santiago was brilliantly illuminated by a light, com-
posed of blue, red, and yellow colors, which remained visible

for about three hours. This phenomenon is very rare in Chili.

The aurora was also seen in Valparaiso (lat. 33° 6').

On Monday evening, Aug. 29th, just after dark, the aurora
appeared like a large and brilliant pink cloud, extending about
25° or 30° above the horizon, and 60° or 70° in length. It con-
tinued visible for about twenty minutes, during the last five of •

ivliich, splendid streamers of pink and white light were shooting
"Vertically through it. It was seen almost througliout these col-

onies at the same time, and on four nights in the same week

;

out I saw it only twice, once Aug. 29th, and again on Friday,
Sept. 2nd, when the most gorgeously brilliant display took place.
It commenced immediately after sunset, and increased in splen-

dor during the evening. For several hours, little was to be seen
but a deep rich pink light over the southern part of the sky

;

but by degrees it extended, and, about nine o'clock, a huge pil-

lar of fire appeared in the west, where it remained until mid-
night. After the moon went down, the brilliancy of the aurora
jucreased, and from about half-past eleven till past twelve, a
f^autiful pale, soft, greenish-blue light, like the dawn of morn-
^^g, extended itself above the southern horizon for about 100°
^^ 110°, and about 18° or 20° in height. From this, streamers
<>i" radii of red, white and blue light shot upward to beyond the
zenith, fully half the sky being covered with this splendid illu-

?iination, the light from which equalled that of the full moon
^^ I'-ngland. These radii converged towards a pomt about 15°
jorth of the zenith, but did not themselves extend more than
^aii that distance beyond the zenith. This was its last appear-

J«ce, and a splendid finale it was. The powerful electric excite-

ment m the atmosphere had an extraordinary effect on the tele-

sjaph wires, agitating the instruments violently in some places,

^^ quite interfering with the transmission of messages.
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Eeprint of a Tract, by Nicolaus Sillacius, (A. D. 1494),

oji THE Second Voyage of Columbus.—Although the principal

object of these " Geographical Notices " is to record the recent

progress of our knowledge of the world, yet we cannot forbear

to make mention of a remarkable publication which pertains to

the discovery of the New World at the close of the fifteenth

century.

Christopher Columbus, in his second voyage across the Atlan-

tic, set sail from Cadiz, September 25, 1493. Soon after his re-

turn, Guglielmo Coma wrote from Spain to Nicolaus Sillacius in

Pavia an account of the journey. These letters were translated

by Sillacius into Latin, and such other information was addch'

them as could be gathered from current reports ; and this >

account of the voyage of Columbus, was published uik;

title, "Z>e Insulis Mendiani atqiie Indict Maris nuper ih

This curious tract has been almost forgotten for nearly fo';:

dred years ; and, at the present time, but two copies of the wr

ginal edition are known to be in existence,—one belonging to tiic

Marquis Trivulzio of Milan, and the other to James Lenox, Esq.,

of New York. The last named gentleman, with characteristic

liberality, has made this pamphlet accessible to all scholars by

causing it to be carefully re-printed in the original Latin, witn an

English translation bv Rev. James Mulligan, a biographical in-

troduction, notes, and a bibliographical appendix, in which mucQ

important information is given in respect to the early prmtea '•;

count of the various voyages of Columbus. The whoio
""

forms a quarto volume of about 180 pages, printed in "'

elegant style.

It cannot be expected that this tract will add very n-

what is known from other sources of the great navigator

;

voyages, but as a contemporaneous record of most inr

discoveries, the volume will always be prized not le.^s

geographer than by the historian and bibliographer.

Voyage around the World of the Austrian I'

NovARA.--The reference which has been made inap^'

page of this number of the Journal to the Austrian circu;

gatory voyage, furnishes us with an appropriate occa~;

spiking pf that exploring expedition.
The Imperial frigate "Novara," under the command ';

modore von Wiillerstorf, set sail from Trieste April 30,
1^

returned to the same port August 26, 1859, having succ
-

completed a voyage of scientific observation around the
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tk first which was ever undertaken by the Austrian Navy. It

13 of course too early for the results of this expedition to be

Mly made public, but various accounts of the whole voyage,

and of particular observations, have been given m the journal

of the Geographical Society of Vienna, and in Peterman's il/i«/ia^

unfjm. ninstitut of Paris has also published a series of articles

on the subject, communicated by M. Marschall of Vienna.

The " Novara " is a frigate of 1800 tons burthen, and 44 guns.

It. was manned by 354 men. The scientific corps, in addition to

the commodore and other naval ofacers, consisted of the follow-

ing naturalists, viz., Dr. Hochstetter, physicist and geologist

;

Fraueufeld and Zelebor, zoologists ; Dr. Scherzer, ethnologist,

having charge also of investigations in national economy, the

botanist Jellmek and the artist Selleny.

Sailing, as we have stated, from Trieste, the expedition toudied

for longer or shorter periods at Gibraltar, (eleven days), Funchal,

(nine davs), Kio Janeiro, (three weeks). Table Bay, Cape of (rood

Hope, (tVenty-four days), Island of St. Paul, (seventeen days
,

Point de Galle, (eight days), and Madras, (eleven days), bail-

-I'froni the last named port Feb. 10, 1858, from that time until

"---
11, a period of six months, the vessel was directed to

-mdand continental seaports of south-eastern Asia, in-

Mkobar, Singapore, Batavia, Hong Kong, Shanghai, etc.

.'oerthe island Puynipet was visited, and afterwards

.
' a month), Auckland, (seventeen days), Papeiti, on i a-

^-•^1. 'tifven days), Valparaiso, (twenty-four days). Leaving the

latter port May 11, 1859, the Novara reached Trieste at the ena

of the following August. The whole extent of the voyage was

nearly fortythousand nautical miles.
. -> , ,, a ^ ^^

^'arious letters and partial reports, submitted to the Acadeniy

o[ Sciences in Vienna, have already been Pointed and a com-

pete narrative of the voyage, and fall reports of all the scientinc

observations which were made upon it, is soon to be prepared

'"dr%?4^s Pj^oposed Arctic Jouf^Y-A meeting of^^^^^^

American Geographical and Statistical Society .^^^
^f^^^^^^^ "^

^ork, March 22, for the purpose of encouraging I>r. Ha> es m
^e^pect to his proposed vo/age to the Northern o^ean. Dr _Mayes

^^gtSp^u-^t^o^SytWaWybeen set fon.



in this journal, in a paper from his own pen, " On the Practica-

bility of Eeaching the North Pole," (vol. xxvi, p. 305-23, Nov.,

1858.) At the recent meeting it was stated that ten thousand

dollars had already been subscribed in aid of his enterprise, and

at least ten thousand more are needed to insure the sending forth

of the expedition.

The various weighty problems which are proposed for solution,

especially the determination whether or not there be an open

Polar Sea, present the strongest claims to the liberal contribu-

tions of all who are interested in the promotion of geographical

discovery, or in the progress of physical science.

JOUEXAL OF THE AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND StATISH-

CAL Society.—We are informed that this Journal, which has

heretofore been published monthly, will hereafter be issued quar-

terly each number comprising at least 128 royal octavo pages.

The first number, announced for the month of April, will com-

prise nearly 150 pages, consisting in part of original articles

by the following writers: Commander Matthew F. Maury,

Prof. Alexander D. Bache, Prof. Arnold Guyot, E. George

Squier, Paul B. DuChaillu, Dr. David Livingstone, Joseph

C. G. Kennedy, James Wyne, M.D., together with late geo-

graphical and statistical intelligence, and careful notices of new

scientific works bearing upon the objects embraced in the Soci-

ety's labors. The subscription price to those not members of the

Society will be three dollars a year.
Letters in reference to any matters connected with the Journal

should be addressed to Daxiel Willard Fiske, General Secre-

tary of the Society, New York. ,

Explorations in the Amoor Eegion.—We have already

called attention to the great efforts which are making by the

Eussian government to ascertain the resources and character-

istics of Eastern Siberia, and to bring the immense regi^J

drained by the Amoor and its tributaries into connection witQ

J of the world. To oui
vestigations are especially important, when we consider ^^^i-7

able effect which will be produced upon the commerce ot

Pacific.

At a recent meeting of the Eoyal Geographical Society of hon-

don, a paper was read, presenting extracts (prepared and transiat

under the direction ofCapt.R CoUinson) from various official ii

sian reports, respecting the districts adjacent to the AinoorriJ .

These extracts from the writings of Messrs. Pescurof,
^as.l^^

Radde, Usoltzof, Paragchefski, etc., are printed in the i^an^^j^

tions of the Royal Geographical Society, vol. 28,—together
^^

an original map compiled by J. Arrowsmith. As our space^^^

the present time allows us to quote but one of these repo"*' j

have selected that by M. G. Eadde, uoou the table lands easi.»"
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southeast of tlie great Lake Baikal—or, as tie terms it, the Daaro-

Mongolian Frontier of the Trans-Baikal region.

"Ifby the word 'Steppe' be understood an extensive, tree-

less and arid plain, without any considerable undulations, that

term cannot, in its fall sense at least, be applied to the tracts now
under consideration. Scientifically, and with regard to the for-

mation of its surface, this region should be described as an elevated

extent of country, intersected by many bare mountain ranges ;
the

valleys and low plains between which are in some places strongly

impregnated with salt, and produce exclusively chenopodecB whilst

in others they receive the waters of many small springs and

atmospheric moisture in the shape of snow and rain, giving

rise to innumerable small, turbid, and muddy lakes, seldom con-

taining water fit for use, but more often contaminated with saline

and alkaline solutions. An ordinary observer, one who has not

penetratrated into the external structure of the earth's surface,

or, what is of greater importance, into the properties of the soil

from which he derives his sustenance, would see here only a con-

trast of conditions, namely, the contrast of the wooded surface

to the treeless and bare, inducing him to call such a country a

steppe. Whether the latter surface be level, or high and undu-

lated, it would equally by him be termed a steppe ;
and only

perhaps in distinguishing two contiguous regions would the

mountainous and desert zone be designated as the ' high' steppe.

The Daur country on t^e Mongolian frontier cannot, both with

relation to its absolute height and its topographical features, be

even approximatelv compared to a regular steppe ;
nor can any

parallel be drawn between the chemical properties of their vege-

table strata. Whilst in many regions, as for instance in the ex-

tensive Orenbur<T Taurida, and Bessarabian steppes, the cherno-

zem, so favorable to cultivation, penetrates the surface to 2 and 3

feet, there is a total . absence of organic matters in the woodless

valleys of the Daurian frontier table-lands; and the soil of that

extensive region has not undergone any considerable change tor

laany centuries, owincr to all the elevations, and frequently_ the

valleys, abounding in siliceous (''jasper and flint )
formations

Jhjch either do not admit of precipitation at all, or with great

aimculty
; added to which, the decomposition ot nara rocKj

^s^es IS materially retarded by the dryness of the atmosphere,

A funhefe.fpos'itTJn wm'sTow that, leaving aside the peculiar

^tamp which characterises the organic nature of this r^g^«"' ^he

'Material and- moral condition of its scanty
P^P^^/.'^^'f ^"i^

siiccumbed to the influence of the physical conditions above-

-mentioned. The greater part of this desert track, Fleetly un-

suitable for the production of grain, is apparently, hke the in-

^bited regions of the Gobi desirt on the south, destined by na-
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ture for the nomadrc life of the wild and superstitious Mongol,

who, spurning the ties of a fixed abode, scours the level plain on

his fleet steed.

With respect to geographical position, the Daurian frontier-

steppes occupy a narrow zone between longitude 112° 30' and

119° E. ; their chief extension is from west to east, and they are

only in a few places intersected by the parallel of 60° N. latitude,

If the treeless elevations are alone to be denominated steppes, the

boundary of the Russo-Daurian steppes must be drawn south-

wards from Nijni-Ulhun frontier station, as the mountaiua on

the banks of the Onon, extending farther west, are covered all

over with dense forests; on the east, on the other hand, from the

above station, and between Akshinsk and Mogoitu, along the

right bank of the Onon, extends a forest of tall trees, the pre-

dominating family of which, the pines suddenly disappears a few

versts east of Mogoitu, and is succeeded by a stragghng wood of

birch, as far as Kubuhai.
The steppe district thus only crosses the Onon at Niji-UlhuD,

occupying also a small zone, well irrigated with numerous small

streams, on its left bank.
In its easterly extension, parallel to the course of the Onon,

the steppe is not bounded on the north by this river, but bj a

very thick forest extending between the Onon and the desert, in

some places 10 miles in breadth. This forest is worthy of notice

for Its historic associations as the sojourn of Chingis-Kban, and

also m a botamco-geographical respect, forming, as it does, a na-

tural boundary between the river and the steppe, which is re-

markable for its small breadth and its clearly defined limit on

the south. The forest thins gradually towards the east, down the

Onon, and terminates entirely at the place where the river bends

abruptly to the north on meeting the western spurs of the

Adoncholon mountains ; farther in'^that direction, with a lesser

fall, and often contracted between banks of granite, the river

pursues its course as far as its confluence with the ShilU

through a wooded country more frequently overgrown onlv ^^^-

The frontier steppe, which has already a breadth of about

miles between the old Chindan fortifications and the Uldza r:

extends towards the south along the confines of this pine t::

acquiring a greater width farther on. The Onon-Borza* nv :

flowmg from the northeast, and which likewise approaches ^
southern offshoots of the Adoncholon mountains at 116°, and ater

bendmg to the north unites after a course of twenty miles ^'^

the Onon at Ust-Borzinsk, belongs at its western middle cou---

to the steppe region. In like manner, the more sloping soutt

* This strenm is called Oaon-Eorza in distinction to the three Borzan^
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declivities of the Adoncholon mo-antains, of which the summits
ith stunted birch-trees (these are often,

t density along the entire northern slope

alone are overgrown witn stunted birch-trees (these are often,

however, found in great density along the entire northern slope

of that chain), are referable to the same region.* To the eastward,

,
almost on the meridian of Tsagan-olu (116°

rows of woody elevations extend from east to north, intersecting

each other at the most westerly lower range of the Buko-Hada,
where the eastern branch terminates. The bare elevations run-

ning from this knot to the south expand the farther they extend^

and form, near the frontier, the wooded table-land of Altangan,
so called after one of its principal valleys.

The aboveraentioned mountains, which terminate in Buko-
Hada, formfirst on their eastern, then on their northeastern ex-

tension, a water-shed between the affluents of the Onon and
Argun ; the Gazimur river takes its rise on its northern side.

The Altangan table-land lies between two systems of saline

waters; the lake of Tarei-nor is the largest representative of
' the western basins, whilst to the eastern belongs Ubudk, Tsagan-

nor, Hara-nor, and many others. The culminating points of this

region occur in the Steppe district, which here increases in width,

being more than 67 miles in breadth between Tsagan-olu and
Abagaitu. Having by barometrical measurement taken the-

height of Tsagan-olu at 2711 feet English, 500 more must be
added for the mountain pass of Soktui. Only one valley, the
largest and broadest of those occurring in the frontier steppes, on
the Russian side, intersects the Altangan plateau from east to-

^'est, continuing on the other side of the mountains from their

western slopes.f This is the valley of the Urulungui rivulet,

which flows for 100-113 miles in a direction towards tiie Argun,
and terminates there at Novo-Tsuruhaitui military station. At
Its lower course, the Urulungui flows gently along a winding
cbannel, bordered at first occasionally by bushes of the willow,,

^^e precursors of a more luxuriant vegetation than that of the

%pe. The region, however, between the Urulungui Argun,
and Altangan plateau loses its vegetation more and more towards
we south ; on the frontier at Abagaitu it is intersected by parallel

^ In Dauria
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40"" 35' and is so unproductive and barren, tbat on that account

alone, and without reference to its topographical features, it may

be considered the extreme northeastern end of the Gobi desert,

which extends to the lakes of Buir-nor and Dalai.

Broad, light-green, and low tracts, overgrown with reeds, and

winding only along the very edge of the Argun, intersect the

bare and rocky desert, the uniformity and character of whosa

vegetation is at last broken by the Urulungui rivulet, at Novo-

Tsuruhaitui. Lower down from the mouth of that stream tbe

valley of the Argun assumes another aspect ; and the river

itself, taking a bend to the northeast, visibly contracts and flows

more rapidly. Here the chernozen soil of the valley with its

diversified flora also makes its appearance, so that the Urulungm

may not only be considered as the limit of the high Daurian

steppes, but also the sharply-defined natural boundary of their

vegetation.

To the north of the Urulungui commences the district of the

metalliferous deposits of the Nertchinsk mountain region, re-
•

markable also for its vegetation, which, lower down in the valley

of the Argun, is very rich in forms, particularly at Chalbuchi

village. It is here that the Mongolian oak, the Corylus hetero-

phylla and Betula dahurica, seen nowhere in Siberia, first occur.

Lastly, possessing a sufficiently thick population, some portioQS

of this region are highly favorable to the production of cereals;

but it is less adapted to the depasturage of cattle than the

steppes, on account of the many mountains by which it is inter-

sected.

To describe in a few words the boundaries of the high Daunan

steppes, it suffices to say that their limit on the north is formed hv"

a pine forest, extending along the right bank of the Onon, by the

Onon-Borza rivulet and the Adoncholon mountains, together witu

the elevations at the upper courses of the Gazimur and Urulun-

gui rivulets ; on the southeast by the Argun ; and on the soutH

by the Chinese frontier laid down in 1727 ; the western extrem-

ity of the steppe being bounded by the forests on the right bank

of the Onon,
The whole of this country, occupying an area of 380 squar

miles, attains an absolute height of 2200 (English) feet at its great-

est depressions (namely, at Kulussutaefski military station at

Bayrn-Tarei lake), and almost 3000 feet at its highest eleyawn^j

Numerous mountain chains, rarely however detaching
^^'^^-^j^

spurs, intersect it in various directions, forming broad valley^' ^

a saline soil, and which are often found to contain accumuLat oi«

of precipitated Glauber salt and soda, but seldom any water-ba^.
j

Even where the latter occur, they never attain any considei^we

depth, and are mostly so shallow and level that after a SQO^
f^

winter or hot summer they completely dry up and Ireque
.
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remain in that state for many years. The most striking example
of this is afforded by the great Baryn-Tarei lake, lying south of
the Kulussutaefski frontier station, which was found dry by Pallas

in 1772 : since then it filled with water, which again entirely eva-

porated five years ago, so that it now only presents a dry salif-

erous and muddy bottom, cracked in numerous wide fissures by
the burning rays of the sun. With the exception of a few rills,

generally filled only by snow water in spring, and remaining
perfectly dry during the greater part of the year, a small number
of spring morasses are alone to be found there. Not unfrequently
such morasses occur in the vicinity of saline lakes; but often,

having no eflSux, they drain themselves, when, owing to the

pressure of water beneath, the surface around their swampy edges
rises several fathoms in winter with its icy covering. The ice

remains in such places until the middle of summer ; and even
so late as the month of June have I seen on a freshwater morass
near Kulussutaefski, in the neighborhood of Tarei lake, blocks
of ice one inch thick, capped, as it were, with a layer of earth of
the same thickness, overgrown with reeds.

With such a scarcity of water and so great an elevation, it is

conceivable that the atmosphere of this region must be very dry.

To the south of this frontier zone, at the same time, extends an
immense desert, and on the north, the rain-clouds, being at-

tracted by a dense forest, and arrested by elevated ranges, dis-

charge their waters to superfluity over the wooded district of

^'ertchinsk
; whilst some 7 to 14 miles to the south not a drop

of rain or dew will fall for months together. At the village of

Tsagan-olu, I witnessed, at the beginning and latter part of the
inonth of June, examples of such an unequal distribution of
moisture; whilst the heaviest rains and storms, continually in-

terfering with my excursions, prevailed at midday in the forests

only 5 miles to the north, buckwheat was being scorched 3 miles
to the south of the village, and no rain had fallen since the middle

f May at the frontier stations of Soktuisk, (40 miles farther to
|lie south), and Kluichefski and Chindan (33 miles more westerly).

" IS to be regretted that scarcely any observations on the mois-
ture of the atmosphere of this elevated region have hitherto been
^ade, as, together with a better knowledge of the chemical pro-

perties of the soil, they might have led to some definite conclu-

sion on the greater or lesser fitness of the country for agricuk
t«re. At the same time we find that almost useless expenments
OQ the growing of corn have for many years been repeated with

l^eat perseverance at the military settlements on the frontier,

^n none of the extensive and remote regions of Eussia, in the
jame latitude, are there, probably, presented so many local con-

flations unfavorable to agriculture as in the frontier steppes of
^iiria; and it is very doubtful whether, even with increased
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labor, and tbe introduction of a better system of tillage,m
regular or even moderate harvests can be obtained. Not'onlv is

there ou one side the want of rain and snow, and the great ele-

vation to influence the early autumnal frosts, but on the other

the very properties of the soil offer still greater obstacles to cul-

tivation
;
to be surmounted perhaps only by a Chinese density of

population, and Chinese industry.
The very soil of these regions is of a twofold nature : a great

part of the steppes, and all the mountain-chains in particular, are

as if sown with flint, jasper, and chalcedony, deeply buried in a

hard argillaceous sand, and forming also the upper vegetable

strata, which present no traces of fertility ; whilst all the depres-

sions of the surface are impregnated with salt, and therefore pro-

duce only a few saline plants. The climate is at the same time

unfavorable to the growth of any plant. Severe snowless winters

prevent the cultivation of winter wheat, while the early autumnsl

Irosts are generally prejudicial to crops, and impede the fall^^v

tfllage. Spring wheat and buckwheat are consequently a'

sown
;
and even these crops perish in great part from the droi::

m May and June, no shade being afforded to their rooi-

their thin foliage and feeble growth of stem, which rises .v

one foot from the ground. A&"a rare exception, a snowy winter

will sometimes follow a series of drv yeans ; but this, althougii

actmg beneficially on the fields, is of great injury, by its long

contmuance, to the cattle, which are not unfrequently entirely

destroyed by the want of fodder. Under ordinary climatic con-

ditions,, the want of snow is the chief impediment to theirsafely

passing the winter; so that, on the freezing of the few fresh

springs, the animals suffer much more from thirst than from

hunger, and from the first half to the end of December are often

so reduced that, even with a sufficiency of food, they are unable

to survive the second half of that month.

Appreciating the advantages which Eastern Siberia derives

from the opening the Amur to commerce, Mr. Kadde proceeds to

consider the present agricultural wealth of the Daurian Stem

and Its future influence and development. The first part oi
'

paper has already shown the unproductiveness of the coui

'

and the great obstacles presented by its climate. Cattle-br-
•

ing and sheep-farming in particular, would alone appear to adm.-

of some development, as the lowlands and steppes afford
gooa

pasturage; and the prejudicial climatic conditions might, ^"^

perseverance, foresight, and industry, be rendered less uawvor-

Wool is the only article which Mr. Kadde adduces as an ex-

port, and he considers there will be no difficulty in finding a mu-
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ket for it in the United States. The frontier region of Dauria
and Mongolia is capable, the author thinks, of producing two
millions of sheep; whilst cattle-rearing must for some years re-

main in its present state, owing to the scantiness of population,
and the difficulty of making provision for the winter."'

Khanikoff's Teavels in PEESIA.—Throuah the attentions
of D. W. Fiske, Esq., General Secretary of the" American Geo-
graphical Societ}', we have received the Proces- Vtrhal of the meet-
ings of the Imperial Geographical Society of St. Petersburc^. held
liec. 16, 1859, and Jan. 18, 1860.
At the latter sitting, M. Khanikoff presented an account of

.. > ivscarches in Persia, to which, in a former number of this
a brief allusion was made. His remarks were chiefly

' the Province of Khorassan, as will be seen from the
'nstract which we translate from the Proces- Verbal

iiiis of this vast province, bounded on the north bj a
...— - "hich stretches in the direction of latitude from Hindou-
J^vKb:,hto the southern extremity of the Caspian Sea, and to-WQ ttie west by another plateau, making an angle of from 20
10 dU degrees with the meridian, are far less clearly defined to-
ward the east. This traveller is of the opinion that Khorassan
"2 be justly considered as bounded in this direction by the
^tern slopes of Hindou-Kousch, which stretch from Herat to

fromtA"' fJ"^^^
^^ ^J ^^^ mountains which separate Seistanrom Beloudchistan. The space thus enclosed presents four na-

L!S ^^f'T''"''*°^^^^^ M.Khanikoff gives the name ter-
i be farst embraces the salt desert lying between Kaschan,

) southwest, and

^oura, Bastam, Nichil
IS directed

:

Send^th^^'"^^ ^^?^"^ ^''^ ^^^'- The second compre:

tbInfr ^^
^f'"'^

^^ ^^^^' ^"^^ t^^^^^^d tl^« ^orth borders on
i^ Eir-^'r^".^^^^^^"^^

«f ^i"^^^^^ ^'^ '''^ ^^^^thern limit;

east anrl
•

'f^^^^^^'^^
is from north-northwest to south-south-

t!ie level nf
^"'^ ^T^ ^' probably no more than 500 feet above

eludes sf/^^^'^- ^^^ ^«^^^^t P°i"t «f t^e ti^i^d, which iu-

^aters t^^V! f *^^ ^^'"^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ Hamoun, of which the

•-•^vhicT ' ' '^^ '^' ^^^ ^^^'*^ extended, is bounded by the
''On one side, joms Birdjand and Sebzar, and on the
-'ues from the first of these villages to Toun, Hafif, and

.Its general slope inclines from southwest to north-
-mits of these four divisions of Khorassan are notwell defined, but they are clearly indicated by the
' tne water courses and the inclinations of the ravines
n Wier of Khorassan coincides with the isother-
;- bent., a fact which gives plausibility to the con-
:^^over all the expanse of the northern plateau of cen-
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tral Asia, from Orenbourg to Meshed, over a space of 20 degrees

in breadth, the annual temperature seldom falls to 6° Centi-

, the southern limit of the first terraces described above,

grow and produce fruit in abundance, from wbich we

must conclude that the annual temperature here is not below

18° Cent. ; hence, in this direction and in moving toward the

equator two geographic degrees only, the mean annual tempera-

ture acquires an increase equal to that gained to the north of

Meshed by a progress of 20 degrees along the meridian. M.

Khanikoff calls the attention of the Geographical Society to

this point, that the rapid elevation of the degree of the annual

temperature cannot be explained by the astronomical and hyp-

sometrical coordinates alone, of the regions where this increase

has been observed. He thinks that one of the essential causes

ffhich

rapidly increases from the southern shore of the Caspiai

the frontier of Beloutchistan, so that in the desert of Lut the

atmosphere contains only r'/oths of relative humidity.

After entering into detail relative to the probable limits of the

highest temperature, determined from the softening observed in

the stearine which was in the baggage of the members of the ex-

pedition, M. Khanikoff has described some of the most striking

atmospheric phenomena which he has himself studied in Kho-

rassan. He mentions, among others, waterspouts and whirl-

winds of dust, the dry mist, the atmospheric fluctuations, the

mirage, and finally, observations upon the zodiacal hght, whicn

was seen by the expedition while traversing the space between

Anarderre and Kirman. In conclusion, M. Khanikoff presented

to the assembly the whole trigonometrical network, by aid ol

which the sketches which he has traced were drawn, adding tne

details of the circumstances which accompanied the operations.

For want of time he reserved to another meeting the enumera-

tion of the ethnographical labors of the expedition.

Abt. XKX.Yll.~~GorrespondenceofProf. Jerome NkUls, ofKancy,

France, dated Feb, 26th, 1860.

French Academy of Sciences. Puhlic meeting and distribution of

prizes.-Th\^ meeting was held Jan. 30 ; it was concluded with the euio^

upon Th6nvd, pronounced by FJourens, one of the Perpetual becrew

The following is a summary of the principal prizes awarded.
^^^

Prize for Astronomy.—This prize was awarded to Kobert l^utne'-,^^

the discovery of Mnemosyne, the only new planet of the year^J

Mnemosyne is the 57th of the group of telescopic planets betwet ^^^
and Jupiter, and the 8th of those which are due to Mr. LutJier.
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Academy has already four times awarded the prize to this astronomer
for the discovery of the five planets, Thetis, Proserpine, Bellona, Leuco-
thea, and Fides.

The prize for Mechanics was awarded to Mr. Giffard for the inven-
tion of a new feeding apparatus for steam boilers, which he calls an
'' auiomatiii injector." The report, made by Combes, gives great praise

to this apparatus. The injector very advantageously replaces the feeding
pumps of steam boilers. In addition to the fact that it av<yids all loss of
heat, other than that which results from the cooling of the exterior of
the tubes in which the steam and hot water circalate, the absence of any
movable solid parts, exposed to wear and derangement, the extreme
facility with which the quaniity of water supplied can be regulated be-
tween limits sufficiently narrow, &c., render it very valuable for locomo^
tive machines. Accordingly several great railroad companies have already
applied it to machines of^this kind.
The automatic injector takes its origin from an observation made by

Savartin 1832, in his experiments upon ther fall of liquid veins; a cur-
rent let fall from a vessel where the level is maintained at a given height,

penetrates directly and quite unbroken into a vessel where the surface is

less elevated.

The observations of Savart ; the phenomena, long known, of the com-
munication of lateral motion to fluids by which is explained the action of
those blowing machines called trompes ; the forcible drawing in of aif

throngh the intervals which separate the bases of the tuyeres of high
furnaces; the effects of the blast pipe of locomotive engines, kc, have
gi^en Mr. Giffard a hint which has led him to the invention for wbick
the Academy have just awarded a prize.

Mr. Giffard, who is a person of very earnest spirit, is knawn in FraMce
by kis attempts at guiding balloons. Some years since he obtained
evident results in directing them, since he succeeded in making his bal-
loon move against the wind, at the Hippodrome in Paris. This fact was
stated in a report signed by intelligent men. Although without means
to continue his researches upon this point, Giffard was not discouraged.
Instead of making a show of his misery, and representing himself as

or as a martyr to an idea, he left balloons for the

about the construction of locomotive machines ; he thought
w Ills injector, and put off his researches upon ballooning until by his

abors he should again be furnished with means to continue them; com-
P'«te success crowned his investigations; he has now placed himself m a
<^iidition to take up again his favorite pursuits,

Phymal mences.~K prize has just been divided between Daubr6e,
^ean of the Faculty of Science at Strasbourg, and Delesse, mming en-

pie^r at Paris. The question proposed for competition was in respect

;'' the Metamorphism of Hocks. The report of the committee will not

<^<^.nvey to the readers any more knowledge than they have already ob-

5j'"ed from this Journal which has often made mention of the labors of
l^srs. Delesse and Daubree. , „
Ihe Prise for experimental Fhysiolopjhsis been awarded to Pasteur

2^ liis researches in regard to fermentation. They bear upon alcoholic

J'^rnentation, lactic fermentation, and tartaric fermentation, and of their

persecuted by s

t'rae aiid set ab
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isomeric compournlr*. The report of the committee has particular refer-

ence to the physiological side of the question ; it was edited by Claude

Bernard, an emimently distinguished physiologist. The following extract

is from the report

:

Following the example of Caguiard Latour, Pasteur considers the

yeast of beer an organized body ; he regards the modifications wbicli it

undergoes during alcoholic fermentation as of a nature essentially vital,

and he shows that the chemical phenomena of fermentation are con-

nected with a perpetual renewal of the yeast ; whence it follows tli at,

during the alcoholic fermentation, the sugar not only gives origin to

chemical substances which disengage themselves or remain dissolve'l in

the liquid, but at the same time, there is still a portion of tbe siigiir

which is taken up by the yeast in the form of cellulose, and another por-

tion in the form of tatty matter, while the nitrogen of the old yeast serves

to regenerate the new.' Pasteur has made in this respect an experiment

which, so to speak, reduces physiological conditions to the most simple

relations which can connect living beings with mineral nature. He

has shown, in fact, that the globules of yeast develop and multiply, m\

that the sugar ferments, when a quantity of the globules, so to speak,

imponderable is sown in a medium composed at the same time of; L't.

A solution of pure candied sugar. 2d. An ammoniacal salt, the dextro-

tartrate, for example. 3d. Mineral substances containing phosphates.

\ to disappear and to be transformed into the com-

tter of the yeast, while at the same time, the phos-

phates give up their mineral constituents to new globules. The carlx)n

wMch is one of the constituent elements of the yeast, is evidently fur-

nished by the sugar. Before Pasteur, the lactic yeast was generally con-

matter. Our author has discovered and pointed out the special character

of a lactic yeast, which is much more minute than the yeast of beer.

During the lactic fermentation this yeast buds and multiplies, behaviDir

in the matter of reproduction very much like the yeast of beer. In

regard to the fermentation of tartaric acid and its congeners, Pasteur

has arrived at very unexpected results, having a high chemical and

physiological interest. Putting into conditions of fermentation with

albuminous matter, and at a suitable degree of heat, the racenlate ot

ammonia, which is formed by the union of the right- and left-bandt-a

tartrates of ammonia, and which has no effect on polarized light, it ^^a•'

seen that the phenomena of fermentation finally manifested tbernselves,

and that new chemical products were formed at the expense of the race

mate of ammonia. But it is remarkable that only the elements <)ttn

«^A<-handed tartrate separate or ferment, to give rise to the P''°^"'^ '^^^

fermentation, while under the same conditions the /f_A-handed tartra^^

remains unaltered in solution in the liquid, which then acts very ene-

getically upon polarized light. In this fermentation there is
produced.^

yeast peculiar to the right-handed tartaric acid, which developes itseii :

presentmg the characteristics of a raycodermic vegetable.
^^^

This example proves, in the plainest manner, the influence oi

^^^

molecular dissimilarity of organic bodies, in the phenomena ^^^^^!^^^j.
tion. It is, indeed, impossible otherwise to interpret the marked
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ence which, in this respect, the riglit and left tartaric acids exhibit, siuoe

botli have exactly the same physical properties, the same chemical coin-

position, and they differ only in the interior arrangement, which gives to

llieir constituent parts a rotatory power equal, but in opposite directions,

and which corresponds to the dissimilarity which is reproduced in their

aptitude or inaptitude, to be infiuenced by ferments.

In short, Pasteur regards the chemical phenomena of fermentation as

the development which take;

yeasts which have the power to excite it.

The committee judged that the author, in thus pursuing the physiolo-

gic study of the yeasts, in the direction which he had chosen, would bring

new light to bear upon a series of organic products, which are related

to the phenomena of nutrition and histogeny.

Transplantation of the Periosteum.—kouor&U& mention was also made
of Mr. Oilier, in reference to his interesting experiments on the f

plantation of the periosteu; '
"

" '

osseous tissue. The author
detached iVom the bone of a living animal, and is transplanted i

subcutaneous cellular tissue upon the same animal, or upon another incU-

vidual of the same species, the fragment of periosteum becomes encrusted,

and continues to live in such a manner that vessels are formed in its sub-

stance, and communicate with those in its vicinity, as can be proved by
careful injection after death: Oilier has likewise proved that, several

flours after death, the possibility of this transplantation of the periosteum

.

Prize relative to the unhealthy .4r/5.—This prize was awarded to the

inventor of a lamp suitable for giving light to laborers at work beneath
we surface of water. It is a lantern, consisting of a thick cylindrical

covering of glass fixed between two iron plates. A reservoir, containing
a mixture of alcohol and turpentine ("burning fluid") is placed in the

interior. Where the apparatus is plunged into water, the air neces-

^S'T to support combustion comes to the bottom of the lantern through

Jwo iron tubes opening up into the atmosphere. The products of com-
t^ustion are likewise removed by means of a tube fitted to the centre of

'oe upper plate, which is also prolonged so as to open i

fere, and of which the ' ' " ^

'•trough which the external ,,
ihe inventor of this apparatus was a simple workman, named Guigar-

Jl^- With this lamp it is possible to work under water to the depth of

''^enty metres. It has been used with success at the works of the monii-

"'/'Qtal bridge built over the Rhine, at Strasbourg. It illummates a circle

«'

2J-
50 radius, even in turbed water.

, . . ., •

J/e(/icaZ Pn2e.—la the preceding years we gave much praise to he

^^iintee in charge of the medicll prize. They sometimes expended

) francJfn
«yer their labors were important to one of the branches of the healing art.

^^'^^ vear the committee have been economical, one knows not why inas-

h ! T,
'"iportant works are not wanting. They have awarded only

^aoi-able mention to physicians for the labors of their profession.
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sura of 6000 francs was divided between Messrs,

Wurtz and Caliours ; to Prof. Wurtz for his researches upon glycol and its

derivatives, and upon the new bases containing oxygen recently discov-

ered ; to Prof. Cahours for his labors in reference to the organic radicals.

Be it understood, there is no question as to who is the discoverer of the

composite radicals (Liebig), nor of the organo-metallic radicals (Lcewig).

Breant Prize.—This prize is in reference to cholera and contagious dis-

eases. It has not been awarded. The pieces sent for this concmnvm

mostly mere letters, containing medical formuljB, all, according to their

authors, infallible for the cure of the cholera, and all wanting, both in

practical observations in regard to this dangerous disease, and in rational

deductions as to the nature of its attack, and the symptoms which ac-

company and constitute it. The following are the principal questions

proposed for the concours of 1861 and 1862 :

—

1st question. " Discuss carefully and compare with theory, the obs«r-

vations upon the tides, made in the principal ports of France."

2nd quest. " To complete in some important point the geometncal

theory of polyhedrons." .,

3rd quest. " Establish the general equations of the movement of tne

earth's atmosphere, taking into consideration the rotation of the eartn.

the calorific action of the sun, and the attractive forces of the sun an

4th quest. " Study of any question, at the option of the candidates,

relative to optical phenomena." ,,

5th quest. " At different points of the thermo-electric scale and or

difference of temperature reduced to 1° C. to determine the direction^

and compare the relative intensities of the electric currents produced .

different thermo-electric substances."
.1,^

6th quest. " Determine by experiment the causes which mfluenc

difference of position of the optical and photogenic foci."
j^^^^

7th quest. "Comparative anatomy of the nervous system ^^ "^
.

j^

8th quest. "Study of the hybrid vegetables, with respect to

fecundity, and the perpetuity or non-perpetuity of their '^'^^^^^^^'^^^^^ of

9th quest. " Study of the mode of formation and of the strn
^^

spores and of the other organs which contribute to the reprodnc^i^

fungi, their physiological office, the germination of the ^P^''^^^g^jj,„ gnd

ticularly with reference to parasitic fungi, their mode ot pene

developeraent in other living organized bodies." .

Each of these prizes consists of a medal of the value of ^^^^"'
„;*

10th quest. "Essay upon carefully made experiments, to

light upon the question of so-called spontaneous generation.
^^^ ^^

1 1th quest. " Experimental study of the modifications wnic^^

^^ ^^

effected in the developement of the embryo of a vertebrate ani

action of external agents." , . ... intei i"

12th quest. "Study of the distribution of the vessels ottne^^^.^^^^

the different organs of plants, with particular regard to tbeir
^.^^^ ^^

or connection with the lymphatic or spiral vessels, as wel

fibres of the liber."
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13th quest. " Determine experimentally what influence insects may

exercise upon the production of the diseases of plants."

Each of these prizes consists of a medal of the value of 2500 fr.

Besides these prizes there are others: especially the Breant pnze

(100,000 fr.) is to be awarded " to the person who shall have discovered

the means of curing the Asiatic cholera, or shall have discovered the

Now that we are upon the subject of prizes we will also say that a prize

of 6000 fr. is offered by the society of Pharmacy at Paris, for " the ques-

tion of the artificial production of quinine, or in default of this, of a sub-

stitute possessing equivalent auti-febrile properties." The prize for arti-

ficial quinine has been open since 1849.

Time strictly limited to July, 1861.

These concours are open to all scientists without distinction of country.

Obituarv. Death of Poinsot—This illustrious geometer died on the

10th of December last, at the age of 83 years. Born in 17^ '- "—'
on his studies at the Polytechnic School from which he ^

jer of bridges and higl

n in Paris, and merab-

) had been a member of the Institute

where he took the place of the mathematician Lagrange.

»eak no further of the titles, the dignities, and the decorations

since all these objects of human pride are but a vapor, and

nothing to his merits, whom mechanicians place, in the his-

F mechanics, immediately after Archimedes, Galileo, Huygei

. ^„., M^'Memoire surrequilibre et
.

mmes, 1806," and the Theorie nouvelle de la rotation and the Memoire

wr/M cdnes circulaires roulants ; the last memoirs were in 1853.

In the Memens de Staiique, he brought to light his beautiful theory

of couples and its application to the conditions of the equilibrium of

machines,

Poinsot had a truly philosophic mind ; he knew how to render the

most abstract matter accessible and to bring it down to the °>ost element-

aO' ideas; this power was one of the characteristic traits ot his genius.

I;i^ equally recognized in his work upon the precession of the equinoxes

^l^at remarkable phenomenon discovered by Hipparchus, and explained

l»o thousand years afterwards by d'Alembert. . v rr. Wo
Poinsot retained his intellectual activity to the close of his hte. ue

J«^er experienced the trials which are often met by men <>t

f^;^"\
^«'r pathway. While yet young he saw the most iHustrious "^ges pro

^laim his rari talents, and his lit? has always been happy and honored ,

Poinsot was not only a great savant, but moreover a go^^^J^^^"-, ^ ,

^^
.
discovery of an Intra-Mercurial Flanet.-The year 860^^^^^^^^

-naugrated in France by an
«f-^^^iJ^lt^;1L d^^^^^^^^™arkable because made in unusual circumstances, it is ine

^
»"<^ther planet between the earth and the sun, verifying the conci

^^^^^
^ which Leverrier had arrived by the power c
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from Leverrier to Mr. Faye. Very soon reports wen

liscovery of such a planet was no new tiling. Amonj

! most persistent was this, that such a planet had beer

story to its source, went personally to Orgeres, a village in the Depart-

ment of Eure and Loir, where this doctor resided. Great was the emotion

of Dr. Lescarbault on seeing before him the illustrious director of the

Observatory of Paris. He had little difficulty in satisfying Leverrier

that the observation had really been made. He said, " On the 26th of

March last, (1859), about four o'clock, in pursuance of my regular babit,

I was exploring the sun's disc with my telescope, when suddenly I noticed

near the border a small, well defined, round black spot, having a sensible

continued its journey, and I saw it reach the opposite border of thesiir.

and disappear, after being about an hour and a half on the disc."

The measurements made by Dr. L., with very simple means of his own,

enabled Leverrier to determine that the chord of the sun's disc travel*!

by the planet was 9' 17" ; and it would have required 4'^ 26'" 4SMo

the planet at about a quarter that of the plaiiet Mercury when intraiisit.

If this estimate is correct, the new planet is insufficient "to account fort e

anomaly in the motion of the perihelion of Mercury; and there probably

is, as M. Leverrier announced, a group of small planets between xMercury

and the sun. Observers should give special attention to this subject at

nated as Vtilcan. Its return is looked' for at Paris at the end of -'^^

or the beginning of April.
^

having observed' the transit of Mercury, on the 8th of May, 1845.-^

planetary body besides Venus and Mercury, it must also sometimes cross

the sun
; and that by frequently observing its disc, such body mig^t

'"

detected thereon as a black point.* , ' u

Without fortune and without means of observation, Dr. Lescarbau^

was unable to obtain a telescope until 1853; and it was not until i^o^

that he commenced systematic work. He made most of his a"^"'^^

apparatus for himself,' and went to work in astronomy very nnicH

Scheele did in chemistry.

* In 1836 and 183t, M. Pastorff of Bucbholz observed, several time?^
J^P^^Jj

d"c ;nre"ach ^rmeTtfa dift"rT patlT' ?W^must\av''e be"en\'
^t j^^

S to're dTcS-fr ^i'/^*^''''"'^:

'"'^ Francis Bradley ^^ ^,^\^^\^-^^l%%l^b*

M. (SeT thil Journat^Nor. l859^voTxx^ii^pp. 445-6^'' The bvpotbes^'^, .;
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M. Leverrier further informs us that the explanations which M. Lescar-
bault gave him entirely satisfied him that the alleged observations were
real, and are entitled to a place in science; that the long delay in making
thera public is due solely to the modest reserve of the observer, and the
quietude of a residence remote from the excitement of great cities. In
support of his assertions, M. Leverrier has exhibited the proofs which he
found m the domicil of Dr. Lescarbault, viz. a paper on which the latter
liad marked, on the 26th- of March, 1859, the appearance of the black
point oil the solar disc, and a pine board on which Dr. L. had chalked
b computations and his drawings.
Hardly had these announcements been made, when several other simi-

lar observations were called to mind. Mr. Scott, Chamberlain of London,
rates in Galignani's Messenger of January 14, 18G0, that an Englishman,
Mr. Lloft, observed, January 6, 1818, a black point traversing the sun's
disc, and that he (Mr. S.) had made a like observation in the summer of
lo47,liad thence conclucled the existence of a third inferior planet, and had
so published. His son, five years old, standing by, was placed at the
telescope, and confirmed the observation by crying "out, " I see a little

M. Wolff of Zurich has published several ancient observations, Avhich

^'2- by (L) Scheutzer of Crefeld, June 6, 1761; (2,) Staudacher, to-
wards the end of February, 1762

; (3,) Lichtenberg, Nov-">— i « i '?«'' • •

*j) Hoffmann, at the beffinnin^ of Mav. 1

'

'

" '^

'98; (6,)Fritsch, October 10, 1801; Y7,
Hiese observers saw a round well-defined point, of the apparent diameter
ot Mercury, crossing the solar disc in a short period, varying from two to

JJree liours. Using only the observations 5, 6 and 7, Mr. WoltT finds that
fley accord with the supposition of a planet having a revolution around
ne sun ia 19-25 days, a result surprisingly near to that (19-7 days) de-

p by M. Leverrier, from the observation of Dr. Lescarbault.
.in settling the question, who is entitled to the credit of the discovery,

".'s clear that Dr. Lescarbault's observations are the first which have the
^lentific seal, and are of such a nature as to be subject of computation.
pw Members Elected.—

.

f JZEAu was elected 2nd of January member of the section oi Physics

° place of Cagniardde Latour—deceased.
^UNA was elected March 5, foreign associate in place of Lejeime-
ifichlet deceased.
At the session of the Academie held March 19, Mr. J. A. Serret was

«'ected a member in the section of Geometry in place of Poinsot, deceased.

JJauseyhas lately (March 12) communicated to the Academy a me-

^^l""' ^,^"'ig forth 'the geographical and physical observations of Hum-
J^'fe de Hell made in 1846-48 in Turkey and Persia, where he died at

jjabaa m August, 1848. His manuscripts were taken to France by
"'« Laurent the well-known artist who accompanied the expedition,

^^"sey reports the barometric and astronomical determinations of much
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malady called "table tipping," which was so much in vogue a few pan
since. Tliis epidemic is Hypnotism or nervous sleep. It was brought

into notice by a Frencli surgeon following a work of Dr. Braid (published

15 years since), in which this physician, describes under the name of Hyp-

notism, the nervous atiection which is produced under the fol lowing ciicura-

stances:—When a brilliant object is placed directly before tbe^ke at a

distance of from 8 to 15 inches, and the subject of the experiment is re-

quested to fix his eyes steadily upon the object, in such a way as to pro-

duce a permanent contraction of the muscles of the eye and eyelid, there

to catalepsy, M. Broca, having successfully employed hypnotism in pro-

ducing insensibility to pain, proposes it to surgeons as an anesthetic agent

capable, in many cases of being substituted in practice for ether or chlo-

roform, " because," as he remarks to physicians, " this method, introducing

as it does no substance into the system, appears to me absolutely harmless,"

From the numerous experiments which have since been made, it results;

1st, that this kind of anaesthesia can be developed but rarely, and in

persons whose nervous system is especially predisposed ; 2nd, thathvp-

This kind of anzesthesia is therefore not less open to objection than the

otlier. Its origin is more ancient than is supposed ; it was established

more than two centuries ago, under the name of irradiation or phenomm

of actinoboiism, by P. Kirdier in his Ars magna Lucis et Umbra.

It is concluded that in hypnotism is seen only a fact in the domain of

animal magnetism, which is not yet a science. We will not enter further

into the details.

Porous bodies.—Among the topics of scientific interest w
attention at present, is the research of Jamin, professor i

Polytechnique, upon the equilibrium and movement of fluids in porous

bodies. The new results at which he lias arrived aff"ord an explanation

of the ascent of the sap in vegetables without the necessity of recourse to

the vital force. It is apparently a question of capillarity only.

Jamin has applied the new facts which he has discovered to the con-

struction of an apparatus composed entirely of inorganic materials, du

showing in its structure a great analogy with vegetables. This apparatus

has the property of raising water as trees do, to a height greater than

that attained by means of atmospheric pressure, from a moist soil wlienc

the water is constantly drawn to the factitious leaves where it is contin
-

ally evaporated.
<• U k

Reduced to its most simple form this apparatus is composed "f y'^'^^

of some well dried porous substance as chalk, lithographic stone, &«,

a porous battery cell filled with a powder well

which collecting in the i ., .„..^.._ „ ^ .

amounting with oxyd of zinc to/i;e atmospheres and with starch ite

six atmospheres. This is not the limit of the greatest possible pre«^^^

Jamin makes known the causes which diminish it in these case
^^

proves that the water is forced into porous bodies with a force wu

calls rr, and which is equal to that of a considerable number of atmosp

, the Ecole
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5 long filled with plaster and ter

not formed of impermeable tubes,

II empty space«i.

the calculus and has com©
,
separated

I the'fol

owerofsevt
If in a damp porous body, the a

ral atmospheres, it can congeal only at a temperature below 0" U.'

Consequently the old wood is able to resist frost, while the young shoots

being less dense are unable to do so.

Since water in filtering through

enters and dilates again a;
"

and many other phenomena.
^

The theory can not be applied to non-homogeneous porous bodies. la

the extended memoir which he has prepared, Jamin discusses the compli-

cated results which may be occasioned by irregularity of structure; ha

n-akes an application of it to wood, and shows that the interior pressure

must be augmented in the denser tissues; that the air must come from

tlie larger tubes, which cannot serve for the ascent of the sap.
_

It is plain that the evident tendency of all these experiments is to ex-

plain the ascent of the sap in vegetables by capillarity. Ihe idea is not

new, but it has not been hitherto fully admitted, notwithstanding the

experiments which have been heretofore made.
.

Jamin gives it probability in showing by decisive experiments, that

porous bodies exercise a capillary action superior to the pressure of the

atmosphere; further, he gives the physical Uieory of capillarity in porous

Mies and succeeds in calculating the phenomena of the movement oi

liquids in trees. This is thoroughly physiological. If the Academy of

Sciences could award the great prize for physiology, for a ^^o'"^ "P*^" fo-

mentation, Avhen it is not fit known whether this purely chemi<',al phenom-

ena is the result of vital action as Gagniard de ^atour maintains, or le

manifestation of a mechanical effect as Liebig explains it, in
'J'^

!^^''"
'

tbeoryof fermentations,-if this work in <^hemistry deserved the
g,^^^^

P^i^e for experimental physiology for a stronger reason '^'^''^
'^^^^^

ihis prize for the splendid physical researches ot ^Wuoh ''«/^'*';-
;j ;

Application of electric light in
^^^^'^"^^r^^'^ v'"'?V o emnloT

illumination are of very difficult application when the object i. to e. ploy

inLm''
''^^'' in. diagnoses or ii ^^--t^?"

^^^^^^j", ,7,f.7|r.no?e t i!L^^^

JoS^nd^faccomp^n^^^^^^^^ 'l''^^°*^'''^^?'^^^r7„Slm !!f^
J^^^espoken of, but that produced by induced currents. I^*^

F^^^^^'J^^j^
»<^l^'ed consists in i\.^\J -. «n„rP.« of light with httle or no heating etlect,

small capacity and of lorms adapted

d by Mr. Sorby for water contained in
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been solved by DiC Fonssagrive, plivsic-ian of the naval school at Bi-esi,

^vith tbe cooperation of Messrs. Kiilimkorff and DuMoncel The appa-

ratus consists of an empty tube of Geissler, of vei'y small diameter folded

a gaseous mixture which gives a perfectly white light when it is traversed

by an electric current produced by an induction coil.

Phosphorescence.—The electric lamp (photophore) of which we were

just speaking calls to mind some observations upon phospliorescence

Avhich have just been made by Phipson ; be has found that like cane

sugar, the suffar of milk or lactine becomes I

also by fracture. To evolve phosphoresce

it is sufficient to shake briskly a bottle <

this salt in the crystalline state. The ligbt

ment is made with one or two kilograms

possesses the same property, although in a less degree.

Works of Arago.—The sixteenth and last volume

determined in the prolongation of the meridian of France to the i-

of Formentera. Arago alone, has measured besides, a seventeenth;

angle having its summit at the enclosure of Galaro in the island o

Majorca and resting in one direction upon Camprey in the
'*'*™/J|

of obtaining the length of au arc of the parallel nearly 3'' from li^^

extremity of the meridian, and to determine the curvature ofthatpornon

of the earth's surfece.
. Tlie results of these measurements, lieretotore

unpublished, are found in this volume. . ^ ..

Arago in the year 1853, the very year of his death, comraunicated to

the Academy a memoir upon the figure and physical constitution ot ^
aR,

which is likewise contained in this volume, and is accompanied by mo^^

than 3000 micrometrical measurements of the diameters of Mars, J«P -

Saturn and Uranus, which were taken from 1811-1847.
.

^^^^^^

It is well known that Arago made numerous in^'<?^^'S''^^"',"^,'"i-ffJr(>nt

to the refractive power of atmospheric air, dry or humid, audol ditte

^

gases and vapois. He labored in this department for nearly na

^

century, namely, in 1805 with Biot, in 1815 and 1816 with 1^^'
'.J ^^^

1852 with Fizeau. Chemists and physicists will derive
"^f'^j'^^ple

from the determination of the refractive powers not only ot soi

^^^^^^^

gases, but also of compound gases such as oxyd of
'^''^'^^"^iur and

hydrogen, sulphuretted hydrogen, cyanogen, the vapors oi - 1

of carbon, of sulphuric ether and chlorohydric ether.
,^ electricity'

This volume also contains studies upon optics, atmospheric
^^^J;,

AtP. TTnifprl tr> tlio r>tK^.. fiftaor. rrn^^„^r,^ \^ fnrms 3 loftV WO'HM

Bibliography.—The following works have
Oeuvres d"Arago, Tom. xvi. 1S59 ; chez C

levoted to scientific uoticcs bearing upon 1

fhich have never before been publishecl.



Rev. W. R. Dawes on an Equatorial

At the Ltbrarie centrale des sciences rue de Seine ; Eecherches sm- I

viitede rHincelle d:indudion, par M. Th. du Moncel, I860.—M. du Moncel, who

gives all hi3 leisure to tlie study of electricity and its applications, presents m tins

brochure the result of his resejirches upon the electric spark, and especially (he

Xaiicy.—This work, even' bv the confession of tl»e author, contains nothing new,

but is distinguished by its me'thod. The most difficult questions in regard to gravity

portant in our day and have so many useful applications.

By Lacroix d: Baiidry, Quai Malaquais.— (?ran* hmmes el grandes choses, nott-

m scientifiques sur les hiventions et sur les deconvcHes modernes et sur lei> anteurs

par Victor Meutiier. 8=*, 1860—This work appears by numbers, once a week ;
its

author, of whom we have often spoken, has acquired in France a great reputation

of hropbions and'jldgm?nts. M.'VJ'Meunier in this new publication proposes all

the great scientific questions of the day.

Art. XXXYlll.—Descnpiion of an Equatorial recently erected ai

Hopefield Observatory, Haddenliam, Bucks ; by the Eev. W
.
R.

Dawes.

{From the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society.)

My observatory was furnisbed, in May last, witb an eqnatori-

ally-mounted telescope by Messrs. Alvan Clark and bons, ot

Boston, U. S., which in several important points differs from any

other in this country • and I therefore hope that a brief descrip-

tion of it may not prove uninteresting to the Eoyal Astronomical

Society.

The f
with

form combines great firmness and compactness

considerable elegance of design. The massive part ot its struc-

ture is of cast-iron, the base of which is firmly-bolted down to a

stone pier. The semicircular form of the upper part aftords a

secure position for most of the wheel-work ot the driving-clock,

of which the going-weight descends in a groove on the east side

of the pier, and is not seen in the drawing. The space between

Ae polar ixis and the semicircular bed-piece is occupied aUts

lower part by the hour-circle. Immediately abo\

'amps on to the axis, and the -1-^1-

the upper portion. The sect

.^an 9 inches and an arc ot dU_
. „ ,,^,t m

nght ascension. This arc has a fiice of an inch ^"^^ ^
h^^

J .'^

breadth, between which and a cylinder i

"^f;'^;;.\\^,;^ "^^^'J^'^each
^here is just room enough for two thin bands of --I'^et b^^o-

s
cac i

?f
ahout three-fourths of an inch in width, to pass si^« ^y sidu

These bands are both keyed by the end into «"^ j;^"^.^/;
.^^J^

^Jlyider, at such a distance that they cannot overlap ^^
"^^J^^^^^

^v=lh each other Thev are then bent round the cyhnder in
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opposite directions, the end of one being fastened to one extreni'

ity of the arc of the sector, and the end of the other at the other

extremity of the arc to a piece of brass which is acted upon by a

screw and nut, for giving to both the bands a due degree of

tension. The sector and cylinder thus more together without

friction, irregularity, or lost time.

Upon the same arbor with the cylinder is the wheel,.15 inches

in circumference, in the racked edge of which the driving-screff

works. This arrangement gives the screw about the same driv-

ing-power as if it acted on the edge of a wheel nearly 40 inches

in diameter, fixed on the polar axis.

I have every reason to be satisfied with the going of the

driving-clock; and the cylindrical bob of the pendulum being

screwed on to its steel rod, the rate is capable of adjustment to

the greatest nicety. Great care has been bestowed by the ma-

kers upon the accurate dividing of the wheel-work ; and I hare

much pleasure in acknowledging that its performance fully beaW

out my expectations, founded on the character given by the

Messrs. Bond of the clock-work applied by the same makers to

the great Munich equatorial in Harvard Observatory, which has

been so successfully employed for the purposes of telescopic

photography. While the speed of the clock is regulated by the

vibrations of the half-seconds pendulum, the action of the pendu-

lum on the wheel-work is rendered smooth and equable by an

ingenious application of Bond's Sprmg-governor ; and so perfect-

ly successful is this contrivance, that with the thread of the

micrometer bisecting a star, and a power of 800 or 1000 on the

telescope, no interruption or jerk from the escapement is per-

ceivable.
. .

For producing a slow motion in right ascension, the driving-

screw is mounted on a brass frame, which, being carried bj a

fine screw under the observer's control, acts as a slipping-P'^^^

through nearly five minutes of time. . ,,

.

A firm clamp, close to the cradle of the telescope, fixes inc

declination-axis, and is accessible to the observer both at in.

eye-end, and also during the setting of the declination-circle,

slow-motion screw acts on an arm extending from the clamp

the bottom of the cradle to which the screw is attached.

To permit the adjustment of the polar-axis to the
^^^^^f j ,g

meridian of the place, the upper part of the cast-iron bed-p

is made with a groove which receives loosely a proJfC\"°f L
on the portion boltpd dnu-n tn tl.P -nipr The form both oi i"

groove and of the keel being semicircular, the upper P^''^.^^
jjg

moved upon the lower by the stout screw which is seen i

J
drawing, and the polar-axis is thus easily raised to the req

angle. The adjustment to the meridian is performed by
_

screws on each side of the groove in the upper piece pre^ ^
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against the keel1 in tlie lower, which has play enougli in the
of a moderate degree of azimuthal motion.

' To facilitate the finding of objects in Mr. Ch\rk's "Two-eye-
piece Micrometer," when their distance exceeds the field of one
of the eye-lenses, the finder is furnished at its eye-end with a
small position-circle divided into degrees. The thick wires of the
finder being placed in the direction of the objects to be meas-
ured, the reading of the position-circle indicates the approximate
setting for the micrometer, whereby the two objects may be
immediately found by their respective eye-lenses. The aperture
of the finder being two inches, it will show a star of the 9f mag-
nitude of Struve's scale.

The object-gla-ss of the telescope has a clear aperture of 8J
inches, and a focal length of about 110 inches. The materials
were furnished by Chance and Co., of Birmingham. The figure
is excellent to the circumference, and the dispersion but little

over-corrected. Its performance fully supports the character of
Mr. Alvan Clark's object-glasses, and I believe it to be capable of
everything which can be performed by such an aperture. It

clearly divides y" Andromedce, and shows the smallest companions
among the stars of the Pulkova Catalogue.

.

Haddenham, near Thame, November, 1859.

SCIENTIFIC INTE LfclG E NCE.

I. CHEMISTEY AND PHYSICS.

1- On Fraunhofer's Lines.—Kirchhoff has communicated a prelimi-
jary notice of very remarkable investigations on the spectra of colored
liflmes. These investigations have given an unexpected clue to the origin

0^ munhofer's lines, and justify some remarkable conclusions as to the

copstitution of the atmosphere of the sun and perhaps also of the more
^filliant fixed stars.

Fraunhofer remarked that in the spectrum of the flame of a candle
"•ere are two bright lines which correspond with the two dark lines D of
^ne solar spectrum. The same bright lines are obtained more easily and
Wronger from a flame into which common salt has been introduced. The

JlJlior produced a solar spectrum and allowed the sun's rays before they
el upon the slit to pass through a powerful salt flame. When the sun-

J'giit was sufficiently weakened two bright lines appeared instead of the

^'^o Clark lines D ; when however the intensity of the sunlight exceeded

J
certain limit, the two dark lines D were seen with much greater dis-

nclness than without the presence of the salt flame.
^>o spectrum of Druraraond's light usually contains the two bright

*^'»m lines, when the luminous portion of the lime cylinder has not been
3 portion

5 weaker and finally vanish. Under these circumstances, j

I long time; if the Hme cylinder

id finally vanish.
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salted alcohol flame placed between the lime cyliiuler and the slit, pro-

duces two dark lines of extraordinary sharpness and fineness, which ex-

actly correspond to the lines D of the solar spectrum. In this manner

these lines are artificially produced in a spectrum in which they do not

'''ifVe i'^S'oduce chlorid of lithium into the flame of Bunsen's gas lamp,

the spectrum exhibits a very brio;ht, sharply defined line, which lies in

the middle between Fraunhofer's lines B and C. If we allow solar rays of

moderate intensity to pass through the flame to the slit, we see the line

bright upon a dark trround ; but with a greater intensity of the siinlight

a dlirk line occupies^'its place, which has precisely the character of Fraun-

The author concludes from these observations that colored flames in

-vvhose spectra bright sharp lines occur, diminish the intensity of rays of

the color of these lines, when these pass through them, to such a degree,

that in place of the bright lines, dark ones occur, whenever a source ot

light of sufficient intensUv is placed behind the flame. He further con-

cludes that the dark lines of the solar spectrum which are not prodnmi

by the earth's atmosphere result from the presence in the ignited sun ^
a

niosphere of those substances which -produce iu.the spectrum ot a Um

"we may 'Lime XuVlir bright lines corresponding with Diu tie

spectrum of a flame alwavs arise from the presence of sodium ,
the la i^

lines D in the solar spectrum allow us therefore to conclude that sodium

is present in the sun's atmosphere. Brewster has found in tlie spectrum

of the flame of saltpetre bright lines in the position of Fraunhofers ine»

A, a, B ; these lines indicate the presence of potassium in the ^un^^a^Jj^^^

is either not present al

very small quantity. .. a.

The investigation of "the spectra of colored flames has i"/'"^ '''•

.^^

tained a new and high degree of interest. The author promises to
p -^^

thu subject in connection with Bunsen, and states that they have a

i^
^^.

obtained results which render it possible to determine the q"*"'^
of

stitution of complicated mixtures from the appearance ot the spej

their blowpipe flames. In pursuing together the invest.gat.oa o

hoft-'s discovery of the influence of flames upon rays ot I'glit.
^^^^^.

able tact has appeared which promises to be of great unportanw.
^^^

^.^^

mond's light requires a salt-flame of low temperature in omer ^

^^
^^^^

D may appear dark. The flame of alcohol and water is adap^
^^^^ ^^

purpose, but the flame of Bunsen's gas lamp is not.
_

In tins as^^

^ ^^^^

smallest perceptible quantity of salt causes the bright hncs
j,_

The authors reserve the developement of the consequences ot tms

able fact.—Po7^. ^nre., cix, p. 148, ./"awMary, 1860.
andE.P''^'-

iV^o^e.—Professor Stokes, in a letter to the editors of the u
^^j^

Mag. directs attention to the fact that Foucault, in 1849 p«bhsb^<'
j^^^of

,...!"„„ 4^ i'T„..u.,. *„:..;„„ ^Ko^.,,„+i^.,c ^v.,r-tlv analogous to I

nsmitting
solar

JJ=^

through the galvanic arc, and appear to have' escaped atteutio

their second and independent discovery by Kirchhoff.
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2. On the direct eonversion of lactic into propionic acid.—The conver-

sion of lactic into propionic acid was first observed by Ulrich who ob-

tained chloropropionic acid by distilling lactic acid with perchlorid^ of

phosphorus. Lautemann has succeeded in a more direct transformation

of lactic acid by the agency of iodid of hydrogen. When concentrated

lactic acid is diluted with half its volume of water and the cooled liquid

is saturated with iodohydric acid gas, iodine is set free and if the liquid ia

heated in a closed tube to 140° C. iodine is separated in quantity. The

filtered liquid neutralized with potash and then distilled with dilute sul-

phuric acid yields propionic acid mixed with some iodine and iodohydric

acid which are easily separated by carbonate of silver. The reaction

which yields propionic acid is expressed by the equation

C6H5{HOa)044-2EI= C6H604-f-2HO+I.

The same result may be still mo
acid with biniodid of phosphorus when propionic acid passes over colored

by free iodine. Lautemann considers these results as confirming Kolbe's

view that lactic acid is propionic acid in which one equivalent of hydro-

gen is replaced by one of the compound radical HOs.

—

Ann. der Chem.

nnd Pharm., cxiii, 21 V.

3. On the Formation of Alanin from Lactic ^ai.- Strecker's dis-

covery that alanin may be converted into lactic acid by the action of ni-

trous acid is familiar to chemists. Kolbe has succeeded in effectmg the

reverse process, that is, in obtaining alanin from lactic acid. Lactate of

I'me is to be converted into chlorid of propionyl by distillation with

perchlorid of phosphorus and this by treatment with absolute alcohol

into chloropropionic ether. The ether is then to be treated with a con-

solution on evaporation gives a mixture of sal-ammoniac and alanin

which are easily separated. The reaction in this case is expressed by the

equation— .

C6H4CIO3, CiHsO-f2NH3+2HO=C6H4{NH2)03, H0+NH4Cl-h

C4H5O, HO.

Ann. der Chem. u. Fharm., cxih, 220.

has communicated a

2: his view that lactic
Constitution of Lacti

>xypropionic acid.

which does not admit of condensa-

- Ann. der Chem. und Fharm., cxm, 223. /.,„!,„.
5 Contributions to the Chemistry of the P/a/mum-mda?..-CLA.8 has

<=o^tinued his investigations of this most difficult subject and has obtained

^^jnm and interesting results, the most important of which we shall

.I-i the present paper, the author confines his attention chiefly to ruthe-

''!"'» and it3 analogies with osmium. The hydrated d^^^oxyd of ruthe.

f

'"m has the formula RuO.-f-5HO and may be obtained ^'th^^/'y

^^^f^
^•^g the corre=Dondin<^ chlorid with carbonate of potash and washing

the oxydTi h b r t b nrecipitating the sulphate of the oxyd

'"''^'^
potash or soda°

""

The Sulphate in question may be prepared by

^'^l^
the sulph^i wUh dtHc acid. The oxyd when freshly precp-
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tated is a slimy ochre-colored substance which dries to a rust colored

mass resembling hydrated sesqiiioxyd of iron. It dissolves in acids wilh

a bright yellow color, and gives on heating with chlorhydric acid, s

beautiful red solution of the ehlorid. When heated to 300 C. tlie oxyd

consequence of the instantaneous separation of the reuniining water.

The author describes in full the double salts RuCb, KCl and RuCh,

NH4CI and gives their reactions with the usual reagents, raitlienium

forms, like osmium, an acid containing four equivalents of oxygen, as

well as the ruthenic acid RuOs already^described by Claus. To this acid

Clans gives the name of hyper-ruthenic acid ; it may be prepared bypass-

golden yellow crystalline and

nelts into golden yellow dro[«,

wnicu again solidify as fTcrystalline mass. The acid is very volatile and

evaporates at ordinary temperatures; its gas has a golden yellow color,

and the acid has a peculiar sraell which'resembles that of nitrous acid.

The gas irritates the lungs and produces a cough, but does not attack llie

eyes like osmic acid. It has little taste, but is somewhat astringent,

though not acid. Its boiling point lies not far above 100° C.

The acid is very easily reduced. In the moist state its solution is de-

composed after a few hours, with formation of the sesquioxyd. Alcolioi

and the greater number of organic bodies easily reduce it. Potash dis-

solves the acid slowly, but the solution passes after a time into one of w-

thenate of potash. The author gives the j-elations of this body to other

reagents iu detail, but for these we must refer to the original memoir.

When a solution of RuCh, N1UC\ is evaporated to dryness with an ex-

cess of ammonia, the chlorid of a new base is formed, the formuMi

which, according to Ciaus, is 2Nn3 . RuCl-f-SHO. The salt has an Isa-

bel yellow color, and crystallizes in rhombic tables, which are soluble m

i yield When this chlo-

spared oxyd of silver, it yie^

oxyd. On evaporati-on; this solution gives a rather l^

ing pur€

hly prep

Ta;, yellow, crystalline mass; ttiis base appears t

I caustic potash itself. The author prom'

6. Synthesis of new Bases containing Oxt/gen.—'WvKTZ has obserr

the remarkable and important fact that oxyd of ethylene C*H40j como

directly with ammouia, forming very well defined and po^^f" v-w
When concentrated aqueous ammonia is mixed with oxyd ot eioy

and the mixture is allowed to stand, combination ensues w'tji^'JJ
evolution of heat. On evaporation an alkaline syrup is obtainedj

gives with chlorohydric acid a solution from which colorless rbomwo

separate. These have the formula CiaHisNOe+HCl : the plat'""?
,^

13 C1.H15NO6, HCl+PtCh. The mother liquor of these [fa^f^^.
contains another chlorid, the platinum salt of which has the form
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C8niiN04, HOl+PtCb. The formation of these bases is indicated by

3C4n402+NH3=(C4H402)3H3N=:Cl2Hl5N06

2C4H402+NH3-(C4n402)2H3N=:C8HllN04.

These results may perhaps lead to the discovery of the true constitution

of the complex organic alkaloids containing oxygen. They appear to

show that Berzelius' view that the alkaloids are conjugates of ammonia
may be true in some cases at least.— Comptes Rendus, xlix, 898.

7, On a neio series of Alcohols.—Wurtz has also found that oxyd of

ethylene unites with water to" form new alcohols whicth he terms di-

ethylene and triethylene alcohols. The reactions involved are represented

simply by the equations—

C4H402-f2HO=:C4H604. Glycol.

C4H402-f2HO=C8Hio06. Diethylene-alcohol.

3C4H4O2-J-2 HO=Ci2Hi408. Triethylene-alcohol.

Oiy.d of etliylene also unites directly with glycol so as to form the diethy-

lene and triethylene alcohols. The equations are

2C4H4024-C4H604zi:Cl2Hl408.

C4H4O2-t-C4H6O4=C8Hl0O6.

Ail these substances behave like alcohols. The diethylene alcohol was

also discovered by Lourengo and called by him the intermediate ether of

glycol.— Cowja/es Eendus, xlix, 813.
8. Researches on the Platinum metals ; from a letter of Dr. ^\ olcott

GiBBs to one of the editors.—" The completion of my researches on the

platinum metals has been delayed much longer than I expected. This

has arisen partly from the intrinsic diflBculty of the subject and partly

from its expansion in particular directions in a very unexpected manner.

A brief sketch of the results already obtained—imperfect as they are—
'nay perhaps interest you.

, ,. , , , .,
The osmium-base of which Dr. Genth and myself published a brief

notice about two years since in the Journal, proves to be the type of a

^ery extensive series of compounds which promise to be of much theo-

retic interest. You will remember that the chlorid of that base is pro-

<lnced when osmite of potash, KO, OsOs, is added to a solution of sal-

ammoniac. I now find that new complex bases arc formed when the

osmite is added to solutions of the chlorids of narcotin-ammonu

cnonin-ammonium, &c., &c. ; in short, almost all the coi

^Dich I have yet tried give analogous bases containing osmium in loe

radical. The new bases are very easily decomposed with evolution ot

osmic acid. Thev are more stable in the presence of an excess of chior-

hydric acid and give crystalline double salts with the chlovids of gold

^Jidplatinum.
, , , , •

^ese however are not the only or even the most remarkable basic

^mpounds which I have discovered. Many of the ammonia-n etal

^^8 already described are capable of forming new bases into w men

^"^mm enters either as a conjugate body or as ^ ^^^"f
.l^'"^

°-

^X^^en, for instance, osmite of potash is added to a solution ot the chlo-

^'J of pallad-diami;, 2NH». PdCl, a yellowish brown solution is formed

alkaloids



Tvliich ou addition of chlorhydric acid gives a beaiitifid
y

line precipitate insoluble in cold water and containing pal

um and the elements of ammonia.
e of potash is added to a solution of chlorid c

6NH3.of luteocobalt, GNHs . C02CI3 or 6XPI3 . C02O3 . SSOs, a buff-yellow pre-

cipitate is thrown down, which on addition of HCl gives a wine-yellow

solution. This solution after a short time deposits beautiful ciystals of

the chlorid of a new base containing osmium, cobalt, and the elements

of ammonia. The chlorid gives well crystallized salts with the chloridj

of platinum, gold and mercur}-. Its solution is decomposed by gentle

heating, osmic acid being evolved while a black powder is thrown down.

The other ammonia-cobalt bases give analogous compounds which

however are decomposed almost as soon as formed. It is my intention

if possible to examine the relations of osmite of potash to one or two

of the arsenic and antimony bases, as for example to the chlorids having

the formulas (C4H5)4AsCl and (C4H5)4SbCl.
When ammonia is added to a solution of osmite of potash, the red

color of the latter passes immediately to wine-yellow. Freray supposes

that an osmiamid is formed here having the formula OsOs . HaN. I

find that the product is a new osmium base, the chlorid of which is

formed at once by neutralizing the yellow solution with HCl. His

cUorid has probably the formula
^^ j- NCI, though it may be

Os02 [ ^^^- ^^ 1^^^ manner I am still doubtful whether the true for-

mula of the other ammonia-osmium base is 2NH3.0s02.0 or 2XH3.

OsO-f-2HO. Experiments now making will decide this point. Mean-

time I may say that I do not agree with Claus in considering the for-

mula 2NH3 . OsOa . improbable since we have many analogous cases

as for instance-in xanthocobalt and flavocobalt, the formulas of the ch.'>-

rids of which are, you will remember,

NO2 . 5NH3 . C02 . CI2 and 2NO3 . 5NH3 . C02 . CI2.

The chlorid 2NH3 . OsOi . CI or 2N'H3 . OsCl-{-2HO is decomposed br

boiling with chlorhydric acid, giving sal-ammoniac and a new chlorid

which is perhaps identical witb that just mentioned. This is easily e\-

plained by the equation

2NH3 . OsCl+HCl=NH3 . OsCl-fNH4CI,
and the decomposition would then be exactly analogous to that of pa-

lad-diamin under the same circumstances

2NIl3.PdCl+HCl=NH3.PdCl+NH4Cl.
^ ^

I hope soon to decide these questions by experiment and analysis

the analyses are very difficult and tedious, and I have to feel n

;

and find out new methods for almost every determination.
You will see from the above that osmium is likely to becom

the most interesting of the elements, and that it is capable ot

an extraordinary number and variety of compounds. I a"^ '^•^

busy with the remarkabe class of double nitrites which I def^,

the meeting of the Am. Association for the Advancement of ^^^

August last. There are still some difficulties to be overcome, '

•
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totifident tliat I shall be able to effect a perfect separation of all the

metals of the platinum group. The white iridium salt appears to have

tlie formula Ira 03. 2NO3-I-3KO.XO3, but it contains a small quantity

of chlorine which may be essential. Its stability and insolubility are

very remarkable, and will I think prove of great value in separating

iridium from the other metals. The corresponding salts of the other

metals of the group appear to be all soluble. The ruthenium salt i»

soluble even in alcohol and ether, and gives with sulphid of ammonium

a magnificent red solution. This is by far the most delicate test f<

theaium yet discovered as the r " "
" - -'- --^-' '

beautiful reactions with sulpho(

are much inferior for qualitative purposes."

New York, March 30, 1860.

Tkchnical Chemistry.

9. Solution of Cellulose in Ammonio-oxyd of cofper.—Some time since

Erbmann, in his Journal fur praktische Chemie (Ixxvi, 386) expressed the

opinion that cellulose is not really dissolved by cuprate of ammonia, as

stated by Schweizer {ibid, Ixxii, 109), but only swollen to a sort of thin

mucilage like the well known limpid "solution" of starch.

This view was based upon the fact that when a clear solution of cellu-

"
liluted with a large excess of water, the cellulose

irely m the course of a few days.

In defense of his original statemei

cellulose must be really dissolved by i

fibres are unquestionably destroyed wl
with them—as may be distinctly seen

the cellulose precipitated from a solution of cotton in the above mentioned

reagent no longer exhibits any trace of definite structure.

A solution of cotton in NHs CuO may also be filtered perfectly clear—

although this operation is somewhat difficult when large quantities of the

liquid are operated upon. The solution is moreover capable of passing

through the cell membranes of plants as shown by Cramer {ibid, Jxxin, 6).

The destruction of the solvent power of the cuprate of ammonia by

"dilution appears to depend upon alterations which this compound itseit

undergoes under certain circumstances. It often happens that a solution

of ammonio-oxyd of copper which at first dissolved^ cotton with tJie

greatest ease gradually loses this power even when kept m carefully closed

vessels completely filled with the liquid. It is moreover well known to

"^- •

. thft solutions of ammonio-oxyd of copper and o the ammon.o-

copper salts, undergo decomposition when diluted with large quantities

-hydrate of copper being precipitated.

ThirdeU^p^rgiMueTewS water exert, upon .solutions of the

compound of ammonia and oxyd of copper is in the opinion ot bchweizer

the cause of the gradual precipitation of cellulose from such so utions

^hen these are Urge\y d\[utec}.-Jourml fiir praktische Chemie, Ixxvm,

370
; compare also Cramer, ibid. Ixxiii, 1, et seq

10. Decoloration of Indigo by Sesquioxyd o/ Jron.-Acco ding to

KiiBLMAXN, when a solution of blue indigo is acted upon a ^^ tempera-

ture of 150° (C.) by hydrated oxyd of iron its color is almo.t ' "^"^^j'^t^'j;

completely destroyed. The same thing occurs with a number of other

coloring matters.—In noticing this fact Barreswil suggesis uiai persui-
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phate of iron may perhaps be applied in calico-printing as a discbarijefor
mdigo and also in bleaching blue rags for paper mRkm^.—Benertoirede
Ckimie Appliquee, Oct. 1859, p. 429.
[The observation that salts of the sesquioxyd of iron have the power

of bleaching indigo and other organic coloring matters was first made by
Prof. H. WuRTZ of Washington and published two years since in this

Journal (vols, xxv, 378, and xxvi, 52)—also in the Proc. of Amer. Assoc.

1858 and in several foreign journals—to him unquestionably belongs

whatever credit may attach to the discovery

—

f. h. s.]

11. Alaminnm Leaf—A Parisian gold beater, Degousse, has succeeded
in obtaining leaves of aluminum as thin as those from gold and silver.

The aluminum must be reheated repeatedly over a chafing dish during

the process of beating. This leaf is less brilliant than that of silver but it

is not so easily tarnished as the latter. It is easily combustible, taking

fire when held in the flame of a candle and burning with an exceedinglv

intense white flame.

_
According to Fabian, (Dingler's polyt. Journal, cliv, 438,) the chem-

ical lecturer will find aluminum leaf to be well adapted, for exhibiting

the characteristic properties of the metal. It dissolves, for example, with

surprising rapidity in a solution of caustic alkali.

JA specimen of this leaf accompanies the description of it in Beper-

iotre de Chimie Appliquee, Oct. 1859, p. 435, also Nov., p. 488.]

12. Critical and Experimental Contribution to the Theory of D>/e!nfi.-

Under this title a somewhat extended treatise by Prof Bollet of Znricli

has appeared in the L. E. and D. Philosophical Mag. [4] xviii, 481, Sup-

plement to Dec. 1859.
^ ^ • -*

Two questions have long been agitated among chemists interested in

the theory of dyeing. (1.) In what part of the colored fibre is the

coloring matter situated ? Does it merely adhere to the surface, or docs

It penetrate the entire substance of the cell-walls of such fibres as cotton

and flax ? Or lastly, in the case of such fibres is it stored up in the

interior of the cells ? (2.) What is the nature of the union between the

dye and the fibre ? Is it a chemical combination, or is it due to mere

surface attraction ? After comparing the various theories vhich have

been advanced during the last century and discussing the merits of each,

the author records the results of his own experiments, from which it

appears that wool and silk in all cases where they have not been dved

with colors in a mere state of suspension* seem to 'be impregnated wUh

the dye throughout their entire mass; while in the case of cotton, by far

the larger portion of the coloring matter adheres to the surface of the

fibre, the penetration of the cell-walls by the dye being either very sligW

or altogether wanting.
J J' fe

.

That the theory of W. Crura (L. E. and D. Phil. Mag., April, 1844-

compare this Journal, [2], xxviii, 125), in accordance with which the tubu-

lar form of the cotton fibres is an essential condition to their taking a dve,

IS unfounded, appears from the fact that the amorphous cotton-gelatme

precipitated from its solution in cuprate of ammonia {see this J«>rnal

[2J, xxvii, 118) may be mordanted and dyed like ordinary cotton. In"'
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manner sulphate of baryta and other pulverulent mineral bodies may be

mordanted and dyed with decoctions of dyewoods.

With regard to the nature of the force which binds the coloring matter

to the fibre—whether or no it be chemical attraction \ Bolley concludes-

that there is no sufficient reason for accepting the view, principally devel-

oped by Chevreul [and by Kuhlmann, Comptes Rendus. Tomes xlii, xliii et

xliv], that dyeing is a direct consequence of chemical affinity. Ho
believes that the power possessed by fibres of attracting certain bodies

—

whether salts or coloring matters or both—from their solutions, belongs to

that class of phenomena which results from the action of finely divided

mineral or organic bodies (charcoal or bone black for example,) on such

solutions. The distinction between the action of charcoal and of fibres

degree only, the nature of the operation being identical in either case.

A given weight of well prepared animal charcoal can, as a rule, deprive

a larger quantity of liquid of its color than an equal weight of wool or

silk. Neither wool or silk can remove all the color from a solution as

charcoal can, their eftect extending only to a certain degree of dilution

beyond which the particles of coloring matter resist their attraction. Dyes
which may have been taken up without a mordant by wool or, especially,

by silk may be removed again by long washing in water, a fact which is

not true in the case of charcoal, or only to a very slight extent. The-

attraction of coloring matters for water is therefore more con:pletely

overcome by charcoat than by animal fibre; but even the cleanest vege-

table fibres, as, unmordanted and completely bleached cotton, possess a

certain power of attracting coloring matter. That cottori should have

great difference in the structure of cotton fibre as compared with that of

the two substances last mentioned. It is well known that wool and silk

in consequence of their physical constitution belong to the class of strongly

absorbent or hygroscopic substances, i. e. in consequence of a certain

porosity or looseness of their particles they swell up when moist and be-

come easily penetrated by a liquid throughout their entire mass
;
on the

other hand the cell-walls of cotton fibres are denser, less penetrable and

at the same time thinner and therefore unable to contain the same quan-

It has been often urged that since fibres, especially those of animal

-.. . ..^.. _„v'ior of charcoal is similar to that of the fib

So too with regard to the increased attraction for color exhibited by m
<lanted cotton which is on a par with the fact observed by Stenhouse t

the decolorizing power of wood charcoal is considerably mcreased

The so-called substantive dyes become insoluble from some other ci

than the addition of a mordant, for example oxydation of protoxyd of i

<>r of white indigo.
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That common alum with which wool or silk has been impregnated is

able to attract coloring matter from solutions and precipitate it on the

fibres depends not upon the strength of the chemical affinity of these

fibres for the coloring matter, but upon the fact (experimentally proved by

Bolley) that they become saturated with the alumwhich cotton does not.

13. Cellulose Digested by Sheep.—The researches of several German
chemists* have proved that the cellulose of plants is by no means so indi-

gestible a substance as was at one time supposed, but that on t

trary it is digested in CO"-'''—" •
' "•

'

especially when a portio

In order to_ ascertain to what extent the digestibility of cellulose may
depend upon its state of aggregation, Sussdorf and A. Stceckiiardt have

undertaken a series of experiments, of which only a very brief abstract

can be here given. From their results it is evident that even the most

compact kinds of cellulose can be in great measure diijested by sheep.

The experiments, commenced in July, 1859, were upon Two wethers re-

spectively five and six years old. These were fed : 1st, upon hay alone;

2d, upon hay and rye straw ; 3d, hay and poplar wood sawdust which hiul

been exhausted with lye ; in order that the sheep should eat the sawdust

it was found necessary to add to it some rye-bran and a small quantity

of salt
; 4th, hay and sawdust from pine wood mixed with bran and salt;

5th, hay, spruce sawdust, bran and salt ; 6th, hay, paper-maker's pulp

from linen rags and bran ; after several unsuccessful attempts to induce

the sheep to partake of the pulp when mixed with dry fodder it was at

last given to them in a sort of paste or pap prepared by mixing brau

with water. The experiments were continued until November, with the

exception of a short intermission during which the animals were put to

pasture in order that they might recover from the injurious effects-

probably due to the resinous matters of the spruce woid,-of the fifth

series ot experiments.

The animals, as well as their food, drink and excrements were weighed

every day. The amount of cellulose in the excrements was also daily

determined by analysis. The composition of the food ingested having

been previously ascertained.
It appeared that when the animals were fed: (1.) with hay (35 1^.

per week), 60 to 70 per cent of the cellulose contained therein was di-

gested, i. e. it did not appear as such in the solid excrements. I" ""'

experiment the animals gained 1^ lbs. in 18 days. (2.) With hay i4

and straw 7 lbs. (per week), 40 to 50 per cent of the cellulose of ti^

was digested. The animals having lost 2^ lbs. in 11 days. (3.)
^^

lO^lbs., poplar saw-dust Silbs., bran 7 lbs. (per week), 45 to 50
j

of the cellulose of the poplar wood was digested. The animals i

.

gained 2|lbs. in 13 days. (4.) With hay 10^ lbs., pine wood saw-d'i^;
'

lbs., bran 10+ lbs. (per week), 30 to 40 per cent of the cellulose ot^ ttie

pine^-ood was digested. The animals having gained 10 lbs. in 24 dav-

(5.) With hay 9ilbs., paper-maker's pulp 71bl, bran Hlbs. (per week).

* For a portion of these interesting results, see: Jnriculturchemischf ^^"Tt^
nngen und deren Ergebnisse angeatdlt u. gemmmeltbei der landwirthehajth^^

prsuckstation in Mackern. Leipzig. Wigand, 1852-57 ; also Die landwirtl^f^'l

'

lichen. \ ersucks-Stationen. Dresden, Weenek, 1858-59.—f. h. s.



])er cent of the cellulose of the paper pulp was digested. The animals

aving gained 1 lbs. in as many days.

These experiments are to be continued, and more particularly with a

iew of ascertaining whether any nourishing effect is to be attributed to

le cellulose.

—

Stceckhakdt's Chemischer Ackersman, 1860, No. 1, p. 51.

II. GEOLOGY.

dth my associate, Mr.

geological map of Nebraska and Kansas, that the great Lignite Tertiary

Basin covers a vast area in the northwest. We find by personal observa-

tion that it occupies the greater portion of the .country bordering on the

upper Missouri, Yellow Stone and Big Horn rivers, that it extends far up

into the Wind river valley and west along the North Platte road to the

Sweet Water mountains, the Cretaceous rocks being exposed here and

there by local upheavals, only except along the base of the mountains.

The lignite beds, which are well developed south of Fort Laramie ex-

tending along the base of the Laramie mountains to the Arkansas and

southward, furnishing the coal or lignite in the vicinity of Denver City

and probably forming a part of the same basin.

I have, in a former paper, suggested that fresh-water deposits near Fort

Bridger are probably on a parallel with the estuary beds of Judith river,

Mch at that time were not positively known ry. ine tacts

that they form
,

f localities in the west and northwest, as along

now in my possession show, with a good deal of certamty,

the lower portion of the great Lignite Basin. These e

the Grand and Can. -,

Missouri, near the mouth of the Big Horn on the Yellow

have ushered in the tertiary epoch of the
'

loreshadowed in Cretaceous formation No.
of the Mollusca. We have already, in a former paper, noieu lue laci tuat

a large portion of the fossils peculiar to the Cretaceous forr^i^tion No. 5,

are closelv similar to true Tertiary types and in most of the localities the

transition from No. 5 to the estuary beds is scarcely perceptible. On the

^orth Platte, especially at Deer Creek, No. 5, which is very largely de-

veloped in this region, is not unfrequently thrust up through the overlying

I'pite beds, charfed vvith its characteristic fossils. Along the bluff banks

^f the stream, where the beds are but slightly disturbed, the order of se-

quence of the strata is so perfect that I would not have been in doubt

;^liere to draw the line of separation until we came to the first seam of

'gnite, and even then I would have considered several beds of the L gnite

formation as the upper portion of No. 5 had I not found in these lower

i'gnite beds UniosZd other fresh-water shells, together with impressions

°t leaves identical with those occurring so abundantly in the Lpper M.s-

^uri and Yellow Stone Tertiary strata, and furthermore these beds on the

* The Cretaceous series of Nebraska has been divided ^"*^^^^ ^T'f'^"s Ic'^^1« convenience have been numbered from the base m ascending order, 1, ., 6, <£c.
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North Platte have now been traced continuously over the intervening

country from the mouth of the Yellow Stone river to the Platte. I Lave

ascertained the fact that the lignite beds along the North Platte are a con-

tinuation of those on the Upper JJissouri, and that they exteud in their

full developement far up into the Wind river valley and along the Platte

lignite in any of the divisions of the Cretaceous period except in formation

No. 1 near the Big Sioux river on the Missouri and in a series of sand-

stones and shales near Fort Benton which we have referred to the same

rock. As we proceed south and southwest in this region No. 1 seems to

disappear gradually, and along the Laramie mountains I cannot determine

its existence at all.

The geographical extension of the great Lignite Basin seems to me to

be one of the most interesting questions in the geology of the West at the

present time. Very little is known as yet of its limits and from the inter-

esting facts collected by Dr. Engelmann and from other sources it must

occupy a large ai-ea to the southwaixl and westward from this point, and

Ave already know that it extends far northward into the Hudson's Bay

In regard to the White river Tertiary Basin its boundaries haveheen

published with a good degree of accuracy. Its limits north of the Platte

river are now well known, and as I have already stated in a former paper.

one of the upper members of that basin is revealed along this river, and

these, in their southern and southwestern extension, pass by a gradual

period. That the White liver Tertiary beds are of later date than those

of the Lignite Basin, is clearly shown by the former having been obseived

2. A'^ole on Prof. Nexoherry's crilicisms of Prof. Heer's deiermmatm

of species of North American Fossil Plants, in a letter to Prof. Asa Gkat,

Carabridge.--i>e«r Sir: When I offered for publication in this Journal,

of part of a letter from Prof. O. Heer, (

slants of the Tertia
i far from supposing t

statements of my learned friend would not appear satisfactory to every

one interested in the study of our American Paleontology. Much less

could I foresee that those statements would be construed iu a manner

that I do not think quite justifiable. As Prof. Heer's letter was published

without his knowledge and sanction, I am forced, much to ray regret, to

defend his position against Dr. Newberry, a personal friend also, ana a

true and faithful pioneer in the field of our botanical palteontology.

I know notliing about the discussion on the Cretaceous formations an

fossils, except what has been published in this Journal. And although

last year, during my connection with the State Geol. Survey of Arkansju,

I had the opportunity of examining well exposed strata at ditferent sta
_

of the Cretaceous, I was unable to find there any fossil plants, and ttier

fore 1 have never seen as yet an American Cretaceous plant. '^^^^.^l<c
take my arguments only from the statements of Dr. Newberry b.inse«-

The two fi^-st statements Tre, ''everfrotn theTsstnt of Dr. NewberrT.

satisfactorily explained by the insufficiency for exact determination



fiketches made from incomplete specimens. Nevertheless, it is but right

to remark in favor of the opinion of Dr. Heer that Populus Leuce has not
the leaves toothed as Dr. Newberry says, but only subdenticulate, follow-

ing Unger's figure and description. Moreover, species of Populus bear
. ..i.j ^^

, _ .• 1 ., ime branches.

alue of the genus BttingsJiausenia, con-

j genus and has nothing to do with the deter-

There was no call for a critique upon Prof. Heer

The fourth statement is the only essential one; it is: " that excepting

the so-called Credneria and Ettingshausenia, all the genera enumerated in

Dr. Newberry's letter are Tertiary and not Cretaceous.'"

Nobody will consider as identical the genera Salicites and Salix, At-
nites and Alnus. Then, from the eleven genera enumerated by Dr. New-
berry, two only are found in the list of Hiehle, containing seventeen

genera of the tertiary of Europe. The first is represented already in that

formation by thirty-three species; the second by forty-five or more, and
except the species admitted by Hiehle, not a single one has been found .

in the Cretaceous. From the nine other genera of Dr. Newberry which
are not mentioned as Cretaceous by Hiehle, not one has been found by
anybody else in that formation. Hence Prof. Heer was right to say that,

except the two which he named, all the genera enumerated in the letter

of Dr. Newberry were of the Tertiary and not of the Cretaceous. Every
botanist without exception would have come to the same conclusion.

Therefore I cannot understand how the accusation of ignorance or of

partiality could be brought against the celebrated Professor of Zurich,
flow it could be thought that a naturalist ^vho has spent his life, without
regard to personal interest, in the constant pursuit of his favorite science
(the Botanical Pateontology of all the formations), could be supposed
w Ignore not only the fossil flora of the Cretaceous, but what Hiehle has

published in the'Palfeantographia. Tliis work is in every library and
£;.rot. Heer has quoted it all along in the three volumes of his admirable

|*ossil-tlora of the Tertiary ! And how a man of such high moral stand-
ing as Prof. Heer, respected everywhere for his faithfulness and devo-

)f giving his

t biased by <
™"jing the plants from ^judgment h

\
more inconceivable to me.

, , ^
In the letter of Prof Heer, there is not a word which could be con-

f

rued as censurable or offensive to anybody. When the most learned

^otamsts take again and again species and genera for re-cxamination,^
"ew determinations, for a constant changing of names, of relations, of

affinity, even with specimens of living plants; when such Pala^ontolo-

f'^ts as Heer, Corda^ Unger, Goppeit, Braun, «kc., who have on hand

f^
largest libraries, numerous specimens, and every facility for compar-

y them are forced every day, either by new discoveries or by a more

J^'-'^ful study, to acknowledge mistakes and to change their nomencla-

7^; when the same fossil leaf is for ditierent authors a populus, a

7"-«, SiLaurus, a Ficus a Quercusf it cannot be expected that m
^•aerica, where the science of Botanical Paleeontology is scarcely born,
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where the age of the strata from which the fossil plants are taken is

mostly uncertain, where we have no possibility of comparing specimens,

and not a single library Avhere we can find all that has been publishod

on palaeontology, Ave can come at once by some kind of divination to

the correct determination of a fossil species. And most commonly the

examination has to be made on pieces of broken specimens of leaves,

of which the general outhne and the details of nervation are obliterated.

"We have thus to begin and to break the way, and the only means of

doing it with advantage to our successors is to publish our fossil species

as fast as we can get them, figuring them carefully and determining the

species as well as we can without caring for anv foreign opinion.

About the fifth statement of Prof. Heer, I can not admit, as Dr.Xcw-

berrv appears to do, that the fossil flora of the American Cretaceous

ought to be closely related to the European. The Tertiary of North

America, of which numerous specimens have recently been collected in

Mississippi, Tennessee and Kentucky, has some of the genera of Europe,

Sabal, Phoenicetes, Lauras, (fee, represented by peculiar species different

from those of Europe, with a large number of Terminalia, Magnolia,

two genera scarcely represented in the European tertiary. But tni?

question cannot be examined now.
Contrary to the supposition of Dr. Newberry, it is certain that the

fossil plants obtained from, three different stages of the Tertiary m Mis-

sissippi, Tennessee and Kentucky, indicate a warmer climate than that

of the same latitude at our time. And it is certain also that already

two marine fossiliferous beds (very rich indeed) have been discovered,

the one near Cairo in Illinois, by Prof. A. H. Northen; the other near

Oxford, by Prof. Hilgard, and perhaps a third one in Tennessee by ProL

Saff'ord,—three State Geologists of the three different States. I have

spent some time last fall in the examination of the formations; and b^

sides the specimens of fossil leaves which I have collected, I have now

for examination the rich collection of the Mississippi University o W-

ford, and the private collections of fossil plants of both Prof. Hi^ara

and Prof. Saff'ord. It is from these materials partly examined tHai

have taken the above conclusions.

Respectfully Yours, Lfeo Lesquere^J-

Columbus, Ohio, April 3, 1860.

III. BOTANY AKD ZOOLOGY.

1. Florula Ajanensis, by Kegel and Tiling. Moscow, pp.
128, 4to,

1858. (Extr. Trans. Imp. Soc. Mosc.) ^ , .,,r.

PrimitcB Flora Amurensis, by C. J. Maximowiez. St. Pete^l'"J'

1859. (Extr. Mem. present. Acad. Im. Sci. St. Petersb.), pp- 5"^,
;

10, 4to.—The first-named work, with the Florula Ochotensis o\i
^^

vetter and Meyer in Middendorf's Journey, gives an account ot i^^

any of the confines of Northeastern Siberia bordering on
|^^J .(.j]

Sea. The latter, a bulky volume, contains the first fruits of the Dow
^^^^

explorations consequent upon the colonization of the lower pa
_^,

Amoor Riv* by the Russians. These districts nearly abut upon tue i^

em part of Japan, and therefore possess for us a peculiar botanic^

est. They share notably, though not as largely as Japan, m ^o^-

American types which present so curious a problem in geo^rap -^
•
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tribution. Having been supplied with an almost complete suite of the

specimens upon which these works are based, through the generosity of the

directors of the Imperial Botanic Garden and of the Museunf ot the Im-

perial Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg, we wish to collate the vari-

ous representative forms both with our Japanese materials and with their

American relatives before we ofter any definite remarks, buthce it now

:o say, that the Amoor flora offers several additional species identical witti

"" " ~
n North American ones : e. g. Acer spicaium, Ftlea pu-

thelypteroidcs, and Symplocarpus foetidus ! Also sev-

•
such as Com^o^%Z/mwi ro6Ms/tm, doubt-

peculiarly Eastern North

less the same as the Japan plant, which in fruit answers perfectly to ou.

C. thaUctroides, and I still suspect not distinct from it; and Maximovic^

zia Chinensis, Rupr. (to which evidently belongs Sphmrostema Japmt-

cim, Gray), a close counterpart of our Schizandra ; Acer tegmentosum,

very nearly our A. Pennsylvanicum ; Hylomecon verna Its y^lnoh seems

very close to our Stylopnorum dipkyllum ; and Plagiorhegma duhium

which has the look of a monstrous dicarpellary Jeffersoma. Indeed,

good flowers are still wanting to make it at all certain it is not a Jeffer-

"very remarkable indeed is this division of monotypic or nearly mono-

t)Tic genera or groups between Northeastern Asia and Northeastern

Anierica,-of which so extended a list can now be given,-and very sug-

gestive is it (at least where the species are identical or nearly so; oi a

comparatively recent communication between the two countries, a. g.

2. Harvey^s Thesaurus Capensis, No 2, has come to hand. The plates

(26-50) are better printed and do more justice to Dr. Harvey s f^^'l^
PJ"

cil than those of the first part. Among the illustrations is ^a new Lrota-

lirk, "a sort of first fruits of the botany of Lake Ngami
;

an i»t«resi-

ing new Bixaceous genus {Rawsonia), with petaloid scales evidentl^y ho-

mologous with the crown of Fassiflora, and with the inner stamens ny

pogynous, the outer perigynous"; also a fine new Scuphulanneousgenu

£owkeria.-^o. 3, just received, continues the work to Pl« « '\..^" jf
the plates illustrates a new genus of the Passion-flower family, with bios

soms no larger than chickweed.
_ . , , ^_„ 7?Vr«<f' illus-

3. Hooked species Filicum, being DescrtpUons
«/«"f^^^^^[^JVo

-

trated with Plates. Part ix, or vol. iii, part 1. PP- 64 tab 141 1 ^a
^^

This portion of this important and standard
^;^«'-J

<^^"^^
°«

^^^ ^^^^
Lomaria and Blechnum, and excellent figures ot 23

^Vf^^f' ^nj^^^^j,.
interesting Fern to us, here illustrated.

^^^^^^^^^
er, known only from two specimens gath red b^

.^^ j,

Northwestern America, " probably upFrazerb f ,

,'
• .

^ ^f Zoma-
whether the plant may not prove to be a

''f?^^^^^'^i',;T'^^^^^ Fern
ria Spicant, Uich inhabits that region, and is the only Lomanoid .^crn

of 80 northern a latitude.
_

, , • . „onie to hand.

^
Part X, or vol. iii, part 2 of this important

^J^^f S,'„\ genus As-
It comprises the firs^ part of the very lar^e -^ -;y3/bo,,„i,ts.
plenmm, the reduction of which to order v HI t>e a

g._^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^
4. Journal of the Proceedings of the

Z^^"'^^''";;, n^^'salices of the East
-This part concludes Prof. Andersson's account ot tne^o«

^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^.^^^

Indies, 34 species, of which many are new. r- K^p
s-^^^q ^f the Am-

on the Piassaba Palm (Z;.aj.oWtWaPea5sa6«) of the Lio^cgro ot
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azon, the long fibrous beard of whose petioles (vestiges of the membrane
which envelopes the frond in vernation) is so important for cordage, &c.
On young pllnis this pendant beard is four feet or more in leno-th and
reaches to the ground. Besides this useful fibre, the pulp of the ripe fruit

ot this palm is said to yield the most delicious of all palm-drinks, having
great resemblance to cream both in color and taste. The remaining arti-

cle is one by Mr. Mitten, upon various new Musci of New Zealand, Tas-

mania, and various parts of the Southern hemisphere.
No. 15, contains Observations on the Growth and time of Appearance

of some of Uie Maj-ine Algm, by Dr. Cocks; and another of theTrfBCur-
sores adFloram Indicam, by Drs. Hooker and Thomson. The present

paper is devoted to the Balsaminece, amounting to about one hundred
species, notwithstanding a large redaction. The great mass of the order

belongs to India; the extra-Indian Balsams known being about eight in

more oriental parts of Asia and Maylasia
; about as many more in Africa

and Madagascar, three in Europe and Siberia, and two in North America.
The Indian species are "so universally and excessively prone to vary" that

they have given their monographer immense trouble and small satisfac-

tion. Vve may remark that our two American species and /. Noliian-

gere of the Old World seem to run together; at least, intermediate forms

occasionally appear which strongly suggest a common origin. a. g.

No. 16. contains a paper by Mr. Babington on the forms or species

compared with Fumaria capreolata, L. ; another on a new Butter-tree

of Southeastern Africa by T. Caruel of Florence,—the tree which Berto-

loni supposed to be the shea-tree mentioned bv Mungo Park, and which

he described as the type not only of a new genus but of a new order.

Mr. Caruel shows that the present tree is a Comhretum, and doubtless not

the shea-tree, the only grounds for considering them the same being that

both belong to Africa, and both produce a^ kind of vegetable butter.

Mr. Oliver, a young English botanist of promise, describes some new

bouth American species of Utricularia (two of which are figured), with

notes on Polypompholyx and Akmtra, showing that Benjamin established

the latter m a mistaken observation, and that the plant is an Ulrkdum.
Mr. bpruce gives a very interesting account of a visit to the Cinchona tor-

este of the Qiiitenian Andes. Tlie Cascarilla roja was said to have a

milky juice, a remarkable circumstance for a Rubiaceous plant. It ap-

pears that the juice as it flows from a wound is colorless, but that it turn?

white the instant it is exposed to the air, and in a few minutes changes

to red. Mr. Moore announces the discovery in England of Lastrea remoKi

{Apidium remotum, Braun), a form which has"" been confounded with

J. rigidum and which appears to be as intermediate between A. spinn-

losum and A. FUix-mas, as A. rigidmn is between the former and J-

cnstatum. Mr. Oliver continues an account of the British Herbarmni

now forming, for the Linncean Society; and Mr. Hoc^g, a note on the

Eosa ruhella of Winch., givin. evidence that it is a mei-e variety of R-

5. Martins, Flora Brasiliensis.—Thk *rreat work is conducted
'

such spirit,—now that the distinguished editor is able to devote his w.

attention to it,—that three fasciculi reach us at the same moment, v

Ease 18, part 3, is a supplement to the Mgrtacece of Brazil by I^

ot Berlin. This young botanist is thought to have elaborated the M
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ican forms of this great order in an able manner. Of the many new
species and varieties described in this supplement, the greater part are

from the Brazilian collection of Riedel, belonging to the Imperial Bo-

tanic Garden of St. Petersburg, and furnished to Dr. Berg by Dr. Re-

gel, the accomplished curator of that establishment. To this is ap-

pended a tabular view of the geographical distribution of all the known
American Myrtacece, now amounting to 1726 species, of which 1008 are

nearly described by Berg (in the Fl. Brazil., and in the Linna^a), and 696

are indigenous to the Brazilian empire. The uses which the plants of

the order are known to subserve in Brazil are likewise enumerated. Of
four species the root, or its bark, is used medicinally : of three species

the fibrous bark is turned to account, among which, from that of a

ralari legalis,—one of the largest trees of tropical Brazil—is so highly

prized for a variety of purposes that its wasteful destruction is forbid-

den by law, whence the name paos de leij, i. e. ligna legalia : the leaves

of several species are used medicinally for their aromatic properties com-

bined with astringency : the flower-buds of a Calyptranthes are used as

a substitute for the true Clove, which also is cultivated successfully in

Brazil : the berries of no less than 55 species are enumerated as edible,

or some of them medicinal; the most important being the Guayavan

;

five species of Lecythis and the famous Bertholletia excelsa furnish

amygdaloid seeds of great richness and pleasantness (Brazil-nuts, kc).

Kecent extrabrazilan genera are briefly noted. Luma (Bot. U. S. Expi.

Exped.) is altogether overlooked, and in strictness may claim restora-

tion, when the genera come to be revised and considerably reduced, as

they probably will be. The three parts of fasc. 18, composing the Myr-

iogmphia Bmsiliensis compose au entire volume, of 655 pages, with

liiany plates.

Fasc. 23, is a continuation of the first fascicle {Musci and Lycopodi-

«««), and comprises the Ophioglossece, Marattiacece, Osmundace(e, Schi-

eaeace(e, Gleicheniacece, and Hymenophyllece, by Dr. Sturm, of Nurem-

berg, with ten plates.' One of these is a fine illustration of the rare and

curious Ophioglossum palmatum,—s^ species which, by the way, Mr.

Wright has lately collected abundantly in the eastern part of Cuba. Ln-

derthe name of O^munda palmtris, ^(t^xvuU our >orth American 0.

fectahilis, a form of the European 0. regalis, is figured : it appears to

be rather common in the southern part of Brazil. It is interesting to

remark that both this and two other more specially ^orth American

species, viz. 0. cinnamomea and Botrychium Virgimcum, occur on the

one hand in Brazil, on the other in the Himalayas The illustrations of

the Hymenophyllece arc nature-printed, by the Vienna process. Ihis

Joes better for the fronds-so delicate in this tribe-than for the fructi-

fication. ^

^ Fasc. 24, of 215 pages, with 56 plates, contains the first part of Mr.

Bentham's elaboration of the Brazilian Legriminos<x, including all the

^''pilionacecf excent the BalberqieoE and the Sophorea. AdoutMe plate,

filled with details, illustrates the structure of Arachis, the generic char-

acter of which as well as of its allies, is remodelled, conformably to the

observations of Dr Niesler, as recorded in this Journal, several years

''•go. We perceive that the North American species reterred to Chceto-
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calyx (the fruit of the orisrinal species being unknown), belong to tlie

allied and older genus Mssolia. Chcetocalyx WisUzeni, Grav, is the

same as Mnsolia platycarpa, Beuth, C. Schottii must take the" name of

Nissolia Schotti. x. g.

6. J. D. Hooker's Flora Tasmania,—the third and concluding part

of the Botany of the Antarctic Voyage under Capt. Ross,—is now finished

in parts 10 and 11, issued by the enterprising publisher, Lovell Reeve, in

February last. The work makes two large quarto volumes, with 200

colored plates. Part 10 concludes the Algce (by Dr. Harvey) and con-

tains the Lickenes (the foJiaceous ones by Mr. Babington, the crustaceous

by Mr. Mitten), also a series of additions and corrections to the earlier

part of the work. The letter-press of part 1 1 is entirely occupied, except-

ing the key to the genera, by the Introductory Essay upon the Botany

of Tasmania and of Australia in general, of 128 pages, which admirable

production may claim to be regarded as the most profound and far-reach-

ing discussion of the abstruse theoretical questions bearing upon tha

origin and distribution of species which has ever been attempted. Al-

though the literary composition bears some marks of haste, the subject-

matter has been elaborated with great care, and in a manner at once

bold, independent, and conscientious, opening new views and propoundinj;

new problems of the widest interest and, we may add, of the utmost diffi-

culty. The more generally interesting portions of this essay are repro-

duced m the present volume of this Journal. A. g.

7. Poison of Plants by Arsenic—It may be recollected that Professor

Davy of Dublin last year reported to the Gardener's Chronicle (whence

extracts were transferred to our pages*) the results of his experiments

which went to show that some plants might with impunity be watered

even with a saturated aqueous solution of arsenious acid ; that the plants

tent that traces of this metal were discoverable in the bodies of animals

fed upon vegetables so treated. These astonishing results naturally

excited enquiry. They have now been contradicted in a late number

ot the Pharmaceutical Journal (as w^e learn from the Gardener's Chron-

icle for March 10) by Mr. O^ston, an analytical and agricultural chemist,

formerly a pupil of Prof. Graham. Mr. Oo-ston finds that, on watering

the ground around the roots of some vigorous Cabbage plants, some

months old, with a saturated solution of arsenious acid, in every trd,

after two doses at intervals of three days, the plants died withm the

week. The same occurred with Scotch Kale, the only other plant sub-

jected to the experiment. On testing the dead plants arsenic was Ut-

tected only in the portion of the stem close to the roots, and ^vlii'

"

showed in its darkened color the marks of disease. In no case was an}

of the poison found in the leaves, or in the stem at more than m
inches above the ground. Prof. Davy also startled the English agricunu

ristsand medical jurists by calling attention to the fact tliat arsem

exists in the commercial superphosphate of lime, at least m
^j'^J

kinds, coming from the iron pyrites used in the manufacture ot tw^^^^^
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to the flesli of animals fed with tnrnips manured witli such superphos-

phate, and so conveyed to the human system,—if not in quantity sufii-

cient to poison, yet enough to account for the presence of arsenic in

cases of death from -supposed poisoning. Mr. Ogston now considers

the question as to how much arsenic an agricultural crop (say of tur-

nips) can obtain from an ordinary dressing of the superphosphate so

prepared, " Take a very bad sample of pyrites to contain "30 per cent

of arsenic, and consider, as is' the case, that in the manufacture of oil

of vitriol, one-half of this is stopped by condensation in the flues; '15

per cent will remain in relation to the pyrites, or about -10 in relation

to the manufactured oil of vitriol. Now suppose the superphosphate

made from this acid to contain 20 per cent of it as a constituent, and

that 3 cwt. are used as a dressing per acre, there will be added to this

acre -07 of a pound of arsenic, and this is to be distributed among from

20 to 25 tons of roots, giving a percentage infinitely small, and in my
opinion relieving us from the" necessity of the smallest anxiety on the

subject If, however, even this quantity is objectionable, the use of the

Belgian pyrites, in which I have never found a trace of arsenic, would

obviate all difficulty." a. g.

^
8. Botanical Necrologyfor the year 1859.—The following are the prin-

cipal names upon this obituary record :—Some of them we have named
before more briefly.

C. A. Agardh, Professor of Botany in the University of Lund, Sweden,

from 1812 to 1834, when he became bishop of Cailstad; a voluminous

writer upon botanical and other subjects, especially upon Algai, and a

distinguished and remarkable man. His earliest publication, a thesis

upon the Carices of Scania, was published in the year 1806. Ue died

on the 28th of January, 1859 at the age of 75 years. He was succeeded

in his professorship bv his son C. A. Agardh, the distinguished algnlogi^t.

Arthur Henfrey, Professor of Botany in King's College, London. The
death, after a short illness, on the 7th of September last, of this amiable

»an and excellent vegetable anatomist, at tiie early age of 39 years, has

nas already been recorded in this Journal, (vol. 28, p. 443). In his field

of research and in his knowledge of the literature of the subject, espe-

cially that of the Germans, he had no rival in Great Britain, and his

death is deeply felt.
^ , . ,.

Or. Thomas Horsfield, born in Pennsylvania, after completing bis

inedical studies in Philadelphia he passed sixteen years in Java and the

adjacent islands, in the service of the government, devoting much of ins

time to botanical and zoological researches ; and the long remainder in a

'Sponsible position at the India House, in Lon-Jon. A selection only of

IJ'S botanical collections was published by Mr. Brown and Mr. Bennett,

»°der the title of Plantce Javanicce Rariores, etc.—ft wost important

fork. Dr. Horsfield died, on the 14th of July last, in the 86th year of

bis age.

^- L. S. Lejeune, a venerable Belgian botanist, died at Verviers, at tbo

''ery close of the year 1358, in the 80th year of his age.
.

Thomas Nuttall, born at Settle, in the West Riding of Yorkshire m

f;«
year 1784, may yet be reckoned as one of our own American botan-

''^ smce he came to the United States when only 22 years of age, and

SECOND SERIES, Vol. XXIX, No. Sr.-MAY, 186a
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made here his whole scientific career. He returned indeed to his native

land in the year 1842, and took possession of a handsome estate be-

queathed by his uncle, where he indulged his fondness for horticulture;

but his only botanical publication in these later years was made at Phila-

delphia, and elaborated during a visit to this country in 1852. His

writings are intimately connected with the history of North American

Botany, and his personal biography is very interesting. A full account

of these is given by Mr. Durand, in an excellent address delivered to the

Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, and in an article by Mr.

Meehan in his Gardener's Monthly for January, 1860. A critical esti-

occasion. He died at his residence, Nutgrove, near Preston, Lancashire,

on the 10th of September last, aged 75 years. a, g.

vicmity ot uape Matteras, ttie most projec

New York, has a peculiar interest for the
which divides the Areniferous region* into two nearly e

^

Virginian and Carolinian provinces, is remarkable for the exhibition of a

fauna more tropical in character than that of either of these provinc

will be shown below. This is an evident result of its proximity t(

Gulf Stream, the warm waters of which are even said to be defl

t point of departure for explorations m

-- — - J. account of the zoological riclinessof

this locality was kindly communicated to me by Capt. J. D.Kurtz, U.S.A..

and influenced by a desire of completing a catalogue of the shells of our

Atlantic shores, and particularly of procuring and examining a species et

Lin^ula said to be found on the southern coast, I undertook its explora-

tion in the month of March last, in company with my friend Mr-

Theodore Gill. The harbor of Beaufort is situated at one of.the southero

outlets of Pamlico Sound, where it joins Bogue Sound. It is shallow and

much obstructed by extensive shoals. Centre-board boats only can w

used, except in the deeper channels, which are mostly narrow. The bot-

tom is generally sandy, but that of the deep channels is shelly, and tna

of the shallower channels often muddy; Outside the harbor and ott tje

coast, the depth never exceeds eight fathoms within a few miles ot tna

land, with a variable bottom, sometimes "sticky" or clayey. J^f"
bottoms were all pretty thoroughly raked with the dredges. The beacn

were also examined for those bivalve shells which perforate the sand

*The eastern coast of the United States may be conveniently divided into three

regions viz.—the Rupiferous, Areniferous, and Corallifprous, named f""*"^,. !, lyt
acter of the shores. The Rupiferous or rocky region extends from our no^J^"'^,^

are nTrocks w'ha^''"'
^''""''" '^^^ Areniferous or ««"^y

'^^'''^'"'"n^ency h**

Kn at'work-relches frol ISng IslTd *onS Fi^rill^^he cSkms,^
IS characterised by the presence of reef-coral, and includes the penin^"!^^ j* „.Jbj
Each of these regions has its peculiar fauna, the distinctness of which, enMn

^^^^
the two great causes of diflference of latitude and diversity of ground, « v^

known to require further comment here.
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depth beyond the reach of the dredge and are only exposed by the erod-

ing action of the breakers during heavy storms. In following these

beaches we observed a decided increase of the tropical character in the

shells as we proceeded eastward toward the Cape.

In order to show the character of the fauna and the results of our

explorations I have given below a catalogue of the MoUusca and higher

Crustacea which occurred during our short stay, which seems to be the

most concise and satisfactory method. A few prefatory remarks of a

general character will not be out of place. Geologists will be interested

to notice the occrrence of several species hitherto known only as Tertiary

fossils, such as species of Axinaea, Lucina, Astarte, Amphidestna, Telh-

dora, Myalina, Fanopaea, Entails, and Columbella. These were" found

either alive or in such condition as showed them to be recent shells,

which would doubtless have been found alive upon further search. The

occurrence o^ Myalina subovata is interesting, although our specimens of

only single' valves. Of the beautiful Tellidora lunulata we obtained

several living examples, some attaining a length of nearly two inches*.

Among the sJiells of a tropical character several species will be noticed

which have not hitherto been found north of the West Indies, and do

not exist upon the South Carolina coast. The large Cassis to which we

have applied the name C. cameo is identical with the common cameo-

shell of the Bahamas, which usually figures in collections under the name

of C. rmdagascarensis. Of this we obtained several fine specimens on the

beaches, none living however.
In the following catalogues all species of which the identifications is at

all doubtful are indicated by the mark of interrogation.

Molh
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Tornutella puncto-striata. Volva uniplicata.

Crustacea Decapoda.

la the collection made at Beaufort and now deposited in t^^^ ^m^
^^

nian Institution a considerable number of new genera and species oc

We add descriptions of two of the most interesti^ng.
^j^

LiNGULA PYRAMiDATA. Shell greenish-whitc, elongated-ovate, co -

regularly tapering from the middle to the summit with an outline^
j^-

slightly convex; also a little tapering toward the extremity,
''V'"^Lp,dly

than two-thirds as wide as the middle, and subtruncate ^''''rj.
rounded corners. Surface smooth and glossy ; lines of increment i"^

spicuous, but sufficiently distinct near the 'margins; two or t'""ee^^
.^^.

however at irregular intervals sometimes projecting more strong,,
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jveloped, those on either side at the extremity longer than the rest,

equaliijig in length one-third the width of the shell. There are two black

spots on the margin of the mantle at the extremity. Peduncle in life

three times as long as the shell, thick, (one-third width of the shell,) at its

point of attachment, but rapidly tapering and becoming very slender and

hyaline, with an opaque axis or central cord ; extremity glutinous and

covered with adhering sand. Length of the animal 3*5
;
length of shell,

0-92; width of shell at the middle 0-35; at extremity, 0'21; half way

between middle and summit, 0-26 inch.

This animal was found imbedded in the weedy sand at low water

mark, on the occasion of one of the extraordinarily low tides which occur

at the equinox. It lives in a perpendicular position with its peduncle

deeply penetrating the sand, and its shell scarcely projecting above the

surface at its extremity. When drawn out and placed m a vessel of sea-

water it showed its uneasiness by snake-like gyrations of the peduncle,

which, far from being a simple stem for attachment, is a powerful mus-

cular organ, filling the function of the foot of the Lamellibranchiata. Mr.

Peale informs me that this part in the Lingula anatina forms a fovorite

article of food among the Fiji Islanders. Our Lmgula appears to be not

uncommon near Beaufort, as several specimens were found durmg a

single retreat of the tide. It is interesting as being the first species* of

this most ancient genus described from the Atlantic ocean. The other

recentspecies, ten in number, are all inhabitants of the Pacific.
,. , . ,

El-ceramus, nov. gen. fara. Porcellanidae. Body subcylmdnca

.

Carapax elonsrate-subrectangular, twice as long as broad ;
sides parallel.

Front promin^ent, tridentate. Eyes minute, longitudinal, projecting a

little beyond the orbits which are very incomplete, consisting only of the

concave superior margin. Antennulae placed immediately beneath the

eyes; peduncle anteriorly bidentate. Antennae large; mobile part nearly

as long as the carapax and arising from the inner or superior side of the

small coxal joint, thus being in contact with the eye at base. The outer

maxiUipeds are of the form usual in Porcellana, but the sternal piece to

which they are attached is very large, nearly as long a^ broad, triangular

in front, and truncate behind. Chelipeds small, subcyhndncal, much

shorter than the carapax ; hands weak. Ambulatory feet subcyhndncal
;

dactyli curved, setose, nearly as long as penult joint. Abdomen narrow,

particularly in the males ; appendages as in Porcellana.

This aberrant type should be referred to the Porcellamdea, notwith-

standing its greatly elongated form, which would lead one to refer it at

first siffht to the Hippidje or Raninidea.

EucERAMus PR^LONGUS. Carapax regularly curved like a segment of

a cylinder, above glabrous, and minutely striated t^insversely
; ^^"^ curved

forward at the sides. Inter-orbital front one-third the ^^^^^^/f^he ca a-

pax, tridendate, teeth slender, pointed, median longest. Hands externally

scabrous, or small-tuberculose and setose ;
fingers as long as the

V-^^Tt
not gaping. Ambulatory feet of the second and ^^^-^ P^'^s asjong

^^
the chelipeds

;
those of the first pair smaller. Length about three-tourtns

of an inch. Dredged on shelly ground in 4 to 8 fathoms.

^ » We understand that there is a specimen of Lingula
^^^'^^.^l^^'^^^l^

^^"^
Carolinn ia possession of Prof. Agassiz. Not having access to this specimen, we are

laable to say whether it be identical with ours or not.
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General Remark.—The climatic feature of predominant interest in

California lies in the rains of winter, -wbich, although they fvU in the

early part of the present season in ample abundance for agricultural pur-

poses, nevertheless, in their subsequent diminution, confirm the opmion

expressed by us in former remarks, that the cultivator of the earth cannot

depend with any certainty upon them alone, but must be prepared to

supply their deficiency, whenever it occurs, by irrigation—for which ex-

pedient no other country, perhaps, is better adapted, both as regards soil

and climate, as well as facilities of commanding water.
, , , , ,

2. Daylight Meteor of Nov. I5tk, 1859.—Of this remarkable body

Professor Loomis has already published an interesting account at p.

137 and 298 of this volume. The meteor being one of the most brilliant

on record deserves the fullest possible investigation, and we are glad to

find in the Journal of the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, for March

and April, a valuable paper thereon by Mr. Benj. V. Marsh of that city,

giving an extensive series of observations which he has collected, together

„ seen in full sunshine, as a large ball of fire, from

Salem, Mass., to Petersburg, Va. Its path was probably inblmed to

the vertical about 35°, and the direction of its motion was nearly west.

Its velocity was very great, perhaps full 30 miles per se<:ond and the

above the earth. During its brief passage of two or three seconds, it

exploded several times, with reports which were loud and violent These

reports or detonations made two series, the whole occupying only hal a

second of time, the individual sounds being distinguishable because ot tbe

different distances they had to travel to reach the ear. The column of

smoke resulting from the explosions was nearly a thousand feet in diame-

ter, and its base was vertical about four miles north of Dennisville, N. J

The immense volume of smoke or substance of the meteor dissipated b^

its excessive heat, shows that the body was of very considerable raagnv

tude. The meteor's path would strike the earth near HughesvUle, on ine

northwestern boundary of Cape May County N. J., m
^-^'^ Ĵ'^'"^^^^^^^

a few miles further west, it is probable that fragments may yet be found.

Will nobody look for them ?

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
^

1. Probable Origin of Flint Nodules in Chalk.-DK. G C- Waluch,

Surgeon in the Indian army, has published (i" ^he Quar Jour M.c^^^^^

scopical Sci., Nq. XXX, p. 36) an interesting paper on the t^l'^^^^^^^S;-^^

i^nis found in the digestive cavities of Salp^-embracing under th

Lead the whole molluscoid tribes that frequent the oP^^j?^^;^
^^^^^^res

and live upon the microscopic organisms it contains.
. . ,,

are in their turn the food of whales. In the digestive ^^-fs
^J^^^^^

Salp* the siliceous shields of Diatomaceae, &c., are ^^^^ f/^^
all their soft portions, and these minute organisms

«fS^^^^J^"^
"^^

f^,
^hich in the whales are further aggregated and in the *«;';^*

;"^^f;"';7
fallinvastnumbersuponthepulpycretaceo-
DOW known to form the bottom of the ocean m man} P''' ' . ,^

themselves there as nodules similar to, certainly, it not ideniic^i wun,

the flint nodules in the Chalk.



in tte frame at a, and plap freely in a slot at b. The swinging tripod,

(also cuf from one piece,) is loosely riveted to the bent end of the frame

as shown in section at /, having sufficient play in the collar to adjust

itself to any inequality in the slide or the cover.

The centre of the frame, at c, under the tripod, is pierced with a^hola

of sufficient size to see the object to be mountec' ' ' ' "
'""'

the screw can be adjusted without injury to

. shows a slide, d, and cover, e, in place.

For mountina: objects dry, or for covering

enables me to \old the cover securely while I have access t

edge, and can turn it in every direction to apply the cen

mounting objects in balsam which require very thin covers, say

of an inch, such as the silicious epidermis of plants and other tei

add to the pierced hole in the frame a circular shield of glass,

.

in diameter than the cover, and of the thickness of an ordi

imbedding
placing the

)ject. The sketch

find it useful 3s_it

Then, after

lall portion of its thickness in the brass, men, «.

I the balsam, and spreading it by heat, I put the m^c

.™„ „„j „ '

1.. „ Jl„..,. °f^ .lr(rp. off the superfluous

The r

from the frame, and at the i

glass at the centre. Dried
from the frame and cleaned.

c, aud appiv a pressure to drive on tl
.

rface of theglass shield, keeps theexu^^^^^^^^^^^

prevents any bul^ng of U^

inrk^r pressure it is easily taken

under a perfectly uniform f

for the cost of one English compressor.
Philadelpl"*-

My friend, Mr. McAllister, Optician, -728 Chestnut St., rniiaa ^i^^^^

made them for me from a drawing, very neatly and accurately,

dollars and fifty cents per dozen {$7f'A)-
Very truly, your friend,

Washington, Jan. 4th, 1860.

S. MOBTOS
Cui*
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3. On Conlroctwn of the Muscles, induced by Contact with Bodies in

Vibration; by O. N. Kood, Professor of Chemistry in Troy University.

—

Some time since, when grinding a slide for microscopic purjioscs, as tlio

strip from time to time aocidentnlly came into viLration, 1 experiinci'd, in

tlie hand liokiing it, a numbness^, nnd, at times, an absoh-.te inability to

relax the grasp. It seemed as thougli an invohmtary contraction of'tho
muscles lind been effected by the vibratory action.

For the examination of this matter, the apparatus seen in tlic woodcut

n blisters, the brass tube t encloses the rod, fittilig it vcMy !of

m^en the hand is laid on this sheath, 1[he rate of roti

en 40 and
ceived

; tlie

60 revoiutio

muscles involuntarilv coni

a feelin

It::
unbnc

iideral

1 the hand <

lis kept up
grasp, just

.rasps the sheath tightly. .'

impossible, by ;

U long as this

an cfibrt of th( ''will,

r::tr:ECEslnLuion^imie
as hiyl '•^tji

the tormina

erienced, n

tion of these

1 though the iH?iy the ]idghcr

Experiments were made on different parts of the arm and hand. Tho

The resemblance of the symptoms and sensations produced by elec-

'icity and mechanical vibration, is at least singular, and may eventually

Ohject-G[a$s.—UGSsn. Alvan Clark k Sons, of Boston,

Hth and March 2d and 4th.

5. Boyden PremiHm.—V'RiMi A. Bovdex, Esq., of Boston,

deposited with the Franklin Institute, Philad., tho sum of one

dollars, to be awarded as a Premium to "any resident of :sort!i

"'ho shall determine by experiment wliether all rays of light,

must meet with the approval (

prosperity of the golden state :

^^ay from the proper discharge c



7. Elements of Chemical Physics; by Josiah P. Cooke, Jr., Ervin? Pro-
fessor ot" Clicmistry and Mineralogy in Harvard University. 8vo pp 739
Boston, Little, Broun and Company, 18G0.—We cannot state the natiire
and scope of this important contribution to our scientific literature better
than by quoting the following paragraphs from the Author's preface.

'• The history of Chemistry as j

Lavoisier, who first used the balance i

which they a
of which they are capable. A
edge of the principles which t

gator who, without it, relies on m^re empirical rule^, .

slant error. This volume is intended to furnish a full development of these
principles and it is hoped that it will serve to advance the study of chemistry
in the colleges of this country. In order to adapt the work to the purposes of
ins ruction, it has been prepared on a strictly inductive method throughout;
and a student who has acquired an elementary knowledge of mathematics will

oe aoie to toUow the course of reasoning without difBculty. So much of the

fiuDject-matter of mechanics has been given at the beginning of this volume

t%Illowed\''Tla%numbe'''
"^•'^''^' ^""^ ^""^ ^^^ ^^"'^ '^'''°"' ^^''' ^^^^^''

test the knowledge of tlie student, but also to extend and apply the principles

discussed m the work. Regarding a knowledge of methods and principles as

the primary object m a course of scientific instruction, the author has devel-

oped several ot the subjects to a greater extent than is usual in elementaiy
works, solely for the purpose of illustrating the processes and the logic of

fec'tro'f th?mr;c;,riaMh';
'''' "''"' of

^

measuring tempera

been described at length,

beyofld a limited i ... ,

illustrating the na-

show how rapidly the difficulties multiply when we attempt to push scientific

observations bey ofl-' - '- ' '
"^ ~ i'

.
f...... .f

Mariotte's law has
ture of a physical law, a"nd
uauje, me condition ot salts when in solution, and the nature of supersatu-

rated solutions, have in like manner been fully discussed as examples of scien-

title theories
; and, lastly, the method of representing physical phenomena by

empirical formulas and curves, which are the preliminary substitutes for laws,

has been illustrated m connection with Regnault's experiments on the tension

of aqueous vapor."
^ ^

After advising the student to study the details of science from original

memoirs rather than from digests, and enumerating tiie chief sources

from which he has draw.n his facts and illustrations, the Author announces

liis design of following the present volume with two others,

pleltll^vfd inth'''^'^"^
^'"""^ '^ "" complete treatise in itself of thej^

as th^ fir«f .,.i....„ of ^n^exiLlJ^frronthem^^^
'^^J

le chapters and sections has been adopted with tins vie ,

^>e inductive method begun in this volume will be extended through the

In 1
,7^^^ second volume will treat of the theory of Light in its ''^

»'

3 CrysUllograpuy (including Mathematical Crystallography;, and also
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emistry. The third a

, ,
3 of Chei

low in preparatiol

Stoichiometry and the principles

have read, or studied, the larger portion of Prof. Cooke's present

vohime, with care, and, are happy to add, with much satisfaction. It is n

more elaborate and thorough discussion of the subjects on which it treats

than has before appeared in any text-book. All the imi>ortant proposi-

tions are mathematically demonstrated in a simple but thorough manner

The volume demands and must receive exact and searchmg study, and

any chemical teacher who intends to employ it as his class book will find

it capable of the same treatment which he has been accustomed to regard

as peculiar to mathematical text-books. The Frenchunits of weight and

measure are employed exclusively, and a collection of tables (21 in num-

ber) is added for scientific reference and for the convenience of the stu-

dent and teacher in solving the problems (420 in number) which are ap-

pended at the close of each principal subdivision of the subject. The

whole subject matter of the volume is treated under five chapters, viz..

I. Introduction, II, General Properties of Matter, Ilf. The Three States

of Matter, IV. Heat, and, V. Weighing and Measurmg.

The mechanical execution of the work is beautiful, and the press seems

to have been very carefully supervised.

ce in connection with this work cannot fail to attract

I teachers of Chemistry in American Colleges, namely.

It a revision of our whole scientific curriculum is demanded in most of

r higher Institutions in order to admit of the expansion demanded by

3 introduction of such a treatise as Cooke's Chemical Physics into the

urse of study. Such a change Prof. Cooke has been able to ettect

ice his appointment at Cambridge, and now his chemical teachings till

and covering two or three years. This is a great change m the policy ot

a college where this subject was formerly a by-word, and it ofters every

encouragement for efforts to secure a similar change in other leading

colleges. For this reform, as for the high scientific character of his present

workt Prof. Cooke will receive the hearty thanks and esteem of all teachers

in this department of science. ^ , r *i, -n i t
8. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections.-C^i^hgm o^ the Publi-

cations of Societies and of the periodical works in the l.it>rary oi me

Smithsonian Institution, July 1, 1858. Foreign works. Washington, &o9.

pp. 259, 8vo with a Suppleraent.-The arrangement of this catalogue

is geographical, commencing with Scandinavia and ending in Europe

with Grea^t Britain. It is followed by an alphabetical
^^f^-^^l^^^^^f^

Societies, and another of miscellaneous publications, ch etty .Journal.

The Smithsonian Library possesses, as appears trom tlm
'!';:;^"^ 'j''" .7'

tions in full or in part of 501 Institutions and Learned Socetie.-, and sen s

more or le^s complete of 254 Scientific Journals exclusively foreign. The

domestic publications 'form the subject of another '^«*'*!^S'^-.
YXe'IJces

valuable aid to the student in ^'"'"'"^
^^^f^^^^,ZC the probability

constantly found n books of science, and tor Qeierinm.ii„ I w

of beinff able to verify such references by a visit to Washington, or by

correspondence. Only those who have undertaken researches can appre-
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9. The New American Cyclopcedia. Vol. IX. New York D Anpleton
ami Co, 1860.-This volume contains some fifty articles 'on 'zoiSloirical

subjects. Some of them are of considerable length and show marks of

nnich care and labor. The sections on Ilerpetolof^y and Ichtriyoloiry are

especially to be commended for the plan on wh'ich they are wntten.
Instead of entering into trivial details the author has confined himself to

giving the ways in which the best authors have arranged the divisions of

Keptiles and of Fishes. The subject is thus properly kept within scientific

limits. The more popular treatment is reserved for particular animals or

for the minor zoological divisions. Thus, there is a very interesting and

acceptable ailicle on the Horse, and another on Insects. Some of the

somewhat loosely applied: e. g., speaking of the nervous system of an

insect as a "brain and spinal cord."' But these are of little consequence
compared with the general good judgment and accuracy displayed,

rfor IS it too much to say that these contributions are far bettur tlian

those commonly met with in Cyclopjedias. It is understood that the zoo-

logical articles are from the pen of Dr. Kueeland, Secretary of the Boston

Society of Natural History.

Other articles on scientific topics in this volume worthy of particular

mention are Iron and the Iron manufacture by Mr. Hodge, and that on

Isomerism by Dr. F. H. Storer, who is also the author of an excellent

article on Chemistry in a former volume.
Among the living scientists of whom biographies are given we notice

Herschel, T. S. Hunt, and C. T. Jackson.
10. Cavenditih Socy's. Ed. of GmeUn's Hand Book of Chemistry, vol

Xlir.—This is vol. VII of Organic Chemistry embracing organic com-

pounds containing sixteen and eighteen atoms of carbon. The Cavendish

bociety announce that they will give only one volume for 1857, '58, and

o.). Ihis action of the Society is not well calculated to content their

subscribers or to invite new recruits. But we can well imagine that the

Council have found Gmelin a heavy load and that they are anxious to

close it before undertaking any new publication ;
meanwhile let lis hope

that "Rose's Analytical Chemistry," long since undertaken, will not be

unnecessarily delayed.

11. Lieber : Geology of Sou th Carolina. Report IV. 1859. 8v o, pp-

194. Columbia, S. C. Apr. 2, 1859.—We have already announced (t '»

vol.. p. 287) the unfortunate discontinuance of the South Carolina Survey

trom an unwise withholding of the requisite appropriation of money, i'l"-

l^eiber in this Report sums up his results ami presents some general (lis-

cussions on Metamorphism, a subject certainly of much importance m

maps of Anderson and Abbeville districts and the "Industrial map" o^

the State, are very neatly printed in colors by Colton of New York.

Some of the most important subjects of this Report have alrea<I}'
been

laid before our readers, e. g., the evidence of a change of level on the

coast ot South Carolina and the mineralogical details. , .

12. Fundamental Ideas of Mechanics and Experimental Data, by A-

MoRiN. Revised, translated and reduced to En<rlish Measure, by iosven

Lenxkit, Civil Engineer. New York, Appleton and Co.,
1860.-Ttii
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work is designed to illustrate the practical application of mechanics to^^the

comeTn^ufe form of "friction, vibration and Avear and.tear of machinery

and other structures. The work is of great value to practical engineers

and machinists and we rejoice to see it presented to the public in an

English dress. _. .

13. Gangsiudien, oder Beifrage zur Kenntniss der Frzgavge DvMer

Band, drittes und viertes Ileft.-The continuation of this valuable work

edited by Prof. Cotta and Herrmann Muller, contains a very important

paper by Muller, on the relation between mineral i^prrngs and mmera veins

in Northern Bohemia and Saxony; also, an extended article on .tacolu-

mile, its associates, and the metal bearing characters of the same, by

Oscar M. Leiber, late State Geologist of South Carolina.

Ferrel, Wm.. am.: The '""^ions^o^ Anids and^soHds^re^^ to^tjie Eart^h's^mjr^-

jS. MZth!y"V,Ilfranrir New Yorrivison and /''^"'"^y.
.',f„^°-

P'l.'ir;

[A very important discussion an abstract of which, pn-pured by tlie Author, %%e shall

^TaKErCaptcHls? U.S.N. : On the circulation of the Oceans. Plnla., 1859.

^i.h notes by T,R.JpN.s.F.G.S. XI plate, 8 vo pp
F,,,^:„ifera,

^IXrVnos^ M ^M.D r^Report on the' Medical Topography and Epidemics o

'wL/dt!l T
' Z:!; ^S;^Sid Brewster. Reply to Me^s. Steven

J. rnsfrli.'^B-s memortal to the Treasury. Wui. Blackwood and Suns. 1859

'^r ^f;:s. ^S'S'rtEfTS^- N-^^(^- the proceeding, o

%^.£S?L^,^oLri^S No;'^5, 36 and 37, ^on. May .0, 1850. tc

IMrimfual RepoJfof 'tl'e Regents of t^he University of the State of New lor

la^rN^'sd^'S^^'pii'^ip'^:;;,!

der K. K. Gcolg. Rcichan^talt in Wein, 22 Nov. 18o9:
' PP„

g jantnrv, I860.

(The same). Die RutilkryMalle von Graven Mount mGeor^.a^
^,^ He.zkVnft der

J. B. ScHNEiDEE und E»NST Hartig :
^"teysucnun^e

j.jf. IV. TirHis
St.inkohlen sachsens: Leipzig, W. Engelmann 1 60^^to,

^.^5^^^ ^^ ^,^^ ^^^,^ ^^

Saxony. Dr. Geinitz prepared t
Geology and Prof. W. Stein
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% the author nf the Chemical volume. The three part
ilete researrh on tliis important subject hitherto publisi)

Dr. J. Lamont : Ma;,rnetische unterschungen in Nord-

Ll'dwig Seiiiel: Die Theorie der Lichterscheisung des Sa
4to, pp. 102, 1 chart.

Vov Mahthjs (Dr. Carl) : Eine Rede zur feifer des Akadem
am. 29 Marz, 1850. Miinchen. 4to pp. 74.
^Feistmantel (Carl) : Die Porphyre im Silurgebirge von Mittelbohmen, 4to, pp.

Daguri.v, p. a. : Traite de Physique, tome tit, 8vo. pp. 1007, avec Table alpha-

betiqiie et analytique. Toulouse et Paris, 1860. This volume contains the ciosa

of Electricity, and Optics..

Proceedings Boston See. Nat. Hist., 1859.—p. 135, On the recent eruption nf

Mauna Loa; H. M. Lyman.—p. 138, Descriptions of new shells brought hume br

the North Pacific Expedition ; A. A. Gould— ^. 142. List of Plants collected by E.

Samuels in California; A. Gra,f.—n. 145, List of Plants collected by J.Xmitusat
Fort Tejon (5 new species); A. Grai/.—p. 150. Natural History, etc., of Mohai^k.

He^rkhner^ Co.. N. Y.; W/nttemore.-p. 153, On vibrating dams; W. Edmrd^.-p.

genJra Patella, Acmrea! Scu'teUin"a,'Emar^innla. Rimula, CT.iL,Sl)entalinm);
A. A. Gould—p. Itj6, On reversed bivalve shells; L. Affa.'^niz.—p. 167, On Oiinn-

deer; J. W,/,na,i.—p. 168, On the Cauboniferous rocks of Nova Scotia and the Lni-

ted States
; W. B. i?-,7#r.t —p. 174, On larva; vomited from the human stomach, and

Nortii American butterflies; ffarrU-p.in, oTtlie Arrangement of Zool..gbil

Slbnt'of n^w'^T'^'"'-'
^'^''

^^R*^"'"*^"^-" °" f"""^^' ^-
'^-^'^''''"'''^'TtoZ

Prooekdings PHiLADRLPHir Acad.' Nat. Scl, 1860.-p. 3, Number of specie* of

American Unioni<Ja>; /. im -Mosa-aurus brmes from New Jer^ev; /. f/.SIad.-

p. 4. Contributions to North American Lepidopteroloirv. No. 3; B. CT^«.n^.-P- '*•

Appendix to paper on new genera and species of North American Tifnilid*
"•''"

-p. 49. Geo-raphioal dYstriS^mTf^ColeopteraT"/ /I'TmS^.-Oeoirraphiwl 'I'*'

.
tribution ot the Helices „f North America- IV G. Binney.-p. 51, Revfr^e^i I""-

nidie; / Lea.-p. 65, Illustrations of fossils; Conrad and Gahb.-p. 5-5. ^']^

Supplement to Catabgue Tv«,omouTsX^ntlTT'i>.' Cope-p''-il
'^f^'^!of the Calamaritue in the Museum of the Academv ?J D Cope.-p. 80, D''^^7
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